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What is Iboga? 
______________________________________ 
 
Iboga is a West African bush which has been used in ceremonies, rites of passage and 
other practices for many centuries due to his psychoactive properties.  
Recently it has been gaining popularity in science because it seems that this substance 
has an important therapeutic potential in the treatment of drug-dependence. 
Many scientific studies have shown that specially one of its compounds, ibogaine, is an 
effective tool, not only in the addiction recovery, eliminating the desire for the preferred 
drug, but also for reducing the withdrawal symptom and restoring the proper functioning 
of the brain’s neurochemistry.  
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Effects and aftereffects of ibogaine on morphine self-administration in rats 
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lbogaine, a naturally occurring alkaloid, has been claimed to be effective in treating addiction to opiate and stimulant drugs. As 

I preclini~al test of this claim, the present study sought to determine if ibogaine would reduce the intravenous self-administr~ltion 

If morphine in rats. Ibogaine dose dependently (2.5-80 mg/kg) decreased morphine intake in the hour after ibogaine treatment 

acute effect) and, to a lesser extent, a day later (aftereffect); white the acute effect could be attributed to abnormal motor behavior 

whole body tremors), the aftereffect occurred at a time when ibogaine should have been entirely eliminated from the body and 

vhen there was no obvious indication of ibogaine exposure. In some rats, there was a persistent decrease in morphine intake for 

everal days or weeks after a single injection of ibogaine; other rats began to show such persistent changes only after two or three 

veekty injections whereas a few rats were apparently resistant to prolonged aftcrcffccts. Aftereffects could not he attrihutcd to a 

onditioned aversion. Although ibogaine also depressed responding acutely in rats trained to bar-press for water, there was no 

vi+pce of any aftereffect a day or more later; the interaction between ibogaine and morphine reinforcement was therefore 

omewhat specific. Further studies are needed to characterize the nature of the ibogaine-morphine interaction as well as to 

letermine if ibogaine also affects the self-administration of other drugs. 

Ibogaine; Morphine; Drug self-administration 

. Introduction 

Ibogaine is one of several alkaloids found in the root 

jark of the African shrub 7’ubernanthe ibogu. Extracts 

,I iboga have a long history of use, principally as a 
timulant to keep African hunters awake and motion- 

ess while stalking prey but also as part of initiation 

ites and religious rituals of Bwiti and Mbiri cults. 

;tutlics contltictcd in France in the early part of this 

entury indicated that ibogaine had hallucinogenic as 
veil as stimulant properties. Although never widespread 

II the USA, ibogaine’s appearance cm the illicit market 
II the 1960~ caused the I:L)A (I:ood and Drug Adminis- 

ration) in 1970 to classify it as a Schedule I substance 

all non-research use forbidden). More recently, two 
Jnited States patents, numbers 4,499,096 (Feb. 12, 1985) 

Ind 4,587,243 (May 6, 1986), have described the poten- 

ial efficacy ,of- ibogaine in treating opiate (heroin) ad- 
liction and stimulant (cocaine and amphetamine) abuse, 

espectively. In both opiate and stimulant syndromes, a 

ingle oral treatment of ibogaine or its salts in dosages 

II 6-19 mg/kg was claimed to be effective for about six 

'orreqmdence to: SD. Glick, Department of Pharmacology and 

ioxicolugy (A-t 36), Albany Medical College, New Scolland Avenue, 

ilbany;NY 1.2208, U.S.A. 

months. The treatment supposedly interrupted the 

‘physiological and psychological aspects’ of addiction 
and eliminated the desire to use drugs; a series of four 

treatments was said to be effective for approximately 

three years. Using an animal mode1 of drug addiction, 

we have sought to determine whether these claims can 

be substantiated under controlled conditions. In the 

present study, the effects of single and, in some cases, 

repeated injections of ibogaine on rates of morphine 

self-adniinistration in rats were asscssctl for scvcral days 

after ibogaine treatment. Though far from addressing 

the full extent of the claims presented in the patents, the 

results of this study suggcal that such claims .\houltl IX 

taken seriously and that further investigation is war- 

ranted. 

2. Materials and methods 

The subjects were naive female Sprague-Dawley 

(Taconic, Germantown, NY) rats approximately three 

months old and weighing 230-250 g at the beginning of 
the experiment. Rats were housed singly in Wahmann 

hanging cages and maintained on a normal light/dark 

cycle (lights on/off at 7:00 a.m./7:00 p.m.). All testing 



LV;IS cc~ntluclctl in six I3RS/I..VI< operant test cages. 

C;ICII cncloscd in ;t soilli~l-;ll~cnu;~tctl cuhiclc. Rcsponscs 
OII ciIlIcr or Iwo Icvcf-s in catch tcsl c;lgc wcrc rcccmlcil 

01, Sotlccc~ counlcrb. ‘l’lic inIl-avcnous (i.v.) sclf-adminis- 

Iration system consisted 0r polyctl~ylcnc-silicone can- 

n~las constructccl according to the design ol’ Weeks 

(I Y72), BRS/LVE harnesses and commutators, and 

I larvard Apparatus infusion pumps (No. 55-2222). 

Shaping of the bar-press response was initially 

nccon~plishecl by training rats to bar-press for water. 

~‘annulas Lvcre then implanted in the external jugular 

vein according to procedures described by Weeks (1972). 

Self-administration testing began with a single 24 h 

session followed by daily 1 h sessions. five days (Mon- 

day-Fridzly) a week; rats were tested about the same 

time each tliiy, during the middle 0r the light cycle. A 

response on either lever produced a IO ~1 infusion or 
drug solution. 0.01 nig of morphine sulraie, in about 0.2 

s. Since all rats generally weighed 250 f 20 g, each 

ircspoiise deliver-cd approximately 0.04 mg/kg of 

morphine; this is about four times the threshold dose 

required Cm niainlaining sclr-ntlministration behavior 

(e.g. Glick and (‘ox, I Y77). One non-contingent drug 

inl’usion was administered at the beginning of each 

session. It should be noted that the daily I h tesl 

sessions were not sufficient to produce any observable 

degree of physical dependence; there were no symptoms 

of withdrawal (e.g. weight loss, diarrhea, wet dog shakes) 

during abstinent periods (i.e. weekends). Experiments to 

assess the effects of ibogaine were begun when baseline 

self-adnCnistration rates stabilized (< 10% variation 

Ironi one day to the next :lcross five days), usually alter 

two weeks of testing. 

lbogaine hydrochloride was purchased from the 

Sigrma Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO); doses, rang- 

ing Iron1 2.5 to 80 mg/kg. are expressed as the salt. 

Ibogaine (or saline) was administered intraperitoneally 

(i.p.); different doses were administered to different 

groups of rats. Most rats were injected 15 min before a 

nlorphinc self-administration session (pre-session treat- 

ment) while solme rats were injected within 5 min after 

such a session (post-session treatment). Ibogaine injec- 

lions wcrc ~wirally rnadc on Wcdncsdays and. in some 

C;ISCS, repeated injections were made at weekly or bi- 

weekly intervals. In order to provide an indication of 

tile specificity of ibogainc’s dkcts on bar-pressing ror 

morphine. ibogaine (40 mg/kg) was also administered 

pi-e-session to other rats bar-pressing for water. 

Figure 1 shows the initial acute effects of pre-session 

ihogainc lrcalmcnt on morphine sclr-administration. 

0 20 4Q 60 60 

IBOGAINE (me/kg) 

. _ 

Ibogaine produced a dose-related depression 

morphine intake (ANOVA. I’ < 0.001): doses of 

mg/kg and higher had significant (I’ -C 0.05-0.001, 

tests) effects. 

Figure 2 shows that both pre-session and post-s 

sion ibogaine (40 mg/kg) treatment. administered 

the first time, depressed morphine intake for at leas 

day afterwards. A group x days interaction w:as sign 

cant (I’ -c 0.02) in a t\vo-way ANOVA: paired t-te 

with baseline values were significant (I’ < 0.05-0.0~ 

for days 1 and 2 in the pre-session group and for da 

Il~o~;,\lst: I’Rt: 
too - m .S,\I.INE 

i----.) :... .: Illo~;AlYi: I’OST 



BASE DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 6 DAY 7 

TEST SESSION 

Fig. 3. Lack of aftereffects of ibogaine (40 mg/kg) on bar-pressing for 

eater: pre-session adminisIration on Day 1. Each data point is the 

nean (+S.E.) from six r31s. ‘Base’ refers IO the baseline rate of 

.rsponJing, calculated a$ the average for the three sessions preceding 

hqaine lreatnwnl. There was a significant (P < 0.001, t-test) effect 

on day 1 hut not thereafter. 
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Fig. 4. I.<q+.tcrm al’tcrcff~ctr of tibugainc on morph~nc self-admlnis- 

tration in I\!U rats: ml No. 9lBO2 lrealrd (indwxled by arrow) with 40 

mg/kg ix-&on on day I and rat No. 6411308 treated with 80 

mg/kg pobt-session on day I, 

DAYS 

Fig. 5. Individual response to repeated injections of ihogaine (40 

mg/kg, pre-session) on morphine self-administration: rat No. 11 ID02 

treated (arrows) on days 1, 8 and 22; aftereffects only became 

apparent after the third injection. 

it] the post-session group. Figure 3 shows that pre-ses- 
sion ibogaine (40 mg/kg) treatment decreased bar- 

pressing for water only acutely, there being no effect a 

day later. 
The aftereffects (one or more days later) of ibogaine 

on morphine self-administration varied substantially 

from rat to rat. In almost all instances (see exception 

hclow, rat No. 1 1 lRO2), doses of 40 and 80 mg/kg (hut 
not 10 or 20 mg/kg) depressed intake ;I day later; 

however, ~hcrcafter, responses ranged from no I’urthcr 

effect to a prolonged depression of morphine intake, 
lasting, in some cases, for several weeks. Figure 4 shows 

two examples of the latter--one rat (No. 9lB02) adminis- 

tered 40 mg/kg pre-session and another rat (No. 641B08) 

administered 80 mg/kg post-session. When such 

aftereffects were not apparent for particular rats, rc- 
pe~ited itljections ol’ ibognine were macle, usually at 
weekly or biweekly inlervals. Figure 5 shows tlaLa of a 
rat (No. llIB02) that was administered ibogaine (40 

mg/kg, pre-session) three tinies: on the first two occa- 

sions there were no obvious effects beyond the day of 
injection whereas, after the third injection or ibogaine, 
morphine intake was clearly depressed for at least a 
week afterwards. Some rats showed prolonged afteref- 

fects following a second injection whereas others showed 

no aftereffects lasting more than a day even following 

five injections of ibogaine. 

Ibogaine produced an acute dose-related depression 
of morphine self-administration. This may have oc- 



curred for one of several reasons: for example, while 
ibogaine may have specifically affected the reinforcing 
efficacy of morphine, it also may have more generally 
interfered with the motor behavior necessary to perform 

the operant response. As is well known (e.g. Zetler et 

al., 1972). ibogaine elicits whole body tremors and these 
may have made it difficult or impossible to execute any 

coordinated tnotor response. The acute depression of 
bar-pressing for water by ibogaine would also be con- 

sistcnt with the Iattcr interpretation. It should he noted, 
howcvcr. lhat asidc from tremors, no other signs of 
ovcrl toxicity wcrc observed. 

The half-life of ibogaine in rodents is about 1 h 

(Dhahir, 1971) and, a day after administration, ibogaine 
levels in the body should be undetectable (Dhahir, 

1971). Inasmuch as ibogaine-induced tremors disap- 

peared within 2-3 h after a dose of 40 mg/kg, it was 
somewhat rcmarkahlc that rates of morphine sctf-ad- 

minislralion wcrc still significantly decreased a day latet 

(fig. 2). It seemed conceivable that such an effect might 

have occurred as a result of an associative process. That 

is, pretreatment with ibogaine might have tnade 

morphine aversive and the persistence of a decrease in 

morphine intake could then have been due to a condi- 

tioned aversion (i.e. a conditioned decrease in bar- 

pressing); rats admpgered ibogaine after testing for 
morphine self-admimstration (post-session treatment) 

were included to evaluate this possibility. Ibogaine had 
the same effect a day later regardless of whether it had 

been administered before or after the morphine self-ad- 
ministration session. The specificity of this aftereffect 
on morphine intake was further indicated by the ob- 

servation that the same dose of ibogaine had no effect 
beyond the day of administration in rats bar-pressing 
for water (fig. 3). Thus, in contrast to its acute rate-de- 

pressant effect, the day-later aftereffect of ibogaine on 
morphine self-administration appears to have resulted 

from some persistent modulatory action of ibogaine on 

the reinforcing efficacy of morphine. 
Long-term decreases in morphine intake lasting for 

scvcraI clays and in SOIIIC GISCS for scvcral weeks nftcl 
ibogaine (40 or 80 mg/kg) treatment occurred in some 
rals. It w:is not possihlc lo pi-edict which rals would 

respond in this way, although there was a non-signifi- 

cant trend for rats having low baseline rates of drug 

intake to be less likely to exhibit such effects. When 
ibogaine treatments were repeated at weekly or bi- 

weekly intervals, some rats that were initially resistant 

began to show long-term aftereffects; this suggests that 
there is a continuum of individual differences in sensi- 

tivity to ibogaine and that, with some dosage regimen, 

most or all rats would show long-term depressions of 
morphine intake. 

Possible mechanisms underlying ibogaine’s afteref- 

fects are at present obscure. Very little is known about 
the metabolism of ibogaine although there is no reason 

to exclude ihe possibility that there is an active metabo. 
lite with a long half-life. Ibogaine and related drugs (k.g 
tabernanthine) have been suggested to have several neu 

ropharmacological actions, including interactions with 

serotonergic (Sloviter et al., 1980). muscarinic (Dhahir, 
1971) and benzodiazepine receptors (Trouvin et al., 

1987); although there is no evidence of a direct interac 
tion at opiate receptors, ibogainc has been reported tc 
potentiate the analgesic effect of morphine (Schneider 

and McArthur. 1956). None of thcsc mcch;~uisms have 
hccn show~i or cvt’n hccn suggcstcd to hc opcrativc roi 
more than a few hours after ibogaino administrations. In 

contrast, as reported in our companion paper (Maison. 

neuve et al., 1991), ibogaine induces prolonged (at leas1 

19 h) decreases in the extracellular levels of dopamine 

metabolites (DOPAC and HVA) in the nucleus accu- 
mbens, striatum and medial prefrontal cortex; although 

the cctlulnr basis for these dkts is ;dso not under- 

stood, the microdialysis data are certainly consistent 

with the present self-administration data in terms of the 

well documented role of dopaminergic systems in 

morphine reinforcement (e.g. Wise, 1987; Wise and 

Bozarth, 1987). 

Assuming that ibogaine alters the reinforcing efficacy 

of morphine, the ibogaine-induced decrease in morphine 

intake could result from either antagonism or enhnnce- 

ment of morphine’s actions (e.g. Glick and Ross, 1983). 

That is, if ibogaine antagonized morphine’s actions, it 
would be expected that rats might transiently self-ad- 

minister more morphine in an attempt to compensate 
for the reduced effect but then self-administer less 

morphine as extinction occurred (i.e. analogous to de- 

creasing the morphine infusion dose to below threshold); 
if ibogaine enhanced morphine’s actions, it \vould be 

expected that rats would also self-administer less 

morphine but, in this case, as a way of compensating 

for the increased effect (i.e. analogous to increasing the 

morphine infusion dose). Although there was no evi- 
dence of a biphasic extinction pattern of responding 
that would support the ‘antagonist’ intcrprctation. other 
trcatmcnts (c.g. Icsions) that disnrpl drug self-udminis- 
tration by reducing reinforcing efficacy frequently do so 
without producing an initial increase in responding (e.g. 

Roberts and Koob. 1982). It is therefore not possible to 

discriminate between these two interpretations on the 

basis of the present data alone. Further studies are 
clearly warranted to address this issue as well as to 

explore the generality of the present findings with re- 
spect to ibogaine’s claimed interactions with other drugs 

of abuse. 
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Acute and prolonged effects of ibogaine on brain, dopamine 

metabolism and morphine-induced locomotor activity in rats 
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Key ~c~ortl~: Ibogaine: Morphine; Prefrontal cortex; Nucleus accumbens; Striatum; Homogenate; Locomotor activity 

lbogaine, an indolalkylamine. proposed for use in treating opiate and stimulant addiction, has been shown to modulate the dopaminergic 
iystem acutely and one day later. In the present study we sought to systematically determine the effects of ibogaine on the levels of dopa- 
nine (DA) and the dopamine metabolites 3,4 dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) and homovanillic acid (HVA) in tissue at several time 
Joints, between 1 h and 1 month post-injection. One hour after ibogaine-administration (40 m@g i.p.) a 50% decrease in DA along with a 
17-100% increase in HVA were observed in all 3 brain regions studied: striatum, nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex. Nineteen hours 
tfter ibogaine-administration a decrease in DOPAC was seen in the nucleus accumbens and in the striatum. A week after administration of 
bogaine striatal DOPAC levels were still reduced. A month after ibogaine injection there were no significant neurochemical changes in any 
Legion. We also investigated the effects of ibogaine pretreatment on morphine-induced locomotor activity, which is thought to depend on 
DA release. Using photocell activity cages we found that ibogaine pretreatment decreased the stimulatory motor effects induced by a wide 
rnge of morphine doses (OS-20 mgkg. i.p.) administered 19 h later; a similar effect was observed when morphine (5 m&g) was admin- 
stered a week after ibogaine pretreatment. No significant changes in morphine-induced locomotion were seen a month after ibogaine pre- 
:reatment. The present findings indicate that ibogaihe produces both acute and delayed effects on the tissue content of DA and its metab- 
elites, and these changes coincide with a sustained depression of morphine-induced locomotor activity. 

_- 
INTRODUCTION 

lbogaine is the main alkaloid found in the root of Ta- 

nrttanthe iboga, a shrub that grows in West central Af- 

rica. Ibogaine has been used, at low doses, as a stimu- 

ant and, at high doses, for its hallucinogenic properties. 

In 1985 and 1986 two US patents”“” described the po- 

lential eflicacy of ibogainr in treating opiate and stimu- 

ant addiction. Possibly consistent with those claims, re- 

:ent studizs have shown that ibogaine pretreatment 

nterferes with the neurochemical and behavioral re- 

;ponses of rats to morphine6~‘* and D-amphetamine’3. 

Using microdialysis, it has been reported’* that 

bogaine acutely increases extracellular dopamine (DA) 

#eveIs in the prefrontal cortex, decreases extracellular 

DA levels in the striatutn and has no significant effect in 

:he nucleus accumbens. Furthermore, 19 h after its ad- 

ninistration, ibogaine has been shown to decrease ex- 

lracellular levels of the DA metabolites 3,4-dihydroxy- 

lhenylacetic (DOPAC) and homovanillic acid (HVA) in 

.he prefrontal cortex, striatum and nucleus accumbens. 

The mechanism of action by which ibogaine modulates 

DA neuions is unclear. In radioligand binding assays 

bogaine has been reported to interact with kappa recep- 

tors and with voltage-dependent sodium channel$. How- 

ever, it is difficult to explain the effects of ibogaine by 

those 2 direct interactions alone. That is, ibogaine ap- 

pears to have prolonged effects (at least 19 h) which are 

hard to reconcile with its short half-life (1 h in rodent”); 

the formation of one or more active metabolites, possi- 

bly with a different pharmacological profile, has been 

postulated. In the present study, in an effort to gain fur- 

ther insights into ibogaine’s mechanisms of action, we 

cxamincd its effects on postmortem lissuc conlcnt of DA 

and its metabolites at several time points, between 1 h 

and 1 month. Since locomotor stimulatory effects of 

morphine are thought to be mediated via DA release’, 

changes induced by ibogaine in the activity of DA path- 

ways could presumably be translated into locomotor 

changes. Therefore, using photocell activity cages, we 

examined the effects of ibogaine pretreatment on the lo- 

comotor effects induced by morphine at different time 

points. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Drugs 

Ibogaine HCI was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. and was 
dissolved in water at a concentration of 20 mg/ml. Morphine sul- 

Zorrespolrdence: I.M. Maisonneuve, Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology (A-136). Albany Medical College, 47 New Scotland Av- 
:nue, Albany, NY 12208, U.S.A. Fax: (I) (518) 445 5799. 
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fate. obtained from Mallinckrodt. was dissolved in saline. Both 

drugs were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) in doses expressed as 

tllc salt. 

Animal preparation arfd /iswe dissecriorr 

Female Sprague-Dawley rats (weighing 250-275 g) were pretrea- 
ted with either ibogaine HCI (40 mg/kg) or saline (2 ml/kg) 1 h, 19 

h, I week or 1 month before being decapitated. (Ibogaine’s effects 

were studied at 19 h and not 24 h in order to match studies already 

published with ibogaine12). After decapitation, the brains were re- 

moved and frozen by immersion in ice-cold n-pentane. The brains 

were then placed in a rat brain matrix (Zivic-Miller) and 3 slices 

were taken. Prefrontal cortex was dissected from the first slice (3-6 

mm from the anterior pole of the brain), nucleus accumbens from 

the second (6-8 mm), and striatum from the third (8-11 mm). Tis- 

sue from both hemispheres was pooled for each region. 

Assay of dopamine and metabolites 

Tissue samples were homogenized in perchloric acid (0.1 M) con- 

taining 3,4-dihydroxybenzylamine as an internal standard. Homo- 

genates were centrifuged for 20 min at 14,000 rpm. The superna- 

Nucleus Accumbens 
Prefrontal Cortex 

DA DOPAC HVA 

19 hours 

1 week 

DA DOPAC HVA 

Fig. 1. Changes, expressed as percent of control k S.E.M., in 

postmortem tissue levels of DA, DOPAC and HVA in the stria- 

turn, nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex 1 h (top panel, n = 

6). 19 h (central panel, ,I = 6) or a week (bottom panel, n = 12) 
after injection of ibogaine (40 mg/kg). *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 

as compared to saline pretreatment (Least Significant Difference 

test). Control values. expressed as /cg/g of wet tissue (+ S.E.M.), 
were at 1 h post-ibogaine administration in the striatum DA 10.47 

f 0.63, DOPAC 2.56 ? 0.16, HVA 0.97 f 0.041; in the nucleus 

accumbens DA 8.48 f 0.38, DOPAC 3.82 + 0.17, HVA 0.83 f 
0.073; and in the prefrontal cortex DA 0.085 f 0.011, DOPAC 
0.039 rt 0.005, HVA 0.040 + 0.006. At 19 h there were in the stri- 

atum DA Y.27 f. 0.70, DOPAC 2.22 !I 0.12, HVA 0.75 + 0.034; 

in the nucleus accumbens DA 7.94 f 0.39, DOPAC 3.56 + 0.16, 

HVA 0.72 If: 0.038; and in the prefrontal cortex DA 0.107 f 0.033, 
DOPAC 0.041 + 0.006, HVA 0.031 f 0.004. At 1 week there were 

in the striatum DA 9.75 + 0.34, DOPAC 2.43 ?I 0.069, HVA 0.85 

+ 0.046; in the nucleus accumbens DA 8.20 + 0.44, DOPAC 3.54 

+ 0.18, HVA 0.74 + 0.053; and in the prefrontal cortex DA 0.074 
f 0.005, DOPAC 0.037 f 0.002, HVA 0.032 + 0.003. 

tant was placed in filters (0.2 /(m. Schleicher Schuell) 

centrifuged for 5 min at 25GO rpm. The filtered supernatant 
then analyzed by HPLC-EC. The HPLC system included 
pump (PM 3OA). a BAS ampcrometric dctcctor (LC-4U) 
glassy carbon electrode set at a potential of 0.77 V with 

a silver-silver chloride reference electrode. The analytical 
was a 25 cm BAS biophase ODS 5 ltm column. The mobile 

consisted of 300 ml of 0.1 M citric acid, 160 ml of 0. I M Na,HPO 

10 mg of sodium octyl sulfate and 50 ml of methanol. Tissue 

of DA arid its metabolites. DOPAC and HVA, were determint 

by means of internal and external standards and expressed 

of wet tissue. The limit of detection of our assay was 16.8 

DA, 18.9 pg for DOPAC and 27.3 pg for HVA. 

Motor acfiviry monirorirrg 

Locomotor activity was measured in photocell activity 
Interruptions of the infrared photocell beams were recorded 

Apple IIe computer. Rats were pretreated with saline (2 

ibogaine (40 mg/kg) 19 h before the administration of saline 
kg) or morphine (0.5-20 mg/kg); in addition, other rats 

treated with saline (2 ml/kg) or ibogaine (40 me/kg) 1 week 

month before the administration of saline (1 ml/kg) or 
tory dose (5 mglkg) of morphine. Immediately after the 

injection rats were placed in activity boxes and locomotion 

measured for 3 h. Rats were maintained on a normal light/dark 
cle (lights on/off at 7:00 a.m./7:OO p.m.) and experiments 

conducted during the light phase in a quiet room. 

Statistical analysis 

For the chemical data a 3-way analysis of variance (ANOV 

was performed to evaluate for pretreatment and time effects 

regions for each amine. When appropriate ANOVAs were 
in order to test for pretreatment and time effects in each 

for each amine. Any significant interaction was subsequently 

0 Saltne pretreatment 0 - 60 iin 
l lbogaine pretreatment -I 

0 1.25 5 10 20 

60- 120min 

. 0 1.25 5 IO 20 .JO 
_ 

2500 ------ 

l 120 160 mln - 
2000 : 1 

:;wIj 

o ,,25 5 _c__.-_~--~+.-_ 

10 20 

MORPHINE, mglkg 

Fig. 2. Effects of a saline or ibogaine (40 &kg) pretreatment 
the dose-response curve of m&phine. Morphine was administra 

at time zero and the pretreatments 19 II before. Each point 

sents the average activity counts (k S.E.M.) of 6 rats for 

of 1 h. *P 4 0.05 and **/’ c 0.001 as compared to saline 
ment (Least Significant Difference test). 
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Fig. 3. Effects of saline (n = 6) or ihogaine (40 mg/kg, II = 6) on 

ocomotor activity induced hy saline or hy morphine (5 @kg) I 

reek after their adnGnistration. Each point represents the average 
xtivity counts (+ S.E.M.) for a period of 10 min. *P < 0.05 as 
zoompared to saline pretreatment (Least Significant Difference test). 

nmposed using the Least Significant Difference (LSD) test. For 

Ihe behavioral dala an ANOVA was used to test for pretreatment, 
dose and tinie effects. Each rat received I pretreatment and 1 dose 

of morphine. Post-hoc analyses were carried out using the LSD 

multiple comparison tests. 

RESULTS 

Effects of ibogaine pretreatment on DA and its metabo- 

lites 

One hour after injection of 40 mg/kg of ibogaine (Fig. 

1, top panel) significant effects were observed in all 3 

regions studied. Ibogaine decreased DA levels (54% of 

control in the prefrontal cortex, P < 0.0006; 51% in the 

nucleus accumbens, P < 0.00001; 42% in the striatum, 

P < 0.00001) and increased HVA levels (137% of con- 

trol in the prefrontal cortex, P < 0.02; 158% in the nu- 

cleus accumbens, P < 0.00001; 200% in the striatum, P 

< 0.00001). In addition, in the nucleus accumbens only, 

a decrease in DOPAC (73% of control, P < 0.0002) was 

noted. 

Nineteen hours after administration (Fig. 1, central 

panel) ibogaine induced a decrease in DOPAC in the 

nucleus accumhens (85% of control, P < 0.05) and in 

the stri’atum (R3%, I’ < 0.05); this effect in the prefron- 

tal corlex was not signilicnnt. 

,One week after ibogaine (Fig. 1, bottom panel) no 

effects in the prefrontal cortex or in the nucleus accum- 

bens were significant; however, there was a marginal de- 
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crease in striatal DOPAC (90% of control, P < 0.06). 

Because of the latter unexpected result, this experiment 

was repeated and a decrease in striatal DOPAC was 

found again (P < 0.05, t-test for the repeated experi- 

ment and P < 0.025, t-test for both experiments com- 

bined). No significant effects were detectable in any re- 

gion 1 month after ibogaine injection (data not shown). 

Effects of ibogaine on behavioral response to morphine 

Ibogaine pretreatment 19 h prior to measuring motor 

responses induced by a wide range of morphine doses 

(Fig. 2) led to significant decreases in locomotor activa- 

tion, mainly during the first 2 h (pretreatment X time, P 

< O.OOOOl), for all doses of morphine except 30 mg/kg. 

During the third hour only the activity induced by mor- 

phine 20 mg/kg was reduced (P < 0.00001). It should be 

noted that ibogaine itself had an inhibitory effect on lo- 

comotion, but only during the first h (P < 0.015). In 

contrast, 1 week after its administration, ibogaine had a 

stimulatory effect on locomotion (first h, P < 0.03), yet 

still inhibited morphine (5 mg/kg)-induced locomotion 

during the same time period (t’ < 0.019) (Fig. 3). A 

month after its administration, ibogaine had no effects 

on locomotion and did not alter the morphine induced 

locomotor activity (data not shown). 

DISCUSSION 

Using in vivo microdialysis, we had previously found 

that acute ibogaine treatment produced markedly differ- 

ent changes in extracellular DA levels depending on the 

region studied (see Introduction). In the present inves- 

tigation, we have studied the effects of ibogaine on post- 

mortem DA tissue levels. Although tissue levels corre- 

spond to a combination of intra- and extracellular levels, 

the extracellular fraction of DA is infinitesimally small 

and thus tissue levels are primarily a reflection of intra- 

cellular stores. 

The pervasive and substantial effects of acute ibogaine 

administration, namely a 50% decrease in DA levels, 

could be explained by a large release of DA either in 

the cytoplasmic environment or in the extracellular fluid. 

The lack of increase in DOPAC levels argues against an 

intraneuronal DA release. The increase in HVA, but not 

in DOPAC, may reflect a change in the balance between 

intraneuronal and extraneuronal metabolism of DA and 

could correspond to a release of DA in the extracellular 

fluid coupled with a blockade of the uptake system. 

However, if such a large DA release occurred, an in- 

crease in extracellular DA should have been noticccl im- 

mediately after ibogaine administration in our previous 

studies’*. Although differences between in vivo extracel- 

lular measurements and postmortem tissue levels are not 
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unusual and have been noted by other authors’, it is un- 

fortunate that our assay did not allow us to measure 

3-mcrhoxylyraminc, since an increase in this extraneu- 
ronal iiiclnl~olilc niiphl have clarilicd this enigma. The 

action of ibogaine on voltage dependent sodium chan- 

nels” could partially account for an extraneuronal DA 

release. Since the affinity of ibogaine for this channel is 

8.1 ,uM~. and the brain concentration of ibogaine is es- 

timated to be about 10 PM 1 h after i.p. administration 

of 50 mg/kg ibogaine4, it is not likely that this interac- 

tion would lead to full depolarization; however, it could 

increase the intracellular Na+ concentration, reducing 

the inward Na+ gradient and thus causing DA release 

through the transport carrier and impeding the DA up- 

take14. It is doubtful that this action alone could explain 

the 50% decrease in DA levels. A neurotoxic effect is 

unlikely, since it has been shown’5 that lesions of the ni- 

grostriatal DA pathway (medial forebrain bundle) in- 

crease striatal DA levels for at least 20 h before produc- 

ing a marked decrease 48 h later. Intracerebroventricuiar 

injections of 6-hydroxydopamine have led to the same 

results2. 

Depletion of intracellular DA levels has been shown 

to enhance tyrosine hydroxylase activity5 which could ex- 

plain why DA levels return to their basal values 19 h af- 

ter an ibogaine challenge. At that time the decrease in 

DOPAC could result from the diversion of newly syn- 

thesized DA, from which DOPAC originates’“, into DA 

storage pools. A parallel decrease in metaboiites has also 

been observed in the extracellular fluid’*. The fact that 

a single injection of ibogaine can still affect, a week 

later, the levels of DOPAC in the striatum was surpris- 

ing and we were skeptical at first. However, this finding 

was readily replicated and suggests that ibogaine either 

induces the formation of a long-active metabolite and/or 

induces a persistent change in neuronal activity. 

Concurrent with the neurochemical changes, ibogaine 

also affected locomotor activity, decreasing it 19 h post- 
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Key w0rd.x Ibogaine: Harmaiine: K-Receptor; Opiate receptor: Sodium channel; y-Aminobutyric acid receptor 

Assays using radioligands were used to assess the actions of ibogaine and harmaline on various receptor types. Ibogaine congeners showed 

affinity for opiate receptors whereas harmaline and harmine did not. The Ki for coronaridine was 2.0 /tM at /c-opiate receptors. The K,s for 

coronaridine and tabernanthine at the d-opiate receptors were 8.1 and 3.1 !rM, respectively. Ibogaine, ibogamine, coronaridine and taber- 
nanthine had K, values of 2.08. 2.6, 4.3 and 0.15 I’M, respectively, for K-opiate receptors. Long-lasting, dose-dependent behavioral effects of 

ibogaine have been reported. The possibility that these effects were due to irreversible binding properties of ibogaine at K-receptors was 

considered; however, radioligand wash experiments showed a rapid recovery of radioligand binding after one wash. A voltage-de 
2 

endest 
sodium channel radioligand demonstrated Ki values in the !cM range for all drugs tested. (Jsing ra’dioligand binding assays and/or CI- up- 
take studies. no interaction of ibogaine or harmaline with the GABA receptor-ionophore was found. The K-activity of ibogaine (or an active 

metabolite) may be responsible for its putative anti-addictive properties whereas the tremorigenic properties of ibogaine and harmaline may 

be due to their effects on sodium channels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ibogaine and harmaline, indole alkaloids, are part of 

a large group of centrally acting drugs that produce 

tremorigenic and hallucinogenic effects2V2474”; ibogaine is 

also under investigation for potential use in the treat- 

ment of opiate addiction (U.S. Patent 4,4YY,OY6). The 

mechanism of action of either of these compounds is not 

clearly understood. Affinities of harmaline analogs at 

opiate receptors have been reported2”; it is possible that 

ibogaine analogs might also have affinity for these re- 

ceptors and appropriate studies were therefore con- 

ducted. 

Many drugs demonstrating hallucinogenic properties 

have been shown to be mediated through agonist inter- 

actions at the 5-HT, receptor’. Since ibogaine” and har- 

maline2’ have been reported to pruduce hallucinations, 

5-HT, interactions were examined. 

Using in vitro radioligand binding and functional ‘“Cl- 

uptake assays, we investigated mechanisms of action that 

may be responsible for the hallucinogenic, tremorigenic 

and proposed anti-addictive effects of ibogaine and har- 

maline analogs. 

a? 
Published reports have indicated that the tremorigenic 

properties of ibogaine and harmaline analogs may be 

mediated through the GABA receptor-ionophore com- 

plex ‘5X28,2y336,38; our studies were designed to investigate 

this hypothesis further. It is also conceivable that trem- 

ors are induced by interference with ion conductance or 

membrane potentials, since other tremorigenic agents 

demonstrate affinity for voltage-dependent sodium chan- 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Membrane preparation 

Neuronal homogenates used in all assays except for studies of 
“‘Cl- uptake and voltage-dependent sodium chamlels were pre; 

pared as followed. Bovine or rat tissue was obtained by dissection 

and immediately homogenized in 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer (~1-1 7.7 

at 25°C) containing 10 mM MgSO, and 0.5 mM ED’W. Following 

centrifugation for 15 min at 14,000 g the samples were resuspended 

in buffer and preincubated for 15 min at 37°C to destroy any en: 

* Formly spelled Titeler. 

(‘orre.~/,o,lt/err~e: D.C. Deecher, Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology. Albany Medical Collcpe. Albany. NY 12208. U.S.A. Fax: 
(1) (518) 44s-57YY. 

nels2’; the interactions of ibogaine and harmaline were 

investigated at this site. 
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dogenous ligands. The homogenates were centrifuged for 10 min 

at 14,000 g, resuspended in buffer and recentrifuged before stor- 
8ge at -30°C. Mouse brain vesicles were freshly prepared in 20 mM 

HEPES for ‘“Cl- uptake studies following standard procedure?. 

Mouse brain vesicles prepared for radiolabeled [3H]BTX-B assays 

werk made in 50 mM HEPES following published procedures’. 

Protein delerminnrions were performed using the Pierce BCA pro- 
tein a~say’~. 

: 
Clret?rirals 

lbogaine hydrochloride (tICI), harmane HCI, harmaline HCI, 

harmine IICI and naloxone HCI were purchased from Sigma Chem- 

ical Co. (SI. Louis, MO). Racemic coronaridine and racemic ibog- 

amine were synthesized by Martin Kuehne and William Bornmann, 

Unwersity of Vermont, Burlington, VT. Tabernanthine was sup- 

plied by I’. Potier, C.N.R.S., Institute of Chemistry of Natural 
Substances, Gif-sur-Yvette, France. Except for f’H]Carfentanil (80 

Cimmol), which was custom synthesized by NEN DuPont, Boston, 
MA, the [211]radioligantls used are commercially available from 

NEN DuPont, Wilmington, DE, In 3hCI- uptake studies ibogaine 

and harmaline were prepared and delivered in 0.4 /II DMSO. 

Rudioligand binding assnys 

Assays were performed in triplicate for competition studies in 2.0 
ml volume containing 800-900 /cl buffer, 100 111 non-specific deter- 

minant, 100 /tl radioligand and 1 ml tissue homogenate. Positive 

controls using drugs with known affinities for each receptor site 

were run in parellel in each drug screening. Tubes were incubated 

under specific conditions (Table I) and filtered through Whatman 

GF/B glass fiber filters with 10 ml cold 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer. The 

filters were counted by liquid scintillation spectrometry. Assay con- 

ditions for [-‘H]BTX-B were done as previously described’. Specific 

binding was defined as binding in the presence of a saturating con- 

centration of competing ligand. Ibogaine or harmaline analogs were 

considered inactive at the defined receptor site if there was lack of 
inhibition at concentrations above 100 !tM. 

Assay conclitions for 36Cl- uptake studies were done following 

standard procedures’. Specific GABA-stimulated uptake was cal- 

culated as the difference between basal uptake and total uptake in 

the presence of GABA (final concentration 20 or 100 /tM). Inhibition 

of stimulated uptake was determined by comparing 36CI- uptake in 

the presence of GABA (100 /rM) and either ibogaine or harmaline 

(I(W) /tM) IO that obtainctl with GABA alone. A known inhibitor of 

%CI- uptake, endrin (IO i&l), was used as a positive control. 

Centrifuge tubes containing 30 ml of bovine homogenates (282 f 

31 &ml protein) were incubated with either 50% (v/v) ethanol, 10 
nM U-69593 (h’, x 10) or 20 /tM ibogaine (K, x 10) for 30 min at 

37°C. After incubation each tube was vortexed, a 20-/d sample taken 
for protein determination. and triplicate l-ml aliquots were taken for 
each set of total and non-specific samples. The volume was restored 

with buffer to the original tubes, centrifuged at 14,000 g for 10 min, 

supernatant removed and the membrane resuspended in 26 ml buffer. 
One-ml aliquots were taken from the centrifuge tubes and the volume 

restored to 30 ml. This wash procedure was repeated 3 times. After 

the last wash procedure the last group of l-ml aliquots were taken and 

the binding assay performed. Total volume of each test tube contained 
800 or 900 /rl 50 mM Tris buffer, 100 $ [3H]U-69593, 1 ml bovine 

peuronal membranes and 100 1’1 (1 j(M) naloxone (non-specific deter- 

minant). The reaction was initiated by addition of (3H]U-69593 and 

the test tubes incubated for 30 min at 37°C. The reaction was termi- 
nated by rapid vacuum filtration using Whatman GF/B glass fiber fil- 

ters, and washed with 10 ml cold 50 mM Tris buffer. The filters were 

cointed by liquid scintillation spectrometry in 5 ml ecoscint (National 

Diagnostics). Protein determination was performed using the Pierce 

BCA assay. 

RESULTS 

Our initial studies evaluated the potencies of ibogaine 

and harmaline for a series of radioligands known to la- 

bel a variety of neuroreceptors. Except for the interac- 

tion of ibogaine at the K-opiate receptor, neither ibogaine 

nor harmaline had significant affinities (Ki >I00 FM) in 

any of the assays listed (Table I). The lack of affinity of 

ibogaine or harmaline for serotonin (S-HT) receptors 

suggests that the hallucinogenic properties are not being 

mediated by the 5-HT, receptor subtype. Ibogaine’s af- 

finity for the K-opiate receptor was in the PM range (Fig. 

1). Affinities for opiate receptors were demonstrated by 

ibogaine analogs, but none were shown by harmaline 

analogs (Table II). Because of previous reports regard- 

ing ibogaine’s long-lasting drug effects, radioligand wash 

TABLE I 

Survey of receptor affinity for ibogaine and hurmaline using rcrdio- 

labeled binding assays. 

Assay conditions followed references cited; all data are represen- 

tative of triplicate determinations from 3 experiments using dif- 

ferent membrane preparations. 

Receptor fHJLigand Tissue Refs. 

Adrenergic 

01 prazosin 

Cannabinoid 

p-amino- 
clonidine 

dihydro- 

alprenalol HCI 

CP55.940 

Win5212-2 

rat cortex 
bovine cortex 
rat cortex 
calf cortex 

rat cortex 

calf cortex 
calf cerebellum 

calf cerebellum 

BZD 

Cl- channel 

Muscarinic 

Nicotinic 

Opiate 
1’ 
h 
K 

Serotonin 

1.3 
lb 

4. 

‘d 
2 

3 

SCH23390 

N-methyl- 
spiperone 

muscimol 

Hunitrazepam 

=c1- 

QNB 

methylcarbamyl- 

choline 

carfentanil 
DPDPE 

lJ69.593 

DPAT 
5-MT 

mesulergine 

5-HT 

ketanserin 

GR65630 

rat striatum 

calf caudate 

rat slriatum 
calf striatum 

bovine cortex 

bovine cerebellum 
rat cortex 

bovine cortex 

mouse 

synaptoneurosome 
bovine cortex 

bovine hippocampus 
bovine cortex 

bovine cortex 
bovine cortex 

bovine cortex 

Rat hippocampus 
rat striatum 

rat cortex 

bovine caudate 

rat cortex 

area postrema 

13 

no 

18 

11 

14 

31 

I9 

3 

6 

5 

37 

1 

35 
7 

17 

33 

33 

33 

8 

34 

22 
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harmaline 

RI = CH30. Rp = H ibogaine 

RI = H. Rz = CH30 labernanfhine 

Fig, 1. Structures of harmaline and ihogaine analogs. 

experiments were done to determine if irreversible prop- 

erties of ibogaine at K-opiate receptors could be demon- 

strated. Readily reversible binding of ibogaine was shown 

when competed with [“H]U69593, a specific K-opiate 

agonist (Fig. 2). 

It has been proposed that the tremorigenic effects of 

ibogaine and harmaline are mediated through the GABA 

receptor-ionophore complex. However, in competition 

studies, neither ibogaine nor harmaline showed inhibi- 

tion of binding for [‘HJmuscimol or [3H]flunitrazepam, 

GABA, and benzodiazepine specific radioligands, re- 

spectively. Functional studies of %- uptake were done 

next. Drug interactions at the chloride channel, benzo- 

diazepine or GABA site associated with the GABA re- 

ceptor-ionophore complex can be functionally deter- 

mined by studying drug induced interactions in “‘Cl- 

uptake. In our studies, neither ibogaine nor harmaline 

demonstrated any inhibitory effect on ““Cl- uptake (Fig. 

3). Additional studies showed that neither ibogaine nor 

harmaline enhanced or stimulated “‘Cl- uptake (data 

not shown). At the concentrations used in our studies, 

these results rule out any interactions of ibogaine or har- 

maline at the GABA-ionophore complex 

TABLE II 

Afjitfities of ihogaine analog.5 for opiate receplors 

Data are means (-+ S.D.) of triplicate determinations from 3 ex- 

periments using different membrane preparations. EBDA analy- 

sis determined Ki values. 

Compo”‘rd Ki:r (j(M) + S. D. 
-_.-----. .--- ..--. __~_I_ 

P d K 
__--- .-- _____ 

Ibogaine >lOO b-100 2.08+0.23 

Coronaridine 2.02kO.29 g.1+1.9 4.3kO.33 

lbogamine >I00 >I00 2.6rtO.45 

Tabernanthine > 100 3.1 f0.05 0.15_+0.05 

TABLE III 

Data are means (4 S.D.) of triplicate determinations from 3 ex- 
periments using different membrane preparations. EBDA analy 

sis determined K, values. 

Cory.Joctrld K;.c (,t/V) k S.D. 

tbogaine 8.1 -+ 1.3 

Tbogamine 7.7 + 0.29 

Tabernanthine 7.9 + 0.39 

Coronaridine 15.9 llz 2.0 

Harmaline 13.0 + 0.57 

Harmine 11.5 + 0.4 
.- 

Since neither ibogaine nor harmaline showed affinity 

for the GABA receptor, we speculated that the tremo- 

rigenic effects could be evoked by interference with 

membrane potentials or ion conductance. Therefore, 

studies were done to determine whether ibogaine or har- 

maline interacted at voltage-dependent sodium channels 

using [‘H]batrachotoxi$n A 20-a-benzoate (BTX-B), a 

selective radioligand. All analogs tested in this study 

showed affinity for the voltage-dependent sodium chan- 

nel in the /lM range (Table III) 

100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

.o 

JH-U69593 

(k-OPIATE) 
CALF CORTEX 

,KI=2.0&t0.26uM 

\ 

-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 

LOG [IBOGAINE] M 
,, 

Fig. 2. Competition of ibogaine with [‘HJU-69593 (1 nM) for the 

K-opiate receptor. Data points represent triplicate dcrerminations 

of 3 such experiments using different membrane prrpnrationk. 
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cl control 

14 

I 

I U69.593 

q lbogame 

'2 t 

LI 

i? 
8 

a 
6 

Fig. 3. Reversihle binding 

3 

Wash No. 

laracteristics of ibogaine at the K-opi- 

ate receptor. Data are means of triplicate determinations from one 

experiment that is representative of 3 such experiments using dif- 

ferent membrane preparations. 

IXSCUSSION 

Results of our radiolabeled receptor survey demon- 

strate that ibogaine interacts at the K-opiate receptor 

whereas harmaline does not. This K-opiate interaction 

may explain the putative anti-addictive properties noted 

for ibogaine. Ibogaine has been shown to reduce mor- 

phine intake in rat self-administration experiments’*. The 

mechanism responsible for this effect is not known, but 

it is possible that it is mediated through a /l/K-opiate re- 

ceptor interaction. Buprenorphine has been shown to 

suppress cocaine and opiate drug dependency’6.21. The 

mechanism of action of buprenorphine is not clear but 

an interaction between /l- and K-opiate receptors may be 

4 40o.r ij 
2 350 

I 
0 

300 
I 

z treatment 

Fig. 4. ‘1’1~ cl’l’cct cd Iwzincuhiion with ihogainc (l(H) /tM). bar- 

maline (I(H) !rM) and endrin (IO /rM) on GABA-stimulated “‘(‘I 

uptake by mouse brain vesicles. Data are normalized for back- 

ground ‘“Cl- uptake in the absence of drug. Bars show standard 

errors for 3 detC’rllliili~liol15 and * was significant iit P < 0.05 (paired 

r-ICSI) 

a contributing factor in its anti-addictive properties. Pre- 

treatment with naloxone can block the effects produced 

by buprenorphine but, if naloxone is administered after 

treatment with buprenorphine, then the effects cannot 

be blockedJ. This suggests that the dissociation rate of 

buprenorphine is quite slow. Membrane wash experi- 

ments were carried out to determine whether ibogaine 

irreversibly or slowly dissociates from x-opiate receptors. 

Although these membrane wash experiments do not pro- 

vide precise kinetic measurements, they can be used to 

determine crude kinetic indices. Wash experiments 

showed a rapid recovery of competitive [3H]U-69593 

binding after one series of membrane washing. There- 

fore, long-lasting behavioral effects of ibogaine’2s2” are 

not due to an irreversible association at the K-opiate re- 

ceptor, However, we cannot rule out the possibility of 

an active metabolite whose half-life outlasts that of 

ibogaine, and which may also interact with K-opiate re- 

ceptors. 

Published reports have indicated harmaline may act at 

the GABA receptor-ionophore complex’522H,29z3R. Re- 

sults in our laboratory do not support this hypothesis. 

Neither ibogaine nor harmaline inhibited the binding of 

[3H]muscimol, a GABA, agonist, thereby ruling out an 

effect at the GABA recognition site. The neuronal ben- 

zodiazepine (BZD) receptor site is also intimately asso- 

ciated with GABA receptors. Harmaline and ibogaine 

analogs both produce tremors indicating possible BZD 

receptor interaction”“. The /%carbolines /?-CCM, /I-CCE 

and DMCM (methyl-/3-carbolines-3-carboxylate, ethyl-/j- 

carboline-3-carboxylate and 6,7-dimethoxy-4-ethyl-B-car- 

boline-3-carboxylic acid methyl ester, respectively) are 

inverse BZD agonists2h. Since harmaline (I-methyl-7- 

methoxy-3,4-dihydro-b-carboline) is a B-carboline, it 

might be expected that harmaline would also demon- 

strate agonist properties at the BZD receptor. It has 

been reported that an analog of harmaline, harmane 

(ethyl-I-methyl-/l-carboline-3-carboxylate) readily com- 

peted with [3H]flunitrazepam (FLU)23, a specific agonist 

for the BZD binding site. Preliminary screening in our 

laboratory also showed harmane readily competed for 

(FLU) binding (data not shown). Therefore, [‘HIFLU 

was used here as a radiobgand to determine whether 

harmaline interacts with the BZD site. Our studies 

showed that neither ibogaine nor harmaline had any ef- 

fect at this binding site. There are obvious structural dif- 

ferences between the ,!?-carbolines that are known to act 

at the BZD site and harmaline. It has been speculated 

that the carboxylatr group al the 3-position of the p-car- 

bolinc structure is rcsponsiblc for lhc intcracliori 01 

/%CCM, B-CCE and DMCM at the BZD site3’. Harma- 

line does not possess the 3-carboxylate group, hence the 

lack of interaction at the BZD site. Another possible site 
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which ibogaine or harmaline could be acting through is 

the chloride ionophore within the GABA receptor-ion- 

ophore complex, which can be assessed by either [“%]T- 
BPS (f-butylbicyclo-phosphorothionate) binding or “Cl- 

uptake studies. If ibogaine and harmaline act at this site, 

they should inhibit %I- uptake, since agents acting at 

this Cl- channel (TBPS, picrotoxinin and endrin) all act 

as channel blockers; however, neither ibogaine nor har- 

maline had any effect on inhibition or enhancement of 

CI- uptake suggesting a lack of interaction at the GABA 

receptor complex. Therefore, the tremorigenic proper- 

ties of ibogaine and harmaline are not directly mediated 

via the GABA site. 

We speculated that ibogaine- and harmaline-induced 

tremors may be the result of interference with ion con- 

ductance or membrane potentials. Classes of compounds 

such as the chlorinated hydrocarbons and dihydropyra- 

zoles which demonstrate tremorigenic properties are 

known to elicit their effects through voltage-dependent 

sodium channels1”*27. In preliminary screening experi- 

ments ibogaine and harmaline analogs inhibited the 

binding of a voltage-dependent sodium channel-specific 

radioligand, t3H]BTX-B, in mouse depolarized neuronal 

preparations. The inhibition of BTX-B binding indicates 
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Ibogaine is an alkaloid employed for its hallucinatory properties in West Central Africa which has been the subject of alleged
efficacy as an aid in the interruption and treatment of chemical dependency. The major sources of the Schedule I agent are:
Sigma Chemical Co., the National Institute on Drug Abuse and as NDA International lnc.'s Endabuse. The intent of the present
study was to, for the first time, train rats to discriminate thc interoceptive stimuli produced by (10 mg/kg, intraperitoneally
administered) ibogaine. Once trained, these rats were used to investigate the dose-response effects to ibogaine from each of the
three suppliers. In addition, stimulus generalization to the dopamine antagonist CGS 10476B, as well as to the serotonergically
active compounds fenfiuramine, TFMPP (1-(m-trifiuoromethylphenyl)piperazine, DOI (1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodophenyl)-2-
aminopropane), MDMA (3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine), quipazine and LSD, was tested. The results indicate that
ibogaine is readily discriminable from its vehicle and that ibogaine from each of the three supplies produced statistically similar
discriminationwith EDs0values ranging from 2.5 to 3.4 mg/kg. In addition, various doses of the noveldrugs tested produced, at
best, intermediate ibogaine-appropriate responding and, thus, no drug tested can be considered to generalize to ibogaine-like
stimuli. Discussion concerns the multiple actions of ibogaine that have been cited in the scientific literature. The similarity in
potency of ibogaine from three potential suppliers should allow for pre-clinical work using any of these research samples to be
comparable.

lbogaine; Stimulus properties of drugs: 5-HT (5-hydroxytryptamine, serotonin)

i I. Introduction agent. In spite of this rather checkeredhistory.,ibo-
gaine has been the subject of four U.S. patents which

Ibogaine is the major alkaloid found in the cortex of have been issued in anticipation of its proven efficacy
the root of the lboga tabernanthe shrub indigenous to in treating drug addiction (patent No. 4.499.096 for
West Central .Mrica, where it is used by hunters to opiate treatment in 1985: No. 4587.243 for stimulant
remain motionless and combat fatigue, hunger and abuse in 1986; No. 4,857,523 for alcoholism in 1989and
thirst while stalking their prey. At higher doses, iboga No. 5.026,697 for cigarette addiction in 1991; all issued
is employed for its hallucinatory properties in religious to Mr. Howard S. Lotsof). Since ibogaine has been
rituals of the Bwiti (male members) and Mbiri (female alleged to be useful in several anecdotal reports by
members) tribes (Stafford, 1983). Outside of these cul- heroin addicts, this has led to various U.S.-based (NDA
tures, ibogaine has been shown to be stimulatory International, Inc.) treatment collectives in Europe;
(Gershon and Lang, 1962), anxiogenic (Schneider and nonetheless, the effectiveness of ibogaine as a treat-
Sigg, 1957), as well as hallucinatory (Clineschmidt et ment for drug addictions is still to be determined. The
al., 1978). Probably because of this latter effect, lbo- major source of ibogaine to (Schedule I license hold-
gaine appeared on the illicit drug market in the 1960's lng) research scientists doing pre-clinical studies has
and was, subsequently (1970), assigned by the Food been the Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO. Most
and Drug Administration to the Schedule I classifica- recently, all available ibogaine has been purchased
tion which indicated that it had no research/ from this source and recrystallized from ethanol to
therapeutic usefulness and was a potentially addictive ensure purity by the Medications Development Divi-

sion at NIDA (Dr. J. Biswas, personal communication).
The third potential source is a synthetic product from
Mr. Lotsof's NDA International Inc. where it holds the

* Correspondingauthor, trade nameEndabuse.
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The behavioral paradigm known as drug discrimina- the lever indicating saline administration and received , po_
tion employs the interoceptive cueing effects of psy- a food presentation for each correct response on a tivt
choactive drugs to produce differential operant re- fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule. This schedule was made at,
sponding and it has been shown to be stable, sensitive progressively more difficult, in daily 15 min sessions Wi
and specific in determining the mechanism of drug over 10 days, until an FR10 schedule was achieved, i.e., po_
action (Glennon and Rosecrans, 1981; Schechter et al., the rat had to press the lever 10 times to receive food. lng

1989). Employing this procedure, the purpose of the Throughout lever-press training, all rats received daily ' wa
present experimentation was twofold: (1) to train rats intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of saline (0.9% sodium scs
to discriminate 10 mg/kg ibogaine from its vehicle and, chloride, 1 mi/kg) 30 rain prior to being placed into ex!
if successful, to test generalization to other serotoner- the two-lever operant chamber. Immediately following of
gically and dopaminergically active drugs; and (2) to saline-lever training, the opposite lever was activated on,
test the discriminative potency of different doses of and rats received food for each correct response (FR1 Ch

ibogaine using supplies from three different sources, schedule) after the J.p. administration of an equal vel
viz., Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO; the Medica- volume of saline containing 10 mg/ml ibogaine. Daily ust
tion Development Division at NIDA and Endabuse sessions of 15 rain duration with drug administration th{
from NDA International Inc. Determination of EDs0 were conducted over 8 days until an FR10 schedule tes
values for each of these compounds in animals trained was attained. In order to minimize the effects due to tht
to discriminate ibogainc at 10 mg/kg would act as a any position preference, half of the rats (n = 6) re- lex
viable behavioral bioassay to correlate past (Sigma sponded on the left lever for food pellets in sessions se_
compound in animals: Endabuse in humans) and fu- following ibogaine injection, whereas the other half th,

ture (recrystallized Sigma compound from NIDA)pre- were given food after responding on the right lever _. en
clinical experimentation employing this compound, following ibogaine injection. Responses on the oppo-

2.Jsite lever produced food pellets only after saline ad- ,

ministration. .
2. Materials and methods The second phase of drug discrimination training

then began. The rats were trained 5 days per week with , te_
2.]. Subjects reinforcement on an FR10 schedule in a repeating _ mi

biweekly sequence with ibogaine (I) and saline (S) th,
Twelve male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 390-500 administered according to the pattern: 1,S,S,I,I; ra

g at the onset of discriminative training were individu- S,I,I,S,S. The rats had to respond on the appropriate { in
ally housed and their weights were adjusted by daily lever to receive food reinforcement. Which lever was re,

rationing of commercial rat chow to approximately appropriate was dependent upon whether the ibogaine .I_ efJ
80-85_ of their free feeding weights. Water was con- or saline was administered 30 min prior to the start of m:
tinuously available in the home cages which were kept the session. Responses upon the inappropriate lever di

at a regulated temperature (20-22°C) and maintained were recorded but produced no programmed conse- se
on a 12 h (06:00-18:00) light/12 h dark cycle. quence. The training criterion was reached when the sp

animals selected the appropriate lever, according the ' to
2.2. Apparatus drug injected at the onset of each training session (first pr

Twelve standard rodent operant chambers (Lafa- ten responses accumulated on the state-appropriate or
yette, Instrument Corp., Lafayette, IN) each containing lever), on at least eight of ten consecutive daily ses- w;
twoleverssituated7 cmapart and7 cm abovea metal sions, m
grid floorwere used. Equidistantbetweenthe levers ar

was placed a food receptacle that received delivery of a 2.4. Dose-response relationship to ibogaine todt
45 mg Noyes food pellet. Each operant chamber was
enclosed in a sound-attenuated cubicle with an exhaust After the rats attained the discriminative training fr{

fan and a 9 W house light. Solid-state programming criterion, testing and training sessions of 15 rain dura- ' ei
equipment (Med Associates, Inc., St. Albans, VT) was tion with alternating administrations of either ibogaine tr.
located in an adjacent room and was used to control or its vehicle were continued on every second day. The fc
and record discrimination sessions, procedure had the intent of maintaining and ensuring m

discrimination to the ibogaine vs. saline conditions. On fr

2.3. Discriminative training alternate days, the rats received injections of doses of 8(
ibogaine different from the 10 mg/kg dose used in oi

Drug discrimination training was based upon pr'oce- their training. The first series of dose-response experi- t?
dures described in detail elsewhere (Schechter, 1986; ments were conducted with the ibogaine from Sigma tt

1989). In all cases, there were two training phases. In Chemical Co. The second and third dose-response s[
the first phase, the food-deprived rat learned to press experiments were conducted using the NIDA com- g:

ii I -- I--- I _'--r r' l'l
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, pound and NDA, Inc.'s compound Endabuse, respec- Each test drug was administered in a random order

,ed i tively. In the case of the latter two suppliers, ibogaine in at least two doses with the initial dose and post-ad-
! a J,

tde at each dose of 10.0, 7.5, 5.0 and 2.5 rog/kg was tested, ministration time course for testing chosen from the
i With the originally trained Sigma Chemical Co. eom- literature (see section 2.7. Drugs, below) available on)ns [

.e., ' pound (since maintenance day sessions with the train- that agent. Doses higher then those used were often
vd. i lng 10 rog/kg were performed on interspersed days), it tested but results were precluded by the appearance of

/' was the first lever pressed during these maintenance behavioral disruption, i.e., long onset to lever pressingtily

um I sessions that was used in calculating the dose-response at the highest dose used. Drugs chosen for use and the
lto experiments with ibogaine from this source. Each dose rationale behind their choice were: CGS 10476B, a

lng of ibogaine, from whichever source, was tested twice, drug that has been shown to reduce the release of
ted once following a drug (10 mg/kg ibogaine from Sigma .dopamine without any binding affinity to postsynaptic
R1 Chemical Co.) maintenance session and once following dopamine receptors (Altar et al., 1986; 1988); indirect
ual vehicle maintenance session. This counterbalancingwas (fenfluramine) and direct (putatively specific) 5-HT

ally used to control for any possible residual influence from receptor agonists TFMPP (1-(m-trifluoromethyl-
ion the previous maintenance session. If at any time during phenyl)piperazine) acting upon 5-HT m receptors; DOI
ule testing, a rat's maintenance discrimination fell below (1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodophenyl)-2-aminopropane) act-

to the 80% criterion (i.e., choosing the state-appropriate lng upon 5-HT 2 receptors; Glennon, 1987], as well as
re- lever on less than eight of ten consecutive maintenance drugs thought to work on both serotonin and dopamine
_)ns sessions), data on that animal was to be dropped from release and regarded as being hallucinatory (MDMA
mlf the results. This, however, did not occur during the (3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine), quipazine and
vet entire experimentation. LSD; Glennon and.Rosecrans, 1981).

po-

ad- 2.5. Stimulus generalization studies 2.6. Measurements and statistics

_ing /' Tests of stimulus generalization were conducted af- The lever pressed ten times first was designated as

¢ith t ter all of the rats had undergone dose-response deter- the 'selected' lever. The percentage of rats selecting5ng minations with the ibogaine from the three sources. In the lever appropriate for ibogaine was the quantal
(S) these generalization test sessions, the ibogaine-trained measurement of discrimination and quantal data are

.I,I; rats were challenged with various doses of other agents presented as percent correct first choice responses on
iate in order to determine whether or not they would the ibogaine-correct lever. In addition, the number of
was recognize the challenge agent as producing stimulus responses on the ibogaine-correct lever divided by the
_ine effects similar or dissimilar to those produced by 10 total responses on both levers made prior to ten re-
t of mg/kgibogaine. Maintenance of the ibogainevs, saline sponses (including the ten on the ibogaine-correct
.ver _ discrimination was ensured by continuation of training lever) × 100, constitutes the quantitative measurement.
_se- sessions throughout this phase of the study. Inter- This latter measurement was used to analyze data on
the spersed between maintenance sessions were days used both levers and to incorporate counts on the 'un-
the ' to test the effects of other drug and by employing this selected' lever in the statistical analysis. The advantage

'irst pattern, each novel test drug/dose was preceded by in using both measurements has been previously dis-
Late one ibogaine and one maintenance saline session. It cussed (Stolerman and D'Mello, 1981). The quantal
ses- was the first ten presses ('selected' lever) on these data for the dose-response experiments were analyzed

maintenance sessions which were used to judge if the by a computer-based program (Tallarida and Murray,
animal was maintaining its discriminative performance 1986) of the method of Litchfield and Wilcoxon (1949)

' to the training conditions. On days that novel drugs/ which employs probit vs. log-dose effects and generates

doses were tested, the rats were immediately removed EDs0 values.

ling from the test chamber upon making ten responses on
._ra- _ either of the two levers. This precluded any continued 2. 7. Drugs
tine training with a drug or ibogaine dose that was not used
the for initial training, i.e., a drug/dose different from 10 The following drugs (source; post-injection test in-

ring mg/kg ibogaine. Stimulus generalization (transfer) terval) were used in this study: CGS 10476B (Ciba-
On from ibogaine to a test drug was said to occur when Geigy; 30 min), d,l-fenfluramine hydrochloride (A.H.
s of 80% of the rats, after being administered a given dose Robins; 30 min), TFMPP hydrochloride (Research Bio-
t in of a novel drug, made their first choice responses on chemicals Inc.; 15 min), DOI hydrochloride (Research
,eft- the ibogaine-correct lever. This seemed appropriate as Biochemicals Inc.; 30 min), MDMA hydrochloride (Na-

the original criterion to judge ibogaine-appropriate re- tional Institute on Drug Abuse; 20 min), quipazine;ma
rose sponding was, indeed, 80% of rats selecting the lbo- dimateate (Research Biochemicals Inc.; 15 min) and
om- gaine-appropriate lever, lysergic acid diethylamide (National Institute on Drug
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TABLEI representedin table1.Duringallof theseexperiments '! th_
Drug discriminative performance after noveldrug tests (generaliza- with drugs other than 10 mg/kg ibogaine dose used for ib{,t.

tion)in rats trainedto discriminateibogainefromsaline, training, there was a consistent and reliable 80% crite- (N
Drug Dose Quantal Quantitative rion level performance during interspersed mainte- [ tic

(mg/kg) (S.D.) nance sessions with both 10 rog/kg ibogaine and saline. I Se
CGS10476B 30 20.8 25.0(19.3) At no dose of any of these novel drugs did ibogaine- !I (H

20 41.7 38.0(11.7) trained rats choose the ibogaine-correct lever on 80% _,"t
10 12.5 18.3(7.9) or greater first-choiceselections.In the caseof quipa- ,i esl

Fenfluramine 2.5 58.3 56.3 (8.4) zine and DOI, doses higher than those used produced I 19I
2.0 70.8 60.0(3.6) behavioral disruption and in the case of LSD, inade- _{ re_
1.0 37.5 39.9(1.2) quate quantitiesprecluded a secondtrial at each dose. _ th:

MDMA 2.5 41.7 41.3(0.2) The greatest generalizationwas seen to occurwith 2.0 ! an
2.0 41.7 45.9 (2.4) mg/kg fenfluramine. This may be considered an inter- 'i ' (I_
1.5 45.8 47.4(3.8) mediate result since this value is significantlydifferent [.. ibt

Ouipazine 2.5 29.2 40.3 (8.4) from responding under each of the two training condi- of
2.{) 41.7 45.8(15.3) tions, i.e., P < 0.05 in Student's t-tests of quantitative T sa

data after 2.0 rog/kg fenfluramine (60.0 + 3.6) and seDOI 1./} 33.3 41.1 (5.8)

It..< 33.3 37.5 (_.2_ these measurements after either 10 mg/kg ibogaine or ib,
saline, ef

TFMPP 2.5 45.b; 52.2 (2.1
In contrast to these negative results, the dose-re- ha2.0 45.8 49.7 (7.4)

1.0 33.3 38.4(6.71 sponse experimentsusing commerciallyavailable(from dr
Sigma Chemical Co.) vs. recrystallized (from ethanol by bs

LSD I).12 33.3 33.3 (NAI

I).06 25.1[) 34.5(N^) NIDA) vs. patented (Endabuse) ibogaineare detailed ; re
in table 2. The ED5ovalues (i.e., the dose calculated to mi
allow for 50% of rats making first lever selections on tn
the ibogaine-correct lever) of each of the dose-re- .._ tit

Abuse; 15 min). All drugs were dissolved in 0.9% sponse curves using 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 rog/kg lbo- , oc
salinc and were injected J.p. in a volume of 1 mi/kg, gaine in test sessions are not significantly different th,
Alldosesarecalculatedasthesalt. fromeachother, ne

be
an

3.Results 4.Discussion 24

in'
The twelve rats learned to discriminate 10 rog/kg The present results constitute the first published

ibogaine (from Sigma Chemical Co.) from its saline indication that ibogaine is capable of controlling differ- ib,
vehicle in a mean (+ S.D.) of 16.9 (3.0) sessions with a ential responding in a drug discrimination task. In fact, qt
range of 12-25 sessions. Thus, by the 26th session (13 the rapid acquisition, as indicated by all rats learning .. I-'
sessions with each of ibogaine and saline), all twelve to discriminate between ibogaine at 10 mg/kg by the nc
rats were considered able to discriminate ibogaine from 26th session, would indicate that the essential psy- ' et
its vehicle; this makes ibogaine a reliable and readily choactive properties of this drug are present and lbo- wi
discriminable psychoactive drug. Testing other drugs gaine is highly discriminable at the dose employed. The N,
for generalization in these animals produced results training dose of 10 mg/kg ibogaine is, in itself, within of

pr
dr

TABLE 2
pc

Commercial (Sigma) vs, recrystallized (NIDA) vs. patented (Endhbuse) ibogaine: dose-response discrimination in rats (n = 12) trained to ,, d(

discriminate 10 mg/kg ibogaine (Sigma) from saline. Si

Dose Sigma NIDA Endabuse E_

(rog/kg) Quantal Quantitative (SD) Quantal Quantitative (SD) Quantal Quantitative (SD) w_

10.0 91.7 88.7 (0.9) 97.2 90.0 (7.5) 91.7 82.8 (1.4) te

7.5 87.5 73.6(10.7) 79.2 77.6(5.0) 79.2 80.1(18.2) vs

5.0 75.0 72.9 (13.5) 70.8 66.7 (12,9) 75.0 70,2 (0,9) pl
2.5 50.0 51.8 (20.7) 41.7 46.0 (0.6) 33.3 36.4 (18.7) in
0.0(Sal) 5.6 11.8(17.0) 0.0 9.7(6.5) 0.0 5.9(0.8)

EDs0 2.51 3.14 3.37 _ m
I

(95%CL) (1.69-3.71) (2.30-4.29) (2.59-4.39) i pi
l

L
II I
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:nts '_ the range used in human abusers, i.e., 4-5 mg/kg anism of ibogaine action is apparent from these results.

for ., ibogaine with behavioral alteration that last for 6 h The information from human abusers that ibogaine is
ire- (Naranjo, 1967) and is slightly lower than the therapeu- hallucinatory (Naranjo, 1967) and the presence of the

_te- tic dose used by the International Coalition for Addict indole nucleus in ibogaine would suggest that the cen-
ne. Self-Help, viz., 15-25 mg/kg to treat heroin addicts tral effects are mediated by serotonin (Clineschmidt et

(H. Lotsof, personal communication), al., 1978). At best, an intermediate result was seen withne-
0% The pharmacokinetic half-life of ibogaine has been fenfluramine (70.8%, table 1) and this suggests partial
pa- [ estimated at approximately 1 h in both rats (Dharir, similarity between ibogaine and this test drug, in that,
:ed i_ 1971)) and mice (Zetler et al., 1972). Interestingly, a partial generalization occurred. Fenfluramine, how-

recent reports suggest that ibogaine (in higher doses ever, is a serotonergic releaser (Sershen et al., 1992a)de- f
_se. than used here) has effects upon both morphine and and the testing of more specific 5-HT receptor ago-

2.0 amphetamine when administered 19 h prior to testing nists, such as the 5-HT_ ligand TFMPP and the 5-HT,
:er- (Maisonneuve et al., 1991; Sershen et al., 1992a,b). If agonist DOI, produced lesser discriminative generalZ
ent ibogaine had effects that persisted for 24 h, the ability ization. Testing of the hallucinogens LSD and MDMA.

tdi- of animals to be trained during the ibogaine, saline, likewise, produced less than 50% responding on the
:ive saline, ibogaine, ibogaine (I,S,S,I,I; see section 2.3.) ibogaine-appropriate lever at the doses employed.
md sequence would have been precluded, in that, when These results, therefore, cannot clearly elucidate the

or ibogaine is followed by saline, any residual behavioral mechanism of action by which ibogaine produces its
effects, or presence of an active metabolites, would discriminative stimulus effects. This result is not unex-

re- have obscured the animals' ability to learn the non- pected since the literature is replete with evidence as

om t drug, i.e. saline, discrimination. If ibogaine had worked to the possibility that ibogaine works upon numerous
by [ by whatever mechanism of action, for example, in neurotransmitters. For example, ibogaine has been seen

led [ releasing a neurotransmitter or depleting a neurotrans- to block the increase in dopamine release found in the
i to r mitter for a long period of time, the next day adminis- limbic and striatal brain neurons and to attenuate the

on i ' tration of saline or, indeed, a second day administra- increased locomotor activity induced by both morphine
re- tion of ibogaine (in the I,I training sequence) would (Maisonneuve et al., 1991) and cocaine (Broderick et
bo- occur during the time of neurotransmitter activity. El- al., 1992). It was on the basis of these results that CGS

ent ther case would, thus, produce a negative effect upon I0746B was thought to be a potential agonist. In addi-
next day discriminative learning. This phenomenon has tion, ibogaine (5-40 rog/kg, J.p.) was shown to dose-re-
been shown to occur in that rats become acutely toler- sponsively increase the occurrence of the 'serotonin

ant to the metabolite cathine when it is administered syndrome' in rats (which includes forepaw padding,
_ 24 h after cathinone, the parent compound, had been splayed hind limbs and side-to-side head weaving) con-

injected (Schechter, 1990). sidered to be LSD-like and mediated by serotonergic
led i As most of the pre-clinical experimentation with mechanisms (Sloviter et al., 1980). In addition, the
'er- I ibogaine has been reported by laboratories that ac- observation that atropine blocks ibogaine action has

tct, _' quired it from Sigma Chemical Co. compound No. lead to the suggestion that the mechanism of ibogaine
lng 1-7003 IDeecher et al.. 1992: Glick et al., 1991; Maison- action is muscarinic (Dhahir et al., 1990). that it has

he neuve et al.. 1991; Schneider and Sigg. 1957; Sershen affinity to benzodiazepine receptors as a causative
sy- et al., 1992a,b; Sloviter et al., 1980), future research mechanism in its ability to produce tremor (Trouvin et
,o- will permit acquisition of ibogaine solely from the al., 1987) and that it has binding affinity to specific
'he National Institute of Drug Abuse. In addition, the use opiate sites (Deecher et al., 1992) have all allowed for

bin of ibogaine in the form of Endabuse, the trademarked the multiplicity of actions of ibogaine in preclinical
r' procedure to synthesize ibogaine for use in human research. In light of the multiple nature of its anti-ad-

drug abusers, provides another source for the com- dictive properties as indicated by the four patents thatt '

pound. Ibogaine was herein tested for its discriminative involve opiates, stimulants, ethanol and nicotine (see 1.
[ to , dose-response effects conducted in rats trained to the Introduction), it is no wonder that the neurochemical
__ Sigma compound and tested with both the NIDA and mechanism of ibogaine action is so difficult to deter-

Endabuse ibogaine. Results indicate that the drugs mine. Only additional pre-clinical work will allow for
__ I were equipotent. This result should preclude any po- elucidation of the mechanism by which ibogaine acts in

tential difficulties in continued pre-clinical work (Sigma the brain by itself and as a drug that may alter theI.
t vs. NIDA), as well as rog/kg determinations and corn- effects of other (abused) drugs.

· parisons by NDA Inc. or other agencies using ibogaine
: in human addictive studies.
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Pharmacodynamics And Therapeutic
Applications Of Iboga And Ibogaine

by Robert Goutarel, Honorary Research Director;
Otto Gollnhofer and Roger Sillans, Ethnologists, C.N.R.S.

(French National Scientific Research Center)
Translated from French by William J. Gladstone

Tabernanthe iboga H.Bn. is an apocynaceous shrub from Equatori-
al Africa whose roots are used in Gabon at low doses as a stimulant
and at high doses during the ceremony for admission into the Gab-
onese initiation society, the Bwiti. Four periods are described: the
first three relate to the pharmacodynamic studies conducted in
France (1864-1905; and 1940-1950) and subsequently in the U.S.A.,
essentially Ciba's work (1950-1970). The low acute and chronic tox-
icity of ibogaine is established (Dhahir, 1971). Ibogaine inhibits the
oxidation of serotonin and catalyzes that of catecholamines by a
MAO (monoamine oxidase), ceruloplasmin (Barrass and Coult,
1972). Ibogaine is a type of hallucinogen (oneirophrenic) at high
doses.

The present period began around 1960 and covers the applications
of ibogaine in psychotherapy and psychoanalysis according to Na-
ranjo (1969) and in combatang drug dependency according to Ho-
ward S. Lotsof. The role of iboga in Bwiti initiation ceremonies was
studied by ethnologists in Gabon. The intoxication by iboga is char-
acterized by four stages. The first three are essentially Freudian;
while the fourth reflects the tribe's collective unconscious and has
some similarities to the near death experience (NDE). The method
of Naranjo reaches only the Freudian stages, while that of H.S. Lots-
of attains a state comparable to the fourth stage (NDE).

Based on recent "neuroscientific" evidence concerning the mode of
action of ibogaine, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has
added ibogaine to the list of drugs whose activity in the treatment of
drug dependency is to be evaluated. Ibogaine blocks the morphine-
and cocaine-induced stimulation of mesolimbic and striatal dop-
amine and reduces the intravenous self-administration of morphine
in rats.

Note on the structure of ibogaine
1 7
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Chemical investigations for the purpose of establishing the structural
formula of ibogaine were undertaken by two groups: a Swiss group
headed by Professor E. Schlittler (Organisch chemische Anstalt der
Universitat Basel), and a French-Swiss research group including Pro-
fessor V. Prelog, Nobel laureate in chemistry (Zurich Federal Poly-
technic School), Professor M.M. Janot (School of Pharmacy, Paris),
and R. Goutarel.

The discovery of ibogamine, a nonoxygenated alkaloid, the ba-
sis of the other iboga alkaloids, was published jointly by C.A. Burck-
hardt, R. Goutarel, M.M Janot and E. Schlittler (Hely. chit. Acta, 35,
1952, p. 642). 8

Using the alkaline fusion of ibogaine, Schlittler's group isolated
1,2-dimethy1-3-ethyl-5-hydroxyindole (Schlittler, E., Burckhard, C.A.,
Gellert, E., Die Kalischmelze des Alkaloides Ibogain, Hely. chit.
Acta, 36, 1337, 1953)50, while the French-Swiss group (Structure de
l'ibogaine, R. Goutarel, M.M.Janot, F. Mathys and V. Prelog, C.R.
Acad. Sci., 237, 1953, p. 1718) 26 characterized 3-methyl-5-
ethylpyridine.

The combination of these results led R. Goutarel to propose, in
1954 25 , a formula that included all the elements of the structure of ib-
ogaine; the definitive structure necessarily had to include a fifth ring
formed by a bond between the C-17 or a carbon atom from the ethyl
chain and another carbon atom of this molecule (most likely C-16).

The definitive structural formula was established by W.I. Taylor
(Bartlett, M. et al., 1958) 3 in which ibogaine has an ethyl chain, fol-
lowing the study of the seleniated dehydrogenation products of this al-
kaloid, (R1=0Me, R2= 

ii)lb

W.I. Taylor had belonged to the French-Swiss group before he
joined Prof. Schlittler's staff at Ciba Laboratory in Summit, New Jer-
sey, and contributed in particular to the study of cinchonamine and qui-
namine (R. Goutarel, M.M. Janot, V. Prelog and W.I. Taylor, Hely.
chit. Acta, 33, 1950, p. 150, 164). 27

Clinical research, the one which is directly concerned with
human illness, will be the bearer of great hopes.

Philippe Lazar, Director General of INSERM (French National Institute of
Health and Medical Research), Madame Figaro, No. 14110, 88 (1990)

History (1864-1905):
The pharmacodynamic and clinical research on iboga and ibogaine

may be divided into four periods.
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Henri Baillon, who established the genus Tabernanthe at the Mu-
seum National d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris in 1889, and described un-
der the name of Tabernanthe iboga the sample* brought back from
Gabon in 1864 by Dr. Griffon du Bellay, a navy surgeon, wrote: The
root of this plant is the part that the Gabonese eat. They say that it is
inebriating, aphrodisiac, and, with it, they claim that they feel no need
for sleep". 1 However, as early as 1885, Father Henri Neu had written
in a manuscript entitled "Le Gabon" (Neu 1885) 42 :

Most Europeans (living in Gabon) have heard about this plant,
used in fetishistic ceremonies. The natives use an infusion of ibo-
ga root scrapings as a potent philter that enables one to discover
hidden things and to tell the future. The one who drinks it falls
into a deep sleep during which he is obsessed by uninterrupted
dreams which, until the time that he awakens, he takes to be ac-
tual events...

At the beginning of this century, Dybowsky and Landrin (1901) 17

isolated a crystallized alkaloid from the iboga roots and named it ib-
ogaine.

The Iboga plant, Tabemantheiboga,
is restricted to the wet tropical areas
of west-central Africa, mainly the
Congo and Gabon.

Therapeutic applications
The first step in the pharmacodynamic studies began when Phisalix

(1901)3 showed that, in the dog, this alkaloid acts principally on the

* This sample, along with the roots, was displayed at the Paris Exposition in
1867, and had been reported earlier by Aubry-Lecomte ("Note sur quelques poi-
sons de la Cote occidental de l'Afrique, Archives de Medecine navale, 2, 1864,
p. 264-265). It was then given to the Paris Museum d'Histoire Naturelle.
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CNS and produces inebriation similar to alcoholic drunkenness
(though this would be contradicted later).

This was the period of studies by the French pharmacologists,
Lambert, 1901 3°, 190231 Heckel, 1901 28 and Pouchet, 1905 44 .

The results were that ibogaine, used clinically, was recommended
as a stimulant in cardiac "atony" and neurasthenia by Pouchet and

(Chevalier (1905).
44

This period ended in 1905 with the thesis for a medical degree,
" De l'Iboga et de l'ibogaIne" (de Closmenil 1905) 9 , defended in Paris
by Mme de Closmenil, the daughter of Landrin, who advocated the use
of ibogaine hydrochloride at doses of 10-30 mg/day in convalescence,
neurasthenia and asthenia.

Thus, it was the "antifatigue" properties of ibogaine that particular-
ly attracted the attention of investigators of this period, and another 40
years were to pass before the study of this alkaloid was resumed.

Pharmacodynamics (1939-1950)
In 1941, Raymond-Hamet48 published a paper entitled "L'iboga,

drogue defatigante mal connue" (Iboga, a poorly known antifatigue
drug), in which he showed that ibogaine increases the responsiveness
of animals to epinephrine and puts the organism in a state of hyper-
sympathicotonus, and he would later refer to it as a "sympathicosthen-
ic" agent, in contrast to yohimbines which, according to him, were
"sympathicolytics".

During the same period, Delourme-Houde prepared a remarkable
thesis for a doctorate of pharmacy which he defended after the war
was over in France in 1944. In this thesis, he discussed the botany,
chemistry, and pharmacodynamics of iboga. He also isolated a new al-
kaloid which he named tabernanthine (Delourme-Houde, 1944). 13

(R 1 =H, R2=0Me)
1 b

Delourme-Houd6 determined the LD50 of ibogaine in the guinea
pig intraperitoneally to be 82 mg/kg.

In 1941, Raymond-Hamet had demonstrated the "sympathicosthen-
ic" activity of ibogaine and the fact that this alkaloid suppressed the
hypertensive effects produced by carotid occlusion, that it increases ty-
ramine-induced hypertension, and he further demonstrated its own hy-
potensive action, confirmed by Miss Sero (1944). 55 He showed that
ibogaine acts as a true antagonist of "sympatholytics" (Raymond-
Hamet 1939-1946). 47

Vincent and Miss Sem, of Montpellier, demonstrated the inhibitory
action of iboga on serum cholinesterase (Vincent, D. and Sdro, I.
1942)56 . 
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Previously, in 1939, Wurman (1939) 57 had published a Doctorate
of Medicine thesis in Paris, entitled "Contribution a l'dtude ex-
p6rimentale et th6rapeutique d'un extrait de T manii (syn. T Sub-
sessilis), d'origine gabonaise" (Contribution to the experimental and
therapeutic study of an extract of T manii [syn. T subsessilis] from
Gabon).

This extract reportedly contained about 6% total alkaloids in-
cluding 4% ibogaine, as determined by the assays of Raymond-Hamet.

According to Wurman, this extract stimulates hematopoiesis in the
mouse and has a hypotensive action.

Therapeutic application: Lambarene, (1939-1970)
It was during this period, in 1939, that a proprietary phar-

maceutical preparation called Lambarene in honor of Dr. Schweitzer,
was first marketed in France: it was based on a dry pharmaceutical ex-
tract of roots of Tabernanthe manii, with a drug content of 0.20 g of
extract per tablet (about 8 mg of ibogaine), whose therapeutic action,
dosage regimen and effects were, according to package information, as
follows: "a neuromuscular stimulant, promoting cell combustions and
getting rid of fatigue, indicated in cases of depression, asthenia, in con-
valescence, infectious diseases, greater than normal physical or mental
efforts by healthy individuals. 2-4 Tablets daily. Rapid and prolonged
action, not followed by depression. May be administered to hyper-
tensives."

The fact that it was recommended for physical or mental efforts by
healthy individuals rapidly aroused the interest of post-war athletes
(Paris-Strasbourg walking race competitors, mountain climbers, cy-
clists, cross-country runners, etc.).

Haroun Tazieff, celebrated French geologist and volcanologist,
Honorary Research Director at the C.N.R.S., gave the following de-
scription of his experience with Lambarene in his book, Le gouffre de
la Pierre Saint-Martin (Arnaud publ.).

"Go ahead", said Andre (the expedition's doctor), "it will give
you strength. And also swallow this, he added as he handed me a
tablet.

Do you think we should already be taking this? Shouldn't we
save it until we are completely exhausted?"

It was Lambarene, a stimulant, a "doping" agent which was sup-
posed to enable us to find the necessary strength in our exhausted
bodies.

" No, go ahead, what we have to do is to prevent fatigue. Later
on, we'll be taking some more, regularly..."

We had just swallowed our third tablet of Lambarêne, and we
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could feel a tonic effect.
I hastened, "doped up" on Lambarene, and jumped from one

boulder to the next with renewed agility...
Despite the Lambarene, I was really beginning to feel worn out

and had trouble scaling the huge boulders which we immediately
had to descend to start on the next one, while insidious cramps
crept along the anterior portions of my thighs.

I was hoping they wouldn't get worse...
I took another Lambarene. While Andrë climbed up the ladder,

I massaged my legs. Within ten minutes, everything was in order
and in turn I climbed up without any difficulty...

In spite of the fact that I had swallowed a Lambarene, I really
didn't feel talkative at all. Time flowed on, like a stream. One
hour passed, and so did the effect of the Lambarene...

And, on this last day, this frenzied race toward our discovery,
these six hours of descent and climbing sustained by Lambarene,
this day on top of all others, it was terrible...

Only the stimulant enabled us to keep going. When the effect
of the last tablet had passed and I had no more, I was nothing but
a pitiful package of meat miserably dangling at the end of a wire.

Lambarene disappeared from the market around 1966 and the sale
of ibogaine was prohibited.

Since 1989, this alkaloid has been on the list of doping substances
banned by the International Olympic Committee, the International Un-
ion of Cyclists and the French State Secretariat for Youth and Sports.

Pharmacodynamics, 1950s-1970s
The 3rd period covers the time of the discovery of reserpine in the

Rauwolfias by Schlittler (Mueller, J.M., Schlittler, E., Bein, H.J.
1952)40 , which prompted a new interest in plants containing indole al-
kaloids.

French chemists were outstanding in this field by virtue of their
discovery of new indole alkaloids and by establishing their structures,
but we must say that foreign pharmacologists were mainly responsible
for the new research on the pharmacodynamics of Iboga.

A description of these investigations can be found in the PhD the-
sis of Dhahir (1971) 12 , and in an article by J. Delourme-Houd6 which
was published in Fitoterapia (Delourme-Houcl6 1977) 19 .

Structurally, ibogaine is a derivative of serotonin and an indole
azepine. 25 It was this comparison with serotonin that was the main
subject of Dhahir's thesis (1971) 14 .

In this thesis at the Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology
of the University of Indiana in 1971, Dhahir established the acute and
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chronic toxicities of ibogaine:
The intragastric LD50 in the rat is 327 mg/kg. The intraperitoneal

LD50 in the rat. is 145 mg/kg.
The mouse and the guinea pig are more sensitive than the rat. The

toxicity is not changed by the ingestion of 1 g/kg of alcohol. Alcohol
suppresses tremor in the animal as a result of its depressant effect on
the CNS which attenuates the stimulant effects of ibogaine.

Therefore, the inebriation in the dog reported in 1901 by Phisalix is
not comparable to alcoholic inebriation.

Larger quantities of alcohol (2 g/kg) slightly increase the toxicity
of ibogaine.

Atropine sulfate at doses of 1-2 mg/kg does not affect the toxicity
of ibogaine but does away with the ataxia, tremors and most of the ex-
ternal signs of intoxication.

The study of chronic toxicity shows that when ibogaine was ad-
ministered for 30 days at a dose of 10 mg/kg i.p., it caused no liver,
kidney, heart or brain damage.

The administration of 40 mg/kg for 12 days to 10 rats produced no
pathological changes in the liver, kidneys, heart or brain.

This is in contrast with the toxicity of serotonin which, at doses
four times lower, causes serious damage to the kidneys: tubular dilata-
tion and degeneration and the presence of eosinophils.

Thus, ibogaine appears to be a relatively nontoxic alkaloid, par-
ticularly by oral administration, with a wide therapeutic index ranging
from 10 to 50 mg as an antidepressant in humans and, as we shall see
later, from 300 mg to 1 g when used for its oneiric action, the toxic
doses being similar to those of aspirin and quinine.

Schneider and Reinehart (1957)51 analyzed the cardiovascular ef-
fect of ibogaine hydrochloride in the dog and the cat and showed that
at doses of 2 to 5 mg/kg, ibogaine exerts negative chronotropic and in-
otropic effects.

The slowing of the cardiac output is responsible for the drop in
blood pressure. These effects are suppressed by atropine.

Gershon and Lang (1962) 16 suggested that the changes in the elec-
trocardiogram of the unanesthetized dog indicate that ibogaine en-
hances sinus arrhythmia and potentiates the vagal effects. They con-
firmed what had been pointed out by Raymond-Hamet: ibogaine
potentiates hypertension produced by epinephrine and norepinephrine.

They pointed out that the negative chronotropic activity of indole
alkaloids is increased by the introduction of a methoxyl group on the
indole ring.

Zetler and Lessau (1972) 58 synthesized two azepino-indoles and
compared them with four indole alkaloids. These compounds have di-
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rest noncholinergic effects with negative chronotropic and inotropic
actions.

Neuropharmacological studies were carried out by Schneider and
Sigg(1957)52 using isolated cat brain preparations, as well as curarized
cats and dogs.

The electroencephalogram shows a typical arousal syndrome when
2 to 5 mg/kg of ibogaine hydrochloride are given intravenously. They
suggested that the site of action of ibogaine must be in the ascending
reticular formation.

Pretreatment with atropine (2 mg/kg) blocks this ibogaine-induced
arousal. There is no effect on neuromuscular transmission.

Numerous researchers were interested in the tremor produced by
certain indole alkaloids, particularly ibogaine. This tremor is of cen-
tral origin and is suppressed by atropine.

In addition, Schneider explained the morphine-potentiating effect
of ibogaine by its inhibiting action on cholinesterase. 53

Finally, in 1972, in a study on the effects of some CNS-active
drugs that can interact with ceruloplasmin, Barrass and Coult (1972) 2

indicated that at a concentration equal to that of the substrate, ibogaine
inhibits 50% of the oxidation of serotonin and catalyzes the oxidation
of catecholamines (200%) by the copper-containing plasma globulin.
They classified ibogaine among the hallucinogens and noted that LSD
produces the same effects at a concentration 10 times lower.

It should be noted that Naranjo (1969) 41 explained the antifatigue
and antidepressant properties of ibogaine by defining it as a mono-
amine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI).

We should add that more recently in France, Wepierre 45 studied the
influence of tabernanthine, an isomer of ibogaine, on the kinetic pa-
rameters of the turnover of cardiac norepinephrine in the hypoxic rat.
This hypoxia can serve as a model to assess the protective action of
this substance against fatigue.

In addition, at Gif-sur-Yvette, in the CNRS Laboratory of Physiol-
ogy of the Nervous System, Dr. Naquet demonstrated that in the cat,
tabernanthine produces a calm and prolonged wakefulness, very differ-
ent from the one produced by amphetamines. (Da Costa, L., Sulklaper,
I., Naquet, R., Rev. EEG Neurophysiol. 1980, 10, 1, 105) 11 . This wake-
fulness is followed by slow sleep without the anomalies that occur in
REM sleep, the period of dreams (Da Costa, L. 1980). 11

1970s-1990
This previous third period lasted about 25 years. It was not until

the fourth period, which runs from the 1970s to the present, that
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knowledge was acquired, sometimes illegally, into the nature of the
oneiric effects in humans of iboga and ibogaine, on the one hand
through the remarkable studies in the field by the CNRS ethnologists
0. Gollnhofer and R. Sillans and by the ORSTOM (Office of Overseas
Scientific and Technical Research) ethnologist J. Binet, concerning
the Mitsogho Bwiti and its extension to the different Bwitis of the Fang
(Gollnhofer, 0. and Sillans, R., 1985); Gollnhofer, 0. and Sillans, R.,
1983; Binet, J., Gollnhofer O., Sillans, R., 1972,)23 '24 '4 and on the oth-
er hand through the researches conducted in Chile by Claudio Naranjo
(1969),41 and in North America by Howard Lotsof (1985, 1986, 1989,
1991).32-37

The Gabonese rituals of iboga:
Bwiti of the Mitsogho 4,23,24

The original Bwiti or Bwiti of the Mitsogho arose among the Mit-
sogho when they reached the territory that is now Gabon. In the re-
mote period, the Bwiti itself was a product of a syncretism made up of
ancestor worship enhanced by the discovery of iboga (perhaps im-
parted by the Pygmies of the equatorial forest) and of cultural elements
acquired during the migrations of the Mitsogho.

Among the Mitsogho (and the Bapinzi), the Bwiti is strictly for
males, and those who have been initiated are considered as Masters
and sole custodians of the mystery of the visual knowledge of the be-
yond given to them by iboga, the "miraculous tree''.

This initiation is indispensable for social promotion within the
tribe and any individual who is unable to join the Bwiti is strictly for
outcast and is considered by one and all as a girl.

Iboga brings about the visual, tactile and auditory certainty of the
irrefutable existence of the beyond. Through his spiritually immutable
substance, man belongs on two planes of existence with which he
blends, knowing not where birth and death begin. Physical death loses
all meaning because it is nothing but a new life, another existence. "It
is Iboga that conditions the several existences."

Iboga does away with the notion of time, the present, past and fu-
ture blend into one, as in the superluminous universe of Regis and Bri-
gitte Dutheil 16 : through the absorption of iboga, man returns to the
birthplace whence he came.

In order to be admitted to the Bwiti Society, the candidates must
submit to a series of trials or rites of passage that begin in an enclosure
strictly reserved for the initiates.

Each candidate has a "mother", who is an old initiate; this is a man
who sees to it that the initiatory ceremony is conducted properly.

This ceremony consists essentially of ingesting scrapings of iboga
root (Tabernanthe iboga H.Bn. var. fluke and mbassoka).

Continued after following page
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During the Bwiti initiations, the Iboga causes tremendous "eleansings"
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During the Bwiti initiations, the Iboga causes tremendous "cleansings"
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This "chewing of iboga" is supervised by the "mother" who con-
stantly checks the dosage of the drug according to the physiological re-
actions of his candidate who must take a very large quantity of root
bark and stems of T iboga.

This chewing is preceded by abstinence from sex and food the day
before. The rite is very strict and each manifestation has great sym-
bolic value.

Over a fire, the elders roast squash seeds. The sound they make as
they pop symbolizes the release of the spirit -- which supposedly
leaves the body through the fontanelle -- on its mystical journey. The
candidate's skull is struck three times with a hammer to help free his
spirit.

The neophyte's tongue is pricked with a needle to give it the power
to relate the visions to come.

Since the chewing can last several days, the disincarnation and the
reincarnation of the neophyte are reenacted before the visions appear.

The candidate is led to the river, and a miniature dugout canoe
made of a leaf, bearing a lit torch of okoume resin, is set upon the wa-
ters. This rite represents the journey of the spirit, downstream, toward
the West, the setting sun, death, and symbolizes disincarnation.

A stake surmounted by a diamond-shaped wooden structure is
planted in midstream: it represents the female sexual organ, which the
candidate must go through (in a fetal state) against the current, thus
swimming upstream, from the East, the rising sun, from birth.

For the enactment of this initiatory birth, the neophyte's head is
shaved and is sprinkled with a red wood (padouk), as is done with the
newborn.

Finally, as soon as the neophyte's psychological state after the
chewing is considered satisfactory, he is led into the Temple where he
is placed on the left side, symbolizing womanhood, darkness, death.

He remains in the Temple, on the left side, absorbing iboga leaves
until the normative perception of the visions occurs.

During the chewing, the effects of the drug begin to be manifested
twenty minutes after the first absorption of iboga by violent and re-
peated vomiting: "The belly of the neophyte (banzi) is emptied even of
its mother's milk."

To go to the beyond, one has to die; the body remains on the
ground with the elders, the soul departs.

The physiological manifestations begin with drowsiness, followed
by motor incoordination, strong agitation, tremor, crying and laughter,
partial anesthesia with intermittent hypothermia and hyperthermia,
panting that may go as far as choking.

To assess the progress of the intoxication and to adjust the dosage,
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those in charge take the pulse, listen to the heartbeat, check the tem-
perature simply by touching the body and evaluate sensibility by prick-
ing with a needle at different times. According to the physiological
state, the "mothers" regulate the dose of iboga up or down from time to
time.

The oneiric effects do not begin to be manifested until after about
ten hours, during which time the aforementioned rituals take place,
partly in public with dances and music.

Among the Mitsogho, the subjects under the influence of iboga go
through four stages to reach an image content corresponding to the re-
quired norms. The candidates are constantly questioned by the in-
itiated elders as to the content of what they perceive. The elders are
the ones who make a judgment as to the initiatory value of the vision
described.

The first vision consists of hazy, incoherent, disordered images de-
void of religious significance, whose authenticity is often questioned
by the neophyte.

The second stage is characterized by a series of apparitions of
menacing looking animals that sometimes break apart and at times
form together again rapidly.

The initiate is symbolically "reborn" by passing under (through) the vagina's of three
women. He then ritually becomes a sperm swimming toward his mothers womb.
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In the third stage, the oneiric vision clearly progresses toward the
mythical stereotype. The neophyte grows more and more calm, a sign
of a pleasant, peaceful vision that dispels his doubts as to the objectiv-
ity and factualness of the image perceived.

The neophyte feels himself enveloped by a wind that carries him
off in the twinkling of an eye, to the sound of the Ngombi harp, to an
immense village without a beginning or end.

We ought to say a word about the symbolic value of the musical
bow whose melodious sounds accompany the ceremony. It represents a
link between the village of the men here on earth and the village of the
father in the beyond. The musical bow symbolizes the road of life and
death.

On the way over, voices are heard: "Who is it that you seek, strang-
er?" And the traveler answers: "I seek the Bwiti." The voices suddenly
take on human forms that ask the question again and then respond in a
chorus: 

You
 are looking for the Bwiti. The Bwiti is us, your ancestors,

we constitute the Bwiti." -
The vision tends more and more to become normative. The in-

itiates then tell the candidate: "You are on the right path, the Bwiti will
soon be here. Go further on. Look, and you will find it. You must not
forsake the images; take up where you left off."

A voice gives the candidate his initiatory name. The neophyte is
watched constantly by his "mother", who regulates his psycho-
physiological reactions to prevent him from letting terrifying phantoms
interfere, for they would lead him down the wrong path, down the
road of death.

The fourth stage, of vision (the one that ethnologists refer to as the
stage of normative visions) is the one marked by the encounter with
higher spiritual entities.

After a dialogue with his ancestors, the neophyte suddenly finds
"his legs immobilized, before two Extraordinary Beings" who disclose
that he is in the "Village of the Bwiti" (village of the dead). They ask
him why he has come to this place.

After hearing the answer of the neophyte, the "Fantastic Beings"
speak again. The first one says: "My name is Nzamba-Kana, the father
of humankind, the first man on earth", and the one standing to his left
says: "My name is Disumba, the mother of humankind (wife of Nzam-
ba-Kana) and the first woman on earth."

Suddenly, the "Village of the Dead" is covered with increasingly
intense sparks, a "ball of light" takes shape and becomes distinct
(Kombd, the sun). This ball of light questions the visitor as to the rea-
sons for his journey. "Do you know who I am? I am the Chief of the
World, I am the essential point!" This is my wife Ngondi (the moon)
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and these are my children (Minanga) the stars. The Bwiti is everything
you have seen with your own eyes."

After this dialogue, the sun and the moon change into a handsome
boy and a beautiful girl.

Without any warning, the moon and the sun resume their original
forms and disappear. The thunder (Ngadi) is heard and calm returns
everywhere.

The wind wraps around the neophyte for a second time and carries
him to earth among the living.

The elders greet him with pride: "He has seen the Bwiti with his
own eyes", and invite him to take his place on the right side of the
Temple, the side of men and of life.

The candidate has become an initiate by discovering the Bwiti in
another reality, that is, in the other life stemming at once from physical
death and initiatory death.

Through the waking dream, he catches a glimpse, in the present,
past and future of his own being, of man, immutable in his spiritual es-
sence, and living on two planes of existence.

However, after the rites of passage, the new member will be iso-
lated from the outside world for a period of one to three weeks. During
this time, his meals will be prepared and served by a young woman
who has recently given birth, because he is considered as a newborn.

The initiate has seen, he knows, he believes, but as a Mitsogho, he
will only make this journey twice: during the initiation and on the day
of his death. It is out of the question for him to take iboga again under
the same conditions.

From then on, the sacred plant will only be used sparingly, to
"warm the heart" and to help him "in physical efforts or discussion."

We can learn several things from this study of the Mitsogho Bwiti.
First of all, there are some striking similarities between the Bwiti

initiation and the freemasonery initiation rites. The end result is the
same, the knowledge of the mysteries of the beyond, which the masons
call the "sublime secret". Freemasonry initiation is preceded by the
candidate's retreat during which he is assisted by one who has been
previously initiated. The latter will convey to him, as he makes him
pass through a narrow door, that the initiation is a new birth.

But most astonishing, in the masonry ritual, are the three blows on
the head with a mallet, in remembrance of the assassination of Hiram,
the architect of the Temple of Solomon, by three of his companions to
whom he refused to reveal the "sublime secret". The only difference
between the masons and the followers of the Bwiti is that the latter
have the certainty of knowing this secret.

The Bwiti initiation, among the Mitsogho, concerns essentially the
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passage from adolescence to manhood, hence the necessity of elim-
inating the epigenetic elements of childhood and adolescence in order
to reprogram in the young man a new ego corresponding to the cultural
norms of the tribe.

To achieve this, the Mitsogho call on the instrumental deprivation
of sleep, as the initiation lasts for days without sleep or food, as well as
on pharmacological deprivation through the chewing of iboga.

The result is a waking dream without psychotic manifestations dur-
ing which the subject remains perfectly conscious and can com-
municate with those around him, being at once an actor and a spectator
of his visions.

What is remarkable is the fact that iboga intoxication is very grad-
ual, which makes it possible to observe several stages during these vi-
sions.

Ethnologists were able to follow in the field the progression of this
intoxication and to distinguish four characteristic stages during the in-
itiation.

In the first three stages, the visions correspond essentially to what
the psychoanalysts call the subterranean world of Freud.

The fourth stage is referred to by the ethnologists as the stage of
normative visions corresponding to the collective and cultural image
of the tribe (cf. Jung).

While, in the Bwiti ritual, we did not fail to bring out certain sim-
ilarities between the Bwiti initiation and the Freemasonry initiation,
we are compelled likewise to draw analogies between certain aspects
of the vision resulting from the absorption of iboga and what certain
persons see at the time of clinical death. We have discussed this topic
in the conclusions.

The neophyte will have to face initiatory (or real) death that will
enable him to gain access to the things of the beyond.

He can do so only if he has been properly prepared and, especially,
if his motivation is sufficient.

For various reasons - poor preparation, inadequate motivation, fear,
psychosis, neurosis - certain subjects are unable to get past this critical
phase. They fall prey to evil genies who veer them off onto the road of
death.

The elders will then decide to stop the initiation by means of an an-
tidote whose composition is not known. We should note that the phar-
macology of ibogaine has shown that atropine (an acetylcholine an-
tagonist) suppresses all signs of ibogaine intoxication as well as
ibogaine's arousal and inotropic activities.

'The Ombudi (or Ombwiri, among the Fang) is an initiatory order
reserved for women who belong to the therapists among the Mitsogho
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and the Fang.
The women take iboga in smaller quantities than the ones taken in

the Bwiti initiation. In their case, the visions do not go beyond the
third (Freudian) stage during which genies, good or evil, communicate
to the women that they are in possession of the causes of the affliction
or illness for which they were consulted.

Bwiti of the Fang
(Gollnhofer, 0. & Sillans, R. 1985; Gollnhofer, 0. & Sillans, R.

1983; Binet, J., Gollnhofer, 0., Sillans, R. 1972) 23,24,4

Along the coastal portions of Gabon, the Bwiti began to be known
by the Fang at the time of the explorations of Savorgnan de Braz-
za, but according to a letter from Lucien Meyo, secretary of the Proph-
et Ekang Nwa, "it was in 1908 that the Itsogho and Bapinzi arrived in
Gabon, that is to say, in the Libreville estuary. That is where they
taught the Fang how to eat iboga by the root." Prior to that time, the
Fang used the leaves of iboga and of alan (Alchornea floribunda, an
euphorbia from which Mrs. F. Khuong-Huu 29 isolated a new alkaloid,
alchorneine), but only the effects of iboga roots ultimately produce the
visions of the Bwiti.

The Bwiti of the Fang, unlike that of the Mitsogho, accepts women
as members, but all of them, regardless of sex, are admitted only after
taking iboga.

The iboga root is absorbed not only in the form of fine scrapings
but also in a preparation made of cane juice or sugar, palm wine or
milk. While the extraction of iboga root is reserved for the men, the
"galenic preparations" are made by the women and are referred to as
"express" or "automatic".

Such preparations, which reduce the bitterness and partly prevent
the vomiting, make it possible to achieve the phase of normative vi-
sions more rapidly.

During the rites of passage, the essential features of the Mitsogho
rites are preserved and the ritual language is Mitsogho.

However, the "mother" is a woman, sometimes accompanied by
her husband, who becomes the "father".

Great importance is given to the retreat and to the confession that
precede the initiation.

The notion of purity is an obsession in the Fang mentality, and the
chewing is perceived as a trial that serves to expiate (by vomiting) the
wrongs that have been committed.

The Fang Bwiti is actually the result of an adaptation of the orig-
inal Bwiti of the Mitsogho to the traditional ancestor worship (Byeri),
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with the integration of Christian elements and concepts.
As a result, the Fang Bwiti is not uniform and is structured through

many branches that are independent from each other, in the midst of
which "prophetic and messianic movements" flourish.

According to Michel Fromaget (1986) 18, Chairman of the De-
partment of Psychology of Libreville University from 1981 to 1983,
there are two sorts of Bwiti in Gabon.

The Bwiti of the Mitsogho which has been preserved in a very so-
ber, refined form close to the original model, the initial Bwiti or Dis-
umba Bwiti, from the name of the first woman, which has two var-
iants:

The Mitsogho Bwiti of the nganga-a-misoko, seers and divining
sorcerers, eminent therapists who practice psychosomatic healing and
a sort of psychoanalysis.

The N'dea Bwiti, a cult of sorcerers, a deviation from the Mitsogho
Bwiti with human sacrifices and cannibalism, whose ultimate goal is
magic, the securing of supernatural powers.

The Fang Bwiti, received mediately at a late period by the Fang, is
an astonishing syncretism with a blend of Christianity and animism.

Bureau (1972) 7 mentions 12 subdivisions in the Fang Bwiti. There-
fore, we must give up any thought of studying the Fang Bwiti as a uni-
form, homogeneous entity, and it would be illusory and inaccurate to
try to look for a "normative Fang vision" comparable to the Mitsogho
B witi.

Therefore, within a community in which the initiation is to take
place, everything depends on the relationships that are accepted in that
community between the worship of the ancestors (represented by their
skulls), the original Bwiti, and Christianity.

If we compare, in broad terms, the Fang Bwiti and the original
Bwiti, we find striking similarities between the contents of the vision.
Only the setting and the figures or persons represented differ. The lat-
ter are entities derived from Christianity and may appear in unlimited
numbers.

However, it would be a mistake to think that the Fang Bwiti has
departed completely from the original Bwiti and from the ancestral
culture of the Fang. The elements are in there, but are not very appar-
ent. However, they can be if we know the connection between the fig-
ures that are recognized and those that are concealed behind them.

A Christian religious figure may incarnate at the same time several
Fang spiritual entities, and vice versa.

During the rites of passage, we find the same psychophysiological
effects as the ones observed among the Mitsogho.

After a long series of episodes, during his mystical ascension, the
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subject under the influence of iboga at its peak feels "as if transported
by the wind" to the beyond before the house of Christ and of God. He
is guided to that place by the ancestors, to the sound of the harp.

A voice gives him his initiatory name and tells him how much
money he will have to pay to be initiated.

During his journey, he sees many saints, Noah, priests in their cas-
sock. Christ, dressed in gold garments, questions the stranger as to the
reason for his visit. And the neophyte answers: "I am seeking, I want
to see the Lord Jesus Christ". "I am the one you seek", Christ replies.

From one neophyte to the next, the content of the narratives de-
scribe encounters with Christ in some other setting.

The subject first goes through "purgatory, where men suffer", then
on to heaven with its seven planes where angels glide. At the highest
plane, the traveler sees a man bearing a cross, and further on the beard
of God the Father.

In other visions, the Virgin Mary, Adam, and Lucifer appear.
The dialogue is practically identical in each vision with the di-

alogue reported among the Mitsogho.
In this syncretism, Nyingon (the female principle or the first wom-

an, called Disumba among the Mitsogho) is assimilated both to Eve
and to the Virgin Mary.

As for Nzame, the male principle, the first man, or Nzamba-Kana
among the Mitsogho, he is represented by Jesus Christ.

To certain prophets, Adam and Christ personify Ngoroyo-Ama,
that is to say, the "Supreme Being", who is never perceived in the Mit-
sogho vision.

Lucifer, the rainbow-serpent, is present in the Fang vision. He rep-
resents evil, that is, Evans, a well-known notion among the Fang.

In their lifetime, the Fang can make several journeys under the rit-
ual conditions of the Bwiti, enabling them to confirm the reality of
their visions. The initiates may also belong to the Ombwiri possession
society (reserved for women and called ombudi among the Mitsogho).
This society, which plays a great role in medical diagnosis, is char-
acterized by the vision, under the influence of iboga, of genies who
during the course of public divinatory sessions will reveal the nature of
the affliction suffered by the patient who has come for consultation.

In the Ombwiri, we can note some similarity with Voodoo in the
Caribbean and South America.

Among the Mitsogho, the normative vision is that of the whole
tribe and corresponds in the initiate to the knowledge recorded orally
since in his childhood within the tribe.

With the Fang, we observe many differences because of the chang-
es and turnovers that may have taken place in the initiatory experience,

Continued after following page
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The order of Nganga a Misoka; Mitshoga. Public rituals are held at night with the
Nganga (above) on the hunt for sorcerers
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the influence of Christianity and the competition among various more
or less orthodox messianic and prophetic movements, and the loss of
the tribal notion.

Some whites, most of them French, have voluntarily gone through
the trial of chewing of iboga. A few of them were able to be inter-
viewed. A study of the the interpretation of these interviews is in
progress at this time (0. Golinhofer and R. Sillans).

Ibogaine in psychotherapy: psychoanalysis according to Naranjo 41

Claudio Naranjo is a Chilean psychotherapeutic physician who,
while in training at the Institute of Personality and Research, Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley, in 1969, published a remarkable re-
port entitled "Psychotherapeutic Possibilities of New Fantasy-
Enhancing Drugs" in Clinical Toxicology (Naranjo, C. 1969) 1

Naranjo, in this report, deals with the therapeutic action, at so-
called subtoxic doses, of two alkaloids, harmaline and ibogaine.

C. Naranjo wrote: "Because of the lack of a systematic study of
these drugs (harmaline and ibogaine), from the simple standpoint of
chemotherapy they were considered as toxic at a certain dose.

The fact is that the phenomena of harmaline and ibogaine in-
toxication are the points of greatest interest insofar as psychological
exploration and psychotherapy are concerned."

Harmaline was isolated in 1841 by Goebe1 22 from the seeds of a
plant of the family Malpighiaceae, Peganum harmala. It has also been
extracted from another South American Malpighia, Banisteriopsis caa-
pi or yage.

Yage bark is the principal ingredient of the beverage used by the
Indians of the region of the headwaters of the Amazon in connection
with certain divination rites and practices and it is known, according to
research done at the University of Chile, that this drug was central to
the culture of different Indian tribes as far back as the paleolithic pe-
riod.

The effects of harmaline and of ibogaine are practically unique
among the psychoactive drugs.

The best term to describe these effects is the one used by William
Turner, a yage specialist, oneirophrenia, to refer to the states induced
by drugs that differ from psychotomimetic states by the absence of any
psychotic symptom while sharing with the psychotic or psycho-
tomimetic experience the preeminence of a primary thought process.

Harmaline and ibogaine are characterized in their psychological ef-
fects by a state such that it involves a dream phenomenon without loss
of consciousness or change in the perception of the environment or any
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illusions or formal deterioration of thought and without deper-
sonalization.

In a word, we can say that there is an enhancement of fantasies
which is remarkable in that it does not interfere with the ego. Such
fantasies are more like actual visions than common everyday dreams.

In a study on the psychological effects of harmaline performed in
Chile in 1963-64 together with other Chilean physicians and with In-
dian traditional therapists, Naranjo pointed out that one of the most re-
markable aspects of the fantasy is its great consistency.

The themes or images that are evoked are mostly archetypes, ac-
cording to Jung's definition of the term, namely ancient memories,
generally common to all humans, buried in their collective un-
conscious.

To cite Voltaire: "The world, according to Plato, was composed of
archetypal ideas that always remained deep in the brain."

Naranjo distinguishes between two sorts of archetypes:
The mythical style similar to the dream of a lost treasure, a kind old

man, an ideal woman, a saint, an ideal community and various so-
called noble thoughts, and so on.

The instinctive style such as it may be expressed in a fantasy with
aggression, sex, bloody scenes of all sorts, incest or other practices.

By their spontaneity, these waking dream sequences are more ex-
treme than any other reported by patients from their usual dreams and
do not resemble the visions on mescaline or LSD. In fact, the effects of
the two types of drugs seem to be poles part, those of the common hal-
lucinogens being a high and angelic domain of esthetic sensations, of a
lack of union with anything else, while the domain of the oneirophren-
ics is that of Freud's subterranean world of animal impulse and re-
gression.

Naranjo gives some examples of subjects treated successfully with
harmaline at doses of 4-5 mg/kg orally (about 300 mg).

Concerning ibogaine, Naranjo says that he knows less than about
harmaline as regards the use of iboga by .the Gabonese and Congolese.
He is unacquainted with the Bwiti and apparently does not know the
structure of ibogaine.

He knows that the drug has been used in the European phar-
macopeia for its antifatigue properties at a low dose, which, according
to him, is due to the fact that it is a MAOI.

As with harmaline, Naranjo uses ibogaine at doses of 4-5 mg/kg
orally and one-quarter of it intravenously, and describes subjective re-
actions lasting about 6 hours.

Compared with the effects of harmaline, those of ibogaine appear
less exotic. Even though the archetypal contents are common to both
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(visions of animals being frequent), the quality of the fantasy is gener-
ally more personal and concerns the subject himself, his parents and
significant others.

At the same time, the fantasy evoked by ibogaine is easier for the
subjects to manipulate, either on their own initiative or through the
psychotherapist, so that, more often than with other drugs, they can
stop to contemplate a scene, go back, explore an alternative in a given
sequence, bring a previous scene back to life, etc.

This ease with which the events in a treatment with ibogaine can
be manipulated and the fact that the experience can be directed to the
desired area is probably one of the reasons for the success observed by
many psychotherapists who have used this drug.

Naranjo was much more impressed by the effects obtained in an ib-
ogaine session than with those observed with any other drug.

An example really shows the ease with which the psychotherapist
is able to direct his analysis:

This is a young patient who, when treated with ibogaine, decides to
lie down and close his eyes shortly after feeling the effects of the drug:

"First, he sees the face of his father, facing him as though they
were playing a game, with a restrained smile. His comment at this
point is that his father looks like a little boy to him. It was like some-
one unfamiliar and yet familiar, like something the patient had for-
gotten for many years.

Suddenly his father's features change, distorted by rage. The scene
changes and the patient sees a naked woman hiding her face with her
arm, afraid.

Close by, he sees his father, also naked, throwing himself on the
woman in a sexual attack. He feels a controlled rage in the woman
whom he now identifies as his mother."

At that moment, Naranjo asks the subject to have his father and
mother engage in conversation, intending in this way to distance the
latent content of these images. "What is she saying?" "Go away";
" what does he feel?" He cannot imagine. "I am perplexed", he sug-
gests.

Naranjo then chooses another tack to make the subject's feelings
more conscious and explicit.

" Now, you be your father. Become your father, to the best of your
dramatic abilities, and listen to what he is telling you."

Then, personifying his father, the patient falls, not into perplexity,
but into a great sadness, suffering and rejecting his anguish.

Shortly after this episode, a drastic change occurred in the way the
subject viewed his parents and, consequently, in his feelings toward
them.
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The next day, he commented that only now did he know how much
he identified with his mother, looking at things through her eyes, blam-
ing his father, and more than that, a man, which had interfered with his
own masculine aspirations.

In contrast to his usual idealization of his mother in a total love and
his perception of his father as a selfish brute, he then had the feeling of
knowing them as they are.

He wrote: "I have seen my mother as a hard person, without affec-
tion or fear, and I no longer look upon my father as an insensitive be-
ing who had hurt her in his love affairs, but as someone who wishes to
open the door of his love, without succeeding. Now, I am full of com-
passion for my mother."

Compared to the dramatic quality of psychedelic experiences, this
episode may appear insignificant or trivial, and yet it was the key to a
radical change in the attitudes of the young patient.

That might be said of the experiences with ibogaine in general,
when we compare its effects with those of LSD.

Here, the type of contact concerned by the unconscious material is
symbolic (rather than assuming the form of a free-floating emotion, as
with LSD), and may henceforth be assimilated in the form of lasting
signs.

Such signs generally occur when a fantasy or a hypothesis that had
been unconscious becomes conscious with such clarity that the ego of
a mature person is compelled to become aware of his or her deep-
rooted former error.

Naranjo concludes as follows:
"I do not want to give the impression that I regard ibogaine as a

psychiatric panacea that will bring changes by itself. I believe that
many drugs may be used for psychological exploration, but that these
drugs can only be an instrument.

I doubt that there is anything that can be achieved with a drug that
cannot be done without it.

However, drugs can be psychological catalysts that make it pos-
sible to compress a very lengthy psychotherapeutic process into a
shorter time and change its prognosis.

Although ibogaine cannot open a door by itself, it can be con-
sidered as the oil for its hinges".

At the time of the publication of his report on drugs that enhance
fantasies, in June 1969, C. Naranjo, together with a Frenchman,
D.P.M. Bocher, obtained a special drug patent in France pursuant to an
application submitted on January 31, 1968 and issued on July 31,
1969, for:

"A new medication acting on the central nervous system that can
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be used in psychotherapeutic treatments and as an antidrug prepara-
tion". (B ocher, D.P. & Naranjo, C. 1969)

The drug was composed of total alkaloids of Tabernanthe iboga
roots combined with an amphetamine in a proportion varying ac-
cording to the behavior of the patient.

Among the 50 cases studied in psychiatry, Naranjo described four
in support of his application for a "nontoxic drug that clarifies thoughts
and permits a very thorough introspection while preserving the pa-
tient's emotional character which is indispensable for the stimulation
of thought and imagination."

However, in this same period, following the resolutions of the
World Health Assembly of May 1967 and May 1968, the American
federal government classified ibogaine, through the F.D.A., among the
substances analogous to lysergides and to certain CNS stimulants.

" Whereas, in the interest of public health, certain regulatory pro-
visions should be applied relating to the manufacture, transportation,
possession, sale and distribution, delivery and acquisition for valuable
consideration or free of charge of soporific and narcotic substances,
and of certain substances likely to produce drug dependency or en-
danger human health".

These regulations are applicable to the following substances, to
their isomers, unless expressly exempted, to their salts, ethers and es-
ters, as well as to the salts of said ethers and esters in all cases where
such salts may exist.

The list of these substances includes: amphetamines, ibogaine,
compounds and derivatives of lysergic acid, amides of lysergic acids
and other derivatives, peyotl and mescaline [harmaline is not men-
tioned], hallucinogenic mushrooms, psilocybin and derivatives of dim-
ethyltryptamine, 4-OH-DMT and 5-OH-DMT".

We shall return later to this decree which was applicable beginning
in 1970 in several European countries, France and Belgium in par-
ticular.

The fact is that in France and in Belgium, nothing more was heard
about ibogaine and the sale of Lambarene was prohibited.

Ibogaine for combatting drug dependencies according to Howard
LOtS0f32733734 '35'36'37

In the early 1960s, a young American, Howard Lotsof, during the
course of a drug party with some friends, offered six of them the trial
of a single dose -about 500 mg - of ibogaine.

While interest in ibogaine may have started with this drug party,
the unique effects of ibogaine became immediately evident in that it
was not a substance conducive to such parties. There followed a period
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of six months of lay research which provided a dose-related response
study ranging from 1 mg/kg to 19 mg/kg of ibogaine in both addict
and non-addict human subjects.

Five of Lotsofs seven friends gave up the use of drugs during
these six months. As for young Lotsof, he rebuilt his life, and although
he was not a physician or a psychologist, he dreamed ("I had a dream",
he told us the first time we met, paraphrasing the minister Dr. Martin
Luther King), he dreamed that he would be the one who would con-
tribute to curing drug addicts by providing them ibogaine.

H. Lotsof collected all the available documentation on iboga and
ibogaine and, as a good American and businessman, founded a New
York corporation, NDA International, Inc., whose purpose was partly a
humanitarian mission and partly the marketing of a proprietary phar-
maceutical preparation, Endabuse, composed of capsules of ibogaine
hydrochloride.

In 1985, H. Lotsof took out a U.S. Patent on a Rapid method for in-
terrupting the narcotic addiction syndrome,(Lotsof, H. 1985)36 , fol-
lowed by another one in 1986 on a Rapid method for interrupting the
cocaine and amphetamine addiction syndrome (Lotsof, H. 1986) 35 and
subsequently yet another in 1989 for a Rapid method for attenuating
the alcohol dependency syndrome.(Lotsof, H. 1989).34 , and in 1991 for
a Rapid method for interrupting or attenuating the nicotine/tobacco
dependency syndrome.

37

The heroin addiction syndrome had been interrupted in 5 of the 7
subjects described in the first patent.

A single treatment with ibogaine or ibogaine hydrochloride ad-
ministered orally at a dosage ranging from 6 mg/kg, to 19 mg/kg made
it possible to interrupt the use of heroin for at least six months.

The duration of the treatment is about 30 hours, and ibogaine ex-
erts a stimulant effect during this period. An abreactive process takes
place during the treatment but does not become evident until the pa-
tient awakens from a natural sleep that occurs after the primary and
secondary effects of ibogaine are diminished.

The drug addicts no longer desire to take heroin and show no per-
ceptible signs of physical withdrawal. The subjects are relaxed and ex-
press themselves coherently. They demonstrate a feeling of self-
confidence.

Lotsof describes the effects of the oral administration of ibogaine
and divides these effects into three stages, comparable to the four stag-
es of the Bwiti of the Mitsogho.

These three stages are described perfectly in the interview by the
journalist Max Cantor33 with a 44-year-old subject who had been a co-
caine addict for more than eight years and was treated by the Lotsof

Continued after following page
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procedure.
1st stage: 15 to 20 minutes after the start of the treatment, a numb-

ing of the skin is accompanied by an auditory buzzing and an os-
cillating sound. Objects appear to vibrate intensely.

The first visions appear after an hour. Suddenly, on the walls, there
appears a screen on which the subject views pictures that may be
archetypes, more or less deformed animals, an abyss lit up by light-
ning, etc., or more personal episodes related either to childhood or to
more recent events.

The subject may question the persons he sees, identify with one of
them, be at the same time a spectator and an actor. He views a film of
his subconscious and his repressed memories. He looks within him-
self.

2nd stage: 5 to 10 hours later, the visions cease and cutaneous sen-
sitivity begins to return. This stage is marked by an unusually high en-
ergy that lasts 5 to 8 hours, during which the subject see flashes of
light around him. Then comes what the subject calls the question-and-
answer period. He analyzes the visions that he remembers, seeks an
interpretation and may communicate with the people around him.

Ibogaine shows him where his problem is. He has the impression
that a reset button has been actuated. Everything is erased, everything
becomes sharp and clear. He knows where his life took the wrong turn
and what he must do to get back on the right path.

This question-and-answer period may last 20 hours, during which
the subject remains under medical supervision.

3rd stage: the subject remains awake from a residual stimulation
for up to 20 hours and then goes to sleep for as short a period as two
hours and will wake up in top form, provided he is young and his gen-
eral health had been good previously, with a new self-confidence, feel-
ing no more need to take drugs. Mr. Lotsof, who knew of us, 0.
Gollnhofer, P. Potier (member of the French Academy of Sciences,
Professor at the Museum of Natural History in Paris, Director of the
Institute of Chemistry of Natural Substances, C.N.R.S.,Gif-sur-Yvette,
91190 Essonne, France) and R. Goutarel, through his bibliographical
documentation, came to France and contacted us. We were able to get
some appointments, with Mr. Lotsof, at the Ministry of Health when
Madame Barzach was Minister. We must say that we were received
with courtesy and some skepticism. And then, Ministries change...

Our impression was that the people we met with, still impressed
with the failures of LSD, were always afraid of making some mistake
for which they would have been held accountable.

And yet, around the same time, in Figaro Magazine of February
14, 1987, there was a story on a shock treatment administered by the
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Buddhist monks of Tham-Krapok monastery in Thailand that resembles
uncannily what is observed during the chewing of iboga.

A spectacular sequence presented to Madame Barzach and shown
on television on the program 7/7 hosted by Madame Sinclair was the
vomiting of the patients who, according to the commentator, had to get
rid of the poisons in their system. Unfortunately, the drug was being
kept secret, and it was said that Minister Chalandon had sent an ob-
server over there to learn the secret. That secret seems obvious to us,
and we know Apocynaceous plants from Asia containing ibogaine de-
rivatives which, in all likelihood, have the same oneirophrenic prop-
erties as the latter.

At this time, Mr. Lotsof, who went to Gabon to collect a certain
quantity of iboga, is having experiments pursued in several countries.
Excellent results are being reported in the European and North Amer-
ican press. There have been several interviews with subjects success-
fully treated by the Lotsof procedure.

Pharmaceutical grade Ibogaine used in the treatment of addicts
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Thanks to him, basic research is being conducted at Erasmus Uni-
versity of Rotterdam, at the Nathan Kline Institute at Orangeburg,
N.Y, at Albany Medical College, N.Y., and through the Committee on
Problems of Drug Dependence of the N.I.H., Bethesda, Maryland, for
the purpose of investigating the different body systems, the CNS in
particular, in which ibogaine is involved. Blockade of morphine-
induced stimulation of mesolimbic and striatal dopamine by ibogaine
has recently been demonstrated by the Albany Medical College re-
searchers. 38

The 1967-68 resolutions of the World Health Assembly classified
ibogaine among the drugs capable of producing dependency or im-
pairing human health.

When all is said and done, this alkaloid had been found guilty of
the charge of being a hallucinogen similar to LSD, whose hazards for
those who use it had recently come to light.

The fact is, however, that even though ibogaine is considered as a
hallucinogen (oneirophrenic), it produces no drug dependency and it
has proved to suppress dependency to opiates, amphetamines, cocaine,
LSD and even alcohol and tobacco.

As for "impairing human health", the Gabonese experience shows
that this is simply not true, quite the contrary.

The 1967-68 decree never did put an end to the illegal trade in am-
phetamines (the famous Ecstasy pill), nor to the trade in LSD. How-
ever, on that market, one never finds iboga or ibogaine.

According to Dhahir (1971) 14 , the appearance of ibogaine on the
illegal drug market was reported in 1967 by the police of Suffolk
County, N.Y., on a single occasion, when it was used to dilute heroin,
and after Haight Ashbury it was reportedly used by young addicts in
San Francisco as a substitute for LSD.

Ibogaine suddenly disappeared from the market and it seems that
the drug dealers rapidly became aware of the fact that its use would de-
prive them of part of their clientele.

Conclusions
What are we to conclude from this three-phase experience of the

role of iboga (or ibogaine) at subtoxic doses, in the Bwiti, in psycho-
therapy according to Naranjo, and finally in combatting drug addic-
tion?

1) In the Bwiti, and the Mitsogho Bwiti in particular in which we
must emphasize the rigorous rites and the motivation inherent in it, the
quantity of drug (scrapings of iboga root) is measured by the "mother",
the initiate who accompanies and constantly watches over the initiate-
to-be. It is measured in the number of baskets and cannot be translated
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for us in weight of ibogaine. It is adjusted to the behavior of the sub-
ject and makes it possible to go past the first stage to reach the stage of
so-called normative visions, corresponding to the real motivation of he
who aspires to see and to know the things of the beyond.

The intoxication by iboga is slow and progressive, which makes it
possible to observe four stages during the visions. The first three stag-
es are essentially of the Freudian type and the fourth one, the so-called
stage of normative visions, corresponds to the collective image of the
tribe.

Finally, the initiation into the Bwiti among the Mitsogho concerns
the passage from adolescence to adulthood. Hence the necessity of
eliminating the epigenetic acquisitions from the period of childhood
and adolescence in order to reprogram in the young man a new ego in
keeping with the cultural norms of the tribe.

In the Bwiti of the Fang, the ceremony may be accelerated by sub-
stituting for the scrapings of iboga a galenic preparation flavored with
milk, sugar or palm wine, known under the names of "express" or "au-
tomatic".

Women can be initiated in the Fang Bwiti, and many differences
are observed due to the changes in the initiatory experience that may
have occurred under the influence of Christianity and the competition
among the various more or less orthodox messianic and prophetic
movements and the loss of the tribal notion. Therefore, it is out of the
question to speak of normative visions in the Fang Bwiti, which is a
real syncretism between ancestor worship and Christianity. When all is
said and done, the visions correspond to the culture of the future in-
itiate: Christian and Western culture for whites who are initiated into
the Fang Bwiti.

2) The doses of ibogaine used in psychotherapy according to Na-
ranjo are relatively low, and the session does not last more than 6
hours. The dose of 300 mg orally appears to be the minimum required
for triggering the visions analyzed by the psychotherapist who con-
stantly guides the patients as he searches for the deep-seated causes of
the neurosis for which the patient has consulted him. It appears that the
sessions have to be repeated.

Naranjo's conclusion is that ibogaine cannot produce the changes
just by itself, hence the need for a psychotherapist.

3) In the treatment of drug addicts, H. Lotsof gives a single dose of
about 1 g of ibogaine hydrochloride orally.

The session is quite long, about 36 hours, which is comparable to
what is observed during the initiation into the Bwiti, given that the
slow chewing of iboga and the accompanying rites are dispensed with.
We might note that in the Fang Bwiti, the session also lasts ap-
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proximately 36 hours when the so-called "express" or "automatic" ga-
lenic preparation is substituted for the iboga scrapings.

Thus, the first visions appear two hours after the ingestion of ib-
ogaine hydrochloride. The three phases described by Lotsof are com-
parable to the four phases of the Mitsogho Bwiti, the first phase being
that of Freudian type visions, and the second phase ("questions and an-
swers") being comparable to the phase of normative visions. Lotsof de-
scribes a third phase, one of residual stimulation followed by res-
torative sleep of short duration.

We should point out that in all likelihood, the success of the Lotsof
method also depends on a deep motivation of the subject who is treat-
ed, which is the will to eliminate all drug dependency.

On November 17, 1989, the United States Senate Committee on
the Judiciary published a Committee Report on Pharmacotherapy for
Illicit Drug Use.

This report deals essentially with a research program, the Med-
ication Development Program (MDP) entrusted to the National In-
stitute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) in Rockville, Maryland.

Beginning in 1989, the Director of the MDP was given a subsidy
of 30 million dollars. Starting at the beginning of 1990, the research
budget was increased to 200 million dollars. The research, at the time, was
not oriented toward developing a chemical substance that might cure
addicted persons, but toward substitution drugs like methadone that
remove the need for hard drugs, particularly cocaine, while creating a less
dangerous dependence.

At the time, ibogaine had not been listed among the products of in-
terest for combatting chemical dependency.

It was difficult to accept the fact that a chemical could, in a few
days, suppress all dependency to opiates, cocaine or any other drug.

There were then and there are still two opposing schools of
thought: the proponents of substitution chemical drugs and those of
gentle, long-lasting psychotherapy that could sometimes result in a
cure.

We can therefore understand that the method of H.S. Lotsof was
initially met with disbelief and even hostility.

Before authorizing clinical trials for a new drug, the government
agencies responsible still require, quite appropriately, that its activity
be demonstrated in the animal.

In addition to proving that ibogaine has a low toxicity 14 and per-
haps potentiates the analgesic action of morphine32 , the phar-
macodynamic studies in animals had supplied few data demonstrating
the incredible property of ibogaine to modify the behavior of an in-
dividual and result in a new individuation of the brain by eliminating
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certain tendencies detrimental to its full development.
However, new techniques developed by researchers in the neuros-

ciences have recently provided some definite information as to the
mechanism of action of ibogaine in the treatment of addicts (morphine
and cocaine).

Using microdialysis, Di Chiara and Imperato (1988) 15 reported that
acute administration of amphetamine, cocaine, morphine, nicotine and
ethanol, all known to be addictive drugs, increases the extracellular
dopamine (DA) levels in the nucleus accumbens and to a lesser extent
in the striation.

I.M. Maisonneuve (1991) 38 showed that ibogaine blocks the mor-
phine-induced stimulation of mesolimbic and striatal dopamine. Curi-
ously, it appears that ibogaine affects brain DA systems for a period of
time that exceeds its elimination from the body and during this time al-
ters the responses of these systems to morphine. Furthermore, ib-
ogaine alters cocaine-induced accumbens dopamine neurotransmission
(Broderick, RA., 1992). 6

Ibogaine reduced the cocaine-induced locomotor stimulation when
given two hours before an acute injection of cocaine to mice. This
stimulation is also reduced when a second injection of cocaine is given
24 hours later (H. Sershen, 1992).54

Finally, S.D. Glick (1991)21 demonstrated that ibogaine reduces
the intravenous self-administration of morphine in rats, not only in the
hour after ibogaine treatment (acute effect) but also one day or more
later (after-effect). Since ibogaine is eliminated rapidly 14 , the per-
sistence of this after-effect suggests the formation of a metabolite of
ibogaine with a long half-life.

Barmss, B.C. and Coult (1972)2 had shown that ibogaine inhibits
the oxidation of serotonin by a monoamine oxidase (MAO), ce-
ruloplasmin, and catalyzes the oxidation of catecholamines by the
same substrate.

Indeed, ibogaine is a potent serotoninergic that has ability to re-
duce the level of cerebral catecholamines. This decrease in the level of
catecholamines, dopamine in particular, explains the results described
recently on the blockade of the stimulation of mesolimbic and striatal
dopamine induced by morphine or cocaine.

We should point out that ibogaine is not specific to morphine and
cocaine but is active in the presence of all addictive drugs, which jus-
tifies the patent applications that followed the initial patent of H.S.
Lotsof.

The decrease in the level of catecholamines and the joint increase
in the cerebral serotonin level result in a suppression of REM sleep
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and the appearance of the hallucinatory phenomenon (C. Debru,
1990) . 12

LSD, like ibogaine, 2 is a potent serotoninergic that inhibits the ox-
idation of serotonin and catalyzes the oxidation of catecholamines by
MAO.

However, there is an enormous difference between these two al-
kaloids: LSD is active at doses of less than a milligram. Its activity is
difficult to control and the hallucinatory phenomena produced belong
to a high and angelic domain of esthetic sensations, whereas ibogaine
is hallucinogenic only at doses in excess of 100 mg, and the domain of
this oneirophrenic substance is that of the subterranean world of Freud,
of animal impulse and of regression.

The toxicity of ibogaine is very low, lower than that of aspirin,
which makes this alkaloid easy to use.

The initiated masters in the Bwiti have an antidote that enables
them to interrupt at any time the course of the visions if, for any rea-
son, the absorption of iboga were to be actually life-threatening for the
neophyte.

Let us note that serotonin is the neurotransmitter of the cerebral
parasympathetic system, catecholamines being neurotransmitters in the
cerebral orthosympathetic system, and that the negative chronotropic
and inotropic effects as well as the arousal-producing action of ib-
ogaine are nullified by atropine, an acetylcholine antagonist, ac-
etylcholine being the neurotransmitter of the autonomic nervous sys-
tem.

The long waking dream period that follows the absorption of iboga
or ibogaine at a subtoxic dose (or oneirophrenic dose according to Na-
ranjo) appears to be responsible for a temporary destructuring of the
ego, followed by its restructuring.

This hypothesis is consistent with the observations made by the
ethnologists in their studies of the Mitsogho Bwiti, and may be com-
pared to the hypotheses of Michel Jouvet and Sir Francis Crick (C. De-
bru, 1990) 12 on the role of dreams in the programming and de-
programming of basic behavior patterns, resulting in a new
individuation of the human brain.

Normally, the stages of wakefulness of the human brain are: wak-
ing, NREM (slow wave or deep) sleep, PGO (pontogeniculo-occipital)
waves, and REM (rapid eye movement or paradoxical) sleep. REM
sleep is the period of dreams.

Michel Jouvet and Sir Francis Crick consider PGO waves to be the
principal coding tool that acts at the cortical level in recording the ge-
netic and epigenetic acquisitions necessary for the individuation of the
human brain.
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In addition, through random activation mechanisms, the PGO
waves eliminate from certain types of neuronal networks an in-
formational overload linked to pathological behavior. This is what C.
Debru calls "cleaning out the neuronal circuitry."

REM sleep apparently undertakes a sorting out process among the
"residues" stirred up by the PGO wave sleep pattern and disposes of
these residues during dreaming.

Michel Jouvet (letter of November 7, 1990) wrote: "The oneiric ef-
fects observed in humans and which are produced by hallucinogens do
not enable us to approach the dream mechanisms directly, because it
does appear that these two phenomena cannot be linked together as
one."

We know, however, that the principal difference between dreams
and hallucinations resides in the way in which the stages of wake-
fulness are organized, with the suppression of REM sleep and the in-
trusion of PGO waves in the arousal (waking) stage and in NREM (or
slow) sleep.

The new organization becomes: waking (arousal) stage, stage of
P00 waves, hallucination stage, sleep stage, and it appears possible
that hallucinatory manifestations, the waking dream, eliminate "res-
idues" stirred up by the PGO wave pattern in the absence of REM
sleep.

Near Death Experiences
According to the Mitsogho, the initiate will see the Bwiti only

twice in his life: on the day of his initiation and on the day of his
death.

This means that the visions at the approach of death, what are
called near death experiences (NDE), are the same as those termed
normative visions.

We know that at the time of dying, some individuals see their
whole life pass before them. In those who are "rescued from death", a
spectacular transformation is observed. They no longer fear death, they
feel stronger, more optimistic, calmer, and contemplate their life more
positively.

Two Americans, the psychiatrist Raymond Moody 39 and the car-
diologist Michael B. Sabom49 have been particularly interested in the
oneiric manifestations of NDE.

After a statistical study of 150 people "rescued from death", M.B.
Sabom established a chart of these manifestations.
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slow) sleep.

The new organization becomes: waking (arousal) stage, stage of
PGO waves, hallucination stage, sleep stage, and it appears possible
that hallucinatory manifestations, the waking dream, eliminate "res-
idues" stirred up by the PGO wave pattern in the absence of REM
sleep.

Near Death Experiences
According to the Mitsogho, the initiate will see the Bwiti only

twice in his life: on the day of his initiation and on the day of his
death.

This means that the visions at the approach of death, what are
called near death experiences (NDE), are the same as those termed
normative visions.

We know that at the time of dying, some individuals see their
whole life pass before them. In those who are "rescued from death", a
spectacular transformation is observed. They no longer fear death, they
feel stronger, more optimistic, calmer, and contemplate their life more
positively.

Two Americans, the psychiatrist Raymond Moody-? and the car-
diologist Michael B. Saborn"? have been particularly interested in the
oneiric manifestations of NDE.

After a statistical study of 150 people "rescued from death", M.B.
Sabom established a chart of these manifestations.
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Sabom chart

Autoscopic phase 1. Subjective feeling of being dead
2. Peace and well-being
3. Disembodiment
4. Visions of material objects and events

5. Tunnel or dark zone
6. Evaluation of past life
7. Light
8. Access to a transcendental world — En-
tering in light
9. Encounter with other beings
10. Return to life

Transcendental phase

Most of these manifestations are to be found in the Mitsogho Bwi-
ti. Starting at the 3rd stage, a peaceful and agreeable vision, dis-
embodiment; the neophyte feels himself wrapped up by a wind that
carries him off to an unknown village without beginning or end; a vi-
sion of two extraordinary Beings, Nzamba-Kana, the first man and
Disumba, the first woman on earth. The village is covered by sparks,
then a brilliant ball of light appears, the sun, and the moon and the
stars. The sun is transformed into a handsome youth, the Master of the
World, and the moon into a beautiful woman, his wife, the mother of
his children, the stars. The wind carries the initiate back to earth where
he is reborn and is greeted with joy and pride by the elders.

In the Fang Bwiti, where we have a syncretism between the re-
ligion of the ancestors and Christianity, it is difficult, because of many
divergent forms, to describe a coherent whole corresponding to the
normative visions of the Mitsoghos.

Interviews with young Frenchmen
However, interviews with young whites from France who were

willing to go through the Fang Bwiti initiation trial show a set of vi-
sions characteristic of their Western and generally Christian culture,
which for the most part fit in with Sabom's chart.

Thus, in the narration of a young man named Christophe, after
some personal Freudian type visions and a few visions influenced by
the Fang Bwiti, there is the following description: an absolute white,
an indescribable luminous blue, the joy and perfection of blue, a cave
and a cavernous sound, bright light entering through the forehead like
a third eye, things seen in the astral, the sight of the spiritual world that
cannot be seen with the body, a large sun fueled by our particles, the
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light of which we are a part. Paradise that can be reached only through
the spirit. The awareness of an envelope preventing him from joining
the spiritual world, etc.

The visions, both in the Mitsogho Bwiti and in the Fang Bwiti,
seem to be dominated by this impression of shining lights that we find
at the second stage described by H.S. Lotsof in his first patent 36 (H.S.
Lotsof, U.S. Patent 4,499,096, Feb. 12, 1985).

After a first stage characterized by Freudian type visions, the sec-
ond stage is marked by a high energy during which the subject sees
lightning or brief flashes of light that dance about him. During this pe-
riod, thoughts continue that seem to amplify the meaning of the visions
seen during the primary phase. This is the question-and-answer period
described by one of the subjects treated according to H.S. Lotsof.

What is important is that this luminous phase of questions and an-
swers is followed by a restorative sleep from which the subject awak-
ens in great form and with a new self-confidence.

Lotsof notes that the first two stages together last 24 to 48 hours or
longer, followed by only 3 to 4 hours of sleep. This reduced need for
sleep may continue for 1 to 4 months.

The persistence of this long-term effect is consistent with the hy-
pothesis (LM. Maisonneuve, 1991; S.D. Glick, 1991) of a metabolite
of ibogaine with a long half-life.

Some subjects treated according to Lotsof retain for a fairly long
time the impression of being under the influence of ibogaine.

A young Dutch woman wrote: "I lost a great deal of interest in
drugs in general, because the effect of ibogaine goes far beyond their
effect, though not necessarily in a pleasant way", and "Up until four
months after the treatment, I kept experiencing colors and light very
intensely."

The conclusion of the report that was written recently by this 25-
year-old woman six months after a treatment with ibogaine shows that
this alkaloid produced a real change in what she calls her "addictive
ego", and also shows the necessity of having a strong motivation.

"Ibogaine was a mental process for me, a form of spiritual pur-
ification and a truth serum in which I had to experience its results
through time. It's only now, after six months, that I can say I am not
addicted anymore. It takes time to admit that there is no way back. Ib-
ogaine is not a solution in itself, although it takes away withdrawal
completely. lbogaine helps you to realize that all knowledge is avail-
able to cure yourself through will power. It's up to you if you are ready
to give up your addictive ego."

The recent decision of the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA) to add ibogaine to the list of drugs whose activity in the treat-
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ment of drug dependency is to be evaluated should prompt the com-
petent authorities in European countries to engage rapidly along the
same lines. This applies to France in particular, where research on ibo-
ga and its alkaloids began at the end of the 19th century and has con-
tinued well beyond the second half of the 20th century.

If we consider all the pharmacodynamic and therapeutic in-
vestigations conducted on iboga and ibogaine, we may conclude that
this alkaloid, unjustly condemned as a hallucinogen, is a key that
opens the door of the fascinating realm of today's neurosciences, and
we should like to see the creation of a multidisciplinary organization
including ethnologists, medical doctors, psychiatrists and psychol-
ogists, chemists, pharmacists and pharmacologists, and even technical
writers, so that we can get a definite opinion on the psychotherapeutic
properties of iboga and ibogaine, whose use must now take place un-
der the norms of pharmaceutical development and medical ethical re-
view.
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INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

A Preliminary Investigation of Ibogaine: 

Case Reports and Recommendations for Further Study 

SIMON G. SHEPPARD, BSC 

Hirez, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Abstract-A naturally occurring substance, ibogaine, was taken by seven individuals who were ad- 
dicted to opiates. Ibogaine, an alkaloid with psychotropic effects at doses of 200-300 mg and above, 
was taken in single doses of 700-1800 mg by the subjects in the study. At the end of the 24-38-hr 
psychoactive period induced by the drug at these doses, none of the subjects displayed significant 
opiate withdrawal symptoms. At the lowest dose of 700 mg, one subject recontinued his drug abuse 
after 2 days; of the remaining six individuals who took 1,000 mg or above, two relapsed after a 
number of weeks, one reverted to intermittent heroin use, and three appear to have remained drug- 
free 14 weeks or more after undergoing this experimental treatment. Ibogaine may be of value in 
the present and could serve as a model for the development of improved agents for the treatment 

of substance abuse in the future. 

Keywords-addiction; detoxification; heroin dependence; opiate withdrawal; substance abuse; sub- 

stance withdrawal syndrome. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE REGULAR TAKING OF HEROIN is an evident problem 
in many cities with an array of associated problems in- 
cluding homelessness, crime, and damage to health. 
Individuals who have been heroin-dependent for long 
periods often desperately wish to end their addiction 
but cannot, and prolonged substance dependence can 

lead to death. 
Following reports that a nonaddictive plant extract 

was capable of rapidly arresting opiate dependence, an 

R. Heeck and C. Swart BSc would have been’attributed with sec- 

ondary authorship of the study had it been possible to obtain their 

final approval of this report. Acknowiedgments are also due to Dr. 
C.J. Olliff and L. Martz, who. among a number of others, greatly 

assisted at various stages of the study. 

Requests for reprints should be addressed to Simon G. Sheppard, 

Bk, Hirez, Postbus 3707, 1001 AM Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

informal study by an autonomous group of research- 

ers, a “Skunk Works” originating from the Amsterdam 
squatter community, was undertaken. 

Hirez is a loosely knit organization founded by the 

author that has undertaken valuable research work, 
which may be of especial interest because of its uncon- 
ventional nature, in the fields of virology and sub- 

stance abuse. 

Background to Ibogaine 

The indole alkaloid ibogaine naturally occurs in the 
root bark of the plant Tabernanthe Iboga, which is na- 

tive to equatorial Africa. The plant is a rich source of 
a dozen or more alkaloids, and the root bark is con- 
sumed in huge quantities in raw, ground form during 

ceremonies of the Bwiti and Mbiri cults of Gabon and 
Kameroon. The quantity consumed can be up to 60 
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times the threshold dose of ibogaine (Fernandez, 
1982), and a number of fatalities have occurred, re- 
portedly chiefly among initiates of low body weight. 
The ritual has been termed “cracking the skull.” The 

root of Iboga is also regularly used in smaller quanti- 
ties to enable hunters and warriors to remain awake 

while standing motionless for long periods. 

Ciba-Geigy performed some detailed pharmacolog- 
ical and toxicological studies on ibogaine and the ability 

of the substance to potentiate morphine analgesia was 
documented in an early study (Schneider & McArthur, 

1956). An extensive French-language review of the 
chemistry and pharmacology of the alkaloids of Taber- 

nanthe Iboga is available (Gaignault & Delourme- 

Houde, 1977), and this includes 121 references to the 

literature relating to ibogaine published between 1864 

and 1975. In the review, several therapeutic applica- 

tions of ibogaine are detailed at doses of lo-30 mg to- 

gether with a summary of previous investigations of 

ibogaine’s mechanisms of action on the central nervous 

system. Similarities are drawn, at least as far as the 
ability to modulate serotonin and the catecholamines 
are concerned, between ibogaine and 2-bromo LSD. 

In the 1960s Lotsof became aware of the apparent 
ability of ibogaine to interrupt dependence on heroin 
and cocaine. It is a controlled substance in Belgium 
and the United States, and for this reason several U.S. 
citizens have been brought to Holland to undergo 
treatment with the substance. The method of treatment 

with the drug to arrest addiction to opiates, amphet- 
amine, alcohol, and nicotine is the subject of a num- 
ber of U.S. patents held by Howard S. Lotsof. 

Although ibogaine is the principal alkaloid of the 

Iboga plant, it is also obtainable from parts of the Voa- 
canga plant. Investigations undertaken for this study 

show that ibogaine would be present in Voacanga 
seeds, Iboga whole root, and Iboga root bark at less 

than 0.007%, 0.02% and 0.1% w/w, respectively, ne- 

glecting any stable derivatives of ibogaine which may 
be present. The total synthesis of ibogaine has been 
accomplished (Buchi, Coffen, Kocsis, Sonnet, & Zie- 
gler, 1966; Due & Fetizon, 1969), although in practi- 

cal terms isolation and purification from Iboga plant 
material is the most obvious source of ibogaine 
(Dickel, Holden, Maxfield, Paszek, & Taylor, 1958). 

Much of the previous information was unknown to us 
during the early part of the study, and neither did we 
fully appreciate at the time that what we were doing 

was not so far short of a Phase 2 trial of a new and 
experimental treatment. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Some accounts have tended to dwell on the primary 
effects of ibogaine: the lucid visions and emergence of 
repressed memories that are experienced by individu- 
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als taking the substance at high doses. Notwithstand- 
ing the enormous difficulties of maintaining contact 
and monitoring the drug use of individuals for ex- 

tended periods after taking ibogaine, it was our pri- 

mary objective to document the secondary, long-term 
effects of ibogaine on opiate consumption in the weeks 
and months subsequent to taking the drug. The author 
and two other primary workers undertook this study 

with a number of other trusted individuals assisting at 
various stages. By these means we observed and doc- 

umented the immediate and longer-term effects of high 

doses of ibogaine on the subjects in this study. 
It would have been impractical for us in the circum- 

stances of this study to have attempted a routine ob- 
jective assessment of the subjects’ hard drug use after 

taking ibogaine, for example, by obliging the subjects 
to undergo regular urine analysis, but nevertheless we 

believe that the reports and observations of the sub- 
jects’ drug use subsequent to taking ibogaine are an 

accurate reflection of the true situation. By this time 

the subjects had become well known to us, and we cite 

the frank admissions by some of the subjects of a small 

sporadic amount of drug abuse after taking ibogaine, 

which we attribute to residual habit, as evidence of the 
authenticity of the remainder of the reports and ob- 
servations. It is admitted, however, that the present 
study is flawed in this respect. In any event, because 
it was directly and repeatedly observed by the primary 
workers in this study, we believe that there can be no 

doubt about the essential loss of opiate craving and 
absence of withdrawal (commonly referred to as “cold 
turkey”) experienced by the subjects in the immediate 
period after taking a single high dose of ibogaine. 

Documented in this study are six heroin-addicted 
individuals and one subject who was addicted to co- 

deine. The subjects took ibogaine at doses ranging 
from 700 to 1,800 mg (Table 1). With the exception 

of one Swiss and one British subject, all of the sub- 
jects were Dutch. All had expressed a desire to end 
their drug abuse, and the ibogaine was orally self- 
administered in each case. The first six subjects took 
organically derived ibogaine hydrochloride, which was 

independently confirmed as being of greater than 98% 
purity. The remaining subject, NL7, was treated from 

a second batch of ibogaine of identical origin. The dos- 
ages were normally in the form of previously prepared 
lOO-mg or 2O@mg capsules. In each case the subject 

was counseled and took a trial dose of ibogaine, ei- 
ther 100 mg or 200 mg, followed 1-2 hr later by the 
remainder of the dose. 

RESULTS 

Four individuals with whom contact was lost do not 
appear in the study; one of these (NL5), a male who 
was addicted to heroin, was reported to have been 

.- 
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TABLE 1 

Subject Data and Treatment Dosages 

Subject Age Sex Weight Addiction 

lbogaine 

dosage 

NLl 

NL2 

CHl 

NL3 

NL4 

UK1 

NL7 

32 

25 
21 

33 

25 

39 

30 

65 kg Heroin (250 mg/d) 1,600 mg 

Methadone (65 mg/d) 

Alcohol 

48 kg Heroin (250 mg/d) 1,200 mg 

60 kg Heroin 700 mg 

72 kg Heroin 1,800 mg 

Methadone (30 mg/d) 

49 kg Heroin (1,000 mg/d) 1,000 mg 

Methadone 

68 kg Codeine (loo-250 mg/d) 1,000 mg 

70 kg Heroin 1,100 mg 

Alcohol 

id = Subjects’ claimed daily drug Intake. There was little or no attempt to verify the subjects’ 

precise intake prior to taking ibogaine. Where no amount appears, the data were not obtained. 

drug-free for 5 days after taking a l,OOO-mg dose of 

ibogaine. Further contact could not be maintained. Be- 

sides NL5, three other individuals are known to have 

taken ibogaine under some sort of supervision, but no 

further data were available to us. Loss of contact with 

these individuals was due in each case to existing sub- 

jects in the study attempting to enlist others into it. 

The general pattern of effects following ingestion 

were as follows. About 1 hr after administration of the 

total dose, the subject would experience decreased 

muscular coordination, increased sensitivity to light, 

and might see visions. Around half of the subjects ex- 
perienced nausea and vomiting during the early stages 
of ingestion. The elevated, hallucinogenic state would 

continue for 4-8 hr, after which they would enter a 
contemplative phase interspersed with light sleep, 
which would last for 12-24 hr. It was during this pe- 

riod that lucid dreaming and emergence of repressed 
memories occurred. Finally the primary effects of ibo- 

gaine terminated with a deep sleep of about 4 hr. None 

of the subjects experienced significant opiate with- 
drawal symptoms on waking. 

Emergence of the subject from the primary effects 

of ibogaine, lasting 24-38 hr, was characteristic; all 
subjects emerged full of vitality, and withdrawal symp- 

toms were limited to slight nose flood, sweating, and 
sensations of cold in some cases. In no instance did 
severe withdrawal take place as might have been ex- 

pected from the extended abstinence of the subject 
from his or her drug of addiction during the long treat- 

ment period. Increased energy, appetite, and a reduced 

requirement for sleep was evident for several weeks af- 

ter taking ibogaine, with these effects diminishing 

slowly. Some of the subjects, notably NL3 and NL4, 

were reported to have spent the money that had for- 
merly been required to maintain their addiction on 

clothes and mountain bicycles in the period immedi- 

ately after undergoing the ibogaine treatment. Many 

of the subjects commented that the treatment environ- 

ment was important to a successful outcome, and a 

comfortable darkened room was considered to be 

ideal. It was obvious that ibogaine did not suppress 

the desire to consume cannabis during the treatment 

period. 

Three subjects, NL2, NL3, and NL4, when inter- 

viewed several months after treatment, stated that it 

had taken them some months to come to terms with 

the psychological effects of taking ibogaine. The drug 
probably exerts a strong social influence in its areas 
of widespread use, possibly a cohesive effect reinforc- 

ing the tribal and religious sects of the indigenous peo- 
ples of Equatorial Africa. Several of our subjects had 
evidently been very impressed by their experience, par- 

ticularly the extended period of emergence of repressed 
memories. None of the primary workers in this study 

took ibogaine themselves, and so it remains purely a 

matter of speculation, but it may be that the repeated, 
recreational use of ibogaine at moderate doses could 

result in an enhanced ego and sensations of godliness. 

At the higher doses typical of those used in the present 
study, however, it seems that a proportion of individ- 

uals will thereafter have no desire to take ibogaine 
again. 

Physical side effects reported during the ibogaine 

treatment procedures documented here included 
weight loss (NL3 4 kg, NL4 3 kg, NL7 3 kg), extreme 

sensitivity to (red) color and sound (NL2), ataxia 
(NL2, NL3), diarrhea (NLl, NL2, NL3, NL4, NL7), 
backache (NL7), and nausea and vomiting (CHI, NL3, 
NL5). A strong aphrodisiac effect was reported by 

NL3 among others, but in at least one subject (UKl, 
who was homosexual) this effect was completely ab- 
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sent. Side effects that receded completely in the weeks 
after treatment were concentration difficulties (NL2, 
NL4), sudden spells of tiredness up to 2 weeks after 
treatment (NLA), sudden loss of coordination and “go- 
ing cross-eyed” up to 3 weeks after treatment (NL3), 
and insomnia (NL3, NL4, NL7). 

Case Reports 

NLl was probably the most severely addicted subject 
in the study and had been abusing heroin for 12 years, 
except for 1 year during a residential detoxification 
program. As well as daily injecting heroin and a regu- 
lar intake of methadone, he took alcohol to intoxica- 
tion in 15 out of 30 days prior to taking ibogaine and 
was inebriated with heroin and methadone at the time 
of treatment. He took methadone shortly afterward 
“to see what it was like” and, being dissatisfied with 
the effect, remained drug-free until a trip to India. It 
was during this trip that his heroin abuse recontinued. 

Three months later he expressed his desire to repeat 
the ibogaine treatment but was unable to do so. This 
subject has been independently documented (ICASH, 
1990a). 

NL2 was a partner of NLl and had been abusing 
heroin for 4 years prior to treatment, although a 
15-month remission in her drug taking had occurred 
that had ended 6 months previously. For 3 months 
prior to taking ibogaine, she had been smoking her- 
oin daily. The subject panicked, fearing withdrawal, 
and took heroin during the treatment period, but it had 

little effect. This subject has also been independently 
documented (ICASH, 1990a), and a personal account 
of her experiences is in circulation (ICASH, 1990b). 

Following an extended period after taking ibogaine 
during which she remained drug-free, this subject re- 

verted to intermittent use of heroin to combat period 
pains, a level of consumption that she gave every in- 
dication of being capable of sustaining. 

CHl had been sniffing heroin daily for over 12 
months prior to treatment and was being cared for and 

discouraged from heroin abuse by a nonaddicted male 
friend in what appears in retrospect to have been a 
classical addict/co-addict syndrome. CHl had been in- 
jured in two industrial accidents to which a contribu- 

tory factor was his background of drug abuse and 
intoxication at work. This subject took the lowest dose 
of all the subjects but despite the treatment initially 
appearing to have an encouraging outcome, drug 
abuse recontinued after only 2 days. He was observed 
for several days 3 months after treatment and was en- 
tirely free of heroin use during that time but the treat- 
ment was otherwise completely unsuccessful. 

NL3 had a long history of hard drug abuse, being 
addicted to heroin for 12 years and both heroin and 
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methadone for 4 years prior to treatment with iboga- 
ine. He also had a hepatitis condition. Heroin was be- 

ing injected intravenously up to and including the eve 
of treatment with ibogaine. This subject took the high- 
est dose of all the subjects and experienced the most 

marked side effects, including temporary paralysis of 
the leg 3 days posttreatment. The duration of iboga- 

ine psychoactivity was also particularly long. The sub- 
ject smoked heroin three times against insomnia 

shortly after treatment but otherwise completely aban- 
doned his addictions to both heroin and tobacco, also 
reporting a reduced alcohol consumprion in the months 

after taking ibogaine. 
NL4 was a partner of NL3 and had been addicted 

to heroin for 6 years, smoking heroin daily at the time 

of treatment. Ibogaine psychoactivity lasted 38 hr with 
no nausea. She suffered concentration difficulties for 

over a month after taking ibogaine, saying that she was 
“very introspective” during this period. The subject 

also gave up tobacco and said that she feels relieved 
and happy to be free from her heroin addiction. Her 

gain in weight and general healthy appearance several 
weeks after taking ibogaine was the topic of some 

comment. 
UK1 was a worker in a medical environment, giv- 

ing him ready access to the codeine tablets to which 
he had become addicted. He was an experienced drug 
user and had been addicted to heroin several years 
previously. He was the only subject to have taken 

ibogaine while not under immediate supervision. The 
substance was taken according to written instructions, 
and he spent most of the treatment period alone and 

in contemplative mood. A liveliness characteristic of 
the immediate aftereffects of ibogaine was evident 
when the subject was seen a few days later, at which 

time he reported that he had been able to cease his 
codeine consumption immediately. His alcohol con- 
sumption also fell. He likened his sense of rejuvena- 
tion after taking ibogaine to that felt after a 2-week 
holiday abroad. 

NL7 had been addicted to heroin for 10 years. He 
was smoking heroin several times a day immediately 
before taking ibogaine. He was sympathetically cared 

for by NL3 and NL4 and stayed with them for several 
days after the treatment. He took heroin once during 
this period of care, subsequently flushing a remaining 

quantity of heroin down the toilet. His alcohol con- 
sumption also fell. Some weeks later NL7 cheerfully 
reported that the “highs” he now experienced from 
heroin were clearer and more enjoyable: “It was like 
starting again from the beginning.” Later he expressed 

a desire to repeat the ibogaine procedure, but by this 
time our supplies of the drug were exhausted. Seventeen 
weeks after taking ibogaine, his addiction to heroin 
was approximately as severe as it had been immedi- 
ately prior to treatment. 
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DISCUSSION TABLE 2 

lbogaine Dosage/Weight Ratio and Treatment Outcomes 

Treatment with ibogaine visibly alleviates morbidity 
and appears to remove an addicted individual’s desire 
to seek and use narcotics. Several subjects took her- 
oin again shortly after treatment but found the effect 
to be unsatisfying; ibogaine may possess some subtle, 
short-term antagonistic effect on subsequent opiate 
use. Many of the subjects also stopped smoking or ex- 
cessive alcohol consumption after the treatment. Some 
of the subjects found the idea of undertaking the treat- 
ment an attractive proposition to which a contributory 
factor was the natural origin of ibogaine. Others were 
surprisingly cautious about taking another drug, con- 
sidering their existing regular drug intake, and suspi- 
cions that we were attempting to get them hooked on 
another drug were occasionally voiced. 

Subject DWR Outcome 

NLl 24.6 Took methadone 2 days p/t 
To 10 weeks p/t confirmed d-f 
Relapse to regular heroin use 1 l-l 2 

weeks p/t 

NL2 

CHl 

NL3 

The side effects of ibogaine both during and after 
treatment are almost certainly dose-related, and dif- 
fering opinions emerged during the latter part of the 
study as to the dosage and treatment strategy that 
should be recommended to individuals who wish to 
take ibogaine in an attempt to arrest their drug depen- 
dence. It became the view of the author of this report 
that the dosages recommended by the U.S. proponents 
of ibogaine were excessive. It is with regret that suffi- 
cient supplies of the substance were not available to 
us to try an alternative approach, such as short-term 
maintenance therapy with dosage levels just sufficient 
to allay opiate withdrawal symptoms. However, in the 

strategy utilized in this study, it must be admitted that 
high doses did appear to have a significant influence 
on whether the subject achieved a successful interrup- 

tion in drug abuse. Taking just one example from our 
data, the Swiss subject CHI received the lowest dose 
of all the subjects, and his treatment gave the least sat- 
isfactory outcome. Such a trend might already be ob- 
servable in the small number of subjects documented 
here (Table 2), but the number of subjects in this study 
is considered to be inadequate for any serious statisti- 
cal analysis. 

NL4 
UK1 

NL7 

12 months p/t total relapse, worsening 
25.0 Took heroin once during treatment 

Confirmed d-f to 3 months p/t 
4 months p/t intermittent heroin use 
8 months p/t intermittent heroin use 
10 months p/t intermittent heroin use 
12 months p/t apparently healthy 

1 1 .7 2 days p/t relapse to regular heroin use 
3 months p/t 5 days observed d-f 
8 months p/t injecting heroin 

25.0 Took heroin 3 times in 2 weeks p/t 
Otherwise, to 18 weeks pit confirmed d-f 

20.4 To 17 weeks p/t confirmed d-f 
14.7 To 1 month p/t confirmed d-f 

To 14 weeks p/t confirmed d-f 
15.7 Took heroin 4-5 times in 3 weeks p/t 

6 weeks plt “needs retreatment” 
10 weeks p/t almost daily heroin use 
17 weeks pit taking methadone 

DWR = DosageiWeight Ratio: dosage of ibogaine divided by the sub- 
jects’ body weight, in mgikg. p/t = posttreatment. d-f = drug-free, 
no hard drug consumption up to and including the observation date 
except in the instances stated. The treatments took place between 
October 1989 and August 1990. 

administered on different occasions. It was suggested 
that this may be due to slow and irregular absorption 
of the drug when taken by the oral route and that this 
complication can be obviated by parenteral adminis- 
tration. In comparison with the 25 mg/kg elevated 
doses taken by some of the subjects in this study how- 
ever, such considerations may seem subtle. 

Some individuals may be hypersensitive to iboga- 
ine, and for this reason a trial dose of 100 mg or 200 
mg was invariably given to our subjects prior to inges- 
tion of the remaining, largest part of the dose. We have 
received reports of two fatalities that have occurred 
while taking ibogaine: in the United States a person 
taking an unknown dose committed suicide, and in 
France a young woman experienced breathing difficul- 
ties approximately 4 hr after ingestion of 400 mg. In 

this instance the drug was being used as an adjunct to 
group psychotherapy and the possibility that multiple 
drugs were involved has been raised. From early in- 
vestigations by Ciba using doses of 50-300 mg, ibo- 
gaine is known to provoke variable responses between 
different individuals and in the same individual when 

If a second study involving ibogaine were to be un- 
dertaken, one potentially promising strategy may be 
to offer the subjects incremental doses of ibogaine un- 
til their opiate cravings were successfully displaced; this 
approach might minimize the side effects and risk of 
psychological trauma associated with high doses and 
still be effective. We would also attempt to devise a 
controlled study using the Himmelsbach Scale to mea- 
sure the degree of withdrawal experienced by the sub- 
jects. A more obvious but very probably unsatisfactory 
approach would be to use another psychotropic sub- 
stance, for example, the psilocybin that ibogaine pos- 

sibly most resembles in some of its effects, as the 
control substance. This latter strategy would be likely 
to be fraught with difficulties, not least the possibil- 
ity of physical danger to a member of the control 
group undergoing acute opiate withdrawal. The design 
of a truly controlled and ethical trial of a substance 
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like ibogaine, which is strongly psychoactive at its ther- 

apeutic dose, could be regarded as a challenging aca- 
demic exercise. 

Besides contention about the dose, conflict also 

arose within the study group during the final stages 
of the study due to the strong view of one of the pri- 
mary workers that approval from the subjects should 

be sought before circulation or publication of any 

documentation. This was considered by the author 

to be irreievant at the time of compilation of the first 
draft of this report and in some respects inadvisable. 

It was also proposed that the nationalities of the sub- 
jects and the personal relationships between them 

should be withheld from the report. The recriminations 

and bad feeling resulting from these disagreements 

account to a large extent for the delay in submitting 

this information in a form suitable for publication. 

In actuality the commitment of the author to docu- 

menting ibogaine’s activity was originally instigated at 

the direct and concerted request of NL2, NL3, and 

NL4. 

There are considered to be a number of possible 

modes of action of ibogaine, some or all of which may 

contribute to its ability to interrupt opiate (and other) 

addictive syndromes: 

1. suggestive, the placebo effect 

2. metaphysical, in that the subject is carried away on 

a “trip” and returns to a new beginning 

3. physical/psychological, in that the vomiting and 

physical emptying give a sense of cleanliness and 

renewa 

4. physically psychological, an “endorphic reset” such 
that the receptors responsible for addiction are re- 

set to their normal, nonaddicted state. 

It is not the objective of the present study to inves- 
tigate the complex actions and interrelations of vari- 

ous neural receptors and here a simplistic mechanism 
of central endorphin stimulation is assumed. If it is the 

case that ibogaine possesses an ability to rapidly re- 

store endorphin production to a level sufficient to al- 
lay opiate withdrawal, this property may be linked in 

some way to its strong aphrodisiac properties. This.ef- 
feet of ibogaine has been known for many years and 
was independently (because it was not included in our 

counseling) remarked upon by some of the subjects. 

Opiate-addicted individuals show a marked disinter- 
est in sex; their normal sexual/pleasure-seeking drives 
having apparently been efficiently satisfied by the syn- 

thetic endorphin analogue upon which they have be- 
come dependent. 

A similar correspondence in neural mechanisms 

might be inferred from the fact that naltrexone, an 

opiate antagonist, has been successfully used to give 

long-term therapeutic benefit in the treatment of the 

self-injurious behavior (SIB) that is frequently to be 

found in womens’ prisons, childrens’ homes and in- 

S. G. Sheppard 

stitutions for the mentally ill or disadvantaged (Bar- 

rett, Feinstein, & Hole, 1989). This association between 
self-injury and hard drug abuse might point to a phys- 
ical psychological origin of the destructive drive dis- 

played by individuals who allow themselves to become 
caught up in addictive syndromes. 

CONCLUSION 

Some reports have suggested that ibogaine may pos- 

sess a superior efficacy in the treatment of cocaine ad- 

diction, but no attempt was made in the present study 

to test this claim. After observing ibogaine’s effect on 

addicted individuals, some of whom were in an ad- 

vanced and severe state, we believe that the risks of 

taking ibogaine can be outweighed by its advantages. 

Claims by Lotsof (1986, 1991) that hard drug use is 

interrupted for 6 months cannot. be substantiated by 

this preliminary data, but a remission in hard drug use 

could perhaps be reliably achievable. 

From a pragmatic point of view, the withdrawal- 

attenuation effect alone should warrant further investi- 

gation of the therapeutic action of ibogaine in treating 

opiate dependence. If, as we believe, a temporary in- 

terruption in drug abuse can reproducibly be obtained 

with the drug, this would provide a valuable opportu- 

nity for reflection and self-appraisal for individuals 
who have lost control of their addiction. At this stage 

also, serious physical disorders are sometimes found 

that had hitherto been compietely masked by narco- 

sis. At the very least ibogaine treatment could provide 

an occasion for a review of personal health for indi- 

viduals who would otherwise be in a state of acute and 

intractable opiate dependence. 
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Effect of Ibogaine On Serotonergic and Dopaminergic 
Interactions in Striatum from Mice and Rats* 
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The effect of ibogaine (Endabuse CfD, NIH 10567) on serotonin uptake and release, and on seroto- 
nergic modulation of dopamine release, was measured in striatal tissue from rats and mice. Two 
hours after treatment in vivo with ibogaine (40 mg/kg i.p.), the uptake of labeled [311]serotonin 
and [31i]dopamine uptake in striatal tissue was similar in the ibogaine-treated animal to that in the 
control. The .5flT,, agonist CGS-12066A (10e5 M) had no effect on stimulation-evoked tritium 

release from mouse or rat striatal tissue preloaded with [‘H]serotonin; however, it elevated tritium 

efflux from striatal tissue preloaded with [‘H]dopamine. This increase was not seen in mice treated 
with ibogaine 2 or 18 hours previously, or in rats treated 2 hours before. Dopamine autoreceptor 
responses were not affected by ibogaine pretreatment in either mouse or rat striatal tissue; sulpiride 
increased stimulation-evoked release of tritium from tissue preloaded with [%I]dopamine. The long- 

lasting effect of ibogaine on serotonergic functioning, in particular, its blocking of the 5HT,, 

agonist-mediated increase in dopamine effux, may have significance in the mediation of its 
anti-addictive properties. 

KEY WORDS: Ibogaine; dopamine; serotonin; autoreceptor; receptor-receptor-interaction. 

INTKODUCTION 

lbogainc is an indolc alkaloid from the ‘Tabernanthe 

iboga plant, whose putalive anti-addictive properties 
have received much interest. lbogaine has been shown 

to antagonize cocaine-induced locomotor stimulation 

(l), preference for cocaine consumption (2), and cocaine 

self-administration (3). Similar antagonism of morphine- 
induced behavioral responses has been reported. 

Ibogaine has complex effects on neurotransmitter 

systems, affecting noradrenergic (4), dopaminergic (1, 5, 
6), cholincrgic (7), and serotonergic receptors (8). It has 

aflinily to voltage-dependent sodium channels and the 

kappa-opiate receptor (9). We recently found long-last- 

ing effects of ibogaine on kappa-opiate agonist-induced 

‘The Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research, Center for 

Neurochemistry, 140 Old Orangeburg Rd., Orangeburg, New York 

10962. 

* Special issue dedicated to Dr. Sidney Ochs. 

decrease in stimulation-evoked release of [3H]clopamine 

from striatal tissue (10). In addition, 51IT, modulation 

of dopamine release was altered by ibogaine pretreat- 

ment (lo), suggesting that multiple effects of ibogaine 

including receptor-receptor interactions may underlie its 

putative anti-addictive properties. 

Many of the initial studies on ibogaine were based 

on its similarity to serotonin. The cocaine binding site(s) 

in brain have been shown to be associated with both the 
dopamine and the serotonin reuptake carriers (11); sites 

that are involved in cocaine-induced locomotor activity, 

reward, and the reinforcing effects of cocaine. Ibogaine’s 

effect may relate to alteration of the reuptake process, 

or alternatively, relate to alteration of stimulant drug- 

induced release of transmitter (6). The release of dopa- 

mine may be modulated at the site of releasable pools 
(6,12) or via interaction at other receptor sites that in- 

teract presynaptically on dopamine terminals to modu- 

late dopamine release. Recent studies indicate that 

1463 
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presynaptic serotonin sites can modulate dopamine re- 

Icnsc; for example, scrolonin inncrvalion of the anterior 

striatum may exert a facililatory influence on dopamine 

release (13, 14). 

The aim of the present study was to further char- 
acterize the site of action of ibogaine, in particular, its 

effect on serotonergic-dopaminergic interactions. Both 

rats and mice were examined, since their behavioral and 
biochemical responses to ibogaine have been reported to 
be different. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Arrirnnls and Trenrmertf. Adult malt C57BL/6By mice (25-30 g), 

and Sprague-Dawley rats (ZOO-300 g) were used. In the expcrimenlal 

group, animals were treated 2 hours in advance with ibogainc IICI (40 

mg/kg i.p.; Sigma Chemical Co., MO), or were given IWO injections 

of ibogaine (40 mg/kg, spaced 6 hours apart), and were killed 18 hours 

after the last injeclion. The animals were decapitated and striaral tissue 

was dissecled and incubated for 60 min in 0.5 ml of Krebs-bicarbonate 

buffer (in mM: NaCl 113, KCI 4.7, CaCI, 2.5, KlI,PO, 1.2, MgSO, 

1.2, NaHCO, 2.5, glucose 11.5, Na,EDTA 0.03, ascorbic acid 0.3) 

containing 1.25 pCi [‘Hldopamine or [‘Il]serotonin (New England Nu- 

clear). The reaction mixture was continuously gassed with an O&O, 

mixhrre (95%/S%). 

In Vitro Sfirntc[afiort-Evoked Release. After the prelabeling with 

[“lI]dopamine or [‘Illserotonin, the tissue was transferred to a super- 

fusion chamber (0.3-ml reaction chamber, Brandel Superfusion 1200, 

MD) and prc-perfused at a rate of 0.4 ml/min for 60 min. Effluent was 

discarded during this period and thereafler 4-min fractions were col- 

lcctcd for an additional 80 min. Rclcasc was induced by elcclrical field 

stimulation (supramaximal voltage, 2-II2 frequency, 2-msec impulse, 

duration 1 min) applied in the 3rd (1st stimulation, Sl) and 13th (2nd 

slimulation, 52) collection periods. Drugs were added starting with the 

10111 collection period and wcrc maintained for the rcmaindcr of tflc 

perfusion. The release of tritium was expressed as fractional release, 

as a percentage of the radioaclivily conlent in the tissue at the time 

the release was determined, and the ratio of fractional release 52 over 

fracrional release Sl (FRS2FRSl) was calculated. CGS-12066A, 

MDL-7222, and sulpiridc wcrc oblaincd from Rcscarch Biochemical 

Inlcrnnlicmal (Nalick, MA), and ibogainc IICI was from Sigma Chcm- 

ical Co. (St. Louis, MO). 

In previous sludies (6.12) [Illjdopaminc was separated from its 

main ‘II-labeled melabolites and found that enhanced lritium efllux 

evoked by electrical stimulalion was mainly due to increase in the 

outllow of [311]dopamine. With [‘IIJscrotonin, radioactivity released 

by high-K+ was, for the major part, due lo unmefabolized [W]serotonin 

J;,, (1.5, 16). Ncverthelcss, for accuracy, when release is expressed as 

[‘!l]dopamine or [)li]scrotonin, it refers to ‘II-labclcd oulflow. 

RESULTS 

Uptake and Relense of [“lf]Dopmine and 

[‘II]Serotorzim [?H]Dopamine and pH]serotonin uptake 

was similar in control and in ibogainc-treated mice and 

Sershen, Hashim, and Lajtha 

rats (data not shown). In some instances, the fractional 
rclcasc of transmitter was increased after ibogaine treat- 

ment (see Table I; FRSl and lTRS2); however, the data 
for an unknown reason were too variable to conclude 

whether release of transmitter was increased after ibo- 

gaine treatment. 
Effect ofAgonists and Antagonists on Stinmlcztion- 

Evoked [31f]DopanCne and [-‘H]Serotonin Release. Ta- 
ble I shows the effect of a dopamine antagonist and 
serotonin agonist and antagonist on tritium release dur- 

ing electrical stimulation. The dopamine D2 antagonist 

sulpiride increased the evoked-release of tritium in tissue 

preloaded with pH]dopamine, from either rats or mice. 

lbogaine (given 2 hours in advance) did not alter this 

D2 autoreceptor response. The 5HT,, agonist CGS- 

12066A (10M5 M) did not affect [lH]serotonin release 

evoked by electrical stimulation in mouse or rat striatal 

tissue. It increased stimuIation-evoked release of 

[3H]dopamine striatum of both mouse and rat. Pretreat- 
ment of the animals with ibogaine prevented with CGS- 

12066A effect in mouse and rat. This ibogaine effect 
persisted in mice 18 hohrs after ibogaine; in rats, how- 

ever, the response to CGS-12066A recovered after 18 

hours. 
The 5HT, antagonist MDL-7222 (lo+’ M) did not 

affect [311]dopamine or [3H]serotonin efflux in mouse or 

rat striatum from control or ibogaine-treated animals. 
I 

DISCUSSION 

The study of tleurotransrrlittcr interactions in the 

modulation of transmitter rclcase has important impli- 
cations, for example, in the treatment of drug abuse. 
Data exist supporting either inhibitory or excitatory in- 
fluences of serotonin agonists on the dopamine system. I 

Scrotonin agonists facilitalc tlol~:~rninc rclcasc: (I 3. I ‘I), 

and the 511’1’,,, subtype may bc involvctl (17). I~clcasc- 
regulating serotonin autorcceptors in rat brain belong to 

the 5HT,, subtype (18, 19). Increasing SII’I’ tone appears 

to reduce the self-administration of a number of drugs 
of abuse. Antagonists of 5H’I’, (20, 21) or of other SIFI 

subtypes (22) attenuate cocaine and amphetamine TC- 

sponses, suggesting that modulation (feedback control) 

of these systems can alter dopamine rcsponscs, or that 
they themselves are directly involved in the action of 

drugs of abuse. Studies of cocaine habituation found that ! 

cocaine binding site(s) are associated with dopamine and i 
serotonin reuptake carriers (11). Presynaptic mecha- 

nisms (inhibition of reuptake) may mediate the discrim- 
inative stimulus, in addition to the reinforcing effects of 1 
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ibogaine (6, 28). Similarly, ibogaine had no effect on 

dopamine D2 (sulpiride) autoreceptor function. In some 

studies, ibogaine potentiated the motor effects induced 
by cocaine in rats (28) or inhibited motor activity in 

mice (1, 2). 

The present data add additional support for the 
long-lasting effect of ibogaine on neurotransmitter re- 

lease. The results extend beyond reduction of stimulant 

drug-induced transmitter release and show that the mod- 
ulation of dopamine release by the kappa-opioid receptor 

(10) and now the SHT,,-agonist is affected by ibogaine 
treatment. The reduction of the behavioral effects of 

stimulant drugs by ibogaine may be mediated by the 

blockngc of the kappa-opioid and/or SIIT receptor pre- 

synaptic modulation of dopamine release. Additionally, 

the dopamine D2 autoreceptors themselves are not af- 

fected, further indicating an effect of ibogaine on the 

releasable pools of neurotransmitter subsequent to pre- 
synpatic receptor stimulation. 
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ABSTRACT
Both anecdotal reports in humans and preclinical studies indi-
cate that ibogaine interrupts addiction to a variety of abused
substances including alcohol, opiates, nicotine and stimulants .
Based on the similarity of these therapeutic claims to recent
predinical studies demonstrating that N-ntethyl-o-aspartate
(NMDA) antagonists attenuate addiction-related phenomena,
we examined the NMDA antagonist properties of ibogaine .
Pharmacologically relevant concentrations of ibogaine produce
a voltage-dependent block of NMDA receptors in hippocampal
cultures (Kr, 2.3 µM at -60 mV) . Consistent with this observa-
tion, ibogaine competitively inhibits (°HJ1-[1-(2-thienyl)-cycb-
hexyl]piperidine binding to rAt forebrain homogenates (K,, 1 .5
'.M) and blocks glutamate-induced cell death in neuronal cul-t

tures (IC., 4.5 µM). Moreover, at doses previously reported to
interfere with drug-Feeking behaviors, Ibogalne substitutes as a
discriminative stimulus (EDro, 64 .9 mg/kg) In mice trained to
discriminate the prototypic voltage-dependent NMDA antago-
nist, dizocilpine (0.17 mg/kg), from saline . Consistent with pre-
vious reports, Ibogaine reduced naloxone-precipitated Jumping
in morphine-dependent mice (ED50, 72 mg/kg) . Although pre-
treatment with glycine did not affect naloxone-precipitated
Jumping In morphine-dependent mice, it abolished the ability of
ibogafne to block naloxone-precipitated Jttmping . Taken to-
gether, these findings link the NMDA antagonist actions of
itxlgalne to a putative 'antiaddictive" property of this alkaloid,
its ability to reduce the expression of morphine dependence.

Ibogaine, an indole alkaloid derived from Tabernanthe
iboga, is claimed to decrease dependence and the severity of
withdrawal symptoms produced by addictive substances in-
cluding opiates, stimulants, ethanol and nicotine (Lotsof,
1985, 1986, 1989, 1991, 1992; Touchette, 1993). Although
anecdotal, these claims are consistent with recent preclinical
findings demonstrating that ibogaine decreases preference
for cocaine and morphine, reduces morphine self-administra-
tiort and attenuates symptoms of morphine withdrawal
(Glick et al., 1991, 1992, 1994; Sershen et al ., 1994; Cap-
pendijk and Dzoljic, 1994).
The lack of safe, reliable and cost-effective pharmacother-

apies for drug addiction (Ball and Ross, 1991 ; Witkin, 1994)
has made ibogaine a focus of attention and controversy in
both the lay (Regan, 1992 ; Rumsey, 1992 ; Nadis, 1993; Sisko,
1993) and scientific (Touchette, 1993) communities . This con-
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troveray is heightened by the classification of this psychoac-
tive alkaloid (Naranjo, 1969, 1973; Lotsof, 1995) as a Sched-
ule I substance and the recent demonstration that at high
doses it causes degeneration of rat cerebellar Purkiqje neu-
rons (0'Hearn et aL, 1993 ; 0'Hearn and Molliver, 1993).
Ibogaine exhibits a complex pharmacological profile . In

vitro studies indicate that ibogaine can affect serotonergi.c,
adrenergic, dopaminergic and opiatergic pathways (Sershen
et al ., 1992b; Deecher et al., 1992 ; reviewed in Popik et al .,
1995). The concentrations of ibogaine that affect these sys-
tems are attained in the central nervous system (48 µglg
of brain of wet weight [-133 µM)) (Zetler et al ., 1972) af-
ter parenteral administration of doses that interfere with ad-
diction-related phenomena (Glick et al., 1991, 1992, 1994 ;
Sershen et a1., 1994; Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1994) . Simi-
larly, both in oiuo and es uitro studies indicate that these
doses of ibogaine can affect dopaminergic neurotransmission
(Maisonneuve et al., 1991, 1992 ; Sershen et al., 1992a, 1995;
Broderick et al., 1994 ; Harsing et al., 1994). These findings
suggest that the claimed antiaddictive actions of ibogaine

ABBREVIATIONS: Cl, confidence interval ; MK-801, (+)-5-methyl-10,11-dihydro-5H-ditxmzo(a,d)cyclohepten-5,10-imine hydrogen maleate (dizo-
~ -iipine): TCP, 1-(1-(2-thienyl)-cyclohexyqpiperidine ; NMDA, N-methyl-o-aspartate ; HEPES. 4-(2-hydroxyethyQ-l-piperazineethanesulfmie ackt ;

~'C.̀ phencyclidine; BAPTA, 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid .
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across a variety of abused substances could result from neu-
ropharmacological effects at multiple loci . Nonetheless, the
therapeutic claims made for ibogaine bear a marked similar-
ity to an emerging body of preclinical findings demonstrating
that NMDA antagonists attenuate addiction-related phe-
nomena. For example, both competitive and noncompetitive
NMDA antagonists have been shown to reduce tolerance to
opiates (Trujillo and Akil, 1991 ; Ben-Eliyahu et at., 1992 ;
Bhargava and Matwyshyn, 1993 ; Tiseo et al., 1994 ; Tiseo and
Inturrisi, 1993 ; Kolesnikov et a1 ., 1993, 1994) as well as the
development (Trujillo and Akil, 1991), expression (Trujillo
and Akil, 1991 ; Higgins et al., 1992; Cappendijk et al., 1993)
and maintenance (Popik and Skolnick, submitted) of mor-
phine dependence . NMDA antagonists have also been re-
ported to attenuate tolerance to alcohol (Wu et al., 1993 ;
Khanna et al., 1993a,b, 1994) and benzodiazepines (File and
Fernandes, 1994), as wel[ as interfere with the development
of sensitization to stimulants including amphetamine, co-
caine and nicotine (Wolf and Khansa, 1991 ; Woolf and
Thompson, 1991; Druhan et al ., 1993; Kalivas and Alesdat-
ter, 1993; Pudiak and Bozarth, 1993 ; Schenk et al., 1993 ;
Shoaib and Stolerman, 1992 ; Shoaib et al., 1994). Consistent
with the reported behavioral similarities between ibogaine
and NMDA antagonists, we recently reported that ibogaine
competitively inhibits (K ; - 1 .01 µM) [aH)MK-801 binding in
rat forebrain homogenates (Popik et a1.,1994). The objectives
of the present study were to determine if ibogaine possessed
NMDA antagonist properties in situ and to link this action to
its putative'antiaddictive" properties .

Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology. Hippocampal neurons were isolated from

1-day-old Sprague-Dawley rats and plated on a conBuent glial ceB
feeder layer. Dissection and culturing conditions were similar to
those described previously (Mayer and Vyklicky, 1989) except that
all cultures were grown and maintained at 37°C and 5% CO, in
Modified Eagle s Medium containing glutamine (Gibeu) and supple-
rnented with penicillin and streptomycin (Gibco) . Media for glial
feeder layer cultures were supplemented with 10% fetal bovine ae-
rum (Hyclone) and media for neuronal cultures supplemented with
N2 (Gibco), respectively. Conventional whole-cell voltage clamp ex-
periments with an Axopatch iC amplifier (Axon Instruments) were
performed at room temperature with neurons maintained in culture
for 7 to 14 days. The extracellular control solution for all experiments
consisted of: 160 mM NaCI, 2 .5 mM KCI, 0.2 mM CaCla, 10 mM
glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 400 nM tetrodotoxin, 5 pM bicuculline
methochloride and 10 pg/ml phenol red, This solution was adjusted
to pH 7.3 and 325 mOsm . Glycine (10 pM) was added to all extra-
cellular solutions. The intracellular solution consisted of 125 mM
CsMeSOs, 15 mM CsCI, 0.5 mM CaClz, 3 mM MgCIz, 5 mM
Cs4BAPTA, 2 mM NazATP and adjusted to pH 7 .2 and 305 mOsm.
Rapid application and removal of NMDA (30 µM) and ibogaine (20
µM) was achieved by positioning an array of nine glass barrels (406
µm outside diameter, Garner Glass Co .) approximately 100 µm away
from neuronal soma, such that the flow from one of the barrels was
continuously bathing the whole neuron . This system has been de-
scribed in detail previously (Benveniste and Mayer, 1991) . The time
constant for solution exchange was -10 ms . Data were acquired with
pClamp 6.0 (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) on a PC 486 com-
puter utilizing a TGl Labmaster analog-digital converter and ana-
lyzed with -Synapse software (available by anonymous FTP from

Zippy.NIM H.NIH.GOV ) .
The voltage dependence of ibogaine block was analyzed by a mod-
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ified Woodhull equation (Woodhull, 1973 ; Coronado and Miller,
1979) :

Gv„ = Gm..(1 - [Ibo]/([Ibo] + Kd))

where

Kd = Ko exp(( VmzBFy(RT))

The conductance of NMDA-activated currents in the presence of
ibogaine can be described by :

Ovm ° 1roJlam,tni -

In° and !c°,," represent the steady-state amplitudes of NMDA
receptor-mediated currents recorded at membrane potential, V,,, io
the presence or absence of a given concentration of ibogaine ([Ibo]),
respectively. Om„ is the maximum conductance of NMDA-mediated
currents under atrong depolarization and in the absence of ibogafue:
K, is the equilibrium dissociation constant at the given potential,
Vm; and 14 is the equilibrium dissociation constant at 0 mV . 8 is the
fraction of the full membrane electric field potential that inIluences
binding of ibogaine . a ia the etrective charge of ibogaine under exper-
imental conditions. T, R and F are temperature, the universal gab
constant and the Faraday constant, reapect'ively . .
RadioBgand binding. Extensively washed forebrain membranes

were prepared from adult (250-400 g), male Sprague-Dawley rats
(Taconic Farms, Germantown, NY) as described previously (Matvi,
zon et a1.,1989). Membranes (--300 µg proteinRube) were incubated
for 2 h(25`C) with either 0 .5 to 100 nM [sHTfCP (specific activity
[S.A.1 47 .8 CUmmol) to generate saturation isotherms or 4 aM
[aH]TCP to generate competition curves, respedively . All assays
were conducted in the presence of 30 µM glycine and 30 µM gluta-
mate in a total volume of 500 µl of 5 mM HEPES74 .S mM TRIS buffer
(pH 7 .4). MK-g01(100 pM) was used to define nonspecific binding .:
[aH]MK-801(S.A. 20.8 Cihnmol) binding was assayed by an iden-

tical procedure by use of the folk>wing brain regions: hippocampus,
cortex, striatum, thalamus + hypothalamus, spinal cord, midbra(n,
cerebellum and basal forebrain . To obtain 1(d and B. estimates for
[sH]MK-801, saturation isotherms (0.1-25 nM) were eonstructed
with the pooled tissue of three rats . Competition curves for ibogaine
were performed with 4 .4 nM [sH]MK-801. These latter experiments
were repeated three times with separate tissues.

Samples were filtered (Whatman GFB filters) by use of a Brandel
M48-R cell harvester and washed three times with 2 ml of ice-eold
buffer. The radioactivity retained by the filters was measured in a
Beclmren I8 5801 liquid scintillation counter . Data were analyzed
by Inplot 4 .0 (San Diego, CA).
Neurotoxicity assays . Primary granule cells were isolated from

cerebella of 6-to 8-day-old Sprague-Dawley rat pups (Taconic Farms,
Germantown, NY) as described previously (Gallo et al ., 1,982). Cells
were plated in basal Eagle's medium (containing 2 mM glutamine
and supplemented with 26 mM KCI, 0.1 mg gentamycinhnl and 10%
fetal bovine serum) on poly-o-lysine-eoated culture dishes at a den-
sity of 1 .4 million cells in 1 .26 m1 medium per 10-mm dish (12-well
plate) and maintained at 37°C and 5% 00,195% air in a humidified
incubator. Cytosine arabinoside was added (10-15 µM) 18 to 36 h
later to inhibit the growth of non-neuronal cells .

After 9 days in culture, cells were treated for 30 min with 25 p .M
glutamate alone or in combination with ibogaine or MK-801 as
described (Boje et o/.,1993). Conditioned medium was removed from
the cells and reserved for subsequent use . The cells were rinsed twice
with modified Locke's solution without magnesiumtglueose (164 mM
NaCI, 2.3 mM CaClz, 8 .6 mM HEPES, pH 7 .4), and cells were
incubated with 0.6 ml modified Iuckes solution for 25 min . Cells
were then incubated with fresh modified Locke's solution with or
without test compounds for 15 min before the addition of glutamate
(as a 50x solution) . After 30 min ofglutamate treatment, the Locke s
solution was removed, the cells were rinsed twice with Hank's buff-
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ered salt solution, fed with 0 .5 ml conditioned medium and returned
to the incubator .

The percentage of granule cells that su rvived glutamate trcatmen t
was determined 18 to 24 h later by trypan blue exclusion . Trypan
blue solution was added to a final concentration of 0 .1% to each well .
Four minutes later the medium was removed, the cells rinsed with
phosphate-buffered saline and fixed with 1%C :aCl,1l%formaldehyde
for at least 10 min before counting . Cells with normal granule cell
morphology that excluded trypan blue were counted as live. Cells
that retained trypan blue or had condensed morphology were
counted as dead . More than 150 eells were counted per well . Data are
expressed as % cell death, calculated as : [(% dead cells in cultures
treated with glutamate in presence of inhibitor) - (% dead cells in
control cultures)y[(% dead cells in cultures treated with glutamate
alone) - (% dead cells in control cultures)] x 100% .

Drug discrimination . Male Swiss Webster mice (Taconic Farms,
Germantawn, NY) were housed individually and maintained at -30
g by postsession feeding . Mice were trained to discriminate dizo-
cilpine (0 .17 mg/kg s.c .) from saline by requiring subjects to turn
either to the left or right (randomized among subjects) in a T-shaped
maze to obtain a 45-mg food pellet (BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ) . The
base of the maze was 2 feet long and each arm was 1 foot long . The
sides and top of the maze were constructed of black opaque Plexiglas .
Pellets were hidden from view at the far end of the arm of the
T-maze. Pell ats were placed in one arm of the T when dizocilpine was
administered (30 min before testing) and on the opposite side on
other days when saline was administered . When >87.5% accuracy
was achieved at each session and the accuracy of first choices over
the sessions also exceeded 87.5% (minimum of eight sessions), tests
were initiated with varying doses of dizocilpine and ibogaine . During
this testing procedure, food pellets were placed in both arms of the
T-maze and the first choice was used as an index of the test com-
pound to effect a dizocilpine-like discriminative control over behav-
ior . One mouse was trained to discriminate 0 .1 mglkg dizocilpine for
saline due to behavioral disruption at the 0 .17 mg/kg dose . Data were
evaluated and EDa, values with 95%CIs were obtained according to
the methods described by Litchfield and Wilcoxon (1949) with spe-
cific comparisons between treatments by Fisher's Exact Probability
Test. Statistical probabilities < .05 were considered significant.

Nalozone-precipitated withdrawal of morphine-dependent
mice. Male, albino Swiss NIH mice (HSD, Veterinary Resources
Branch, NIH, Bethesda, MD) were housed in plastic cages (8rcage)
under standard laboratory conditions . All experiments were carried
out between 900 and 1800 h . Mice were injected with morphine (30
mg/kg) twice daily (0930 and 1730 h) for 3 days, with an additional
dose administered on the morning (0930 h) of the test (day 4) . Two
hours after the last dose of morphine, mice were injected with pla-
cebo or glycine (800 mg/kg) and 15 min later, administered either
placebo, dizocilpine (0.03-0.3 mg/kg) or ibogaine (40-80 mg/kg) . Sub-
jects received a second dose of placebo or glycine (800 mg/kg) 15 min
later. Forty-five minutes after this injection, mice were administered
naloxone (4 mg/kg) and immediately placed in transparent plastic
cylinders (42 cm high, 19 em diameter) . The number of jumps (move-
ment at least 1 cm above the floor) during the subsequent 10 min
(test period) was recorded according to the behavioral description of
Saelens ei al. (1971) and Tanganelli et al. (1991). The doses of
glycine, ibogaine and dizocilpine used in this study were based on the
reports of Evoniuket at . (1991) . Glick et al . (1992) and Cappendjjk et

af. (1993), respectively. Animals were used only once .
Materials . Naloxone, morphine and dir .ocilpine were obtained

from Dr. K. Rice, National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and
Kidney Diseases, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD . Ibo-
gaine was purchased from RBI (Natick, MA) and TCP donated by the
National Institute on Drug Abuse (Rockville, MD) . Glycine was pur-
chased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis, MO) . Radioligands were
purchased from DuPont-NEN (Boston, MA). Morphine base was
dissolved in 1 N HCI and adjusted to pH 7 with NaOH and phos-
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phate-buffered saline (PBS). PBS was used as the placebo . Ali injea
tions were administered i .p . in a volume of 6 .5 ml/kg.

Results

Electrophysiology. The effects of ibogaine on NMDA-
induced currents were examined in cultured rat hippocarnpal
cultures under voltage clamp . Ibogaine (20 µM) reduced
NMDA (30 µM)-activated currents by -77% at a holding
potential of -60 mV (fig. 1A). Both the onset and relief of
block produced by ibogaine were slow, requiring 7 to 10 s to

A

B -e--30 tR-( NMDA + 20 pM I(wgaine ~
-e--30 yrM NMDA 0.5 -F

-120 -1 Do -80 -60 -40 -20

-1.0+

. .M

-ls} Normafized
I Current

-2.01

Fig . 1 . Ibogaine blocks NMDA receptor-mediated currents in a vott-
age-dependent manner. (lQ At a membrane potential of -60 mV, slow
onset of block was observed during an 8-s application of 20 µM
Ibogaine and Its subsequent removal reversed block during an addi-
tional 10-s application of 30 µM NMDA Steady-state current measured
at the end of the ibogaine application was 23 .2 ± 3.7% of NMDA
receptor-mediated responses neasured before ibogafne application .
This value was 75.1 ± 1 .0% of NMDA receptor-mediated responses at
+60 mV. Values represent X ± S.EM. of four neurons. (B) This current-
voltage (IV) relationship more fully describes the voltage dependence of
ibogaine black. After a 1-s application of 30 pM NMDA at -60 mV, the
membrane potential was rapidly ramped to -120 mV after which 20 µM
lbogalne was added. After reaching equlGbdum (>8 s), the membrane
potential was depoiadzed In 10-mV increments allowing block to reach
equilibrium before subsequent depolarization . Responses to NMDA
alone followed the same protocol. Due to current run-down resulling
from lengthy applications of NMDA, leak-subtracted responses were
normalized to control NMDA responses measued before and after
each IV protocol . Results represent X ± S.D . from four neurons with
control NMDA responses at -60 mV set equal to -1 . The reversal
potentials for currents activated by NMDA in the presence and absence
of ibogalne were 8.22 ± 2.15 mV and 8.19 ± 1 .41 mV Q( ± S .E.M .),
respectively. The Ke of Ibogaine (cafcutated as desedbed under'Ma-
terials and Methods' at 0 mV Is 8 .6'_ 1 .1 µM (X ± S.E.M.; n= 3). The
fraction of the membrane electric field which Influences Ibogaine (zb) Is
0.59 ± 0.04 (X ± S.E.M .) . Based on these data, the Ka of ibogaine
calculated at -60 mV is 2 .3 µM .
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reach equilibrium. The trace at -G0 mV (fig. lA) demon-
strates that the voltage-dependent block by ibogaine is fully
reversible. Steady-state current measured at the end of the
ibogaine application was 23 .2 ± 3 .7% of NMDA receptor-
mediated responses measured immediately before ibogaine
application. At +60 mV, NMDA mediated responses in the
presence of ibogaine measured 75 .1 ± 1 .0% of control (X ±
S .E.M. of four neurons). The current-voltage (IV) relation-
ship (fig. 113) more fully characterizes voltage-dependent
block of NMDA receptor-mediated responses by ibogaine .
Although complete blockade was not achieved at -120 mV,
the slope conductance approached 0 at hyperpolarized poten-
tials whereas the amplitude of the current approached that of
the control NMDA pulse at depolarized potentials . Moreover,
the IV curve for NMDA in the presence of ibogaine had a
region of negative slope conductance between -40 and -120
mV. The reversal potentials for currents activated by NMDA
in the presence and absence of ibogaine were 8 .22 ± 2.15 mV
and 8.19 ± 1.41 mV, respectively. The voltage-dependent
block by ibogaine could be analyzed by the Woodhull (1973)
equation (Coronado and Miller, 1979). Whereas the assump-
tions in this equation may oversimplify the mechanism of
voltage-dependent block of NMDA receptors (Jahr and
Stevens, 1990), it permits the estimation of a Kd value for
ibogaine . The Kd of ibogaine calculated at 0 mV by this
method is 8.6 ± 1.1 µM (n = 3). The fraction of the membrane
electric field which influences ibogaine (zS) is 0 .59 ± 0.04 .
Based on these data, the Kd of ibogaine calculated at -60 mV
is2.3µM .
Radioligand binding. lbogaine inhibited [aH]TCP bind-

ing to rat forebrain homogenates with a K; of 1505 *- 38 nM
(nN 1.02 ± 0.06) (fig . 2A). By comparison, MK-801 was
-1400-fold more potent, with a K; of 1 .08 ± 0.11 nM (nH 0.82
'- 0 .03) (fig . 2A). In another series of experiments, the po-
tency of ibogaine to inhibit [sH)MK-801 binding was exam-
ined in eight brain regions (hippocampus, cortex, striatum,
thalamus + hypothalamus, spinal cord, midbrain, cerebel-
lum and basal forebrain) . The K; values of ibogaine were

-11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5
log [inhibitor), H

Va. 28_

compared with the K,, values of [sH)MK-801 in these brai
areas (table 1). The K; of ibogaine was highly correlated wit}j
the Kd of [sH)MK-801 among these areas (Pearson correla:
tion coefficient, r2 = .791 ; P= .0031, n = 8) .
Neurotoxicity. Under the assay conditions employed, glu;

tamate (25 µM) produced 78 ± 6% cell death in granule ce
neurons (cell death in control cultures was 10 ± 1 .7% [n
31) . lbogaine reduced glutamate-induced neurotoxicity in
concentration-dependent fashion with an IC6o of 4700 ± 9
nM (fig . 2B) . By comparison, dizocilpine was -490-fold mo
potent, with an IC. of 9.6 ± 0.35 nM (fig . 2B).
Drug discrimination . In mice trained to turn in on

direction of a T-shaped maze when injected with dizocilpin
(0.17 mg/kg) and in the opposite direction after saline, di
cilpine produced a dose-dependent increase in the percentag
of drug-appropriate responses with an EDro of 0 .05 m
(95%CI0.03-0.08 mg/kg). Similarly, ibogaine produced d
dependent increases in the percentage of mice choosing tb
arm of the T-maze associated with the training dose of
cilpine, but was -1800-fold less potent than dizocilpi
(EDro of ibogaine, 64 .9 mg/kg; 95% CI 37 .P-114 rog/kg) (fig
3). The two dose-effect curves did not deviate from parallel
ism. At the highest dose of ibogaine employed (100 mg/kg'
67% of the subjects chose the dizocilpine-appropriate arm,
effect significantlyditPerent from saline but not significantl ;
different from the effects of 0 .17 mg/kg dizocilpine . Higbe
doses of ibogaine could not be employed because at 100 mpJkgl
mice exhibited tremor and failed the inverted-screen teat ; a;.
measure of sedation and ataxia (Coughenour et al., 1977 ;~
Ginski and Witkin, 1994) .
Naloxone-precipitated withdrawal (expression of;

opiate dependenoe). Naloxone (4 mg/kg) produced 21 .2 :E;
3.2 (n = 39) jumps in morphine-dependent mice . Jumping%
was not observed in morphine-dependent mice injected wit,ht, ;
saline or control mice challenged with naloxone (data not4
shown). Consistent with previous reports (Dzoljic et a1.,1988; +;
Glick et al., 1992), ibogaine reduced naloxone-precipitated .:;
jumping in a dose-dependent fashion (EDro, 72 mg/kg) . Gly-' .,

F4g. 2 . Neurochendcal effects of lbogaine at
NMDA receptors. (A) lbogaine Inhiblts [rH[TCP
bindng to rat foretxaln honagenates : com-
padson with d'imctlplne . Symbds: open dr-
cks, d'¢ocnpine; filled clydes, Itagaine. Val-
ues represent the X ± S.E.M. of three
experiments. ['H)TCP btnding was pedormed
as described under'Materlals and Metrads.'
The Kd and 8,,,,,, values for ['H[TCP are 8 .6 '-
0.4 nM and 2750 ! 161 fntoVmg protein, re-
speclivey. (3) lbogaine IMibits glutamate-In-
duced roiroloxicity In cerebellar granule can
cunures. Values represent X ± S.E .M . (n = 3)
of the % cell death observed 18 to 24 h after
a 30-nAn exposure to 25 pM glulamate . Sym-
bols : open cirGes, dizocilpine ; filled circles,
ibogaine .
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TABLE 1
Ibogaine inhibits ('H]MK-801 binding to NMDA receptors :
re9ional variation
hHIh1K-801 binding was assayed in extensively washed membranes (-10 mg
•,ssue'tube) in the presence of 30 µM glycine and glutamate . (See'Materals and
iethods' lor details .) The Ko (in nM) and Bm„ Bn fmol/mg protein) values for

1'r11MK-BOt were estimated with the pooled tiswes of three rats . The ICse values
WM) lor ibogaine were estimated from competition curves with lbogaine versus
.t G nM ('H)MK-801 . Values represent the mean ! S .E .M . of three experiments .
The corresponding K, values (µM) were calculated according to the equation :
"1 .(4 .4/Ko). Data were analyzed with Inplot 4 .0 (San Diego, CA).

Brain Structure 8m„ Xe IC, s,

Hippocampus 3533.1 1.23 5.43 ± 0 .42
cortex 3449.2 2.11 5.57 ± 0 .02
Striatum 2806.6 2.37 5.62 t 0 .24
Thalamus + hypo- 1686.2 2.60 6.74 t 1 .40

thalamus

1 .19 3 0 .09
1 .81 2 0.01
1 .97 S 0 .08
1 .98 s 0.01

Bpinal cord 925.1 8.54 3.36 ± 0.35 2 .22 ± 0.23
Midbrain 1296.9 8.08 3.60 ± 0.31 2.46 ± 0.20
cerebellum 1384.4 9.98 4.79 ± 0.23 3.31 ± 0.16
8asalforebrain 1146 .0 11 .09 5.45 *_ 0.32 3.90 ± 0.23

100

M
2W

0

.01 .1 T 1 10 100 1000
Dose (mg/kg)

Fig . 3 . Ibogaine substitutes as a discriminative stimulus for dizo-
cilpine. Dizocilplne and ibogafne produced parallel, dose-dependent
increases in the percentage of dizocilpine-appropriate responses In
mice trained to discriminate dizocilpine from saline .'Mice were trained
to discriminate 0 .17 mg/kg dizocilpine in a T-maze . EDsp values for
dizocilpine and ibogaine were 0 .05 mg/kg (95% CI 0.03-0.08 mglkg)
and 64.9 mg/kg (95% CI 37.0-114 mg/kg), respectively. Eaeh point
represents the mean of six mice. Symbols : open circles, dizocilpine ;
filled circtes• ibogaine; ', P < .05 compared with saline-injected mice
(Fsher's Exact Probability Test) .

cine (800 mg/kg administered 15 min before and after saline)
did not affect naloxone-precipitated jumping (fig. 4, diagonal
bar). In contrast, this regimen of glycine reversed ibogaine
(80 mg(kg)-induced suppression of naloxone-precipitated
jumping (fig . 4, cross-hatched bar). By comparison, dizo-
cilpine was --450-fold more potent than ibogaine in reducing
naloxone-precipitated jumping (EDso, 0 .16 mg/kg) (fig . 4) . It
was observed that moderate doses of both dizocilpine and
ibogaine (0.1 and 53.3 mg/kg, respectively) increased the
number of naloxone-precipitated jumps (fig . 4). These in-
creases were not statistically significant, but this observation
may explain reports that failed to replicate an inhibitory
action of ibogaine on the morphine withdrawal syndrome
(e .g., Sharpe and Jaffe, 1990) .

Discussion

The electrophysiological and neurochemical findings de-
scribed here demonstrate that ibogaine is an NMDA antag-
onist. Thus, ibogainc produces a reversible, voltage-depen-

F7g. 4. Gyoine abo8shas the effect of iagatne to reduce the expres-
sion of morphine dependence . Jumping behavior in morpMne-depen-
dent, naloxone-dlallanged rtAce was measured as described under
'Materials and Methods.' Data are expressed as a percentage of the
number of jtmps in morplllne-dependent mlce that were treated with
vehicle before naloxone challenge. The nuntbar of jumps In this control
group was 21 .2 t 3 .2 (n - 39) . Each point reprresenta the % of jumps
In placebo (vehide)-treated mice (n = 9-39). Symbols: open circ(es,
dizocllpine; filled circles, ibogaine. . Glyctrre (cross-hatched tlar) re-
versed the ability of Ibogaine (80 mgrkg) to reduce naloxone-preclp(-
tated jumping. Gllrcine alone (hatclad li did not in6uence the number
of jumps In morphlne-dependenl, nalowale-chatlerged mice . The EDaa
values for dizocitpine and Ibogalne were 0 .16 and 72 mgft respeo
tively . Symbols: ', P < .05; ", P< .01 compared with controls ; t
significant incaease In the number of jumps com with the placebo/
fbogaine (80 mg/kgvplacebo group (P < A5, t-test) . Note that very low
doses of both dizod(pine and ibogaine did not significantly Increase the
number of naloxore-preclp0ated jumps .

dent block of NMDA receptors in hippocampal neurons (fig.
1). This property is shared by NMDA antaganists such as
ketamine, PCP and dir.ooilpine (Huettner and Bean, 1988;
MacDonald et al., 1991) and is consistent with the ability of
ibogaine to competitively inhibit [aHDM-801 binding (Popik
et al., 1994). The Kd of ibogaine estimated by the Woodhull
equation (Woodhul1,1973) ranged between 2 .3 and 8.6 µM at
-60 and 0 mV, respectively. Although the assumptions in
this equation may oversimplify the mechanism of voltage-
dependent block of NMDA receptors (Jahr and Stevens,
1990), these estimates are in good agreement with the Ka
values for ibogaine to inhibit [sHJMK-B01(--1 µM ; Popik et
al., 1994) and [sH]TCP binding (-1.5 pM; fig. 2B) in rat
forebrain homogenates. The affinity of voltage-dependent
channel blockers like dizocilpine varies among wild-type
NMDA receptors (Yoneda et al., 1994; Reynolds and Palmer,
1991), and the high cornelation (r' _ .79; P= .003) between
the K; of ibogaine and the Kd of [sH]MK-801 in eight regions
of rat brain (table 1) provides additional evidence that these
compounds share a common binding site.

The ability of NMDA antagonists to block glutamate-in-
duced cell death in neuronal cell culture is among the best
described actions of this class of compounds (Choi, 1992) .
Consonant with both electrophysiolagical and radioligand
binding studies, ibogaine blocked glutamate-induced toxicity
of cerebellar granule cells maintained in primary culture (fig .
2B). Although approximately 500-fold less potent than dizo-
cilpine in this measure, the ICi (-4 .7 µM) of ibogaine is in
good agreement with values obtained in both electrophysi-
ological and radioligand binding studies. This neuroprotec-
tive action is particularly striking in view of the reported
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(Glick et al ., 1991, 1992, 1994; Sershen et al ., 1994; Cap- NMDA antagonist and link thig action to one of ite'antiad ` :
doses that interfere with drug-seeking behaviors in nts The present findings demonstrate that ibogaine is aa
can readily be achieved in brain (Zetler et al ., 1972) aft£~ through a voltage-dependent block of NMDA receptors .
fions of ibogaine required to block NMDA receptors in vitro diminish the expression of opiate dependence is mediated ;
pharmacokinetic studies demonstrating that the concentra- ing indicate, but do not prove, that the effect of ibogaine td

morphine and cocaine self-administration or choice in ro- cine to block the effect of a structurally unrelated voltage~ .
dents (Glick et al., 1991, 1994 ; Sershen et al., 1994; Cap- dependent NMDA antagonist (memantine) (Popik and
pendqk and Dzoljic,1994) . These findings are consistent with Skolnick, submitted) to diminish naloxone-precipiated jump .

action . Moreover, the doses of ibogaine that produce a signif- naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal, it eignificantly'
icant increase in dizocilpine-appropriate responses (EDso reduced the effect ofibogaine to inhibit naloxone-precipitated
64.9 mg/kg) are well within the range reported to reduce jumping (fig . 4) . These data, coupled with the ability of gly?

dizocilpine are also consistent with a common mechanism of al ., 1991). Although glycine did not affect,the severity of
pound, The parallel dose-effect functions of ibogaine and pendent NMDA antagonists (e,g ., PCP, MK-801) (Evoniukel
that ibogaine can be perceived as a dizocilpine-like com- associated with dissociative anesthetic doses of voltage-da

man, 1990; Kamien et a1.,1993), and the ability of ibogaine to lenged mice were able to remain on a rotarod (5 rpm) (daQ
substitute for dizocilpine in this paradigm (fig. 3) indicates not shown) and did not exhibit behaviors on the rotarod

predict the subjective effects of drugs in humans (cf ., Holtz- mance, because ibogaine (80 mg(tcg)-treated, naloxort
from saline. Such drug dtscnminatton procedures generally be attributed solely to a gross disruption of motor perfo'
expeen wl m razne tscn tna tzoct plne m ase mtcerun ce o m es t tig . . oreover, s e ec o 400541M e eannot
age-dependent NMDA antagonists in vivo was obtained from dose-dependent reduction in naloxone-precipitated j umpi6$'

t 'th i t' d t d' ' ' t fd' '1 ' ' th '( 4) M hi tf f'- '

Confinnation that ibogaine can mimic the actions of volt- Glick et al., 1992) . Like dizocilpine, ibogaine produosd:a
neurotoxicity. drawal in morphine-dependent mice (Dzoljic et a1 ., .1988 :
provide a potential mechanism to explain this cerebellar use of jumping as an index of naloxone-precipitated wijli :-,~
[but not dtzocilpme (Wong et al ., 1988)] for sigma receptors the seventy of precipitated withdrawal from morphine, by

et al ., 1995). However, the high affinities of both ibogaine Based on these studies, we determined whether admipie :
(Popik et al., 1995) and phencyclidine (Goldman et al ., 1985) tration of glycine would affect the ability of ibogaine to redtta ',

degeneration of rat cerebellar Purkinje neurons after iboga- the probability at which NMDA receptors are activated I(
ine administration (O'Hearn et al ., 1993 ; O'Hearn and Mol- glycine concentrations are subsaturating in situ (Salt, 1989'
liver, 1993) . Although the mechanism responsible for this Thomson el al ., 1989). This would increase the likelihopda
latter action of ibogaine is unknown, it may not be causally membrane depolarization and facilitate the dissociation rdte
related to blockade of NMDA receptors because a similar of voltage-dependent blockers (Nowak et al., 1984; AsQp'
effect is produced by phencyclidine but not dizocilpine (Nakki and Nowak, 1987). ~

pendqk and Dzo(jic, 1994). Nonetheless, these data do not
directly link the NMDA antagonist properties of ibogaine to
its putative antiaddictive actions because these concentra-
tions of ibogaine can affect several other transmitter systems
that have been linked to drug-seeking behaviors . For exam-
ple, the K, of ibogaine to inhibit ['H]U69,593 binding to
kappa opioid receptors is -2 to 3 tLlv1(Deecher et a1 ., 1992 ;
Repke et al ., 1994) and its IC" for inhibition of [3H]WIN
35,248 binding to dopamine transporters is -1 .5 pM
(Deecher et al., 1992) .
If ibogaine produces its putative antiaddictive actions

through a voltage-dependent block of NMDA receptors, then
reversal of block should diminish or abolish these actions .
Agonists (e.g., glycine, D-serine) at strychnine-insensitive gly-
cine sites on NMDA have been reported to attenuate several
of the behavioral effects of voltage-dependent channel block-
ers including dizocilpine, PCP and memantine (Evoniuk et
al., 1991; Toth and Lajtha, 1986 ; Toth, 1988; Contreras,
1990; Popik and Skolnick, submitted). For example, a regi-
men of glycine identical with that used in the present stucdy
(which elevates hippocampal glycine levels by >70% 1 h after
injection (Trullas and Skolnick, 19901) also blocks the ability
of memantine (a voltage-dependent NMDA antagonist with a
Ki value of -400-540 nM [Kornhuber et ai ., 1989, 1991)) to
attenuate naloxone-precipitated jumping in morphine-de-
pendent mice (Popik and Skolnick, submitted) . Although the
mechanism by which glycine agonists can attenuate the be-
havioral effects of voltage-dependent channel blockers re-
mains speculative, it may be hypothesized that increasing
the concentration of glycine or a glycinemimetic can increase

dictive' properties, the ability to diminish the expression of
opiate dependence. Moreover, the potency of ibogaine rela; .
tive to dizocilpine was remarkably consistent (-450-1400; `
fold difference) across a diverse series of in vitro and in oivo
measures, providing additional evidence that the behavioral
actions of ibogaine described here are mediated by blockade
of NMDA receptors . At present, the sequence of neurochem-
ical events initiated by blockade of NMDA receptors and
resulting in a modification of tolerance and dependence phe-
nomena is unknown. Nonetheless, if blockade of NMDA re-
ceptors is responsible for the claimed'antiaddictive" actions
of ibogaine, then additional studies using NMDA antagonists
with a lower potential for side effects (e .g., agenta?icting at
strychnine-insensitive glycine sites and polyanune sites)
(Patat et al., 1994 ; Cherkofsky, in press) are warranted .
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Abstract

Ibogaine is a psychoactive alkaloid extracted from the root bark of the rain forest shrub Tabernanthe iboga.
Natives of Western Africa cultivate the shrub and use iboga preparations as a stimulant, aphrodisiac, hunting
aid, and in higher doses, as part of religious rituals. After ibogaine was extracted and identified as the pri-
mary psychoactive agent of the bark in 1901, its central nervous system and cardiovascular pharmacology
was extensively investigated in the early part of this century. In the 1950s, ibogaine's anti-hypertensive pro-
perties were investigated by eIBA. Around this time, its potentiation of morphine analgesia was also explor-
ed. There was also some use of the drug by French mountaineers to allay fatigue and hunger during ri-
gorous and demanding expeditions. In the 1960s, the hallucinogenic properties of the drug were explored
as an aid to psychotherapy by NARANJO and others. Ibogaine found its way into the underground drug cul-
ture in the late 1960s. Based on the experience of these underground users and his own personal experience,
HOWARD LOTSOF filed a use patent for ibogaine treatment of narcotic addiction in 1985. Since 1987, groups
of addicts, such as the International Coalition of Addicts for Self-Help (leASH) have been providing treat-
ment with ibogaine for "interruption" of opiate and stimulant dependence. As part of pre-clinical studies
supported by National Institute of Drug Abuse to evaluate ibogaine's potential to treat drug dependence,
ibogaine has been reported to induce Purkinje cell damage in the rat given 100 mg/kg i.p. However, work
in the primate using 25 mglkg p.o. for 4 days in a row failed to disclose neuronal toxicity. Observations
of several subjects who received treatment in Holland with 25 mglkg p.o. revealed a transient postural tre-
mor and truncal ataxia. Researchers at the University of Miami have received approval to begin Phase I
studies to assess the safety, metabolism and pharmacokinetics of ibogaine in volunteers.
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Introduction and Ethnopharmacological Background

"The Pygmies attribute the discovery of this plant to the warthogs who it seems are very fond of it.
These animals dig holes at the foot of the Iboga shrubs to chew the bark of the roots. They then go
into state of wild frenzy, leaping and fleeing as though they were prey to terrifying visions" (BARABE
1982).

Observation of nature is the cornerstone of science, and in the tribal societies of the Amazon
and of the rainforests of Africa, observations of the sort described above led to revelations of
significance. Apparently this was the case with iboga, the yellowish root of the species Taber-
nanthe iboga which is great social importance in Gabon and adjacent parts of the Congo
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(SCHULTES& HOFMANN1980). In the middle part of the nineteenth century, French and Bel-
gian explorers began to report the remarkable effects of iboga (or eboga), especially those relat-
ed to aphrodisiac and stimulant effects. Warriors under the influence of iboga were reputed to
have doubled muscular strength and endurance, and were able to perform extraordinary feats.
Its capacity, in small doses, to maintain wakefulness and to forestall fatigue and hunger, was
recognized by Germans in northern Gabon (formerly German Kamerun) in the 1880s. The use
of iboga was permitted, if not encouraged by the Germans in their work gangs and colonial pro-
jects such as the Douala-Yaounde Railroad (FERNANDEZ1982).

A few groups in Gabon tBwiti of the Mitsogos or the Bwiti of the Fangs) discovered that
large doses of iboga could induce profound altered states of consciousness and visual hallucina-
tions. These natives incorporated iboga into initiation rites in secret cults, the Bwiti or Bouiti
(FERNANDEZ1982). One to three small basketfuls of an iboga root preparation (consumed over
an 8 to 24 hour period) was and continues to be used to "break open the head" in the initiation
ritual. This represents an ingestion of between two hundred and one thousand grams of the ibo-
ga preparation. Occasionally, other plants, sometimes as many as ten, are taken with iboga
(SCHULTES& HOFMANN1980). Some of these additives, such as Alchonrea floribunda, might
in themselves be hallucinogenic.

The massive doses taken at initiation produce intense physical and perceptual changes. Ac-
cording to natives, the initiate cannot enter the cult until he has seen Bwiti, and the only path
to Bwiti is by eating the iboga. Complex ceremonies and tribal dances associated with ingestion
of iboga vary greatly from locality to locality. Iboga is also used to seek information from the
spirit world, and leaders of the cult may take iboga for a full day before asking advice from the
ancestors. The plant is frequently seen as a supernatural being, a "generic ancestor" with power
to take a man to his death. There are occasional deaths from consumption of large amounts of
iboga, but the usual effects of the drug are to induce symbolic death and rebirth in which the
"shadow" (or soul) of the individual leaves the body to wander with the ancestors in the land
of the dead. As one Banzie related "I walked or flew over a long, multicolored road and passed
over many rivers which led me to my ancestors who then took me to the great gods" (FER A -
DEZ1982). According to FERNANDEZ,who has extensively studied the Bwiti cult and analyzed
the visions experienced by the initiates, there is a gross reduction in ability to move in a coordi-
nated fashion, an appearance of a colored spectrum on the margin of objects in the perceptual
field, and a sense of distancing from one's own body. He has noted that there is a remarkable
sameness or stereotypy in the visions and believes that the content of the visions are more a
function of the set and setting, than of anything peculiar to the drug itself. From the point of
view of the Bwiti: "Iboga makes the body lighter so that it can dance beautifully and so that
the spirit within can be released. It also purifies the body so that the sins accumulated by the
body can be removed. These sins sully and clot the body and make it obscure and unable either
to recollect or hope for the continuity of the Jiving and the dead" (FERNANDEZ1982). To
summarize, in Fernandez's words: "Iboga acts to make the part which is the individual body
and the individual animus of everyday life aware of the whole, surpassing genealogical body
and encompassing spirit".

Before reviewing the scientific rationale for using ibogaine to treat drug-dependence, it is
worth noting an interesting, though simplistic, comment by an observer who pointed out that
the "typical addict" has many characteristics of an adolescent stuck in the transition from child
to adult. Perhaps, noted the observer, ibogaine administration in the appropriate setting permits
initiation into adulthood in a dramatic and meaningful way. much as the Bwiti initiate their
members into adult society. Another comment, worth recording. but difficult to understand from
a pharmacological perspective. is that hallucinogens may provide a "Paul on the road to Damas-
cus" experience, suggesting sudden religious conversion as the motivation for dramatic cessation
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of drug use. The religious experience or the attaining of "cosmic consciousness" may facilitate
recovery by the discovery of the significance and meaning of life beyond mundane matters of
drug-seeking behavior. The rationale for using ibogaine to treat dependence involves many more
levels of analysis and understanding, as well, given the multi-faceted and complex phenomenon
of drug-dependence. One level of analysis, which is the focus of this chapter, is based on a
series of observations related to the peculiar pharmacological properties of the drug itself.

A troubling part of the ibogaine story has been the claim by activists that it may be used to
treat all forms of drug dependence. Whether or not this is true, the drug is being used in an un-
regulated manner for this purpose. From a pharmacological perspective, the search for a "magic
bullet" to cure all forms of drug dependence is naive, but hopefully some benefit can be derived
from a dispassionate and objective analysis of the facts.

1. . Historical Background on the Pharmacotherapy of Drug-dependence

Give this ethnopharmacological background, it is not obvious how contemporary Westerners
came upon the idea of using ibogaine to treat drug dependence. As with the birth of modern
pharmacology and the recognition of drug abuse as a significant social problem, the search for
a cure of drug-dependence began in the nineteenth century. There have been dozens of theories
for treatment of addicts, and a myriad of details (e.g., drugs to use, timing, size of dose) fill
journal pages. The fundamental treatment categories, however, can be summarized as:
1) purgatives to eliminate toxins believed to be built up in gastro-intestinal tract with chronic

opioid use;
2) sedation with innumerable substances during withdrawal (to attenuate or mask symptoms of

withdrawal). These included bromides, barbiturates, trioneal etc.;
3) "twilight therapy" where addicts were put into an altered state of consciousness (typified by

confusion or forgetfulness) with hyoscine or atropine;
4) substitution of one drug with a different pharmacokinetic profile for another drug of the

same class (e.g., heroin for morphine, methadone for heroin); and
5) substitution of one drug from another class (e.g., a stimulant) for another (morphine) typified

by treating morphine dependence with cocaine.
According to DAVIDMUSTO, a historian of American attitudes on drug abuse, one of the

most influential early treatments for addiction was the "Towns method" developed by CHARLES
B. TOWNS(MUSTO1973). He began trying his treatment by advertisements in the papers to lo-
cate "drug fiends" who wanted to be helped. He tried his secret formula on such persons and
restrained them when they wanted to get out of the hotel rooms he used for his experiments.
The Towns cure, perhaps the first hallucinogenic therapy of drug dependence, was composed
of one part each of fluid extract of prickly ash bark, fluid extract of hyoscyamus, and two parts
15% tincture of belladonna. He claimed to have perfected the treatment so as to "eliminate all
the suffering of withdrawal". Initially he was shunned by the medical profession, but was able
to interest the personal physician of THEODOREROOSEVELT,ALEXANDERLAMBERT,in his cure.
He was introduced to government officials who facilitated his entry into China, where he claim-
ed to cure 4,000 opium addicts by 1908. He impressed the American delegation at the Shanghai
Opium Commission who transmitted Towns' regimen to the U.S. State Department.

Belladona alkaloids have a long history of use as poisons and agents to induce visions and
delirious, hallucinatory states. While toxic effects are induced with high doses, with low to
moderate doses, there are much fewer mind-altering side effects. During the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury, belladonna alkaloids were used widely in medicine, in particular for treatment of neurolo-
gical conditions such as Parkinson's disease. Interestingly, the composition of Towns' cure was
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a proprietary secret, and Towns insisted that the method of administration of the entire treat-
ment was critical. Before commencing treatment, a complete evacuation of the bowels was
accomplished to rid the addict of the toxins which were believed to accumulate in the gut with
chronic drug abuse. Half an hour before beginning administration of the formula, the largest
tolerable dose of the addicting substance was given to bridge the patient over as long a period
as possible without having to use the drug again. One half ml doses of the formula were given
each half hour until signs of atropine toxicity were noted: dilatation of pupils, slight dryness
of the throat, redness of the skin and a mildly delirious state of consciousness. Twenty four
hours later, a second cathartic was given, and another dose of the addicting drug was given, but
this time only 1/2 the previous amount. Twelve hours later, a third cathartic was given, and 6
to 8 hours later followed by 1 to 2 ounces of castor oil, until the stool consisted of green
mucous. Shortly after this occurred, the patient was said to feel relaxed and comfortable, and
their previous discomfort ceased, bringing the entire treatment to an end. One of the cure's de-
tractors labelled it "diarrhea, delirium and damnation" (MUSTO1973).

During the decade of the 1920s, careful study of the numerous treatments for opioid depen-
dence led to the conclusion that they were not effective, and that withdrawal of narcotics was
not a "cure". In 1929 the U.S. Congress established federal narcotic institutions, not to treat
addiction, but to house the large numbers of jailed addicts who had crowded the federal peni-
tentiaries. The major interest of biomedical scientists turned to development of structural ana-
logs of opioid drugs devoid of abuse liability. The effort resulted in the discovery of opioids
antagonists and mixed agonists-antagonists. Medical treatment for heroin dependence in the U.S.
occurred in the 1960s when methadone maintenance clinics were promoted, primarily as a result
of studies done at Rockefeller University by DOLE, Nvsw ANDER& WARNER(1968). Metha-
done is a synthetic opiate (developed in Germany during WW II) which can be given orally,
has a longer duration of action, and can substitute for heroin. The rationale was based on the
view that opioid dependence is due to a permanent biochemical alteration which cannot be
"cured". Methadone maintenance thus would be used to stabilize the life styles of those who
cooperate in a treatment program. Substitution of one drug of dependence for another was not
new, but also has a long history, as the following brief historical overview of substitution pro-
grams indicates:

1810-1865 - morphine as treatment for opium dependence
1884-1910 - cocaine as treatment for morphine dependence
1898-1914 - heroin as treatment for morphine dependence
1960s to present - methadone as treatment for heroin dependence
The other major approach for treatment of drug dependence was based on the concept that

one drug could block the reinforcing effects of the drug of abuse. Drugs used to block effects
of the drug of abuse include: 1) mixed opiate agonist/antagonists (e.g., cyclazocine, buprenor-
phine) or opiate antagonists (naloxone, naltrexone) to prevent relapse to heroin use; and 2) di-
sulfiram to create aversive reaction to alcohol.

In the late 1950s that there was a resurgence of interest in the therapeutic benefit of drug-in-
duced alterations of consciousness to treat alcoholics (OSMOND1957, HOFFER1960). Unlike
the Towns method, a true hallucinogen, LSD, was used in conjunction with psychotherapy. In
a double-blind controlled study of the effectiveness of LSD psychotherapy with alcoholics, a
six-month follow-up demonstrated that 53% of a high-dose LSD group were rated as greatly
improved as opposed to 33% of the low dose group (JENSEN1962). This outcome supported
the hypothesis that the high dosage LSD-induced "psychedelic" (mind-manifesting) experiences
can make a significant short-term contribution to the effectiveness of psychotherapy of alcoho-
lics (KURLAND1971). In the first reported controlled study of the treatment of opioid-dependent
subjects with LSD, there was greater improvement at two months follow-up in addicts given
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a combination of LSD and hypnotherapy, than in addicts given other combinations of therapy
(i.e., LSD alone, LSD and psychotherapy, or hypnotherapy alone) (LUDWIG& LEVINE1965).
The most recent study of this sort demonstrated that brief residential LSD psychotherapy of
chronic heroin abusers resulted in significant improvement in comparative abstinence data (SA-
VAGE& MCCABE1973). In terms of the simple major outcome criterion, those who maintained
complete abstinence versus those who did not, the findings indicated that nine (25%) of the 36
subjects in the treatment group maintained total abstinence from narcotic drugs for at least one
year as opposed to two (5%) of 37 in the control group (SAVAGE& MCCABE 1973)

The observation that the hallucinogen ibogaine eliminated the signs and symptoms of opioid
withdrawal and diminished craving for opioids was made in the 1960's by a group of self-treat-
ing heroin addicts (LOTSOF1985; LOTSOF& SISKO1991). A single dose administration of ibo-
gaine (6 mg/kg to 19 mg/kg p.o.) was associated with an interruption of five addicts' use of
opiates for up to six months. More recently, ibogaine has been administered to opiate and co-
caine addicts in Europe through a self -help network (SISKO1993). These results have not been
verified in controlled clinical trials by established investigators.

2. Pharmacology of Ibogaine

Ibogaine was first isolated from the roots of Tabemanthe iboga by DYBOWSKI& LA DRENin
1901. The original pharmacological studies on ibogaine were conducted by several French phar-
macologists who reported that ibogaine produced unusual excitatory effects in dogs, guinea
pigs, rabbits and rats (LAMBERT& HECKEL1901; PHISALIX1901; DYBOWSKI& LANDREN
1901). In addition, ibogaine was found to exhibit local anesthetic effects (LAMBERT& HECKEL
1901).

Interest in ibogaine was resurrected in the 1950s when CIBA saw commercial potential in
ibogaine's anti-hypertensive effects. CIBA later lost interest in ibogaine when they became con-
vinced it offered no commercial benefits in the long run. SCHNEIDER& SIGG (1956) studied
the neuropharmacological and neurophysiological effects of ibogaine in cats and dogs. They
found that low doses (2-5 mg/kg i.v.) produced a negative chronotropic and inotropic effect on
the mammalian heart, and reduced cardiac output in anesthetized dogs. In the unanesthetized
state, ibogaine caused a rise in blood pressure believed to be a consequence of the differential
effect between direct inhibitory action on the heart and a central stimulatory effect. SCHNEIDER
& McARTHUR (1956) also found that ibogaine potentiated the analgesic effects of morphine in
the mouse.

In the mid-1950s, studies on ibogaine's hallucinogenic effects were conducted at the Addic-
tion Research Center in Lexington, Kentucky under the direction of HARRISISBELL(1956). He
concluded that ibogaine-induced "psychosis" resembled LSD psychosis in some respects but
it was also very different. Subjective effects varied greatly in intensity and from individual to
individual. With doses between 200 to 300 mg p.o., some of the subjective effects included
anxiety, fear of dying, confusion, perception of colored lights and visual patterns with eyes both
open or closed, development of true hallucinations, depersonalization, and difficulty in thinking
and in concentration. All these phenomena occurred with a clear sensorium and with insight.
Visual perceptual distortions were not prominent and differed from the visual patterns induced
by LSD. There was marked variation in the response of different individuals to the drug. Severe
reaction was observed in one 60 kg man with a dose of 200 mg, whereas an 80 kg man had
only a mild reaction to 3400 mg of the substance. In contrast, another 80 kg man had marked
reactions to only 200 mg (ISBELL1956).

,-----------------~.----
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In the 1960s, NARANJO(1969) used ibogaine (and other hallucinogens) as adjuncts to psy-
chotherapy. In 1969, BOCHER& NARANJOobtained a special patent to use iboga alkaloids in
combination with an amphetamine (in doses individualized to the behavior of the patient). They
reported that the drug "clarified thoughts and permitted a thorough introspection while preserv-
ing the patient's emotional character". Moreover, the "fantasy evoked by ibogaine is easier to
manipulate by a subject on his own initiative or that of the therapist so that he can stop to con-
template a scene, go back to a previous one, explore an alternative to a given sequence, re-enact
a previous dream, and so on. The ease with which the events in an ibogaine session can be
handled and the experience channeled through a desired domain is probably part of the reason
for the success observed by many psychotherapists using the drug as an adjunct" (NARANJO
1969: 219).

Neurochemical mechanisms of action

This section summarizes the attempts to understand the pharmacological mechanisms of ibo-
gaine's stimulant, hallucinogenic and tremorigenic effects. Ibogaine acts in part through dopami-
nergic (DA) and serotonergic (5HT) systems. There is a suggestion that ibogaine transiently en-
hances DA turnover in the striatum and nucleus accumbens of the rodent. This is evidenced by
the increased ratio of HVA or DOPAC to DA in mouse striatum 60 minutes after treatment
with ibogaine (SERSHENET AL. 1992a). Using in vivo microdialysis, ibogaine had no effect on
DA and it decreased DOPAC levels in the striatum 19 hours after administration to the rat
(MAISONNEUVEETAL. 1992). However SERSHENETAL.did find that DOPACIDA ratios in the
striatum of the mouse were decreased after 24 hours, suggesting that the effects of ibogaine on
the DA system are time-dependent with an initial increase in release and metabolism of DA fol-
lowed after 24 hours with decreased turnover of DA. With respect to receptor binding, ibogaine
has a high affinity for the butaclamol specific 3H-haloperidol DA binding site but very low affi-
nity for the butaclamol specific 3H-apomorphine DA binding site (WHITTAKER& SEEMAN
1977). It also has a low affinity for the DA transporter labelled with 3H-WIN 35,248 (BRODE-
RICKET AL. 1991; SERSHENET AL. 1992b). Thus the interaction of ibogaine with the DA
system is very different from that of cocaine which has a strong affinity for the DA transporter,
thereby potentiating DA actions. Low doses of ibogaine have some parallels with the amphet-
amines, which increase release of newly synthesized DA while at the same time acting directly
on post-synaptic DA receptors. Moreover, higher doses of amphetamines also inhibit mono-
amine oxidase (MAO) (see SANCHEz-RAMOS1993 for review) an effect also produced by an-
other hallucinogen, harmaline. Ibogaine resembles the effects of harmala alkaloids at certain
doses, also inhibiting MAO, thereby potentiating the activity of monoamines.

The discriminative stimulus effects of ibogaine are partially shared with those of 2,5-dimeth-
oxy-4-methamphetamine (DOM), LSD and yohimbine (PALUMBO& WINTER1992). The intero-
ceptive stimulus effects of ibogaine appear to be mediated by the 5-HT1A and 5-HTz serotoner-
gic receptors, since blockade of the 5-HT2 receptors with pizotyline also blocked DOM and
LSD-appropriate responding produced by ibogaine. Moreover, the ibogaine-induced "serotonin
behavioral syndrome" of headweaving, head tremor and splayed hindlimbs in the rat were not
blocked by inhibition of 5-HT synthesis, suggesting that direct actions of ibogaine on 5-HT re-
ceptors are responsible for the serotonin behavioral syndrome. Despite implication of the seroto-
nergic system, ibogaine exhibited low affinity for all 5-HT receptors (DEECHERETAL. 1992).
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Interaction of ibogaine with drugs of abuse

Perhaps the most potentially useful aspect of ibogaine relates to its interaction with drugs of
abuse. Its putative capacity to "interrupt" the cycle of dependence on other drugs has led to in-
creased scrutiny of its pharmacological properties. Ibogaine has been shown, in animal models,
to modulate the effects of cocaine, amphetamines and opioids (MAISSONNEUVE& GLICK1992;
SERSHENET AL. 1992a, 1992b; GLICKETAL. 1991; CAPPENDIJK& DZOUIC 1993). Ibogaine's
effects on cocaine-induced locomotion appears to be species dependent, with attenuation of co-
caine-induced locomotor activity in mice (SERSHENETAL.1992), but potentiation of cocaine-in-
duced locomotion in rat (MAISONNEUVE& GLICK1992). These differences, however, cannot
be directly assessed because the rats were studied 2 hours after administration of cocaine to ani-
mals pre-treated 19 hours earlier with ibogaine, whereas the effects on mice were seen in ani-
mals pre-treated 2 hours earlier with ibogaine.

Similarly, the effects of ibogaine on amphetamine-induced locomotor activity depended on
the dose of ibogaine, interval between pre-treatment with ibogaine and treatment with amphet-
amine, the species used, the dose of amphetamine and the duration of observations. For
example, ibogaine (40 mg/kg i.p.) pre-treatment 19 hours prior to administration of amphet-
amine resulted in a significantly increased locomotor activity induced by 0.63 mg/kg dose of
amphetamine. However, this dose and interval of treatment with ibogaine resulted in a decrease
in the effects of 2.5 mg/kg amphetamine two to three hours post-amphetamine (MAISONNNEUVE
ETAL. 1992). In mice, 20 mg/kg ip of ibogaine reportedly had no effect on amphetamine-induc-
ed (10 mg/kg) locomotor activity, but higher doses of ibogaine (40 mg/kg ip) reduced loco-
motor stimulation induced by 1.0 mg/kg amphetamine at 2 hours post-ibogaine treatment (SER-
SHENET AL. 1992b)

Ibogaine has been reported to potentiate morphine analgesia in mouse, and to potentiate the
lethal effects of morphine (SCHNEIDER& McARTHUR 1956). Ibogaine failed to substitute for
morphine in the morphine-dependent rat (ACETOET AL. 1990). In addition, ibogaine did not
alleviate naloxone-precipitated withdrawal in rats at non-tremorigenic doses (5-10 mg/kg) or
in tremorigenic doses (20-40 mg/kg) (SHARPE& JAFFE1990). In primates, ibogaine reduced
signs of opioid withdrawal, but did not completely substitute for morphine in morphine-depen-
dent monkeys. However, ibogaine at 8 mg/kg had sufficient effects on opioid withdrawal to per-
mit palpation of the monkeys without resistance or vocalization (ACETOET AL. 1991).

Ibogaine (2.5 - 80 mg/kg) was shown to inhibit morphine self-administration in rats in a
dose-dependent manner (GLICKET AL. 1991). Since ibogaine at these doses interferes with
motor activity, the acute effects on morphine self-administration appear to be non-specific, also
resulting in suppression of bar-pressing for water reinforcement. However, the effects on mor-
phine self-administration continued for several days to weeks in the presence of normal motor
function. This could be attributed in part to the persistence of a long-acting metabolite or to
conditioned aversion. Conditioned aversion induced by ibogaine is an unlikely explanation since
rats trained to bar-press for water also experienced an acute depression of bar-pressing. But this
effect was not present by the next day, unlike the long-lasting effects on morphine self-admini-
stration.

Similar effects were seen when cocaine was used as a reinforcer. Single doses of ibogaine
(40 rng/kg) produced a significant depression of cocaine self-administration by rats. The effect
persisted for 48 hours. (CAPPENDIJK& DZOUIC 1993). A more prominent effect on cocaine
self-administration could be produced by repeated injections of ibogaine at weekly intervals (40
mglkg per week).

T
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Speculation on how ibogaine facilitates withdrawal from opioids and stimulants

As mentioned earlier, ibogaine can reduce opiate withdrawal signs in monkeys and in rats
(DZOLGICET AL. 1988; MAISONNEUVEET AL. 1991; MAISONNEUVEET AL. 1992). Although
ibogaine antagonizes morphine analgesia, it does not possess direct opioid activity nor does it
produce a dependence syndrome. Results of radio ligand binding assays indicate that ibogaine
binds to the kappa opiate receptor in the low micromolar range (DEECHERET AL. 1992). The
mechanisms by which ibogaine antagonizes the autonomic manifestations of opioid withdrawal
remains unclear, but may relate to ibogaine's capacity to prevent release of hypothalamic and
brainstem monoamines.

Ibogaine reverses cocaine-induced increases in dopamine levels in the mesolimbic region of
the rat brain (MAISONNNEUVE& GLICK 1992). Since increased dopaminergic activity in the
mesolimbic system of the brain is hypothesized to underlie many of the reinforcing effects of
cocaine, ibogaine may antagonize the euphoria associated with cocaine self-administration.
More importantly, ibogaine may be effective in attenuating cocaine "craving" elicited by en-
vironmental cues resulting in transient increases in dopamine release in brain reward centers
that have been linked to relapses in cocaine use. Interestingly, the ibogaine-mediated interrup-
tion of dopamine release is not complete and does not result in depleted intraneuronal stores
of the catecholamine (SERSHENET AL. 1992). This incomplete blockade of mesolimbic dopa-
mine neurotransmission circumvents the possibility of anhedonia reportedly associated with
some cocaine treatment modalities, including the neuroleptic medications.

3. In Search of a Pharmacotherapy for Cocaine Dependence

Chronic self-administration of cocaine results in a particularly intense and persistent drug de-
pendence. Unlike opioid dependence, there is at present no effective pharmacotherapy of co-
caine dependence. Clinical and pre-clinical investigations have explored how psychological
symptoms associated with drug withdrawal, including depressed mood and drug cravings, main-
tain a chronic state of drug dependence (GAWIN1991). The pharmacological rationale for treat-
ment of cocaine-seeking behavior ("craving") is based on the hypothesis that a disregulation
of neurotransmission of catecholamine "reward" systems underlies cocaine craving (DACKIS&
GOLD 1985; ROBERSTONET AL. 1991; GAWIN1991). Dopamine agonists (i.e., bromocriptine)
appear to reduce drug craving (self-rated) greater than placebo (DACKISETAL. 1987; MALCOLM
ET AL. 1991). Anti-depressants alone or in combination with bromocriptine have also been re-
ported to be useful in treatment of cocaine dependency (GAWIN& KLEBER1984; GIANNINI&
BILLET1987; GAWINET AL. 1989; FISCHMANET AL. 1990).

Recently, ibogaine has been administered to opiate and cocaine addicts in Europe through
a self-help network. Since 1987, at least 19 treatments have been administered to 18 patients
with a variety of drug-dependence problems from opioid dependence to stimulant abuse (SISKO
1993). The usual regimen involves one or two test doses (50 or 100 mg p.o.) followed the next
day by the therapeutic dosage (9 to 25 mg/kg). Unfortunately, the duration of follow-up on the
effectiveness of ibogaine in preventing relapse to drug use varied from days to at most 3 years.

The following are descriptions of the experience by several subjects who underwent ibogaine
therapy as recorded in interviews by MAX CANTOR.

From a 44 year old male cocaine abuser:
"The experience itself ... well, it's arduous, you know. It's not a drug that you take because you

want to get high. Within an hour of taking it ... you start to get wobbly, and then you say 'whoa',
I have to lay down.' And then time passes, and all of sudden you look up and a movie screen ap-
pears. You find a place - either the wall or the ceiling - and what happens is you begin to view a
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film of your subconscious and all of your repressed memories. Your subconscious comes forth, and
you view it, and you're able to view it in a totally impartial manner. in the same way as if you were
viewing a motion picture. It's just like watching television ... then you go through another stage
where you ask questions about what you experienced ... An then you go through a third period ...
where you gain access to the information contained in your individual hereditary archive. It's like
a reset button, and it resets, it clears and resets all of the neurotransmitters to operate at maximum
efficiency, so that everything becomes crystal clear to you".
From a 28 year old male heroin abuser:

"It seems to block withdrawal perfectly. It's the only thing that literally stops withdrawal. I should
have been sick to my stomach; instead I was eating ... I have never used heroin anymore. In fact,
it repulses me. Heroin. Cocaine. Because of what I saw inside myself .... What it does is it makes
your mind ... your memory is like a movie. And it shows you where you've gone wrong in life, and
it shows you what you've got to do to correct it. The only visions you see on ibogaine are what
happened in your life."

4. Personal Observations of Ibogaine Treatment in Two Drug Abusers in Holland

The authors recently had an opportunity to observe a treatment of two patients in Holland. One
patient, ML, a 32 year old opioid abuser, was in a methadone maintenance program and con-
tinued to take methadone until the day before treatment with ibogaine. The other patient, SA,
was 38 year old heavy user of crack cocaine, who used that drug until the day before treatment.
In both cases the therapeutic dose of ibogaine administered was 25 mg/kg p.o. following pre-
treatment with domperidone iMotiliumi to prevent nausea and vomiting. The effects were very
different in each patient with one (SA) claiming to have no "visions" at all. The effects of ibo-
gaine on vital signs was negligible in SA. In ML, blood pressure increased transiently to 140/90
one hour after administration followed by a decrease two hours later to 110/75. For the remain-
der of the session, blood pressure in ML remained between 125/80 and 130/85. ML experienced
perceptual changes and imagery, as well as transient postural tremor and truncal ataxia. Two
hours into the session, ML felt slightly light-headed and noted a subjective shaking of the body
not evident to the observer. Four hours into the session, a slight intention tremor was evident
on finger-to-nose testing. There was no problem with heel-to-shin testing. ML was reluctant to
rise from bed, but upon standing and walking he was noted to have a broad-based ataxic gait.
He was unable to walk in a heel-to-toe straight line. Around this time there was an increase in
mental imagery that he was reluctant to communicate. Nevertheless, he described a striking vi-
sion of a crystalline woman, perhaps his mother, coming through the wall. He noted the pheno-
menon of watching his life like a movie, with the vision of himself from childhood progressing
onwards into the future where he saw himself as a well dressed successful businessman. He not-
ed the appearance of vapors emanating from his knees, a phenomenon he had associated with
the arthralgias of withdrawal in the past. Otherwise, he did not complain of opioid withdrawal
symptoms. By 8 hours into the session, he was completely calm and immobile with no desire
to move. He continued to exhibit a fine intention tremor on finger-to-nose testing, but this was
of a lesser amplitude than earlier. Heel-to-shin testing was normal. He had no desire to rise and
so gait was not observed. Twelve hours into the session, he still had a mild intention tremor
and upon rising, he had a wide-based gait and was still unable to walk heel-to-toe. However,
he had no problem standing with both feet together with eyes either opened or closed. The next
evaluation 18 hours into the session no longer revealed intention tremor or ataxia on walking.
Over the next three days he spent many hours in bed awake with a feeling of fatigue. He claim-
ed the experience was very useful permitting recall of past crises and an understanding of how
he came to abuse heroin.

~~~.~ ..~- ._._. __ ...
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SA's experience was very different, without any subjective experiences other than a tempora-
ry "feeling crazy" and a sensation of "tingling" in the hands and whole body about 8 hours into
the session. He did exhibit a transient tremor of the hands on finger-to-nose testing and a trun-
cal ataxia with difficulty in heel-to-toe walking 6 hours into the session. He also had a transient
difficulty carrying out two-step commands. Eight hours into the session, he no longer exhibited
kinetic tremor on finger-to-nose, but had no desire to rise and walk. Twelve hours into the ses-
sion, he wanted to go out for a walk and by 14 hour she was completely back to normal, per-
haps a little less hyperactive than his usual baseline. He felt he missed something because he
had no insights into his problems, and was unable to articulate any visions or memories.

ML's experience was interpreted by his friends and advisors as successful in that he has re-
turned to school and is no longer a regular user of intravenous heroin. Although he has used
heroin again on several occasions, he has not relapsed into regular use. He, however, has "chas-
ed the dragon" (inhaled vapors of heroin) rather than inject the drug, supporting the notion that
ibogaine experience has resulted in some form of "harm reduction". SA has remained abstinent
from cocaine perhaps because he did not return to his home environment, but instead has work-
ed in Israel in a Kibbutz environment.

The salient features of the ibogaine effect were: 1) to make these two rather hyperactive indi-
viduals calm and introspective; and 2) to produce a transient intention tremor and truncal ataxia
in both subjects. Moreover, the very different subjective effects in these two subjects were remi-
niscent of the experience of ISBELLwho commented on the unpredictability of subjective effects
in volunteers given a wide range of doses. It is also important to note that one patient was a
cocaine abuser and the other was opioid dependent, raising the question as to ibogaine's relative
effectiveness in treating dependencies on very different classes of drugs.

5. Neurotoxicity and Safety Concerns

Although the neurochemical mechanismts) of action for ibogaine are still poorly understood,
it is important to stress that many therapeutic successes are empirically derived, without com-
plete understanding of underlying mechanisms of action. The anecdotal reports of the effective-
ness of ibogaine for the treatment of opioid and cocaine dependence have provoked sufficient
interest to warrant controlled clinical trials. Ibogaine has a variety of dose-dependent pharmaco-
logical actions which may not be relevant to its effectiveness in treating cocaine-dependence,
but may influence considerations for safety. Recently, ibogaine administered to the rat in high
doses (100 mg/kg i.p.) has been shown to produce damage to Purkinje cells of the cerebellum
(O'HEARN & MOLLIVER1993). Administration of these high doses to primates however, has
not resulted in similar cytotoxicity (D. MASH, personal communication).

These toxicity and safety concerns were systematically addressed by the authors in receiving
approval to conduct Phase I studies of ibogaine in non-dependent volunteers who already have
experiences with ibogaine (SANCHEz-RAMOSET AL. 1992). As a critical component of Phase
I studies, considerable attention is given to safety concerns for ibogaine therapy. Extensive me-
dical and psychiatric evaluations will exclude subjects based on neurological (seizures), cardio-
vascular, and psychiatric problems. The study will be conducted by experienced clinical investi-
gators in a clinical research center to ensure continual monitoring of patient vital signs and ad-
verse effects. Tremorigenic thresholds for ibogaine will be determined with an accelerometer
attached to the hand. In addition, postural sway and truncal ataxia will be measured using a
portable balance platform to quantify functional limits of stability. Pharmacokinetics and meta-
bolism of ibogaine will be an important component of the study since there is no reliable data
of ibogaine's metabolism in the human.
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As an additional precaution, a sub-therapeutic dose (0.5 mg/kg) will be given to determine
any possible idiosyncratic or allergic reactions prior to administration of the test doses. If any
adverse effects occur, they will be recorded and treated appropriately. Adverse effects such as
extreme anxiety will be treated immediately with supportive psychotherapy and, if necessary,
with benzodiazepines. Seizures, though never reported following use of ibogaine at 25 mg/kg
or less, will be treated with appropriate pharmacotherapy (IV diazepam, up to 10 mg, to stop
the seizure followed by IV loading with phenytoin). Adverse cardiovascular reactions will be
treated appropriately and, if necessary, the subjects would be transferred to the Coronary Inten-
sive Care Unit in the same hospital where the CRC is located.

Upon completion of the Phase I study, the range of doses that can be given without adverse
effects will be known, and information on the metabolism and pharmacokinetics of ibogaine
in the human will permit assessment of its potential efficacy in facilitating cocaine and opioid
withdrawl in Phase II clinical trials. It may be learned that doses much lower than those that
induce profound hallucinations are useful in treating drug dependence. It will be necessary to
develop research designs that will capture data on long term outcome, as well as to compare
the use of ibogaine as part of an overall treatment/rehabilitation plan. Of particular interest will
be the effects of treatments on subjects' occupational, financial, legal and medical (HIV/AIDS)
status. Finally, it is likely that controlled clinical trials will result in demystification of ibogaine.
Since, substances branded with the tag "hallucinogen" are routinely consigned to the "not medi-
cally useful" bin, the successful completion of these studies may permit ibogaine to be consider-
ed a valuable therapeutic agent with many potential applications. On the other hand, if the drug
is not found to be useful in facilitating drug withdrawal and preventing relapse to drug use, then
unnecessary and potentially dangerous self-administration in search for an "addiction cure" will
be minimized.

Addendum:
The authors have recently completed study of two dose levels of ibogaine (1.0 and 2.0 mg/kg) in a total of 9 volunteers.
No adverse effects were noted in general and more specifically, these low doses produced no significant neurological
side-effects. Moreover, a primary metabolite of ibogaine has been identified (MASHET Al. 1995). This metabolite of
ibogaine, 12-hydroxyibogamine displays high affinity for the 5-HT transporter and elevates extracellular 5-HT.
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ELSEVIER 

Research report 

Effects of ibogaine on the development of tolerance to antinociceptive action 
of p-, 8- and K-opioid receptor agonists in mice 

Abstract 

The cffccts of ibogainc. an alkaloid isolmal from the bark of the African shrub, Ttr/wnrmt~i~c ih~~~r. on tk Jevriopntmt of tolerance 

to the antinociception action of morphine. U-50.488H and [D-Pcn’,u-PeeS~nkcpholin (DPDPE). which are I*-. K- and fi-opioid receptor 

agonists. respectively, were dctermincd in malt Swiss-Webster mice. Mice were rendered tolerant to opioid receptor agonists by injecting 

morphine (20 mg/kg. rd. U-SOi)H8H (25 mg/kg. i.p.1 or DPDPE (20 &mouse. i.c.v.1 twice a day for 4 Jays. Ibogaine (70.40 or 80 

mg/kg. i.p.1 given twice u duy for 4 Jays did not alter the tail-flick latency. Ibogaine (JO or X0 mg/kg. i.p.1 injected IO min before each 

injection of morphine inhibited the development of tolerance to the antinociccptivc don of morphine. however. the lower dose of 

ibogainc (20 ml/kg, i.p.1 wus ineffcctivc. Ibquine (20. 40 or X0 mg/kp. i.p.1 given prior to the injection of U-S&NH or DPDPE did 

not mcxlify the Jcvclopmcnt of tolcrclnce to their nntinociceptivs uction. It is conch&xl that ibogainr inhibits slectivsly thr &vclop~~~~~~~ 

Of tOkGWX to IhC iUltinOCiCCptk! aCtion of p- but nOt K- or fi-opioid wxptor ugonists in nlicc. 8 1‘197 Elscvic‘r SCiCnCr I3.V. All rights 

rcscrvc‘tl. 

1. lntrtduction 

Opioid rcccptor nponists product their phnrmtlcological 
uctions by interacting with three major types of receptors 
numely p, K- and a-. The prototypical agonists at these 
rcccptors arc morphine or [o-Ala’.McPheJ.Gly-01’~ 
cnkcphalin, U-SO&NH or dynorphins and [D-Pen’s 
Pcn”la&qhalin, respectively. Chronic administration of 
these uPGilts results in i% dcvelopmcnt of tolcrzmce to 
their phannrrcologicul actions, particularly to their annl- 
gcsic anion as well as physical dcpendcncc [I 1. The 
mechanism:, !:I the de\,:lopmcnt of tolerance to, nnd physi- 
cal dcpendencc on opioid drugs urc still not clear. A 

vttticty of neurochemicals appcnr to modify these pro- 
ccsscs UII~ the processes uppetir to involve multiple neu- 
ronlrl systems [I]. In spite of this problem, efforts arc being 
made to discover agents from natural sources or by synthe- 
sizing new molecules to inhibit opioid-induced tolerance 
and physical dependence. Ibogoine. an aikaloid isolated 

’ Corwpmding in&or. Fax: + I (312) YYh.0W.l~: E-mait: 
drhnbVuic.cdu 

t’rotn the bid of tltc African shrub l ih~~t~~~~k ~IJo,~~J, is 
claimed to be efficacious in trcitting heroin riddiction in 
humans 1161. A single oral ndministrution of ibogclinc WiIs 
clnimed to have I\ duration of six months for the elitnina- 
tion of the desire to use heroin. Since then a numbcr of 
investigators have examined the effect of iboguine on 
mnrphinc addiction processes in h\boNtory animals. 

Controversial results have been reported on the effect of 
ibogoine on antagonist-induced withdmwal in morphine- 
dcpcndent rodents. Thus. ibgaine (40 mg/kg. i.p.1 nttenu- 
utcd several withdrawal signs such us teeth chattering. 
chewing. penile licking und diitrrheit in rnts mude dcpcn- 
dent by impluntation of one morphine (25 mg) pellet. The 
withdri\will wits precipitated by nitloxonc (4 my/kg. i.p.1 
[6]. Glick et al. [I?] reported that ibogiline MO or 80 
mg/kg. i.p.1 inhibited wet dog shakes. grooming, teeth 
chrrttcring and diarrhea but did not affect weight loss. 
burrowing and flinching in naltrexonc-precipitated with- 
dmwal in morphine-dependent rats. Intraccrebrovcntricular 
administration of ibogainc (4- 16 p.rg) attenuated 
naloxone-precipitated rearing, digging. head hiding, teeth 
chattering. writhing. jumping and salivation but the wet-dog 



shukcs. head shilkes, stretching. grooming. scratching. W- 
tiaiization on touch. ptosis. diarrhea. urination. rhinorrhe;~. 
paw tremor ilild CjilClil;ltiOi~ in morphiiw t!cpcncf~A r;l(s 

[IO]. 011 the other hut~i. ShiIrpc and Iaffc [23] wcrc utwbI~’ 

lo WC ilily modificnlion of ailtaponisl-iilil\iCL’il witkir;bv;~i 

in rilorphinc-dcpcndcill rats. Other investigators ham 
shown that the incidcncc of naiosoil~-illdticcll jumping 

response in morphine-dependenr mice was significantly 
enhtlnced by ibogaine (30 mg/kg. i.p.1 [I I]. A more recent 
study [2i] showed that ihogninc inhibited ~xtioxone (4 

mg/kg)-induced jumpin, ‘r behavior with an ED%,, of 72 
mg/kg in mice made dependent by multiple injections of 
morphine. It is not clear why ;t 30 mg/kg dose of ibogainc 
should enhance jumping response [I91 and hiphcr doses 
(ED,, 72 mg/kg) should i\tl~nuiW jumping response [2 I]. 
since both the studies utilized muitipic injection techniques 
to rcndcr mice physictlily Jcpcndcnt on morphine. iho- 
gtlinc also dccreitsctd self-administralioll of morphine in the 
rat [ 131 and this effect appeared lo be related IO the ability 
of ibogains lo inhibit the inorphinc-indaccd increases in 
dopsminc conccntrntion in the extrucciiular lluid [ 171. 

The exact mcchnnism. particuiitriy the involvement of 
opioid receptors. of the actions of ibogainc on the scif-ad- 
minislriilion or WitildriIWUl syndrtrmc in morpiIinc-dcpcn-- 

dent rodcnls is stilt not cicar. Rcccntiy, hascd on a ligrtnd- 

binding study, ibogains was shown lo have un action ut the 
K-opioid receptor. since it inhibited the binding of [ ~‘H]U- 
69.593. u Ic-opioid rcccptor iigtlnd, with a K, of 2 @I, 
WilCWlS lhc binding of p- and &opioid rccci3lor iipands tn 

bruin mcmhrancs w;Is unaffcctcd fg]. Furthermore. noribo- 
gaine. il mcl;ihi~iilc of ih~Ig;Iillc. Was rcportcd I0 hc m0rc 

potcnl nl muilipic opioid rcccplors than its parcnl cotit- 
pl3llnll [ I’,]. 

Sincc iiltic is kirown ili~~~lil tilt cl’fccl of ibiqainr: on 
opioid-induced tOii.WiilCC. lllc prcsciil SlIiriicS wvc’rc uiiiicr- 

tilkW 10 dclcrmiilc Iilc efft!clS Of ibogilillc On p..-~morphinc),, 

K-WS0,488H) and 8-(DPDPE) opioid rcrcptor ugonisl-in- 
duccd lolcruncc lo their anlinociccplivc ilCliOll in the mouse. 

2. Materials and methods 

2. I. Anbtcrls 

Maic Swiss-Wsbstrr mice (Harlan Sprtlguc Dswicy. 

Inc., Indiunapoiis, IN. USA). weighing 25-30 g. WC’W 

housed 5 per cage in a room with controiicd lq~eraturrl 
(23 f l°C), humidity (SO & 10%) and light ~06:00-20:(H) 
h) for II lcast 4 days before bring used. Food and war 
were mitdc available continuously. Ail cxpsrimcnts wcrc 
pet-formal bclwcen IO:(H) ;md IS:00 h to minimize diurnal 
variations. 

Iboguine HCI and DPDPE were obtainrd from the 
National Institute on Drug Abuse. Rockviiie. MD. USA. 

through the courtesy of Mr Kevin Gormlq. I,.I-S(J,JSXM 

wils II gift of lhc IlpjohiI CO.. Kalai~xiz~. ~II. LIS~A. 

through lltc court&y of Dr Philip van Voigti:~i&r. Rior- 

p1tiiW SUif;llc WiIS i3UrchaSed from the Maiiinckr&l Ci3cIIIi- 

CiIi CO.. St. Louis. h10. USA. DPDPE and jhog:&~: \\‘crc 
riiSSOi~Cd ill ilisliiicd w;Iler. The otiicr drugs w’crc Ji>- 

SOI\CLI in physiologicni saline. Morphine w;IS itIj~cl~d huh- 

curancously kc.) whereas U-SO,48SH and ibogaine were 
injected intraperitoneaiiy (i.p.) in a volume of IO ml/kg of 
body weight. DPDPE WBS injcmd intrtlcercbro\~cntricu- 

lariy (i.c.v.) in u volume of 5 p.1 per mouse according to 

the mcthod of Haley and McCormick [i-t]. 

The antinociccplivc cffcct of morphine. U-50.1X8H :u;d 

DPDPE was mensural by the tail-flick test as &scribcJ 

eariicr [3,&8.2-1]. At lhc tqinning of the study, the light 
intensity in lhc tail-flick ai3piIriIluS WiIs aijustcd such that 

lhc itican bttsai ialcncics for the tail-llick rcsponsc were 

3pproxim;Ilciy 1 5. In or&r to minimize lhc dama~c of lilii 

skin lissuc. lhc cut-off lime was scl at IO s. The luii-llick 

ialcncics were dclermined before and at 30 min intervals 
for viuious icngti~s of lime after un injection of morphine 

(IO mg/kg) or U-50.188H (25 mg/kg). The baslri tail-flick 

iatcncics wcrc subtritctcd from the eff~ts induced by the 
drug for each mouse. AUC li3r the time-cuursc curve of 

tail-llick rcsponhcs in each mouse was calcuiatcd by the 
lrapczoiiiai ruin. 

To dctcrmino the antinociccptivc action of DPDPE the 
tail-llicii iatcncics wcrc lllWSUrkXi hsforc ;tlld 20 iiliil ilfC1 

il11 i.c.v. injcctioa of lhc dru, ‘3 (20 pg per IIIouSL’). The 
iXlSi\i l;iii-llick IalciicicS wcrc ~ui3traclcd from lhc cffccl 

induced hy DI’I~PE. Pcrccnt;Igc m;Iximum ptasihic cffccl 

(54 MiW W;IS ~:~l~uiar~ri hy tiic I’diowiilg liwi~tiiiii: ‘R 

MPE aTc [(kst IalcWy - coitlrzd i;itciic’y)/( IU .- ~*oWxd I;:- 

tcncy)] x lt)O. The data were cxpresscd as mcun 5% MPE 
f S.E.M. 

Toisruncc to opioid drugs in mice was induced by twice 

d;Iiiy injection of morphine (20 mp/kg, s.c.). U-SO,WH 
(25 mg/kg. i.p.1 or DPDPE (20 pg/mousc. i.c.v.1 for 4 
days. The injections were 8 given ul O:O() il.111. and -1:X) p.m. 

On day 5, the unlinociceptive rcsponsc to morphine (10 

mg/kg. s.c.), U-SWXSH (25 mg/kg, i.p.1 or DPDPE ( 10 
~.&mousc. i.c.v.) was dctcrmincd as dcscrihcd prcviousiy. 

Tllc cflixts of lhrec doses of ihogainc (20. 40 or 80 
trip/kg) on tolcrancc to the antinocicepli\~e action of mar- 

phinc. \J-50.4XSi-l or DPDPE were dctcnnincd. Iho@inc 
WUS injeclcd IO min hcfore the injection c3f morphine. 

&5().##( or DpDPi: and lhc tail-fiick irltcncics H-Crc 

dclermilled on day 5 as dcscribcd above. The anlinacicep 

live reSponSc was cxprcsscd Us AUC for morpilinc and 

U.S()&#H. and ;1s p/r MPE for DPDPE. Ten mice wcrc 

used for cilctl (r~a[Inctll group. Th! diffwmx in lh 

iIn(ino&ep(ivc rcsponsc to morphlnc. U-SO.JWf or 
DPDPE in (he nbsencc (jr presence of iho~JilK! W3S Ckicr- 



mined by the onulysis of vuriancc (ANOVA) followed by 

Duncan multiple range test. A value of Y < O.OS was 

considered to be signilicant. 

3. Results 

lbogaine attenuated the development of tolerance to the 

antinociceptive action of morphine in mice. Chronic ad- 

ministration of ibopaine by itself in doses employed (20. 

40 or 80 mg/kg. i.p.) neither changed the t&flick latency 

nor modified the antinociceptive response to morphine (IO 

mg/ka. s.c.). The AUC,,,zl,, “,,” for morphine in chroni- 
cally vehicle- or ibogaine-treated mice did not differ 

(ANOVA. F.j.,, = 1.74: P > 0.05) (Fig. I ). Chronic ad- 

ministration of morphine resulted in the development of 

tv!emnce to its antinociccptive action as evidenced by the 

decrease in AUC<,- ?,(, ,“,” of morphine. The time course of 

the effect of morphine (IO mg/kg. s.c.) on the tail-llick 

latency in morphine-tolerant mice treated with vehicle or 

various dases of ibognine is shown in Fig. 2A. Significant 

differences in ibogaine-treated mice were seen ut vurious 

time after morphine administration in comparison to vchi- 

cle-treated mice. The AUC,,-z,,, nlin values for morphine in 

chronically vehicle- or ibogaine-treated morphine-tolcmnt 

mice are shown in Fig. 28. ANOVA indicated a signifi- 

cant effect with F,ae.\h = 3.20, P C 0.0% DUI~I~ multiple 

rcuqe test indicated that doses of iboguine 40 and HO 

mg/kg pro&cd n significant antagonistic uction to mor- 

phine tolcmncc at u level of P < 0.05. 

Ibo@ne had no effect on the development of tolerance 

to the antinociccptive action of U-50,488H in mice. Chronic 

tt?Mment of U=S0,488H in mice resulted in the dcvelop- 
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mcnt of tolerance to its nntinociceptivc action as evidenced 

by more than SO% decrease in the AK,,_,,,, ,,,i,, of U- 

SOA88H (Fig. 3). Chronic ndministrution of ibogaine (20. 
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10 Or 80 lllg/hp) by itscll’ did not modify lhc illltiIWCiccp- 

live wtion elf U-SOASXI I (d;ila not shown). C0IIcurrcnl 

adIninistration ol’ ibcgaiw (IO. JO or SO my/kg) did iwl 

modify lolcrance to U-SOtt%H (ANOVA. F3.3,, = 1.9X: 

F > O.OSf. The AUC,, ,&,, ,,,,,, values Ibr II-SWK8H in 

vehicle- or ibogllinc-trcrrlctl lJ-SO.-tXXt-I-tcjler;II~t Inicc wcrc 

virtually identical. 

Ibogaine did not nioditjl the J13clq~mwl crC tc~lcriuisc‘ 

to DPDI’E in mice. Chtonic i.c.v. injwtions ol’ DPDPE 

resulted in it decrrat*c in the ‘3 MPE t&m 67.7 to 20.X in 

iuicc. C.‘hronic ;lclIllilIialriItio~I cd il)tbgilillc (20. 10 or X0 

IIIg/k$ by itself did Ilot Iwdil~ the ;IIIfiIIcIi’icq~livc ;:clioII 

Of DPDI’E (tliltil IIUI SlW~Vllh uor did it ;lCf‘cct lllC CtCrWlOp- 

tncnt of DPDPI:, tolcruncc. As cm hi SWII in Fig. 4. the %  

MPE 01’ DPDPE in vehicle- ml ibo~Iinc-trwlsd DPDPE- 

tolerunt mice did not dil’fcr (ANOVA. F,,,(, = 0.13: I’ > 

0.0.5). 

4. Discussim 

The Present studies indicate that ihogaine selectively 

inhibits t0lcrmX to p-opioid n*ceptor i lgWiSt hut not to K- 

or fi-opioid receptor ugonists in cuicc. Acute or chronic 

ildlninistr;ttiotl ill’ ibciprrioc by itself neither mcidil’icd the 

ti$!lick response nor the ;illtiIIodccptiW ilCtiOll Of nior- 

phins, U-50.48811. or DPDPE. Concurrent administriltic~n 

of ibogeinc with morphine inhibited the dcvclolmcnt 01’ 

tderitncc to the untinociceptive activity of nlorphiac. HOW- 

ever. tolsrimcc I0 the iu11i110&!ptiVC ilCtiUl~ of U-SO.-tXKtI 

and DPDPE wits not rnodilkd hy ihogaiue. 

The tl~e&ulis~ns by which ihopairlc inhibits the &WI- 

opulent of’ toleruncc to morphine are not dcilr. As indi- 

cated ertrlier. the inhibitiort of morphine-induced tolerance 

hy ihogaiuc Way iiivt)l\e sc\cr;d tiIccl~;i~~ig~\~. (:)pi&d rc!- 

CCpUW ;Nli!golGSlS XC I\ttcWn lo inliihil ulolp{lilg~ l~l~r;l~l<~ 

hll ItICy lllS0 aM;igotiix ntorphir?c :wc\jgc\i3 [ I]. The itI- 

\.c~IWllv2lit Ol’ opioid wccptor h:ystciii ;tppe;u3 tllllikcI> ;t, 

ihogak I~iilal 10 nlodify 111~ l;:i!-ficl i;ucncy ;uIJ ItIC 

:rnlincrciceptive ;icti4bn ol Inorphin:. U-5().&#~ :t~~cl 

l~l’Dl’t;.. Additicmnlly, several in vat-o mdioligand-binding 

studies hwe been wricd out to determine the dfect of 

ibogaine on opioid and aonopioid receptors of lhc br;tin 

lissuc. h vitro binding studies rcvcnlcd that ihctgnine ltnd 

poor affinity for opioid receptors: it inhibited IIIC binJillf 

01’ [ ‘H]DACO. [ %]DPDPE and [ jH]U-69.593 for cI-. a- 

and K-opioid rwcptors in bovinc cortex \vith Ki v;~lucs 

I 1.0. > Io(l and 3.77 p.M. respectively [IO]. However. 

iioribog;iine. II Illr’lilhcdilC of ibo~;tiw, sltou~d hi&r ntfit~- 

ily thn lhc p:Ircnl compound for opioid reccpms with K, 

V~IIUCS of 3.66. 24.72 WJ O.% PM a1 the p ([‘H]DAGO)-. 

8 t [ 3H]DPDPE)- and I< ([’ li]l.L6c~.SO3 )-opioid rwcplcws. 

respcclivcly [IO]. Thus. nc~rihogains ~3s. in general. 4 

rims 3s pmnt i IS ihogih at 11112 opioid rwqmxs. Awltim 

study using iI tw-hilt ntodcl for llic cAwlrIlioII lrrlc! 

[ ‘H]~~~loxonc us the opioid receptor ligand revealed that 

ihcqtinc is .I!I ilgonist at the ~opioid receptor in IWIISC 

hr&raitt with ;L K, value of I30 nM [7]. [‘H]Nuloxonc is 

n rather nonselective Iigand for the popioid receptor 

WlIClI%lS IllC l ipands elllploycd by Pearl Cl 31. [ 19) were 

mo!t? selective. It is interesting to note lhril both ihogaiw 

Wd noriho$~inc had grcitlcr itl’t’inity lo K-opioid receptors 

thiul to p- and kpioid receptors, yet they did not ilffect 

the :uitiuociception of K- or &c~l~ic~id receptor agonist5 in 

the nioube. 13~d on these studies. it oppcxs that ikoyaittc 

by ilscll’ lrrra poor ;itliiiity li\r t!w crpioid raqmrs hut it3 

lli~*t;lbotil~ ha: 3 gwtcr id’L’inity. ThC inhibitory ;rc’ticw cd 

ihtrg;tirr~ crrl itlorpfliac rcA-r;tad* IlIil~ ltlltc IX! ~xtrti;dl!~ 

mdi;wtl \ iii it3 ;td3i\v I1l~~lill~c~lil~~. 

Ihc~gi~i~~e also l~ppo;us to intcrua with nompioid reccp- 

tom. For ittsttutcc. ihogainc With shown 10 he tt ccwlpailiw 

iuhihitor of [‘I-l]MK-801 binding to N~~~~ethyl-I~-;~~l~~~rI~~te 

(NMDA) mepar con~plex [ZO]. Although NMDA reccp- 

tar nntugonists block tl~lCrilllCL! to l.k iind w-opioid receptor 

agonists [I.?] and to i3!- und K2-opioid rcccptor agonists 

[S.%]. iho@ine was shown to inhihil the tolcrruncc to f.k 

hut not to K- and fi-opioid receptor agonists (the premt 

studies). Additicmdly. NMDA receptor i IWI~(miSlS iIllCINI- 

;~te fi-opioid receptor a~o~liat-il~dlIeeJ ~litiiic~cicel~lic~:l IS] 

where;Ls ihog;Iiuc \vi\s inefkc’tive. Thus. there iire clear 

JiffcrcllccS hctwcCll (llc ;l~tiollS Of ibrlgitillC :mJ FMDA 

rwcptor 3ltilgijniStS. 

Stul_lics hil\c also hccn undciluk~~~ to &!lCrlllinC lb 

cfj&qs of NMDc\ recrptor tutt;tpunisls on the IllorphiIK 

i\l>stiuenee syldrcmlr in rodents. Thus. in the rat MK-SOI 

SllpprcSscd nnltrexoue-induced morphine withdri~will Signs 

SUCII us itch chitwiny. crccti(jns, WCI dog xhi\keh. 

l~criln~liol~, diitmllc;t and wight ioss hut (NhCr Signs Such IS 

wri(hing. jutllping &  snlivntion Ucre IlOl affk%Xl. Iliter- 

cslingly, a dose of 0. I nlg/kg of MK-XOI signifkrntly 



itlcreagd the wet dog shrrkcs. Rats were rendorcd dqm- 

&nt on mcvphinc by using 4 ruorphino @lcls cwh C(W- 

taining 75 mg of morphine and the withdrawn1 was precip- 

itated by 10 mg/kg of naltrexone [22]. It is cfeat frail tllis 

that the withdrawal symptoms ore differentially affected hy 

M&801: some are enhanced whereas others are sup 

prcssd or unaffected. Similarly, naloxone-precipitated di- 

arrhea. mouth movement, paw shakes and ptosis were 

suppressed in morphine dependent rats [IS]. Naloxone (4 

mg/kg)-precipitated withdrawal jumping was inhibited by 

MK-X01 with an ED,, vnluc of 0.17 mg/kg (211. The 
authors also showed that MK-801 et 0.1 mg/k,g increased 

the number of naloxone-precipitated jumps which was 

nonsignificant whereas Marquis et al. (181 and Thorat ct ul. 

1251 showed thal jumps were significantly decreased in 

morphine-dependent mice. Based on the above discussion. 

it is clear that ibopnine may have some actions which my 

rcllect its interaction at the NMDA receptor but clearly 

there are other effects which are quite distinct from the 

NMDA systems. 

In summary. the prcscnt studies indicate that ibogaine 

can inhibit tolerance to popioid receptor agonist in mice. 

It is unlikely that opioid receptor systems arc involved in 

the mcdi:\tian of such processes. The mechanisms by 

which ibogaine inhibits morphine tolerance warrant further 

investigation. 
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ABSTRACT: Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid that has been of in-
terest in recent years due to its putative efficacy in the treatment
of drug dependence. For the most part, animal data have shown
attenuation of some of the effects of stimulant drugs, for ex-
ample, motor stimulation and self-administration. The mecha-
nism of this inhibition of drug-induced behavior seems to sug-
gest the action of the dopamine, serotonin, NMDA, kappa, and/
or sigma receptor sites, as indicated by the affinity of ibogaine
to receptor selective ligands in binding competition studies.
However, affinity for receptors does not in itself indicate their
involvement. In vitro perfusion studies have proven a useful
model to study the effect of ibogaine on neurotransmitter sys-
tems and the functional effects of such interactions. This review
summarizes these data and the support of multiple effects of
ibogaine, and the potential importance of its action on seroto-
nergic modulation of dopamine release. Copyright Q 1997 El-
sevier Science Inc.

KEY WORDS: Ibogaine, Dopamine, Serotonin, 5-HT1b receptor,
In vitro perfusion, NMDA, Kappa-opioid, Sigma receptor, Pre-
synaptic transmitter regulation.

INTRODUCTION

Ibogaine (NIH 10567, Endabuse TM ) , the principal alkaloid of
Tabernathe iboga, has recently been suggested to interrupt the
physiological and psychological aspects of the opiate with-
drawal and cocaine and amphetamine abuse syndromes in hu-
mans. Early studies in the first part of this century were mostly
focused on its stimulant properties. The discovery of reserpine
in the 1950s in Rauwolfia, stimulated a new interest in plants
containing indole alkaloids. The early pharmacological stud-
ies were influenced by its similarity to serotonin [18] (Fig.
1 ) . It was used as a psychoactive drug in psychotherapy [47] ,
and as a hallucinatory LSD substitute; it was later classified
as a controlled substance by the FDA.

Recent studies during the past 5 years were prompted by an-
ecdotal reports of observations on humans suggesting that ibo-
gaine could interrupt addiction to both heroin and cocaine with-
out symptoms of withdrawal. Based on these limited reports, a
number of investigators have examined ibogaine’s action using

several animal models to characterize its site and mechanism of
action. The early history and pharmacological actions of ibogaine
were recently reviewed by Popik et al. [53] , whose own work
suggests that ibogaine may act by blockage of NMDA receptors,
based on the affinity of ibogaine to the MK-801 binding site
[52,54]. Others have proposed that on the basis of ligand binding
affinities the kappa-opioid [17] or sigma [38] receptors are in-
volved in its action. The present review will describe studies that
attempt to characterize the site(s) and action of ibogaine that
may relate to its interaction with mechanisms involved in cocaine
abuse. This review is not intended to cover all the effects of
cocaine on neurotransmitter systems, but to focus on the effects
of cocaine that can be related to recent studies on aspects of the
pharmacology of ibogaine associated with its putative antiaddict-
ive properties. Although many investigators have focused on cen-
tral dopamine mechanisms underlying the behavioral effects of
cocaine, it is likely that other nondopaminergic sites are also
involved, independently or via their modulation of dopamine re-
lease, in producing cocaine dependence. Ibogaine seems to have
influence at these nondopaminergic sites.

EFFECT OF IBOGAINE ON COCAINE-INDUCED
BEHAVIORS

At present, ibogaine’s usefulness in treating human drug de-
pendence is perceived as being based on anecdotal evidence. A
preliminary study in humans reported the absence of withdrawal
signs and variable periods of abstinence from opiates [69]. To
substantiate such usefulness, a number of animal models have
been studied to test its effect on drug-induced motor activity or
self-administration (summarized in Table 1) . One to five injec-
tions of ibogaine (injections of 40 mg/kg, intraperitoneal) de-
creased morphine self-administration by Sprague–Dawley fe-
male rats for several days [24,26] . In studies on rats, ibogaine
dose dependently reduced the frequency of withdrawal symp-
toms induced by naloxone in morphine-dependent (Wistar
male and Sprague–Dawley female ) rats [20,25] . Recently,
ibogaine ( intraperitoneal ) was also reported to decrease intra-
venous cocaine self-administration in Wistar rats [11] , and to
reduce cocaine consumption in a drinking preference model
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FIG. 1. Chemical structures of ibogaine, serotonin, and reserpine.

TABLE 1
EFFECTS OF IBOGAINE ON DRUG-INDUCED BEHAVIOR

Drug Animals Route Effects Author Ref.

Opiates Human or withdrawal/not present abstinence/variable Sheppard et al. [69]
Morphine Sprague–Dawley rats ip motor activity/inhibit Maisonneuve et al. [43]

Sprague–Dawley rats ip self-admin./inhibit Glick et al. [24,26]
Wistar rats ip withdrawal/inhibit Dzoljic et al. [12,20]
Sprague–Dawley rats sc withdrawal/no effect Sharpe and Jaffe [68,69]
Sprague–Dawley rats ip withdrawal/inhibit Glick et al. [25]
CDF1 mice ip withdrawal/no effect Frances et al. [21]

Amphetamine Sprague–Dawley rats ip motor activity/stimulate Maisonneuve et al; Sershen et al. [42,60]
C57BL/6By mice ip motor activity/inhibit Sershen et al. [60]
BALB/cBy ip motor activity/no effect Sershen et al. [60]

Cocaine C57BL/6By mice ip motor activity/inhibit Sershen et al. [61]
C57BL/6By mice ip consumption/inhibit Sershen et al. [63]
BALB/cBy ip motor activity/no effect Hubner (MDD report)
Sprague–Dawley rats ip motor activity/stimulate Maisonneuve and Glick [39]
Wistar rats ip self-admin./inhibit Cappendijk and Dzoljic [11]
Sprague–Dawley rats ip motor activity/inhibit Broderick et al. [9,10]
Fischer 344 rats

(/Heroin, Food)
ip self-admin./nonspecif. effect Dworkin et al. [19]

Summary of the effects of ibogaine on drug-induced behaviors. Bold indicates the absence of any reported effect or highlights a difference in route
of administration or strain of animal.

after one to two injections of 40 mg/kg IP ibogaine (C57BL/
6By mice ) [63] .

Not all studies have been supportive: ibogaine (subcutaneous
injection) failed to reduce withdrawal symptoms in Sprague–
Dawley male rats [67,68]. In morphine-dependent mice (CDF1),
ibogaine did not eliminate withdrawal symptoms, but signifi-
cantly increased the number of repetitive vertical jumps induced
by naloxone [21]. Dworkin et al. [19] reported predominantly
only short-term reduced response to cocaine and heroin after
ibogaine administration to Fisher 344 male rats (on reversed light

cycle) , possibly accounted for by development of abnormal mo-
tor behavior that was due to administration of ibogaine. Carol
Hubner (communication at meeting of NIDA/Medical Devel-
opment Division (MDD) in Washington, DC) reported that ibo-
gaine had no effect on cocaine-induced locomotor behavior in
BALB/c mice. Our lab reported reduced locomotor responses to
cocaine and long-term reduction of oral cocaine consumption in
C57BL/6By male mice [61,63].

The reported effects of ibogaine on drug-induced motor ac-
tivity are heterogeneous. Ibogaine reduced amphetamine-induced
locomotor activity in C57BL/6By mice, but not in BALB/c mice
[60], and ibogaine pretreatment blocked locomotor stimulation
induced by morphine in rats [40,41,43]. In another study, ibo-
gaine pretreatment of female rats (note: many of the initial stud-
ies from the Glick laboratory used female rats) potentiated the
motor activity induced by d-amphetamine and enhanced the rise
of extracellular dopamine induced by d-amphetamine in the stria-
tum [42]. In this study ibogaine slightly potentiated cocaine-
induced motor activity and potentiated the increase in the extra-
cellular level of dopamine induced by cocaine in female rats
[39]; in other studies it reduced the cocaine-induced increase in
dopamine and in locomotor behavior in male Sprague–Dawley
rats [9,10] , and significantly inhibited cocaine-induced hyper-
activity in rats [9–11]. Similar variable responses to ibogaine
have been reported for morphine self-administration and with-
drawal symptoms [21,24–26,67].

Overall, however, ibogaine does appear to attenuate some of
the behavior associated with cocaine administration or with-
drawal. It is important to recognize that there are short-term acute
nonspecific motor affects that will appear as altered drug re-
sponses. The more relevant studies should take into account the
prolonged effect of ibogaine, its route of administration, and the
species, strain, and sex of the experimental animals.

At present, it is unclear how such variables alter the responses
to ibogaine. It appears that there are differences between rats and
mice in the effect of ibogaine on the d-amphetamine-induced
release of dopamine. d-Amphetamine stimulates the basal release
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TABLE 2
AFFINITY OF IBOGAINE AT BINDING SITES

Binding Site Ligand Affinity Author References

Dopamine Transporter (WIN 35,248) 1.5 mM Sershen et al. [61]
(WIN 35,248) 3.5 mM Sweetnam et al. [72]
(GBR-12935) ú100 mM Broderick et al. [9]
(RTI-121) 2.0 mM Mash et al. [44]

Serotonin Transporter (RTI-55) 0.55 mM Mash et al. [44]
*(RTI-55) 40.7 nM Mash et al. [44]

k-Opioid (U-69593) 2.0 mM Deecher et al. [17]
(U-69593) 16.0 mM Sweetnam et al. [72]
(U-69593) 3.8 mM Pearl et al. [51]
**(U-69593) 1.0 mM Pearl et al. [51]

Mu (carfentanil) ú100 mM Deecher et al. [17]
(DAGO) 16 or 26 mM Sweetnam et al. [72]
(naloxone) 130 nM and 4 mM Codd [14]
(DAMGO) 11 mM Pearl et al. [51]
*(DAMGO) 2.7 mM Pearl et al. [51]

Sigma (pentazocine) 86 nM Popik et al. [53]
(pentazocine) 9.3 mM Mach et al. [38]
(pentazocine) 8.5 mM Bowen et al. [8]
(DTG) 90 nM Mach et al. [38]
(DTG) 38 mM Sweetnam et al. [72]
(DTG) 201 nM Bowen et al. [8]

NMDA (MK-801) 1.0 mM Popik et al. [52,54]
(TCP) 1.5 mM Popik et al. [52]
(MK-801) 3.2 or 5.6 mM Sweetnam et al. [72]
(CGS-19755) ú100 mM Sweetnam et al. [72]
(MK-801) 4–10 mM Mash et al. [45]

Competition studies using. *12-hydroxyibogamine, **noribogaine

Summary of reported affinities (Ki or IC50) of ibogaine to ligand binding sites.

of dopamine in vitro in mouse and rat striatum, but inhibits the
electrically evoked release of dopamine in rat (but not mouse)
striatum [60]. Kamal et al. [36] reported a similar enhancement
of basal release and inhibition of stimulation-evoked release of
dopamine in rabbit caudate nucleus slices by d-amphetamine.
Ibogaine has an opposite effect on the changes in electrically
evoked release of dopamine induced by amphetamine in these
two species; it caused inhibition in the mouse and reversed or
prevented the inhibition seen in the rat. These species-related
differences could account for the different behavioral effects of
ibogaine seen in amphetamine-treated mice and rats. The inhi-
bition of d-amphetamine-induced locomotor activity in mice can
relate to the ibogaine-induced inhibition of stimulation-evoked
release of dopamine, and the enhanced stimulation of locomotor
activity in rats to ibogaine’s reversal of d-amphetamine-induced
inhibition of stimulation-evoked release of dopamine, suggesting
that ibogaine alters the releasable pools of dopamine. Its struc-
tural similarity to reserpine (Fig. 1) also supports an effect on
the transmitter pools. Harsing et al. [29] confirmed an action of
ibogaine on a transmitter pool, reporting that ibogaine acts to
release dopamine from the cytoplasmic pool.

Strain differences in opiate withdrawal syndromes are re-
ported, for example, Lewis and Fischer rats, with differences in
the cyclic AMP pathway responses to chronic morphine [28],
which may account for variable responses to ibogaine. Metabo-
lism of ibogaine to noribogaine is produced at concentrations that
are 50% higher in females than in male rats [73], which is an-
other variable to be considered. Metabolism of the abused drug
may also be affected. Amphetamine levels are higher in female

rats after ibogaine administration and that may account for the
increased motor response; however, morphine levels were un-
changed [23,27]. Cocaine levels may even be slightly higher in
ibogaine treated mice, but motor responses were reduced [63].

RECEPTOR BINDING

Ibogaine was shown to have complex action on neurotrans-
mitter systems, affecting noradrenergic [22], dopaminergic
[39,40,43,61,62], and 5-HT receptors [70]. In attempts to char-
acterize its site of action, radioligand screenings were conducted
(Table 2) . A radioligand screen conducted by Deecher et al.
[17] , in bovine and rat brain tissue, found affinity for ibogaine
in the mM range for the voltage-dependent sodium channel
([3H]BTX-B) and the kappa-opiate receptor ([3H]U-69593
binding site) . Subsequently, Popik et al. [52] reported an affinity
of ibogaine to the MK-801 binding site. Mach et al. [38] found
a 6- to 30-fold higher affinity to the sigma receptors than to kappa
receptors. Codd [14] noted a high affinity to the mu opioid ag-
onist site, a nM and mM site based on a two-site model. We
reported a relatively weak affinity of ibogaine to the dopamine
transporter (WIN 35,248 binding site; affinity 10 times higher
than that of cocaine) [61], and Broderick et al. [9] found no
significant affinity of ibogaine to the GBR-12935 site. Sweetnam
et al. [72] reported interaction of ibogaine with a variety of re-
ceptors, including mu, delta, kappa, opiate, 5-HT2, 5-HT3, mus-
carinic1 and 2, and NMDA (MK-801) receptors, and dopamine,
norepinephine, and serotonin uptake sites. Mash et al. [44,45]
suggested that in addition to the NMDA site, ibogaine or its me-
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TABLE 3
EFFECTS OF IBOGAINE ON [3H]DOPAMINE AND [3H]SEROTONIN RELEASE

[References]

[3H]Dopamine

Control Ibogaine

[3H]Serotonin

Control Ibogaine

5-HT (basal) [Table 4] Fincrease FFincrease
5-HT1B agonist (evoked) (CGS-12066A) [62,66] Fincrease block no effect no effect
5-HT3 agonist (basal and evoked) (phenylbiguanide) [64] Ffbiphasic no effect
K-opioid agonist (evoked) (U-62066) [64,66] finhibit block finhibit block
Sigma agonist (evoked) (pentazocine) [65] Fincrease inhibit 50%
NMDA agonist (basal) (NMDA) [65] Fincrease partial inhibition
DA Autoreceptor (evoked) antagonist (Sulpiride) [29,72] Fincrease no effect
DA Uptake Blocker (evoked) (cocaine) [66] Fincrease no effect Fincrease block

Summary of effects of indicated agents and ibogaine on labeled dopamine or serotonin efflux from striatal tissue after electrical stimulation (evoked)
or on basal efflux. Control condition refers to effect on labeled dopamine or serotonin release with addition of indicated agents. The column under
ibogaine indicates the effect seen when ibogaine was added before addition of the indicated agent. ‘‘no effect’’ indicates no change from control
response.

tabolite 12-hydroxyibogamine has high affinity to the serotonin
transporter ; 50-fold more potent than that to the dopamine trans-
porter.

These results are summarized in Table 2, focusing on affinities
in the micromolar or lower range, perhaps indicative of a func-
tionally relevant interaction with these sites. It is apparent that
there are some variations in the reported affinities from different
laboratories. Some of the differences may relate to the ligand
used; others may relate to the assay conditions. To date, the high-
est affinities (nM range) are seen at the sigma and mu sites. Brain
levels of ibogaine or its metabolites have been estimated to be in
the micromolar range [77], sufficiently high to affect those sys-
tems showing affinities in the low micromolar range.

Ibogaine was reported to have no long-term effect (1–2 days
after administration) on WIN-35, 248 binding [61]. Other than
this study, there have been no detailed studies on the long-term
effect of ibogaine on the kinetic properties (up-regulation) of the
NMDA. kappa, and sigma sites that can be related to its drug
action.

EFFECT OF IBOGAINE ON RELEASE OF
NEUROTRANSMITTERS

A problem with the binding assay is that it does not give an
indication of the functional activity of a drug at the binding site.
We attempted to test the functional effect of ibogaine action at
some of these sites by measuring their ability to modulate do-
pamine and serotonin release in vitro after ibogaine administra-
tion. The dopamine system was selected because it is a predom-
inant site of action for cocaine, involved in the central action and
rewarding properties [75]. Additionally, a number of receptor
sites identified in the binding assay are known to be located pre-
synaptically on dopamine terminals that can modulate its release,
and not surprisingly, agonists /antagonists of these sites, for ex-
ample, NMDA, sigma, kappa, serotonin receptors, can in some
way alter behavioral and biochemical responses to cocaine. Table
3 summarizes the effects of various agents for these sites, and
the effect of copresence of ibogaine on dopamine and serotonin
release.

Kappa Receptor

Initial radioligand surveys suggested that ibogaine had high
affinity to the kappa receptor [17,51,72]. Although mu and delta
receptors often seem to modulate the neurotransmission process

by a comparable mechanism, for example, inhibition of adenylate
cyclase and enhancement of potassium conductance, kappa-
opioid receptors differ from mu- and delta-opioid receptors in the
way they affect signal transduction [33]. Kappa receptors appear
to mediate inhibition of evoked [3H]dopamine release from nu-
cleus accumbens via a decrease in Ca2/ conductance rather than
the enhancement of K/ conductance seen with the activation of
mu and delta opioid receptors, resulting in inhibition of [3H]ACh
release [33], an effect that may be modulated by ibogaine via its
affinity to the kappa receptor. Activation of kappa-opioid recep-
tors attenuates the behavioral effects of cocaine, possibly by re-
stricting its ability to enhance dopaminergic neurotransmission
[30–32]. Repeated activation of kappa receptors prevents the
locomotor activation that occurs in response to acute cocaine in
addition to sensitization that develops after repeated administra-
tion of cocaine [30]. Such effects may be related to the kappa
receptor modulation of dopamine release and dopamine uptake
[71], although the latter action may not be its major role [15].
Alternatively, ion channel inhibitors may function as potential
modulators of cocaine binding; for example, Ca2/ antagonists
inhibit cocaine-induced increase in dopamine and locomotor
stimulation [49] and various ionic channel blockers inhibit the
binding of cocaine without inhibition of dopamine reuptake [5] .
The lack of effect of ibogaine on dopamine uptake [9,10,29] does
not therefore discount its efficacy in treatment of cocaine addic-
tion.

Ibogaine eliminated the kappa agonist-mediated inhibition of
dopamine and serotonin release measured after electrical stimu-
lation in vitro [64] (Table 3) . With the addition of cocaine, the
efflux of dopamine and of serotonin is increased (the increase
may reflect the release or reuptake blockade) [66]. Ibogaine at-
tenuates the cocaine-induced increase in serotonin release, which
is normalized by addition of the kappa agonist, suggesting that
the kappa agonist effect is mediated via the serotonin system.
The serotonergic system appears to have a prominent role in the
discriminative effects of kappa-opioid agonists in some species;
the antinociceptive effects of kappa-opioid agonists are due, in
part, to activation of the 5-HT2 type of serotonin receptor [34].

NMDA-Sigma Receptors

Relatively high affinity of ibogaine to the NMDA and sigma
receptors has been reported (Table 2) . Ibogaine produces a volt-
age-dependent block of NMDA receptors in hippocampal culture
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[52] , blocks NMDA-depolarization in frog motorneurons [45],
and substitutes as a discriminative stimulus in mice trained to
discriminate dizocilpine [52].

NMDA was shown to stimulate the basal release of
[3H]dopamine from striatal tissue [65] (Table 3) . This release
was subject to inhibition by MK-801, and also ibogaine at a con-
centration that by itself did not affect release partially inhibited
NMDA-evoked release of dopamine [65]. Inhibition was not
seen in animals pretreated with ibogaine. The NMDA-evoked
release was also inhibited by the kappa agonist U62066 [65], in
agreement with similar inhibition of dopamine release from cul-
tured neurons [56]. In addition, the level of basal release of do-
pamine after the NMDA-evoked release remained higher in the
tissue exposed to ibogaine. Because the kappa system is inhibi-
tory on the NMDA receptor ( inhibition by U62066), and the
elevated basal release of dopamine seen in the presence of ibo-
gaine after NMDA-evoked release may reflect the blockade of a
tonic inhibitory kappa influence by ibogaine.

It has been questioned whether the stimulatory effect of
excitatory amino acid receptor agonists on striatal dopamine
release reflect a more pathophysiological condition, rather
than representing physiologically relevant presynaptic inter-
action between excitatory amino acid efferents and dopamine
terminals, because there is no anatomical evidence to support
such axoaxonic connections [46] . The influence of tonic
NMDA receptor activation in determining the basal level of
dopamine release has, therefore, been suggested to involve
two mechanisms, one dependent and one independent of the
involvement of the basal ganglion [46] . Involvement of the
basal ganglion would support an inhibitory influence of
NMDA receptors on striatal dopamine basal release. If ibo-
gaine were an NMDA antagonist, it could be hypothesized that
the basal release of dopamine would be increased. Dopamine
release would also be elevated with removal of the kappa in-
hibitory influence. The resulting increase in basal dopamine
release could function in attenuating drug-induced withdrawal
symptoms.

Ibogaine showed the highest binding affinity to the sigma site
(Table 2) . The sigma agonist pentazocine also evoked dopamine
release [65] (Table 3) . This effect was inhibited approximately
50% by ibogaine, MK-801, or U62066, suggesting that there are
interactions between the NMDA, kappa, and sigma receptors that
modulate dopamine release. However, because the maximal ef-
fect of ibogaine (1 mM) on (/)-pentazocine-induced release of
dopamine was about 50% inhibition, at a concentration of ibo-
gaine expected to fully saturate the receptor (Ki Å Ç90 nM),
the sigma receptor was not thought to be a major site of action.
Since the sigma and kappa receptors also bind the same opioids
(pentazocine) [74], the effect seen may be more related to ibo-
gaine’s kappa activity.

Serotonin Receptor

Although binding assays have not shown a clear association
of ibogaine with the serotonin receptors, there is experimental
evidence showing an effect on this system. For example, micro-
dialysis studies or brain tissue concentrations after ibogaine ad-
ministration have suggested that ibogaine is able to increase se-
rotonin release [10,61]. Long and Lerrin [37] have shown that
ibogaine is a reversible competitive inhibitor of the active trans-
port of serotonin into blood platelets, as are cocaine, ampheta-
mine, and imipramine. Potentiation of the hexobarbital hypnosis
produced by serotonin and reserpine was blocked by ibogaine
[57]. The stimulus properties of ibogaine were suggested to in-
volve 5-HT2 and 5-HT1A receptor activity; ibogaine mimicked

LSD, DOM, and yohimbine appropriate responses in two-lever
discrimination task [48]. The cocaine binding site has been as-
sociated with both the dopamine and the serotonin reuptake car-
rier [55]. Broderick et al. [10] indicated that ibogaine releases
serotonin, which in the presence of cocaine appears to inhibit
dopamine cells. Studies indicate that presynaptic serotonin sites
can modulate dopamine release; for example, serotonergic in-
nervation of the dorsal striatum may exert a facilitatory influence
on dopamine release [2,3] . Our studies report long-term effects
of ibogaine on serotonergic receptor modulation of dopamine
release. Ibogaine administration lowers the brain level of the se-
rotonin metabolite 5-HIAA 24 h later [61], blocks the 5-HT1b

agonist-mediated increase in dopamine efflux [62], and blocks
the cocaine-mediated efflux of serotonin from striatal tissue in
vitro [66].

Numerous studies have reported that nondopaminergic mech-
anisms are involved in cocaine dependence. It has been reported
that deficient serotonin neurotransmission could be a significant
factor in cocaine withdrawal symptoms [50]. Drugs that antag-
onize postsynaptic serotonin receptors alter cocaine-induced con-
vulsions [59]. Serotonin has also been proposed to be involved
in mediating the euphorigenic and anxiogenic effects of cocaine;
serotonin depletion significantly reduces subjective ratings of co-
caine high [1] and cue-induced craving for cocaine [58]. Cocaine
self-administration produces sustained increases in both seroto-
nin and dopamine; however, during withdrawal serotonin neu-
rotransmission may be deficient [50]. Elevated serotonin in pre-
frontal cortex was suggested to have a role in the mediation of
conditioned stimulus effects of cocaine [13]. Mash et al. [44]
reported that 12-hydroxyibogamine, a primary metabolite of ibo-
gaine, displayed high affinity to the serotonin transporter and
elevated extracellular levels of serotonin.

Serotonin dose dependently increases the release of dopamine
(Table 4) . Part of this effect is related to the dopamine uptake
site; serotonin is taken up by the dopamine transporter and dis-
places vesicular dopamine, inducing dopamine release [4,16,35].
Dopamine uptake blockers (cocaine, mazindol, Table 4) would,
therefore, be expected to attenuate this effect. Ibogaine, at a con-
centration (1 mM) that has no effect on dopamine release, or
given in vivo, potentiates the serotonin-mediated release of do-
pamine. Cocaine can also prevent this increase (Table 4) . The
kappa (U62066) agonist or NMDA (MK-801) antagonist have
no effect on serotonin-mediated dopamine release. Striatal 5-
HT1b receptors are partially implicated in the facilitatory control
of dopamine release induced by serotonin [2,16,76]. The sero-
tonin 5-HT1b agonist CGS-12066A increased the release of do-
pamine evoked by electrical stimulation [62,66] (Table 3) .
CGS-12206A also inhibits the serotonin-mediated release of
dopamine, but does not completely reduce the potentiation by
ibogaine (Table 4) , suggesting that the potentiated release is sec-
ondary to the uptake of serotonin and its displacement of dopa-
mine. This would account for the ability of cocaine to block the
effect of serotonin and ibogaine, because it blocks the initial up-
take of serotonin. The secondary response effect must be medi-
ated by the 5-HT1b receptor, because ibogaine greatly reverses
the CGS-12066B induced inhibition of 5-HT–mediated dopa-
mine release. Comparable effects were seen in studies by Bo-
lanos–Jimenez et al. [6,7] where antidepressants interact with
presynaptic 5-HT1b heteroreceptors located on cholinergic ter-
minals, to reduce the inhibitory effect of CGS-12066B on stim-
ulation-induced release of acetylcholine, through a mechanism
independent of synaptic availability of serotonin. The 5-HT3 ag-
onist phenylbiguanide (1005 M)-mediated release of dopamine
is not potentiated by ibogaine [64] (Table 3) . At lower concen-
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TABLE 4
EFFECT OF IBOGAINE ON SEROTONIN-EVOKED DOPAMINE RELEASE

FR (mean { SEM) (n)

5-HT 5 mM 5.22 { 1.16 (6)*
5-HT 10 mM 9.56 { 0.66 (30)*
5-HT 20 mM 17.6 { 3.6 (6)*
5-HT 10 mM / Cocaine 1 mM 5.45 { 0.46 (12)†
5-HT 10 mM / Cocaine 10 mM 2.94 { 0.20 (17)†
5-HT 10 mM / Mazindol 20 mM 5.25 { 0.7 (6)†
5-HT 10 mM / Ibogaine 1 mM / Cocaine 1 mM 4.67 { 0.45 (12)
5-HT 10 mM / Ibogaine 1 mM / Cocaine 10 mM 2.96 { 0.55 (6)
5-HT 10 mM / Ibogaine 1 mM 16.5 { 0.63 (6)‡
5-HT 10 mM / Ibogaine (Pretreatment 40 mg/kg-2 hr) 15.1 { 2.03 (11)‡
5-HT 10 mM / U62066 1 mM 9.67 { 1.42 (6)
5-HT 10 mM / MK-801 5 mM 9.03 { 0.09 (6)
5-HT 10 mM / CGS-12066A 10 mM 1.68 { 0.27 (12)§
5-HT 10 mM / Ibogaine 1 mM / CGS-12066A 10 mM 11.9 { 3.02 (6)#

The effect of serotonin on efflux of labeled dopamine from striatal tissue. Striata were incubated
with [3H]dopamine (see [63] and [64] for details on methods). Serotonin was added starting at
fraction 5 for 2 min, and fractional release (FR, release of radioactivity as a percentage of the
radioactivity in the tissue at the time the release was determined) was measured. The peak was
calculated from the counts released, starting from the fraction during which serotonin was added
until the fraction the counts returned to basal. Competing drugs were added during fraction 3 and
maintained until the end of the experiment (fraction 15). Animals treated with ibogaine were killed
2 h after ibogaine administration.

* p õ 0.01 vs. no addition.
† p õ 0.05 vs. 5-HT 10 mM.
‡ p õ 0.01 vs. 5-HT 10 mM.
§ p õ 0.01 vs. 5-HT 10 mM.
# p õ 0.01 vs. 5-HT 10 mM / CGS-12066A 10 mM.

trations (1006 M) and activation by electrical stimulation, ibo-
gaine was shown to elevate the basal release of dopamine [64].

Thus, ibogaine acting at the 5-HT1b site can alter dopamine
release through other effects than those related to cocaine reup-
take blockade. Such effects may have significance in the antiadd-
ictive effects of ibogaine.

CONCLUSIONS

Although many of the locomotor stimulant effects of drugs of
abuse are thought to be mediated via dopamine release, and sev-
eral hypotheses associate the dopaminergic system with the re-
inforcing effects of these drugs, it is important to recognize that
many neurotransmitter systems interact to produce the effects,
and all of these need to be considered in the evaluation of the
mechanism of action of ibogaine. Ibogaine apparently has some
effects that inhibit motor responses to several drugs of abuse,
such as to cocaine, and also inhibitory effects in self-administra-
tion paradigms and models testing withdrawal effects. Although
there are a number of negative findings, the positive findings at
present outweigh them. When evaluating ibogaine’s effects on
drug-mediated behaviors, it is important to recognize that its
acute nonspecific effects can influence activity. Some of these
nonspecific effects may depend on the route of administration,
sex, strain, and species of animal tested. Metabolism of ibogaine
is an important variable, because it has been reported that its
metabolism is two times faster in females [73].
The present review focuses on the effects of ibogaine itself. How-
ever, in view of the relatively short half-life of ibogaine [18,44],
the effects of possibly active long-lasting metabolites, 12-hy-
droxyibogamine, should not be excluded [44,45]. Because in
some of our studies ibogaine was added in vivo and responses

were tested in vitro after a washout period, ibogaine may by itself
produce some long-lasting receptor-mediated changes, main-
tained after washout of ibogaine. Long-term effects of ibogaine
administration on receptor properties should be examined, for
example the NMDA, 5-HT1b , and kappa sites, to determine if
functional changes occur.

It is difficult at present to determine the primary, or more
relevant, site of action of ibogaine. Radioligand binding studies
suggests that the affinity of ibogaine to the kappa, mu, sigma,
and NMDA receptors may be physiologically relevant to its ac-
tion. But studies of binding affinity do not indicate functional
relevance. Our laboratory has conducted a number of in vitro
perfusion-release studies to characterize the functional effects of
ibogaine on dopamine- and serotonin-mediated release, and their
modulation, and its effect on cocaine-mediated changes in trans-
mitter release. What is clear is that nondopaminergic receptor
sites are capable of modulating dopamine and serotonin release.
Such sites also interact with each other to finally control dopa-
mine release and modulate responses to cocaine. The weak affin-
ity to the dopamine transporter binding site and lack of effect on
the cocaine-mediated reuptake blockade of dopamine indicate
that ibogaine does not act directly at the dopamine transporter.
Because cocaine is also a serotonin reuptake blocker, it is of
interest that the increased efflux of serotonin in the presence of
cocaine was attenuated by ibogaine. This effect may not be at
the transporter, because in vitro perfusion studies do not only
measure reuptake blockade; however, it is difficult to distinguish
with this technique between release enhancement and reuptake
blockade. Ibogaine potentiates the serotonin-induced increase in
dopamine release and attenuates the 5-HT1b agonist-induced in-
hibition of serotonin-mediated efflux of dopamine, suggesting
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that serotonin modulation of dopamine is a primary site of action.
In addition, ibogaine has affinity to the NMDA and sigma sites.
However weaker effects were seen with ibogaine on NMDA- and
sigma-mediated dopamine release, in comparison with ibogaine’s
effect on the kappa-mediated inhibition of dopamine release.
Which effects are the relevant ones is not clear; it may be ibo-
gaine’s cumulative effect at all these sites that alters the subse-
quent responses to cocaine. Nevertheless, the results suggest a
more prominent effect of ibogaine on serotonergic mechanisms.
Such interactions may be the basis for ibogaine’s antiaddictive
properties. As we gain a better understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the modulation of dopamine release, we will learn
how to characterize ibogaine’s action in antagonizing the effects
of drugs.
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1. Introduction

Two United States
4,499,096; H. Lotsof,
ibogaine can be used as

patents (H. Lotsof, 1985, No.
9X6, No. 4,587.243 ) claim that
an ef’fecti~’etrcatrmetntfor human

opioid (heroin) and stimulant (arnphetwnine :.tndcocaine)
addiction. Many experimental studies in anim~ls lend sup-
port to this claim. In rats, for instance, ibogainc decreased
self-administration of both morphine [10]and cocaine [~,!)].
These studies further showed that ibogaine hw long-acting
effects: the decreased self-administration lasted 2!4h, and
sometimes longer, following a single intt-aperitoneal trea-
ment with 40 mg/kg ibogaine [2. I()].

Despite these promising experimental resuhs, studies by
O’Hearn et al. and O’Hew-oand Molli\er [19.20] suggest
that ibogaine may be toxic to some parts of the brain. In
particular, these studies demonstrated that, in the rat. ibo-
gaine produces degeneration of”ccrebellar Purkinje cclIs.
Furthermore, ablation of the inferior olive, the source of all
climbing fiber inputs to Purkinje cells, appeared to e]inli-
nate the ibogaim-induced degeneration [2 I]. This lcd
O’Hearn and Mo]liver to propose that the degeneration

Correspondingaullmr. l-ax: + I (5 IX) 262-5799.

results f’rom overexcitation of the inferior olive that, in
ILII”I1.causes eXCitOhXiCity in Purkinje Ce]k.

A number 01’important issues regarding ibogaine toxic-
i[y rcnrain unresolved. First, to produce degeneration of
cerebella Purkinje cells, O’Hearn and Molliver gave rats
one to three injections of 100 mg/kg ibogaine. Such doses
are at least 2.5 times higher than those that can reduce
morphine and cocaine self-administration [2,10]. Thus,
these studies did not address the question of whether
degeneration is a natural consequence, or possibly even a
requirement [23], for the anti-addictive properties of ibo-
~uine. The present study sought to determine whether the
lower dose of’ ibogaine used in the self-administration
studies, 40 mg/kg, might cause Purkinje cell degenera-
tion.

Second, O’Hearn and Molliver described the ibogaine-
induced degeneration as occurring in longitudinally ori-
en~ed. partisagittal strips in the cerebella vermis. This
pattern resembles that of the compartmentation of the
cerebellum revealed through expression of Zebrin antigens
[13]. These authors did not, however, determine whether
specific gt-oups of Purkinje cells preferentially respond to
ibo,gaine. Sucb information could be useful in designing
methods of evaluating ibogaine toxicity because it might
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predict what motor deficits would most Iikcly l“esultf’rolm
ibogaine-induced degeneration.

Finally, O’Callaghan et al. [18], who measured as-
trogliosis with an 13L1SAtechnique. claim that long-term
exposure to ibogaine (14 days) produces markedly dil’fet-
cnt toxic responses in male and female rats. The studies by
O’Hearn and Mollivcr, which examined shortel”-tcrtnexpm
sure to ibogairm, used only male ruts. The present stLIdy

sought to determine whether ibogaine produces Purkin.ie
cell degeneration in femtile rats with silnilar short-term
exposures. Because differences in drug sensitivity (tind
even anatomictil connectivity) among animals purchased
from different suppliers have twcn reported [3,11,]4], the
present study also sought to determine whether ibogaine
produces the same toxic response in Spra}:uc--Dawley rats
obtained from two different suppliers.

Two approaches were used to evaluare cu-cbcllar re-
sponses to ibogaine. First, degeneration of cerebella Purk-
inje cells was assessed with the Fink-Heimer 11silver stiiin
[7]. This stain selectively impregnates degenerating ncu-
ronal elements (as reviewed in [5]). Although it is used
primarily to identify degenerating axons and terminals [5].
it also readily identifies degenerating Prrrkinje cell den-
drites [6]. Second, glial cell activ~ition was assessed by
staining with an antibody (o glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP). Glial cell activation usually accompanies ncu-
ronal injury [19]; conceivably it could indicate a response
to ibogaine that does not ultimately lead to overt neuronal
degeneration. Finally, to investigate what groups of Purk-
inje cells were most susceptible to ibogaine, a Zcbrin 1I
antibody [13] was used. Portions ot’ this data have been
presented in preliminary form [17].

2. Materials and methods

Data were collected from 36 female Sprague-Dawley
rats (250–275 g), 16 purchased from Charles River and 20
from Taconic Farms. Experimental animals received intra-
peritoneal injections of ibogainc hydrochloride (Sigma or
RB1) dissolved 10 mg/ml in water. Each received ibo-
gaine in either: ( I) a single dose of’40 mg,lkg; (2) a single
dose of 100 mg/kg; or (3) three doses one Per day for
three consecutive days, of 100 mg/k.g. Control animals
received either no injections or a single intraperitoneal
injection of 4 ml/kg saline.

The animals were sacrificed with an overdose of sodium
pentobarbital 7, 21, or 26 days after the [inal drug injec-
tion. They were perfused transcardially with 100 USP units
of sodium heparin, saline (containing 10% sodium nitrite)
and 1000 ml of fixative. The fixative cxmsisted of either
lo~~ forma]in or a combination of paraf’ormaldehyde( 1YC

to 470) and glutaraldehyde (O% to 1.25%) in bufi’er. The
formalin fixative proved to be optimal for the Fink-Heimer
processing. A mixed aldchyde fixative WM necessary for
the immunocytochemical procedures.

The brains were removed from the skull and cryo-pro-
tectcd in sucrose. The cerebella were then separated from
the brainstem and cut, with a freezing microtome, in 30
~m-thick, coronal sections. All sections were saved and
collected in sets of five. One section from each set of five
was stained with Cresyl violet to allow identification of the
posterior end of the deep cerebella nuclei.

Staining for degeneration followed the second Fink-
Heimer procedure [7]. Tissue was selected for processing
by using the set of five sections containing the posterior
end of the deep cerebella nuclei as a reference point.
From this poin[, sections 900 ~m apart (i.e. from every
sixth set of five) were chosen until the entire anterior–
posterior extent of the cerebellum was sampled. This selec-
tion procedure insured that in every animal all cerebella
lobules were systematically evaluated.

The Fink-Heimer stain can be capricious. Therefore,
sections from one of the first two animals examined
(animal Ib2) were used as controls for all Fink-Heimer
staining; in this animal tissue preservation was ideal and
the cerebellum clearly contained degeneration. These con-
trol sections were processed along with all other tissue. If
degeneration was not apparent in the control sections, the
Fink-Heimer procedure was repeated on another set of
sections.

Immunocytochernical staining largely followed O’Hearn
et al. [19] for GFAP and Gravel and Hawkes [12] for
Zebrin. A mouse monoclinal GFAP antibody (Sigma) was
diluted I :20000; the anti-Zebrin II antibody (kindly pro-
vided by Dr. R. Hawkes) was diluted 1:250. Both were
revealed with a Vectastain ABC kit and diaminobenzidine.
One section from each set of five was processed with
antibody, producing staining in sections 150 ~m apart,
which sampled the entire anterior–posterior extent of the
cerebellum.

To determine the distribution of responses to ibogaine,
sections from the cerebellum were projected at a magnifi-
cation of 23 X onto a sheet of paper. For each section, the
edge of the section, the Purkinje cell layer. and the IOca-
tions of either degeneration (Fink-Heimer stained tissue) or
of enhanced GFAP staining (GFAP-stained tissue) were
drawn. The sections were then examined at 100 X with a
light microscope. Any missed responses to ibogaine were
manually added using tissue landmarks to insure proper
placement.

3. Results

.{,I. ldent~?cution ofibogaine response in cerebellum

Desclin [6] noted that Purkinje cell degeneration in
Fink-Heimer stained, coronal sections appears as rows of
coarse silver granules that follow the orientation of the
Purkinje cell dendrites. The rows extend from the Purkinje
cell layer through the molecular cell layer to the surface of
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Fig. 1. F’ink-Heilmerstained tissue I“romml :inimai [waled wi!h 3 X 100
mg/kg ibogaine (A) and an animal treated with 40 nlg/kp ibogainc (B).
Sections are oriented wi[h the granule cell layer (d~rk) (m trrp and the
m(>lccularcell layer (light) below. In B. (I1cF’urkinjeCCIIl~yer can be
seen w a single row of’blwk Purkill,leCCIIbodies betwcm the granule
and molecular cell layers. In bnth micrwgraphs,dcgenela[ing Purkinje cell
dendrites (arrowheads) appear x longitudinally orientecl rows of silver
grains that extend across the molecular cell layer. The bar represents 100
~m and applies (o A and B.

the cerebellum. In the present study, the staining patterns
in animals allowed to survive seven days occurred in two
forms: (1) bands of granules of varying thickness (Fig. 1A)
that appeared to represent groups of degenerate.ngPurkinje
cells; and (2) isolated single lines of granules (Fig. IB)
that appeared to represent either single degenerating Purk-
inje cells or artifactual staining. It was not possible to
differentiate between the latter IWOpossibilities. Therefore,
the isolated lines were conservatively classified as single
degenerating Purkinje cells.

Over time, degenerating, silver-stained neurons are
phagocytosed [15]. Thus, in animals with the longer sur-
vival times, degeneration appeared much less often than in
animals allowed to survive seven days. Furthermore, de-
generation found at longer sur~rivaltimes occLlrredonly in
those locations where the greatest amounts of degeneration

occurred at the shorter survival time. No new areas of
staining were revealed. As a result, the presentation below
is limited solely to data from animals allowed to survive
seven days.

In GFAP-stained sections, responses to ibogaine con-
sisted of areas of intense staining with the same locations,
orientation, and width as the bands and lines in the Fink-
Heimer stained tissue. Therefore, the intense GFAP-stained
areas were also classified as indicating responses to ibo-
g:line either by groups of Purkinje cells or by single
isolated Purkinje cells.

3.2. Response to high doses qfibogaine

Every animal treated with either one or three doses of
100 mg\kg ibogaine and allowed to survive seven days
displayed clear evidence of Purkinje cell degeneration.
Characteristically the degeneration occurred in bands simi-
lar to the one shown in Fig. 1A. Fig. 2 illustrates the
distribution of degeneration in two different animals treated
with 3 X 100 mg\kg ibogaine. For both animals, the sec-
tions shown sample all of the cerebella lobules: the top
section illustrates the posterior lobe of the cerebellum; the
middle section, the region where the deep cerebella nuclei
are most developed; and the bottom section, primarily the
anterior lobe. Because tissue from animal Ib2 (Fig. 2, left)
was used as a degeneration control, Fink-Heimer process-
ing was carried out for every section from the cerebellum
of this animal. Examination of sections from the rest of the
cerebellum from animal Ib2 showed that Fig. 2 presents a
representative picture of the ibogaine-induced degeneration
in this animal, in that no significant new areas of staining
occurred in other sections.

From Fig. 2 it is apparent that there was considerable
animal-to-animal variability in the amount of degeneration.
Thus, it appears that the response to ibogaine was not
stereotyped. Nevertheless, the patterns of degeneration in
the two animals shown in Fig. 2 displayed several common
features. First, in the bottom two sections for each animal,
the degeneration formed continuous bands that extended
through multiple lobules (arrows). Second, the degenera-
tion displayed a high degree of bilateral symmetry. In fact,
the apparent lack of symmetry in some sections (i.e. the
top two of Fig. 2) probably reflects the fact that the
sections themselves could not always be cut symmetrically
due to the curvature of the cerebellum. Third, some lobules
appeared more susceptible to the effects of ibogaine than
others.

To determine whether the lobule-specific susceptibility
suggested by Fig. 2 holds in general, the degeneration in
all animals treated with 3 X 100 mg/kg ibogaine and
allowed to survive 7 days was quantified. This was done
by classifying each lobule as containing degeneration if, in
a single section, it contained either a band of degeneration
01- a minimum of two isolated lines of degeneration (as
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Fig. 2. Thedistribuliorl ot’degencra(i[,n irrthrec Filk-Hcitner-s( ai!lcd scc(i{~tl\i’t-cJ1n[wc)dit’t’erentanimals(Ib2 and Ih21)trcated with 3x100 mg\kg
iho@ne.Forbothmimals,the rightcdgwo~”thccel”ehellurr wt~stetT1cj\ccipt”itlt’tosec(ioningin ordertoallow oricntali onofthesections. Dashed lines
inciicat ethclocation (~l’[hePurkinje ccllla}cr;~ulid bl~ickh:ll-\(Jliellleclpcrpendiculm to[hedashcd Iines indicate the locationsot’degenerating Purkinje
ccll dendrites. Theat-tmws indic~tct\\cJ bila[crtill> !,ymme(ric h:~llclsol’dc~cllct-~~ti(>n. [;clchell:trloh[lles are Iabeledbj numbers 1 through IO and the
ahhreviationscl (CIUS l), c2(crus2). cup (c[)pLll:t).pn1(}3Jr:lrnecli2111).:Illcisitll(sitllpiex): thcdeepccrcbellm nuc]ciarelabe]cd dn.

discussed below, the minimum of two allowed difl’ercnti~i-
tion between nortmtlly occurring and unusual amounts 01
degeneration). Fig. 3 presents (he results from 10 animals.
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Fig. 3. ‘The distribution of degencm(ion acItM ccwhellar l(~hulesin all
animals treated with 3 X I()()mg/kg itx)gainc. Ihta wcIwCOIICLIMIfrom b
Charles River animals (diagon~l shachng) al]d J T~i~~~lli~I;arllls :tllimals
(cross hatching). Ccrchellal”lohulcs arc idcn[il’ieclas in Fig, 2.

This figttrc shows that in virtually every animal degenera-
tion occurred in four lobules, 5, 6, 7 and simplex (sire). On
the other hand, in no animals did degeneration occur in
Iobulcs 1, 2, 9, and 10. Although the sample size was
smaller, a sitnilar pattern occurred in animals given a
single dose of 100 mg/kg ibogaine. This suggests that the
size of the dose has more influence than the number of
doses in determining toxicity.

Fig. 3 also shows that the distribution of degeneration
varied little across animals obtained from different suppli-
ers. Thus, although the amount of degeneration may vary
considerably from anitnal to animal, the source of the
anitnal appeured to have no significant impact.

Examination of Fig. 3 also reveals that degeneration
consistently occurt”edin lateral portions of the cerebellum.
That is, the laterally placed simplex lobule contained de-
~etlcr:ltion ill every animal; the crus 2 (c2) and paramedian



(pm) iobulcs contained degeneralit)n in al lcaslt half of the
animals. Thus resptmscs tu ibogaine were not confinccl to
the vermis (Lhc medial portion) t)l’ the ccmhcl Ium, as
sug,gcsted by O’Hew-n ct al. and 0’Hearn iind .Yloll ivcr

[19,20]. In acldit.i(m, comparison of (il’AP and Zcbrin
staining pal[erns indicated that responses w ibogainc in
lobules 5 and 6 nmtinely extended laterally out of’ the
vermis and into pars intermcdia (as defined by V[oogdet
a], [24]).

As noted earlier, C~FAPstaining revealed responses to
ibogainc very similar to [htosedemonstrated with the Fink-
Heirner pmcedurc. In particular, GFAP staining occurred
in piwasagittal bands like lhosc shown in Fig. 2. ‘“llw
Zcbrin antibody also mvcalcd parnsagitltil hands, As de-
scribed previously [ 13], Zehrin bands in the anterior lobe
extended continuously fr(ml lobule 6 into lobule 1. In

lb11

/ ~ - — — — --’-.

umtras(, Gh’AP bands in the same animals extended only
into lobule 3. ThLIS, lhcrc is no one-twone ctm’mspondcncc
belwccn Purkinjc cells thii( contain lhc Zcbrin antigen and
those suscep~iblc to ibogainc.

.~.3.Rc<,sp(msij[0 u low dove of’ilx)guirw

According K)Dcsclin [6], isolated lines of Fink-Heimer
staining, such us in Pig. IB, occur sporadically in normal,
untrea{ed animals. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the present
study confirmed this observation: in the saline-treated ani-
mal (Ib 1I, left), only four isolated lines of silver grains
occurred in the 13 lobules shown. Similar isolated lines
also occurred in animals treated with 40 mg/kg ibogaine;
(11cscctinns from mind lb14 shown on the righl of Fig. 4
cwntainccionly five isokmxl Iimx in the saline number of

lb14 \

Fig. 4. The distribution of degeneration in an animal tr:ated with saline (Ib I 1) wd m animal treated with 40 mg/kg ibogaine (Ib14). Sections were
processed, drawn, and labeled as in Fig. 2.



lobules. Most importantly, the banLIsof’d~generation (Fig.
1A) readily found in animals trcatcci wil.h high doses of’
ibogaine were ncvm encountered in aninla]s tre~tcd with
either saline or a low dose of’ibo.gaine.

The difl’erencc between aninla]s [reuted with 40 mg/kg
vs. 3 X 100 nlg/kg ibogainc can readily be appreciated by
comparing Figs. 2 and 4. In order to allow comparison
across all animals. it would have been desirable to obtain
some qwmtitativc measure of’the proportion of the cerebel-
lum showing degeneration in each animi. Becallse of’the
curvature and convolutions 0[’ the cerebella cortex. it is
not possible to cut all Purkinle celI dendrites in the same
plane, i.e. the dendrites intersect the cutting plane at every
possible angle. Dendrites lying cnlirely in the plane of
section would form longer bands of’ degencratiotl than
dendrites that intersected the plane of’ section at some
angle. As a result. estinmtes 01’[he numbc1of dcgcncrating
Purkinje cells. rather thtin the proportion of’ cerebellum
covered by degeneration, would provide tile only nlcaning-
ful measure for inter-anilmal comparisons 01 degeneration
produced by different doses of ibogainc.

Qualitatively all but one animal could readily be placed
in one of two categories by estimating the number of
degenerating Purkin.]e cells. Anitmals were classif’icd as
having extensive degeneration if the tissue contained nlul-
tiple, bilaterally symmetric bands of’Fink-Hein~eror GFAP
staining in both the anterior and pos[erior lobe> of the
cerebellum. Animals were cl:issif’iedw lacking degenertt-
tion if the tissue contained [w() or l’ewer isolated Iincs of’
degeneration per section (i.e. im aierage of considcrabl}j
less than one per lobule).

Table 1 shows the cltissif”ica(ionsfor all animals, treated
with the different doses of ibogainc. From this tabic it is
clear that doses of’ 10() rng/kg ibogaine (given once or
three times) produced Llcgcnerationin c~cry animal tested.

Table I
The occurrence of dcgcncra[ion in all animals exam nml

Source ‘li\suc stin N()(Icgcnct:ilit)n Degcnctmtion

Animals treated with saline
Churles River Fink-Hcimcr 2 ()

Animals treated with 40 mg/kg ilmgairw
Charles River Fink-Hcinwt- 5

GF’AP ?

Tilconic Fwms Fink Heimet 5
(;FAP ‘3

Animals treated with 100 mg/kg ibogaine
Taconic Farms Fink-Heinler ()

()

(1

(1

Animals treated with 3 X 100 mg/kg ibogaine
Charles River Fink-Hcinler () 4

GFAt’ () 7

Toconic Farms link-Hcinlcr () 5

The degeneration in this mimd wa\ Irrinimi ond confined [~)Icjhulcs6
and 7.

A dose of 40 mg/kg, on the other hand, generally only
produced (he same low level of degeneration as saline
tretitment. Only one of’the fifteen animals treated with 40
nlg/kg ibogaine displayed evidence of’degeneration at a
level greater than that seen in saline-treated animals. The
timoun~of degeneration in this animal did not, however,
come C1OSCto that seen with high doses of ibogaine. In
particular, the degeneration consisted only of isolated lines
of silver grains scattered across lobules 6 and 7.

Table 1 further shows that in animals treated with 40
lng/kg, GFAP staining revealed no greater incidence of
responses to ibogaine than did Fink-Heimer staining. Thus,
40 mg/kg ibogaine appears to have little or no adverse
effect on the cerebellum, for either of the staining proce-
dures tested.

%Discussion

This study confirms the observations of O’Hearn et al.
and O’Hearn and Molliver [19,20] that high doses of
ibogaine produce degeneration of cerebella Purkinje cells.
It I’ur[berextends these observations by showing that de-
generation ( 1) occurs in female as well as in male rats; (2)
does not dilfer across unimals purchased from different
suppliers: and (3) consistently occurs in intermediate and
later~l portions of the cerebellum, as well as in the vermis.

The specific groups of Purkinje cells that degenerate in
response to high doses of’ ibogaine varied markedly from
animal 10 animal. Fn Fig. 2, for instance, the area around
the midline of one animal (Ib21) contained numerous
bands of degeneration whereas the same area in the other
animal (Ib2) contained none. Similarly, the ‘anti-addictive’
properties of ibogaine display marked intersubject variabil-
ity [9].

Despite the lack of a stereotyped response across ani-
mals, certain cerebella lobules preferentially responded to
high doses of ibogaine. In the anterior lobe, for instance,
degeneration occurred always in lobules 5 and 6, never in
lobules I and 2, and occasionally in lobules 3 and 4. As in
most spccics, the rat anterior lobe displays a topographic
organization: Purkinje cells responsive to stimulation of
the forelimb and face are concentrated in the vermis and
intermediate portions of lobules 5 and 6; Purkinje cells
responsive to stimulation of the hindlimb, on the other
hand, extend from lobules 2 to 6 [16]. As a result, ibogaine
should have the most profound impact on movements of
the head and upper extremity. During the first hour follow-
ing administration of ibogaine, rats and mice consistently
display tremor (e.g. [25]): a recent study found that this
tremor preferentially involves the head and upper extrem-
ity [4]. The nature of any longer-term deficits produced by
ibogaine toxicity is not known. Ctisual examination of the
animals in the present study given high doses of ibogaine
revealed no gross motor deficiencies on the day they were



sacrificed. The results of’this study suggest, however, that
any evaluation of the possible long-term toxic effects of
ibogaine should look for sublle motor cicficits in movc-
ments of the head or upper extremity rather than irregulari-
ties in gait.

High doses of ibo,gaine re~dily produced degeneration
of cerebella Purkinje cells. In marked contrast, a low dose
of ibogaine failed to produce, in female rats, ci(her degen-
eration of cerebella Purkinje cells or responses in glial
cells beyond those in saline-treated anireals. Male ra[s
were not included in the present study. The fact that
female rats are more sensitive to the behavioral effects of
ibogaine than males [22], however, suggests that males
would be even less likely to display toxic responses. For

either gender, the low dose of ibogaine d(.ws displtiy
‘anti-addictive’ properties [2,9, Io]. Thus, it :1.ppears[hat
alteration of addictive behavior by ibogaine does not re-
quire degeneration of cercbellar Purkin,je CCIIS.

Recent work shows that IS-lllethoxycc)r(>rlal-ifline. tin
ibo:u alkaloid con.gener, has ‘anti-addictive’ properties but
does not cause Purkinje cell degeneration, even at high
doses [8]. Unlike ibogaine, 1X-tnethoxycoronaridine does
not cause tremor [8]. Moreover, compounds such as harma-
line readily produce both tremor [25] and Purkinje cell
degeneration [20] but have no long-term impact on mor-
phine or cocaine self-administration [9]. These data support
a growing body of evidence [9] indicating that although
ibogaine and related compounds can produce degeneration
in the cerebellum, this degeneration reflects their tremori-
genic rather than their ‘anti-addictive’ properties. The
tremors result, at least in part, from synchronous activation
of neurons in the inferior olive [ l]. It appears that only

when activation of the inferior 01ivc reaches extreme lev-
els, causing vigorous tremors [19], does loss of cerebcllar
Purkinje cells occur. The level of activation of the inferior
olive and cerebellum appears, however, to have no bearing
on the ability of ibogaine to influence addictive behavior.
This suggests that, in contrast to (he proposal of O’Hcarn
and Molliver [23], the cerebellum does not play a role in
addiction.
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Abstract 

The potential modulation of morphine antinociception by the putative anti-addictive agent ibogaine and its active metabolite 
(noribogaine) was investigated in rats with the radiant heat tail-flick test. Ibogaine pretreatment (40 mg/kg, i.p., 19 h) significantly 
decreased morphine (4 mg/kg, s.c.) antinociception, with no effects in the absence of morphine. However, co-administration of ibogaine 
(1-40 mg/kg, i.p.) and morphine (4 mg/kg, s.c.) exhibited a dose-dependent enhancement of morphine antinociception. Co-administra- 
tion of noribogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) and morphine also resulted in an increase in morphine antinociception, while noribogaine 
pretreatment (19 h) had no effect on morphine antinociception. The results show that ibogaine acutely potentiates morphine antinocicep- 
tion and that noribogaine could be the active metabolite responsible for this effect. However, the inhibitory effects of a 19 h ibogaine 
pretreatment, which resemble ibogaine-induced inhibition of morphine's stimulant properties, cannot be accounted for by noribogaine. 

Keywords: Morphine: Antinociception: Ibogaine; Noribogaine 

1. Introduct ion 

Ibogaine, an indole alkaloid of the West African shrub 
Tabernanthe iboga, has gained popularity for its potential 
anti-addictive properties. In 1985 and 1986 two U.S. patents 
(patent numbers: 4499096 and 4487243) described the 
potential efficacy of ibogaine in treating opiate and stimu- 
lant addiction. 

Opiates produce a variety of effects including euphoria, 
analgesia, stimulation, sedation, and addiction. The stimu- 
lant properties of opiates are evident in rats as increased 
locomotor activity, while the euphoric and addictive (rein- 
forcing) properties are modeled in animal studies of opiate 
self-administration and place preference conditioning (e.g., 
[9,14]). Dopaminergic systems have been studied exten- 
sively and have been implicated as the neurochemical 
pathways responsible for both the stimulant and reinforc- 
ing effects of opiates (e.g., [4,16]). 

Ibogaine dose-dependently decreased self-administra- 

Corresponding author. Fax: + l (518) 262-5799. 

tion of intravenous morphine in female, Sprague-Dawley 
rats 1 h and, to a lesser but significant extent, a day later 
[9]. Ibogaine injected 19 h prior to morphine decreased 
morphine-induced locomotor activity in rats over a wide 
range of morphine doses (0.5-20 mg/kg,  i.p.) [11]. Fur- 
thermore, ibogaine was reported to modify extracellular 
levels of dopamine and dopamine metabolites in various 
regions of the brain [10], possibly accounting for ibogaine's 
behavioral effects. 

The impact of ibogaine on other opiate actions has not 
been adequately investigated. Of particular interest is the 
effect of ibogaine on opiate analgesia. Two studies with 
mice suggest that ibogaine potentiates morphine-induced 
antinociception [5,15]. Thus, according to the literature, its 
effects on the stimulant and reinforcing properties of mor- 
phine (i.e., inhibition of locomotor activity and self-admin- 
istration) seem opposed to ibogaine's effect on morphine 
analgesia (i.e., potentiation of morphine antinociception). 
It is not clear whether these differences reflect differences 
in time-course, dose, species, or mechanism of action. The 
present experiments have investigated the effects of ibo- 
gaine and an active metabolite of ibogaine (noribogaine) 
[8,12] on morphine-induced antinociception in rats. 

0006-8993/96/$15.00 Copyright © 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Subjects 

Male, Sprague-Dawley rats (Taconic Farms Inc., Ger- 
mantown, NY) weighing 250-300 g at the time of testing 
were used for all studies. They were housed in groups of 
3 -4  under normal laboratory conditions with food and 
water ad lib and were maintained on a normal light-cycle 
(lights on 07:00, lights off 19:00). 

2.2. Drug solutions 

Ibogaine HC1 (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) 
was dissolved in sterile water to achieve a 10 mg/ml  
concentration by sonication of the ibogaine solution for 20 
min. Solutions of noribogaine HC1 (NIDA, Bethesda, MD) 
were prepared in the same way. Morphine sulfate was 
dissolved in sterile saline to a final concentration of 4 
mg/ml.  All drug doses are expressed as the salts. 

2.3. Nociceptive testing 

Nociceptive testing was performed by the radiant heat 
tail flick test [2]. Each animal was loosely secured by 
wrapping in a laboratory pad, and a box housing a projec- 
tor bulb (300 W, secured under a 5.6 mm diameter hole) 
was positioned under the tail such that an area 2 to 5 cm 
from the tip rests over the light source. The test is initiated 
by applying approximately 40 V to the bulb (through a 
potentiometer), and the latency until the tail moves is 
recorded. Baseline scores are between 3.0 and 4.0 s, 
corresponding to a threshold tail temperature of about 
43°C. The heat source was not adjusted between subjects. 
In all cases, a cut-off value of 15 s was used. 

2.4. Test and injection procedure 

Ibogaine-morphine interactions were investigated in two 
types of experiments: (1) 19 h pre-treatments with ibo- 
gaine derivatives, and (2) co-administration experiments. 

For the pre-treatment experiments, animals were tested 
for baseline nociception by three tail-flick tests (taken at 1 
min intervals) and received ibogaine (40 mg/kg,  i.p.) or 
water vehicle. Eighteen and one half h later, animals were 
re-tested for baseline responses with 3 additional tall-flick 
tests. At the conclusion of the third test, rats were injected 
with morphine (4 mg/kg,  s.c., neck) or saline vehicle. 
Nociceptive testing, with single tall-flick tests, was then 
repeated at times 30, 60, 90, and 120 min after morphine. 
Using different groups of naive rats, the same experiment 
was repeated with noribogaine being substituted for ibo- 
gaine. 

For co-administration experiments, animals were tested 
for baseline nociception with 3 tests at 1 min intervals and 
then received ibogaine (1-40 mg/kg,  i.p.) or vehicle 

(water). This was immediately followed by administration 
of morphine (4 mg/kg,  s.c., neck) or saline vehicle. 
Nociceptive testing was then repeated at times 30, 60, 90, 
and 120 min after morphine. This experiment was also 
performed with noribogaine. 

2.5. Data analysis 

The antinociceptive score of each animal was calculated 
as a maximum percent effect (%MPE), where 

Morphine latency - baseline latency 
%MPE = × 100 

cut - off latency - baseline latency 

Individual %MPE scores were calculated for each post- 
morphine time. For 19 h experiments, the third post- 
ibogaine/noribogaine tail-flick latency was taken as the 
baseline score for each subject. For co-administration ex- 
periments, the third tail-flick latency was used as the 
baseline score. 

Cut-off latencies were 15 s. %MPE values were sub- 
jected to a one or two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
and when appropriate, post-hoc comparisons made by 
Newman-Keuls test. Results are expressed as mean %MPE 
_+ S.E.M. for each treatment group. Separate ANOVAs 
were performed to compare pre- and post-ibogaine/nori- 
bogaine baselines for 19 h experiments. 

3. Results 

The time-course for morphine antinociception revealed 
a peak effect 30 min after treatment; this decreased with 
time to a minimum at 120 min (Fig. 1). Ibogaine signifi- 
cantly decreased morphine-induced antinociception when 
administered 19 h earlier (Fig. 1). The ibogaine-induced 
reduction was evident at times 60 and 90 min after mor- 
phine treatment. In contrast, rats receiving water-saline or 
ibogaine-saline treatments showed no significant antinoci- 
ceptive effects. A separate ANOVA of baselines before 
and after ibogaine pretreatment found no significant differ- 
ences between the treatment groups. 

In contrast to the results of the 19 h ibogaine pretreat- 
ment (which decreased morphine antinociception, Fig. 1), 
co-administration of morphine and ibogaine produced an 
enhancement of morphine action (Fig. 2). Thus, co-admin- 
istration of ibogaine and morphine produced higher levels 
of antinociception and for a longer period of time as 
compared with the water-morphine group (Fig. 2). Al- 
though morphine vehicle groups showed little antinocicep- 
tive action after ibogaine, the significant main effect of 
ibogaine in these experiments (see ANOVA, Fig. 2) sug- 
gests the possibility that ibogaine may have slight antinoci- 
ceptive properties when given alone. 

To further explore the ibogaine-induced potentiation of 
morphine antinociception, the effect of co-administration 
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Fig. l. Modification of morphine-induced antinociception by ibogaine 
pretreatment (19 h). Rats were tested for baseline nociception prior to 
receiving ibogaine (40 mg/kg ,  i.p.) or water vehicle. Eighteen and one 
half h later, testing was repeated followed by administration of morphine 
sulfate (4 mg /kg ,  s.c., neck) or saline. Rats were retested at indicated 
times (min, abscissa). Antinociceptive scores (% MPE, ordinate, mean__+ 
S.E.M.) are shown for each group. A two-factor repeated measures (time) 
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of morphine (P  < 0.01), but 
failed to show a main effect of ibogaine (P  = 0.07), with a significant 
morphine by ibogaine interaction (P  <0.02). Asterisks (*)  indicate 
significant differences for ibogaine-morphine vs. water-morphine treated 
rats at the same time (P  < 0.05). A separate ANOVA of baselines before 
and after ibogaine pretreatment found no significant differences between 
all treatment groups. 

of different doses of ibogaine on morphine antinociception 
was studied (Fig. 3). As before, the water-morphine group 
demonstrated a time-course similar to the above experi- 
ments (Fig. 3). The figure demonstrates a clear, dose-de- 
pendent enhancement of morphine antinociception by ibo- 
gaine. The lowest dose of ibogaine administered (1 mg/kg)  
was inactive at all times. 

Since recent reports [8,12] indicate that noribogaine is 
an active metabolite of ibogaine, the experiments of Figs. 
1 and 2 were repeated using noribogaine. When noribo- 
gaine was administered 19 h earlier, ANOVA of MPE 
scores showed a significant main antinociceptive effect of 
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Fig. 2. Effects of ibogaine on morphine-induced antinociception (co-ad- 
ministration). Rats were tested for baseline nociception prior to receiving 
ibogaine (40 mg/kg ,  i.p.) and morphine (4 mg /kg ,  s.c., neck). Drugs 
were co-administered at time zero, and testing was repeated at the 
indicated times (rain, abscissa). Antinociceptive scores (% MPE, ordinate, 
mean+S.E.M.) are shown for each group. A two-factor repeated mea- 
sures (time) ANOVA showed significant main effects of morphine, 
(P  < 0.01) and ibogaine, (P  < 0.05). No significant morphine by ibo- 
gaine interactions were observed (P  = 0.12). 

noribogaine with no significant morphine by noribogaine 
interaction. This finding suggests the possibility that nori- 
bogaine alone induced an antinociceptive response that 
was additive with that of morphine (Fig. 4). Since baseline 
nociceptive scores were measured both before and after 
noribogaine administration (but both before morphine dos- 
ing), a separate ANOVA of these scores was also per- 
formed. These results found a significant (P  < 0.05) 3-way 
interaction (noribogaine by morphine by time), also sug- 
gestive of noribogaine-induced analgesia. However, no 
significant differences in post-noribogaine (pre-morphine) 
scores were found between any of the groups by subse- 
quent post-hoc testing, suggesting a borderline effect of 
noribogaine. When %MPE values were re-computed for 

30 
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Fig. 3. lbogaine dose-response curve for morphine-induced antinociception (co-administration). Rats were tested for baseline nociception prior to receiving 
ibogaine at variable doses (1 mg/kg ,  5 mg /kg ,  20 mg / kg ,  or 40 mg/kg ,  i.p.) or water vehicle. All rats were then dosed with morphine (4 mg/kg ,  s.c., 
neck). Drugs were co-administered at time zero, and testing was repeated at the indicated times (rain, abscissa). Antinociceptive scores (% MPE, ordinate, 
mean + S.E.M.) are shown for each group. A one-factor repeated measures (time) ANOVA showed a significant main effect of ibogaine (P  < 0.05). 
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Fig. 4. Modification of morphine-induced antinociception by noribogaine 
pretreatment (19 h). Rats were tested for baseline nociception prior to 
receiving noribogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) or water vehicle. Eighteen and 
one half h later, testing was repeated followed by administration of 
morphine sulfate (4 mg/kg, s.c., neck) or saline. Rats were retested at 
indicated times (min, abscissa). Antinociceptive scores (% MPE, ordinate, 
mean + S.E.M.) are shown for each group. A two-factor repeated mea- 
sures (time) ANOVA showed a significant main effect of morphine 
(P <0.01) and noribogaine (P <0.05). There was not a significant 
morphine by noribogaine interaction (P = 0.91). See text for a discussion 
of baseline scores. 

this experiment using pre-noribogaine baselines (versus 
post-noribogaine baselines used in Fig. 4) and re-analyzed 
by ANOVA, the main effect of  noribogaine was changed 
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Fig. 5. Effects of noribogaine on morphine-induced antinociception (co- 
administration). Rats were tested for baseline nociception prior to receiv- 
ing noribogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) and morphine (4 mg/kg, s.c., neck). 
Drugs were co-administered at time zero, and testing was repeated at the 
indicated times (min, abscissa). Antinociceptive scores (% MPE, ordinate, 
mean + S.E.M.) are shown for each group. A two-factor repeated mea- 
sures (time) ANOVA showed significant main effects of morphine (P < 
0.01) and noribogaine (P < 0.01). There was also a significant morphine 
by noribogaine interaction (P < 0.01). Asterisks (*) indicate significant 
differences for noribogaine-morphine vs. water-morphine treated rats at 
the same time (P < 0.05). 

from P = 0.04 to P = 0.09. Thus, when given 19 h earlier, 
noribogaine had only slight antinociceptive properties and 
minimal effects on morphine antinociception. 

Interestingly, co-administration of  noribogaine and mor- 
phine achieved higher levels of  antinociception as com- 
pared to the water-morphine group (Fig. 5). While the 
water-morphine group demonstrated a peak effect at 30 
min, the noribogaine-morphine treated group exhibited a 
sustained, near-maximal effect at 60-120  min, signifi- 
cantly different as compared with the respective control 
groups. A significant morphine by noribogaine interaction 
was seen (see ANOVA, Fig. 5), consistent with the ob- 
served effect. 

4. Discussion 

The present results are consistent with prior studies 
investigating the modification of  morphine antinociception 
by ibogaine [5,15]. Hence, when co-admininstered with 
morphine, ibogaine increased both the degree of  morphine 
antinociception achieved and the duration of  morphine 
action (Fig. 2). As similar results were obtained in mice 
[5,15], this ibogaine-morphine interaction appears to be 
independent of  species. However, there have been no 
previous studies that have examined the impact of  19 h 
pretreatment with ibogaine on morphine antinociception. 

Ibogaine has previously been shown to reduce other 
effects of  morphine. As mentioned, a 19-24 h ibogaine 
pretreatment decreased both morphine-induced locomotor 
stimulation [10] and morphine self-administration [9]. The 
present results show that, like ibogaine's action on mor- 
phine's stimulant effects, the 19 h ibogaine pretreatment 
reduces morphine antinociception (Fig. 1). Thus, opposing 
effects on morphine antinociception were observed after 
the same dose of  ibogaine was administered at different 
times. These two opposing actions are likely to be medi- 
ated by different mechanisms. 

In addition, the present study investigated the potential 
for noribogaine, an active metabolite of  ibogaine [8,12], to 
modify morphine antinociception. When co-administered 
with morphine, noribogaine simulated the results obtained 
with ibogaine-morphine co-administration. That is, both 
treatments increased morphine antinociception. Moreover, 
the degree to which noribogaine enhanced morphine 
antinociception was more pronounced than with the com- 
parable ibogaine treatment (Fig. 5 vs. Fig. 2). This result is 
consistent with (but does not prove) the hypothesis that 
noribogaine behaves as an active metabolite of  ibogaine. 
Furthermore, the variability associated with ibogaine ac- 
tion in different subjects might be explained by the reason- 
ing that different individuals could be capable of  forming 
variable degrees of  the active metabolite. The 19 h pre- 
treatment experiment with noribogaine showed only a 
slight (if any) enhancement of morphine antinociception. 
However, since the 19 h noribogaine pretreatment did not 
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reduce morphine antinociception, the protracted inhibitory 
effect of ibogaine remains unexplained. 

Several mechanisms could account for the ibogaine-in- 
duced modulation of  morphine antinociception, One possi- 
bility is that ibogaine could change brain levels of  mor- 
phine by a metabolic d rug-drug  interaction. For example, 
the former could inhibit the metabolism of  the latter, 
leading to an increase in blood and brain levels of mor- 
phine. However,  Glick and colleagues found that a 19 h 
pretreatment with ibogaine (40 m g / k g ,  the dose used 
presently) did not alter brain levels of morphine either 30 
min or 2 h after morphine treatment [6]. Thus, the ibo- 
gaine-induced inhibition of  morphine antinociception ob- 
served after a 19 h pretreatment cannot be explained by a 
metabolic d rug-d rug  interaction. However,  no experiments 
have examined the acute effects of ibogaine on brain 
morphine levels. Therefore, such a metabolic interaction 
might explain the ibogaine-induced potentiation of  mor- 
phine antinociception following co-administration. If so, 
noribogaine would be expected to induce a similar d r u g -  
drug interaction with morphine. 

Metabolic d rug-drug  interactions may not be the only 
mechanism for explaining the presently observed potentia- 
tion of morphine antinociception after co-administration of 
ibogaine and its metabolite. For example, both ibogaine 
and noribogaine may be acting by increasing extracellular 
serotonin levels [12]. 

Another possibility is that ibogaine could alter mor- 
phine receptor or effector interactions. The fact that ibo- 
gaine decreases both morphine antinociception and mor- 
phine-induced stimulant effects supports the possibility 
that ibogaine may modify morphine interactions at the mu 
receptor level [1]. Alternatively, inasmuch as both ibogaine 
and noribogaine have higher affinities lbr kappa than for 
mu opiate receptors [3,13], kappa agonist actions of ibo- 
gaine and noribogaine might modulate mu-mediated mor- 
phine responses (e.g., [7]). 

In summary, ibogaine enhances and inhibits morphine 
antinociception after acute ( 0 - 2  h) and delayed (19 h) 
administration, respectively. The active metabolite noribo- 
gaine may account for the acute effects of ibogaine action. 
Further studies are needed to determine the mechanism of 
ibogaine 's  delayed anti-opiate actions. 
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Summary-The presentstudyexaminesthe effectof priormorphineexposureon ibogaineantagonismof
morphine-induceddopaminerelease.FemaleSpragne-Dawleyratswerepretreatedoncea dayfor2 dayswith
morphine(20mgkg, i.p.)orsalineandgivena lowdoseofibogaine(10mg/kg,i.p.)orsaline5 hrafterthelast
morphineor salineinjection.Nineteenhourslater, rats (awakeand freelymoving)were challengedwith
morphine(5mg/kg,i.p.), and dopamineand its metabolizeswere monitoredin the striatumand nucleus
accumbensusingin vivo microdialysis.Neithersalinepretreatment,morphinepretreatment,noribogainealone
alteredmorphine-inducedincreasesin extracellulardopamineand dopaminemetabolizesin eitherstructure.
However,when morphinepretreatmentwas combinedwith ibogaine,the morphine-inducedelevationof
dopamine,butnotof metabolizes,wascompletelyblocked,Thesedatasuggestthatpriormorphineexposure
enhancesanopioidantagonistactionofibogaineondopaminergicsystemsandthatpriordrugexposuremaybe
a clinicallysignificantdeterminantof ibogaineefficacyand/orpotencyin the treatmentof opioidaddiction.
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Tabernanthe iboga is a shrubwhich grows exclusivelyin
Africa and whose roots contain ibogaine, an alkaloid
currently being investigated for potential use as a
pharmacotherapy for drug addiction. In humans, anec-
dotal reports indicate that a single dose of ibogaine may
produce extended relief (several months) from drug
dependency without inducing noticeable withdrawal
symptoms (Lotsof, 1985). In animal studies, ibogaine
has been shown to produce several prolonged effects on
opioid- and stimulant-induced behaviors (Cappendijk
and Dzoljic, 1993; Sershen et al., 1992;Maisonneuveet
al., 1992a) which appear to be consistent with anti-
addictive actions. Specifically,for opioids, these effects
include decreasing morphine self-administration(Glick
et al., 1991), inhibiting morphine-induced locomotor
activity (Maisonneuve et al., 1992b) and antagonizing
morphine-induceddopaminerelease (Maisonneuveet al.,
1991). Recently this laboratory reported that prior
morphine exposure enhances ibogaine antagonism of
morphine-induced locomotor activity (Pearl et al.,
1995b), suggesting that prior drug history influences
ibogaine efficacy and/or potency. Importantly, the

*Presentaddress:Departmentof Neuroscience,Universityof
Pittsburgh,Pittsburgh,PA 15260,U.S.A.

TTowhomcorrespondenceshouldbe addressed.

locomotor stimulant effects of morphine, as well as the
reinforcing effects, are thought to be mediated by
dopamine systems in the brain (Wise and Bozarth,
1987;Koob, 1992).Thus, using in vivo microdialysis,we
sought to determine if the enhancement of ibogaine
activity by prior morphine was correlated with an
increased inhibition of morphine-induced dopamine
release in the nucleus accumbens and striatum, where
the dopaminergicmesolimbicand nigrostriatalpathways
terminate, respectively.

METHODS

Naive female Sprague–Dawley rats (250-275 g, Ta-
conic, Germantown, NY, U.S.A.) under pentobarbital
anesthesia were stereotaxically implanted with guide
cannulas so that, when the probes were placed in the
guide cannulas, their tips would be in the striatum or in
the nucleus accumbens (coordinates (in mm): +0.50 AP
and f 2.90 L from Bregma, —7.10 VD from the skull
surface for striatum and +1.6 AP and ~ 1.0 L from
Bregma, –8.6 VD from the skull surface for nucleus
accumbens). Three to five days after surgery, drug
pretreatment injectionswith either morphine (20 mg/kg,
i.p.) or saline (1 ml/kg, i.p.) were begun. Five hours after
the second pretreatment injection, rats were given either
ibogaine (10 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline (1 ml/kg, i.p.).
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Approximately 1.5 hr after ibogaine or saline, micro-
dialysis probes (CMA 12; 3 mm for striatum and 2 mm
for nucleus accumbens) were inserted under sodium
brevital anesthesia. The dialysis probes were perfused
continuouslywith a solution containing 146 mM NaCl,
2.7 mM KC1,1.2 mM CaC12and 1.0 mM MgC12at a flow
rate of 1 pl/min.

Starting 17 hr after ibogaine or saline, dialysate
samples were collected in 20-min intervals over 2 pl
1.1 N HC104preservative,containing55 mg/1EDTA and
55 mg/1sodium bisulfite. Two hours later (i.e. 19 hours
after ibogaine or saline), rats were challenged with
morphine (5 mg/kg, i.p.) and another nine 20 min
samples were collected. The morphine challenge was
administered 19 hr after ibogaine, because this is a time
point at which ibogainehas largely been eliminatedfrom
the body (Hough et al., 1996), yet ibogaine has been
shown to antagonize both morphine-induced dopamine
release (Maisonneuveet al., 1991)and morphine-induced
locomotoractivation(Maisonneuveet al., 1992b;Pearl et
al., 1995b). The morphinepretreatment dose (20 mg/kg,
i.p.)was chosen because this dose produced a significant
enhancement of ibogaine antagonism of morphine-
induced locomotor activity in a previous study (Pearl et
al., 1995b).Followingcompletionof the experiment,rats
were killed by pentobarbital overdose, the brains were
removed and histological verification of probe place-
ments was performed.

Dialysate samples were analyzed by HPLC with
electrochemical detection. The HPLC system consisted
of a WISP autosampler(model 712), a Phase Separation
Sherisorb C-18 column (S3 ODS2; 10 cm x 4.6 mm), a
Waters pump (model 510) and a Waters detector (model
464). The mobile phase consisted of 6.9 @l sodium
monobasic phosphate, 495 mg/1 heptane sulfonic acid,
80 mg/1disodiumEDTA, 100 ml/1methanoland 200 mg/
1sodiumazide. The mobile phasewas adjustedto pH 3.7
and a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min was used to run samples.
Dopamine, and its metabolizes, 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-
acetic acid (DOPAC) and homovanilicacid (HVA), were
monitored. Chromatogramswere processed using Hew-
lett Packard Chem Station (3.02) software.

Ibogaine hydrochloride (RBI, Natick, MA, U.S.A.)
was dissolvedin sterilewater in a 10 mg/ml solutionand
morphine sulfate (Mallinkrodt, St. Louis, MI, U.S.A.)
was dissolvedin O.9’%Osterile salineat concentrationsof 5
and 20 mg/ml.

All animalsused in this studywere housedindividually
in a normal 12 hr light cycle (lightson at 7:00 a.m., lights
off at 7:00 p.m.) with water and food providedad libitum.
Temperature and humidity were carefully regulated by
the Animal Research Facility of Albany Medical College
and the use of these animals has been approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Female
rats were used for this study because they grow at a
slower rate than males do and are less likely to outgrow
intra-jugularcannulas used in self-administrationstudies
performedin this laboratory.In addition,female rats have

been used for many other studies in this laboratory and
were used presently so that results could be compared to
previous work involving ibogaine.Although the authors
acknowledgethat extracellulardopaminelevelsmay vary
in female rats during different stages of the estrous cycle
(Xiao and Becker, 1994), the estrous cycle of the rats
used in the present study was not examined. Since
different rats were used on a daily basis for this study, it
can be assumedthat the presentdata are representativeof
rats in every stage of the estrous cycle.

RESULTS

Since basal dialysate levels of dopamine, DOPAC and
HVA did not differ between groups (Table 1), data were
expressed and analyzed as percentage of baseline. In the
striatum and in the nucleus accumbens, ibogaine, at
a dose which itself did not produce any effects,
antagonized morphine-induced dopamine release when
combined with morphine pretreatment (Fig. 1). A
4-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated
measures (for pretreatment, treatment, nine times and
region) indicated that only the combinationof morphine
pretreatment with ibogaine antagonized morphine-
induced elevation of extracellular dopamine (pre-
treatmentx treatment: F(1,18) = 26.32, p c 0.0001) and
that the rise in extracellular dopamine differed over
time in the two regions (region x time: F(8,144) = 2.41,
p c 0.018). Subsequent 3-way ANOVA (pretreatment,
treatment and time) indicated that only morphine
pretreatment combined with ibogaine antagonized
the morphine-induced dopamine elevation both in
the striatum (pretreatmentx treatment F(1,18) = 7.92,
p c 0.011) and in the nucleus accumbens (pre-
treatmentx treatment F’(1,18)= 6.27, p < 0.022). Post
hoc analysis (LSD test) revealed that dopamine in the
MOR,IBO group differed from all other groups in the
striatum from 100 to 160 min and in the nucleus
accumbens from 80 to 120 min.

A 4-way ANOVA (pretreatment,treatment,nine times
and region) revealed that morphine-induced increase in
DOPAC and HVA (Fig. 2) varied over time, depending
on the region studied (DOPAC region x time:
F(8,136) = 10.06, p c 0.0001 and HVA region x time:

Table 1. Basaldialysatelevels(mean~SE) of dopamine,DOPAC
and HVAin the striatumand nucleusaccumbens.Reportedvalues

(n= 4-8) are in pmol/20pl

Group DOPAC Dopamine WA

Striatum
SAL,SAL 36.59k 7.36
MOR,SAL 45.71* 3.35
SAL,IBO 36.89t 10.02
MOR,IBO 45.07~ 9.18
N. accumbens
SAL,SAL 17.55~ 2.63
MOR,SAL 10.24~ 3.69
SAL,IBO 14.92~ 2.81
MOR,IBO 20.15f 7.02

0.0256~ 0.007
0.0172t 0.005
0.0244t 0.006
0.0232~ 0.006

0.0197+ 0.003
0.0247t 0.006
0.0180~ 0.003
0.0199~ 0.006

26.36~ 4.54
30.62~ 3.33
24.46k 3.59
27.38k 4.65

9.25t 1.69
5.65& 1.62
6.44~ 0.75
7.34& 2.05
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Fig. 1. Changes in dopamine in the striatum (STR, top panel) and nucleus accumbens (NAC, bottom panel)
followinga morphinechallenge (5 mg/kg, i.p. at time O).Rats receivedeither morphine(MOR, 20 mg/kg, i.p.) or
saline (SAL) pretreatmentonce a day for 2 days followedby ibogaine(IBO, 10 m@kg,i.p.) or saline 5 hrafterthe
lastpretreatment.Allratswerechallenged19hrafterIBOorSALwithmorphine.N =4-8 ratspergroup.Average

S.E.M.was20%in STRand23%in NAC.“p c 0.05 as compared to the SAL,SAL group.

F(8,192) = 14.80,p e 0.0001). Subsequent 3-way ANO-
VA (pretreatment, treatment and nine times) analysis
showed that morphine pretreatment alone enhanced the
percentage increase in metabolizes in the nucleus
accumbens (DOPAC pretreatmentx time: F(8,144) =
2.84, p < 0.01; HVA pretreatmentx time: F(8,192) =
2.34, p c 0.02) at several (40-100 min for DOPAC and
40-120 min for HVA) time points.

DISCUSSION

Previous work in this laboratory (Maisonneuveet al.,

1991)demonstratedthat ibogaine,40 mg/kg,antagonized
morphine-inducedincreases in dopamine in the nucleus
accumbens and striatum. In the present study, a lower
dose of ibogaine, i.e. 10 mg/kg, had no effect on
morphine-induced dopamine release; however, when
combined with morphine pretreatment, this dose of
ibogaine did block the effects of morphine on dopamine
release. Thus, morphine pretreatment appears to sig-
nificantlyenhance the efficacy of ibogaine to antagonize
morphine-inducedincreases in extracellulardopamine in
the nucleus accumbens and striatum. Ibogaine did not
prevent morphine-induced increases in extracellular
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Fig. 2. Changes in DOPAC (left panels) and HVA (right panels) in the striatum (STR, top panels) and nucleus
accumbens(NAC, bottom panels) following a morphinechallenge (5 mg/kg, i.p. at time O).Rats received either
morphine (MOR, 20 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline (SAL) pretreatmentonce a day for 2 days followed by ibogaine (IBO,
10mg/kg, i.p.) or saline 5 hr after the last pretreatment. All rats were challenged 19 hr after IBO or SAL with
morphine.N = 4-8 rats per group.AverageSEMwas 7 and 9% for DOPACand 6 and 8% for HVAin the STR and

NAC, respectively.

DOPAC or HVA in the same brain regions, even when
combinedwith prior morphinepretreatmentin this study,
or when administeredat higher doses in a previousstudy
(Maisonneuveet al., 1991).

In the present study DOPAC and HVA in morphine-
pretreatedrats exhibiteda largerpercentageincreasethan
salinepretreatedrats in the nucleusaccumbens,but not in
the striatum. Although this result was unexpected, it is
not entirely without precedence. It has been shown, for
instance, that chronic morphine exposurewill potentate
morphine-induced dopamine release in the nucleus
accumbens, while decreasing basal dopamine levels
(Acquas and Di Chiara, 1992; Spanagel et al., 1993).A
potentiation of dopamine release could lead to elevated
metabolizelevels, explainingour findingsin the nucleus
accumbens.However, in the present study the morphine
pretreatment was less than that in the cited studies;
20 mg/kg once a day for 2 days in our experiment
compared to increasing dosages (10-140 mg/kg) twice a
day over 10-14 days in the aformentioned studies.
Furthermore, our dosing regimen did not produce with-
drawal symptoms and both basal and morphine-induced
dopamine levels in morphine-pretreated rats receiving
saline treatmentwere the same as in salinepretreatedrats
receiving saline treatment. These data suggest that our
morphine dosing regimen did not produce effects
typically seen with chronic morphine administration

and, thus, the reason for the present metabolizeresults is
unclear.

There are several ways in which prior morphine
exposurecould enhance the ability of ibogaine to inhibit
morphine-induced dopamine release. For instance,
although the mechanism of action of ibogaine has yet
to be definitivelydetermined,ibogainehas been shownto
have affinity for the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor complex (Ki= 1–10 ,uM; Sweetnam et al.,
1995;Popik et al., 1994;Mash et al., 1995a).In addition,
ibogainehas been shown to produce a voltage-dependent
block of NMDA receptors and to prevent glutamate-
induced cell death (Popik et al., 1995).Thus, it has been
suggested that ibogaine produces its anti-addictive
actions partially via this receptor (Sweetnam et al.,
1995; Popik et al., 1995). Pharmacologicalstudies have
shownthat NMDA antagonistsproduceeffects which are
consistent with those seen with ibogaine and which
appear to antagonize the actions of drugs of abuse. For
instance, both ibogaine and NMDA antagonists have
been shown to inhibit morphine-induced locomotor
stimulation (Pulvirenti et al., 1991, 1994; Maisonneuve
et al., 1992b), attenuate signs of opioid withdrawal
(Trujillo and Akil, 1991; Glick et al., 1992) and alter
cocaine self-administration (Pulvirenti et al., 1992;
Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1993; Glick et al., 1994).
Importantly, ibogaine and NMDA antagonists also
produce similar effects on dopaminergic systems,
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including acutely decreasing striatal dopamine (Whitton
et al., 1992; Maisonneuve et al., 1991) and increasing
dopamine in the prefrontal cortex (Hondo et al., 1994;
Maisonneuveet al., 1991). If, indeed, ibogaineproduces
some of its anti-addictiveeffects by acting as an NMDA
antagonist, then the question remains of how prior
morphine enhances this activity. An explanation may
reside in recent studies which show that chronic
morphine exposure (morphine pellets) down-regulates
NMDA receptors in rats (Bhargava et al., 1995). We
might hypothesize,then, that ibogaineacts as an NMDA
antagonist, and that prior morphine exposure, even at
subchronic doses, complements this effect by down-
regulating NMDA receptors (which could decrease the
overall glutamate influenceas well).

Another possibility to explain why prior morphine
exposure enhances ibogaine activity could involve
ibogaine’sreported affinityfor the kappa opioid receptor
(Ki= 24 pM; Pearl et al., 1995a; Deecher et al., 1992;
Repke et al., 1994). Ibogaine produces several effects
similar to those previously reported for kappa agonists,
such as decreasing morphine-inducedlocomotoractivity
(Maisonneuve et al., 1992b; Kunihara et al., 1993) and
reducing dopamine levels in the striatum (Maisonneuve
et al., 1991;Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988).As proposed
earlier by this laboratory (see Pearl et al., 1995b),prior
morphine (mu) exposure may enhance the subsequent
kappa activity of ibogaine. In support of this hypothesis
there is evidence that chronic morphine exposure alters
the agonist activity of kappa agonists(Craft and Dykstra,
1990), results in up-regulationof kappa opioid receptors
(Gulati and Bhargava, 1988;morphine pellets used) and
increases levels of endogeneouskappa agonists (dynor-
phins) in various brain regions (Rattan et al., 1992;
morphine pellets used).

The anti-addictiveeffectsof ibogainemay be a product
of both its kappa opioid and NMDA activity, both of
which could influence dopaminergic systems. Interest-
ingly, it has been shown that kappa opioids interact with
the glutamatergic system. Specifically, kappa agonists
have been shown to inhibit stimulated (potassiumand 4-
aminopyridine)glutamate release (Gannon and Terrian,
1991; Maneuf et al., 1995;Hill and Brotchie, 1995)and
to decreaseexcitatorytransmission(Wagneret al., 1992).
We may thus hypothesize that ibogaine produces its
effects by inhibiting glutamatergic activity by acting as
both a direct NMDA antagonist and as a kappa agonist.
Prior morphine exposure could enhance ibogaine by
elevating kappa agonist activity, decreasing NMDA
receptor activity, or both.

It has not yet been determined whether the actions of
ibogaine are due to ibogaine itself, to a metabolizeof
ibogainesuch as noribogaine(12-hydroxyibogamine),or
to both ibogaineand its metabolize. Our laboratoryhas
demonstrated, however, that noribogaine antagonism of
morphine-inducedlocomotoractivityis also enhancedby
prior morphine exposure (unpublished observations).
Furthermore, noribogaine has been detected in the

plasma of human subjects following ibogaine adminis-
tration (Mash et al., 1995b) and has been shown to also
have affinityfor both the NMDA receptor (IC50= 30 PM;
Mash et al., 1995a) and the kappa opioid receptor
(Ki= 1 PM; Pearl et al., 1995a).Noribogainehas recently
been shown to have pharmacologicalpropertiesmimick-
ing thoseof ibogaine,includingdecreasingmorphineand
cocaine self-administration,reducing morphine-induced
locomotoractivity, and decreasingextracellularlevels of
dopamine in the nucleus accumbens and striatum (Glick
et al., 1996).

Interestingly,a recent report has shown that ibogaine
activity is also enhancedby prior amphetamineexposure
(Blackburnand Szumlinski,1995).This suggeststhat the
results of the present study may apply to other classes of
abusedsubstances,such as stimulants,and that prior drug
exposure may be an important factor in influencing
ibogaine’s effectiveness in treating drug addiction.
Further investigations of the effects of prior drug
exposure on ibogaine efficacy and/or potency should
characterize the extent of this phenomenon.
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Abstmct. The distribution of the putative anti-addictive substance ibogaine was measured in 

plasma, brain, kidney, liver and fat after ip and SC administration in rats. One hr after ip dosing (40 
mg/kg), drug levels ranged from 106 &ml (plasma) to 11,308 rig/g (fat), with significantly higher 
values abler SC administration of the same dose. Drug levels were lo-20 fold lower 12 hr after the 

same dose. These results suggest that: 1) ibogaine is subject to a substantial “first pass” effect after 
ip dosing, demonstrated by higher drug levels following the SC route, 2) ibogaine shows a large 

accumulation in adipose tissue, consistent with its lipophilic nature, and 3) persistence of the drug in 

fat may contribute to a long duration of action. 

Key ~orord~: ibogaine, routes of administration, pharmacokinetics, addiction 

Introduction 

The indole alkaloid ibogaine is currently being investigated as a potential anti-addictive substance 

(U.S. patents 4,499,096 and 4,587,243; H. Lotsof). Despite the possibility that this compound may 
be capable of reducing or abolishing the self-administration of opiates (l), alcohol (2) and cocaine 
(3), very little information is available on the absorption, distribution, metabolism or excretion of 

this agent. An intriguing finding with ibogaine is its prolonged duration of action, with many effects 
on behavioral and neurochemical endpoints demonstrated one or more days later after 
administration (e.g. 1,4). Presently it is not known whether these prolonged effects are due to 

persistence of the drug in tissues, or due to other factors, such as an active metabolite (5). We 
recently described the development of a sensitive anh specific analytical chemical method utilizing 
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for measuring ibogaine in biological samples (6). 

Presently, we have applied this method and report ‘preliminary studies on the distribution of 
ibogaine in tissues and plasma of rats. 

Methods 

Female Sprague-Dawley rats (250-300 g, Charles River, Kingston, NY), were housed individually 

Corresponding author: Stanley D. Glick, Dept. Pharmacology and Neuroscience, Albany Medical 
College A-l 36, Albany, NY I2208 
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under normal laboratory conditions with food and water ad lib. All animal procedures were 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Albany Medical College. 
Ibogaine hydrochloride (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in distilled water at 10 

mg/ml by sonication and gentle heating in warm water. Animals received ibogaine hydrochloride 

(40 mg/kg, 4 ml/kg, ip or SC) and wer? sacrificed 1 or 12 hr later by decapitation. Tissues were 

removed immediately and homogenized in 5 volumes of ice cold 0.4 N perchloric acid and the 

homogenate was centritiged (20,000 g for 20 min). Subcutaneous fat was dissected from the 

dorsal upper body. Trunk blood was collected into a beaker previously rinsed with 500 USP units 
of heparin. The blood was transferred to a IO ml Vacutainer tube (#6430, Becton Dickson and Co., 
Rutherford, NJ) containing 100 ml (143 USP units) of heparin and centrifuged (2,500 rpm for 10 
min). The plasma was removed, acidified with an equal volume of 0.8 N perchloric acid, and mixed 

by hand shaking. Acidified plasma samples were kept on ice at least 30 min and then centrifbged 
(1,200 g for 5 min). One ml aliquots of supernatant fractions were mixed with internal standard (O- 

[CQ]-ibogaine, 250 ng, synthesized as previously described, 6) and assayed for ibogaine exactly as 
previously described (6). Briefly, the method consists of organic extraction, derivatization with 
trifluoroacetic anhydride, and detection by combined gas chromatography-mass spectrometry in 

selected ion mode. The method yielded a detection limit of approximately 5 rig/ml, with a 
coeflicient of variation of 2 - 4 %. Standard curves were constructed by the addition of varying 
amounts of ibogaine (20 to 400 ng) and internal standard (250 ng) to plasma and tissue 
homogenates from untreated animals. The standard curves obtained from the analysis of blank 
perchloric acid, tissue homogenates or plasma were indistinguishable. Except for the dose of 

ibogaine administered to animals (which is specified as amounts of hydrochloride salt), all units of 
ibogaine are given as the free base. Data were analyzed by a 3-factor (tissue, route, time) analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) and Neuman-Keuls post-hoc comparisons. 

Results 

lbogaine levels from plasma, brain, kidney, liver and fat are shown 1 and 12 hr after ip or SC 
administration (Fig. 1). ANOVA revealed highly significant (P < 0.001) differences in drug levels 

from different tissues, after different routes of administration and at different times. Two 

interaction terms were also significant in the ANOVA (tissue X time and injection X time, P < 
0.05). One hr after ip administration, an exceptionally large accumulation of ibogaine in adipose 

tissue was evident. Drug levels in fat were 11,308 rig/g? over IOO-fold greater than plasma levels 

(106 rig/g). Drug levels in the other tissues were intermediate. Brain levels were also significantly 
elevated (about 30-fold) as compared with plasma. In nearly all samples, ibogaine levels after SC 

dosing were substantially greater than comparable values after ip administration. Twelve hr after 

drug administration, plasma and tissue levels were IO-20 fold lower as compared with 1 hr. A 
significant accumulation of drug was still evident in fat after SC dosing, however. 

Discussion 

The present results demonstrate a widespread distribution of ibogaine throughout the body. 

Particularly noteworthy are the high concentrations of drug in brain and fat. The IOO-fold 
concentration of drug in fat is consistent with the highly lipophilic nature of ibogaine (Zetler et al. 

(7) reported a heptane/water partition coefficient of 28 for ibogaine). Levels in brain were 

approximately IO-20 PM (ip-sc, respectively) at one hour and dropped to 0.2-0.8 PM at 12 hours. 
Levels in fat were 40-50 pM at one hour, but were still 2-5 pM 12 hours later. The affmities of 

ibogaine for kappa opioid (8) and NMDA (9) receptors, as well as for the serotonin transporter (5), 

are approximately 1-2 PM. Thus, while the acute effects (less than 12 hours) of ibogaine may be 
attributable to the actions of ibogaine itself in the brain, prolonged effects (one or more days) are 
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Distribulion of ibogainc in rat (issues. Animals rcccivcd ilqainc (40 mg/kg), adnrinislcred SC 

(open bars) or ip (solid bars) and were decapitated either 1 hr (lop) or 12 hr (bottom) later. Ibogaine 
levels (ordinare. q/g or ng/nd. mean f S.E.M. n = 6-2 I), measured by gas chromalography-mass 
spectromctry, are shown for lhe tissues identified (abscissa). ANOVA showed that sc dosing 

yielded significantly higher drnp, levels when compared wilh ip dosing. “Significantly (P < 0.01) 
different from plasma values at the same time by the same route. bSigni6canlly different from 
brain, kidney and liver values at the same lime by the same route. 

more likely to be attributable to a persisting metabolite (5). However, adipose tissue may serve as a 
reservoir of ibogaine, providing for its release and metabolism over a long time period 

The present study compared the SC and ip routes of administration in attempt to assess the 
possible significance of hepatic extraction after ip dosjng. It was also of interest to compare these 
routes because of the suggestion that ibogaine metabolites (e.g., noribogaine) might account for 

some of the drug’s activity (5). The present results show considerably higher drug levels in most 
tissues after SC administration, suggesting the importance of hepatic extraction of drug after ip 
dosing. This result is particularly interesting in view of a recent report that ip- and orally- 

administered ibogaine depresses alcohol self-administration whereas SC-administered ibogaine has 
no such effect (2). 
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Although the present results do not constitute a comprehensive pharmacokinetic analysis, 
they do suggest that a large proportion of the drug has been removed from the body within the first 
12 hr after dosing. However, adipo;e tissue remains as a likely drug reservoir, and could account 
for low, sustained levels of drug in the body for long time periods. Consistent with this, ongoing 

pharmacokinetic studies of iv iboghine suggest a multi-compartmental elimination model 
(unpublished observations). 
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Abstract

The neural basis of ibogaine’s effects on drug-related behaviours is unclear. One possibility is that ibogaine interferes with the
shared capacity of many addictive agents to stimulate brain dopamine activity, but reports of ibogaine effects on dopamine
activity have been inconsistent. Our study suggests such inconsistencies may result from variations in prior drug exposure. If
ibogaine blocks dopamine activity, then it should, like dopamine blockers, decrease preference for natural rewards such as sweet
solutions. However, 40 mg/kg ibogaine i.p. did not decrease preference for a glucose+saccharin solution when it was
administered to male Long Evans rats 24 h prior to test in Experiment 1. Nor did ibogaine attenuate conditioned preference for
a neutral flavour previously paired with sweet taste in Experiment 2. In Experiment 3, effects of 40 mg/kg ibogaine on
amphetamine-induced locomotion were investigated in drug-naive and drug-experienced (four prior doses of 1.5 mg/kg am-
phetamine) rats. Locomotion was significantly lower in those ibogaine-treated rats that had previously been exposed to
amphetamine than in those that had not. Thus, ibogaine may serve to decrease induced levels of dopamine activity in
drug-experienced animals or humans from elevated, sensitized levels back to baseline levels. This could lead to a reduction of
sensitized levels of drug craving in addiction. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.

Keywords: Rat; Ibogaine; Amphetamine; Reward; Incentive; Motivation; Sensitization; Dopamine

1. Introduction

Ibogaine is an indolalkylamine that is purported to
be efficacious in the treatment of addiction to stimu-
lants, opiates, nicotine, and alcohol. Even a few doses
of ibogaine have been reported to reduce withdrawal
symptoms and to facilitate drug abstinence for periods
of weeks or months [31–34,46,58]. This clinical claim is
supported by findings from studies with rodents that
ibogaine can decrease self-administration of stimulants
[5,17,57] opiates [17,18], and alcohol [29,47]. The
present study analyzes the actions of ibogaine within

the framework of a contemporary incentive-motivation
perspective of drug self-administration and addiction.

It has been suggested that most addictive agents act
directly or indirectly on a common neural circuit that
naturally subserves appetitive or incentive-based be-
haviours [62]. The major candidate as a common neural
circuit for incentive-based behaviours is the dopamine
projection ascending from the ventral mesencephalon to
the telencephalon, particularly the mesolimbic projec-
tion originating in the ventral tegmental area and termi-
nating in a variety of limbic targets including the
nucleus accumbens [15,26,39]. Disruption of the activity
of this system, through lesions, peripheral administra-
tion of dopamine antagonists, or local injection of
dopamine antagonists to the nucleus accumbens, leads
to decreases in self-administration of stimulants and

* Corresponding author. Present address: Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4J1, Canada. Tel.: +1 902 4229629; fax:
+1 902 4946585; e-mail: jrblackb@is2.dal.ca
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opiates [68]. However, because of its ubiquitous contri-
bution to behaviour, disruption of mesotelencephalic
dopamine activity does not merely dampen pathologi-
cal drug-taking behaviour, it also disrupts aspects of
feeding, sexual behaviour, avoidance, and a broad spec-
trum of other behaviours [4,48,54]. These deficits have
been attributed to a general disruption of incentive
motivation. Ibogaine could decrease intake of addictive
substances by animals and humans through a disrup-
tion of incentive motivation, but in doing so it would
disrupt behaviours involving natural incentives as well
as drugs. Obviously, any agent indiscriminately decreas-
ing adaptive as well as self-injurious behaviours would
be of limited utility as anti-addictive agent. Thus, in
Experiments 1 and 2 we explore the impact of ibogaine
on incentive motivation in a setting unrelated to drug
taking or reward.

Complementary to the suppression of incentive moti-
vation mechanisms by disruption of dopamine neuro-
transmission is the potentiation of incentive motivation
by enhancement of dopamine activity. The primary
neurochemical effect of stimulant drugs such as am-
phetamine and cocaine appears to be an enhancement
of dopaminergic neurotransmission [28,67]. This effect
is shared by other drugs, including opiates, ethanol,
and nicotine [2,12]. In turn, this enhanced dopamine
activity increases the probability and vigour of many
responses including locomotion [24]. This effect has
been attributed to an enhancement in the response-elic-
iting capacity, or incentive value, of environmental
stimuli [21,63]. The enhancement of dopamine-related
behaviours by stimulants and other drugs generally
increases with repeated drug administration, an effect
known as reverse tolerance or sensitization [64].
Robinson and Berridge [52] have recently proposed a
theory of drug addiction in which sensitization plays a
key role. They propose that the incentive salience of
cues related to drug-taking are related to neurotrans-
mission in mesotelencephalic dopamine pathways and
that, as the activity of those pathways is increased by
repeated administration of the addictive drugs, the in-
centive salience of the cues is similarly sensitized. As a
result, hyperresponsiveness to drug-related cues is man-
ifested as an intense or irresistible drug craving. Thus,
according to the theory of Robinson and Berridge, if
ibogaine could decrease activity in sensitized dopamine
pathways, it should alleviate addictive drug craving. In
Experiment 3 we determine if ibogaine’s effects differ as
a function of amphetamine pretreatment.

2. Experiment 1

The intake of sweet solutions by minimally deprived
rats is a prototypical example of a behaviour based on
incentive motivation. In the absence of any substantial

deficit signal, rats will consume large quantities of sweet
solutions, apparently for the simple reason that they
taste good [60]. Consistent with the notion that inhibi-
tion of dopamine systems disrupts behaviours based on
incentive motivation, intake [40,69] and sham intake
[16,66] of sweet solutions is exquisitely sensitive to the
effects of dopamine receptor antagonists [4,61]. If ibo-
gaine decreases self-administration of various drugs by
globally disrupting incentive motivation, then it should
decrease intake of sweet solutions at those doses that
have been reported to decrease drug consumption. A
similar hypothesis can be derived from a neurochemical
perspective: if ibogaine exerts its behavioural effects by
interfering with dopaminergic neurotransmission then,
like dopamine antagonists, it should decrease intake of
a palatable sweet solution.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Subjects
Sixteen male Long Evans rats, (280–345 g), bred in

the McMaster colony, were housed in individual sus-
pended wire cages in a room on a reversed light/dark
cycle (lights off: 10:00; lights on: 22:00). Rats had free
access to a standard lab diet and water except for a
daily 3 h deprivation period (14:30–17:30) preceding
sweet solution exposure or testing. All sweet solution
exposures and testing occurred during lights out, begin-
ning at approximately 17:30.

2.1.2. Materials
A palatable sweet solution was prepared by dissolv-

ing 2.5 g D-glucose (BDH, Toronto) and 0.25 g saccha-
rin (ICN Biomedicals, St. Laurent, Quebec) per 100 ml
distilled water. Ibogaine HCI (NIDA), was dissolved in
distilled water and administered intraperitoneally (i.p.)
at a concentration of 10 mg/ml. A dose of 40 mg/kg
was used as this dose has been found to reliably de-
crease self-administration of cocaine and morphine in
rats [5,17,18]. Injections were i.p. as subcutaneous injec-
tions of ibogaine have been found to be ineffective in
suppressing intake of alcohol by rats [29].

2.1.3. Procedure
Rats were deprived of food and water daily for 3 h

prior to each sweet solution exposure trial. All rats were
presented with a stoppered 50 ml drinking tube con-
taining the sweet solution and allowed to drink for 20
min after which time the drinking tube was removed.
Food and water were returned 1 h following sweet
solution exposure. Exposure to the sweet solution oc-
curred on four consecutive days. One rat failed to
demonstrate a preference for the sweet solution and
was dropped from the experiment. Rats were injected
with 40 mg/kg ibogaine (n=7) or distilled water vehicle
(n=8) the day after the last pre-exposure to the sweet
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solution (a pilot study had indicated that a taste aver-
sion was conditioned if ibogaine was injected immedi-
ately following exposure to a flavour). The drug was
injected a day prior to behavioural testing because: (1)
doses of 40 mg/kg have been reported to decrease
cocaine and opiate self-administration when injected a
day prior to testing; (2) this dose of ibogaine induces
transient tremors that might interfere with ingestion,
but these tremors typically subside within a few hours
of injection; and (3) if ibogaine is to have any utility as
an anti-addictive agent the time course of its effect must
extend beyond the immediate post-injection period.

After, 22 h, the ibogaine injection, 3 h after food and
water deprivation, rats were simultaneously presented
with two identical 50 ml drinking tubes, one containing
the sweet solution, the other containing distilled water.
Intake was recorded at the end of 20 min. Food and
water were returned 1 h following the test. Additional
preference tests were conducted 2 and 7 days after
ibogaine injection.

2.1.4. Data analysis
Taste preference was calculated as percentage of

sweet intake relative to total intake for each of the 3
test days. Taste preferences were analyzed using a two-
way (dose X day) analysis of variance (ANOVA). All
analyses were conducted using STATISTICA (StatSoft)
on a PC-type computer.

2.2. Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 1, ibogaine had no effect on intake
of the sweet solution on any of the test days. The
ANOVA indicated no main effect of drug (FB1), no
main effect of day (F2, 34=2.30, n.s.), and no drug by

day interaction (F4, 34=1.15, n.s.). In fact, preference
for the sweet solution was 5% higher for the ibogaine
treated rats on the first test day. Thus, the results of the
experiment do not support the hypothesis that ibogaine
indiscriminately disrupts incentive motivation. This is
consistent with Sheppard’s [58] report that some opiate
addicts treated with ibogaine still displayed consider-
able interest in sexual behaviour and/or cannabis intake
in the initial post-ibogaine period, despite profound
decreases in their desire to take opiates.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated that the incentive value
of a primary reinforcer is not diminished by 40 mg/kg
ibogaine. However, the use of a primary reinforcer may
not be entirely apt in an effort to model the effects of
ibogaine on drug taking behaviour by addicts, whose
behaviour is often controlled by secondary, as well as
by primary, reinforcers [7,52]. Perhaps ibogaine could
relieve addiction by disrupting the incentive value of
secondary reinforcers, even if it does not interfere with
the primary reinforcing value of stimuli such as sweet
solutions. Such an effect could also be related to altered
dopamine activity, as dopamine systems are activated
by stimuli associated with primary reinforcers
[3,30,43,45] and disruption of dopamine systems inter-
feres with responses to those stimuli [1,3,4,14,44,49].
Thus, in Experiment 2 we examined the effect of ibo-
gaine on responses to a stimulus (a grape or cherry
flavour) that had little or no primary incentive value
but which acquired secondary incentive value through
pairings with a primary reinforcer (sweet taste).

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Subjects
Twenty four male Long Evans rats, (250–350 g)

from the McMaster colony were housed and fed as
described for Experiment 1.

3.1.2. Materials
As in Experiment 1, a 2.5% glucose +0.25% solution

was used as the sweet solution. The sweet solution and
distilled water were then flavoured, in a counterbal-
anced fashion, using grape and cherry Kool-Aid (5
mg/l; Kraft General Foods Canada). Ibogaine hy-
drochloride (Sigma Chemical, St., Louis, MO) was
dissolved in distilled water.

3.1.3. Procedure
On each conditioning day, following 3 h of food and

water deprivation, every rat was presented with one of
the two test solutions (e.g. sweet cherry liquid or
unsweetened grape liquid). Exposure to the sweetened

Fig. 1. Preference for the sweetened solution expressed as a percent-
age of total intake during the 20 min two bottle tests. �: vehicle
(n=8). �: 40 mg/kg ibogaine (n=7).
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Fig. 2. Preference for the flavour previously paired with sweet ex-
pressed as a percentage oftotal intake during the 20 min two bottle
tests. �: vehicle (n=12). �: 40 mg/kg ibogaine (n=12).

by day interaction (F2, 44=2.50, n.s.). In fact, there
was a nonsignificant trend towards enhanced prefer-
ence on the first test following ibogaine administra-
tion. Thus, ibogaine did not interfere with the
expression of responses to secondary incentive stimuli.

4. Experiment 3

Based on the results of the previous experiments, it
appears unlikely that ibogaine decreases drug intake
by producing a general decrease in incentive motiva-
tion. It might be argued that drugs are unlike natural
reinforcers, but there is little support for this hypoth-
esis in research on the neural basis of reinforcement.
An alternative explanation is that ibogaine is less ef-
fective in suppressing sweet-related behaviours than in
suppressing drug intake because the brains of subjects
that have been self-administering drugs have been al-
tered by chronic exposure to the drugs. Stimulants
[27,51] and other drugs [8,9,25,59] produce be-
havioural sensitization; these behavioural effects must
involve substantial long-term changes in synaptic effi-
ciency. Further, it has been proposed that these
changes lie at the very core of drug addiction [52].
Any agent that could negate or reverse the effects of
sensitization would, by this theory, have the capacity
to alleviate drug addiction.

The effects of ibogaine on drug-induced locomotion
and dopamine activity have been examined with in-
consistent results, perhaps because of differences in
pretest drug exposure. Studies which have examined
the effect of injecting ibogaine the day prior to test in
naive rodents have generally found increases in stimu-
lant-induced locomotion or dopamine activity
[19,35,37,56] but decreased cocaine-induced locomo-
tion was reported in a study with mice that had re-
ceived several preinjections of cocaine [55]. Similarly,
ibogaine induced decreases in morphine-induced loco-
motion [36,38] are larger in animals chronically pre-
treated with morphine [23,42]. It is also worth noting
that the consistent ability of ibogaine to reduce ro-
dent self-administration of stimulants, alcohol, and
opiates has necessarily been demonstrated exclusively
in drug-experienced animals. The present experiment
examines the effect of prior ibogaine-administration
on amphetamine-induced locomotion in both am-
phetamine-naive and amphetamine-pretreated rats.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Subjects
Thirty two male Long Evans rats, (250–300 g)

from the McMaster colony were housed as described
for Experiment 1. Food was available ad lib at all
times except during testing.

and unsweetened solutions varied across the 16 condi-
tioning days in a quasi-random manner so that each
rat had eight exposures to each. On the day following
the final exposure to the conditioning solutions the
rats were injected i.p. with 40 mg/kg ibogaine or with
distilled water (n=12 in each condition). After 24 h,
following 3 h of food and water deprivation, each rat
was presented simultaneously with two identical
drinking tubes containing grape and cherry flavoured
solutions. Both solutions were sweetened on test day
to ensure that there was sufficient intake to permit
reliable analysis of preference. Additional preference
tests occurred 2 and 7 days after ibogaine administra-
tion.

3.1.4. Data analysis
Taste preference was calculated as percentage in-

take of the previously sweetened flavour relative to
total intake for each of the 3 test days. Taste prefer-
ences were analyzed using a two-way (dose X day)
ANOVA as in Experiment 1.

3.2. Results and discussion

Rats receiving control injections displayed a prefer-
ence for the flavour that had previously been paired
with sweet, with intake of the sweet-paired taste ac-
counting for about 70% of intake on the first test day
(Fig. 2). The ANOVA revealed that there was a main
effect of day (F2, 44=4.90, PB0.02), as preference for
the previously sweetened taste extinguished with re-
peated preference testing between the equally-sweet
test solutions. Preference was not affected by ibogaine
as there was no main effect of drug (FB1) or drug
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4.1.2. Materials
Amphetamine (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) was

dissolved in 0.9% saline at a concentration of 1.5 mg/ml
and a volume of 1.0 ml/kg was injected i.p. Ibogaine
HCl (Research Biochemicals, Nattick, MA) and was
dissolved in distilled water to a concentration of 8
mg/ml and injected at a volume of 5 ml/kg. A 1.0 m2

open field constructed of plywood was painted black
and sectioned into 10 cm2 squares with white dividing
lines. Locomotion sessions were recorded on videotape
using a Panasonic WV BL200 video camera.

4.1.3. Procedure
Rats were randomly assigned to four groups (n=8

per group). Rats of two of these groups received injec-
tions of amphetamine (1.5 mg/kg) every other day for a
total of four injections; rats of the other two groups
received injections of saline vehicle. Rats were trans-
ported to the test room for all injections. They were
injected with amphetamine and returned to their home
cages; after 1 h they were returned to the colony. On
each of two noninjection days the rats were placed in
the open field for 15 min in order to reduce novelty
effects. The injection regimen was followed by a 5-day
withdrawal period as the expression of behavioural
sensitization is more robust if time is allowed after the
final injection [51]. On the 6th day, rats of one am-
phetamine-pretreated group and one saline-pretreated
group were injected with 40 mg/kg ibogaine, while rats
of the other two groups were injected with an equiva-
lent volume of distilled water. On the test day, 22 h
after injection of ibogaine, all rats were transported to
the experimental room and given a challenge injection
of amphetamine (1.5 mg/kg) i.p. 10 min prior to being
placed in the open field. Locomotor activity was
videotaped for 30 min. Videotaped locomotion was
subsequently scored by determining the number of
times both front paws crossed a line on the grid in the
activity box by an observer unaware of the drug treat-
ment (ibogaine or saline) of the rats.

4.1.4. Statistical analysis
Rats’ locomotor activity was analyzed using a two-

way (amphetamine pretreatment X ibogaine treatment)
ANOVA. A least significant differences (LSD) test was
used for post-hoc analyses. All statistical tests were
conducted using STATISTICA.

4.2. Results and discussion

Ibogaine (40 mg/kg) differentially affected am-
phetamine-induced locomotor behaviour in am-
phetamine-pretreated and amphetamine-naive rats. The
ANOVA revealed a significant interaction of am-
phetamine pretreatment and ibogaine treatment
(F1, 28=6.04, PB0.02). No significant main effects of

amphetamine pretreatment or ibogaine treatment were
observed (FB1). The LSD post-hoc test indicated a
significant difference between the two ibogaine groups
(PB0.05). That is, the amount of amphetamine-in-
duced locomotion observed following ibogaine adminis-
tration was lower in those rats pretreated with
amphetamine than in those rats not exposed to am-
phetamine prior to the locomotion test (Fig. 3).

The results of this study are consistent with previous
studies that have demonstrated that ibogaine adminis-
tration (40 mg/kg) decreases drug-induced horizontal
locomotor activity when administered following re-
peated drug pretreatment [23,42,55,56]. However, it is
not possible to conclude that the differential effects of
ibogaine were due to a reversal of amphetamine sensi-
tization as there was no statistical evidence of sensitiza-
tion following amphetamine pretreatment in this study.

The dose of ibogaine that was used in this experiment
was the same as that used in the previous two experi-
ments; in each case the ibogaine was injected approxi-
mately 1 day prior to behavioural testing. Other time
intervals or doses might have had effects in Experi-
ments 1 or 2. The half-life of ibogaine in rodents is 1 h
[11,70], however it is effects on drug self-administration
can be observed for days following administration of a
single dose, presumably due to the formation of an
active metabolite [10,36], possibly noribogaine [41].
Given that the dosing regime selected for this study has
previously been found consistently to decrease drug
self-administration by rodents, this study establishes
that there is a dissociation between the effects on
amphetamine-induced locomotion in drug experienced

Fig. 3. Total locomotion during the open field test. Cross hatched
bars: vehicle. Filled bars: 40 mg/kg ibogaine. Naive: No exposure to
amphetamine before test day. PreTr: Pretreated with amphetamine.
(n=8 per group). The ibogaine group that received amphetamine
pretreatment locomoted significantly less than the ibogaine group
that received no amphetamine pretreatment.
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rats and its effects on primary and secondary taste
rewards.

5. General discussion

Ibogaine has been reported to reduce drug craving in
humans [31–34,58] and drug selfadministration in both
humans [31–34] and laboratory animals [5,17,18,29,47]
The purpose of this study was to investigate the actions
of ibogaine within the framework of a contemporary
incentive-motivation perspective on drug self-adminis-
tration and addiction. Using prototypical examples of
behaviours based on incentive motivation, it was
demonstrated that ibogaine did not attenuate an uncon-
ditioned preference for a sweet solution nor did it block
a conditioned preference for a neutral flavour previ-
ously paired with this sweet solution (Experiments 1
and 2). Additionally, ibogaine was effective at reducing
hyperlocomotion induced by amphetamine injection in
drug-experienced, but not in drug naive rats (Experi-
ment 3). Thus, it appears unlikely that ibogaine’s puta-
tive anti-addiction property results from a general
disruption of the neural circuitry that naturally sub-
serves appetitive or incentive-based behaviours. Rather,
these results are consistent with the suggestion that one
potential mechanism to account for this drug’s effect
may be an ability to reverse the neurochemical alter-
ations produced by chronic drug administration.

Although this study is the first to examine the effects
of ibogaine on incentive motivation in a non-drug
related setting, the results are consistent with clinical
observations that ibogaine does not disturb the desire
to engage in other non-drug incentive-based behaviours
such as sex [58]. In addition, this study supports other
observations [23,42,55,57] that ibogaine’s efficacy at
reducing drug-induced behaviour is a function of previ-
ous drug experience. These considerations are critical in
evaluating the clinical potential of this drug.

Several lines of evidence suggest that ibogaine’s ef-
fects are mediated by its effects on dopaminergic sys-
tems [17,19,20,35–38]. This is important, as the
mesencephalic dopamine system may act a common
neural circuit for incentive-based behaviours
[4,15,26,39,48,54] and drug-induced enhancement of
dopaminergic activity mediates the hyperlocomotion
observed during stimulant and opiate administration
[6,13,24,27,50,51,53]. The repeated administration of
such drugs results in sensitization of both the dopamin-
ergic response and the behavioural response to subse-
quent drug administration [22,64,65]. Robinson and
Berridge [52] proposed that the sensitization of mesote-
lencephalic dopamine by chronic drug administration
sensitizes addicts to the incentive salience of drug-re-
lated cues. According to this theory, the addict becomes
hyperresponsive to these cues and this is manifested as

intense drug craving. According to this theory, ibo-
gaine’s efficacy as an anti-addiction agent may vary
with the degree of dopaminergic sensitization. Signifi-
cant behavioural sensitization was not observed in this
study, which may have been the consequence of a short
testing period. Nonetheless, these results, and those of
other studies [23,42,55,57] are consistent with the idea
that ibogaine could mediate its anti-addiction effects
through the negation or reversal of drug-induced en-
hancements of mesencephalic dopaminergic activity.
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Although the mechanism of action of ibogaine, a hallucinogen that may be useful in the treatment of addiction, remains un-
known, receptor binding studies suggest that ibogaine produces its effects via interactions with multiple receptor types. In ad-
dition to serotonergic receptors, which have been studied previously with respect to ibogaine, likely candidates include opi-
ate, sigma (
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), and phencyclidine (PCP) binding sites. In an attempt to determine which of these receptor interactions are
involved in the in vivo effects of ibogaine, ligands for 

 

s

 

, PCP, and opiate receptors were assessed for their ability to substitute
for or to antagonize the ibogaine-induced discriminative stimulus (10 mg/kg IP, 60 min presession) in Fischer-344 rats. Inter-
mediate levels of generalization were observed with the subtype nonselective 
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 ligands 3-(3-hydroxyphenyl)-N-(1-propyl)-pi-
peridine [(
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)-3-PPP] (69.0%) and 1,3-di(2-tolyl)guanidine (DTG) (73.5%) but not with the 
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-selective agents (
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)-N-allyl-
normetazocine [(
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)-SKF 10,047] and (
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)-pentazocine. These findings, along with observations that ibogaine has appreciable
affinity for 
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 receptors, suggest that these receptors may be involved in the ibogaine discriminative stimulus. With regard to
opiate receptors, neither morphine, the prototypic mu agonist, nor kappa selective agonists (bremazocine,and U-50488) sub-
stituted for ibogaine. However, intermediate levels of generalization were observed with the mixed action opiates (

 

2

 

)-SKF
10,047 (78.9%), (

 

6

 

)-pentazocine (73.9%), nalorphine (70.4%), and diprenorphine (75.0%) indicating a potential role for opi-
ate receptors in the ibogaine stimulus. Partial substitution was also observed with naltrexone (55.6%) but not with naloxone
or the selective kappa antagonist nor-binaltorphimine (nor-BNI). These agents were largely ineffective as antagonists of the
ibogaine cue, although naloxone produced a moderate but statistically significant antagonism (69.8%). In addition, naloxone
produced complete antagonism of the ibogaine-appropriate responding elicited by both (

 

2

 

)-SKF 10,047 (19.7%) and nalor-
phine (25.8%), whereas the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by diprenorphine was only partially antagonized
(44.4%). The latter observations taken together with the finding that both nalorphine (

 

.

 

100 

 

m

 

M) and diprenorphine (30 

 

m

 

M)
have extremely low affinity for 

 

s

 

2

 

 receptors, suggest that the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by these agents is not
mediated by 

 

s

 

2

 

 receptors. These findings imply that opiate effects may be involved in the ibogaine stimulus. In contrast to 

 

s

 

2

 

and opiate receptors, ibogaine’s reported interactions with NMDA receptors do not appear to be involved in its discrimina-
tive stimulus, as neither PCP nor MK-801 produced a significant level of ibogaine-appropriate responding. Thus, the present
study offers evidence that unlike NMDA receptors, both 

 

s

 

2

 

 and opiate receptors may be involved in the ibogaine discrimina-
tive stimulus. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc.

Ibogaine Drug discrimination Radioligand binding Sigma receptors NMDA antagonists

 

Opiate receptors
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RECENT studies demonstrating the antiaddictive effects of
ibogaine have stimulated renewed interest in an agent previ-
ously regarded as little more than a hallucinogenic curiosity
(34). Indeed, the past decade has been quite fruitful, yielding
over 50 reports concerning ibogaine. Despite these efforts, de-
finitive conclusions regarding ibogaine’s mechanism of action
remain elusive.

Of the binding sites so far examined, ibogaine displays rel-
atively high affinity for 

 

s

 

2

 

 receptors; reported 

 

K

 

i

 

 values range
from 90–201 nM (4,24). Furthermore, ibogaine is proposed to
be a 

 

s

 

2

 

 agonist (3). Because the affinity of ibogaine is signifi-
cantly higher at 

 

s

 

2

 

 sites than those reported for other recep-
tors, a special role for 

 

s

 

2

 

 binding in the effects of ibogaine is
indicated. Of particular relevance for antiaddictive properties
is the suggestion that certain 

 

s

 

 ligands may be efficacious in
the treatment of drug abuse because of their demonstrated
ability to block the behavioral effects of cocaine and amphet-
amine in animal subjects (53). A recent study also suggests
that ibogaine binds to ganglionic-type nicotinic receptor chan-
nels with nanomolar affinity (1).

In addition to 

 

s

 

2

 

 receptors, it appears that ibogaine
binds with low micromolar affinity (

 

,

 

10 

 

m

 

M) to mu (6) and
kappa (8,30,38,52) opiate receptors, 5-HT

 

2A

 

 and 5-HT

 

3

 

 se-
rotonergic receptors (52), M

 

1

 

, M

 

2

 

, and M

 

3

 

 muscarinic recep-
tors (52), 

 

s

 

1

 

 receptors (4,24), and alpha

 

1

 

 adrenergic recep-
tors (52). Similar affinities were observed for ibogaine at
the MK-801 binding site on the NMDA channel (5,21,27,33,
49,52). These findings suggest that ibogaine’s effects may be
the result of low-affinity interactions with multiple recep-
tors. This hypothesis seems especially attractive in light of
the fact that ibogaine reaches high concentrations (i.e., 

 

.

 

10

 

m

 

M) in the CNS following systemic administration (20,
49,62).

Although ibogaine is purported to be broadly antiaddic-
tive, the majority of investigations have been concerned with
its anti-opiate effects. Thus, reports of ibogaine’s ability to
reduce opiate self-administration in laboratory animals
(12,13) as well as clinical observations of its efficacy in treat-
ing opiate addiction (46) led us to examine opiate and related
ligands. Another potential explanation for the reported anti-
addictive effects of ibogaine involves the MK-801/PCP bind-
ing site on the NMDA receptor. Previous reports provide ev-
idence that ibogaine interacts with this site and that this
interaction may be involved in the antiaddictive properties of
ibogaine (21,35).

In the present investigation, ibogaine-induced stimulus
control was the dependent variable used to explore the behav-
ioral relevance of ibogaine’s multiple receptor interactions.
This technique has been effectively used over the past 3 de-
cades to investigate the interoceptive states created by a vari-
ety of psychoactive drugs in animal subjects (7,58,59). The
first report of ibogaine-induced stimulus control was by
Schechter and Gordon (40), who emphasized possible sero-
tonergic interactions. In a subsequent investigation in our lab-
oratory we found 5-HT

 

2A

 

 receptors to be involved in the
ibogaine-trained stimulus as evidenced by intermediate gen-
eralization of ibogaine to 5-HT

 

2A

 

 receptor ligands. However,
this interaction does not appear to be the sole component of
the ibogaine discriminative cue as 5-HT

 

2A

 

 antagonists failed
to block the effects of ibogaine while the ibogaine-appropri-
ate responding produced by 5-HT

 

2A

 

 receptor agonists was
completely antagonized (19). The present study examines the
role played by opiate, 

 

s

 

, and PCP sites in ibogaine-induced
stimulus control.

 

METHOD

 

Behavioral Experiments

Subjects.  

 

Male Fischer 344 rats were obtained from Har-
lan–Sprague–Dawley Inc. (Indianapolis, IN). They were
housed in pairs under a natural light–dark cycle and allowed
free access to water in the home cage. Subjects were fed fol-
lowing experimental sessions. Caloric intake was controlled to
yield a mean weight of about 250 g.

 

Apparatus.  

 

Six small-animal test chambers (Coulbourn In-
struments Model E10-10) housed in larger light-proof, sound-
insulated boxes were used for all experiments. Each box has a
house light and exhaust fan. The chamber contains two levers
mounted on opposite ends of one wall. Centered between the
levers is a dipper that delivers 0.1 ml of sweetened condensed
milk diluted 2:1 with tap water.

 

Ibogaine-induced stimulus control.  

 

Twenty-four subjects were
trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, 60-min pretreat-
ment time, intraperitoneal injection) from its vehicle (water)
as previously described (9,18). A fixed-ratio 10 (FR10) sched-
ule of reinforcement was employed. Drug-induced stimulus
control was assumed to be present when, in five consecutive
sessions, 83% or more of all responses prior to the delivery of
the first reinforcer were on the appropriate lever.

Ibogaine-induced stimulus control was established after
40–70 training sessions. The ibogaine training dose produced
approximately 94% drug-appropriate responding. After stim-
ulus control was established with ibogaine, tests were con-
ducted once per week in each animal so long as performance
did not fall below the criterion level of 83% correct respond-
ing in any one of the previous three training sessions.

 

Test procedure.  

 

Tests of generalization or antagonism were
conducted in such a fashion that approximately half of the test
sessions fell on days following vehicle training sessions and
the remainder occurred the day after ibogaine training ses-
sions. During test sessions, no responses were reinforced and
the session was terminated after the emission of ten responses
on one of the levers (e.g., if eight responses were completed on
one lever the session would end following the 10th response
on the other lever). The distribution of responses between the
two levers was expressed as a percentage of total responses
emitted on the drug-appropriate lever. Response rate was cal-
culated for each session by dividing the total number of re-
sponses emitted prior to lever selection, that is, prior to the
emission of 10 responses on either lever, by the elapsed time.
The data for subjects failing to emit 10 responses within the
constraints of the 10-min test session were not considered in the
calculation of percent drug-appropriate responding but were
included in the calculation of response rates.

Pretreatment times for the following agents were deter-
mined from preliminary studies in our laboratory and reports
in the literature. Ibogaine or water was administered 60 min
prior to each training session. The SKF isomers as well as PCP
and MK-801 were given at a pretreatment time of 15 min,
whereas DTG, pentazocine, nalorphine, diprenorphine, (

 

1

 

)-
3-PPP, morphine, naloxone, BMY 14802, U-50488, and brem-
azocine were given 30 min presession. Naltrexone and rimca-
zole were given 60 min presession; in antagonism studies, the
injection of these agents was followed immediately by injec-
tion of ibogaine into the peritoneal cavity on the opposite
side. Nor-BNI was given 90 min presession. All solutions were
injected IP in a volume of 1.0 ml/kg with the exception of
morphine, nalorphine, diprenorphine, nor-BNI, and nalox-
onem which were injected subcutaneously.
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Biochemical Studies

 

s

 

2

 

 binding assays.  

 

Male Fischer-344 rats weighing about
150 g were sacrificed by decapitation and their brains were re-
moved. Tissues rostral to the midbrain as well those caudal to
the cerebellum and the cerebellum itself were discarded leav-
ing the midbrain and hindbrain regions for use in binding
studies. These regions contain the highest densities of 

 

s

 

2

 

 sites
in the rat brain (22).

Receptor binding assays were carried out using methods
similar to those of Bowen and colleagues (16,17) with slight
modifications. In brief, tissues were homogenized (Dounce
tissue grinder) at a volume of 10 ml/g of tissue in ice-cold 50
mM Tris-HCl (pH 

 

5

 

 7.4) containing 0.32 M sucrose. The re-
sulting suspension was centrifuged at 1000 

 

3

 

 

 

g

 

 for 10 min at
4

 

8

 

C to remove larger pieces of tissue and the pellet was dis-
carded. Supernatants were then centrifuged at 31,000 

 

3

 

 

 

g

 

 for
15 min at 4

 

8

 

C, and the resulting pellets were resuspended
(3 ml/g tissue) in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

 

5

 

 7.4). Following a 30-
min incubation at room temperature, the suspensions were
again centrifuged at 31,000 

 

3

 

 

 

g

 

 for 15 min at 4

 

8

 

C. The final
pellets were resuspended (1.53 ml/g tissue) in ice-cold 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 

 

5

 

 8.0) and were stored at 

 

2

 

70

 

8

 

C until use.
Competition assays were carried out for 60 min at 25

 

8

 

C in a fi-
nal volume of 0.5 ml (50 mM Tris) containing various concen-
trations of the competing ligand (0–100 

 

m

 

M), 3.0 nM
[

 

3

 

H]DTG, and 1 

 

m

 

M dextrallorphan to mask 

 

s

 

1

 

 receptors. In-
cubations were terminated by vacuum filtration using a Bran-
del cell harvester. Filters were presoaked for 2 h in 0.1% PEI
immediately prior to use and the filters were washed three
times with ice-cold 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

 

5

 

 7.4). Filters were
incubated overnight with 3.0 ml of Ecoscint scintillation cock-
tail (National Diagnostics), and the amount of bound radioac-
tivity was determined by liquid scintillation photometry
(Beckman LS 6800 Series). Specific binding was defined as
the difference in the amount of radioactivity bound in the
presence and absence of 50 

 

m

 

M haloperidol. The data were
analyzed by nonlinear regression using the program EBDA/
ligand (Elsevier BIOSOFT). The method of Lowry et al. (23)
was used to measure protein content.

 

Behavioral Data Analysis

 

The criteria for generalization and antagonism were as fol-
lows (60). Complete generalization/no antagonism is said to
be present when (a) a mean of 83% or more of all test
responses are on the drug-appropriate lever, (b) there is no
statistically significant difference between training-drug and
test-drug response distributions, and (3) there is a statistically
significant difference between test-drug and vehicle-control re-
sponse distributions. An intermediate degree of generalization/
antagonism is defined as being present when mean response
distributions following a test drug show a statistically signifi-
cant difference from distributions following both training con-
ditions. Finally, when response distributions following a test
drug are not significantly different from vehicle-control re-
sponse distributions, no generalization/full antagonism is as-
sumed. Comparisons of data are by means of individual appli-
cations of Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test. Thus, data obtained
with a given drug at a given dose are compared with the im-
mediately preceding training sessions for vehicle and training
drug, respectively. Differences are considered to be signifi-
cant if they would be expected to arise by random sampling
alone with a probability 

 

,

 

0.05.

 

Drugs

 

Ibogaine HCl; PCP HCl, nalorphine HCl; diprenorphine
HCl; (

 

1

 

)-pentazocine succinate; nor-BNI dihydrochloride;
and the SKF 10,047 isomers were provided by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (Rockville, MD). The following
compounds were purchased from Research Biochemicals In-
ternational, Natick, MA: DTG, morphine sulfate, bremazo-
cine HCl, naloxone HCl, naltrexone HCl, MK-801 HCl, (

 

6

 

)-

 

trans

 

-U-50488 methanesulfonate, and (

 

1

 

)-3-PPP HCl. The
following compounds were generously provided by the indi-
cated organizations: (

 

6

 

)-pentazocine (Sterling-Winthrop Re-
search Institute, Rennselaer, NY); rimcazole HCl (Burroughs
Wellcome Co., Research Triangle Park, NC); BMY 14802
(Bristol Myers Co., Wallingford, CT). Dextrallorphan HBr
was generously provided by Dr. Kenner Rice. All agents were
dissolved in deionized water with the exception of DTG and
racemic pentazocine, which were dissolved in water with a
few drops of 8.5% lactic acid.

 

RESULTS

 

Behavioral Studies

 

Intermediate levels of generalization were observed with
the subtype nonselective 

 

s

 

 ligands DTG (73.5%) and (

 

1

 

)-3-
PPP (69.0%). However, no substitution was observed with the

 

s

 

1

 

 selective ligand (

 

1

 

)-pentazocine (Fig. 1). The rate-sup-

FIG. 1. The dose–response relationships for s ligands in rats trained
to discriminate ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, IP, 60 min presession) from
water. All agents were administered IP, 30 min presession. The ratio
adjacent to each of the points represents the number of subjects
completing the test session over the number of subjects participating
in each test session. Ordinate: upper panel: mean percentage of
responses on the ibogaine-appropriate lever. Lower panel: response
rate expressed as responses per minute. Abscissa: dose of test agent
(mg/kg).
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pressing effects of (

 

1

 

)-3-PPP and DTG precluded the testing
of higher doses. Although these results provide evidence that
suggests that sigma receptors (especially 

 

s

 

2

 

) are involved in
the discriminative effects of ibogaine, the ibogaine cue was
not antagonized by the putative sigma antagonists BMY
14802 and rimcazole (Fig. 2). To further characterize the
ibogaine stimulus, the SKF 10,047 isomers were tested in our
ibogaine-trained rats. (

 

1

 

)-SKF 10,047, a 

 

s

 

1

 

 ligand with PCP-
like discriminative properties in the rat (45,47–49,51) failed to
substitute for ibogaine (35%), whereas intermediate generali-
zation was observed with both the (

 

2

 

) enantiomer (78.9%) as
well as (

 

6

 

)-SKF 10,047 (80.7%) (Fig. 3 ). The ability of the
noncompetitive NMDA antagonists, MK-801 and PCP, to
substitute for ibogaine was also assessed. Although the substi-
tution produced by both agents appears different from that
produced by water, this was not a statistically significant dif-
ference. Thus, neither PCP (43.8%) nor MK-801 (49.1%) sub-
stituted for ibogaine (Fig. 4).

The mu agonist morphine and the kappa agonists brema-
zocine and U-50488, were also examined in tests of generali-
zation. None of these agents produced significant substitution.
Morphine produced a maximum of 41.3% ibogaine-appropri-
ate responding, bremazocine produced 41.0% ibogaine-ap-
propriate responding, and U-50488 produced 12.8% ibogaine
appropriate responding (Fig 5). Tests of antagonism were car-
ried out with opiate antagonists. Neither nor-BNI nor naltrex-
one significantly antagonized the ibogaine-induced stimulus,
although naloxone (69.8%) produced partial antagonism of
ibogaine and complete antagonism of the ibogaine-appropriate
responding produced by (

 

2

 

)-SKF 10,047 (19.7%) (Table 1).

FIG. 2. The dose–response relationships for the putative s antag-
onists rimcazole (IP, 60-min presession) and BMY 14802 (IP, 30-min
presession) alone and in the presence of ibogaine (10 mg/kg, IP,
60-min presession). Other details are as described for Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. The dose–response relationships for the SKF 10,047 isomers
in rats trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, IP, 60-min
presession) from water. All agents were administered IP, 15-min
presession. All other details are the same as those for Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. The dose–response relationships for the PCP and MK-801 in
rats trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, IP, 60-min
presession) from water. All agents were administered IP, 15-min
presession. All other details are the same as those for Fig. 1.
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When tested alone naltrexone produced intermediate substi-
tution (55.6%), but no substitution was produced by naloxone
(37.2%) (Fig. 6) or nor-BNI (data not shown). Intermediate
generalization was observed with the mixed activity opiates
(

 

6

 

)-pentazocine (73.9%), diprenorphine (75.0%), and nalor-
phine (70.4%) (Fig. 7). Interestingly, the dose–response
curves for diprenorphine and nalorphine are in an inverted
U-shape, suggesting that higher doses are less ibogaine-like
than lower doses. The ibogaine-appropriate responding pro-
duced by nalorphine was completely antagonized by naloxone
(25.8%); however, this antagonism was seen at a dose more
than 10-fold greater than that required to antagonize the
ibogaine-appropriate responding elicited by (

 

2

 

)-SKF 10,047.
In contrast, the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by
diprenorphine was only partially blocked by naloxone (44.4%)
(Table 1).

 

Receptor Binding Studies

 

In saturation-equilibrium studies of [

 

3

 

H]DTG binding, the
data were best described by a high-affinity site characterized
by a K

 

d

 

 of 26.9 

 

6

 

 2.8 nM and a 

 

B

 

max

 

 equal to 588.0 

 

6

 

 32.1 fM/
mg. This 

 

K

 

d

 

 value for [

 

3

 

H]DTG in rat midbrain/hindbrain is
consistent with values observed in guinea pig brain (57), vari-
ous cell lines (16,55), and rat liver (17). The 

 

s

 

2

 

 affinities of
agents used in competition studies are shown in Table 2.

 

DISCUSSION

 

The results of the present study suggest a possible role for

 

s

 

2

 

 as well as opiate receptors in the stimulus effects of
ibogaine. The observation that the nonselective sigma ligands
(

 

1

 

)-3-PPP and DTG (36) produced intermediate generaliza-
tion in our ibogaine-trained subjects while no generalization
was seen with the 

 

s

 

1

 

 ligands (

 

1

 

)-SKF 10,047 and (

 

1

 

)-penta-

FIG. 5. The dose–response relationships for the opiate agonists
morphine, bremazocine, and U-50488 in rats trained to discriminate
ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, IP, 60-min presession) from water. Morphine
(30-min presession) was administered subcutaneously 15<Q3>,
whereas U-50488 (also 30-min presession) and bremazocine (15-min
presession) were administered via IP injection. All other details are
the same as those for Fig. 1.

 

TABLE 1

 

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS OPIATE ANTAGONISTS IN SUBJECTS TRAINED TO
DISCRIMINATE 10 mg/kg IBOGAINE FROM WATER.

Drug Treatment
% Ibogaine-Appropriate

Responses
Rate

(Responses/min)

 

n

 

/

 

N

 

Ibogaine (10 mg/kg) 94.9 20.5 10/10
Ibogaine (10 mg/kg) 

 

1

 

naloxone (10 mg/kg) 69.8 10.9 10/12
Ibogaine (10 mg/kg) 

 

1

naltrexone (3.0 mg/kg) 78.4 12.6 6/7
Ibogaine (10 mg/kg) 1
nor-BNI (10 mg/kg) 97.8 23.4 4/4
(2)-SKF 10,047 (3.0 mg/kg) 1
naloxone (0.6 mg/kg) 19.7 10.1 9/10
Nalorphine (6.0 mg/kg) 1
naloxone (10 mg/kg) 25.8 10.4 6/6
Diprenorphine (10 mg/kg) 1
naloxone (10 mg/kg) 44.4 17.5 8/9

The number of animals responding (n) out of the number of animals tested (N) is ex-
pressed as the ratio n/N. Treatment sessions were compared to immediately preceding
ibogaine training sessions using Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test for those treatments in which six
or more subjects were tested. No significant differences (p , 0.05) were observed compared to
the ibogaine treatment condition.
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zocine (36) suggests that ibogaine is s2 selective. Further sup-
port for the s2 selectivity of ibogaine comes from the fact that
ibogaine has high affinity for s2 receptors in rat liver and
guinea pig brain but not for s2 receptors (4,24). The present
study extends these findings by demonstrating that ibogaine
binds with high affinity to s2 receptors in the rat brain.

Whether s receptors can account for the reported halluci-
nogenic and antiaddictive effects of ibogaine in man (46) re-
mains to be determined. However, a potential role for the s
receptor in the treatment of addiction has been proposed
(53). In addition, it is suggested that certain s ligands are ca-
pable of producing psychotomimetic effects in humans, al-
though more recently these effects have been attributed to
opiate receptors (29).

A major problem in the study of s receptors is the lack of a
widely accepted functional assay for sigma activity. As a result
relatively little is known regarding which s ligands are ago-
nists or antagonists (53). Furthermore the existence of rela-
tively few s2-selective ligands further complicates the picture.
The putative s antagonists rimcazole and BMY 14802 (2)
were ineffective both in tests of generalization and in tests of
antagonism in our ibogaine-trained rats. Because both DTG
and (1)-3-PPP were so rate suppressing, we were unable to
determine whether putative s antagonists would block the
ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by these agents.

In the present study, no correlation was observed between
s2 affinity and the ability to substitute for the ibogaine dis-
criminative stimulus. Indeed, harmaline, the only agent tested
to date in our ibogaine-trained rats that fully substitutes (18),

possesses low affinity for s2 receptors as determined by both
the present study and by previous studies (4). Furthermore,
12-hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine), a primary metabolite of
ibogaine, which may mediate its antiaddictive effects (26),
also has relatively low affinity for these receptors (4). Al-
though these findings may appear to argue against a role for
the s2 receptor in the stimulus effects of ibogaine, previous
studies in our laboratory suggest that what would be consid-
ered very low in vitro binding affinity in most circumstances
may be of biological significance when it comes to ibogaine
and harmaline. For example, ibogaine and harmaline bind to
5-HT2A receptors with low affinity in vitro (i.e., .40 mM) but
both of these agents occupied 5-HT2A receptors in vivo fol-
lowing systemic administration (19). This phenomenon is per-
haps due to the fact that both ibogaine and harmaline reach
high concentrations (.10 mM) in the rat brain following sys-
temic administration. Thus, the in vitro affinities for ibogaine
(194 nM) and harmaline (27.3 mM) reported in the present
studies are certainly compatible with in vivo occupation of s2
receptors. Despite the fact that both agents possess remark-
able bioavailability, the large difference in s2 affinity between
ibogaine and harmaline suggests that s2 receptors may play a
more prominent role in the effects of ibogaine as opposed to
harmaline. Interestingly, unlike ibogaine, harmaline does not
attenuate morphine or cocaine self-administration in rats (13).
On the other hand, 12-hydroxyibogamine does attenuate self-
administration of these drugs (15). In the present study 12-
hydroxyibogamine bound to rat brain s2 receptors with a Ki
value of 3.1 mM; this represents nearly 10-fold higher affinity

FIG. 6. The dose–response relationships for the opiate antagonists
naloxone and naltrexone in rats trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0
mg/kg, IP, 60-min presession) from water. Naltrexone (60-min
presession) was administered IP, whereas naloxone was administered
subcutaneously 30-min presession. All other details are the same as
those for Fig. 1.

FIG. 7. The dose–response relationships for the mixed-action
opiates (6)-pentazocine, nalorphine, and diprenorphine in rats
trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, IP, 60-min presession)
from water. Nalorphine and diprenorphine were administered via
subcutaneously injection while ((6-pentazocine was given IP All
agents were given 30-min presession. All other details are the same as
those for Fig. 1.
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than that observed with harmaline. Thus, these observations
suggest that s2 receptors may be involved in the effects of
ibogaine.

Because NMDA receptor antagonists have been observed
to interfere with the physical dependence and tolerance pro-
duced by a variety of addictive substances, noncompetitive
NMDA receptor antagonists such as MK-801 may be clini-
cally useful in the treatment of substance abuse disorders
(54). In support of the suggestion that the PCP/MK-801 site
on the NMDA receptor might mediate the effects of ibogaine,
previous studies have demonstrated that ibogaine produces
functional antagonism of the NMDA ionophore both in vitro
(5,27,35) and in vivo (5,35). In addition, in a drug discrimina-
tion study, MK-801 partially generalized to ibogaine (35). It is
noteworthy that in the present study both PCP and MK-801
produced nearly 50% ibogaine-appropriate responding. Al-
though our criteria for intermediate generalization were not
met, these values are markedly different from those observed
during vehicle sessions. It should be noted that methodologi-
cal differences, including animal species and operant tasks,
exist between the present study and that of Popik et al. (35).
Nonetheless, both studies suggest similarities between PCP-site
ligands and ibogaine. However, it appears that at the present
training dose these interactions play no more than a minor role
in mediating the stimulus effects of ibogaine in the rat.

Reports of ibogaine’s effectiveness in treating opiate ad-
diction (46) along with reports of its ability to block opiate
self-administration in animals (12,13) support a possible inter-
action of ibogaine with opiate receptors. Several binding stud-
ies offer evidence that ibogaine (8,30,38) and 12-hydroxyibog-
amine (21,30,49) display appreciable in vitro affinity (,10
mM) for kappa opiate receptors. In addition, high affinity for
ibogaine at mu opiate receptors has been documented (6). In
spite of these findings, no clear consensus has been reached
regarding the role of opiate receptors in the effects of
ibogaine. There is evidence that ibogaine may act either as an
agonist or an antagonist at kappa receptors. The hypothesis
that ibogaine acts an agonist at kappa receptors is supported
by the observation that the kappa selective agonists U50,488

and spiradoline, effectively reduce self-administration of mor-
phine and cocaine in rats (14). Furthermore it has been shown
that ibogaine (31), like the aforementioned kappa agonists
(32), antagonizes morphine-induced locomotor stimulation; in
both cases this antagonism is enhanced by prior morphine ex-
posure. Conversely, other studies support an antagonist role
for ibogaine at kappa receptors (42–44), while still others
present evidence suggesting that ibogaine is devoid of opiate
activity (28,61).

The failure of both selective kappa and mu agonists to sub-
stitute for ibogaine, taken together with the weak antagonism
by naloxone and the lack of antagonism by nor-BNI, suggest
that opiate agonist effects are not a major component of the
ibogaine discriminative stimulus. On the other hand, although
no generalization was observed with naloxone and nor-BNI,
partial generalization was observed with naltrexone. Interest-
ingly, partial generalization was also observed with the mixed-
action opiates (6)-pentazocine, nalorphine, and diprenor-
phine, as well as the putative kappa agonist (2)-SKF 10,047
(48). Because the present results are less than conclusive with
respect to opiate receptors, we assessed whether these agents
produced their ibogaine-like stimulus effects through interac-
tions with s2 receptors. Although (6)-pentazocine and (2)-
SKF 10,047 demonstrated appreciable s2 affinity, diprenor-
phine, nalorphine, and naltrexone did not. In addition the
substitution produced by (2)-SKF 10,047 and nalorphine ap-
pear not to be s2-mediated as the ibogaine-like effects of
these agents were completely antagonized by naloxone, which
has no affinity for s receptors (36). Thus, whatever the role
played by s2 receptors in the ibogaine cue, it appears that s2
receptors do not mediate the ibogaine-like effects produced
by the mixed-action opiates and (2)-SKF 10,047. The implica-
tions of these results are far from clear. Perhaps most perti-
nent to the present study is the observation that these agents
produce psychotomimetic effects in humans that are similar to
those produced by ibogaine (25,29). We are aware of no re-
ports of hallucinations following naltrexone treatment, but
naltrexone is used in the therapy of both opiate and ethanol
addiction (56). Because ibogaine may also be effective in the
treatment of both alcohol (39) and opiate abuse (12,13,46), it
may have mechanistic features in common with naltrexone.
The fact that the dose at which naltrexone produced signifi-
cant ibogaine-appropriate responding was much higher than
doses commonly used to produce opiate antagonism suggests
that a nonopiate action of naltrexone may mediate the modest
ibogaine-like effects seen in the present study. A possible ex-
planation for this centers on the fact that opiate antagonists,
at high doses have been shown to interact with GABAergic
systems (11). This may also explain why naloxone partially
antagonized the ibogaine cue and completely antagonized the
ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by nalorphine
only when given at high doses (10 mg/kg). However, a previ-
ous report by Deecher et al. (8) suggests that ibogaine does
not influence GABAergic function.

The nature of ibogaine’s interactions with opiate receptors
is not readily explained by the present study. However, it does
appear that opiate receptors may be involved in the ibogaine
discriminative stimulus. The fact that ibogaine does not ap-
pear to be either an agonist or an antagonist at opiate recep-
tors has been reported previously, both by our group and by
others. For example, ibogaine is not analgesic by itself, nor
does it antagonize opiate-induced analgesia; instead, it ap-
pears to potentiate opiate analgesia (10,41) . Correspond-
ingly, in vitro studies show that unlike morphine, neither
ibogaine nor 12-hydroxyibogamine inhibit adenylyl cyclase in

TABLE 2
AFFINITY VALUES (Ki) FOR s2

RECEPTORS.

Drug Ki (SEM) in mM

Diprenorphine 30.3 (0.1)
DTG 0.031 (0.007)
Harmaline 27.3 (2.3)
12-Hydroxyibogamine 3.1 (0.05)
Ibogaine 0.194 (0.069)
Nalorphine .100
Naltrexone .100
(1)-Pentazocine 2.3 (0.6)
(6)-Pentazocine 0.087 (0.016)
(1)-PPP 0.118 (0.027)
(1)-SKF 10,047 14.6 (4.1)
(2)-SKF 10,047 2.5 (0.3)

Ki values were determined from in vitro
competition experiments with [3H]DTG in
the presence of dextrallorphan (1 mM). Data
are expressed as the mean of two to six sep-
arate experiments.
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the rat brain, but both agents potentiate the effects of mor-
phine on cyclase inhibition (37). These observations, taken to-
gether with those of the present study, suggest that ibogaine’s
interactions with opiate systems are complex in nature and
may involve interactions with a novel receptor or possibly an
interaction with GABAergic function. In addition, ibogaine
may produce its effects via interactions with multiple recep-
tors, as suggested by Sweetnam and colleagues (52) and, thus,
the effects of ibogaine may be understood only in terms of its
collective receptor interactions as opposed to its effects on
any individual receptor subtype.

In summary, the present study offers evidence that func-
tional interactions with s2 as well as opiate receptors may be
involved in the discriminative effects of ibogaine, while the
NMDA antagonist activities of ibogaine do not appear to play
a major role. These observations, taken together with our pre-
vious report (19), suggest that ibogaine may mediate its dis-
criminative effects through interactions with a variety of re-
ceptors. This may explain why receptor selective antagonists

do not block the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced
by ibogaine while they antagonize the ibogaine-appropriate
responding produced by other compounds that are presumed
to be relatively selective for the receptor in question. These
findings suggest, therefore, that the unique effects of ibogaine
are likely mediated by several receptors. The extent to which
these receptors are involved in the putative antiaddictive ef-
fects of ibogaine awaits further study.
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ABSTRACT: Ibogaine has been shown to affect biogenic amine
levels in selected brain regions. Because of the involvement of
these neurotransmitters in drug addiction, the effects of iboga-
ine on biogenic amine transport may contribute to the potential
anti-addictive properties of ibogaine in vivo. With rat brain syn-
aptosomes as our experimental system, we measured the ef-
fects of ibogaine on the uptake and release of dopamine (DA)
and serotonin (5-HT). Ibogaine competitively blocked both DA
and 5-HT uptake with IC50 values of 20 mM at 75 nM 3H-DA and
2.6 mM at 10 nM 3H-5-HT. Ibogaine had no effect on K1-induced
release of 3H-DA from preloaded synaptosomes, but 20 mM and
50 mM ibogaine inhibited roughly 40% and 60%, respectively, of
the K1-induced release of 3H-5-HT from preloaded synapto-
somes. In the absence of a depolarizing stimulus, ibogaine
evoked a small release of 3H-DA but not 3H-5-HT. These rela-
tively low-potency effects of ibogaine on DA and 5-HT uptake in
synaptosomes are consistent with the low binding affinity of
ibogaine that has been previously reported for DA and 5-HT
transporters. Our results show that if ibogaine modulates DA
and 5-HT levels in the brain by directly blocking their uptake,
then a concentration of ibogaine in the micromolar range is
required. Furthermore, if the anti-addictive effects of ibogaine
require this concentration, then ibogaine likely exerts these
effects through a combination of neurotransmitter pathways,
because binding affinities and functional potencies of ibogaine
in the micromolar range have been reported for a variety of
neuronal receptors and transporters. © 1999 Elsevier Sci-
ence Inc.

KEY WORDS: Ibogaine, Dopamine uptake, Dopamine release,
Synaptosomes, Serotonin uptake, Dopamine transporter, Sero-
tonin transporter.

INTRODUCTION

Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid extracted fromTabernathe iboga, a
shrub in West Central Africa [35]. The hallucinogenic properties
of ibogaine at high doses attracted the attention of drug users who,
upon ingesting relatively high levels of ibogaine, experienced a
reduction in their craving for addictive drugs including cocaine. A
preclinical study with addicts showed that a single, high dose of
ibogaine reduced drug use in some individuals for periods as long
as 6 months [43] and suggested that ibogaine may have therapeutic
potential in the treatment of addicts. Animal studies also find that

ibogaine decreases self-administration of cocaine and opiates
[8,16]. Although understanding of the mechanism of ibogaine for
the treatment of addictions is growing [14,35], many components
need further study.

Pharmacological investigations have shown that ibogaine in-
teracts with a large array of neuronal receptors and transporters
including N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, nicotinic ace-
tylcholine receptors, them- and k-opioid receptors,s receptors,
and the norepinephrine transporter. These interactions, individu-
ally or in combination, also might contribute to ibogaine’s anti-
addictive action. Most of these interactions have relatively low
potencies [6,10,23,25,26,32,33,45]. Notable exceptions are thes2

receptor with IC50 values in the range of 80–200 nM [6,25];
ganglionic-type nicotinic receptors, where ibogaine is a channel
blocker with an IC50 of about 20 nM [3]; and NMDA receptors
where ibogaine blocks the binding of3H-MK-801 with a Ki in the
sub-micromolar range [21,31,34].

Dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine; 5-HT)
play crucial roles in the brain’s reward system [48] and have been
an especially important focus of research regarding the effects of
ibogaine [35,42,45]. Many addictive drugs directly affect DA
levels. In particular, cocaine increases extracellular DA levels by
blocking the DA transporter, which is responsible for the reuptake
of DA into presynaptic neurons [37]. The involvement of pathways
of both neurotransmitters may be required for cocaine abuse,
because other DA transporter blockers are not abused [12], possi-
bly due to different kinetic properties [4].

Several previous studies have linked ibogaine with altered
levels of DA and 5-HT in the brain [1,7,17,20,27,28,36,39,40].
Experiments on rats and mice showed that ibogaine altered striatal
extracellular DA levels with considerable variation in the results
depending on the time course of the ibogaine administration and
the region of the brain monitored. One potential mechanism is
through the DA transporter, because ibogaine inhibits binding of
DA transporter antagonists3H-WIN 35,428 (IC50 3.5 mM) [45]
and125I-RTI-121 (Ki of 2 mM) [30] to brain membrane prepara-
tions. The 5-HT transporter also is a possible target for ibogaine
because ibogaine inhibited3H-citalopram binding to the trans-
porter with an IC50 of 49 mM [45]. Noribogaine (12-hydroxyibo-
gamine), a long-acting metabolite of ibogaine, displaced the bind-
ing of [125I]RTI-55, a high-affinity 5-HT transporter ligand, with a
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Ki of 41 nM [30]. These radioactive ligand studies suggested that
ibogaine or its metabolites might interact directly with DA and
5-HT transporters to alter the levels of these neurotransmitters in
selected brain regions.

Although binding assays with ibogaine and radiolabeled li-
gands are useful for characterizing equilibrium affinities with DA
or 5-HT transporters, such assays do not provide direct information
about time-dependent functional effects of ibogaine. With rat brain
synaptosomes made from regions of the brain enriched in dopa-
minergic and serotonergic terminals [19], we examined the direct
effects of ibogaine on both the uptake and release of3H-DA and
3H-5-HT. Synaptosomes are particularly suitable for investigations
of neurotransmitter release and reuptake at central nervous system
synapses [18].

We found that ibogaine blocked, with relatively low potency,
both the uptake of DA into striatal synaptosomes and the uptake of
5-HT into cortical synaptosomes. Ibogaine also inhibited the de-
polarization-induced release of 5-HT, but not DA, from preloaded
synaptosomes. Without KCl-induced depolarization, ibogaine
stimulated the release of a small amount of DA but not 5-HT.
These effects of ibogaine on the transport of DA and 5-HT are
exerted at micromolar concentrations. If the anti-addictive effects
of ibogaine require this concentration range, then ibogaine might
work through a combination of neurotransmitter pathways because
of its multiple low-potency interactions with a wide variety of
neuronal receptors and transporters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The 3,4-[7-3H]-dihydroxyphenylethylamine (dopamine) (spe-
cific radioactivity, 21.5 Ci/mmol) and 5-[1,2-3H]-hydroxytrypta-
mine (serotonin) binoxalate (specific radioactivity, 27.5 Ci/mmol)
were obtained from New England Nuclear (Dupont, Wilmington,
DE, USA). Ibogaine was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St.
Louis, MO, USA).

Synaptosome Preparations

Synaptosomes were prepared from the striatum for measure-
ments with3H-DA and from the cortex for measurements with
3H-5-HT. Synaptosomes were isolated from 4- to 5-week-old
Wistar rats according to the method of Cheng et al. [9] with some
modification. After dissection, the brain tissue was weighed and
homogenized in a Teflon-glass homogenizer with six up and down
strokes in 10 ml ice-cold 0.32 M sucrose. The homogenate was
centrifuged at 10003 g in an SS34 Beckman rotor for 10 min. The
pellet was discarded and the supernatant was centrifuged at
48 000 3 g for 15 min. The resulting pellet was gently resus-
pended in 1.5 ml of oxygenated Krebs Ringer with Hepes (KRH)
buffer. Control experiments showed no difference in measure-
ments of uptake when the final pellet was suspended in sucrose and
diluted into KRH buffer as opposed to suspending the final pellet
in KRH buffer that contained 128 mM NaCl, 2.4 mM KCl with 10
mM HEPES, pH 7.4 (NaOH), 2 mM NaH2PO4, 1.2 mM MgSO4,
10 mM glucose, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 0.01 mM pargyline, 1 mM
ascorbic acid, and 2.8 mM DTT. Protein was determined using the
Lowry method [24].

3H-DA and3H-5-HT Uptake

Synaptosomes were pre-incubated for 10 min at 30°C. Imme-
diately before the addition of3H-DA to initiate uptake, ibogaine
was added to the sample. The reaction continued for the desired
time, and uptake was terminated by the addition of cold KRH
buffer. Uptake was measured in a total volume of 150ml. Synap-
tosome suspensions were filtered on Whatman GF/F filters, rinsed

three times with 3 ml of cold KRH buffer, and counted in 5 ml of
scintillation fluid. In preliminary experiments, cocaine and unla-
beled DA were compared to determine the non-specific uptake. No
differences were seen in the background levels of uptake between
unlabeled DA and cocaine. Non-specific uptake was routinely
determined with the addition of 50mM unlabeled DA. The initial
velocity for uptake was either determined by a linear regression of
the uptake over the first 4 min from individual measurements (Fig.
1A) or from the total uptake determined by duplicate or triplicate
measurements taken at 4 min (Fig. 2A).

The 3H-5-HT uptake was measured using the same method
with the following modifications: uptake was measured at 37°C,
and 50mM imipramine was used to define the non-specific uptake
in KRH buffer. Control experiments showed that uptake remained
linear during the first 4 min even when the temperature was raised
to 37°C.

The concentration dependence of ibogaine inhibition was fitted
to Equation 1 using a non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
available in Table Curve™ (Jandel Scientific, San Rafael, CA,
USA):

Uptake5 A 1
Umax

1 1 S L

IC50
DN [1]

whereL is the concentration of ibogaine, IC50 is the concentration
for 50% inhibition of uptake,Umax is the maximum uptake at the
given concentration of DA or 5-HT,N is the index of cooperat-
ivity, and A is uptake not inhibited by ibogaine.

The Km values for DA and 5-HT uptake were determined by
fitting the uptake velocity versus substrate concentration with
Equation 2:

Uptake5 A 1
Vmax

1 1 SKm

L DN [2]

whereVmax is the maximum uptake velocity at a saturating con-
centration of substrateL, Km is the substrate concentration for
50% of maximal uptake,N is the index of cooperativity, andA is
background.

3H-DA and3H-5-HT Release from Preloaded Synaptosomes

Synaptosomes were preloaded with3H-DA during a 30-min
incubation with 100 nM3H-DA at 37°C. Four 13-mm Gelman A/E
filters in Millipore™ Swinnex holders were mounted in a custom-
built manifold. Lee™ (Lee Co., Westbrook, CT, USA) LFAA
three-way valves with,10 ml dead volume were used to switch
the solutions flowing onto the filters from the KRH buffer to a
selected release solution. Flow was maintained with a Master-
flex™ computerized drive. A 125-ml aliquot of synaptosomes was
loaded onto each filter and washed with 20 ml of KRH buffer at
37°C. Release was measured with a continuous flow of buffer
containing the desired concentration of NaCl or KCl. Ibogaine and
other drugs were added to the release buffer and were present
throughout the release measurements. The concentrations of NaCl
and KCl in the release buffer were adjusted to maintain a constant
total alkali metal ion concentration of 130 mM. Ibogaine or
GBR12909 was added to the release buffer following the 20-ml
wash. Release was typically seen by fraction four. Twenty frac-
tions containing five drops each (;300 ml per fraction at 5–10 s
per fraction) were collected following initiation of the release and
counted in 3 ml of scintillation fluid. Following fractionation, the
filters were counted to determine the3H-DA remaining in the
synaptosomes. The total amount of3H-DA released was calculated
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after background subtraction, determined by averaging the first
three fractions. Because of the slow trail of release with KCl
stimulation, only fractions twice above the background levels were
included in the release calculations. The fraction of3H-DA re-
leased was determined by dividing the total amount released by the
total loaded (amount released plus the filter counts). To calculate
the release with ibogaine and cocaine in the absence of KCl (Fig.
3B), the background level was determined by averaging the first
three fractions, and the total counts above background were
summed to give a fraction of stimulation above background. The
3H-5-HT release from preloaded synaptosomes was measured in
the same way following a 30-min preloading with 30 nM3H-5-HT.

Statistics

The statistical significance of release or inhibition of release
was determined by a two-tailedt-test. Variation is presented as
standard error of the mean.

RESULTS

Ibogaine Blocks3H-DA Uptake in Rat Striatal Synaptosomes

The rat striatum provided a rich source of dopaminergic termi-
nals for investigation of the effects of ibogaine on DA uptake
[11,38,47]. Figure 1A shows the time dependence of3H-DA
uptake for a representative experiment with increasing concentra-
tions of ibogaine to 50mM. Uptake at each concentration of
ibogaine was linear through the first 4 min. Ibogaine blocked
3H-DA uptake with 50% inhibition between 15 and 30mM ibo-
gaine. The uptake was completely blocked at 50mM ibogaine.

The IC50 for ibogaine block was determined by measuring the
inhibition of 3H-DA uptake at a fixed concentration of DA as a
function of increasing ibogaine concentrations. Figure 1B shows
normalized data at 75 nM3H-DA. The IC50 for ibogaine was
20.36 2.1 mM (n 5 3). The average uptake of3H-DA at 75 nM
DA was 3.76 0.6 pmol/mg/min for these preparations.

Non-linear fits of3H-DA uptake in the absence of ibogaine
gave an average Km value of 4406 210 nM (n 5 7), with N 5
1.1 6 0.2, which is in the range of those reported previously in
synaptosomes [2,47]. To determine whether ibogaine competi-
tively inhibits DA uptake, we measured the initial velocity of
uptake at increasing concentrations of3H-DA in the absence and
presence of ibogaine. Data from a representative experiment are
plotted using a double reciprocal plot of 1/v vs. 1/[3H-DA] in Fig.

FIG. 1. The effect of ibogaine on3H-DA uptake in striatal synaptosomes.
(A) Ibogaine inhibits3H-DA uptake in rat striatal synaptosomes. The
3H-DA uptake was measured at 30°C at 100 nM3H-DA in the presence of

increasing concentrations of ibogaine: no ibogaine (F), 5 mM (■), 15 mM
(Œ), 30 mM ( ), and 50 mM (}) ibogaine. Non-specific uptake was
subtracted from the total uptake. (B) The concentration dependence of
ibogaine inhibition in synaptosomes. Specific3H-DA uptake was measured
in triplicate at 4 min at 75 nM3H-DA in the presence of increasing
concentrations of ibogaine at 30°C. Results from three synaptosomal
preparations from different rats are shown in this plot. The IC50 determined
from Equation 1 was 20.36 2.1 mM (n 5 3) with N 5 1.3. Theaverage
uptake at 75 nM3H-DA was 3.76 0.6 pmol/mg/min (n 5 3). (C) Ibogaine
appears to be a competitive inhibitor of3H-DA uptake. The specific uptake
of 3H-DA was measured at several concentrations of DA in the absence (F)
and presence of 15 (�) and 30mM (■) ibogaine. Data were transformed
and fitted to a double reciprocal plot with 1/(pmol/mg/min) vs. 1/[3H-DA].
In the absence of ibogaine, the slope was 4.30 [3H-DA]/(pmol/mg/min) and
the y-intercept was 0.0466 (pmol/mg/min)21 with r2 5 0.95. In the
presence of 15mM ibogaine, the slope was 6.69 [3H-DA]/(pmol/mg/min)
with an intercept of 0.045 (pmol/mg/min)21 and r2 5 0.99. In the
presence of 30mM ibogaine, the slope was 8.40 [3H-DA]/(pmol/mg/min)
with an intercept of 0.048 (pmol/mg/min)21 and r2 5 0.97.
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1C. The concentrations of ibogaine were 15 and 30mM. Although
degradation of synaptosomes during collection of complete data
sets contributed to the scatter in the data, linear fits to the double

reciprocal plots suggested that ibogaine acts as a competitive
inhibitor of DA uptake, because a competitive blocker shows the
sameVmax but shifts the apparent Km for DA. Similar results were
seen in other experiments using concentrations as high as 60mM
ibogaine.

FIG. 2. The effect of ibogaine on3H-5-HT uptake in rat cortical synapto-
somes. (A) The IC50 for ibogaine block of3H-5-HT uptake. The3H-5-HT
uptake was measured at 4 min at 10 nM3H-5-HT in the presence of
increasing ibogaine concentrations. The IC50, determined from the non-
linear fitting to the dose-response function, was 2.6mM ibogaine. The
maximal uptake in this experiment was 2.4 pmol/mg/20 min withN 5 1.1.
(B) Ibogaine block of3H-5-HT appears to be competitive. Uptake was
measured at several concentrations of3H-5-HT in the absence (F) and
presence of 5 (�) and 10mM (■) ibogaine. The double-reciprocal plot
shows that the slope increases with ibogaine but not the intercept. The
linear regression showedy-intercepts of 0.23, 0.43, and20.78 (pmol/mg/
min)21 for 0, 5, and 10mM ibogaine and slopes of 29.8, 55.1, and 107.8,
respectively, withr2 values of 0.80, 0.97, and 0.99.

FIG. 3. The effect of ibogaine on3H-DA release from preloaded synapto-
somes. (A) Ibogaine has no effect on KCl-induced release. Synaptosomes
were preloaded for 30 min at 37°C with 100 nM3H-DA, and release was
stimulated with 130 mM KCl buffer. The percent of the total3H-DA
released was calculated as described in the Materials and Methods section.
The release was 20.2% with KCl (F) and an average of 20.7% for release
with 50 mM ibogaine added to the release buffer (■). (B) The 3H-DA
release is stimulated by ibogaine. The addition of 50mM ibogaine (F) to
the release buffer resulted in weak stimulation of release, giving a total of
134% over the control value. Conversion of the fraction number to time or
total volume can be achieved using the flow rate of;300 ml/fraction and
5–10 s/fraction.
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Ibogaine Blocks3H-5-HT Uptake in Rat Cortical Synaptosomes

We examined the effect of ibogaine on the 5-HT transport
using rat cortical synaptosomes because of their high potency
uptake of 5-HT [49]. The uptake was linear over the first 4 min
(data not shown). Figure 2A shows that ibogaine blocked the
transporter at 10 nM3H-5-HT with an IC50 of 2.6 mM. Figure 2B
shows that ibogaine competitively blocked3H-5-HT uptake. Al-
though scatter is apparent in these data, the reciprocal plot shows
the sameVmax for uptake in the absence and presence of 5 and 10
mM ibogaine with a mean Km for 3H-5-HT uptake of 5306 240
nM (n 5 5), with N 5 0.9 6 0.03.

Effects of Ibogaine on3H-DA and3H-5-HT Release from
Preloaded Synaptosomes

Extracellular DA and 5-HT levels in the brain reflect a sum-
mation of uptake and release. Measurements in intact brain and
brain slice preparations have shown both increases and decreases
of net DA levels depending on the exact region of the brain
examined and other parameters of the experimental protocol [1,17,
20,27,28,36,39,40]. We investigated the effect of ibogaine on DA
release using synaptosomes preloaded with either3H-DA or 3H-
5-HT. Release was measured during KCl-induced depolarization
of the synaptosomes in the presence or absence of other drugs. In
the absence of a depolarizing stimulus, ibogaine was added to the
KRH release buffer following the 20-ml wash.

Figure 3A shows a representative experiment examining the
effect of 50 mM ibogaine on depolarization-induced release of
3H-DA from preloaded synaptosomes. The KCl induced a sharp
rise that rapidly fell to a sustained level higher than that of the
control. The presence of ibogaine in the release buffer had no
significant effect on the average total release in the presence of
KCl (n 5 4, p 5 0.93). The inability to detect a summed response
with contributions from both ibogaine-stimulated release and KCl-
stimulated release may reflect a relatively small contribution from
ibogaine and/or the fact that KCl and ibogaine release from the
same pool of neurotransmitter.

Using the same protocol, depolarization-induced release was
measured in the presence of GBR12909, a selective DA transporter
blocker, at 25 nM. This inhibitor had no significant effect on
release of3H-DA (n 5 4, p 5 0.45), implying that the DA
transporter did not contribute significantly to the DA release.

In the absence of KCl stimulation, Fig. 3B shows that 50mM
ibogaine alone stimulated a small but significant release of3H-DA,
with an increase of 1346 4% over the background release in the
absence of ibogaine (n 5 4, p 5 0.01).

In contrast to its effects on3H-DA release, ibogaine inhibited
depolarization-induced release of3H-5-HT from preloaded synap-
tosomes, although the concentration was high relative to that
needed to block 5-HT uptake. Figure 4A shows that 20mM
ibogaine decreased the total release by about 40% from 14.5% in
the absence of ibogaine to 9.0% with ibogaine (n 5 2, p 5 0.028).
It is interesting to note, however, that ibogaine stimulated release
in the earliest fraction, which might imply a biphasic effect. This
same trend was seen at 50mM ibogaine (Fig. 4B), where the initial
fraction showed a small increase in the presence of ibogaine, but
the overall release was inhibited by about 60% from 15.8% to
6.0% (n 5 3,p 5 0.012). In the absence of a depolarizing stimulus,
unlike its weakly stimulated release of3H-DA, ibogaine did not
stimulate release of3H-5-HT from preloaded synaptosomes (data
not shown).

DISCUSSION

We have shown that ibogaine is a relatively low-potency,
competitive blocker of DA and 5-HT uptake in synaptosomes. The

IC50 for blocking 3H-DA uptake was 23mM, and for blocking
3H-5-HT uptake was about 2mM. These potencies are in the same
range as the equilibrium binding affinities measured for the DA
transporter [30,45] and 5-HT transporter [45]. Ibogaine had no
effect on KCl-induced release of3H-DA from preloaded synapto-
somes but elicited a weak release in the absence of depolarization

FIG. 4. The effect of ibogaine on3H-5-HT release from preloaded synap-
tosomes. (A and B) Ibogaine blocks KCl-induced release. The3H-5-HT
release was initiated with 120 mM KCl depolarization as described in the
Materials and Methods section. The total release was 14.7% in the absence
of ibogaine (F). With 20 mM ibogaine added to the release buffer (■), the
total release was 8.9%. Each point is the average of two measurements
done at the same time. In B, the concentration of ibogaine added to the
release buffer was increased to 50mM (■). In this experiment, the
KCl-induced release was 16.2%, and in the presence of ibogaine the release
decreased to 5.4%.
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at high concentrations. In contrast, ibogaine inhibited the depolar-
ization-induced release of3H-5-HT from synaptosomes and did
not stimulate release in the absence of a depolarizing stimulus. The
concentrations inhibiting release were 20- to 50-fold higher than
needed to block the uptake of3H-5-HT.

Dopamine and 5-HT levels in local brain regions reflect a
dynamic interplay between release and uptake. Extrapolating our
measurements on synaptosomes to the whole brain, we would
predict that at relatively high concentrations, the net effect of
ibogaine would be to increase extracellular DA and 5-HT levels
because of the block of re-uptake of the neurotransmitters. Results
from experiments measuring DA levels in intact brain or brain
slices suggest that thein situ effects of ibogaine are more complex
than this prediction. For example, one study showed that the
effects of ibogaine on DA levels depended on the region of the
brain involved [27], whereas another study showed biphasic ef-
fects in DA levels depending on the concentration of ibogaine used
[36]. Recognizing the possibility that what appears to be DA
release might actually be due to inhibition of the DA transporter,
Reid et al. [36] showed that ibogaine inhibits3H-DA uptake by
striatal synaptosomes although they only partially characterized
the block. Our results extend their report by showing that the block
is competitive. Ibogaine was shown to increase 5-HT levels in rat
nucleus accumbens and in the striatum [7,46]. It is also possible
that ibogaine influences biogenic amine levels indirectly and re-
ciprocally, as suggested by studies demonstrating that ibogaine can
affect the ability of 5-HT to modulate DA release [40,41]. Ibogaine
metabolites, such as noribogaine, with different spectra of poten-
cies from the parent compound also may be important forin vivo
effects [14]. The mechanisms of action of other metabolites, as
well as synthetic ibogaine analogues such as 18-methoxycoronari-
dine, are under investigation [5,13,15,22,30–32,44].

Is the relatively low potency of ibogaine for affecting the
transport of3H-DA and 3H-5-HT relevant to the anti-addictive
effects of ibogaine? It might be, because doses of ibogaine admin-
istered in animal studies [44] and in human studies [29,30,43] lead
to estimates of brain levels of ibogaine in the micromolar range
[44,50]. In this concentration range, our findings suggest that
ibogaine blocks both DA and 5-HT uptakein vivo while also
simultaneously interacting with other neuronal receptors and trans-
porters. If this concentration range is needed for anti-addictive
effects, then ibogaine might exert these effects by acting on mul-
tiple neurotransmitter and metabolic pathways to reset neuronal
circuits that are “tuned” through cross-talk among various neuro-
transmitter pathways during the development of the addiction.
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Detoxi�cation is a necessary step in the
treatment of opioid dependence. Ibo-

gaine, an indole alkaloid found in the bark
of the root of the African shrub Tabernan-
the iboga, is alleged to have anti-addictive
qualities, including ef�cacy in acute opioid
withdrawal.1 The Medications Development
Division of the National Institute on Drug
Abuse (MDD-NIDA) has given serious con-
sideration to a clinical trial of ibogaine.2

Currently, research on humans receiving

ibogaine conducted in a conventional U.S.
research setting has been limited to the ad-
ministration of low subtherapeutic dosages
in initial phase I dose escalation studies
under the US Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA). 3 In contrast to the limited clini-
cal experience with ibogaine in conven-
tional U.S. research settings, an unof�cial
network has been providing treatment with
ibogaine for over 30 years. Most of the clin-
ical observations on ibogaine treatment of
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drug dependence in humans have been
provided by this treatment network, which
exists as a consequence of demand by ad-
dicts regardless of ibogaine’s legal status in
the U.S. While the existing informal treat-
ment context is not optimally suited to
conventionally rigorous clinical research, it
appears warranted to direct some attention
toward reports of ef�cacy of ibogaine for
opioid withdrawal.

Evidence for ibogaine’s effectiveness
includes observations of reductions in
morphine and cocaine self administration
in animals and anecdotal reports in hu-
mans.1 The reported ef�cacy of ibogaine in
multiple substance dependence syndromes
raises the possibility of implementing a
pharmacologic strategy suggested by Lesh-
ner4 of targeting “common effects that may
underlie some common properties of all
addictions.” 4 If ibogaine is indeed effec-
tive, it is of great potential interest as rep-
resenting a novel pharmacologic approach
to treating addiction. Ibogaine does not
appear to be a conventional dopamine or
opioid agonist or antagonist or an amine
re-uptake inhibitor.1,5,6 Ibogaine has sig-
ni�cant af�nities for multiple binding sites
within the central nervous system, includ-
ing N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), kappa
opioid, and sigma and nicotinic receptors.6

Ibogaine’s mechanism of action is not
known; however, interest has been fo-
cussed on NMDA antagonism as one pos-
sible mechanism of particular relevance to
its putative effect on opioid withdrawal.5–10

Because ibogaine apparently does not ex-
ert its effects by mechanisms of drugs cur-
rently in use for the treatment of drug
dependence syndromes, it represents a
potentially new strategic approach to un-
derstanding the neurobiology of addiction
and the development of new treatments.

In this report, we present observations
on patients treated with ibogaine for opi-
oid detoxi�cation over the time interval of
3 days after their last use of opiates. A
speci�c focus on opioid withdrawal, in

evaluating clinical reports from the exist-
ing informal ibogaine treatment network,
is suggested for several reasons. One rea-
son is that opioid dependence is the major
reported indication for which addicts have
sought out ibogaine treatment. Another
reason to speci�cally focus on acute opi-
oid withdrawal is to minimize the method-
ologic limitations of the informal treatment
context by choosing to study a clinically
robust phenomenon occurring within a
relatively limited time frame. With respect
to data that is currently available, the basic
question of ef�cacy of ibogaine can possi-
bly be most effectively addressed by study-
ing opioid withdrawal due to the clinically
obvious and unambiguous nature of the
acute withdrawal syndrome. The distinc-
tive, well recognized syndrome of opioid
withdrawal contrasts, for example, with
the lesser consensus regarding the clinical
syndrome of cocaine withdrawal.11,12 The
current state of ibogaine research is such
that the basic question of any human
ef�cacy must be addressed, and opioid
withdrawal provides a clearer and more
readily available set of outcome measures
than other drug withdrawal syndromes,
such as cocaine or nicotine.

The support for ef�cacy of ibogaine in
opioid withdrawal consists of animal stud-
ies and anecdotal reports in humans. In
rats, ibogaine has been observed to attenu-
ate the signs of morphine withdrawal13–15

and to reduce heroin or morphine self ad-
ministration. 16–18 Similar effects on mor-
phine withdrawal have been reported in
monkeys19 and mice.5 There are some case
studies in humans in the literature20–23 that
describe ibogaine treatment in an aggre-
gate total of 13 patients, as well as recent
preliminary reports from a private clinic in
the Caribbean.3,24 Common features of
these reports are reductions in drug crav-
ing and opiate withdrawal signs and symp-
toms within 1 to 2 hours and relatively
complete resolution of the opioid with-
drawal syndrome within 24 to 48 hours af-
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ter the ingestion of ibogaine. These case
studies appear consistent with general de-
scriptions of ibogaine treatment.25–27

Patients treated with ibogaine describe
the persistent elimination of withdrawal
symptoms and craving beginning within
hours of initiating treatment. Within 1 to 3
hours of ingestion, ibogaine produces its
most intense subjective effects during a
state lasting approximately 4 to 8 hours.
The acute phase is characterized by the
panoramic recall of a large amount of ma-
terial relating to prior life events from
long-term memory, primarily in the visual
modality. Hallucinations have also been
described but do not appear to be as
prominent an aspect of the experience as
the volume of images recalled from visual
long-term memory. Following the acute
phase is a state lasting approximately 8 to
20 hours in which the density of recall of
visual images is greatly reduced and atten-
tion is directed toward evaluating the ma-
terial recalled in the acute phase. The
emotional tone of this second state ap-
pears to be generally characterized as neu-
tral and re�ective. Insomnia is often evi-
dent for 72 hours following administration
of ibogaine to both opioid and non-opioid
dependent patients, and it is responsive to
sleep medication.26 Patients have reported
signi�cant reductions or total cessation of
substance use and craving for weeks to
months or longer following treatment, al-
though methodologically adequate follow-
up observations are lacking. The purpose
of this work is to systematically present a
series of case reports of the possible
ef�cacy of ibogaine in acute opioid with-
drawal.

METHODS

The cases presented in this paper are a
subset of 41 cases of patients treated with
ibogaine between 1962 and 1993 that were
presented at the Ibogaine Review Meeting
held by MDD-NIDA in Rockville, MD, on

March 8, 1995. Thirty-three of these cases
were selected according to the following
criteria:

(1) Heroin dependence, with or with-
out other comorbid substance use disor-
ders, as an indication for treatment with
ibogaine (all 8 of the subjects who were
receiving methadone at the time of their
treatment also reported concurrent use of
heroin). All patients in this study retro-
spectively met the DSM IV criteria28 for
Opioid Dependence with Physiological
Dependence at the time of their treatment.

(2) Having been directly observed by
either or both co-authors H.S.L. and/or
G.M.N.F., continuously at the scene for at
least 48 hours following treatment with
ibogaine. 

Eight of all 41 cases presented at the
NIDA Ibogaine Review Meeting were ex-
cluded from this series. Five of those pa-
tients were not opioid dependent, and
post treatment observation was lacking on
3 patients.

The demographic and drug use charac-
teristics of the patients are summarized in
Table 1. Treatments were provided in the
setting of a hotel room or apartment under
an open label condition with H.S.L. and/or
G.M.N.F. continuously present on site to
observe the patients for at least the �rst 48
hours following ibogaine administration.
Observers well known to the above co-
authors were additionally present when the
co-authors slept and immediately noti�ed
the co-authors of withdrawal signs or symp-
toms or drug seeking behavior.

Patient behaviors between 48 and 72
hours were monitored by H.S.L., G.M.N.F.,
and/or their observers. In 1962 and 1963, a
total of 7 treatments were carried out in
the U.S., with the remaining 26 treatments
taking place in the Netherlands between
1989 and 1993. Twenty-three of these
treatments were observed by H.S.L., 9 by
G.M.N.F., and 1 by both. Eighteen of the
33 patients in this study were under the
care of Jan Bastiaans, M.D., Professor
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Emeritus and former Chairman of the De-
partment of Psychiatry at the State Univer-
sity of Leiden, whose areas of research
emphasis within psychiatry included psy-
chosomatic medicine and the medical uses
of hallucinogens. 29,30 Dr. Bastiaans saw the
patients before and after their treatments
and was typically present for the �rst 4 to
8 hours, returning 24 hours post ibogaine
administration. When present, Dr. Basti-
aans provided corroboration regarding
the observations made by H.S.L. and
G.M.N.F. on the presence or absence of
the clinical features of acute opioid with-
drawal.

The subjects in this series of cases
received an average dose of ibogaine of
19.3 ± 6.9 mg/kg (range of 6 to 29
mg/kg). Patients were instructed to in-
gest their last food, liquids, heroin, or
other substances the night before treat-
ment and received the ibogaine approxi-
mately 8 to 10 hours later the following
morning. Patients on methadone took
their last methadone dosage the morning
before the next day’s ibogaine treatment,
approximately 24 hours prior to receiv-
ing ibogaine. During treatments, subjects
were instructed to lie down in a dimly lit
room whose location and ambient activ-
ity were made to be as quiet as possible.

Both H.S.L. and G.M.N.F. kept
journals and recorded their observations

of patient behaviors during treatment,
which included assessment of signs of
opioid withdrawal such as midriasis,
sweating, elevated pulse rate, shivering,
piloerection, or diarrhea. Vomiting is
common during ibogaine treatment, but
it typically occurs relatively suddenly as a
single episode and is usually related to
motion. Therefore, a single episode of
vomiting was not regarded as an opioid
withdrawal sign, although sustained
vomiting and nausea persisting more
than 2 hours was regarded as a sign of
opioid withdrawal. Subjective sympto-
matic complaints such as chills, muscle
pain, abdominal pain and nausea were
also noted.

Both co-authors who assessed and
recorded the presence or absence of
withdrawal signs and symptoms were
very experienced and familiar with the
clinical syndrome of opioid withdrawal.
H.S.L. has had clinical experience with
withdrawing and detoxifying addicts
over a 30 year period in the context of
his involvement with the development of
ibogaine as a treatment for acute opioid
withdrawal.31 G.M.N.F. has been in-
volved with the Dutch and US addict self
help and harm reduction movements
since 1985, and is experienced in ethno-
graphic �eld work with injection drug
users.32
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TABLE 1. Demographic and drug use characteristics of study sample

Gender 22 (67%) male, 11 (33%) female 

Mean Age 27.3 ± 4.7 years 

Ethnicity 32 Caucasian, 1 Surinamese 

Mean daily heroin use .64 ± .50 grams/day 

Predominant route of heroin self administration 26 intravenous, 4 intranasal, 3 smoking 

Mean duration of heroin use 6.2 ± 5.8 years 

Number of subjects with concurrent methadone maintenance 8 (24%)

Mean methadone dose (N = 8) 48 ± 30 milligrams 

Number of subjects additional seeking treatment for concurrent 8 (24%)
cocaine use

Mean daily cocaine use (N = 8) 1.4 ± 2.3 grams



RESULTS

The outcomes with respect to opioid with-
drawal signs and drug seeking behavior
following ibogaine treatment are summa-
rized in Table 2. Twenty-�ve (76%) of the
patients had no signs or subjective com-
plaints at 24 and 48 hours and did not seek
to obtain or attempt to use opioids for at
least 72 hours after the initial dose of ibo-
gaine. The reported onset of relief of
symptoms was rapid—within 1 to 3 hours
for these patients, many of whom were al-
ready at least mildly symptomatic from
having abstained from opioid use over-
night prior to the morning of the ibogaine
treatment.

An additional patient was noted to
have sweating at 24 hours but not at 48
hours post treatment and did not seek, ob-
tain, or attempt to use opioids within 72
hours post treatment. Another patient had
chills that were present at 24 hours and 48
hours but nonetheless did not seek to ob-
tain or use opioids for at least 72 hours
post treatment. This particular patient was
using 1 gram of heroin intravenously daily
and received an ibogaine dose of 25
mg/kg. Four patients appeared to achieve
resolution of opioid withdrawal, as judged
by an absence of signs and subjective
symptoms at 24 and 48 hours, but none-
theless returned immediately to opioid use
within 72 hours. Two of these subjects,
males aged 26 and 20, explicitly acknowl-
edged a continued interest in pursuing a

heroin-centered lifestyle despite the appar-
ent elimination of the signs and symptoms
of their opioid withdrawal. These two indi-
viduals received doses of only 8 mg/kg,
and they were each using approximately
only 0.1 grams per day of heroin. The two
other individuals who relapsed immedi-
ately to continued heroin use, despite the
apparent resolution of the opioid with-
drawal syndrome, were both 27 year old
males who were using approximately 0.4
grams and 0.75 grams of heroin a day, and
received 23 and 25 mg/kg of ibogaine, re-
spectively.

The only patient with clear objective
signs and subjective complaints of opioid
withdrawal following ibogaine treatment
was a 27 year old female who used an av-
erage of 0.4 grams of heroin a day intra-
venously and received 10 mg/kg of ibo-
gaine. This case is the only one in which
ibogaine did not appear to provide
signi�cant relief from the opioid with-
drawal syndrome, as this patient com-
plained of nausea, chills, muscle aches,
and was observed to be sweating with di-
lated pupils. This patient left the treatment
environment and used heroin approxi-
mately 8 hours after the administration of
ibogaine. The failure of ibogaine in this
particular case was felt to be due to a
dosage that was inadequate to the patient’s
level of opioid dependence.

Lastly (and importantly) is the case in-
volving a fatal outcome in a 24-year-old fe-
male treated in the Netherlands in 1993.
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TABLE 2. Opioid detoxi�cation with ibogaine: outcomes (N = 33)

Drug Seeking During the 72
N Signs of Opioid Withdrawal Post-Treatment Hour Post-Treatment Interval

25 Fully resolved at 24 hours 2

4 Fully resolved at 24 hours 1

1 Partial resolution at 24 hours (sweating) fully resolved at 48 hours 2

1 Partial resolution at 24 and 48 hours (chills) 2

1 Multiple opioid abstinence signs 1

1 Fatality at 19 hours ?



This patient had a history of intravenous
and smoking use of approximately 0.6
grams of heroin per day, and received an
ibogaine dose of 29 mg/kg. The patient
complained of muscle aches and nausea at
17 hours following the administration of
ibogaine, without other evidence of signs
of withdrawal. About an hour later, she
suffered a respiratory arrest, possibly in-
volving aspiration, and was pronounced
dead at about 19 hours post treatment.
Forensic pathological examination re-
vealed no de�nitive conclusion regarding
the probable cause of death 33 and cited the
lack of information correlating ibogaine
concentrations with possible toxic effects
in humans. Another problem regarding the
interpretability of postmortem levels of
ibogaine, or its principal metabolite nori-
bogaine, relates to potential for artifactual
elevations of serum levels of drug or
metabolites with a large volume of distri-
bution due to postmortem release from tis-
sue.34–36 An additional source of uncer-
tainty was the possibility of surreptitious
opioid use, which was suggested by the
�nding of charred tin foil among the pa-
tient’s effects, which is used to smoke
heroin by the method of “chasing the
dragon” (which is popular in the Dutch
heroin scene).37 There is evidence that
suggests that the toxicity of opioids may
be relatively greater following treatment
with ibogaine.5,38 Analysis of gastric con-
tents for heroin or morphine, which might
have con�rmed recent heroin smoking,
and analysis of blood for 6-monoacetyl
morphine, a heroin metabolite whose
presence indicates recent use,39 were not
performed.

DISCUSSION

Within the context of the methodological
limitations imposed by the informal treat-
ment setting, this series of open label case
studies appears to provide some evidence
for the efficacy of ibogaine in acute opioid

withdrawal. Seventy-six percent of the pa-
tients in this series were reportedly free of
opioid withdrawal signs and symptoms at
24 hours and did not seek drugs over the
period of observation of 72 hours. Another
12 percent were without evidence of with-
drawal but nonetheless chose to resume
opioid use. While the lack of formal clini-
cal research methodology such as a struc-
tured instrument rating withdrawal is un-
fortunate, the apparent validity of the
�ndings rests largely on the ability of the
two co-authors H.S.L. and G.M.N.F. to reli-
ably recognize the features of the acute
opiate withdrawal syndrome. Both of the
above co-authors had extensive experi-
ence in observing the clinical features of
opioid dependence including the acute
withdrawal syndrome. The corroboration
of Dr. Bastiaans on over half the cases pro-
vides some additional support for the ac-
curacy of the above co-author’s assess-
ment regarding the presence or absence of
acute opioid withdrawal.

The safety concern that has currently
been most problematic for the develop-
ment of ibogaine has been the one fatality
in this series, following the administration
of ibogaine in a female patient in the
Netherlands in 1993. This incident was a
signi�cant factor in the decision not to
pursue a clinical trial of ibogaine following
the NIDA Review Meeting held in March of
1995 {F. Vocci, director, MDD-NIDA, per-
sonal communication, 1998}. This incident
also underscores the need for the security
procedures and medical supervision avail-
able in a conventional medical setting and
for completion of the FDA dose escalation
studies3 to allow systematic collection of
pharmacokinetic and safety data.

Another safety concern regarding po-
tential neurotoxicity was raised by the ob-
servation of cerebellar damage in rats
treated with ibogaine at a high dose of 100
mg/kg.40 However, no evidence of toxicity
was seen at the dose of 40 mg/kg demon-
strated to reduce morphine or cocaine self-
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administration in rats.16,18,41,42 Helsley et
al43 treated rats with 10 mg/kg ibogaine
every other day for 60 days and observed
no evidence of neurotoxicity. Likewise,
Mash et al3 observed no evidence of neu-
rotoxicity in monkeys treated for 5 days
with repeated oral doses of ibogaine of 5
to 25 mg/kg or subcutaneously adminis-
tered doses of 100 mg/kg. J. W. Olney has
described the rationale for the use of ibo-
gaine as an actual neuroprotective agent to
minimize excitotoxic damage in stroke and
anoxic brain injury.44 The available evi-
dence appears to suggest that the neuro-
toxic effects of ibogaine occur at levels
higher than those observed to have effects
on opioid withdrawal and self administra-
tion. In addition, the neurotoxic effects of
ibogaine appear to be speci�cally medi-
ated by activity at the sigma type 2 recep-
tor and to be potentially dissociable from
ibogaine’s putative antiaddictive effect.6

An ibogaine congener with relatively less
sigma 2 activity, 18-methoxycoronaridine,
reportedly produces effects similar to ibo-
gaine on morphine and cocaine adminis-
tration in rats, but has shown no evidence
of neurotoxicity even at high dosages.6

The cases and literature reviewed here
indicate signi�cant clinical issues that will
need to be addressed if ibogaine is to be
considered as a clinical option for opioid
detoxi�cation. There are safety concerns
(as discussed above) that must be ad-
dressed by careful investigation in clinical
research settings. Ibogaine can presently
be purchased at a wholesale price of ap-
proximately 200 US dollars per treatment,
and that price could drop considerably if
signi�cant demand were to stimulate in-
creased production. The time frame of
treatment with ibogaine places it competi-
tively within the time frame of rapid
detoxi�cation.45 However, despite ibo-
gaine treatments having taken place under
conditions of relatively “low tech” improvi-
sation, there is a question of whether ibo-
gaine in a conventional medical setting,

with its attendant evaluation and super-
vision, would still be economically com-
petitive with other existing approaches to
opioid detoxi�cation. The need for super-
visory personnel to serve the functions
presently served by volunteer participants
in the existing informal treatment network
must be included in the overall cost of ibo-
gaine treatment in a conventional medical
setting. The signi�cant subjective psycho-
active state produced by ibogaine might
not be widely desired or tolerated. Al-
though anecdotal evidence suggests that
ibogaine is well tolerated and that the ma-
terial recalled in the psychoactive state
might have potential psychotherapeutic
signi�cance,21,25,27,46,47 a follow-up study of
individuals treated with ibogaine assessing
the tolerability of treatment would be use-
ful. One limitation of such a study, how-
ever, would be the possible bias of self
selection on a sample that has been
suf�ciently motivated to seek out ibogaine
treatment in the existing unconventional
network. It also remains to be seen whether
a pharmacologic intervention or molecular
modi�cation of ibogaine can provide the
option of resolving the psychoactive ef-
fects of the drug from its putative anti-ad-
dictive qualities.

The results reported here originate
from an informal treatment context that
presents methodologic disadvantages com-
pared to a conventional clinical research
setting. Nonetheless, the observations
made in this setting do appear to provide
some support for the ef�cacy of ibogaine
in the treatment of acute opioid with-
drawal. Whether or not ibogaine emerges
as a viable conventional treatment option,
the question of its pharmacologic effective-
ness is interesting. If the results obtained
under open label conditions summarized
here are con�rmed in controlled clinical
studies, it would appear that ibogaine rep-
resents a novel pharmacologic mechanism
that is not currently being utilized in the
treatment of drug dependence. If it is in-
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deed effective, ibogaine could eventually
prove to be a productive paradigm for the
study of the neurobiology and develop-
ment of new approaches to addiction.

The assistance of Norma E. Alexander
and Patricia A. Graham is gratefully ac-
knowledged.
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ABSTRACT: Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid found in the roots of Tabernanthe
Iboga (Apocynaceae family), a rain forest shrub that is native to western Afri-
ca. Ibogaine is used by indigenous peoples in low doses to combat fatigue, hun-
ger and thirst, and in higher doses as a sacrament in religious rituals. Members
of American and European addict self-help groups have claimed that ibogaine
promotes long-term drug abstinence from addictive substances, including
psychostimulants and opiates. Anecdotal reports attest that a single dose of
ibogaine eliminates opiate withdrawal symptoms and reduces drug craving for
extended periods of time. The purported efficacy of ibogaine for the treatment
of drug dependence may be due in part to an active metabolite. The majority
of ibogaine biotransformation proceeds via CYP2D6, including the O-demeth-
ylation of ibogaine to 12-hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine). Blood concentra-
tion-time effect profiles of ibogaine and noribogaine obtained for individual
subjects after single oral dose administrations demonstrate complex pharma-
cokinetic profiles. Ibogaine has shown preliminary efficacy for opiate detoxifi-
cation and for short-term stabilization of drug-dependent persons as they
prepare to enter substance abuse treatment. We report here that ibogaine sig-
nificantly decreased craving for cocaine and heroin during inpatient detoxifi-
cation. Self-reports of depressive symptoms were also significantly lower after
ibogaine treatment and at 30 days after program discharge. Because ibogaine
is cleared rapidly from the blood, the beneficial aftereffects of the drug on crav-
ing and depressed mood may be related to the effects of noribogaine on the cen-
tral nervous system.

hAddress for correspondence: Deborah C. Mash, Ph.D., Department of Neurology (D4-5),
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INTRODUCTION

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring indole alkaloid derived from the roots of the rain
forest shrub Tabernanthe iboga. Ibogaine is used in low doses by indigenous peoples
of western Africa to combat fatigue, hunger and thirst, and in higher doses as a sac-
rament in religious rituals. The use of ibogaine for the treatment of drug dependence
has been based on anecdotal reports from American and European addict self-help
groups that it decreased the signs of opiate withdrawal and reduced drug craving for
cocaine and heroin for extended time periods.1 Although ibogaine has diverse effects
on the central nervous system (CNS), the pharmacological targets underlying the
physiological and psychological actions of ibogaine are not completely understood.
The purported efficacy of ibogaine following single-dose administrations may be
due to the formation of an active metabolite.2,3 Ibogaine is O-demethylated to 12-
hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine) by the activity of liver enzymes. Noribogaine ap-
pears to have a slow clearance rate in humans, suggesting that some of the
aftereffects of ibogaine may be due to the actions of the metabolite.3,4 

Medications for the treatment of addictions are intended to reduce or eliminate
drug use, reduce harm to the patient, and/or modify high risk behaviors.5 Potential
drug candidates for the treatment of cocaine and opiate dependence have been con-
sidered based on pharmacological approaches. The neurobiological similarities be-
tween depression and drug dependence have led to a self-medication hypothesis.6

Based on this association, drug abusers may self-medicate with opioids or psycho-
stimulants in an effort to improve their dysphoric mood. Chronic drug abuse leads to
adaptations at neural systems that mediate drive, motivation, and affect.7 Discontin-
uation of drug use leads to alterations in these motivational systems, placing more
incentive value to the abused drug than to nondrug stimuli, thus leading to a loss of
control over drug use.8 This hypothesis is supported by clinical observation that drug
dependence is characterized by an intense desire to administer the drug to the exclu-
sion of other reinforcement. We report here that single-dose administrations of
ibogaine to drug-dependent individuals resulted in fewer self-reports of craving for
cocaine and opiates, and significantly improved depressive symptoms. These pre-
liminary observations provide evidence for an improvement in clinical status follow-
ing detoxification with ibogaine. 

METHODS

Subjects were self-referred for inpatient detoxification and met inclusion/exclu-
sion criteria. All individuals were deemed fit and underwent treatment following a
physician’s review of the history and physical examination. Participants did not have
histories of stroke, epilepsy or axis I psychotic disorders. Results of the electrocar-
diogram and clinical laboratory testing were within predetermined limits. All sub-
jects signed an informed consent for ibogaine treatment. Participants included 27
treatment-seeking opioid- and cocaine-dependent men (n = 23) and women (n = 4).
The mean age was 34.6 ± 1.9 years old for the opiate group and 37.5 ± 2.9 years old
for the cocaine group. Mean education level was 14.0 ± 0.5 years. All participants
met DSM-IV criteria for cocaine or opioid dependence and had positive urine
screens at entry to the study. Individuals participated in a 14-day inpatient study to
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determine the safety and effectiveness of ibogaine as a potential medication treat-
ment for drug dependence. Participants were assigned to one of three fixed-dose
(500, 600, or 800 mg) ibogaine HCl treatments under open-label conditions.
Ibogaine and 12-hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine) were measured in whole blood
specimens by full-scan electron impact gas chromatography/mass spectrometry
(GC/MS) as described previously.2 Subjects were genotyped for the CYP2D6 alleles
(3, 4, 5, and wildtype alleles) as described previously.9

On admission, participants were administered the Addiction Severity Index10 and
received structured psychiatric evaluations before and after ibogaine treatment
(SCID I and II). In cases where the participant’s responses were deemed question-
able due to intoxication or withdrawal signs, portions of all interviews were
reconducted later, as necessary. Additional information about substance use history,
as well as past and current medical condition(s), was gathered and later cross-
referenced for accuracy through a separate comprehensive Psychosocial
Assessment. 

Participants were required to complete a series of standardized self-report instru-
ments relating to mood and craving at three different time points during the study
and at one month following discharge from the treatment program. Subjects were
asked to provide ratings of their current level of craving for cocaine or opiates using
questions from the Heroin (HCQN-29)11 and Cocaine (CCQN-45) Craving Ques-
tionnaires.12 Self-reported depressive symptoms were determined by the Beck De-
pression Inventory.13 Subjects’ scores were subjected to repeated measures analyses
of variance with primary drug of abuse (opiates versus cocaine) as the between-sub-
jects factor and treatment phase (pre-ibogaine, post-ibogaine, and discharge) as the
within-subjects factor for the total score from the Beck Depression Inventory and the
HCQN-29 and CCQN-45 subscales.

RESULTS

FIGURE 1 illustrates representative pharmacokinetic measures of the levels of par-
ent drug and metabolite following oral doses of ibogaine. We have demonstrated pre-
viously that ibogaine is metabolized by cytochrome P4502D6 to an active metabolite
noribogaine.14 In this study, the proportion of homozygous and heterozygous
CYP2D6 extensive metabolizers (EM) were not significantly different between opi-
oid- and cocaine-dependent groups (data not shown). None of the subjects was iden-
tified as a poor metabolizer (PM) genotype. The CYP-2D6-mediated metabolism of
ibogaine resulted in significant levels of noribogaine in blood for male and female
subjects. Ibogaine was well tolerated by both opiate- and cocaine-dependent sub-
jects, in agreement with our previous findings.4 

Subjects reported clinically significant levels of depressive symptoms (i.e., Beck
depression score of 11 or more) at program entry.13 Opiate- and cocaine-dependent
subjects did not differ significantly on the Beck depression scores. TABLE 1 summa-
rizes the effects of ibogaine treatment on depressive symptoms following ibogaine
detoxification from opiates and cocaine. The results demonstrated lower levels of
self-reported depressive symptoms during inpatient ibogaine treatment. Beck de-
pression scores were significantly lower at one month after program discharge as
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FIGURE 1. Pharmacokinetics of ibogaine and noribogaine over the first 24 h after oral
doses of ibogaine. Data shown are from representative male (800 mg) and female (500 mg)
subjects. Values for parent drug and desmethyl metabolite were measured in whole blood
samples at the times indicated.
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compared to those measured at program entry. This observation suggests a lasting
effect of single-dose adminstration of ibogaine on mood and depressive symptoms. 

TABLE 3 summarizes the results for selected categories from the HCNQ-29 and
CCNQ-45 craving questionnaires. These instruments inquire about specific aspects
of drug craving, including urges (category scale Desire to Use), as well as thoughts,
about drug of choice or plans to use the drug (category scale, Intention to Use). The
instruments incorporate questions about dynamics thought to be important for the re-
instatement of drug-taking behavior by referencing the positive reinforcing effects
of drugs or the expectation of the outcome from using a drug of choice (category
scale, Anticipation of Positive Outcomes), or the alleviation of withdrawal states
(category scale, Relief of Negative States). Perceived lack of control over drug use
also was included (category scale, Lack of Control), because it is a common feature
of substance abuse disorders and is most operative under conditions of active use,
relapse, or for subjects at high risk. 

TABLE 1. Self-report of depressive symptoms on the Beck Depression Inventory

Pre-
ibogaine

Post-
ibogaine Discharge

1 Month 
follow-up F (3, 18) p

BDI Total score 16.86 10.43 3.00 2.29 9.59 .0005

TABLE 2. Opiate craving

Subscale Pre-ibogaine Post-ibogaine Discharge F(3, 24) p

Desire to use 4.07 1.91 1.22 58.45 .0001

Intention to use 3.26 1.57 1.24 81.38 .0001

Anticipation of positive outcomes 4.71 2.63 1.82 52.96 .0001

Relief of negative states 4.88 3.67 2.85 28.33 .0001

Lack of control 4.18 3.34 2.81 15.98 .0001

Lower Heroin Craving Questionnaire (HCQN)-29 subscale means indicate less craving. For
each subscale, all post-ibogaine means differ from pre-ibogaine at p < .05.

TABLE 3. Cocaine craving

Subscale Pre-ibogaine Post-ibogaine Discharge F(2, 10) p

Desire to use 1.45 1.10 1.10 1.22 ns

Intention to use 1.60 1.38 1.29 0.97 ns

Anticipation of positive outcomes 2.32 1.29 1.38 3.74 .05

Relief of negative states 3.10 1.41 1.86 15.26 .0005

Lack of control 4.00 3.06 3.19 10.76 .002

Lower Cocaine Craving Questionnaire (CCQN)-45 subscale means indicate less craving. 
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Subjects undergoing opiate detoxification reported significantly decreased drug
craving for all of the HCQN-29 scales at 36 h post-treatment mark, and mean scores
remained significantly decreased at program discharge (TABLE 2). Subjects under-
going cocaine detoxification also reported significantly decreased drug craving at
post-treatment and at discharge for three of the five category scales of the CCQN-
45. Similar to the results of the HCQN-29, the lower mean scores for Intention to
Use at program entry may reflect participants’ inpatient circumstances and motiva-
tion for treatment. These results demonstrate an immediate and lasting attenuation
of craving while the subject remained in treatment. At one month following dis-
charge from the program, subjects’ responses indicated that they still experienced di-
minished craving for cocaine and opiates (data not shown). 

DISCUSSION

The results of this study revealed that levels of self-reported depressive symptoms
and craving were significantly decreased following ibogaine administration. A lim-
itation of the study is that it is based on findings in only 27 subjects; thus, replication
is needed in future studies to determine the stability of the findings. Furthermore, it
is not known whether the symptoms experienced in the treatment setting are unique.
However, subjects were evaluated at one month after program discharge, having re-
turned to their normal environment or following entry to residential sober living in
a community setting. Future research efforts will be aimed at determining an associ-
ation between CYP2D6 metabolizer status, depressive symptoms, drug craving, and
relapse rates. 

The concept of drug craving is believed to play a crucial role in the dynamics of
relapse, although it has proven to be an elusive and difficult construct to measure. In
part, this is due to its transient nature and its variable expression in addicts’ subjec-
tive reports. Tiffany and co-workers12 have suggested that many investigations in-
volving objective measures of craving have utilized unidimensional instruments
(consisting of only one or a few items) that have not been adequately tested for va-
lidity or reliability. Therefore, it has been proposed that craving might best be cap-
tured by asking sets of multidimensional questions with terms that may be more
familiar to addicts and that represent distinct conceptualizations of processes that
may lead to craving.12,15 To our knowledge, this study represents the first attempt to
confirm ibogaine’s purported therapeutic effects on drug craving in well-
characterized cohorts of opiate- or cocaine-dependent subjects.

After treatment with ibogaine, opiate-dependent subjects were less likely to antici-
pate positive outcomes from heroin (or other opiate) use, less likely to believe that
heroin (or opiate) use would relieve withdrawal/dysphoria, and more likely to believe
in their control for abstaining or stopping their drug use. Ibogaine treatment also de-
creased participants’ desire and intention to use heroin. Cocaine-dependent subjects
were less likely to anticipate positive outcomes from cocaine use, less likely to be-
lieve that cocaine use would relieve withdrawal/dysphoria, and more likely to believe
in their control in abstaining or stopping their drug use at post-ibogaine and discharge
assessments than at the pre-ibogaine assessment. Treatment did not seem to affect
participants’ desire to use cocaine nor their intent to use cocaine, in part because of
floor effects at pre-ibogaine assessments and because of the small sample size.
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Drug dependence results from distinct but interrelated neurochemical adapta-
tions, which underlie tolerance, sensitization, and withdrawal. The apparent ability
of ibogaine to alter drug-taking behavior may be due to combined actions of either
the parent drug and/or its active metabolite at key pharmacological targets that mod-
ulate the activity of drug-reward circuits.16 Noribogaine is longer lasting and has a
unique spectrum of neurochemical activities as compared to the parent compound.
Recent studies have suggested that noribogaine’s efficacy as a full µ-opioid agonist
may explain ibogaine’s ability to block the acute signs of opiate withdrawal and its
suppressive effects on morphine self-administration.17 Preclinical evaluation of nor-
ibogaine’s anti-cocaine medication effects in a rat model of cocaine self-administra-
tion demonstrated that noribogaine antagonized cocaine-induced locomotor
stimulation and reinforcement.18 Since ibogaine is cleared rapidly from the blood,
the extended aftereffects on drug craving, mood, and cognition may be related to the
actions of metabolite noribogaine. Medication development of a slow-release formu-
lation of noribogaine for opiates and psychostimulants dependence deserves further
consideration. 
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Long-Lasting Ibogaine Protection against NMDA-Induced
Convulsions in Mice
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Ibogaine, a putative antiaddictive drug, is remarkable in its apparent ability to downgrade with-
drawal symptoms and drug craving for extended periods of time after a single dose. Ibogaine acts
as a non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist, while NMDA has been implicated in long lasting
changes in neuronal function and in the physiological basis of drug addiction. The purpose of this
study was to verify if persistent changes in NMDA receptors could be shown in vivo and in vitro
after a single administration of ibogaine. The time course of ibogaine effects were examined on
NMDA-induced seizures and [3H] MK-801 binding to cortical membranes in mice 30min, 24, 48,
and 72h post treatment. Ibogaine (80 mg/kg, ip) was effective in inhibiting convulsions induced by
NMDA at 24 and 72 hours post administration. Likewise, [3H] MK-801 binding was significantly de-
creased at 24 and 72 h post ibogaine. No significant differences from controls were found at
30min or 48h post ibogaine. This long lasting and complex pattern of modulation of NMDA 
receptors prompted by a single dose of ibogaine may be associated to its antiaddictive properties.
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serotonergic, dopaminergic, opioid, nicotinic, and glu-
tamatergic (10–17).

Glutamate, the main excitatory neurotransmitter in
the mammalian central nervous system (CNS), is be-
lieved to play important roles in several physiological
and pathological processes. Glutamatergic neurotrans-
mission is achieved through ionotropic (ligand-gated ion
channel) and metabotropic (coupled to cellular effectors)
receptors (18). Specifically, the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) ionotropic glutamate receptor subtype seems to
be crucial in plastic changes associated with normal brain
function (as in learning and memory), in neurodegenera-
tive diseases and epilepsy (19–23), as well as in drug ad-
diction (24,25). In fact, NMDA antagonists have been ex-
plored as potential anticonvulsant, neuroprotective and
antiaddictive drugs (20,21,26). Pre clinical data have con-
sistently indicated that NMDA antagonists interfere with
sensitization, tolerance and/or dependence induced by
stimulants, nicotine, alcohol, benzodiazepine, barbitu-
rates, and morphine (24,26–35). Ibogaine interferes with

INTRODUCTION

Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid extracted from Taber-
nanthe ibogawith putative antiaddictive properties. A
remarkable aspect of this drug is its apparent ability to
eliminate withdrawal symptoms and drug craving for ex-
tended periods of time after a single dosage, as indicated
by anecdotal reports and uncontrolled clinical data (1–3).
These reports are somewhat supported by animal studies
(4–10). Ibogaine presents a complex mechanism of ac-
tion, altering various neurotransmitter systems, including



the glutamatergic system, acting as a noncompetitive
NMDA receptor antagonist, inhibiting [3H]MK-801 and
[3H]TCP binding to NMDA receptors (17,36–41).

Considering that long lasting changes in neuronal
function related to NMDA receptors are thought to be as-
sociated with drug addiction as well as with epileptic phe-
nomena, the antiepileptic profile of ibogaine is of interest.
Ibogaine has been shown to suppress electrically (42) or
pentylenetetrazol (PTZ)-induced tonic seizures in mice
(43), but found to be ineffective in suppressing strych-
nine- or caffeine-induced tonic seizures (43). Moreover,
ibogaine partially protects mice against NMDA-induced
convulsions (44) or lethality (42).

In order to further scrutinize the participation of
NMDA receptors in the long lasting effects of ibogaine,
we here report the time course of ibogaine effects in mice.
The effects of a single administration of ibogaine were
examined by evaluating the protection against NMDA-
induced convulsions and on [3H]MK-801 binding to cor-
tice membranes at different periods post treatment.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Animals.Male albino adult (25–35g) mice (CF-1 strain), bred at
the Fundação Estadual de Produção e Pesquisa em Saúde (Porto Ale-
gre, RS, Brazil), were used in all experiments. Mice were kept on a
12 light/dark cycle, at a room temperature of 22°C, with free access to
food and water. All procedures were carried out according to institu-
tional policies on animal experimental handling.

Drugs. N- Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) and glycine were pur-
chased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA), (+) MK-801 hydrogen
maleate was purchased from RBI (Natick, MA, USA), [3H]MK-801
(22.5 Ci/mmol) was purchased from Du-Pont-NEN (Boston, MA,
USA), glutamic acid was purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Ger-
many). Ibogaine hydrochloride was kindly donated by Howard Lotsof
(NDA Int. Inc., USA). All other reagents were of analytical grade.
Drugs were dissolved in milli-Q water.

Behavioral Experiments

NMDA-Induced Seizures.The method of Czuczwar et al (45) was
adapted as follows. Ibogaine (60 and 80 mg/kg) or saline were injected
intraperitonially (ip) 30 min and 24 h before subcutaneous (sc) NMDA
(240 mg/kg). Additional groups were treated with ibogaine (80 mg/kg)
48 and 72 h before NMDA. After receiving NMDA, animals were in-
dividually placed in plexiglas boxes (20×20×20 cm) and observed dur-
ing 60 min for the occurrence of continuous clonic seizures lasting at
least 3 seconds, with loss of righting reflex. Results are expressed as
the percentage of seizuring animals. Data were analyzed by means of
the Fisher exact probability test.

Rota-Rod Performance in Mice.Mice were initially trained to re-
main on the rota-rod apparatus (18 rpm) for 120 sec; those that did not
remain on the bar for at least two out of three consecutive trials were
discarded (46). Ibogaine (60 and 80 mg/kg) or saline were administered
ip 24 h after this initial training. The latency to fall from the rotarod
(one trial of maximum 60 sec) was determined 30, 60, 90, 120 min,
and 24, 48, and 72 h after administration of saline or ibogaine. Latency

results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Results were analyzed by means
of ANOVA followed by a Duncan test.

Neurochemistry

Membrane Preparation.Membranes were prepared as described
by Emanuelli et al. (47). Thirty min, 24, 48 and 72 hours after treat-
ment (ip, ibogaine 60 and 80 mg/kg or saline), mice were decapitated,
and brains rapidly removed; whenever brains were removed a control
group was included consisting of brains of naive (non treated) mice.
Each membrane preparation consisted of the pooled brains from two
equally treated mice. Cerebral cortice were dissected and homogenized
(20:1 v:w) in 0.32 M sucrose containing 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH
7.4, and 1 mM MgCl2. All steps were carried out at 4°C. The homo-
genate was centrifuged twice at 1,000 g for 15 min and the final pellet
discarded. Both supernatants were pooled and centrifuged at 27,000 g
for 15 min. The resulting pellet was lysed in 20 volumes of 5 mM
Tris/HCl buffer, pH 7.4 for 30 min, and centrifuged at 27,000 g for 15 min.
This pellet was washed three times with lysing buffer (20:1 v:w) by
centrifuging at 27,000 g for 15 min. The final pellet was frozen at
−70°C for at least 24 h. On the day of binding assay, the membranes
were rapidly thawed in a water bath (37°C), homogenized with 3 vol-
umes of 5 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4, and centrifuged at 27,000 g for 15 min.
The resulting pellet was resuspended in the same buffer, pre-incubated
at 37°C for 30 min and centrifuged at 27,000 g for 15 min. The pellet
was washed three times in 3 volumes of 5 mM Tris/HCl, pH7.4, and
centrifuged at 27,000 g for 15 min. The final pellet was resuspended in
the same buffer in order to yield a protein concentration of 1–2 mg/ml.
Protein concentration was measured according to Lowry et al. (48).

Binding of [3H]MK-801. Binding assay was based on the method
of Piggott et al (49). Membranes (∼ 200 µg protein/tube) were incubated
in 5 mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH 7.4) at 25°C for 1h, containing 2 nM [3H]
MK-801 in the presence of glutamate (50 µM) and glycine (30 µM), in
a final volume of 0.5 ml. Non-specific binding was defined as the bind-
ing which occurred in the presence of 34 µM non-radioactive MK-801.
After incubation, membranes were filtered (reduced pressure, Whatman
GF-B filter prewetted in 5 mM Tris/HCl buffer), and rinsed rapidly three
times with 5 ml of ice-cold buffer. The dried filters were deposited in
vials and radioactivity measured by scintillation counting. All experi-
ments were performed in triplicate. Results were analyzed by means of
ANOVA followed by a Duncan test.

RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the effects of ibogaine (ip) adminis-
tered 30 min, 24, 48, and 72 hours before NMDA (sc) on
NMDA-induced clonic convulsions. Ibogaine 80 mg/kg
(but not 60 mg/kg) afforded significant (50%) protection,
when administered 24 or 72 hours before NMDA. Ibo-
gaine was ineffective when given 30 min or 48 hours 
before NMDA.

Fig. 2 shows the effects of ibogaine on Rotarod per-
formance. Ibogaine 60 and 80 mg/kg produced motor
impairment up to 30 min after administration, but not
thereafter. No deficits were noted on rotarod perform-
ance 24, 48 and 72 h after ibogaine (data not shown).

Fig. 3 presents the effects of ibogaine on [3H]MK-
801 binding to mice cortical membranes. The specific
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ibogaine have been previously reported and proved to be
dissociated from acute toxicity (4,9,12).

The crucial role of excitatory amino acids (NMDA
receptors in particular) in behavioral and neural plasticity
has been widely recognized (50,24). The purpose of this
study was to verify if long lasting changes in some func-
tional parameters of NMDA receptors could be seen fol-
lowing a single administration of ibogaine. Short and long
term effects of ibogaine on NMDA receptors were exam-
ined by evaluating NMDA-induced seizures in mice and
[3H] MK-801 binding in mice cortical membranes after
30 min, 24, 48, and 72h of treatment with ibogaine.

Ibogaine 60 mg/kg was ineffective in protecting
against NMDA-induced convulsions. The administration
of 80 mg/kg of ibogaine resulted in 50% protection
against NMDA-induced convulsions at 24 and 72 hours
post administration. It is noteworthy that the time course of
protection afforded by ibogaine against NMDA-induced
convulsions, although unusual, correlates well with sig-
nificant decreases in [3H]MK-801 binding in cortical
membranes of mice likewise treated with ibogaine but
not subjected to an NMDA challenge.

It was recently reported that 100 mg/kg of ibogaine
resulted in 75% protection against NMDA-induced con-
vulsion in mice after 30min of NMDA administration
(44). The authors stated that animals treated with this
dose presented ataxia and decreased locomotor activity.
In our study, no significant protection against convul-
sions was seen after 30 min or 48 hours of ibogaine 60
or 80 mg/kg. These doses induced temporary tremors but
not ataxia. Acute and transient ibogaine toxicity including
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Fig. 1. Effects of saline (S), ibogaine 60 mg/kg (IB60), and 80 mg/kg
(IB80), injected ip 30 min, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h before sc NMDA (240
mg/kg) on NMDA-induced clonic convulsions. (n = 12–20) Data
expressed as percentage of mice presenting seizures. * = p < 0.01,
Fisher Test.

Fig. 2. Effect of saline (S), ibogaine 60 mg/kg (IB60), and 80 mg/kg
(IB80), on Rotarod test at 30, 60, 90, and 120 min post treatment.
Latency (sec) expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 8). * = p < 0.05 and 
** = p < 0.01, ANOVA followed by Duncan Test.

[3H]MK-801 binding to cortical membranes of mice after
24 and 72 hours of treatment with 80 mg/kg of ibogaine
was significantly decreased in comparison to control
(non treated animals) or animals treated with saline.

DISCUSSION

Long lasting changes are expected from ibogaine in
humans: the experience that follows the ingestion of a sin-
gle dose of ibogaine lasts several hours (1,2). The absence
of withdrawal symptoms and craving lasting for weeks
after ingestion is central to an eventual anti-addictive
effect (2,3). In animal models, long lasting effects of

Fig. 3. Effects of saline (S), ibogaine 60 mg/kg (IB 60) and 80 mg/kg
(IB 80) on [3H] MK-801 (2 nM) binding in cortical membranes after
30 min, 24, 48, and 72 h post treatment. Data expressed as percentage
of binding (0.44 ± 0.03 pmol/mg protein) in non treated animals. Three
separate experiments were done in triplicate. (Bars = SEM). * = p < 0.01,
ANOVA/Duncan.
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nonspecific motor effects (e.g., tremor) are well docu-
mented in rats and mice (12). Rotarod results obtained
in this study are in agreement with the transient pattern
of motor deficits previously reported, with absence of
motor deficits after 60 min of ibogaine administration.

Adding to the unique psychoactive profile of ibo-
gaine in non addictive and addictive human subjects
(12,16), this study reveals an unusual pattern of activity
in an experimental model in mice. There is no simple ex-
planation for the observed pattern of intermittent activity
observed in the behavioral and neurochemical parameter
evaluated in this study. Since no tissue damage is de-
tected following 100 mg/kg administration of ibogaine to
mice (51), the protection afforded by ibogaine 80 mg/kg
against NMDA-induced convulsions observed at 24 and
72h is unlikely to result from long term toxicity, in agree-
ment with absence of deficits in the rotarod. Because ibo-
gaine is known to generate noribogaine, a metabolite that
also acts as NMDA antagonist, it could be argued that
changes triggered by ibogaine itself could be reinforced
or maintained by its main metabolite (17,37,38). It is also
of relevance to consider ibogaine pharmacokinetics: a
sustained and slow release of ibogaine from fat tissue (52)
would eventually lead to several hours of constant chal-
lenge to NMDA receptors. This pattern of repeated stim-
ulation could lead to significant neural adaptation and
consequential long term effects (53). As previously sug-
gested (12), the well known variability in ibogaine ef-
fects, both in animals and in humans, may depend both
on the extent of fat deposition and on the extent of ibo-
gaine metabolism to noribogaine. Furthermore, NMDA
receptors are believed to undergo modifications that lead
to or maintain neuroadaptative responses (22). It is possi-
ble to postulate that effects observed after 24h of ibogaine
treatment are consequent to a direct effect of ibogaine and
noribogaine on NMDA receptors, whereas the effects ob-
served after 72 hours could arise from a secondary effect
mediated by a cascade of intracellular events leading to
an altered expression of NMDA receptors.

This study reports that a single administration of
ibogaine induces long lasting effects measurable in vivo
and in vitro. Such results, understood as functional long
lasting changes in NMDA receptors, may be relevant
within the context of antiaddictive use of ibogaine and
NMDA antagonists.
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I. Introduction

Almost 100 years ago, Dybowsky and Landrin (1), as well as Haller and
Heckel (2), isolated a crystalline alkaloid from the root of West African shrub,
Tabernanthe iboga and named it “ibogaine.” Ibogaine was “rediscovered” during
the past decade because of the anecdotal (3) and preliminary clinical (4,5)
observations suggesting that it may offer a novel means of treating drug
addictions. Preclinical studies are, in general, consistent with these claims. Thus,
ibogaine reduces self-administration of cocaine (6) and morphine (7), attenuates
the severity of morphine withdrawal (8,9), and inhibits conditioned place
preference produced by morphine and amphetamine (10,11).

The neurochemical actions of ibogaine and related alkaloids were intensively
investigated during the past decade, which has witnessed increasing growth of
information attempting to explain the “antiaddictive” effects of ibogaine. The
majority of work concentrated on its neurochemical effects, in the hope of
identifying neuronal receptors and systems affected by this molecule. These
findings, described in detail in the present and former volumes of The Alkaloids
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(12-14), have profound implications for both understanding the mechanism of
action of ibogaine and the molecular mechanism of drug addiction and
dependence. Ibogaine affects a substantial number of neurotransmitter pathways,
including N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and κ-opioid receptors, as well as
dopamine and serotonin uptake sites and σ sites [for a review, see (14)]. However,
the “antiaddictive” effects of ibogaine are still poorly understood, particularly at
the psychological level.

In the current paradigm of drug development, findings gained in behavioral
research ultimately direct our understanding of the drug’s mechanism of action,
provide evidence of its effectiveness in an animal model, and ultimately decide
whether a substance becomes a therapeutic agent (15). Findings gathered in
behavioral studies often raise questions concerning whether the given substance
may or may not be effectively used in a given clinical application, and also about
its “side effects.” In addition, the effects found in behavioral studies that are not
directly related to the purported mechanism of action often raise new questions
such as the relevance of a “side effect” to a therapeutic action. This appears to be
the case for ibogaine that, besides diminishing self-administration of drugs of
abuse and alleviating the severity of opioid withdrawal, produces
psychotomimetic effects, affects learning and memory processes (16-18), and has
anxiogenic actions (14).

It is beyond the scope of this overview to provide direct evidence linking these
“miscellaneous” or “side-effect”-like actions of ibogaine to its purported
“antiaddictive” effects. Nonetheless, these “miscellaneous” or “side-effect”-like
actions of ibogaine cannot be neglected, since they may indeed have some
therapeutic implications, and their understanding may facilitate the discovery of
its molecular mechanism(s) of action.

Operant and classical conditioning, habituation, and sensitization play
important roles in determining the level of drug tolerance, addiction, dependence,
and craving (19). Thus, inhibitory effects of ibogaine on drug addiction could be
linked to a general interference with learning and memory processes. Often, drug-
addicted individuals do not realize the roots of their habits—why they are,
indeed, drug addicted. There are numerous possibilities, including traumatic
experiences, such as events that took place in childhood. It can be hypothesized
that a therapy, able to uncover these experiences, would be helpful in localizing
and eliminating the cause of the disorder. This is the role of the psychotherapist,
but perhaps with the help of ibogaine, this role could be made easier.

It is known that ibogaine produces a variety of psychotomimetic effects. It is
debatable whether these are important from the clinical perspective. It would be
hard to argue that the “antiaddictive” effects in laboratory animals are due to the
hallucinogenic actions. It is also worth noting that there are many
psychotomimetic compounds that are not “antiaddictive.” Nonetheless, Naranjo,
who explored the possibility of using ibogaine to facilitate psychotherapy,
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concluded that ibogaine could act as a psychological catalyst, which could
compress a long psychotherapeutic process into a shorter time (20).

II. Ibogaine and Anxiety

A. Experimental Rationale

In humans, ibogaine has been reported to produce anxiety, fear, and
apprehension (21). These effects are important, as they may influence the process
of psychotherapy and/or in some cases, can be regarded as a confounding factor.
Recently, Benwell and colleagues (22), while studying the possible effects of
ibogaine on the neurochemical actions of nicotine in rats, found that ibogaine
administered at the dose of 40 mg/kg, 22 hours before the test, produced an
anxiogenic effect. It must be considered that such an anxiogenic effect of
ibogaine may confound several measures of drug-seeking and taking behavior in
animal models of drug addiction. The present work was designed to determine if
the same effects on anxiety could be identified in mice following the
administration of lower doses of ibogaine given after a shorter time interval.

B. Experimental Methodology

1. Animals

Male Albino Swiss mice (26-32 g) obtained from the Institute of Pharmacology
breeding facility, were housed under standard laboratory conditions (lights on at
0600 hours, lights off at 1800 hours; room temperature 23 ± 1°) with pelleted
food and tap water available ad libitum. They were kept in 43 x 27 x 15 cm plastic
cages (eight mice per cage). All animals were used only once.

2. Drugs

Hydrochloride salt of ibogaine (Sigma) and the reference compound picrotoxin
were dissolved in the physiological saline that served as a placebo. Injections
were done i.p. in the volume of 10 ml/kg. The selection of doses was based on
previous studies with ibogaine (22) and picrotoxin (23,24).

3. Apparatus and Procedure

An elevated plus maze (23) was used to study the anxiety in mice. It was made
of plywood and consisted of two open arms (30 x 5 cm) and two enclosed arms
(30 x 5 x 15 cm). The arms extended from a central 5 x 5 cm platform. The maze
was painted black and mounted on a wooden base, raising it 50 cm above the
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floor. The apparatus was lit with two 15-watt lightbulbs placed 60 cm above the
open arms.

The experiments were carried out between 0900 and 1700 hours. Drugs were
administered 30 minutes before the test that lasted for 5 minutes. Mice were
tested in an order counterbalanced for the treatment condition. There were 8 to 10
mice in each group. Mice were placed on the central platform, and the time spent
on each of the four arms as well as the number of entries into arms was manually
recorded using PLUS MAZE 2.0 program on a PC-compatible computer. After
each mouse, the apparatus was cleaned and dried. The experimenter was blind to
the treatment condition. The percentage of open/total time ([open arm time/open
arm + closed arm time] x 100) as well as the percentage of open/total arm entries
([open arm entries/open arm + closed arm entries] x 100) served as the measures
of anxiety. The number of closed arm entries was used as the measure of
locomotor activity.

The experiments were carried out according to the National Institutes of Health
Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (publication No. 85-23, revised
1985) and were approved by the internal Bioethics Commission.
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TABLE 1.
Anxiogenic Effects of Ibogaine in Mice

Treatment % Open/ % Open/total Closed arm
(mg/kg) total time arm entries entries [n]

Placebo [10] 6.21 ± 1.33 18.6 ± 1.36 13.1 ± 0.81
Ibogaine 10 [10] 3.07 ± 1.33 10.3 ± 3.12 12.3 ± 1.34
Ibogaine 20 [10] 2.03 ± 0.90* 10.7 ± 2.96 11.2 ± 0.73
Ibogaine 40 [9] 1.56 ± 0.73* 5.77 ± 2.50** 10.4 ± 1.27
ANOVA F(3,35) = 3.49, F(3,35) = 4.21, F(3,35) = 1.19,

P<0.05 P<0.05 NS
Placebo [10] 7.53 ± 0.86 20.8 ± 1.66 12.6 ± 0.68
PIC 0.25 [8] 5.03 ± 1.10 16.0 ± 1.85 12.0 ± 1.39
PIC 0.5 [8] 3.64 ± 1.19* 13.2 ± 2.66 11.4 ± 1.29
PIC 1 [10] 0.56 ± 0.35*** 9.15 ± 3.83* 6.20 ± 0.83***
ANOVA F(3,32) = 11.9, F(3,32) = 3.53, F(3,32) = 8.81,

P<0.001 P<0.05 P<0.0001

Presented are means ± S.E.M. of: (1) percentage of open/total arm time, (2) percentage of open/total arm entries,
and (3) the number of closed arm entries in the elevated plus maze. Results of (1) and (2) reflect the measures related
to the anxiety. The number of closed arm entries is regarded as the measure of general locomotor activity. Mice were
treated with placebo (physiological saline), ibogaine, and picrotoxin [PIC] 30 minutes before the test.

NS not significant
* (P < 0.05)
** (P < 0.01)
*** (P < 0.001)
Statistically significant difference compared to placebo treatment (Newman-Keul’s Multiple Comparison Test).

The number of mice used for each dose is indicated in the brackets.



4. Statistical Analysis

For the statistics, one way between subjects ANOVA was performed for each
treatment condition, followed by Newman-Keul’s multiple comparison post-hoc
test.

C. Results

Ibogaine reduced the percentage of open/total arm time (20 and 40 mg/kg) and
the percentage of open/total arm entries (40 mg/kg). The decrease of the
percentage of open/total time and the percentage of open/total arm entries
produced by ibogaine was comparable to that observed in mice treated with
picrotoxin (0.5 and 1 mg/kg) (Table I). Mean locomotor activity (closed arm
entries) was not affected by the drugs tested, with the exception of picrotoxin (1.0
mg/kg) (Table I).

III. Discussion

The elevated plus maze (25) offers a reliable means of investigating anxiety in
rodents. Ibogaine and picrotoxin reduced the percentage of open/total time as
well as percentage of open/total arm entries, indicating that these compounds
increased the anxiety. The anxiogenic effect of picrotoxin is well known (23,25)
and therefore supports the use of this compound as reference. As in our study,
Dalvi and Rodgers (24) reported that the anxiogenic effect of picrotoxin in mice
at doses higher than or equal to 1 mg/kg was confounded by the behavioral
suppression.

Perhaps the first documented notion that ibogaine produces a subjective state
of anxiety was made by Sigg, who, after ingestion of 200 mg of ibogaine,
reported: “Subjectively, the most unpleasant symptoms were the anxiety, the
extreme apprehension, and the unheimliche Grundstimmung (~unfamiliar mood)
associated with visual and bodily hallucinations” (26), p. 94. More recent studies
indicate that ibogaine reduced the number of open arm entries in the elevated
plus-maze test in rats tested 22 hours after pretreatment with ibogaine (40 mg/kg,
i.p.). Such a long time between the drug administration and the test may suggest
the involvement of a long-lasting ibogaine metabolite, since ibogaine’s plasma
half-time in rodents is about 1 hour (27).

Ibogaine affects a substantial number of neurotransmitter pathways, including
NMDA and κ-opioid receptors, as well as dopamine and serotonin uptake sites
and σ sites [for a review, see (14)]. Ibogaine antagonistic activity at NMDA
receptors cannot explain its anxiogenic effects, because NMDA receptor
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antagonists reduce, rather than increase, anxiety in rodents (28). The high affinity
of ibogaine at the k-opioid receptors is supported by its ability to block the effects
of a κ-opioid agonist to inhibit dopamine and serotonin release (29), suggesting
that ibogaine may act as a κ-opioid antagonist. This is, in turn, supported by
findings indicating that κ-opioid agonists produce anxiolytic effects in the
elevated plus maze in rats (30). However, in light of other reports suggesting
agonist activity of ibogaine at κ-opioid receptors (31), it remains to be assessed
whether ibogaine’s activity at κ-opioid receptors plays a role in its anxiogenic
effect.

In conclusion, it remains to be established whether the acute (present study)
and delayed (22) anxiogenic effects of ibogaine are related to its inhibitory effects
on drug-seeking and taking behavior or if it may be regarded only as the
confounding factor. Alternatively, it is possible that the anxiogenic actions of
ibogaine revealed in mice may have nothing to do with their putative
antiaddictive actions in humans.
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I. Introduction

Drug discrimination is a useful technique in the search for the mechanism of
action of psychotropic drugs. Perhaps its utility has been best demonstrated in
efforts to elucidate those neurotransmitter receptors involved in the mediation of
the perceptual effects of phenethylamine (DOM) and indoleamine (LSD)
hallucinogens (1).

As far as biological assays of pharmacological activity are concerned, drug
discrimination is relatively easy to understand. Specifically, the goal of such
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studies is to produce drug-induced stimulus control. This condition is said to exist
when, in the presence of a stimulus, an animal subject emits a conditioned
response (2). An example of a conditioned response might be pressing a specific
lever when presented with a two-lever choice, or entering a specific arm of a two-
arm maze (T-maze). The stimulus (or discriminative stimulus) is the interoceptive
state produced by the drug used to establish stimulus control. To illustrate this by
way of example, assume that one wishes to establish stimulus control with drug
X. The discriminative stimulus will be the interoceptive cue, which is simply the
effect experienced by the subject after receiving drug X. In this case the subject
is a rat. However, pigeons, other rodents, and primates can also be used. The
subject, over several weeks, has been taught to press levers in a two-lever operant
chamber for a food reward in a process known as shaping. During this process,
the ratio of response to reward is gradually increased from 1 to 10 or more. Since
a certain fixed number of responses is required for a reward, this is known as a
fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement. If 10 responses are required for a reward,
then a fixed ratio of 10 (FR 10) is the schedule. Once the rat has mastered this, it
is time to establish stimulus control.

In order to accomplish this, the rat is trained with once daily sessions, which
alternate between drug and vehicle treatment. Thus, using a specific pretreatment
time (e.g., 15 minutes prior to the session), the training drug (drug X) or its
vehicle are given on alternating days. On days when drug X is given, only
responses on one lever (left or right) are rewarded. On vehicle days, only
responses on the other lever are rewarded. After a number of sessions the subject
will learn to press the drug appropriate lever only on those days when that drug
is administered. On vehicle days, the subject should only respond on the vehicle-
appropriate lever. Once the subject is responding reliably in a treatment-
appropriate manner, stimulus control is said to be present. Having established
stimulus control in a given subject investigations can begin regarding the receptor
interactions mediating the discriminative cue of drug X. Test drugs (drug Y) that
are known agonists or antagonists at certain receptors can be given during test
sessions. If these produce responses on the drug X-appropriate lever, then the test
drug is said to substitute for the training drug, alternatively, by convention, the
training drug stimulus is said to generalize to that of the test drug. This
terminology is often reversed by some authors resulting in confusion on the part
of the readers. If responding is on the vehicle-appropriate lever then no
substitution or generalization is present. Often there is an intermediate degree of
substitution or generalization (partial generalization) suggesting that the
interoceptive cues are similar, but not identical. Another test is that of
antagonism. In these tests, a drug with known receptor binding properties is given
with the training drug (e.g., drugs X and Y together). If responding is seen only
on the vehicle appropriate-lever then drug Y has antagonized the interoceptive
cue produced by drug X. Alternatively, responding on the drug X-appropriate
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lever would indicate absence of antagonism. During test sessions, rewards should
not be given and the session should be terminated after a fixed number of
responses. This is to minimize learning during the test session, which might
confuse the subjects. Furthermore, the subjects should only be tested every third
or fourth day (after they have demonstrated reliable treatment appropriate
responding in the prior two or three training sessions). Training doses, test doses,
and pretreatment times are usually based on reports of pharmacological effects of
the drug in question found in the literature.

Drug discrimination is a remarkably simple, yet elegant, technique. Using this
paradigm, investigators can often gain insight into the mechanism of action of a
given agent. The results of these studies can then be correlated with other studies,
such as receptor binding studies and second messenger assays.

Like other techniques, drug discrimination does have its shortcomings.
Because the interoceptive cue is what is being evaluated, other drug effects and
their specific mechanisms may not be accounted for. No technique is perfect.
Nonetheless, for studying drugs with psychotropic effects, drug discrimination
remains a powerful weapon in the arsenal of the behavioral pharmacologist.

II. Ibogaine in Drug Discrimination Studies

A. Ibogaine as a Discriminative Stimulus

Before there was any evidence supporting the antiaddictive effects of ibogaine,
this agent was known first and foremost as a hallucinogen. Because of this, drug
discrimination seems well suited to the study of ibogaine. Knowledge of those
receptors involved in the ibogaine discriminative cue could contribute
significantly to our understanding of its mechanism of action, both as a
hallucinogen and possibly as a therapy for substance abuse conditions.

Figure 1a shows the dose-response effects ibogaine (�), harmaline (�), and
noribogaine (10-hydroxyibogamine) (�) in rats trained with 10.0 mg/kg ibogaine
as a discriminative stimulus. All drugs were administered i.p. 60 minutes before
testing. Each point represents one determination in each of 10 subjects unless
otherwise noted by the number of subjects completing the test over the number
of subjects tested. The ED50 for ibogaine was 4.6 mg/kg.

Figure 1b shows the time course for the ibogaine-trained stimulus. Maximal
substitution was observed at a pretreatment time of 60 minutes (94%). Following
this, a time-dependent decrease in ibogaine-appropriate responding was
observed. (Modified from reference 3 with permission.)
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B. Serotonergic Agents in Ibogaine-Trained Rats

The structural similarity between ibogaine and serotonin taken together with
the fact that the 5-HT2A receptor is the primary mediator of the discriminative
stimulus effects of the classical hallucinogens lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD)
and (-)-2,5-dimethoxy-4-methyl-amphetamine (DOM) (4-6) makes serotonergic
agents a natural starting point in the study of ibogaine.

Palumbo and Winter (7) were the first to look at ibogaine in drug
discrimination studies. They found that ibogaine produced an intermediate level
of substitution in both LSD and DOM-trained subjects. This effect was blocked
by the 5-HT2 antagonist pizotylene. The first report in which ibogaine was trained
as a discriminative stimulus was by Schecter and Gordon (8). These authors
observed an intermediate level of substitution by the 5-HT releasing agent
fenfluramine. This evidence suggested a possible role for serotonergic receptors
in the stimulus effects of ibogaine. Further investigations have revealed that the
5-HT2A receptor plays a role, although this does not appear to be essential to the
ibogaine-induced discriminative stimulus. This is evidenced by the observation
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Figure 1a. Dose response for ibogaine �, harmaline �, and noribogaine (10-hydroxyibogamine) �.



that both DOM and LSD produced intermediate levels of substitution for
ibogaine that was blocked by the 5-HT2A antagonist pirenpirone (9). The
conclusion that this component is nonessential stems from the fact that while
pirenpirone blocked the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by LSD and
DOM, it did not affect the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by ibogaine
itself (9) (Figure 3). For a detailed discussion of nonessential stimulus
components, see reference 10.

A possible explanation for the differences in ibogaine-appropriate responding
produced by LSD illustrated above, compared to the work of Schecter and
Gordon (34.5% substitution) (8), could be accounted for by rat strain differences
and/or pretreatment time differences for ibogaine training (60 minutes vs. 30
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Figure 1b. Ibogaine time course.



minutes, respectively).
In addition to 5-HT2A receptors, there is evidence for the involvement of the

5-HT2C receptor. In contrast, the 5-HT1A and 5-HT3 subtypes do not appear to
play a major role in the ibogaine-mediated discriminative stimulus (11).
Interestingly, the phenomenon observed with the 5-HT2A component is also seen
with the 5-HT2C component of the ibogaine cue. That is, involvement of the
5-HT2C receptor in the ibogaine-trained discriminative stimulus appears to be
nonessential. As illustrated in Table I, the 5-HT2C agonists MK 212 and mCPP
both produced intermediate levels of substitution, which were blocked by
metergoline, an agent that has antagonist properties at 5-HT2C receptors. In
contrast, the ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by ibogaine itself was not
affected by mesulergine (10) or metergoline (11).

These studies have demonstrated a role for 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors in the
ibogaine discriminative cue. A role for the 5-HT2A receptor is further supported
by biochemical studies, which provided evidence for in vivo occupancy of these
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Figure 2. The dose response relationships for pirenpirone (75 minutes presession) in the presence of
LSD (�), DOM (�), and ibogaine (�) in rats trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0 mg/kg, i.p., 60
minutes presession) from vehicle. The ratio adjacent to each of the points represents the number of
subjects completing the test session over the number of subjects participating in each test session.
From reference 9 with permission.



receptors by ibogaine (10). Although these receptor interactions are not essential
to the ibogaine stimulus, they provide a link between ibogaine and classical
hallucinogens such as LSD and DOM. This is further supported by a recent study
investigating the effects of monoamine reuptake inhibitors on the stimulus effects
of hallucinogens. Specifically, the DOM, LSD, and ibogaine discriminative cues
were all potentiated by the monoamine reuptake inhibitors fluoxetine,
venlafaxine, and fluvoxamine (12). The exact mechanism for this is unknown at
present. Certainly, further insights into this area of study will enhance our
knowledge both of hallucinogens and of antidepressant medications, which are
commonplace in psychiatric practice.

C. Beta-Carboline Agents In Ibogaine-Trained Rats

694. drug discrimination studies with ibogaine

TABLE I.

% ibogaine-appropriate Rate
Drug treatment Responses (Responses/min) n/N

Ibogaine 94.0 14.3 10/10
Ibogaine (10 mg/kg) + 100.0 36.4 4/4
Metergoline (1.0 mg/kg)
MK 212 (0.3 mg/kg) + 10.0 16.1 7/8
Metergoline (1.0 mg/kg)** [79.6]*
mCPP (0.8 mg/kg) 23.8 13.0 6/8
Metergoline (1.0 mg/kg)** [76.4]*

The ratio n/N represents the number of animals responding (n) out of the number of animals tested (N). The %
ibogaine-appropriate responding produced by both mCPP and MK-212 alone is enclosed in brackets. Treatment
sessions were compared to immediately preceding ibogaine training sessions using Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test. 

*Reflects significant differences from the ibogaine-treatment condition (p<0.05).
**Reflects significant differences between the drug alone and the drug + antagonist conditions as determined by

the Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test. Modified from reference 11 with permission.



One group of hallucinogens that has received little attention is the beta-
carboline (or Harmala) alkaloids group. Interestingly, these agents bear a strong
structural resemblance to ibogaine. Anecdotal reports suggest that the
tremorigenic and subjective effects of agents, such as harmaline and harmine, are
not unlike those of ibogaine (13). Several of these alkaloids were tested in
ibogaine-trained rats (10). The results are shown in Figure 3. Full generalization
was observed with 6-methoxyharmalan and harmaline, while partial
generalization was seen with harmine, harmane, harmalol, and THBC
(tetrahydro-beta-carboline). No generalization was seen to 6,7-dimethoxy-4-
ethyl-β-carboline-3-carboxylate (DMCM) or norharmane.

Unfortunately, the mechanism of action of the harmala alkaloids remains
unknown. However, this is not the case for other beta-carbolines like DMCM.
This agent has inverse agonist properties at benzodiazepine sites (14). We found
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Figure 3. Dose-response relationships for beta-carbolines in rats trained with 10.0 mg/kg ibogaine
as a discriminative stimulus. All agents were administered i.p., 60 minutes presession. The ratio
adjacent to each of the points is the number of subjects completing the test session over the number
of subjects participating in each test session. Where no ratio is shown, a ratio of 8/8 is implied.
Modified from reference 19 with permission.



it interesting that the iboga alkaloid, tabernanthine, is reported to have
benzodiazepine inverse agonist effects in rats (15). Nonetheless, as shown above,
ibogaine itself did not generalize to DMCM. Likewise, in vitro work by Deecher
and colleagues (16) showed ibogaine, as well as harmaline, to be without effect
on GABA-stimulated chloride uptake in the mouse brain.

The results of these studies with beta carbolines have implications regarding
the potential antiaddictive effects of ibogaine. In morphine self-administration
studies, Glick et al. (17) showed that, unlike ibogaine, harmaline did not produce
a sustained decrease in morphine consumption by rats. If the self-administration
paradigm used by these researchers is an accurate model of substance abuse in
humans, then it appears that mimicry of the ibogaine discriminative stimulus is
not effective in predicting antiaddictive activity in light of the fact that harmaline
fully mimics ibogaine (3). Furthermore, norharmane, an agent that did not
substitute for ibogaine in the present study, attenuates naloxone-precipitated
withdrawal from morphine, as does ibogaine (18). For further information on the
effects of beta carbolines in ibogaine-trained subjects, see reference 19.

Interestingly, recent work by Grella and colleagues (20) shows significant
harmaline-appropriate responding by the hallucinogen DOM (76%). These
observations, taken together with our findings (10), support a role for the 5-HT2A

receptor subtype in the stimulus effects of ibogaine and harmaline.
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Figure 4. Dose response relationships for DMT and MDMT in rats trained with ibogaine. Note that
* refers to statistically significant difference from vehicle condition (p<0.05) (Helsley, et al.,
previously unpublished data).



D. Tryptamine Hallucinogens in Ibogaine-Trained Rats

The tryptamines form another subgroup of indoleamine hallucinogens. As
shown in Figure 4, these agents appear to be less like ibogaine in terms of the
stimulus cues compared to the beta-carboline, indoleamine, and phenethylamine
hallucinogens, although weak partial generalization is seen with MDMT. A
possible explanation for this finding lies in the observation that the stimulus
effects of the tryptaminergic hallucinogen MDMT are mediated chiefly through
interactions with 5-HT1A receptors (21, 22). These receptors do not appear to be
involved in the ibogaine stimulus (11).

Figure 4 also shows dose response relationships for DMT and MDMT in rats
trained with ibogaine (10 mg/kg) as a discriminative stimulus. All agents were
administered i.p., 15 minutes presession. The ratio adjacent to each of the points
is the number of subjects completing the test session over the number of subjects
participating in each test session. Also next to each point is the response rate in
responses per minute.

E. NMDA Antagonists in Ibogaine-Trained Subjects

NMDA antagonists are often classified as hallucinogens because of their
psychotomimetic effects. These agents occupy a binding site within a calcium
channel; in so doing they occlude the channel. This calcium channel is normally
gated by the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate (for review of NMDA
antagonists, see reference 23). The best known of these agents is phencyclidine
(angel dust, PCP). This agent was originally marketed as an anesthetic agent, but
it was quickly removed from the market because of extreme psychotic reactions.
Interestingly, ketamine, another NMDA antagonist, is still used today as an
anesthetic. Emergence reactions are significantly milder than those seen with
phencyclidine and are usually easily controlled with benzodiazepines.

A possible role for ibogaine acting at NMDA receptors is supported by the
observation that ibogaine has appreciable affinity for this binding site (24,25).
Popik and associates investigated the effects of ibogaine on MK 801
(dizocilpine)-trained mice in a T-maze. These authors observed approximately
70% dizocilpine-appropriate responding at an ibogaine dose of 100 mg/kg (26).
Subsequent studies suggest that this interaction does not play a major role in the
stimulus effects of ibogaine at lower doses, as neither phencyclidine nor MK 801
produced significant substitution in ibogaine-trained subjects (27).
Correspondingly, ibogaine failed to substitute for phencyclidine in phencylidine-
trained rats and monkeys (28) and MK 801-trained rats (29). The most plausible
explanation for the contrast between these results and those of Popik, et al. would
be dose and species differences.
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F. Opioids in Ibogaine-Trained Subjects

Ibogaine’s effects on addiction and withdrawal phenomena naturally lead to
questions regarding its effects on opiate systems. The results of drug
discrimination studies with opioids in ibogaine-trained subjects are quite
interesting. Specifically neither mu- nor kappa-agonists substituted for ibogaine.
No substitution, but weak partial antagonism, was seen with the pure antagonist
naloxone. An intermediate level of substitution, but no significant antagonism,
was observed with naltrexone (55.6%) (27). Also, in rats trained with the kappa-
agonist U50,488, no substitution was seen with ibogaine (29). However,
significant generalization (60-70%) was observed with the mixed
agonist/antagonist compounds pentazocine, diprenorphine, and nalorphine (27).

Interestingly, the intermediate substitution produced by diprenorphine and
nalorphine was antagonized by naloxone (27). Although the implications of these
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Figure 5. The dose response relationships for s ligands in rats trained to discriminate ibogaine (10.0
mg/kg, i.p., 60 minutes presession) from water. All agents were administered i.p., 30 minutes
presession. The ratio adjacent to each of the points represents the number of subjects completing the
test session over the number of subjects participating in each test session. Taken from reference 27
with permission.



results are not clear, they do suggest a role for opiate receptors in the mechanism
of action of ibogaine. Further studies will be necessary to clarify this.

G. Sigma Ligands in Ibogaine-Trained Rats

In keeping with its unusual pharmacological profile, ibogaine has appreciable
affinity for sigma (σ) receptors of the σ2 subtype (30,31). Sigma receptors are a
relatively new discovery, and hence, compared to other receptors, little is known
about them. Thus, we are only beginning to characterize pharmacological agents
as agonists or antagonists at these receptors. Nonetheless, ibogaine appears
relatively selective for the σ2 subtype. Several sigma ligands were tested in
ibogaine-trained rats, and it was observed that nonselective sigma ligands (DTG,
(+)-3-PPP) produced intermediate levels of substitution (Figure 5), while the σ1

selective agents (+)-SKF 10,047 and (+)-pentazocine failed to substitute (27).
Unfortunately no σ2-selective agents were available at the time of these

studies. Because we are still in the early stages in the study of the pharmacology
of these receptors, all that can be concluded from these studies is that sigma
receptors of the σ2 subtype play a role in the ibogaine discriminative stimulus. As
more selective sigma ligands are discovered, the exact role of these receptors in
ibogaine’s mechanism of action will hopefully become more clear.

H. Noribogaine

In radioligand binding assays, ibogaine shows remarkably low affinity for most
known receptors (micromolar vs. nanomolar) (32). This, taken together with the
observation that ibogaine’s pharmacological activity is relatively long lived,
suggests the possibility that a long-acting metabolite may mediate many of
ibogaine’s pharmacological effects; noribogaine (10-hydroxyibogamine) is
thought to be such an agent (33).

10-Hydroxyibogamine appears to be similar to ibogaine in its stimulus
properties, but it does not substitute completely for the parent compound, as
illustrated in Figure 1 (3). Zubaran and colleagues (29) observed similar results.
These authors also looked at brain levels of ibogaine and its metabolite.
Interestingly, they found the metabolite to be more potent than the parent
compound in eliciting ibogaine-appropriate responding with ED50 values of 1.98
and 4.51 mg/kg, respectively. Brain levels of noribogaine were similar at
behaviorally equi-effective doses of both agents (1.11 µg/g after administration of
the ED50 of 10-hydroxyibogamine and 1.23 µg/g after the ED50 of ibogaine).
These results suggest that the stimulus effects of ibogaine are mediated mainly by
10-hydroxyibogamine (29). Further studies will be necessary to confirm this.
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III. Summary

The results of the studies described here support the hypothesis that ibogaine
produces its effects via selective interactions with multiple receptors. It appears
that 5-HT2A, 5-HT2C, and σ2 receptors are involved in mediating the stimulus
effects of ibogaine. In addition, opiate receptors may also be involved. In
contrast, σ1, PCP/MK-801, 5-HT3, and 5-HT1A receptors do not appear to play a
major role.

Ibogaine’s hallucinogenic effects may be explained by its interactions with
5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors, while its putative antiaddictive properties may
result from its interactions with σ2 and opiate receptors. Alternatively, the
possibility that ibogaine’s hallucinogenic properties underlie its antiaddictive
effects, as previously suggested (34), would support a role for 5-HT2 receptors in
mediating the reported therapeutic effects of ibogaine.

Certainly many questions remain regarding ibogaine’s mechanism of action.
Although drug discrimination will be useful for answering some of those
questions, the true potential of this technique is realized when it is combined with
other techniques. The next few years promise to be fruitful with respect to our
understanding of this agent. Reasons supporting this belief include advances in
the study of sigma receptors, interest in ibogaine’s effects on second messenger
systems, and the development of ibogaine congeners such as 18-methoxycoro-
naridine (35).

In conclusion, the aforementioned studies should serve to guide further
endeavors. Pertinent questions have been generated: What is the role of sigma
receptors in the effects of ibogaine, especially with regard to addiction? How
does ibogaine affect opiate neurotransmission? What effects, if any, do the
Harmala alkaloids have on addiction phenomena? What is the mechanism of
action of harmaline? Can 10-hydroxyibogamine serve as a discriminative
stimulus and, if so, what receptor interactions mediate its stimulus effects? Does
the ibogaine-trained stimulus generalize to novel agents, including 18-methoxy-
coronaridine?
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I. Introduction of Ibogaine and Addict Self-Help
in the Netherlands

The subject of this chapter is the formation of International Addict Self-Help
(INTASH), the introduction of ibogaine in the addict self-help scene in Holland,
and the contribution of the addict self-help movement to the development of
ibogaine treatment. It also describes the INTASH intake, treatment, and aftercare
procedures and the importance of addict self-help involvement in future
developments with the clinical use of ibogaine.

Ibogaine was introduced to the addict community in 1990 by Howard Lotsof
and Bob Sisko from the International Coalition for Addict Self Help (ICASH)
(1,2). The late Nico Adriaans, Josien Harms, and myself formed an informal
organization, Dutch Addict Self Help (DASH), which today is called INTASH, in
order to treat addicts with ibogaine. Nico Adriaans was one of the founders of the
first addict self-help movement in Europe, the Junkiebond, which promoted
innovations such as needle exchanges, decriminalized prostitution strolls, and the
general attitude of humanization of the addict within the institutions of Dutch
society, and inspired many other initiatives throughout the world (3-6).

INTASH performed four initial treatments with ibogaine on opiate-dependent
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poly-drug users, some of whom had been in methadone maintenance programs
for many years. The successful results of these treatments were impressive.
“Successful” is, of course, a relative and somewhat subjective term. An outcome
was regarded as successful if our subjects acutely experienced a complete
elimination of withdrawal symptoms, or were left with only minor residual
symptoms such as mild chills or some yawning, and elimination of cravings from
approximately 5 months to 2 years. As Nico Adriaans often pointed out, “there is
no substance known in the world today, besides ibogaine, that can eliminate
withdrawal of high maintenance doses of methadone without causing extreme
discomfort.”

The goal of our self-help organization was to provide treatment with ibogaine
in a nonjudgmental and trusting environment. Treatments with ibogaine were
provided over a period of several months for a group of eight Dutch addicts, most
of whom originated from the same town and social network. After being
thoroughly informed during a month-long intake, all participants were treated in
the same private setting. All subjects received a physical examination by a
medical doctor and nobody suffered any adverse physical or mental
consequences due to ibogaine treatment.

The philosophical approach to these treatments was “pro-choice” and not
based on an absolute opposition to drug use; instead, the goal was to provide
alternative treatment options to people that wanted to quit using drugs in an
obsessive way. For example, in one particular case, a subject came through the
treatment without any withdrawal symptoms, but nevertheless expressed the need
to use heroin. In response to questions regarding his motivation to resume heroin
use and whether he was still feeling withdrawal symptoms, he responded that he
felt fine, but that the lifestyle of heroin use was still appealing to him. Since he
requested to use heroin and he was not in his hometown, we actually helped him
cop. The major concern was with the welfare of the subject, to make sure that he
did not wander around town or get bad product. In addition, it was important to
assure that he would only use a very conservative amount, since ibogaine sets the
subject back to a pre-addictive state, which creates risk for accidental overdose.

All of the other subjects in the group stayed clean for an average period of six
months. During this period, Dr. Charles Kaplan, an experienced international
sociologist and drug researcher, suggested a focus group for those who had
undergone treatment that would meet on a weekly basis. His German colleague,
Eva Ketzer coordinated these meetings in order to collect data and to provide the
subjects with an opportunity to share their experiences (7). Unfortunately, due to
practical difficulties and very limited financial resources, the focus group
dissolved after a several sessions.

The following 2 years focused on processing the data of these treatments,
which were published in the Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment (8). An effort
was also made to inform therapeutic communities and drug-abuse treatment
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institutions in Holland about the existence of ibogaine and to request further
research. Representatives of INTASH traveled the world to participate in drug-
related conferences to spread awareness of the existence of ibogaine. The
reception of both professionals and the international addict community was
skeptical, a kind of wait-and-see attitude and often a frankly uninterested
reaction. It seemed that the professionals within the drug-treatment community in
Holland viewed ibogaine as a politically difficult issue. Holland was already
under a lot of pressure from the newly formed European Community to change
its progressive drug policy. Taking on ibogaine, a hallucinogen, was considered
too much of a leap, and the attitude seemed to be one of “let some other country
take the lead this time.” With the exception of a Russian and a German group, the
international addict community at that time was more interested in establishing
legalized methadone programs and needle exchanges in their individual
countries.

It was possible, however, to interest a few key people in Holland to observe
treatments or review data. The next series of ibogaine treatments in the
Netherlands took place in 1992, and they were observed by the late Jan Bastiaans
M.D., former chairman of the Department of Psychiatry of the State University
of Leiden (9). Dr. Erik Fromberg and Dr. Delano Gerlings from the Netherlands
Institute for Alcohol and Drugs (NIAD) also monitored the treatments. INTASH
then moved to the United States and integrated more issues around drug abuse.
In 1996 we began a Web site called “The Junkie Domain” that covered topics
from art and safer injection manuals to personal reports on ibogaine experiences.

II. Intake and Treatment

There are two different types of sessions with ibogaine. People who are not
necessarily substance abusers have sought to use ibogaine to benefit from its
spiritual impact in what is called an “initiatory” session, in which a low dose of
ibogaine is used, typically on the order of 10 mg/kg. The other method involves
a larger dose, on the order of 20 mg/kg, for an addiction interruption session. The
addiction interruption session is more difficult in a medical sense, because many
addicts have physical and psychiatric conditions related to their substance abuse.
INTASH members designed a protocol, a modification of the Lotsof procedure
(1) to provide sessions for addiction-interruption in a semi-clinical setting. They
reached the conclusion that a thorough professional physical and psychological
screening was needed. The experience of observing most people ultimately
relapse at different time intervals after their treatments indicated the need to
provide some type of aftercare.
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The intake procedure consisted of establishing a preliminary process during
which the addict requesting treatment was gradually prepared, while a
relationship of trust developed. The addict was thoroughly informed of the
physical and psychological consequences of a treatment with ibogaine. Each
person who seriously considered treatment was well informed about ibogaine,
and went through an initial screening, which included a general physical exam
history, a visit to a psychiatrist, and an optional visit to a psychotherapist.
Laboratory evaluation included liver function tests, blood count, and an electro-
cardiogram.

Once the subject had passed this screening, INTASH did an unstructured life
and drug history interview with the subject, which included information about the
treatment procedure in order to prepare the subject as thoroughly as possible. It
is hard for many hard-core substance abusers to imagine or comprehend that
ibogaine will cause them to be clean from one day to the next without the pain
and agony of withdrawal, especially for those who have been using high doses of
methadone daily. Therefore the information given during intake encompassed
many aspects and started with a clear and firm warning of the danger of using
drugs, in particular heroin, during and immediately after the treatment. This
warning was repeated on the day of the treatment, and is important because
subjects undergoing the treatment need to be aware that ibogaine may potentiate
opiates that are still in the system. Opiate use during treatment can lead to
overdose.

The subjects were then told what happens during a treatment. Early in the
morning, 10 hours after the last use of food and drugs, the subject took the
ibogaine orally in capsule form. Sometimes the ibogaine was mixed with a
digestive aid. This took place in the morning, when the subjects normally would
have used their “wake-up” dose of drugs. An hour after administration the
subjects usually noticed that their familiar morning withdrawal symptoms had
disappeared and expressed a desire to lay down and get comfortable. A quiet,
darkened room, specially prepared in a personalized, though non-distracting
manner was made available for this purpose. The room was darkened because
light bothers most subjects on ibogaine. The room was quiet because sound is
usually experienced in an amplified and oscillating way. During movement,
subjects generally experienced ataxia, which is loss of muscular coordination
similar to that which occurs with drunkenness. Since the ataxia was sometimes
accompanied by vomiting, he or she was asked to lay still with the least amount
of motion possible. When closing their eyes, approximately 75% of subjects
experienced vivid dreamlike visions. However, when subjects opened their eyes
they usually reported no real visual or auditory hallucinations, and some level of
communication was possible, but usually not preferred by the subject. Many
subjects perspire heavily and were advised to wear comfortable shirts/pants that
could be easily replaced. The first stage takes place for about 4 to 8 hours, during
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which the subject was regularly checked by the treatment team, and members of
this team are constantly available on request. During the first stage, subjects
generally do not complain about any withdrawal symptoms.

In the second stage, some individuals still experience a dreamlike period,
although it is often reported as less intense. There is time to evaluate the visionary
experiences, which can bring about profound insight into life and death and the
reasons behind addictive behavior. Some subjects request something to drink
and/or light food, such as fruit. The subject usually stays awake most of the time.
During this phase some individuals complain about exhaustion, which some of
them interpret to be withdrawal symptoms. It is at this stage that the presence of
ibogaine-experienced ex-addicts is crucial. The trusting relationship previously
established with the subject gives the guide the opportunity to assure the subject
that this is a common stage and that all that is needed is some sleep. Patients and
ex-addicts can relate on the basis of shared experiences, which has proven to be
very effective and very important in order to prevent the subject from using any
drugs that they might have concealed. In many of these cases, the subject is
calmed down and sleep medication can be requested and is often advised by the
team.

After approximately 20, and up to 30 or 40, hours after taking ibogaine, most
subjects fall asleep for a couple of hours, with or without the help of some sleep
medication. They generally awaken from this sleep feeling rested, very hungry,
and in need to wash up. In the course of this day, most people are able to resume
normal activities. Many subjects need to spend more time in or around the
treatment environment to process what has happened to them and to adjust. Some
people request to talk about their experience, others prefer privacy. Most subjects
experienced complete resolution of withdrawal symptoms after treatment, while
a few experienced some minor residual symptoms such as minor chills or a little
yawning. An increased amount of energy and appetite and a decreased sleep
requirement then continues over a 3- to 4-month period, diminishing slowly.
Subjects usually stay free of cravings for several months.

III. Psychological Aspects of the Ibogaine
Treatment Experience

The visual and auditory experiences that may occur during ibogaine treatment
potentially include the release of repressed memories. These visions are relevant
to the addiction interruption process because they seem to help the individual to
develop an understanding of the underlying reasons for their addictive behavior.
Subjects were asked what their expectations are around these possible ibogaine
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visions. Since many addicts use drugs for their consciousness-suppressing
qualities, some of them express fear of ibogaine’s mind-altering effects. It is then
explained to them that the visions do not seem to be experienced as intensely
emotional. That is to say, there is no element of release of emotions like laughing
or crying as is reported with many hallucinogens. Besides, many of the repressed
memories that are released are positive, since most addicts have been dwelling on
the ones that are negative.

It is important to explain the similarities between an addiction interruption
session and the use of ibogaine in the African tribal tradition. Some West African
tribes have used ibogaine for centuries as a form of initiation that occurs once in
a lifetime when a young person is to make their transformation into adulthood by
reviewing their past and to “restore communication with the ancestors.” (see the
chapter by Fernandez and Fernandez in this volume). People taking ibogaine for
addiction-interruption purposes describe the visionary and auditory elements of
the experience as a state of “dreaming wide awake.” Visions can occur in a
repetitive mode. They often report visualizing a rapid run-through of their lives
and/or the lives of family members, even of those who have already passed away.
They have noted the experience of going both backward and forward in time and
being able to come to an understanding of their spiritual roots. The term
“spiritual” does not necessarily mean religious, but a heightened level of
awareness. I like to call the experience a “journey into one’s DNA.”

The possible amount and intensity of released material can be so
overwhelming, that people have said that they simply could not remember
everything they had seen, or that it took months to remember certain visions.
Therefore, the processing of released material, and the ability to verbalize these
matters and learn to interpret their often symbolic content, can take extended
amounts of time and continue over years. Subjects have reported experiencing a
mental or spiritual transformation due to the ibogaine, which they compare to 10
years of therapy in 2 days, or taking a “truth serum.” Whatever people report on
their experiences, they have been observed returning from their ibogaine
experiences with a greater understanding of choices they have previously made.
However, this does not mean that the ibogaine experience offers them the skills
to interpret and approach this material in a constructive manner that can lead to
positive and productive solutions and changes in the life after treatment.

For many people, ibogaine treatment itself is not enough to maintain a
substance abuse-free life. Most subjects require some type of aftercare in which
these and other matters are addressed. Psychotherapist Barbara Judd, who has
been working with substance abusers for more than 15 years and who has treated
people before, during, and after ibogaine treatments for more than 6 years, is of
the opinion that a person treated with ibogaine is more ready and willing to
undergo therapy sessions compared to the average recovering drug abuser (10).
Many addicts who have used ibogaine seem to be able to access sensitive material
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that lies at the core of their addictive behavior without the usual feelings of
trauma and fear, and the need to anesthetize these feelings with drugs as a way of
defense. Their newly acquired knowledge and attitude can save the therapist time
in terms of confronting the individual with possibly painful issues. In case there
are traumatic issues, they need to be worked through in order to break through the
cycles of self-destructive behavior and find new, positive ways to approach life
and its problems. Subjects are stimulated to seek out or create support networks,
which could range from attending Narcotics Anonymous meetings to organizing
ibogaine support groups of their own.

IV. Aftercare

The aftercare strategy is defined through collaboration with each subject during
the intake phase and after the treatment. Individualized aftercare plans are based
on the life and drug history taken earlier in the interview and the subject’s present
situation. Any form of aftercare is, of course, optional and it’s up to the subject to
follow through in whatever way the subject feels is necessary. Motivation to
design an aftercare strategy and intentions to follow through on such plans are
taken into account when reviewing the eligibility of each individual requesting
treatment. Some people might need a therapeutic community, others a halfway
house, and yet others just manage on their own. What we try to do is make people
aware before the treatment that taking ibogaine involves a commitment to a new
way of living, that ibogaine is not just a “quick fix,” and that staying clean is
based on a profound change of attitude toward physical, mental, and emotional
wellbeing.

Crucial aspects of aftercare that need to be considered include housing,
education, jobs, and the psychological consequences of assimilation back into
relationships, the family, and the community. If unanswered, these matters could
otherwise ultimately cause relapse to old behavioral patterns. Based on the
psychiatric evaluation, some subjects need to be made aware of options like
antidepressants, nonaddictive antianxiety medications, and so on. Subjects are
made aware of the availability of some fairly new antidepressants that are
currently on the market, which are particularly suitable for recovering addicts.
They may be helpful in mitigating possible chemical imbalances in the brain
produced by the extensive use of hard drugs. Stabilizing deregulated neurotrans-
mitters is not only important in terms of treating depression, anxiety, and other
symptoms caused by extensive drug addictions, it is also crucial in terms of
dealing with psychotherapy in an effective way.

All subjects receive a list with important issues relevant to any recovering
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substance user/abuser, including suggestions regarding physical well-being, such
as how to eat healthy, the need for exercise, how to deal with hypoglycemia,
information on vitamins, the benefit of sauna, and so on.

V. Conclusions

Having covered the intake and aftercare protocol used by INTASH, the need is
emphasized to include ibogaine-experienced ex-addicts in the process of treating
substance abusers with ibogaine. Even if ibogaine should be made available
through the medical establishment, it is crucial to do so in cooperation with
ibogaine-experienced addict representatives. The presence of these peer
counselors is very important because there is a possibility of a trust relationship,
which reduces possible risks and optimizes the chances of a successful outcome.
The use of peer counselors is a convention that is widely used in the field of
treatment and harm reduction as pointed out and applied by people like Dr.
Vincent Dole and Nico Adriaans (3,11). Most substance abusers prefer to receive
treatment in the presence of former addicts who are experienced with the
treatment procedure, because they can relate to each other through similar
experiences. In a world where addicts have constantly been submitted to rejection
and secrecy, many have developed low self-esteem. We therefore find it crucial
to provide a treatment environment that is nonjudgmental, in which addicts feel
respected and free to express themselves, and where the right to choose is always
present. For example, most addicts will not change their behavioral patterns if
they are being pushed into treatment by family, friends, or the judicial system.
Being prepared for treatment with ibogaine means being ready and willing to take
a physical and spiritual leap forward. It is therefore important that the treatment
team includes ibogaine-experienced ex-addicts in order to provide loving and
understanding support and guidance, in which mutual trust is the central issue.
When the treatment is completed, a process of self-discovery and self-realization
can start to develop, in which it is vital that the former addict can relate to others
with a similar experience in order to prevent feelings of alienation from his or her
environment. This has been done by creating focus groups where people can
share this common ground, or by treating several members of one particular scene
of drug users.

In my opinion, there is no substance in the world today as effective as ibogaine
in combating addiction to opiates and other drugs of abuse including methadone,
cocaine, amphetamine, alcohol, and nicotine. However, ibogaine is not a “cure”
in itself, but potentially a very effective part of a larger treatment scheme. It can
therefore also play a role in the prevention of the spread of drug-related infectious
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diseases, like the HIV virus amongst i.v. users. Even if people do decide to return
to drug use after treatment, they usually find that they need less of the drugs to
get high, because they have less tolerance, and because ibogaine seems to
diminish the need to use drugs. Ibogaine is a potentially powerful harm reduction
and relapse prevention tool. A clinical argument can be made that ibogaine is
safer and more effective than ultra-rapid detoxification with naltrexone or
naloxone.

Ibogaine is potentially cost-effective and should be available to the estimated
200 million addicts in the world today. Are different countries around the world
playing the waiting game as to who is going to test and market ibogaine first, as
seems to be the case with Holland? Is the United States waiting for another
country to take the lead? Are we going to let it? While we wait, let’s consider the
outcome in, for example, Russia or Eastern Europe where the prevalence of
substance abuse and HIV infection has taken on epidemic proportions (12). Let’s
not forget that the heroin epidemic in Eastern Europe began only a few years ago
and that both clean needles and treatment centers are not widely available. You
only have to guess the statistics in a few years from now to know that the results
are going to be very tragic. All too often ibogaine has been approached from a
political perspective instead of one of medical necessity. The question of how to
make ibogaine widely available as soon as possible, and in the most effective
way, should not be decided by politics.

Ibogaine already is available in the currently existing international black
market where it is being bought and sold in the streets and used without the
proper medical screening and attention that is needed, which can lead to possibly
hazardous situations. For example, there are reports of a French organization that
actually takes addicts to West Africa to chew on the root in the bush, or people in
Europe who sell ibogaine on the street. Ibogaine should not become just another
illegal street drug with an antisocial stigma attached to it. Issues like the quality
of product that is used, or the dose range, or undiagnosed physical or mental
health conditions of the people who choose to take it in an irresponsible,
unprepared manner can lead to negative consequences. The main concern should
be the safety of the substance abusers. Possibly hazardous outcomes might lead
to further delay in proper testing of ibogaine by the appropriate authorities. Only
through adequate testing through Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
medication testing procedures can the safety and dose range of ibogaine be
established and the compound produced by pharmaceutical companies. It should
then be implemented in clinical settings and the currently existing detox and
treatment centers. Since there has been no funding for an FDA-approved trial,
there is now the need for other sources of funding to finish these testing
procedures. Spare change anybody?
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I. Overview

Beginning in the mid 1980s, Howard Lotsoff (1-4) filed a series of patents
claiming that ibogaine, an alkaloid derived from Tabernanthe iboga, possessed
antiaddictive qualities. At the time, the concept that a single molecule could treat
dependence across classes of abused drugs (e.g., cocaine, nicotine, ethanol,
opiates) was viewed as radical, if not revolutionary. In the absence of rigorously
controlled, double-blind clinical trials, these claims have engendered skepticism
and controversy. During the past 5 to 7 years, the biomedical research community
has made a concerted effort to characterize the neurochemical actions of ibogaine
with the implicit understanding that such studies may provide insight into the
putative antiaddictive actions of this compound. In parallel with these
neurochemical studies, preclinical behavioral studies have established that
ibogaine can interfere with tolerance and dependence phenomena (reviewed in
reference 5).

If the dictum, “Clinical data trumps preclinical data” has merit, then the
pragmatist may legitimately question the value of such preclinical studies in the
face of anecdotal reports that ibogaine does possess antiaddictive properties.
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Certainly, there are many examples where safe and effective drugs have been
used for decades (e.g., benzodiazepines, NSAIDs) before a molecular mechanism
of action was evinced. However, in view of the safety concerns raised by both
preclinical and clinical reports (e.g., reference 6), and in the absence of controlled
clinical studies, basic research on ibogaine is clearly mandated.

Pharmacologically relevant concentrations (doses) of ibogaine can affect
several neurotransmitter systems (reviewed in reference 5). These multiple
actions pose the challenge of separating “wheat from chaff”—that is,
discriminating those effects relevant to the putative antiaddictive properties of
ibogaine from epiphenomena. The majority of these “mechanism of action”
investigations, including work from our studies at the NIH, have focused on
“traditional” targets, such as ion channels, transporters, and the seven
transmembrane superfamily of transmitter receptors. Such studies have largely
neglected a host of potential intracellular targets that may either act
independently, or in concert with, extracellular targets to produce the
antiaddictive properties described anecdotally in the clinic and documented in
preclinical studies. Absent these studies, there remain sufficient in vitro and in
vivo data to both formulate testable hypotheses and create a diversity of opinion
(clearly evident at the First International Congress on Ibogaine) about the
neurochemical processes responsible for these antiaddictive actions. This
contribution will overview data demonstrating that pharmacologically relevant
concentrations of ibogaine produce a blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptors, and relate the relevance of these findings to its antiaddictive properties.

II. NMDA Antagonist Properties of Ibogaine

There is a striking similarity between the claims that have been made for
ibogaine and an emerging body of preclinical evidence that NMDA antagonists
interfere with tolerance and dependence phenomena to a wide variety of abused
drugs. This prompted us to determine if the basis for the apparent mimicry
between ibogaine and NMDA antagonists could be due to an identical locus of
action. In our initial studies, we examined the ability of ibogaine to inhibit
radioligand binding to native NMDA receptors from rat brain (7). Ibogaine
inhibited the binding of [3H]dizocilpine (MK-801) in a concentration-dependent
manner with a Ki of ~1 µM. This inhibition by ibogaine reflected an increase in
the Kd of [3H]MK-801 without striking changes in Bmax, characteristic of two
ligands acting at the same site (i.e., a competitive interaction). Subsequent
neurochemical studies from our laboratory and others confirmed that the apparent
affinity of ibogaine is in the low µM range using other radioligands acting at the
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same locus as MK-801 (e.g., [3H]TCP) and NMDA receptors derived from a
variety of sources, including human brain (8-11). In contrast, ibogaine does not
remarkably affect radioligand binding to other members of the ionotropic
glutamate receptor family (i.e., kainate and AMPA receptors), nor does it inhibit
radioligand binding to the glutamate recognition site on NMDA receptors (7).
While the affinity of ibogaine for NMDA receptors is low relative to MK-801
(and other NMDA antagonists belonging to this same class such as TCP and
PCP), brain concentrations of the parent alkaloid are in the range of 1 to 10 µM
after administering pharmacologically relevant doses (i.e., doses capable of
interfering with tolerance and/or dependence phenomena) to rodents (12).

Such neurochemical studies are valuable because they provide a mechanistic
link between ibogaine and a class of uncompetitive NMDA antagonists
(including MK-801, PCP, memantine, and ketamine) that has been extensively
characterized both in vitro and in vivo. Uncompetitive NMDA antagonists can be
envisioned as channel “plugs” (analogous to placing a cork in one end of a tube)
and exhibit a number of characteristic features including use (i.e., the channel
lumen must be open in order for such compounds to enter and bind) and voltage
(the “block” is relatively more efficient at hyperpolarized membrane potentials)
dependence. Because of the potential therapeutic applications of uncompetitive
NMDA antagonists, this class of compound has been extensively studied at all
levels of cellular organization (ranging from effects on single channel activity to
behavior). This “prior art” allows us to make predictions about the pharmaco-
logical actions of ibogaine that may be NMDA receptor-mediated, and provides
strategies to isolate and assess the contribution of this effect relative to its putative
antiaddictive actions.

While radioligand binding studies indicate that ibogaine acts as an
uncompetitive NMDA antagonist (i.e., acting at the same locus and by the same
mechanism as, for example, dizocilpine and phencyclidine), several independent
lines of investigation have provided compelling evidence that supports this
hypothesis. Thus, in electrophysiological studies, the inhibition of NMDA
responses by ibogaine exhibits the voltage and use dependence characteristic of
this class of compounds (8,10,11). Further, there is very good agreement between
the estimated potencies of ibogaine obtained in neurochemical and electrophysi-
ological studies. For example, analysis of the NMDA receptor block using the
Woodhull equation permits a calculation of the Kd of ibogaine as a function of
membrane potential. In cultured hippocampal neurons, the Kd of ibogaine ranged
from ~8.6 µM at 0 mV to ~2.3 µM at –60 mV (8).

The neuroprotective effects of NMDA antagonists are perhaps the best
described pharmacological actions produced by this class of compounds (13).
These neuroprotective actions can readily be demonstrated in both simple
systems and whole animals using a variety of insults, ranging from glutamate-
induced cell death in primary neuron culture to animal models of focal ischemia.
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If the neurochemical and electrophysiological studies with ibogaine are pharma-
cologically meaningful, then like other NMDA antagonists, ibogaine should
protect against NMDA receptor-mediated neurotoxicity. To test this hypothesis,
we examined (8) the ability of ibogaine to prevent glutamate-induced death of
cerebellar granule neurons in primary culture. Many studies have shown that
activation of NMDA receptors is a necessary condition for glutamate-induced
death of these neurons, and as such, NMDA antagonists (including uncompetitive
antagonists such as MK-801) are effective in blocking this “excitotoxic” process.
In our hands, ibogaine decreased glutamate-induced neurotoxicity in a
concentration dependent manner with an IC50 of ~4.9 µM; this value closely
approximates the potency of ibogaine as an NMDA antagonist estimated by
neurochemical and electrophysiological techniques. By comparison, MK-801
was ~500-fold more potent, with an IC50 value of ~9.6 nM . At face value, a
neuroprotective action of ibogaine appears at variance with reports that this
alkaloid produces degeneration of cerebellar Purkinje neurons (14,15). However,
it is unlikely that this latter action is a consequence of NMDA receptor blockade
since the prototypic uncompetitive NMDA antagonist, MK-801, does not
produce a similar effect (16). Based on its side effect profile, it is unlikely that the
neuroprotective properties of ibogaine will be reduced to clinical practice.
Nonetheless, Olney (17) has patented the use of ibogaine as a neuroprotective
agent!

III. Are the NMDA Antagonist Actions of Ibogaine Relevant to
Its Putative Antiaddictive Properties?

These in vitro data provide compelling evidence that ibogaine can act as an
NMDA antagonist. Further, ibogaine concentrations that are required to produce
this action are well within the range found in the rodent central nervous system
(12) at doses that affect both tolerance and dependence phenomena. This same
dose range of ibogaine can substitute as a discriminate stimulus in mice trained
to recognize the prototypic uncompetitive NMDA antagonist, MK-801 (8). These
findings, coupled with an emerging preclinical literature (18-20) demonstrating
that NMDA antagonists interfere with tolerance and dependence phenomena to a
variety of abused drugs (7,8), indicate that it is this NMDA antagonist action that
is responsible, either wholly or in part, for the antiaddictive properties of
ibogaine. If ibogaine produces its antiaddictive actions via a voltage-dependent
block of NMDA receptors, then reversal of this block should reduce or abolish
these actions. One strategy that has been employed to relieve this block relies on
increasing brain concentrations of glycine (or a glycine-mimetic such as d-serine)
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at strychnine-insensitive glycine receptors. Glycine is a coagonist at NMDA
receptors. Due to the presence of specific transporters that appear colocalized
with NMDA receptors (21), it is unlikely that these strychnine-insensitive glycine
sites are saturated under physiological conditions (22). Thus, raising glycine
concentrations increases the probability of NMDA receptor-coupled channel
opening, which in turn increases the likelihood that ibogaine (and other channel
blockers) will dissociate from the binding site. This “unblocking” strategy has
been shown to reduce some of the pharmacological effects of dizocilpine and
phenyclidine (23-25).

It was demonstrated that like other NMDA antagonists, memantine (a low-
affinity, uncompetitive NMDA antagonist) blocks the expression of morphine
withdrawal in mice (18). This is evidenced by a dose-dependent reduction in
naloxone-precipitated jumping in morphine-dependent animals. Parenteral
administration of glycine (at doses that significantly elevate brain glycine levels
[26]) blocked this action of memantine, but did not remarkably affect naloxone-
precipitated jumping when administered alone (18). Similarly, this regimen of
glycine abolished the ability of ibogaine to reduce naloxone-precipitated jumping
(8). Clearly, it is not possible to extrapolate the importance of this single measure
of morphine withdrawal in mice to the complex phenomena associated with
opiate dependence in humans. Nonetheless, these data indicate that the NMDA
antagonist properties of ibogaine are responsible for its “antiaddictive actions” in
this measure.

This “unblocking” paradigm may be useful as a means of examining the
relative contribution of NMDA receptor blockade to a particular “antiaddictive”
property of ibogaine (or an ibogaine derivative). This issue transcends academic
minutiae because there are a number of NMDA antagonists that are in clinical use
with an established safety and side effect profile. For example, memantine has
been used in Europe to treat neurodegenerative disorders such as senile dementia
(27). Thus, if the putative antiaddictive properties of ibogaine are due to its
NMDA antagonist action, then there are established therapeutic alternatives. In
support of this hypothesis, the ability of a low affinity NMDA antagonist
(dextromethorphan) to attenuate opiate withdrawal and craving has already been
examined in a small, open clinical trial. In this study (28), six patients addicted to
heroin were detoxified using dextromethorphan. Two patients requested
methadone on the first day of the study, but the four patients completing the
study: “had a rapid and complete attenuation of signs, symptoms, and craving by
the fourth day of treatment.” Particular improvement in the alleviation of craving
was noted during the first 2 days (28). This report, while preliminary, is consistent
with preclinical data demonstrating that NMDA antagonists block the expression
of opiate withdrawal (18,29). However, in view of the number of targets that can
be affected by pharmacologically relevant concentrations of ibogaine (5,9,30), it
may be argued that NMDA antagonists may only be effective in treating a subset
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of abused drugs (or a subset of signs and symptoms), despite the striking
similarities between this class of compounds and ibogaine in preclinical studies.

Several ibogaine derivatives (31) were synthesized in an attempt to relate the
potency of these compounds to the expression of morphine withdrawal in mice
(i.e., blockade of naloxone-precipitated jumping) and to NMDA receptor affinity.
All of these derivatives (including a number of coronaridine derivatives) were
less potent than ibogaine as NMDA antagonists in vitro. Notably, the Ki values of
noribogaine, (±)-ibogamine, and (±)-coronaridine were ~5-fold lower than
ibogaine (i.e., 5 to 6 µM). At the highest “nontoxic” doses tested (80 mg/kg), none
of these compounds significantly reduced naloxone-precipitated jumping in
morphine-dependent mice. Limiting side effects, such as profound ataxia and
convulsions, prevented testing higher doses (i.e., 120 mg/kg) of several of these
alkaloids (e.g., noribogaine). At face value, it may be argued that this study
supports the hypothesis that the NMDA antagonist properties of ibogaine are
essential to its “antiaddictive” actions. However, in the absence of pharmaco-
kinetic data (e.g., brain levels of these alkaloids), these data may be considered
inconclusive. The affinity of noribogaine (also known as desmethylibogaine and
10-hydroxy-ibogamine) at NMDA receptors (KI of 5 to 6 µM) is noteworthy since
this compound appears to be the primary metabolite of ibogaine (30). If this
metabolite enters the central nervous system as readily as its parent, then the
NMDA antagonist action of noribogaine could also contribute to its pharmaco-
logical properties.

Glick and coworkers (32) have reported that addition of a methoxy moiety to
coronaridine results in a compound that lacks the tremorigenic properties of
ibogaine, but retains many of its putative antiaddictive properties in animals.
Thus, like ibogaine, 18-methoxycoronaridine has been reported to reduce
morphine and cocaine self-administration in rats (32), attenuate alcohol
consumption in alcohol-preferring rats (33), and reduce nicotine intake (34). It
has been reported that neither racemic 18-methoxycoronaridine nor its optically
active isomers (i.e., (+)- and (-)-18-methoxycoronaridine) possess NMDA
antagonist properties, but retain µM affinities for opioid (κ, µ, and δ) receptors,
sodium channels, 5HT-3 receptors, and sigma2 sites (35). Because it seems
unlikely that ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronardine produce their antiaddictive
actions through different mechanisms, it may be concluded that one or more of
the neurochemical properties common to these closely related compounds are
necessary for these effects. However, following intravenous administration, 18-
methoxycoronaridine has a very short half-life (~5 to 10 minutes) (35). This
raises the possibility that it is not the parent alkaloid, but rather a metabolite of
18-methoxycoronaridine that is responsible for the observed antiaddictive
actions. Short of identifying an active metabolite(s), there are several experiments
that could be done to determine if administration of the parent compound
produces an NMDA antagonist. One simple experiment would be to determine if
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the ability of 18-methoxycoronaridine to interfere with morphine withdrawal can
be attenuated by glycine administration. This experimental strategy was
successfully employed to link the antiaddictive properties of ibogaine and
memantine to an NMDA antagonist action. Second, if rodents trained to
recognize MK-801 as a discriminative stimulus (8) also recognize 18-methoxy-
coronaridine at doses that interfere with tolerance/dependence phenomena, then
it is likely that a metabolite with NMDA antagonist properties is formed in vivo.
Such experiments are necessary to critically assess the contribution of NMDA
receptor blockade in the putative antiaddictive actions of 18-methoxycoro-
naridine. This compound appears to lack the tremorigenic actions of ibogaine
(32). However, in the absence of basic toxicological studies, the claim that 18-
methoxycoronaridine is nontoxic (32) must be viewed as premature.
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I. Introduction

Ibogaine, a psychoactive indole alkaloid, is derived from the root bark of the
tropical shrub Tabernanthe iboga. The powdered root bark of T. iboga is used for
medicinal and religious purposes in the Bwiti cult in Gabon (1). Anecdotal
reports and published studies in laboratory animals have indicated that ibogaine
may reduce the craving for cocaine (2,3). Ibogaine is also reportedly effective in
the blockade of morphine self-administration and decreasing the signs of opiate
withdrawal (4). Worldwide social and medical problems of substance abuse make
evaluating the efficacy of potential compounds exhibiting antiaddictive properties
of prime importance. However, in animal studies, ibogaine administration has
been associated with neurotoxic side effects. Observations from several labora-
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tories, including our own, of ibogaine’s neuronal cytotoxicity in rats, have raised
the question of whether treatment of substance dependence with ibogaine may
also lead to ibogaine-induced neurotoxicity (5-7)

Interactions have been reported between ibogaine and many neurotransmitter
systems, (i.e., dopaminergic, serotonergic, opioid, glutamate, nicotine,
noradrenergic, and cholinergic, reviewed by Popik and Skolnick [8]). Thus far, it
is not completely understood how those interactions contribute to ibogaine’s
putative antiaddictive effects. The involvement of the dopaminergic system is
described in publications from multiple laboratories (9-11). Acute in vivo
response to ibogaine has been reported to involve a decrease in striatal and
cortical dopamine concomitant with an increase in dopamine metabolites, 3,4-
dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) and homovanillic acid (HVA), and
dopamine turnover (11). Increased or decreased dopamine levels in specific brain
regions have been seen, together with increased or decreased motor activity after
amphetamine or cocaine administration and ibogaine pretreatment (12,13).

A complex ibogaine interaction with other neurotransmitter receptor sites has
been suggested to have modulatory effects on the dopamine system. For example,
it has been speculated that ibogaine’s action as an NMDA antagonist (14),
together with kappa-opioid agonist and nicotinic antagonist effects, underlies the
ibogaine modulatory effect (15). Other complex interactions have also been
proposed to explain the mechanisms of ibogaine’s therapeutic actions. Recently,
neurotensin, a neuromodulator peptide, has been suggested to be an important
intermediary in ibogaine’s apparent antiaddictive actions against cocaine’s
stimulation of the dopaminergic system (16).

The chemical structure of ibogaine is similar to serotonin (5-HT) and
melatonin. Several in vitro and in vivo studies indicated that the serotonergic
system plays a role in ibogaine actions (10,13,19). In fact, acute behavioral
responses (tremor, ataxia) in rats to ibogaine, particularly at high doses (17),
resemble a stereotyped behavioral response observed after central serotonergic
stimulation (18). Ibogaine was also reported to increase extracellular 5-HT
concentration in rat striatum and nucleus accumbens (19,20). The 5-HT-like
response to ibogaine may result from a direct action of ibogaine on 5-HT
receptors and/or ibogaine-induced increase in 5-HT level. 

II. Electroencephalography and Ibogaine

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a technique applied in the assessment of
spontaneous electrocerebral activity using either scalp (surface) electrodes, or in
the case of the electrocorticogram (ECoG), from electrodes implanted in specific
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brain regions. Electrocerebral activity represents local action potentials and
widespread excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials. The ECoG records
an average of synchronous, widespread postsynaptic potentials arising in
vertically oriented pyramidal cells of the upper layers of the cerebral cortex (21).
EEG synchrony is reduced (desynchronization) by arousal and cognitive activity.
On the other hand, reduced vigilance (drowsiness, sleep) increases synchrony.
Transitory hypersynchronous cortical activity may also be elicited by afferent
stimuli (evoked potentials), and pathological epileptiform discharges.

Rapid advances in computer technology during the past 20 years have allowed
expansion of quantitative EEG analysis in neuroscience, as well as clinical
neurology. Among the variety of techniques in this field, frequency (spectral)
analysis provides a sensitive tool for time-course studies of different compounds
acting on particular neurotransmitter systems. Frequency data are often analyzed
as the power spectrum, measured as total power in microvolts-squared divided by
frequency or over a particular power band.

The complex nature of ibogaine actions on neurotransmitters and neuromodu-
lators in the cerebral cortex may have both an inhibitory and stimulatory effect on
the neuronal firing reflected as the bioelectric neuronal activity and recorded as
the EEG (22). We previously applied electroencephalography and spectral
analysis to characterize the ECoG profiles in rats anesthetized with isoflurane and
exposed to ibogaine or to one of two other NMDA receptor antagonists, MK-801
or phencyclidine (PCP). While some features of the neurochemical response to
all three compounds were similar, a distinctly different EEG response to each
treatment was observed (23). Recently, to extend our research on ibogaine
neurotoxicity assessment, we aimed to analyze the effects of ibogaine/cocaine
interaction on electrocerebral activity in conscious rats (24).

A. EEG Study

Three-month-old, male, Sprague-Dawley rats of the Charles River cesarean
delivered (CD) strain were used in this study. Bipolar stainless steel electrodes
were implanted above the somatosensory cortex, 3 mm laterally from the sagittal
fissure, 1 and 4 mm posterior to the bregma. They were referenced to a ground
electrode placed in the dorsal neck. The ECoG was recorded via a tether and
swivel system at least one week after implantation. During recording, the animals
remained in a microdialysis bowl placed inside a Faraday cage. Amplified signals
were rectified to pass frequencies of 1-40 Hz and processed with LabView
software (National Instruments, Austin, Texas). The power spectra obtained by
use of Fast Fourier Transformations were divided into 1.25-4.50 Hz (delta), 4.75-
6.75 Hz (theta), 7.00-9.50 Hz (alpha1), 9.75-12.50 Hz (alpha2), 12.75-18.50 Hz
(beta1), and 18.75-35.00 Hz (beta2) frequency bands. Following the recording of
the 30-minute baseline ECoG in the morning, rats were either injected intraperi-
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toneally (i.p.) with cocaine alone (20 mg/kg.) or pretreated i.p. with ibogaine (50
mg/kg), followed an hour later by cocaine (20 mg/kg).

B. Results and Comments

Administration of cocaine was accompanied within 10 to 15 minutes after the
injection by increased stereotypical behavior (hyperactive sniffing, chewing) and
locomotor stimulation that lasted throughout the 60 minute recording. On the
other hand, treatment with ibogaine alone produced tremors and ataxia.
Administration of cocaine following ibogaine led to locomotor activity, but less
than that observed after only cocaine.

Analysis of the ECoG in rats injected with ibogaine revealed a significant
increase in total power (1-40 Hz) during first 30 minutes postinjection (Figure 1).
A power increase in the theta frequency band lasting for approximately 10
minutes was observed. The total power was again significantly activated
throughout the 60 minute recording when cocaine was injected after ibogaine
pretreatment (Figure 1). Administration of cocaine alone was associated only
with a significant power increase in the alpha1 frequency band during the first 30
min. postinjection (Figure 2). However, when cocaine was injected after ibogaine
pretreatment, the alpha1 increase was maintained throughout recording. In
addition, ibogaine/cocaine treatment resulted in a significant power increase in
the delta and theta bands (Figure 3).

Studies have indicated that the alteration of ECoG patterns observed after
cocaine administration appear to be related to increased release of dopamine in
the striatum and prefrontal cortex (25,26). However, besides the dopaminergic
effect of cocaine, (i.e., inhibition of dopamine reuptake), serotonergic effects of
cocaine administration have also been reported (reviewed by Sershen et al. [10]).
Ibogaine administered intraperitoneally is reported to markedly increase
extracellular 5-HT in the nucleus accumbens and striatum (19,20). Activation of
5-HT receptors has been shown to the increase power in the alpha1 band (27). The
spectral patterns obtained after ibogaine/cocaine treatment in our study, mainly
showing increased power in the low frequency bands and enhancement of power
in the alpha1 band, appear to indicate the contribution of the serotonergic system
in the ibogaine-mediated response to cocaine.

Although no behavioral convulsive effects of cocaine injected after ibogaine
were found, the enhancement of power observed in low frequency bands after the
ibogaine/cocaine treatment may suggest that ibogaine at high dose decreases the
threshold for cocaine-induced seizures. This effect seems to be contradictory to
the fact that ibogaine was shown to be a neuroprotectant due to its NMDA
noncompetitive antagonist action, suggesting that ibogaine should suppress
seizures. However, a similar effect exerted by two other NMDA noncompetitive
antagonists was reported earlier by other investigators. Ketamine and MK-801,
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Figure 1. Effects Produced by Cocaine (20 mg/kg), Ibogaine (50 mg/kg) i.p., and Ibogaine
Pretreatment 1 hr Prior to Cocaine on Electroencephalographic Activity. Total = total
power 1-40 Hz. Power values calculated as percent of the 30 min baseline power recorded after saline
injection (assigned as a value of 100%). Mean ± SEM; n=3 rats 
*p<0.05 significantly different from baseline.
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Figure 2. Effects produced by Cocaine on the Cortical Power Spectra. Cocaine was
injected at 20 mg/kg i.p. Power values calculated as percent of the 30 min baseline power recorded
after saline injection (assigned as a value of 100% in each band). Mean ± SEM; n=3 rats.
*p < 0.05 significantly different from baseline.
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Figure 3. Effects Produced by Cocaine Injected at 20 mg/kg i.p. and Ibogaine
Pretreatment at 50 mg/kg i.p. 1 hr Prior to Cocaine. Power values calculated as percent of the
30 min baseline power recorded after saline injection (assigned as a value of 100% in each band).
Mean ± SEM; n=3 rats. *p<0.05 significantly different from baseline.



tested for their antiepileptic activity, induced a paradoxical enhancement of
electrographic seizures that preceded suppression of status epilepticus (28). IBO,
like MK-801, stimulates corticosterone release (29) and corticosterone has been
shown to increase susceptibility to seizures (30).

III. Other Studies on Ibogaine Neurotoxicity
at FDA/NCTR

A. Neurochemistry

Although ibogaine has been known to produce effects on multiple neurotrans-
mitter systems, the neurochemical basis of ibogaine’s effects is still poorly
understood. Several reports have suggested that acute administration of ibogaine
alters the extracellular concentration of dopamine and its metabolites in different
regions of the rat and mouse brain (9,12). However, we have reported that
pretreatment with ibogaine failed to alter either the spontaneous activity of
ventral tegmental dopamine neurons or the response of these dopamine neurons
to morphine or cocaine (31). The excitatory effects of ibogaine on ventral
tegmental dopamine neurons are not long lasting, nor does ibogaine persistently
alter cocaine- or morphine-induced changes in dopamine neuronal impulse
activity.

In our collaborative time course study reported earlier (11), adult, male, CD
strain Sprague-Dawley rats were treated with a single injection of ibogaine (50
mg/kg, i.p.). They were sacrificed at 15, 30, 60, 120 minutes, and 24 hours later
by decapitation. Trunk blood was collected and brains were dissected into
different regions. We have shown that acute injection of ibogaine produced a
significant increase in blood plasma prolactin levels within 15 and 30 minutes.
While prolactin was observed to return to the control level by 120 minutes
(Figure 4a), the corticosterone concentration that increased within 15 minutes
returned to the control level by 24 hours after ibogaine treatment (Figure 4b).
Besides neuroendocrine alterations, ibogaine produced significant changes in
monoamine neurotransmitter systems. A single injection of ibogaine produced a
significant reduction in the dopamine concentration in the striatum after 30, 60,
and 120 minutes. Dopamine levels returned to control values after 24 hours. The
dopamine metabolites (DOPAC and HVA) increased significantly within 15
minutes after ibogaine administration and remained elevated up to 120 minutes.
While HVA returned to the control level, DOPAC concentration decreased to
below control values 24 hours after ibogaine administration. In the frontal cortex,
the concentration of dopamine decreased 30 minutes after ibogaine injection and
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returned to control values within 60 minutes (Figures 5a and b).
The endocrine profile observed in our ibogaine study resembles those obtained

with the administration of other 5-HT releasing agents, such as fenfluramine (32).
Our data suggest that ibogaine effects, like fenfluramine, might be mediated via
stimulation of the serotonergic system. Ibogaine administration elicits a
serotonergic-like syndrome, such as tremors and forepaw treading, and
interactions between ibogaine and serotonergic system have been reported
(11,13). In addition, the affinity of ibogaine for the 5-HT transporter is higher than
for the dopamine transporter (10). Ibogaine produced time-dependent changes in
the dopamine system, which also have been reported by several laboratories,
including ours (9-12,15). However, these effects do not involve ibogaine binding
to dopamine receptors (13,19). Ibogaine displays different dopamine transporter
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Fig. 4. Effects of Saline (1 ml/kg, i.p.) or Ibogaine (50 mg/kg, i.p.) on Plasma Prolactin (A)
and Corticosterone (B) in Adult Male Rats. Trunk blood was collected immediately before
and at 15, 30, 60, 120 and 1440 minutes (24 h) after ibogaine administration. Data represent mean ±
S.E.M. of n=4-8 rats/group.
*p<0.05 compared to saline treated group (Adopted from Ali et al.[11]).



binding affinity depending on the radioligand used to label these sites. Therefore,
different domains may be present on the dopamine transporter protein that binds
to ibogaine.

The neurochemistry/neurobiology of ibogaine is complex, and the binding of
ibogaine to the multiple target sites in the central nervous system, and the coacti-
vation of multiple transmitter systems, probably accounts for the diverse actions
of this alkaloid, including its putatively antiaddictive effects.

B. Neurohistology

In addition to a structural resemblance to 5-HT, ibogaine is closely related
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Fig. 5. Effects of Ibogaine (50 mg/kg, i.p.) on DA, DOPAC and HVA Concentration in the
Striatum (A) and Frontal Cortex (B) of Adult Male Rats. Rats were sacrificed (n=4-8 rats/
group) immediately before and at 15, 30, 60, 120 and 1440 min (24 hr) after ibogaine administration.
Values are expressed as % of control of the data pooled from saline-treated rats at all time points
(n=20).
*p<0.05 with respect to time zero control (Adopted from Ali et al.[11]).



structurally to harmaline, a tremorigenic agent known to produce neurotoxic
damage to the cerebellum. This observation led O’Hearn and Molliver (17) to
evaluate the neurohistology of the rat cerebellum following acute exposure to 100
mg/kg ibogaine, i.p. As with harmaline, they observed a loss of Purkinje neurons
in the cerebellar vermis, as indicated by several neurohistological biomarkers:
argyrophilic degeneration, loss of calbindin immunoreactivity, astrocytosis, and
microgliosis. Efforts by other laboratories failed to obtain any evidence for the
neurotoxicity of ibogaine in nonhuman primates (33). However, the methods
used in those studies were primarily conventional hematoxylin and eosin (H and
E) staining of paraffin sections, rather than the more specialized techniques of
O’Hearn and Molliver.

Both the nature and the extent of ibogaine neurotoxicity, as well as its efficacy,
must be understood in order that the risks and benefits can be appropriately
balanced to provide the necessary information for regulatory decisions regarding
the therapeutic use of ibogaine in humans. Therefore, our research group at
FDA/NCTR replicated the initial observations of O’Hearn and Molliver (6,17),
using their specialized neurohistological methods, which included degeneration-
selective silver-staining of dead (argyrophilic) neurons, as well as several
immunohistochemical approaches. We sought to eliminate, as much as possible,
the controversy that had been generated during the early 1990s regarding their
initial observations of ibogaine neurotoxicity. Just as O’Hearn and Molliver had
reported, we also observed that a single i.p. dose of 100 mg/kg ibogaine produced
“patches” of dead cerebellar Purkinje neurons (6). These “patches” comprised
clusters of perhaps five to eight adjacent, or nearly adjacent, neurons that had died
and become argyrophilic within a week after the ibogaine injection (6). Similar
sized “patches” were observed by using antisera to reveal the enhanced presence
of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; an astrocyte-specific protein) (6,17). As a
third method to identify neuropathology, we highlighted the appearance of
normal cerebellar Purkinje neurons by immunostaining the dense deposits of
calbindin contained in each cell body. IBO treatment (100 mg/kg) resulted in
similar “patches,” each again about five to eight neurons long, where no
calbindin-immunoreactive neurons could be observed (6,17). Our data thus
strongly supported the initial report of ibogaine neurotoxicity (17), using
essentially the same treatment and evaluation approaches (6). A third independent
evaluation by Molinari et al. (7), using degeneration-selective silver-staining, has
also confirmed the occurrence and character of ibogaine neurotoxicity in the rat
cerebellum following 100 mg/kg, i.p., but not after a lower dose of 40 mg/kg, i.p.

Finally, our own recent dose-response study once again replicated the several
previous observations of ibogaine neurotoxicity one week following doses of 100
mg/kg i.p. and additionally evaluated doses of 75, 50, and 25 mg/kg in female
rats. This investigation also demonstrated the dose-response relationship, for each
of the three different neuropathological techniques, by which ibogaine produced
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signs of Purkinje cell damage. A dose of 25 mg/kg was the highest level at which
no observable adverse effects (NOAEL) of ibogaine occurred in any of the rats
evaluated by any of the techniques in our study. The most sensitive procedures
seemed to be immunohistochemistry for GFAP in the cerebellar cortex and the
silver stain for degenerating axons in the deep cerebellar nuclei. Both of these
methods detected the effects of 50 mg/kg ibogaine in the same two rats (out of a
total of six) that were tested at this dose. Clearly neurotoxic effects of ibogaine
were apparent in all six rats dosed with either 75 mg/kg or 100 mg/kg of ibogaine.
However, the degenerating “patches” of Purkinje neurons were narrower, and
fewer of their degenerating axons (as projections terminating in the deep
cerebellar nuclei) could be observed in the 75 mg/kg compared to 100 mg/kg rats
(34).

As mentioned previously, ibogaine shows a close structural resemblance to
melatonin and 5-HT, whose receptors are widely distributed in the cerebellum,
and throughout the entire brain. We were interested in exploring other
histological biomarkers, such as c-fos, to comprehensively demonstrate the
localization of brain cells activated by ibogaine (35,39). These data on regional
c-fos responses may be compared to the effects of ibogaine on EEG described
above. Previously, localization of c-fos activation has been compared to EEG
findings for the convulsant neurotoxicants such as kainic acid and domoic acid
(36,37). Under control conditions, only scattered and occasional neuronal nuclei
express immunoreactive c-fos, an early-immediate gene product, located
throughout the brain. However, stimuli resulting in the generation of neuronal
action potentials have been shown to effectively initiate c-fos expression (38).
Indeed, in our studies, exposure to 100 mg/kg of IBO evoked a widespread
pattern of c-fos expression that served to indicate the specific regions of the brain
that were most affected by ibogaine (39).

We believed that mapping the locations of c-fos activation might afford further
insight into both the therapeutic and neurotoxic actions of ibogaine, so that the
two might be dissociated. Intact excitatory input to the Purkinje neurons is
required for the neurotoxic action of either harmaline or ibogaine (17). This may
be demonstrated by using systemic injections of the neurotoxicant 3-aminopy-
ridine to lesion the inferior olive, which provides the climbing fibers that ascend
from the brainstem and innervate the Purkinje neurons. Under these circum-
stances, neither harmaline nor ibogaine can effectively produce cerebellar
neurotoxicity (17). It was interesting to note that c-fos in the nuclei of the inferior
olivary neurons was greatly increased following ibogaine exposure (39, and see
Figure 6). Patches of cerebellar Purkinje neurons and their nearby granule cells
also were strongly stimulated to express c-fos (39). Thus, it is likely that
ibogaine’s excitation of this pathway, which contains endogenous glutamate
and/or aspartate, each capable of causing “excitotoxic” neurotoxicity, is sufficient
to explain the loss of Purkinje neurons that was observed.
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However, many other regions of the rat brain, where no neurotoxicity can be
observed, are also induced into increased c-fos expression by ibogaine (39, and
see Figures 6 and 7). These especially include neurons located throughout the rat
neocortex, as well as the granule cells of the dorsal blade of the hippocampal
dentate gyrus, and the pyramidal neurons of the hippocampal CA1 region.
Ibogaine’s strong activation of c-fos in the hippocampus may well relate to its
induction of the EEG theta rhythm, as we previously observed (24), since theta
rhythms are thought to arise from the hippocampal CA1 region in rats (40).
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Fig. 6. A. and B. Ibogaine-induced c-fos restricted mainly to layer II of the mouse cortex, but, in the
rat, considerable c-fos activation occurs throughout the deeper cortical layers, as well. C. Ibogaine
induces many c-fos-immunoreactive neuronal nuclei in the inferior olive. These neurons project
excitatory climbing fibers to innervate the Purkinje neurons of the cerebellum.



The paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus is also highly
activated by ibogaine (39, and see Figure 7b). The PVN is an important neurose-
cretory nucleus and regulator of the pituitary. Since its parvocellular neurons
contain nearly all of the hypothalamic neuropeptide corticotrophin-releasing
hormone (CRH), the effects of ibogaine on neuroendocrine functions, such as
corticosterone release, may thus be explained. These additional effects of
ibogaine outside the cerebellum may also be relevant to its psychoactive and
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Fig. 7. Activation of c-fos occurs within the hippocampus, primarily in CA1 pyramidal neurons (A)
and in neurons of the dorsal blade (db) of the dentate granule cells (C). Fig. 7B. Demonstrates that c-
fos is strongly activated in the thalamus and in the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (pvn) as
well. Abbreviations: CA, cornu ammonis; f, fornix; sm, stratum moleculare; vb, ventral blade; DG,
dentate gyms. (Ibogaine treated).



therapeutic actions.
As we have argued elsewhere (39), it appears likely that, in rats, an excitatory

projection from the deep layers of the neocortex to the neurons of the inferior
olive activate their climbing fibers sufficiently to cause excitotoxic damage to the
Purkinje neurons that they innervate. This contention is based on the observation
that, in mice, ibogaine at 100 mg/kg, i.p. was a completely ineffective
neurotoxicant. The only obvious difference in the intensity and pattern of c-fos
activation in the mouse, compared to rat, was the striking lack of activation of the
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Fig. 8. A. Survey view of the paravermal region of the cerebellum of a rat exposed to ibogaine
reveals the patchy distribution of Fluoro-Jade positive degenerating Purkinje cells. B. High magnifi-
cation view of Fluoro-Jade positive Purkinje cells reveals both cellular and dendritic degeneration
while granule cells (lower right) are not labeled.



deeper cortical layers, despite a prominent band demarking a strong excitation of
layer 2. These differences between mice and rats may relate to different concen-
trations of ibogaine-related receptors in their deeper cortical neurons. For more
optimal prediction of potential human neurotoxic responses to ibogaine, it might
be informative to know if they are more “rat-like” or “mouse-like” in this regard.

In addition to verifying the cerebellar neuropathology using the aforemen-
tioned methods of Molliver and O’Hearn, a recently developed marker of
neuronal degeneration was also used to validate the previous findings. This
marker was Fluoro-Jade, which has been shown to localize neuronal degeneration
following a wide variety of insults (41). This fluorescent tracer confirmed the
existence of small patches of degenerating Purkinje cells. A survey view reveals
the patchy appearance of Fluoro-Jade positive cells of the paravermal region of
the cerebellum (Figure 8a), while a higher magnification view of these regions
reveals the shrunken cytoplasm and extensive dendritic labeling (Figure 8b).

One of the more surprising aspects of ibogaine pathology is the relatively
restricted pattern of neuronal degeneration observed. This pattern seen with
ibogaine does not obviously correlate with that of neurotoxicants known to act
via a specific transmitter system. For example, it is not similar to the distribution
of neuropathology commonly associated with either NMDA agonists, which
typically involves limbic system degeneration, or NMDA antagonists, which
typically involves retrosplenial cortex degeneration (42,43). Likewise, there is
little similarity to the pattern of degeneration that is observed following dopamine
agonists, such as the degeneration in the parietal cortex and midline thalamus
seen with methamphetamine, or the pattern that is observed following dopamine
toxicants, such as degeneration of neurons of the substantia nigra and dorsal
medial thalamus induced by 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine
(MPTP)(44-47). Inhibitors of oxidative respiration also resulted in a differential
pattern of neuronal degeneration. For instance, 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NPA)
results in neuronal degeneration within the basal ganglia, medial thalamus, and
deep nuclei of the cerebellum (48,49). 5-HT agonists may result in a pattern of
degeneration most similar to that produced by ibogaine. For example, the 5-HT
agonist d-fenfluramine is capable of inducing degeneration of cerebellar Purkinje
neurons, as well as neuronal degeneration within frontal cortex and medial
thalamus (44). This raises the question as to why ibogaine treatment does not also
result in degeneration of forebrain structures with a robust serotonergic
innervation. One possible explanation is that, like d-fenfluramine, hyperthermia
may be necessary to potentiate forebrain degeneration. Another possible
explanation would be that serotonergic input to glutaminergic forebrain nuclei
was not as damaging as the serotonergic input to the aspartate-containing neurons
of the brainstem inferior olive.
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IV. Conclusions

Anecdotal reports and published studies in laboratory animals have suggested
antiaddictive properties of ibogaine. Ibogaine, like many other indole alkaloids,
has hallucinogenic as well as stimulant properties. So the question arose whether
treatment of substance addiction with ibogaine may also lead to ibogaine-induced
neurotoxicity.

We used electrophysiological, neurochemical, and neurohistological tools to
evaluate neurotoxicity of ibogaine. Electrophysiological studies suggest that
ibogaine stimulates monoaminergic neurons and may lower the threshold for
cocaine induced electrographic seizures. Ibogaine interacts with several
neurotransmitter-binding sites, produces significant alterations in neurotrans-
mitter concentrations in different regions of the brain, and also induces immediate
early genes (c-fos and erg-1). A single injection of ibogaine produces a spectrum
of effects that includes elevation of plasma prolactin and corticosterone, short and
long-term effects on dopamine neurotransmission, and modest transient effects
on 5-HT. Neuropathological studies reveal that ibogaine administered at high
doses produces selective neuronal degeneration. Therefore, we conclude that
ibogaine might have potential utility for the treatment of drug addiction, but may
also be neurotoxic at high doses, and that more studies are needed to elucidate the
apparently complex mechanism of action of this drug.
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I. Introduction and Historical Time Line

A. Introduction

Ibogaine, a naturally occurring plant alkaloid with a history of use as a
medicinal and ceremonial agent in West Central Africa, has been alleged to be
effective in the treatment of drug abuse. The National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA) has given significant support to animal research, and the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has approved Phase I studies in humans. Evidence
for ibogaine’s effectiveness includes a substantial preclinical literature on
reduced drug self-administration and withdrawal in animals, and case reports in
humans. There is relatively little financial incentive for its development by the
pharmaceutical industry because ibogaine is isolated from a botanical source in
which it naturally occurs, and its chemical structure cannot be patented. This has
left the academic community and the public sector with a crucial role in research
on ibogaine, which was a major reason for organizing the First International
Conference on Ibogaine.

A major focus of the Conference was the possible mechanism(s) of action of
ibogaine. Ibogaine is of interest because it appears to have a novel mechanism of
action distinct from other existing pharmacotherapeutic approaches to addiction,
and it potentially could provide a paradigm for understanding the neurobiology
of addiction and the development of new treatments. Another important focus of
the Conference was to review human experience with ibogaine and preclinical
and clinical evidence of efficacy and safety. The Conference also featured presen-
tations related to the sociological and anthropological aspects of the sacramental
context of the use of iboga in Africa and the distinctive ibogaine subculture of the
United States and Europe.

B. Chemical Structure and Properties

Ibogaine (10-methoxyibogamine) (Figure 1) is an indole alkaloid with
molecular formula C20H26N20 and molecular weight 310.44. Ibogaine is the most
abundant alkaloid in the root bark of the Apocynaceous shrub Tabernanthe iboga,
which grows in West Central Africa. In the dried root bark, the part of the plant
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in which alkaloid content is highest, total alkaloid content is reportedly 5 to 6%
(1).

Ibogaine has a melting point of 153°, a pKa of 8.1 in 80% methylcellosolve,
and it crystallizes as prismatic needles from ethanol. Ibogaine is levorotatory [α]D

–53° (in 95% ethanol), soluble in ethanol, ether, chloroform, acetone and
benzene, but it is practically insoluble in water. Ibogaine is decomposed by the
action of heat and light. Ibogaine hydrochloride decomposes at 299°, is also
levorotatory [α]D –63° (ethanol), [α]D –49° (H2O), and is soluble in water,
methanol, and ethanol, slightly soluble in acetone and chloroform, and practically
insoluble in ether (2). The X-ray crystal analysis that confirmed the structure of
ibogaine has been described (3). The literature provides references to the mass
spectrum of ibogaine (4), and the proton (5,6) and the 13C (7-9) NMR spectra of
ibogaine and other iboga alkaloids. Analytic chemical methods for extraction,
derivatization, and detection of ibogaine utilizing combined gas chromatography-
mass spectometry have been described (10-13).

Ibogaine undergoes demethylation to form its principal metabolite,
noribogaine, also known as O-desmethylibogaine or 10-hydroxyibogamine. 18-
methoxycoronaridine (18-MC, see Glick et al. in this volume) is an ibogaine
congener that appears to have efficacy similar to ibogaine in animal models of
drug dependence with evidence of less potential toxicity.

31. ibogaine: a review

Alkaloid R1 R2 R3

Ibogaine OCH3 H H
Noribogaine OH H H
(+)-18-Methoxycoronaridine H CO2CH3 OCH3

Figure 1. Chemical Structures of Ibogaine, Noribogaine, and 18-Methoxycoronaridine.
The ibogamine skeleton above is numbered using the LeMen and Taylor system in which ibogaine is
designated as 10-methoxyibogamine and noribogaine as 10-hydroxyibogamine. Alternatively,
according to the Chemical Abstracts numbering system for the ibogamine skeleton which is
frequently encountered in the biological and medical literature, ibogaine and noribogaine have respec-
tively been referred to as 12-methoxyibogamine and 12-hydroxyibogamine.



C. Historical Time Line

The following timeline outlines the historical events relating to the
development of ibogaine as a treatment for drug dependence. Elsewhere in this
volume, Alper et al. provide a more detailed contemporary history of ibogaine in
the United States and Europe.

1864: The first description of T. iboga is published. A specimen is brought to
France from Gabon. A published description of the ceremonial use of T. iboga in
Gabon appears in 1885 (14).

1901: Ibogaine is isolated and crystallized from T. iboga root bark (15-17).

1901-1905: The first pharmacodynamic studies of ibogaine are performed.
During this period ibogaine is recommended as a treatment for “asthenia” at a
dosage range of 10 to 30 mg per day (14).

1939-1970: Ibogaine is sold in France as Lambarène, a “neuromuscular
stimulant,” in 8 mg tablets, recommended for indications that include fatigue,
depression, and recovery from infectious disease (14).

1955: Harris Isbell administers doses of ibogaine of up to 300 mg to eight
already detoxified morphine addicts at the U.S. Addiction Research Center in
Lexington, Kentucky (18).

1957: The description of the definitive chemical structure of ibogaine is
published. The total synthesis of ibogaine is reported in 1965 (19-21).

1962-1963: In the United States, Howard Lotsof administers ibogaine to 19
individuals at dosages of 6 to 19 mg/kg, including 7 with opioid dependence who
note an apparent effect on acute withdrawal symptomatology (22,23).

1967-1970: The World Health Assembly classifies ibogaine with hallucinogens
and stimulants as a “substance likely to cause dependency or endanger human
health.” The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) assigns ibogaine
Schedule I classification. The International Olympic Committee bans ibogaine as
a potential doping agent. Sales of Lambarène cease in France (14).

1969: Dr. Claudio Naranjo, a psychiatrist, receives a French patent for the
psychotherapeutic use of ibogaine at a dosage of 4 to 5 mg/kg (24).

1985: Howard Lotsof receives a U.S. patent for the use of ibogaine in opioid
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withdrawal (22). Additional patents follow for indications of dependence on
cocaine and other stimulants (23), alcohol (25), nicotine (26), and polysubstance
abuse (27).

1988-1994: U.S. and Dutch researchers publish initial findings suggestive of
the efficacy of ibogaine in animal models of addiction, including diminished
opioid self-administration and withdrawal (28-30), as well as diminished cocaine
self-administration (31).

1989-1993: Treatments are conducted outside of conventional medical settings
in the Netherlands involving the International Coalition of Addict Self-Help
(ICASH), Dutch Addict Self Help (DASH), and NDA International (22,32-35).

1991: Based on case reports and preclinical evidence suggesting possible
efficacy, NIDA Medication Development Division (MDD) begins its ibogaine
project. The major objectives of the ibogaine project are preclinical toxicological
evaluation and development of a human protocol.

August 1993: FDA Advisory Panel meeting, chaired by Medical Review
Officer Curtis Wright, is held to formally consider Investigational New Drug
Application filed by Dr. Deborah Mash, Professor of Neurology at the University
of Miami School of Medicine. Approval is given for human trials. The approved
ibogaine dosage levels are 1, 2, and 5 mg/kg. The Phase I dose escalation study
begins December 1993, but activity is eventually suspended (36).

October 1993-December 1994: The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
holds a total of four Phase I/II protocol development meetings, which include
outside consultants. The resulting draft protocol calls for the single adminis-
tration of fixed dosages of ibogaine of 150 and 300 mg versus placebo for the
indication of cocaine dependence (37).

March 1995: The NIDA Ibogaine Review Meeting is held in Rockville,
Maryland, chaired by the MDD Deputy Director, Dr. Frank Vocci. The possibility
of NIDA funding a human trial of the efficacy of ibogaine is considered. Opinions
of representatives of the pharmaceutical industry are mostly critical, and are a
significant influence in the decision not to fund the trial. NIDA ends its ibogaine
project, but it does continue to support some preclinical research on iboga
alkaloids.

Mid 1990s-2001: Ibogaine becomes increasingly available in alternative
settings, in view of the lack of approval in the Europe and the United States.
Treatments in settings based on a conventional medical model are conducted in
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Panama in 1994 and 1995 and in St. Kitts from 1996 to the present. Informal
scenes begin in the United States, Slovenia, Britain, the Netherlands, and the
Czech Republic. The Ibogaine Mailing List (38) begins in 1997 and heralds an
increasing utilization of the Internet within the ibogaine medical subculture.

II. Mechanisms of Action

A. Neurotransmitter Activities

1. General Comments

Elsewhere in this volume, Glick et al., Sershen et al., and Skolnick review the
mechanism of action of ibogaine. Popik and Skolnick (39) provide a recent,
detailed review of ibogaine’s receptor activities. Ibogaine appears to have a novel
mechanism of action that differs from other existing pharmacotherapies of
addiction, and its mechanism of action does not appear to be readily explained on
the basis of existing pharmacologic approaches to addiction. Ibogaine’s effects
may result from complex interactions between multiple neurotransmitter systems
rather than predominant activity within a single neurotransmitter system (39-42).

Several laboratories have reported on the results of pharmacological screens of
the receptor binding profile of ibogaine (40,43-45). Ibogaine has low micromolar
affinities for multiple binding sites within the central nervous system, including
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), kappa- and mu-opioid and sigma2 receptors,
sodium channels, and the serotonin transporter. Although not apparent in binding
studies, functional studies indicate significant activity of ibogaine as a noncom-
petitive antagonist at the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (46-50).

Although in vitro activities in the micromolar range are often described as
ancillary in attempting to characterize a drug’s in vivo mechanism of action,
micromolar activity may be pharmacologically important with regard to ibogaine
or noribogaine due to the relatively high concentrations reached in the brain
(40,44,51). Hough et al. (51) noted a brain level of ibogaine of 10 µM in female
rats at 1 hour after the administration of 40 mg/kg ibogaine i.p., which is the usual
dosage, animal, gender and route of administration used in that laboratory to
investigate ibogaine’s effects on drug self-administration and withdrawal. Brain
levels of ibogaine, and its major metabolite noribogaine, ranged from 1 to 17 µM
between 15 minutes and 2 hours in male rats following the oral administration
ibogaine at a dose of 50 mg/kg (44).

2. Glutamate

Elsewhere in this volume, Skolnick reviews the possible relevance of
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ibogaine’s activity as a glutamate antagonist to its putative effects in drug
dependence. There is evidence that suggests that antagonists of the N-methyl-D-
aspartate (NMDA) subtype of glutamate receptor are a potentially promising
class of agents for the development of medications for addiction (52-54).
Ibogaine’s apparent activity as a noncompetitive NMDA antagonist has been
suggested to be a possible mechanism mediating its putative effects on drug
dependence (39,41,55-58).

Ibogaine competitively inhibits the binding of the NMDA antagonist MK801
to the NMDA receptor complex, with reported affinities in the range of 0.02 to
9.8 µM (40,45,55-57,59,60). Functional evidence supporting an antagonist action
of ibogaine at the NMDA receptor includes observations of reduced glutamate-
induced cell death in neuronal cultures, reduction of NMDA-activated currents in
hippocampal cultures (55,58), prevention of NMDA-mediated depolarization in
frog motoneurons (59), and protection against NMDA-induced convulsions (61).
Glycine, which acts as an NMDA co-agonist by binding at the NMDA receptor,
attenuates ibogaine’s effect of blocking naloxone-precipitated jumping (58).
MK801 and ibogaine do not produce identical effects, as evidenced by the
observation that in the rat brain ibogaine lowered the concentration of dopamine
while increasing the level of its metabolites, whereas MK801 did not have these
effects (62,63).

3. Opioids

It has been suggested that ibogaine’s or noribogaine’s activity as a putative
agonist at mu-opioid receptors might explain ibogaine’s apparent efficacy in
opioid withdrawal (36,64,65). Ibogaine binds to mu-opioid receptors with
reported binding affinities in the range of 0.13 to 26 µM (40,45,64,66), with one
study reporting a result in excess of 100 µM (43). Ibogaine behaves as an agonist
in a functional assay for mu-opioid receptors, the binding of [35S]-GTPγS (65).
However, some observations are difficult to reconcile with a mu-agonist action of
ibogaine. Ibogaine did not behave as a mu-opioid agonist in assays with isolated
smooth muscle preparations (67). Unlike mu-opioid agonists, ibogaine (68-70)
and noribogaine (71) do not appear by themselves to have antinociceptive effects.

Some findings suggest the intriguing possibility that ibogaine may act at the
level of second messenger signal transduction to enhance the functional activity
of mu-opioid receptors independently of any direct agonist interaction at opioid
receptors. Both ibogaine and noribogaine reportedly potentiated morphine-
induced inhibition of adenylate cyclase in vitro with opioid receptors already
occupied by the maximally effective concentration of morphine, but did not affect
adenylate cyclase in the absence of morphine (72). A similar interpretation might
also explain the finding that ibogaine inhibited the development of tolerance to
the antinociceptive effect of morphine in mice, without by itself affecting
nociception (73).
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Ibogaine binds to kappa-opioid receptors with reported binding affinities in the
range of 2.2 to 30 µM (43,45,56,66). Evidence consistent with a kappa-opioid
action of ibogaine includes the observation that the kappa-opioid antagonist,
norbinaltorphimine antagonized some of the effects of ibogaine in morphine-
treated rats (74,75). Kappa-opioid agonists reportedly can imitate certain effects
of ibogaine, such as reduced cocaine and morphine self-administration (76), and
reduction in locomotor activation to morphine accentuated by prior morphine
exposure (77). Sershen, on the other hand, attributes a kappa-opioid antagonist
action to ibogaine, based on the observation that stimulated dopamine efflux from
mouse brain slices was decreased by a kappa opioid agonist, and the decrease was
offset by the addition of ibogaine (78). However, ibogaine’s interactions with
multiple neurotransmitter systems raises the possibility that the finding could be
accounted for by mechanisms that do not involve the kappa-opioid receptor, as
dopamine efflux is modulated by multiple neurotransmitters.

4. Serotonin

Ibogaine and serotonin both contain an indole ring in their structure, and
ibogaine has been shown to bind to the serotonin transporter and to increase
serotonin levels in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) (41,79,80). The demonstration
that ibogaine blocks serotonin uptake (81) suggests that the effect of ibogaine on
extracellular serotonin levels may be mediated by uptake inhibition, in addition
to release (80). The reported affinity of ibogaine for the serotonin transporter
ranges from 0.55 to 10 µM (39,44,45,79,81), and the affinity of noribogaine for
the serotonin transporter is approximately 10-fold stronger (45,79). The
magnitude of the effect of ibogaine on serotonin release is reportedly large and is
comparable to that of the serotonin releasing agent fenfluramine, with
noribogaine having a lesser effect, and 18-MC no effect (80). Some authors
suggest a role for modulatory influence of serotonin in ibogaine’s effects on
dampening dopamine efflux in the NAc (41,80).

Ibogaine’s hallucinogenic effect has been suggested to involve altered
serotonergic neurotransmission (42,80). Ibogaine is reported in some studies to
bind the 5-HT2A receptor, which is thought to mediate the effects of “classical”
indolealkylamine and phenethylamine hallucinogens (82), with three studies
reporting affinities in the range of 4.1 to 12 µM (40,45,83), one reporting a value
of 92.5 µM (84), and with two other studies reporting no significant affinity
(43,44). Drug discrimination studies provide some functional evidence for the
action of ibogaine as an agonist at the 5-HT2A receptor, which is apparently a
significant, although nonessential, determinant of the ibogaine stimulus (84) (see
Section II.B, “Discrimination Studies”). Ibogaine binds to the 5-HT3 receptor
with reported affinities of 2.6 and 3.9 µM (40,45), and it was without significant
affinity in two other studies (43,83). The 5-HT3 receptor is apparently not
involved in the ibogaine discriminative stimulus (85).
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5. Dopamine

Ibogaine does not appear to significantly affect radioligand binding to D1, D2,
D3, or D4 receptors (40,43,44) and is a competitive blocker of dopamine uptake
at the dopamine transporter with affinities in the range of 1.5 to 20 µM (81).
Where affinities for the serotonin and dopamine transporter have been estimated
within the same study, the reported affinity of ibogaine for the serotonin
transporter has generally been 10 to 50 times stronger than its affinity for the
dopamine transporter (44,79,81). Ibogaine does not apparently affect norepi-
nephrine reuptake (44,45).

French et al. (86) studied the electrophysiological activity of dopamine
neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) of rats given up to 7.5 mg/kg
ibogaine intravenously and found a significant increase in firing rate. Ibogaine
given intraperitoneally (i.p.) at a dose of 40 mg/kg did not affect the spontaneous
firing of VTA dopamine neurons or the response of VTA dopamine neurons to
cocaine or morphine. Ibogaine reportedly lowers the concentration of dopamine,
while increasing the level of its metabolites, indicating diminished release of
dopamine in the brain of the rat (62,63) and the mouse (87). Decreased release of
dopamine could possibly explain the observation of increased prolactin release
following ibogaine administration (62,63,88). Staley et al. (44) have suggested
that ibogaine might act at the dopamine transporter to inhibit the translocation of
dopamine into synaptic vesicles, thereby redistributing dopamine from vesicular
to cytoplasmic pools. As a result, the metabolism of dopamine by monoamine
oxidase could explain the observation of decreased tissue dopamine content with
increased levels of its metabolites.

The effects of ibogaine on dopamine efflux in response to the administration of
drugs of abuse are described in Section III.E, “Dopamine Efflux”.

6. Acetylcholine

Ibogaine is a nonselective and weak inhibitor of binding to muscarinic receptor
subtypes. Reported affinities are 7.6 and 16 µM and 5.9 and 31 µM, respectively,
for the M1 and M2 muscarinic receptor subtypes (40,45), with another study
reporting no significant affinity of ibogaine for muscarinic receptors (43).
Functional evidence consistent with a muscarinic cholinergic agonist effect of
ibogaine includes the observations of the elimination of ibogaine-induced EEG
dyssynchrony by atropine in cats (89), decreased heart rate following ibogaine
administration in rats (90), and the attribution of the effect of cholinesterase
inhibition to ibogaine in the older literature (1,91). The affinity of noribogaine for
muscarinic receptors is apparently similar to that of ibogaine (44,45).

Several laboratories have reported that ibogaine produces noncompetitive
functional inhibition of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, apparently involving
open channel blockade (46,48-50). As with a number of other channel blockers,
binding studies involving channels associated with nicotinic receptors have been
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limited by the lack of appropriate ligands, and investigations of the affinity of
ibogaine for the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor have mainly involved functional
assays. Utilizing 86Rb+ efflux assays, Fryer and Lukas (50) found that ibogaine
inhibited human ganglionic and muscle-type nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
with IC50 values of 1.06 and 22.3 µM, respectively. Badio et al. (48) found that
ibogaine inhibited 22Na+ influx through rat ganglionic and human muscle-type
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors with IC50 values of 0.020 µM and 2.0 µM,
respectively. Noribogaine was 75-fold less active than ibogaine in the rat
ganglionic cell assay. In mice, ibogaine at a dose of 10 mg/kg completely blocked
the central antinociceptive nicotinic receptor-mediated response to epibatidine.
Ibogaine has been associated with decreased acetylcholine-stimulated nicotinic
receptor mediated catecholamine release in cultured cells (49) and decreased
dopamine release evoked by nicotine in the NAc of the rat (46,92).

7. Sigma Receptors

Elsewhere in this volume, Bowen discusses ibogaine’s action at the sigma
receptor. The affinity of ibogaine for the sigma2 receptor is strong relative to other
known CNS receptors, and the reported range is 0.09 to 1.8 µM (45,60,93,94).
The affinity of ibogaine for the sigma1 receptor is reportedly on the order of 2 to
100 times weaker than its affinity for the sigma2 receptor (45,60,93,94). The
neurotoxic effects of ibogaine may involve activity at the sigma2 receptor, which
reportedly potentiates the neuronal response to NMDA (95).

8. Sodium Channels

The reported affinity of ibogaine for sodium channels ranges from 3.6 to 9 µM
(40,43). There is apparently no experimental evidence regarding the functional
significance of ibogaine’s action at sodium channels.

B. Discrimination Studies

Elsewhere in this volume, Helsley et al. discuss the topic of ibogaine and drug
discrimination. Drug discrimination studies offer a possible approach to the issue
of ibogaine’s mechanism of action and may help resolve the distinction between
ibogaine’s therapeutic and hallucinogenic effects. The 5-HT2A receptor appears to
be a significant, but nonessential, determinant of the ibogaine stimulus (84,96).
The ibogaine stimulus is reportedly generalized to the indolealkylamine
hallucinogen D-lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) and the phenethylamine
hallucinogen 2,5-dimethoxy-4-ethylamphetamine (DOM), and this general-
ization is abolished by the addition of a 5-HT2A receptor antagonist (96). The
addition of a 5-HT2A receptor antagonist did not attenuate stimulus control of
ibogaine itself in the ibogaine-trained animals, indicating that the 5-HT2A is not
essential to the ibogaine discriminative stimulus. The 5-HT2C receptor, which
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plays a modulatory role in hallucinogenesis, is also involved, but is not essential
to the ibogaine stimulus, and the 5-HT1A and 5-HT3 receptors are apparently not
involved in the ibogaine stimulus (85). The ibogaine discriminative stimulus
reportedly is potentiated by the serotonin reuptake inhibitor fluoxetine (85), and
has an insignificant degree of generalization to the serotonin releaser D-fenflu-
ramine (97).

Ibogaine showed a lack of substitution for phencyclidine (98,99), and
substituted for MK 801 only at high (100 mg/kg) doses in mice (58,61), but not
at lower (10 mg/kg) doses in rats (99,100), suggesting that the NMDA receptor is
not a significant determinant of the ibogaine stimulus. Sigma2, and mu- and
kappa-opioid activity may be involved in the ibogaine discriminative stimulus
(99). A high degree of stimulus generalization is reported between ibogaine and
some of the Harmala alkaloids, a group of hallucinogenic beta-carbolines that are
structurally related to ibogaine (101,102). While the discriminative stimulus for
both the Harmala alkaloids and ibogaine apparently involves the 5-HT2 receptor
(84,85,103), it does not appear essential to generalization between ibogaine and
harmaline, as generalization to the harmaline stimulus was unaffected by the
addition of a 5-HT2 antagonist in ibogaine-trained animals (84). Ibogaine-trained
rats generalize to noribogaine (100,104), which in one study was more potent
than ibogaine itself in eliciting ibogaine-appropriate responses (100).

C. Effects on Neuropeptides

Both ibogaine and cocaine given in multiple administrations over 4 days to
rats reportedly increase neurotensin-like immunoreactivity (NTLI) in the
striatum, substantia nigra, and NAc (105). However, unlike cocaine, which
increased NTLI in the frontal cortex, ibogaine had no effect on frontal cortical
NTLI. Ibogaine pretreatment prevented the increase of NTLI in striatum and
substantia nigra induced by a single dose of cocaine. Substance P, like NTLI,
was increased in the striatum and substantia nigra after either cocaine or
ibogaine, with an increase in frontal cortex with cocaine and no effect with
ibogaine (106). Ibogaine–induced increases in NTLI or substance P were
blocked by administration of a D1 antagonist.

Unlike the NTLI or substance P responses, ibogaine alone had no effect on
dynorphin. However, ibogaine pretreatment dramatically enhanced cocaine-
induced increases in dynorphin, a kappa-opioid agonist (107). The authors
suggested that the increase in dynorphin related to cocaine’s interaction with
ibogaine could result in enhanced kappa-opioid activity. Kappa-opioid agonists
reportedly decrease cocaine intake in animal models (108,109).
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D. Possible Effects on Neuroadaptations Related to
Drug Sensitization or Tolerance

There is some evidence to suggest that ibogaine treatment might result in the
“resetting” or “normalization” of neuroadaptations related to drug sensitization or
tolerance (110). Ibogaine pretreatment blocked the expression of sensitization-
induced increases in the release of dopamine in the NAc shell in response to
cocaine in cocaine-sensitized rats (111). The effect of ibogaine on diminished
locomotor activity and dopamine efflux in the NAc in response to morphine is
more evident in animals with prior exposure to morphine (112,113), which is
consistent with a relatively selective effect of ibogaine on neuroadaptations
acquired from drug exposure. Similarly, the observation that ibogaine inhibited
the development of tolerance in morphine-tolerant mice, but had no effect on
morphine nociception in morphine-naïve mice (114), suggests a selective effect
on acquired neuroadaptations related to repeated morphine exposure.

Ibogaine appears to have persistent effects not accounted for by a metabolite
with a long biological half-life (29,115). Ibogaine’s action could possibly involve
the opposition or reversal of persistent neuroadaptive changes thought to be
associated with drug tolerance or sensitization. Such an action could be related to
persistent effects on second messengers (72,116). For example, sensitization to
both opiates and cocaine is thought to involve enhanced stimulation of cyclic
AMP (117). Ibogaine has been reported to potentiate the inhibition of adenylyl
cyclase by serotonin (72), an effect that would be expected to oppose the
enhanced transduction of cyclic AMP that is reportedly associated with stimulant
sensitization (117).

III. Evidence of Efficacy in Animal Models

A. Drug Self-Administration

Evidence for ibogaine’s effectiveness in animal models of addiction includes
observations of reductions in self-administration of morphine or heroin
(29,31,118-120), cocaine (29,31,119,121), and alcohol (122), and reduced
nicotine preference (75). According to some reports, effects of ibogaine on drug
self-administration are apparently persistent. Sershen et al. (121) administered
ibogaine i.p. to mice as two 40 mg/kg dosages 6 hours apart, and found a
diminution of cocaine preference that was still evident after 5 days. Glick et al.
(29,119) noted reductions in cocaine and morphine self-administration that
persisted for at least 2 days and were dose dependent in the range of 2.5 to 80
mg/kg. ibogaine given i.p. The persistence of an effect beyond the first day
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suggests a specific action of ibogaine on drug intake, as water intake was also
suppressed initially by ibogaine on the first, but not the second day. Cappendijk
and Dzoljic (31) found reductions in cocaine self-administration that persisted for
more than 48 hours in rats treated with ibogaine at a dose of 40 mg/kg i.p., given
as a single administration, or repeatedly on 3 consecutive days or three
consecutive weeks.

In the studies by Glick et al. there was variation between results in individual
rats with some showing persistent decreases in morphine or cocaine intake for
several days or weeks after a single injection and others only after two or three
weekly injections. The authors noted evidence of a continuous range of individual
sensitivity to ibogaine among the experimental animals and that it appeared as if
adjustments of the dosage regimen could produce long-term reductions in drug
intake in most animals (29). Similarly, Cappendijk and Dzoljic (31) found the
largest effects on cocaine self-administration occurred when ibogaine was given
weekly for three consecutive weeks. This result suggests the possibility that the
optimal schedule of ibogaine administration to limit cocaine intake may involve
modification of the single dose regimen which has been used for opioid detoxifi-
cation (32,123).

Dworkin et al. (118) found that pretreatment with ibogaine at a dose of 80
mg/kg i.p. diminished the response for heroin and cocaine, and also for food,
suggesting a nonspecific confound. A 40 mg/kg intraperitoneal dose of ibogaine
sharply reduced heroin self-administration in the absence of a significant effect
on food response, although the effect did not persist beyond 24 hours (118).
Dworkin et al. cited methodologic factors relating to differences in gender, strain,
and reinforcement schedule to explain the apparent discrepancy between their
results and other studies that reported persistent effects (29,31,119,121).

Noribogaine has also been reported to reduce cocaine and morphine self-
administration (124). The effect of noribogaine on drug self-administration
persisted for 2 days, after the response for water, which was initially suppressed
on the first day, had returned to baseline. Other iboga alkaloids have also been
reported to reduce morphine and cocaine self-administration in rats for a period
of a day or longer following a single i.p dose (119). Some of the iboga alkaloids
tested in this study produced tremors, which typically occurred for a period of 2
to 3 hours, and were independent of persistent effects of drug self-administration.
An ibogaine congener, 18-methoxycoronaridine (18-MC) (45), reportedly
reduces in rats the self-administration of cocaine (120), morphine and alcohol
(125), and nicotine preference (75) without any apparent reduction in the
response for water.

B. Acute Opioid Withdrawal

Dzoljic et al. (28) administered ibogaine in a dose range of 4 to 16 µg intra-
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cerebroventricularly to rats and observed a dose-dependent attenuation of
naloxone-precipitated withdrawal signs. This same group also found an
attenuation of morphine withdrawal signs in rats with 40 mg/kg ibogaine
administered i.p., and also norharman, an endogenously occurring hallucinogenic
beta-carboline and a structural relative of ibogaine (126). Glick et al. have
reported dose-dependent reduction of the signs of naltrexone-precipitated
morphine withdrawal in rats administered ibogaine at doses of 20, 40, or 80
mg/kg i.p (127) or 18-MC (128) at doses of 20 and 40 mg/kg i.p. Attenuation of
withdrawal signs was reported in morphine-dependent monkeys given 2 or 8
mg/kg ibogaine subcutaneously (129). In their chapter in this volume, Parker and
Siegel report that 40 mg/kg ibogaine administered i.p attenuated naloxone-
precipitated morphine withdrawal in rats, as well as withdrawal-induced place
aversion.

Sharpe and Jaffe (130) reported that ibogaine in dosages ranging between 5
and 40 mg/kg administered subcutaneously failed to attenuate naloxone-precip-
itated withdrawal in rats, although they did find that one sign (grooming) was
reduced, and noted the possible effect of methodological issues such as morphine
exposure and withdrawal procedures, or the route of administration of ibogaine.
Popik et al. (58) and Layer et al. (56) found that ibogaine at doses ranging from
40 to 80 mg/kg i.p. reduced naloxone-precipitated jumping in morphine
dependent mice, although Francés et al. (69) found the opposite effect of 30
mg/kg ibogaine administered i.p. in mice. As pointed out by Popik and Skolnik
(39), the divergent results in morphine dependent mice might relate to ibogaine
having been given prior to the administration of naloxone in the studies by Popik
et al. (58) and Layer et al. (56), whereas ibogaine was administered after
naloxone in the study by Francés et al.

C. Conditioned Place Preference

Parker and Siegel review ibogaine and place preference in this volume.
Ibogaine is reported to prevent the acquisition of place preference when given 24
hours before amphetamine (131) or morphine (132). The effect of ibogaine on
blocking the acquisition of place preference was diminished across multiple
conditioning trials. Ibogaine given after morphine did not apparently attenuate
the expression of previously established morphine place preference (133).

D. Locomotor Activity

Pretreatment with ibogaine and its principal metabolite, noribogaine reportedly
diminishes locomotor activation in response to morphine (74,112,113,124,134-
136). The effect of ibogaine in reducing locomotor activity in response to
morphine is reportedly greater in female than in male rats, probably reflecting the
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relatively greater bioavailability of ibogaine in females (135). The literature on
cocaine appears to be less consistent, with some reports of decreased locomotor
activation (87,137-139), and others reporting increases (127,137,140,141). This
apparent disparity may be related in part to the species of experimental animal
that was used, as Sershen et al. (137) report increased locomotor activity in
response to cocaine in the rat, with the opposite result in the mouse.

Stereotypy is a methodologic issue that might explain some of the disparate
results regarding ibogaine’s interaction with the locomotor response to cocaine.
Higher doses of stimulants can produce strereotypy, which could decrease the
amount of measured locomotion relative to an animal that is experiencing less
locomotor stimulation at a lower stimulant dose. Thus, the potentiation by
ibogaine of locomotor activity related to cocaine administration can result in less
measured movement in animals experiencing locomotor stimulation to the point
of stereotypy (110). Ibogaine pretreatment reportedly potentiates stereotypy in
rats receiving cocaine or methamphetamine (111,142).

E. Dopamine Efflux

Reductions in dopamine efflux in the NAc in response to morphine have been
reported in animals pretreated with ibogaine (113,115,134), noribogaine (124), or
18-MC (120,143). Similarly, reductions in dopamine efflux in the NAc in
response to nicotine have been reported in animals pretreated with ibogaine
(46,92) and 18-MC (42).

As with locomotor stimulation, methodological issues may have played a part
in apparently divergent results regarding ibogaine’s effect on dopamine efflux in
the NAc in response to cocaine or amphetamine, which is reportedly increased as
measured by microdialysis (134), although the opposite result was observed in a
study on cocaine using microvoltammetry (139). Dosage is an additional consid-
eration that might influence ibogaine’s effect on dopamine efflux in the NAc in
response to cocaine, with a larger ibogaine dose reportedly producing an increase
and a smaller dose producing a decrease (144).

Dopamine efflux in response to cocaine may also depend on whether dopamine
measurements are made in the NAc core versus shell. Szumlinski et al. (111)
found that ibogaine pretreatment (given 19 hours earlier) abolished the sensitized
dopamine efflux in response to cocaine in the NAc shell in rats that had been
sensitized by repeated prior exposure to cocaine. The same ibogaine pretreatment
had no apparent effect on dopamine efflux in the NAc shell in response to “acute”
(administered without prior cocaine exposure) cocaine. The authors noted a prior
study in their laboratory that found a potentiation by ibogaine pretreatment of
dopamine efflux in response to acute cocaine in which the position of the
recording probe spanned both the core and shell regions of the NAc (134). These
results indicate the possibility of a differential effect of ibogaine on dopamine
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efflux in response to cocaine between the NAc shell, which is thought to play a
relatively greater role in the motivational aspects of drugs of abuse, and the NAc
core, which, in turn, is thought to play a relatively greater role in motor behavior
(145). The authors suggested that the effect of ibogaine on reduced cocaine self-
administration may be mediated by the observed reduction in dopamine efflux in
response to cocaine in the NAc shell in cocaine-sensitized animals (111). On the
other hand, the enhancement by ibogaine preatreatment of locomotor activity
seen in response to acute or chronic cocaine administration may be mediated by
increased dopamine efflux in the NAc core. The observed increase in dopamine
efflux with ibogaine pretreatment in the NAc core in response to acute cocaine
(134) is consistent with such a formulation, although this group has yet to report
on the effect in cocaine-sensitized animals.

Ibogaine and 18-MC reportedly decrease dopamine release evoked by nicotine
in the NAc of the rat (46,92). In the study by Benwell et al. (46), the decreased
NAc dopamine release following ibogaine was independent of any change in
locomotor activity, which was viewed as notable given the usual association
between NAc dopamine efflux and locomotor activity in response to nicotine.
The authors cited previous work in which a similar dissociation between NAc
dopamine efflux and locomotor activity in response to nicotine was produced by
treatment with NMDA antagonists, and they suggested that their findings might
be related to ibogaine’s NMDA antagonist activity.

IV. Evidence of Efficacy and Subjective Effects in Humans

A. Evidence Of Efficacy

1. Acute Opioid Withdrawal

One line of clinical evidence suggesting ibogaine’s possible efficacy are the
accounts of the addicts themselves, whose demand has led to the existence of an
“informal” treatment network in Europe and the United States. Opioid
dependence is the most common indication for which addicts have sought
ibogaine treatment, which has been typically administered as a single dose.
Common reported features of case reports describing ibogaine treatment
(35,36,146-149) are reductions in drug craving and opiate withdrawal signs and
symptoms within 1 to 2 hours, and sustained, complete resolution of the opioid
withdrawal syndrome after the ingestion of ibogaine. These case studies appear
consistent with general descriptions of ibogaine treatment (33,34,150).

Alper et al. (32) summarized 33 cases treated for the indication of opioid
detoxification in nonmedical settings under open label conditions. These cases
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are a subset of those presented at the NIDA Ibogaine Review Meeting held in
March, 1995 (151). A focus on acute opioid withdrawal may offset some of the
methodological limitations of the informal treatment context because the acute
opioid withdrawal syndrome is a clinically robust phenomenon that occurs within
a relatively limited time frame and yields reasonably clear outcome measures.
Despite the unconventional setting and the lack of structured clinical rating
instruments, the lay “treatment guides” who reported on the case series might
reasonably be expected to be able to assess the presence or absence of the
relatively clinically obvious and unambiguous features of opioid withdrawal.

The subjects in this series of cases reported an average daily use of heroin of
0.64 ± 0.50 g, primarily by the intravenous route, and received an average dose
of ibogaine of 19.3 ± 6.9 mg/kg (range of 6 to 29 mg/kg). Resolution of the signs
of opioid withdrawal without further drug seeking behavior was observed in 25
patients. Other outcomes included drug seeking behavior without withdrawal
signs (four patients), drug abstinence with attenuated withdrawal signs (two
patients), drug seeking behavior with continued withdrawal signs (one patient),
and one fatality, possibly involving surreptitious heroin use (see Section VI,
“Safety”). The reported effectiveness of ibogaine in this series suggests the need
for a systematic investigation in a conventional clinical research setting.

In their chapter in this volume, Mash et al. report having treated more than 150
subjects for substance dependence in a clinic located in St. Kitts, West Indies. A
subset of 32 of these subjects was treated with a fixed dose of ibogaine of 800 mg
for the indication of opioid withdrawal. Physician ratings utilizing structured
instruments for signs and symptoms of opioid withdrawal indicated resolution of
withdrawal signs and symptoms at time points corresponding to 12 hours
following ibogaine administration and 24 hours after the last use of opiates, and
at 24 hours following ibogaine administration and 36 hours after the last use of
opiates. The resolution of withdrawal signs and symptoms was sustained during
subsequent observations over an interval of approximately one week following
ibogaine administration. Reductions of measures of depression and craving
remained significantly reduced one month after treatment (123). The authors
noted that ibogaine appeared to be equally efficacious in achieving detoxification
from either methadone or heroin. The reported efficacy of ibogaine for the opioid
withdrawal syndrome observed in the St. Kitts facility appears to confirm the
earlier impressions of the case study literature (32-36,146-150).

2. Long-Term Outcomes

There is very little data regarding the long-term outcomes in patients treated
with ibogaine. Lotsof (151) presented a summary of 41 individuals treated
between 1962 and 1993 at the NIDA Ibogaine Review Meeting held in March
1995. The data consisted of self-reports obtained retrospectively, which are
essentially anecdotal, but apparently represent the only formal presentation of a
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systematic attempt to determine long-term outcomes in patients treated with
ibogaine. Thirty-eight of the 41 individuals presented in the summary reported
some opioid use, with approximately 10 of these apparently additionally
dependent on other drugs, mainly cocaine, alcohol, or sedative-hypnotics. The
use of tobacco or cannabis was not apparently assessed. Across the sample of 41
individuals, nine individuals were treated twice and one was treated three times
for a total of 52 treatments. The interval of time following treatment was recorded
for which patients reported cessation of use of the drug or drugs on which they
were dependent. Fifteen (29%) of the treatments were reportedly followed by
cessation drug use for less than 2 months, 15 (29%) for at least 2 months and less
than 6 months, 7 (13%) for at least 6 months and less than one year, 10 (19%) for
a period of greater than one year, and in 5 (10%) outcomes could not be
determined.

B. Subjective Effects

There appear to be common elements to experiences generally described by
patients treated with ibogaine. The “stages” of the subjective ibogaine experience
presented below are a composite derived by the author from interviews with
patients and treatment guides, and general descriptions and case studies provided
by the literature (33-35,146,150). Ibogaine has been typically given in a non-
hospital setting as a single dose in the morning. Vomiting is reportedly common
and usually occurred relatively suddenly as a single episode in the first several
hours of treatment. Patients generally lie still in a quiet darkened room
throughout their treatment, a practice that is possibly related to the cerebellar
effects of ibogaine, and because vomiting tends to be more frequent with
movement. Patients later in treatment often experience muscle soreness, possibly
due to reduced motor activity earlier in treatment, that resolves with motion,
stretching, or massage.

1. Acute

The onset of this phase is within 1 to 3 hours of ingestion, with a duration on
the order of 4 to 8 hours. The predominant reported experiences appear to involve
a panoramic readout of long-term memory (152), particularly in the visual
modality, and “visions” or “waking dream” states featuring archetypal
experiences such as contact with transcendent beings, passage along a lengthy
path, or floating. Descriptions of this state appear more consistent with the
experience of dreams than of hallucinations. Informants appear to emphasize the
experience of being placed in, entering, and exiting entire visual landscapes,
rather than the intrusion of visual or auditory hallucinations on an otherwise
continuous waking experience of reality. Ibogaine-related visual experiences are
reported to be strongly associated with eye closure and suppressed by eye
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opening. The term “oneiric” (Greek, oneiros, dream) has been preferred to the
term “hallucinogenic” in describing the subjective experience of the acute state.
Not all subjects experience visual phenomena from ibogaine, which may be
related to dose, bioavailability, and interindividual variation.

2. Evaluative

The onset of this phase is approximately 4 to 8 hours after ingestion, with a
duration on the order of 8 to 20 hours. The volume of material recalled slows. The
emotional tone of this phase is generally described as neutral and reflective.
Attention is still focused on inner subjective experience rather than the external
environment, and it is directed at evaluating the experiences of the acute phase.
Patients in this and the acute phase above are apparently easily distracted and
annoyed by ambient environmental stimuli and prefer as little environmental
sensory stimulation as possible in order to maintain an attentional focus on inner
experience.

3. Residual Stimulation

The onset of this phase is approximately 12 to 24 hours after ingestion, with a
duration in the range of 24 to 72 hours or longer. There is a reported return of
normal allocation of attention to the external environment. The intensity of the
subjective psychoactive experience lessens, with mild residual subjective arousal
or vigilance. Some patients report reduced need for sleep for several days to
weeks following treatment. It is not clear to what extent such reports might reflect
a persistent effect of ibogaine on sleep or a dyssomnia due to another cause.

V. Pharmacokinetics

A. Absorption

Jeffcoat et al. (153) administered single oral doses of ibogaine of 5 mg/kg and
50 mg/kg to rats, and estimated oral bioavailabilities of 16 and 71% at the two
dosages, respectively, in females, and 7 and 43% in males. The dose-dependent
bioavailability was interpreted as suggesting that ibogaine absorption, and/or first
pass elimination, is nonlinear, and the greater bioavailability in females was
viewed as consistent with gender-related differences in absorption kinetics. Pearl
et al. (135) administered ibogaine at a dose of 40 mg/kg i.p. and found whole
brain levels at 1, 5, and 19 hours post-administration of 10, 1, and 0.7 µM in
female rats, and 6, 0.9, and 0.2 µM in male rats, respectively. In the same study,
brain levels of noribogaine at 1, 5, and 19 hours post-administration were 20, 10,
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and 0.8 µM in female rats, and 13, 7, and 0.1 µM and male rats respectively. In
addition to gender differences in bioavailability, the data also provide evidence
for the pharmacologic relevance of micromolar activities of ibogaine and
noribogaine measured in vitro (40,44).

Upton (154) reported on observations in rats given ibogaine in the form of oral
suspension, oral solution, or via IV or intraperitoneal routes, and also reviewed
data obtained in beagle dogs, cynomologous monkeys, and human subjects.
Absorption of the oral suspension in rats was noted to be variable and incomplete.
As in the study cited above by Jeffcoat (153), peak levels and bioavailability were
greater in female than in male rats.

B. Distribution

Hough et al. (51) administered 40 mg/kg ibogaine by the intraperitoneal and
subcutaneous routes and evaluated its distribution in plasma, brain, kidney, liver,
and fat at 1 and 12 hours post-administration. Ibogaine levels were higher
following subcutaneous versus intraperitoneal administration, suggesting a
substantial “first pass” effect involving hepatic extraction. The results were
consistent with the highly lipophilic nature of ibogaine; ibogaine concentrations
at 1 hour postadministration were 100 times greater in fat, and 30 times greater
in brain, than in plasma. These authors suggested that the prolonged actions of
ibogaine could relate to adipose tissue serving as a reservoir with release and
metabolism to noribogaine over an extended period of time (51). The apparently
greater levels of ibogaine in whole blood versus plasma suggests the possibility
that platelets might constitute a depot in which ibogaine is sequestered (42). If
there is conversion of ibogaine to noribogaine in the brain, then the significantly
greater polarity of noribogaine relative to ibogaine could prolong the presence of
the more polar metabolite in the CNS after conversion from ibogaine (42).

C. Metabolism

The major metabolite of ibogaine, noribogaine, is formed through demethy-
lation, apparently via the cytochrome P-450 2D6 (CYP2D6) isoform (155).
Consistent with first pass metabolism of the parent drug, noribogaine is
reportedly detectable in brain tissue within 15 minutes after oral administration
of 50 mg/kg ibogaine (44). Noribogaine is itself pharmacologically active and is
discussed in this volume by Baumann et al.

In pooled human liver microsomes, Pablo et al. identified two kinetically
distinguishable ibogaine O-demethylase activities which corresponded, respec-
tively, to high and low values of the apparent Michaelis constant (Kmapp) (155).
The low Kmapp ibogaine O-demethylase activity was attributable to CYP2D6 and
accounted for greater than 95% of the total intrinsic clearance in pooled human
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liver microsomes. The authors noted that the apparent involvement of the
CYP2D6 suggests possible human pharmacogenetic differences in the
metabolism of ibogaine. “Poor metabolizers” who lack a copy of the CYP2D6
gene (156) would be expected to have relatively less CYP2D6-catalyzed activity
to metabolize ibogaine to noribogaine. Consistent with such an expectation, a
subject identified as a phenotypic CYP2D6 poor metabolizer possessed only the
high Kmapp ibogaine O-demethylase activity, which had accounted for only a
small fraction of the intrinsic clearance. In another study, analysis of ibogaine and
noribogaine levels in human subjects yielded a distribution interpreted as
indicating three groups of rapid, intermediate, and poor metabolizers (157), a
pattern consistent with the observed pharmacogenetic polymorphism of CYP2D6
in human populations (156).

D. Excretion

Ibogaine has an estimated half-life on the order of 1 hour in rodents (158), and
7.5 hours in man (Mash et al., this volume). Ibogaine and its principal metabolite,
noribogaine, are excreted via the renal and gastrointestinal tracts. In rats, Jeffcoat
et al. (153) noted 60 to 70% elimination in urine and feces within 24 hours, and
Hough et al. (51) found plasma and tissue levels to be 10 to 20-fold lower at 12
hours versus 1 hour post dose.

Upton and colleagues (154) cited several pharmacokinetic issues of potential
concern based on their analysis of data obtained from rats. These include
evidence for presystemic clearance potentially resulting in low bioavailability
and interpatient variability, and saturable first pass clearance, which could also
generate intrapatient variability. The possibility of saturable systemic clearance
was also noted. Mash et al. (36) suggested the possibility of species or strain
differences in ibogaine metabolism and clearance rates and cited the rapid
elimination of ibogaine from the blood of primates, as opposed to rats or humans,
as an example.

In human subjects, 90% of a 20 mg/kg dose of ibogaine was reportedly
eliminated within 24 hours (36). Noribogaine is apparently eliminated signifi-
cantly more slowly than ibogaine, and observations in human subjects indicate
persistently high levels of noribogaine at 24 hours (36,79,123, Mash et al. in this
volume). The sequestration and slow release from tissues of ibogaine or
noribogaine and the slow elimination of noribogaine have been suggested to
account for the apparently persistent effects of ibogaine.
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VI. Safety

A. Neurotoxicity

1. Neuropathology

Multiple laboratories have reported on the degeneration of cerebellar Purkinje
cells in rats given ibogaine at a dose of 100 mg/kg i.p. (159,160). However, the
available evidence suggests that the neurotoxic effects of ibogaine may occur at
levels higher than those observed to have effects on opioid withdrawal and self-
administration. Molinari et al. (161) found no evidence of cerebellar Purkinje cell
degeneration with 40 mg/kg i.p. administered as a single dose, which is reported
to reduce morphine or cocaine self-administration or morphine withdrawal in rats
(29,119,126,161). Xu et al. (162) evaluated biomarkers of cerebellar
neurotoxicity in rats treated with single doses of ibogaine of 25, 50, 75, and 100
mg/kg i.p. The biomarkers used in this study included the specific labeling of
degenerating neurons with silver, and Purkinje neurons with antisera to calbindin.
Astrocytes were identified with antisera to glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP),
a marker of reactive gliosis, a general response of astrocytes to CNS injury. The
25 mg/kg dosage was found to correspond to a no-observable-adverse-effect-
level (NOAEL). Helsley et al. (102) treated rats with 10 mg/kg ibogaine every
other day for 60 days and observed no evidence of neurotoxicity.

Regarding the question of neurotoxicity in brain areas outside the cerebellum,
O’Hearn and Molliver (163) have stated, “Evidence of neuronal injury following
ibogaine administration in rats appears to be almost entirely limited to the
cerebellum.” While the cerebellum appears to be the brain region most vulnerable
to neurotoxic effects of ibogaine, some research has addressed the issue of
neurotoxicity in other brain regions. O’Callaghan et al. (164) examined GFAP in
male and female rats exposed to either an “acute” regimen of ibogaine
administered at doses of 50, 100, or 150 mg/kg i.p. daily for 3 days or a “chronic”
regimen of daily oral administration of 25, 75, or 150 mg/kg for 14 days. The
acute i.p. regimen produced elevations of GFAP in animals of either gender that
were not restricted to the cerebellum, and were observed in the cerebellum and
hippocampus at the 50 mg/kg dosage level, and in the cortex, hippocampus,
olfactory bulb, brain stem, and striatum at the 100 mg/kg level. The effect of the
acute ibogaine regimen on GFAP was no longer evident at 14 days with either
dosage in male rats, and was restricted to the cerebellum with the 100 mg/kg dose
in female rats. GFAP levels were examined at 17 days after the completion of the
chronic dosing regimen. No elevations of GFAP were found in any of the brain
regions examined at any of the dosages administered utilizing the chronic
regimen in males, and elevations of GFAP were found only in females, which
were restricted to the hippocampus with the 25 mg/kg dosage regimen and were
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present in the hippocampus, olfactory bulb, striatum, and brain stem with the 150
mg/kg dosage regimen.

O’Hearn et al. (159) found GFAP elevations in the cerebellum only, and not the
forebrain of male rats administered 100 mg/kg doses i.p on up to 3 consecutive
days. Elevations of GFAP are relatively sensitive, but not specific to, neuronal
degeneration (162). Using a silver degeneration-selective stain as a histologic
marker of neurodegeneration, Scallet et al. (165) examined diverse brain regions
in rats and mice treated with single 100 mg/kg doses of ibogaine administered i.p.
and found evidence of neurodegeneration only in the cerebellum in rats, whereas
mice showed no evidence of neurodegeneration. In rats that received a dose of
ibogaine of 100 mg/kg i.p., neuronal degeneration was confined to the cerebellum
as revealed by staining with Fluoro-Jade, a recently developed sensitive and
definitive marker of neuronal degeneration (166,167).

Sensitivity to ibogaine neurotoxicity appears to vary significantly between
species. The monkey appears to be less sensitive to potential ibogaine
neurotoxicity than the rat (36). Mash et al. observed no evidence of neurotoxicity
in monkeys treated for 5 days with repeated oral doses of ibogaine of 5 to 25
mg/kg, or subcutaneously administered doses of 100 mg/kg (36). Another species
difference in sensitivity is the mouse, which unlike the rat shows no evidence of
cerebellar degeneration at a 100 mg/kg i.p. dose of ibogaine (165).

2. Mechanisms of Neurotoxicity

Ibogaine’s cerebellar toxicity could be related to excitatory effects mediated by
sigma2 receptors in the olivocerebellar projection, which sends glutaminergic
excitatory input to cerebellar Purkinje cells, whose synaptic redundancy makes
them particularly vulnerable to excitotoxic injury (160). Sigma2 agonists are
reported to potentiate the neuronal response to NMDA (95), and potentiation of
glutamatergic responses at Purkinje cells might lead to the observed
neurotoxicity. Sigma2 agonists have also been shown to induce apoptosis, and
activation of sigma2 receptors by ibogaine results in direct neurotoxicity via
induction of apoptosis in in vitro cell culture systems (168,169). Elsewhere in this
volume, Bowen discusses the effects of iboga alkaloids at sigma2 receptors. It is
possible therefore that ibogaine’s neurotoxic effect on the highly sensitive
Purkinje neurons is the result of combined direct neurotoxicity and excitotoxicity
due to the enhancement of glutamatergic activity, both effects being mediated by
sigma2 receptors. The agonist activity of ibogaine at the sigma2 receptor might
explain the apparent paradox of ibogaine-induced excitotoxicity, despite its
properties as an NMDA antagonist (42). The neurotoxic effects of iboga alkaloids
can apparently be dissociated from their putative effects on addiction, since
sigma2 receptors appear not to be involved in the suppression of drug self-
administration. 18-MC, an ibogaine congener with relatively much less sigma2

affinity, reportedly produces effects similar to ibogaine on morphine and cocaine
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administration in rats, but has shown no evidence of neurotoxicity, even at high
dosages (42,75,120).

Ibogaine’s NMDA antagonist activity has been cited as a rationale for a patent
for its use as a neuroprotective agent to minimize excitotoxic damage in stroke
and anoxic brain injury (170). In methamphetamine-treated mice, ibogaine is
reported to protect against hyperthermia and the induction of heat shock protein,
which are possible mediators of methamphetamine neurotoxicity (171). Binienda
et al. in this volume report an accentuation of delta amplitude in ibogaine
pretreated animals given cocaine, and they suggest a “paradoxical” proconvulsant
effect resulting from the interaction of cocaine and ibogaine, similar to
interactions reported between cocaine and other noncompetitive NMDA
antagonists. However, ibogaine is reported to protect against convulsions
produced by electroshock (61), or the administration of NMDA (55). Luciano et
al. (148) did not observe EEG abnormalities in five human subjects during
treatment with ibogaine in the dosage range of 20 to 25 mg/kg. There is
apparently no reported human data on possible differences between the pre- and
post-ibogaine treatment EEG, or effects persisting into extended periods of time
after treatment.

3. Tremor

Ibogaine has been noted to produce tremor at dosages of 10 mg/kg i.p. in rats
(172) and 12 mg/kg s.c. in mice (173). Glick et al. (119) evaluated ibogaine and
several other iboga alkaloids and found that their effects on drug self-adminis-
tration and tendency to produce tremor were independent from one another.
Studies of structure-activity relationships of the iboga alkaloids indicate that the
tendency to cause tremor is enhanced by the presence of a methoxy group at
position 10 or 11 and is diminished or eliminated by the presence of a
carbomethoxy group at position 16 (173,174). Accordingly, tremors were not
produced in rats administered noribogaine, which differs from ibogaine with
respect to the absence of a methoxy group at position 10, at a dosage of 40 mg/kg
i.p. (124). Likewise, tremors were not observed in rats administered a dosage of
18-MC as high as 100 mg/kg. 18-MC differs from ibogaine with respect to the
absence of a methoxy group at position 10 and the presence of a carbomethoxy
group at position 16 (120).

4. Observations in Humans

Concern over possible neurotoxicity led Mash et al. to quantitatively
investigate ibogaine’s effects on postural stability, body tremor, and appendicular
tremor in humans (36). In U.S. FDA safety trials, nine subjects receiving 1 and 2
mg/kg of ibogaine showed only a statistically insignificant increase in body sway
6 hours after taking ibogaine. Ten patients evaluated 5 to 7 days after receiving
doses of ibogaine ranging from 10 to 30 mg/kg showed no evidence of
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abnormality on quantitative measures of static or dynamic posturography or hand
accelometry, or on clinical neurologic exam.

A woman died in the United States in 1994 who had been previously treated
with ibogaine 25 days earlier (36). This woman had undergone four separate
treatments with ibogaine in dosages ranging from 10 to 30 mg/kg in the 15
months prior to her death. The cause of death was concluded to have been a
mesenteric arterial thrombosis related to chronic cellulitis, and a role for ibogaine
in causing the fatality was not suspected. Of interest with regard to concerns over
potential neurotoxicity, was the absence of any neuropathological abnormality
not associated with chronic IV drug use. Neuropathological examination revealed
only slight medullary neuroaxonal dystrophy and an old focal meningeal fibrosis,
which were explainable on the basis of chronic IV drug use (36). There was no
evidence of cytopathology or neurodegenerative changes in the cerebellum or any
other brain area, nor was there evidence of astrocytosis or microglial activation.

B. Cardiovascular Effects

Glick et al. (45) found no changes in resting heart rate or blood pressure in rats
at the dose of 40 mg/kg of ibogaine, which was often used in that laboratory in
drug withdrawal or self-administration studies. Higher doses of ibogaine (100
and 200 mg/kg) decreased the heart rate without an effect on blood pressure, and
18-MC had no apparent effect on heart rate or blood pressure at any of the above
doses. Binieda et al. (90) found a significantly decreased heart rate in rats given
50 mg/kg of ibogaine.

Mash et al. (175) reported on intensive cardiac monitoring in 39 human
subjects dependent on cocaine and/or heroin who received fixed doses of
ibogaine of 500, 600, 800, or 1000 mg. Six subjects exhibited some significant
decrease of resting pulse rate relative to baseline, one of whom evidenced a
significant decrease in blood pressure, which was attributed to a transient
vasovagal response. Monitoring revealed no evidence of EKG abnormalities
appearing or intensifying during ibogaine treatment. No significant adverse
events were seen under the study conditions, and it was concluded that the single
dose of ibogaine was apparently well tolerated. In their chapter in this volume,
Mash et al. comment further that random regression of vital signs showed no
changes across time or by dosage in opiate-dependent subjects. They did however
observe the occurrence of a hypotensive response to ibogaine in some cocaine-
dependent subjects, which was responsive to volume repletion.

C. Fatalities

The LD50 of ibogaine is reportedly 145 mg/kg i.p. and 327 mg/kg intragas-
trically in the rat, and 175 mg/kg i.p. in the mouse (158).
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In June 1990, a 44 year-old woman died in France approximately 4 hours after
receiving a dose of ibogaine of about 4.5 mg/kg. The cause of death was
concluded to have been acute heart failure in an autopsy carried out at the
Forensic-Medical Institute in Zurich (176). Autopsy revealed evidence of a prior
myocardial infarction of the left ventricle, severe atherosclerotic changes, and 70
to 80% stenosis of all three major coronary artery branches. This patient had a
history of hypertension, and inverted T waves were noted on EKG three months
prior to the patient’s death. The autopsy report concluded that the patients
preexisting heart disease was likely to have caused the patient’s death, and it
specifically excluded the possibility of a direct toxic effect of ibogaine. The report
acknowledged the possibility that an interaction between ibogaine and the
patient’s preexisting heart condition could have been a contributing factor in the
fatal outcome.

The autopsy report, which included information obtained from the patient’s
family physician, and the psychiatrist who administered ibogaine, makes
reference to the possibility that the patient might have taken other drugs. The
autopsy report noted the presence of amphetamine in the enzyme immunocyto-
chemical (EMIT) assay of a dialysate of the kidney tissue (urine was reported not
to be obtainable). This finding, however, was regarded as artifactual and possibly
attributable to a false positive EMIT result due to the presence of phenylethy-
lamine.

A fatality occurred during a heroin detoxification treatment of a 24-year-old
female in the Netherlands in June 1993. This incident was a significant factor in
the NIDA decision not to fund a clinical trial of ibogaine in 1995. The patient
received a total ibogaine dose of 29 mg/kg and suffered a respiratory arrest and
died 19 hours after the start of the treatment. Forensic pathological examination
revealed no definitive conclusion regarding the probable cause of death (177) and
cited the general lack of information correlating ibogaine concentrations with
possible toxic effects in humans. The high levels of noribogaine found in the
deceased patient were possibly consistent with saturation of elimination kinetics.
However, the higher levels of noribogaine in heart, relative to femoral blood, also
suggested significant postmortem redistribution of noribogaine. The potential
artifact associated with a high volume of distribution and postmortem release of
drug previously sequestered in tissue (51,139,158) limits the interpretability of
postmortem levels of noribogaine.

Some evidence suggested the possibility of surreptitious opioid use in this
case, which was noted in the Dutch inquiry (178) and which is another source of
uncertainty in this fatality. There is evidence suggesting that the interaction of
opioids and ibogaine potentiates opioid toxicity (68,179). Analysis of gastric
contents for heroin or morphine, which might have confirmed recent heroin
smoking, and analysis of blood for 6-monoacetyl morphine, a heroin metabolite
whose presence indicates recent use (180), were not performed. This incident
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underscores the need for the security and medical supervision available in a
conventional medical setting, and for completion of dose escalation studies to
allow systematic collection of pharmacokinetic and safety data.

In London, in January 2000, a 40-year-old heroin addict died after having
allegedly taken 5 g of iboga alkaloid extract 40 hours prior to his death (38, see
the chapter by Alper et al. in this volume). The extract was said to have contained
approximately five times the alkaloid content of the dried rootbark. The official
British inquest regarding this matter is still in progress as of the time of the
writing of this book.

D. Abuse Liability

The available evidence does not appear to suggest that ibogaine has significant
potential for abuse. The 5-HT2A receptor, the primary mediator of responding for
LSD and other commonly abused drugs classified as “hallucinogenic” or
“psychedelic,” does not appear to be essential to discriminability of the ibogaine
stimulus (84,96). Ibogaine is reportedly neither rewarding or aversive in the
conditioned place preference paradigm (132). Rats given either 10 or 40 mg/kg
ibogaine daily for 6 consecutive days did not show withdrawal signs (129).
Animals do not self-administer 18-MC, an ibogaine analog, in paradigms in
which they self-administer drugs of abuse (45). None of the consultants to NIDA
in the 1995 Ibogaine Review Meeting identified the possible abuse of ibogaine as
a potential safety concern.

VII. Learning, Memory, and Neurophysiology

A. Learning, Memory, and Addiction

Drug abusers may be viewed as having a disorder involving excess attribution
of salience to drugs and drug-related stimuli (181), which suggests the possibility
of a role of processes subserving learning and memory in the acquisition of the
pathological motivational focus in addiction (182-185). Learning, in the most
general sense, can be viewed as the modification of future brain activity, of which
thought, motivation, consciousness, or sensory experience are emergent
properties, on the basis of prior experience. This broad definition subsumes
everything from social behavior to learning to read, to the neuroadaptations of
drug tolerance and dependence.

Addiction can be argued to involve the pathological acquisition or “learning”
of associations of drug related stimuli with motivational states corresponding to
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valuation and importance (181,183,184). The pathological learning of addiction
differs from that of normal learning in at least two important respects. First, the
acquisition of drug salience in addiction does not involve learned associations
between drug-related external cues or internal representations, and the experience
of external events as they actually occur. Instead, the “imprinting” or “stamping
in” of drug incentives appears to involve alterations of neural plasticity in
processes that subserve motivation, memory and learning, resulting in neural
behavior that to a significant extent has escaped the constraint of validation by
experience with external reality (183-186). Dopamine and glutamate
transmission are thought to be involved in the modulation of neural plasticity of
both normal learning and the neuroadaptations of drug salience (184). Second,
drug-related “learning” does not apparently habituate (184). Unlike normal
learning, the drug stimulus appears to be experienced as perpetually novel and
continues to command attention and be attributed with salience unattenuated by
habituation (53,182).

B. Effects of Ibogaine on Learning and Memory

Ibogaine appears to have significant effects on brain events involved in
learning and the encoding of drug salience. Ibogaine interacts significantly with
the NMDA receptor (39,58,179), which is involved in long term potentiation
(LTP), a process thought to be important in neural plasticity, memory, and
learning (182,184,187). Experiences apparently involving memory, such as
panoramic recall, are prominent in descriptions by individuals who have taken
ibogaine (14).

The observation of an effect of ibogaine on the expression of behavioral
sensitization to amphetamine, but not a conditioned place preference (188), raises
the interesting possibility of a relatively selective effect of ibogaine on the
pathological encoding of drug salience, distinguished from learning involving
non-drug incentives. Ibogaine reportedly attenuates the acquisition of place
preference for morphine or amphetamine (131,132). A general effect of
interference with learning has been suggested (189), but studies on spatial
learning show an actual enhancement by ibogaine (102,190). Consistent with a
selective effect on neuroadaptations acquired from drug exposure are ibogaine’s
effects on locomotor activity and dopamine efflux in the NAc, which are
relatively more evident in animals with prior experience with morphine (112,113)
or cocaine (111).

C. Ibogaine and the EEG

Studies of animals treated acutely with ibogaine report a desynchronized EEG
with fast low amplitude activity, a state described as “activated” or “aroused”
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(89,90,191). Binienda et al. (90) noted a decline in delta amplitude and
interpreted this as consistent with activation of dopaminergic receptors. However,
observations on the interaction of atropine and ibogaine with respect to the EEG
suggest the involvement of ascending cholinergic input. Depoortere (191) found
that ibogaine enhanced an atropine-sensitive theta frequency EEG rhythm in rats.
Schneider and Sigg (89) observed a shift toward high-frequency low-voltage
EEG activity following the administration of ibogaine to cats, and they noted that
this effect was blocked by the administration of atropine. Luciano et al. (148)
observed no changes in the visually evaluated EEG in humans administered 20 to
25 mg/kg ibogaine.

D. Goutarel’s Hypothesis

The French chemist Robert Goutarel (14) hypothesized that ibogaine treatment
involves a state with functional aspects shared by the brain states of REM sleep,
with important effects on learning and memory. During the REM state, there is
believed to be reconsolidation of learned information in a state of heightened
neural plasticity, with the reprocessing of previously learned information and the
formation of new associations (192,193). Goutarel suggested that a REM-like
state may be induced by ibogaine, which corresponds to a window of heightened
neural plasticity, during which there may be weakening of the pathological
linkages between cues and representations of the drug incentive and the motiva-
tional states with which they have become paired (14). Analogous to the
reconsolidation of learned information that is thought to occur during the REM
state (192,193), Goutarel theorized that the pathological learning of addiction was
modified during ibogaine treatment. He appears to have based his theoretical
formulation mainly on reports of the phenomenological experiences of awake
ibogaine-treated subjects that share features in common with dreams. Goutarel’s
hypothesis is speculative, but nonetheless has an interesting apparent consistency
with the literature on the relationship of learning and addiction and the
physiologic function of the REM EEG state with regard to the consolidation of
learned information.

There is some evidence that may be viewed as consistent with Goutarel’s
hypothesis. Goutarel’s belief in a relationship of the ibogaine-treated EEG state
to that of REM is supported by studies in animals treated with ibogaine that report
an apparently activated or desynchronized EEG state consistent with arousal,
vigilance, or REM sleep (90,191). The observation that ibogaine enhanced an
atropine-sensitive theta frequency rhythm (191) suggests the possible
involvement of ascending cholinergic input, which is an essential determinant of
EEG desynchronization during REM sleep (192). The possible reconsolidation of
learned information due to heightened plasticity during both the REM and
ibogaine-induced desynchronized EEG states is suggested by the observation that
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EEG dyssynchrony is associated with an increased facilitation of Hebbian
covariance (194), which is believed to be an important determinant of the neural
plasticity involved in consolidation of learning and memory. Also, with regard to
a possible analogy of the REM and ibogaine induced brain states, some ibogaine
treatment guides have anecdotally mentioned that they have observed REM-like
eye movements in awake patients during treatments (195,196).

VIII. Anthropological and Sociological Perspectives

As discussed in various aspects by this volume by the Fernandezes, Frenken,
and Lotsof and Alexander, ibogaine’s use appears to involve distinctive
interactions of psychopharmacologic effects with set and setting in both the
subcultures of the United States and Europe, and the centuries older, sacramental
context of the use of iboga in Bwiti, the religious movement in West Central
Africa. In the Bwiti religious subculture, and arguably to some extent in the
European ibogaine subculture, there is the common attribute of a group of
initiates that seek to facilitate healing through the affiliation of the collective with
the individual. In both the African and U.S./European contexts, the ibogaine
experience has been attributed to serving the objective of facilitating personal
growth and change. Use of ibogaine in both contexts has been criticized as
involving the use of an “addictive” or “hallucinogenic” agent, and it appears to
some extent to involve the formation of a subculture among individuals
confronted with marginal social circumstances such as colonialism, or the state of
addiction (197-199, see also Fernandez and Fernandez in this volume).

Galanter (200) identifies three important psychological features that he regards
as descriptive of the process of charismatic groups or zealous self-help
movements such as 12-step programs that appear to also be relevant to Bwiti.
These three processes are group cohesiveness, shared belief, and altered
consciousness, such as that of religious ecstasy or insight to which the group can
attribute a new construction of reality in their life. An understanding of these
powerful behavioral influences could be useful in optimizing the clinical milieu
and interpersonal dynamics of present conventional treatment settings, or of
future treatment settings, if ibogaine or a congener should receive official
approval.

The application of ethnographic techniques to the analysis of the phenomeno-
logical features of the acute treatment experience could be informative from a
neuropsychiatric, as well as from a cultural perspective. For example, similar
subjective phenomena are frequently described in both ibogaine treatment and
near death experiences (NDEs) (14,152,199,201) such as panoramic memory;
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calm, detached emotional tone; specific experiences, such as passage along a long
path or floating; “visions” or “waking dream” states featuring archetypal
experiences such as contact with transcendent beings; and the frequent attribution
of transcendent significance to the experience. Such shared features between
ibogaine and NDEs suggest a common transcultural phenomenology of
transcendent or religious experience or, alternatively, the possibility of a similar
subjective experience due to the influence of a common underlying neurobio-
logical mechanism such as NMDA transmission (202).

IX. Economic and Political Perspectives

A. Economic Incentives and the Development of Ibogaine

The academic research community working in the public sector has a crucial
role in studying ibogaine as a paradigm for the development of new treatment
approaches. The strategy of relying on the pharmaceutical industry to underwrite
the cost of drug development works extremely well in many instances, but
appears to present some limitations with regard to the development of pharma-
cotherapy for addiction in general, and specifically ibogaine.

In the public sector, the major economic incentives for the development of
addiction treatment are the saved costs associated with preventing lost economic
productivity, medical morbidity, or crime. In the private sector, decisions are
based on weighing the expense of development against the expected profit, and
not the magnitude of saved economic or social costs. Owing to limited financial
incentives in the form of insurance reimbursements and a perceived lack of
“breakthrough” compounds, the U.S. pharmaceutical industry has not generally
viewed addiction as an attractive area for development (203), and expenditures
for the development of medications for addiction are small relative to those to
develop drugs for other indications. Ibogaine is particularly unattractive to
industry for several reasons: its mechanism of action is apparently complex and
incompletely understood, it may present significant safety issues, it is a naturally
occurring alkaloid whose structure cannot itself be patented, and some of its use
patent are close to expiration.

There is arguably an important role for academic/public-sector development in
the case of a theoretically interesting drug with a limited profit potential and
significant developmental expense such as ibogaine. However, the entire annual
expenditures for medications development in NIDA, which accounts to about
90% of U.S. public sector spending on developing addiction pharmacotherapy, is
on the order of approximately $60 million, a fraction of the average cost of
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successfully developing a drug to market, which is estimated to exceed $300
million (204). Opportunities to fund research on ibogaine are limited by factors
that generally affect the development of other drugs to treat addiction: a limited
public sector budget in the presence of disproportionately low private-sector
expenditures on the development of pharmacotherapies for addiction relative to
other indications (203).

B. Political Issues

The chapter by Alper et al. in this volume describes the medical subculture of
the informal ibogaine treatment scene and the political subculture of advocacy for
the development and availability of ibogaine. These scenes are a distinctive and
significant aspect of ibogaine’s history, which arguably have impacted on
decisions regarding its development. From a clinical standpoint, the informal
treatment subculture has been an important source of information on human
experience with ibogaine (32).

From a political or historical standpoint, the informal treatment subculture has
viewed itself as a form of activism or civil disobedience on the part of its partic-
ipants seeking a treatment, despite a lack of official approval (34). Ibogaine has
been associated with a vocal activist subculture, which views its mission as
making controversial treatments available to a stigmatized minority group of
patients suffering from a life-threatening illness, and has utilized tactics intended
to engage the attention of the press (34). These confrontational media-oriented
tactics may well have provoked negative reactions at times, but may also have
influenced Curtis Wright, the former FDA ibogaine project officer, to write in
1995 that “. . . a significant portion of the public we serve believes the drug merits
investigation” (205).

X. Conclusions

Evidence that supports the possible efficacy of ibogaine as a treatment for
addiction includes case reports in humans, and effects in preclinical models of
drug dependence. The case report evidence has mainly involved the indication of
acute opioid withdrawal, and there appears to be consistency between earlier
observations derived from informal treatment contexts (32-36,146-150) and more
recent work from a setting that appears to conform to a conventional medical
model (123, Mash et al. in this volume). The continued existence of informal
treatment scenes parallels case report evidence indicating possible efficacy.
Animal work has provided observations of attenuation of opiate withdrawal signs
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and reductions of self-administration of a variety of drugs including morphine,
cocaine, alcohol, and nicotine. Preclinical models have also yielded evidence that
with respect to certain abused drugs, ibogaine may dampen responses that may
be associated with dependence, such as dopamine efflux in the NAc or locomotor
activation.

Ibogaine’s pharmacologic profile includes interactions with multiple
neurotransmitter systems that could plausibly be related to addiction, including
NMDA, nicotinic, mu- and kappa-opioid, and serotonergic systems. The putative
efficacy of ibogaine does not appear fully explainable on the basis of interactions
with any single neurotransmitter system, or on the basis of currently utilized
pharmacologic strategies such as substitution therapies, or monoamine reuptake
inhibition. Ibogaine’s effects may result from interactions between multiple
neurotransmitter systems, and might not be attributable to actions at any single
type of receptor. The apparently persistent effect of ibogaine has been suggested
to involve a long-lived metabolite. Some evidence suggests effects on second
messenger signal transduction, an interesting possibility that could conceivably
result from interactions between multiple neurotransmitter systems and produce
persistent effects lasting beyond the duration of occupancy at receptor sites. Work
with ibogaine congeners suggests that other iboga alkaloids can be developed that
might minimize unwanted toxic, or possibly behavioral effects, while retaining
apparent efficacy in drug dependence. In summary, the available evidence
suggests that ibogaine and the iboga alkaloids may have efficacy in addiction on
the basis of mechanisms that are not yet known and which can possibly be
dissociated from toxic effects, and may present significant promise as a paradigm
for the study and development of pharmacotherapy for addiction.
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I. Introduction

Ibogaine (NIH 10567, EndabuseTM) is an alkaloid obtained from the root of
Tabernanthe iboga, a shrub indigenous to equatorial Africa. There are anecdotal
reports that ibogaine is effective in the treatment of a variety of addictive
disorders (1,2). Indeed, Howard Lotsof (NDA International) has patented
ibogaine treatments for dependencies on heroin (U.S. Patent 4,499,091),
amphetamine (U.S. Patent 4,587,243), cocaine (U.S. Patent 4,587,243), alcohol
(U.S. Patent 4,857,523), and nicotine (U.S. Patent 5,026,697). Results of research
with ibogaine indicate that the alkaloid may modulate the rewarding properties of
drugs (e.g. 3,4) and interfere with withdrawal reactions (5-7) in animals. This
chapter reviews some of the evidence that ibogaine modulates drug effects in
animals.

II. Ibogaine-Morphine Interactions

A. Ibogaine Potentiates Morphine Analgesia

If ibogaine is to be used as a treatment for opiate addiction, it is important to
understand the interaction between ibogaine and opiate drugs. Although
Matwyshyn and Bhargava (8) reported that ibogaine does not modulate some
effects of morphine (analgesia and hypothermia) in mice, others have reported
that the alkaloid augments the effects of morphine in rats (9). An early report by
Schneider and McArthur (10) reported that ibogaine (at doses ranging from 50-
100 mg/kg) potentiated the lethal effect of morphine and (at doses ranging from
3-24 mg/kg) enhanced the analgesic effect of morphine in rats. Such potentiation
of morphine’s effects by ibogaine has profound implications for the manner in
which ibogaine is used clinically in treating opiate dependence. All efforts must
be made to ensure that the opiates are not available to the patient during
treatment.

B. Ibogaine Interferes with Morphine Tolerance

Ibogaine has been reported to modulate the development of morphine tolerance
(11). Rats were injected with morphine (5 mg/kg) at 48-hour intervals, and, 30
minutes after each injection, analgesia was assessed with the “hot-plate”
procedure and the latency to respond (paw lick or jump) was measured. The
effect of ibogaine injected prior to morphine on the development of analgesic
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tolerance was evaluated. Various doses of ibogaine (10-40 mg/kg), and intervals
between ibogaine and morphine administration (30 min-24 hr), were assessed.
The results indicated that although ibogaine (at all doses) by itself had no effect
on hot-plate response latency, 20 mg/kg ibogaine administered 30 minutes prior
to morphine clearly retarded the development of morphine analgesic tolerance. A
lower dose of ibogaine, or longer pretreatment intervals (e.g., 40 mg/kg ibogaine
injected 24 hours prior to each morphine injection), did not affect the
development of tolerance.

III. Ibogaine and Morphine Reward

A. Animal Models of Drug Reward

There are two commonly used methods for evaluating drug reward in animals:
Drug self-administration and place preference conditioning. In drug self-
administration, an animal must make some response, such as a lever press, which
is followed by a presentation of the drug reward. This approach evaluates the
ability of a drug to directly reinforce behavior. In essence, this method determines
whether the animal will “work for” or “seek” the drug. In fact, rats will “work
for” most drugs that humans tend to abuse (see ref. 12), suggesting that these
drugs are also rewarding for rats.

The place-conditioning paradigm is an alternative measure of drug reward (for
review, see ref. 13). With this procedure, during a training period, rats are
confined to one distinctive compartment following injection of a drug and an
alternative compartment following injection of an inert substance. Their
preference for one or the other compartment is subsequently evaluated during a
test in which they are undrugged, and have access to both compartments. It is
inferred that the drug is rewarding if the rat displays a preference for the drug-
associated compartment (and aversive if the rat displays a preference for the
alternative compartment). Rats form a preference for a place paired with the same
drugs that they tend to self-administer (13).

B. Ibogaine and Morphine Self-Administration

The results of several experiments, using rats and mice, suggest that ibogaine
reduces the self-administration of drugs of abuse (see ref. 14). Glick et al. (3)
reported that ibogaine (in doses ranging from 2.5 to 40 mg/kg) decreased
intravenous self-administration of morphine in a dose-dependent manner. The 40
mg/kg dose of ibogaine, administered 5 minutes prior to a self-administration
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session, interfered with water-reinforced responding (as well as morphine-
reinforced responding), and this acute action may be attributable to the motoric
effects of ibogaine. However, the alkaloid continued to suppress responding for
morphine reinforcement, but not water reinforcement, long after the tremorigenic
effect of ibogaine was no longer apparent. Glick et al. (3) reported that a single
40 mg/kg ibogaine dose attenuated morphine self-administration for a period of
several days (see also ref. 15).

In contrast with findings suggesting that ibogaine has a long-lasting effect on
drug reinforcement is a report that the alkaloid has a short-term effect, but not a
persistent (24-hour) effect, on responding for heroin (16). The reasons for the
discrepant findings are not clear. However, as discussed by Glick et al. (15), there
are many procedural differences between the experiments that have reported
various effects of ibogaine on drug self-administration.

C. Ibogaine and Morphine-Induced Place Preference

I. Ibogaine Attenuates the Establishment of a Morphine-Induced Place
Preference

Although self-administration of drugs provides an intuitively appealing
measure of drug reward, the effect of pharmacological pretreatment on operant
responding for drug reinforcement cannot be interpreted unambiguously. As
discussed by Glick et al. (3), there are several reasons why a pretreatment may
decrease drug self-administration: (1) the pretreatment agent reduces drug
reward, (2) the pretreatment agent interferes with responding for reward, or (3)
the pretreatment agent increases the rewarding properties of the drug, rendering
each infusion more potent. The place preference paradigm provides an
unambiguous measure of the rewarding properties of morphine, because the
strength of a place preference is proportional to the dose of morphine (13,17,18).
Therefore, if ibogaine attenuates the rewarding effect of morphine, it should
attenuate a morphine-induced place preference.

Using the place preference paradigm, Parker, Moroz, and Siegel (4) found that
ibogaine reduces the ability of a single injection of morphine to produce a
preference in rats. This attenuation of morphine’s rewarding properties is seen if
ibogaine (40 mg/kg) is administered either immediately (i.e., 10 min) or 24 hours
before the opiate. Ibogaine-induced interference with morphine place preference
does not appear to be the result of the summation of the independent hedonic
properties of ibogaine and morphine, because ibogaine alone produced neither a
place preference nor place aversion. Although the effect of ibogaine was apparent
with a one-trial, morphine-induced place preference, it was not maintained after
four training trials. That is, rats receiving ibogaine pretreatment prior to each of
four place preference trials responded with a preference for the morphine side
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that was similar in strength to that of rats not pretreated with ibogaine. These
results suggest that: (1) ibogaine may only modulate a weak (i.e., one-trial) place
preference, but not a strong (i.e., four-trial) place preference, or (2) repeated
exposure to ibogaine reduces its efficacy in attenuating the rewarding effect of
morphine. Moroz, Parker, and Siegel (19) later found evidence that supports the
latter alternative, as discussed subsequently.

Additional experiments by Parker et al. (4) were designed to determine if
ibogaine attenuated morphine-induced place preference because it interfered with
morphine reward or because it generally interfered with drug-place associations.
If ibogaine generally affected drug-place associations, it should not only interfere
with place preference learning, but it should also interfere with place-aversion
learning. Ibogaine, administered either 10 minutes or 24 hours prior to several
doses of drugs known to induce place aversion (naloxone and lithium chloride)
did not affect the magnitude of the place aversions. Ibogaine selectively
modulated the rewarding properties of morphine, rather than generally interfering
with place conditioning.

2. Ibogaine and the Expression of Morphine-Induced Place Preference
Learning

The finding that ibogaine interferes with morphine place preference learning
(4) is consistent with suggestions that ibogaine is an N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) antagonist (14), inasmuch as other NMDA antagonists also interfere
with this type of learning (20-22). However, NMDA antagonists are known to
interfere selectively with the acquisition, but not with the expression, of a variety
of previously learned tasks (e.g., 23,24). Thus, it might be expected that ibogaine
would not interfere with a previously established morphine place preference. We
recently have reported such a finding (25). A one-trial morphine place preference
was induced (using procedures similar to those of Parker et al. [4]). A single
injection of 40 mg/kg ibogaine, either 24 hours, 12 hours, or 4 hours prior to a
preference, test did not interfere with the expression of the morphine place
preference. A variety of other ibogaine pretreatment regimens (involving higher
doses or multiple injections of ibogaine and various intervals between ibogaine
administration and place preference testing) were similarly ineffective. In
summary, the results of Luxton et al. (25), together with the previous results of
Parker et al. (4), indicate that ibogaine, like other NMDA antagonists, interferes
with the establishment, but not the expression, of a morphine place preference.

D. Ibogaine annd Morphine Withdrawal Symptoms

Advocates for the use of ibogaine as a treatment for addiction emphasize its
efficacy in reducing opiate withdrawal symptoms (26,27). Indeed, laboratory
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experiments with animals have demonstrated that ibogaine interferes with
somatic symptoms of naloxone-precipitated withdrawal (5-7,14), although there
are some conflicting results (28,29).

In morphine-dependent animals, administration of an opioid antagonist drug
such as naloxone or naltrexone, produces somatic signs of withdrawal that
include rearing, grooming, jumping, wet-dog shakes, teeth chattering, salivation,
and diarrhea. Glick et al. (7) reported that ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) attenuated
some signs of withdrawal (wet-dog shakes, grooming, teeth chattering, and
diarrhea) when administered either 4 hours or 30 minutes prior to naltrexone (1
mg/kg, i.p.) in rats that had received 5 days of exposure to slow-release morphine
pellets. Therefore, ibogaine may reverse somatic signs of opiate withdrawal.

Opiate dependence is typically thought to occur only after prolonged opiate
exposure. However, human and animal research has shown that naloxone-
precipitated withdrawal can be observed even when naloxone is administered up
to several hours after a single administration of morphine (30-34). This
phenomenon has been termed “acute opiate dependence” and may represent the
early developmental states of the dependence process. In nondependent opiate
users, June et al. (33) examined opioid agonist effects, morphine plasma levels,
and withdrawal effects precipitated by naloxone (10 mg/70 kg, administered
intramuscularly) at 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 42 hours after a single dose of
morphine (18 mg/70 kg, administered intramuscularly). The intensity of
subjectively reported precipitated withdrawal effects was greatest when testing
was conducted at 6 hours after morphine administration and persisted for up to
24 hours after morphine administration, whereas, peak intensity of agonist effects
(pupil constriction and subjective ratings) and highest plasma morphine
concentrations were observed at the shortest test interval (1 hour) after morphine.
Therefore, acute opiate dependence produced by a single dose of morphine peaks
later and persists over a longer duration after morphine administration than do
other agonist effects. The discrepancy between peak agonist effects and peak
withdrawal effects suggests that neural adaptations underlying acute morphine
dependence develop over a 6-hour time period and gradually decay over time.
The discrepancy also suggests that the agonist effect of acute morphine
administration is mediated by a different mechanism than the effect of naloxone-
precipitated morphine withdrawal (33).

In the rat, acute opiate dependence can be demonstrated when naloxone is
administered between 30 min and 48 hr (30,31) after a single morphine exposure.
Acute dependence is evidenced as specific somatic withdrawal reactions (e.g.,
wet dog shakes) or as aversive stimulus properties which modify behavior. For
instance, Gellert and Sparber (31) reported that administration of a low dose of
naloxone 48 hours after a single morphine exposure significantly decreased
operant responding for food, whereas it was without effect in opiate naïve rats.
The aversive properties of withdrawal apparently suppressed responding. The
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aversive properties of withdrawal have also been evaluated using the place-
conditioning paradigm (35-39); rats learn to avoid a place previously paired with
naloxone-precipitated withdrawal (37). In fact, a naloxone-precipitated,
withdrawal-induced place aversion can be produced 24 to 48 hours after a single
injection of morphine (34).

Ibogaine interferes with acute opioid dependence. Parker and collaborators
(40) recently reported that ibogaine interferes with naloxone-precipitated
withdrawal in rats treated with morphine 24 hours prior to the conditioning trial.
On each of two conditioning trial cycles, rats were administered morphine (20
mg/kg, s.c.) or saline 24 hours prior to an injection of naloxone (1 mg/kg, s.c.)
and placement in a chamber. Half of the rats were injected with ibogaine (40
mg/kg, i.p.) and half were injected with saline 4 hours before the naloxone
injection. Ninety-six hours later, the rats received a drug-free place preference
test.

Ibogaine attenuated naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal. Figure 1
presents the mean number of seconds that the rats spent on the naloxone-paired
minus the saline-paired floor during the place preference test. The groups
displayed on the abscissa include those injected with morphine 24 hours prior to
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naloxone (MN) and those injected with saline 24 hours prior to naloxone (SN).
Among each conditioning group, the black bars represent the rats pretreated with
ibogaine 4 hours prior to naloxone and the white bars represent the rats pretreated
with saline 4 hours prior to naloxone. Ibogaine pretreatment interfered with the
naloxone-induced place aversion displayed by Group MN, without modulating
the weaker aversion displayed by Group SN. This latter finding is consistent with
those of Parker, Luxton, and Siegel (4) who reported that ibogaine did not
interfere with the establishment of a naloxone-induced place aversion, but did
interfere with the establishment of a morphine-induced place preference.

In a second experiment, Parker et al. (40) evaluated the potential of ibogaine
to interfere with the expression of naloxone-precipitated somatic withdrawal
symptoms. As in the previously described place-conditioning experiment, on
each of two conditioning trial cycles, rats were administered morphine (20
mg/kg, s.c.) or saline 24 hours prior to an injection of naloxone (1 mg/kg, s.c.)
and placement in a chamber. Half of the rats in each group were injected with
ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) and the other half of the rats were injected with saline,
4 hours before the naloxone injection. The rats were then placed in the
observation chamber for 1 hour. During the second repetition of the cycle, all
subjects were videotaped for a period of 10 minutes following the naloxone
injection. Videotapes were later scored for instances of wet dog shakes, mouth
movements, teeth chattering, and genital licks. The frequency of each withdrawal
behavior displayed by each rat was scored by two observers (one who was aware
of testing conditions, and one who was unaware of testing conditions).
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Ibogaine attenuated naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal behavior as it
had attenuated the withdrawal-induced place aversion. Figure 2 presents the
mean frequency of withdrawal behaviors (the summed frequencies of wet dog
shakes, teeth chattering, mouth movements, and genital licks) for the various
groups. Rats in Group MN displayed fewer somatic withdrawal behaviors when
pretreated with ibogaine than they did when pretreated with saline. Consistent
with the effect of ibogaine on the motivational effects of withdrawal, ibogaine did
not modulate somatic withdrawal behaviors in Group SN.

Ibogaine, therefore, not only interferes with withdrawal from chronically
administered morphine (e.g. 5-7,14), but it also interferes with withdrawal from
acutely administered morphine. It interferes with both the aversive motivational
properties of withdrawal, as revealed by the place conditioning paradigm, and the
somatic properties of withdrawal, as revealed by direct observation of somatic
withdrawal symptoms.

IV. Ibogaine and Other Drugs of Abuse

A. Ibogaine and Self-Administration of
Other Drugs of Abuse

Anecdotal reports indicate ibogaine decreases dependence on a wide variety of
drugs of abuse, including alcohol, amphetamine, cocaine, nicotine, and opiates
(27). Indeed, there is evidence that ibogaine interferes with self-administration of
drugs other than morphine. For example, Rezvani, Overstreet, and Lee (41)
reported that ibogaine reduced ethanol consumption in several strains of ethanol-
preferring rats. There are also reports that ibogaine has a long-lasting suppressive
effect on intravenous (42) and oral self-administration (43) of cocaine.

B. Ibogaine and Amphetamine-Induced
Place preference Learning

Ibogaine also interferes with the establishment of amphetamine-induced place
preference learning (19). Since ibogaine produces prolonged (24-hour)
interference with the establishment of a morphine-induced place preference (4),
rats were injected with ibogaine or saline solution 24 hours prior to an
amphetamine injection that preceded placement in a conditioning chamber. Rats
were tested drug-free following one, and again following four, conditioning trials.
The preference test results revealed that ibogaine interfered with the
establishment of an amphetamine-induced place preference following one, but
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not following four, conditioning trials. This effect paralleled that found with
morphine place preference learning (4).

In order to determine whether the reduced effectiveness after four trials was the
result of tolerance to ibogaine, rats were given weekly injections of ibogaine
(group ibogaine-experienced) or saline (group ibogaine-naïve) in their home cage
over four weeks prior to place conditioning trials. On place-conditioning trials,
rats in groups ibogaine-experienced and ibogaine-naïve were injected with
ibogaine 24 hours before amphetamine conditioning trials on each of two weekly
cycles. In a subsequent place preference test, ibogaine blocked an amphetamine
place preference only in the group ibogaine-naïve—that is, prior experience with
ibogaine eliminated its ability to interfere with amphetamine place preference
learning. Therefore, ibogaine’s reduced effectiveness across multiple
conditioning trials may be the result of the development of tolerance to ibogaine.

V. Ibogaine and Craving: Future Directions

A. The Reinstatement Paradigm

Anecdotal reports by abstinent individuals suggest that re-exposure to a
formerly self-administered substance induces a strong motivational state or
“craving” for the drug, and is a frequent precursor to relapse (e.g., 44). Several
investigators have developed animal models of relapse to account for this
phenomenon. One of these models is “reinstatement.”

In the reinstatement model, rats are first trained to self-administer a rewarding
drug by pressing a lever. Following such training, the response is extinguished—
that is, an inert substance is substituted for the drug, resulting in a decrease in
responding. Then, to “whet the rat’s appetite,” the drug is administered and the
rat is provided the opportunity to lever press. In the reinstatement paradigm, a
single administration of the reinforcing drug can reinstate previously
extinguished self-administration behavior (e.g., 45,46). In fact, following
extinction training, a priming injection of morphine can also reinstate a
conditioned place preference (47). Future experiments might examine the ability
of ibogaine administered 24 hours prior to a priming injection of morphine to
interfere with the reinstatement of a conditioned place preference. Such a finding
would provide evidence that ibogaine, indeed, can interfere with drug craving in
animals.

Most research evaluating the motivational effects of drugs has used either self-
administration or place preference procedures. Ettenberg and colleagues (e.g.,
48-50) have demonstrated the utility of the runway procedure in investigations of
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drug reward. Rats are trained to traverse an alley for intravenous drug
administration. With some rewarding drugs, the well-trained rat exhibits both
“approach” and “retreat” behavior. That is, it quickly runs toward the goal, then
reverses direction and runs away from the goal, then again runs toward the goal.
There may be several cycles of this retreat behavior each trial, apparently
indicating conflict: “retreat behavior might be reflective of a conflict resulting
from concurrent positive and negative associations with the goal box” (51).

There is considerable evidence that some commonly abused drugs have,
simultaneously, both rewarding and aversive effects (52-55). One possible
mechanism by which ibogaine may attenuate drug reward is by increasing the
aversive effect of drugs (rather than by decreasing the reinforcing effect of
drugs). As suggested by Ettenberg and Geist (48), the spatiotemporal record of
behavior in the straight alley permits evaluation of the aversive effect of the drug
(e.g., number of retreats), as well as the rewarding effect of the drug. If ibogaine
augments the aversive effects of drugs, this should be manifest as an increase in
retreat behavior by ibogaine pretreated rats.

Ettenberg, MacConell, and Geist (56) described evaluation of reinstatement in
the straight alley. Rats were first trained to run down the alley for heroin
reinforcement. When the response was established, it was extinguished—rats
received an IV infusion of saline, rather than heroin, in the goal box. When rats
reached an extinction criterion, the effect of a single priming infusion of heroin
was evaluated. Rats received a single “treatment trial”—they received a single i.v.
infusion of either heroin or saline in the goal box. The effect of the prime was
evaluated 24 hours later, on the “test day”. Rats were undrugged on this test day.
Rats primed with heroin on the post-extinction treatment trial ran significantly
faster on the test day than did rats primed with saline, demonstrating the
reinstatement effect. It would be of interest to determine if ibogaine would
interfere with this reinstatement effect in the runway situation.

B. Ibogaine and Morphine Reward in Dependent Rats

Although our previously described studies employed nondependent rats, the
anecdotal reports of ibogaine’s effectiveness in humans are based on reports from
drug-dependent humans (e.g., 26,27). Furthermore, some current animal models
of craving (57-59) emphasize the role of drug experience in establishing the
motivational state necessary for craving.

If ibogaine interferes with craving, then one might expect that it would more
effectively interfere with the establishment or the expression of morphine place
preference learning and runway behavior in drug-dependent than in drug-naïve
rats. In fact, Pearl, Johnson, and Glick (60) reported that ibogaine modified
morphine-induced motoric effects and morphine-induced dopamine release in
morphine-experienced rats more effectively than in morphine-inexperienced rats.
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Future studies will evaluate the efficacy of ibogaine to interfere with morphine
reward in rats that are maintained on morphine over a period of one month and
rats that are morphine naïve. It is conceivable that ibogaine may more effectively
modulate drug reward in drug-experienced rats than in naïve rats.

C. Ibogaine and Nonpharmacological Reward

Interest in the effects of ibogaine have focused on the alkaloid’s potential in
attenuating drug reward, but it is possible that ibogaine generally affects reward
processes. There are few studies evaluating the effects of ibogaine on nonphar-
macological reinforcement, and the available data are inconsistent. Glick et al.
(3) reported that ibogaine does not have a long-lasting effect on operant
responding for water reinforcement, but Dworkin et al. (16) reported that
ibogaine has a long-lasting effect on responding for food.

Rats show a conditioned preference for a chamber in which they were
previously given access to food (e.g., 61), even when they are sated. Furthermore,
both sucrose (62) and saccharin solution (63) have been reported to produce a
place preference in sated rats. In pilot experiments, we have also found that
nondeprived rats will readily learn to traverse a runway for highly palatable sweet
solution (a mixture of 0.16% saccharin and 3% glucose in water). As discussed
by others (e.g., 12) such instrumental responding for a palatable solution by non-
deprived subjects would seem to approximate the motivational properties of
responding for a drug reward. It would be of interest to examine the effects of
ibogaine on non-pharmacological reward using the place conditioning and
runway paradigms.

D. Future Studies: Summary

These proposed directions for research should provide greater insight into the
mechanism by which ibogaine modulates the rewarding properties of drugs as
well as withdrawal effects. Considerable evidence is accruing that future research
on the putative antiaddictive properties of ibogaine would be fruitful.

V. Conclusions

Considerable evidence indicates that ibogaine modulates a variety of opiate
effects in rats. Ibogaine potentiates opiate-induced analgesia and lethality (10)
and interferes with morphine tolerance (11). It also interferes with the rewarding
properties of morphine when assessed in self-administration (3) and in place
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preference learning (4). Finally, ibogaine also interferes with the aversive
properties of opiate withdrawal (7,40).

Advocates for ibogaine as an antiaddictive medication argue that ibogaine
modulates a variety of addictive disorders, not only opiate addiction. Animal
evidence reported above also indicates that ibogaine modulates the rewarding
properties of stimulants when evaluated in the self-administration paradigm (42)
or in the place preference paradigm (19).

The encouraging results of animal work with ibogaine suggest that further
work with this agent is warranted to evaluate its potential antiaddictive
properties. Yet any enthusiasm for ibogaine as an antiaddictive drug must be
tempered by a report that, at high doses, it may produce cerebellar damage in rats
(64). However, there are reports that ibogaine does not produce such damage at
doses that effectively modulate drug reward in animals (65,66).
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I. Introduction

Ibogaine, is a naturally occurring, psychoactive indole alkaloid derived from
the roots of the rain forest shrub Tabernanthe iboga. Indigenous peoples of
Western Africa use ibogaine in low doses to combat fatigue, hunger, and thirst,
and in higher doses as a sacrament in religious rituals (1). The use of ibogaine for
the treatment of drug dependence has been based on anecdotal reports from
groups of self-treating addicts that the drug blocked opiate withdrawal and
reduced craving for opiates and other illicit drugs for extended time periods (2-
4). Preclinical studies have supported these claims and provided proof-of-concept
in morphine-dependent rats (5,6). While ibogaine has diverse CNS effects, the
pharmacological targets underlying the physiological and psychological actions
of ibogaine in general, or its effects on opiate withdrawal in particular, are not
fully understood. Pharmacological treatments for heroin addiction currently
employ two treatment strategies: detoxification followed by drug-free abstinence
or maintenance treatment with an opioid agonist. Because agonist maintenance
with methadone usually has the goal of eventual detoxification to a drug-free
state, the use of medications to facilitate this transition is a clinically important
treatment strategy. Anecdotal reports suggest that ibogaine has promise as an
alternative medication approach for making this transition (4). Ibogaine has an
added benefit to other detoxification strategies in that the treatment experience
seems to bolster the patient’s own motivational resources for change.

There have been few reports of the effects of ibogaine in humans. Anecdotal
accounts of the acute and long-term effects of ibogaine have included only a
small series of case reports from opiate and cocaine addicts with observations
provided for only seven and four subjects, respectively (2,3). A retrospective case
review of 33 ibogaine treatments for opioid detoxification in nonmedical settings
under open label conditions has suggested further that the alkaloid has amelio-
rative effects in acute opioid withdrawal (4). However, objective investigations of
ibogaine’s effects on drug craving, and the signs and symptoms of opiate
withdrawal, have not been done in either research or conventional treatment
settings. Ibogaine is a drug with complex pharmacokinetics and an uncertain
mechanism of action with regards to its alleged efficacy for the treatment of
opiate dependence. Ibogaine is metabolized to noribogaine, which has a pharma-
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cological profile that is different from that of the parent drug. We report here that
ibogaine is effective in blocking opiate withdrawal, providing an alternative
approach for opiate-dependent patients who have failed other conventional
treatments. Identifying noribogaine’s mechanism of action may explain how
ibogaine promotes rapid detoxification from opiates after only a single dose.

II. Identification of a Primary Metabolite
of Ibogaine

Our group developed an analytical method for quantifying ibogaine in blood
samples from rats, primates, and humans (7,8). Using fullscan electron impact
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), a primary metabolite, 12-
hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine) was detected for the first time in blood and
urine samples. The analytical procedure involved a solvent extraction under basic
conditions with D3-ibogaine as an internal standard. Urines taken from dosed
monkeys and humans were extracted under strongly basic conditions, extracts
were evaporated, reconstituted, and analyzed by GC/MS in full scan electron
impact ionization mode. Analysis of the resulting total ion chromatograms
revealed a peak identified as ibogaine by comparison with an authentic standard.
All samples were found to contain a second major component eluting after
ibogaine. Similar spectral characteristics of this peak to ibogaine’s spectrum
defined it as an ibogaine metabolite, which is formed by the loss of a methyl
group (Figure 1). The site for metabolic demethylation of ibogaine was the
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of ibogaine and noribogaine. Ibogaine undergoes O-demethylation to
form 12-hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine).



methoxy group, resulting in the compound 12-hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine).
The identity of the desmethyl metabolite was confirmed using an authentic
standard of noribogaine (Omnichem S.A., Belgium) and gave a single peak at the
same retention time and with the same electron impact fragmentation pattern as
the endogenous compound isolated from monkey and human urine (7).

III. Cytochrome P450 Metabolism and
Genetic Polymorphisms

Ibogaine, like most CNS drugs, is highly lipophilic and is subject to extensive
biotransformation. Ibogaine is metabolized to noribogaine in the gut wall and
liver (Figure 2, schematic). Ibogaine is O-demethylated to noribogaine primarily
by cytochrome P4502D6 (CYP2D6). An enzyme kinetic examination of ibogaine
O-demethylase activity in pooled human liver microsomes suggested that two (or
more) enzymes are involved in this reaction (8). In this study, ibogaine was
incubated with a set of microsomes derived from cell lines selectively expressing
only one human cytochrome P450 enzyme and with a series of human liver
microsome preparations, characterized with respect to their activities toward
cytochrome P450 enzyme selective substrates to estimate the relative contri-
butions of the various P450 enzymes to the metabolism of ibogaine in vitro. The
enzyme CYP2D6 showed the highest activity toward the formation of
noribogaine, followed by CYP2C9 and CYP3A4 (9).

Depending on whether a particular isoenzyme is present or absent, individuals
are classified as extensive or poor metabolizers. The influence of genetic
polymorphisms on the biotransformation of ibogaine under in vivo clinical
conditions has been examined in recent studies (9). The results demonstrate that
there are statistically significant differences in the two populations with regard to
Cmax and t1/2 (elim) and area under the curve (AUC) of the parent drug and
metabolite, indicating that the disposition of ibogaine is dependent on
polymorphic CYP2D6 distribution (Table 1). Since some of the CNS activity may
be the result of noribogaine, the CYP2D6 phenotype may prove to be an
important determinant in the clinical pharmacology of ibogaine. Many CYP2D6
substrates are subject to drug interactions. In considering the potential patient
population who might benefit from ibogaine, many of these patients may have
taken other medications (prescription and/or illicit), increasing the potential for
serious adverse drug interactions.
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Figure 2. Time course of whole blood concentrations of ibogaine and noribogaine after oral adminis-
tration to drug-dependent volunteer. Pharmacokinetics of ibogaine and noribogaine over the first 24
hours after oral dose in a human subject. Data shown are from a representative male subject (wt/wt,
extensive metabolizer). Values for parent drug and desmethyl metabolite were measured in whole
blood samples at the times indicated. Open squares indicate ibogaine concentrations and shaded
squares indicate noribogaine concentrations. SK, St. Kitts, W.I., Subject Code.

TABLE 1.
Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Ibogaine and Noribogaine in

Human Extensive and Poor Metabolizers (CYP2D6)

*Extensive Metabolizers **Poor Metabolizers

Ibogaine
tmax,hr 1.70 ± 0.15 2.50 ± 1.04
Cmax,ng/ml 737 ± 76 896 ± 166
AUC0-24hr,ng • hr/ml 3936 ± 556 11471 ± 414
t1/2,hr 7.45 ± 0.81 NQ

Noribogaine
tmax,hr 6.17 ± 0.85 3.17 ± 1.36
Cmax,ng/ml 949 ± 67 105 ± 30
AUC0-24hr,ng • hr/ml 14705 ± 1024 3648 ± 435
t1/2,hr NQ NQ

* N = 24 (10.0 mg/kg), 16 males and 8 females
** N = 3, 3 males (10.0 mg/kg)



IV. Ibogaine Pharmacokinetics

Pharmacokinetic measurements have been obtained from human drug-
dependent patient volunteers who had received single oral doses of ibogaine
(Table 1; Figure 2). Figure 2 illustrates the pharmacokinetic profile of ibogaine
and the metabolite following oral doses of the drug in a representative male
subject. Table 1 shows that CYP2D6 mediated metabolism of ibogaine resulted
in high levels of noribogaine in blood, with Cmax values in the same range as the
parent drug. The time required to eliminate the majority of absorbed ibogaine
(>90%) was 24 hours post-dose (Figure 2). The pharmacokinetic profiles
measured in whole blood demonstrate that the concentrations of noribogaine
measured at 24 hours remained elevated, in agreement with previous findings
(10). The still elevated concentrations of noribogaine in blood at 24 hours after
drug administration limited the quantitation of the terminal half-life of the
metabolite. Noribogaine was measured in CYP2D6 deficient subjects, but at
concentrations that were markedly lower than for the extensive metabolizers.
Conversion of the parent to noribogaine in CYP2D6 deficient subjects may reflect
the metabolic contribution of other cytochromes (CYP2C9, CYP3A4). The
concentration of noribogaine measured at 24 hours post-dose in the subject in
Figure 2 was in the range of 800 ng/ml, similar to the peak concentration of
ibogaine that was measured in this representative subject. Pharmacokinetic
measurements in human volunteers administered oral doses of ibogaine showed
that the area under the curve (AUC) for the parent compound was approximately
three-fold less than for the active metabolite (Table 1). Thus, noribogaine reaches
sustained high levels in blood after a single administration of the parent drug.

Since the metabolite has been shown in radioligand binding assays to have
higher affinities for certain CNS targets, it can be estimated that the contribution
of the metabolite to the total pharmacodynamic profile of ibogaine is significant.
To display in vivo activity, it is necessary for CNS drugs to reach the brain. Since
it is difficult to study these processes in humans, it is common to study the
penetration of a CNS active drug into the brains of laboratory animals. The
concentrations of ibogaine and noribogaine have been measured in rat brain
following both oral and intraperitoneal (i.p.) administrations (11,12). The signif-
icance of micromolar interactions of ibogaine and noribogaine with various
radioligand binding sites was related to the concentration of parent drug and
metabolite in brain (Table 2). Regional brain levels of ibogaine and noribogaine
were measured in rat cerebral cortex, striatum, brainstem, and cerebellum at 15
minutes, 1 and 2 hours postdrug administration. We have shown that ibogaine is
rapidly detected in brain following oral administration. The metabolite was
detected at the earliest time point (15 minutes), consistent with first pass
metabolism of the parent drug (11). Administration of ibogaine (40 mg/kg i.p., 50
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mg/kg p.o.) in rodents resulted in levels of ibogaine and noribogaine that ranged
from 10 to 15 µM and 10 to 12 µM, respectively. The results demonstrate that
noribogaine reaches significant concentrations in brain following both routes of
administration in rodents. Thus, the concentrations of noribogaine in brain may
activate processes that cause the desired effects of suppressing opiate withdrawal
signs and diminishing drug craving.

V. Setting and Study Design

We have had the opportunity to describe the clinical experience of a series of
patients undergoing opiate detoxification with ibogaine. The study was conducted
in a 12 bed freestanding facility in St. Kitts, West Indies. The treatment program
had a planned duration of 12 to 14 days and stated goals of: (1) safe physical
detoxification from opiates, (2) motivational counseling, and (3) referral to
aftercare programs and community support groups (twelve-step programs).
Subjects were self-referred for inpatient detoxification from opiates (heroin or
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TABLE 2.
Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Ibogaine and Noribogaine in

Male Rat (Sprague-Dawley)

*Whole Blood *Brain **Brain
40 mg/kg i.p. 40 mg/kg i.p. 50 mg/kg p.o.

Ibogaine
tmax,hr 0.10 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.14 1.00 ± 0.21
Cmax,ng/ml or 3859 ± 789 3782 ± 418 5210 ± 480
ng/g [µM] [11.2 ± 2.3] [11.0 ± 1.2] [15.1 ± 1.4]
AUC, ng • hr/ml or 10636 ± 341 22098 ± 922 NQ
ng/g [µM • hr] [30.7 ± 1.0] [63.9 ± 2.7]
t1/2,hr 2.38 ± 0.50 11.05 ± 1.15 NQ

Noribogaine
tmax,hr 2.40 ± 0.04 2.00 ± 0.16 2.00 ± 0.28
Cmax,ng/ml or 7265 ± 953 3236 ± 514 3741 ± 423
ng/g [µM] [21.9 ± 2.9] [9.8 ± 1.6] [11.3 ± 1.3]
AUC, ng • hr/ml or 96920 ± 741 38797 ± 324 NQ
ng/g [µM • hr] [292.0 ± 2.2] [117.9 ± 1.0]

NQ, not quantifiable
Noribogaine t1/2 not quantifiable
* Noncompartmental pharmacokinetic analysis over a 24 hr. period
** Noncompartmental pharmacokinetic analysis over a 2 hr. period
Data represent the average values from individual animals (n = 4) assayed in duplicate.



methadone) and met inclusion/exclusion criteria. All individuals were deemed fit
and underwent treatment following a physician’s review of the history and
physical examination. Participants did not have histories of stroke, epilepsy, or
axis I psychotic disorders. Results of the electrocardiogram and clinical
laboratory testing were within predetermined limits. All subjects signed an
informed consent for ibogaine treatment. Overall, the sample of 32 patients was
predominately male (69%) and white (82%), with a mean age of 33.6 years and
a mean length of addiction of 11.1 years.

All participants met DSM-IV criteria for opioid dependence and had positive
urine screens at entry to the study. Participants were assigned to fixed-dose (800
mg; 10 mg/kg) of ibogaine HCl under open-label conditions. Subjects were
genotypyed for the CYP2D6 alleles (*2, *4, *5 and wt alleles), as described
previously (13). On admission, participants were administered the Addiction
Severity Index (14) and received structured psychiatric evaluations before and
after ibogaine treatment (SCID I and II). In cases where the participant’s
responses were deemed questionable due to intoxication or withdrawal signs,
portions of all interviews were repeated later, as necessary. Additional
information about substance use history and past/current medical condition(s)
was gathered and later cross-referenced for accuracy through a separate compre-
hensive psychosocial assessment.

VI. Physician Ratings of Withdrawal

Two physicians rated as present or absent 13 physical signs typically
associated with opiate withdrawal, based on a 10-minute period of observation
(14,15). The Objective Opiate Withdrawal Scale (OOWS) data were analyzed
from three assessments performed during the period spent in the clinic under
medical monitoring, given that those points in relation to ibogaine administration
were highly comparable among all patients. The attending physician performed
the first assessment following clinic admission an average of 1 hour before
ibogaine administration and 12 hours after the last dose of opiate. A psychiatrist
without knowledge of the admitting OOWS score performed the second
assessment an average of 10 to 12 hours after ibogaine administration and 24
hours after the last opiate dose. The attending physician performed the third
assessment 24 hours following ibogaine administration and 36 hours after the last
opiate dose. Physician’s ratings were subjected to repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with treatment phase (pre-ibogaine, post-ibogaine, and
program discharge) as the within-subjects factor.
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VII. Subjects’ Self-Report of Withdrawal Symptoms

The Opiate-Symptom Checklist (OP-SCL) was developed for the present study
as a subtle assessment of withdrawal symptoms, given that many subjects’ verbal
reports about withdrawal experience were generally exaggerated, both in number
and severity of symptoms. Each of the 13 items that comprises the OP-SCL scale
were taken from the Hopkins Symptom Checklist-90, with the criteria for
selection based on whether it appeared in two other self-report withdrawal
questionnaires, the Addiction Research Center Inventory (16) and the Subjective
Opiate Withdrawal (17) scales. Subjects also completed a series of standardized
self-report instruments relating to mood and craving at three different time points
during the study within 7 to 10 days after the last dose of opiate. Subjects were
asked to provide ratings of their current level of craving for opiates using
questions from the Heroin Craving Questionnaire (HCQN-29) (18). Self-reported
depressive symptoms were determined by the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
(19). Subjects’ scores were subjected to repeated measures analyses of variance
across treatment phase (pre-ibogaine, post-ibogaine, and discharge) as the within-
subjects factor for the total score from the OP-SCL, BDI, and the HCQN-29.

VIII. Acute Detoxification and Behavioral Outcomes

Physical dependence on opiates is characterized by a distinctive pattern of
signs and symptoms that make up the naturalistic withdrawal syndrome. The
physical dependence produced by an opiate is assessed usually by discontinuation
of opioid treatment (spontaneous withdrawal) or by antagonist-precipitated
withdrawal. All of the subjects identified opiates as one of the primary reasons for
seeking ibogaine treatment and demonstrated active dependence by clinical
evaluation, objective observations, and positive urine screen. Physician ratings
demonstrate that ibogaine administration brings about a rapid detoxification from
heroin and methadone (Figure 3A). The post-ibogaine OOWS rating obtained 10
to 12 hours after ibogaine administration and 24 hours following the last opiate
dose was significantly lower than the rating obtained 1 hour prior to ibogaine
administration and 12 hours after the last opiate dose. At 24 hours after ibogaine
administration and 36 hours after the last opiate dose, the OOWS rating was
significantly lower than the pre-ibogaine rating. The blinded post-ibogaine
ratings between doctors agreed well item for item and were not significantly
different from one another in terms of the mean total OOWS score (mean ± 1 SD,
N = 32). These objective measures demonstrate the effects of ibogaine on opiate
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withdrawal assessed in this study. Objective signs of opiate withdrawal were
rarely seen and none were exacerbated at later time points. The results suggest
that ibogaine provided a safe and effective treatment for withdrawal from heroin
and methadone. The acute withdrawal syndrome in addicts dependent on heroin
begins approximately 8 hours after the last heroin dose, peaks in intensity at 1 to
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Figure 3. Scores on the Objective Opiate Withdrawal Scale. (a) The effects of single-dose
ibogaine treatment on opiate withdrawal signs at three physician-rated assessment times (12, 24, and
36 hours after the last dose of opiate). Average data are shown (mean ± 1 SD, N = 32). *P < .05. (b)
The effects of single-dose ibogaine on patients self-report Opiate-Symptom Checklist (OP-SCL). The
OP-SCL was developed for the present study as a subtle assessment of patients’ subjective complaints
based on 13 items selected from the Hopkins Symptom Checklist rated for intensity from 0 to 4. The
maximum score attainable for the OP-SCL was 42.
* p < .05.



2 days, and subjective symptoms subside within 7 to 10 days. Self-reports of
withdrawal symptoms shortly after recovery from ibogaine treatment (< 72
hours) were significantly decreased from the pre-ibogaine rating obtained 12
hours after the last use of opiates and were comparable to the level of discomfort
reported at program discharge approximately one week later (Figure 3B). Thus,
for subjects undergoing ibogaine detoxification, all of the subjects were
successful during the detoxification process and many were able to maintain
abstinence from illicit opiates and methadone over the months following detoxi-
fication (data not shown). Perhaps the most important observation was the ability
of a single dose of ibogaine to promote a rapid detoxification from methadone
without a gradual taper of the opiate. These preliminary observations of ibogaine
treatment suggest that methadone withdrawal was not more difficult than heroin
withdrawal following ibogaine detoxification. As discussed below, we suggest
that the long-acting metabolite noribogaine may account for the efficacy of
ibogaine treatment for both heroin and methadone withdrawal.

Craving is thought to be an important symptom contributing to continued drug
use by addicts. Opiate-dependent subjects report increased drug craving during
the early stages of withdrawal (20). We have previously reported that subjects
undergoing opiate detoxification reported significantly decreased drug craving for
opiates on five measures taken from the HCQN-29 scales at 36 hours
posttreatment. These five measures inquired about specific aspects of drug
craving, including urges, as well as thoughts about drug of choice or plans to use
the drug. Questions are asked also about the positive reinforcing effects of the
drug or the expectation of the outcome from using a drug of choice or the
alleviation of withdrawal states. Perceived lack of control over drug use was
included, since it is a common feature of substance-abuse disorders and is most
operative under conditions of active use, relapse, or for subjects at high risk. The
results demonstrated that across craving measures, the mean scores remained
significantly decreased at program discharge (10). BDI scores were also signifi-
cantly reduced both at program discharge and at 1-month follow-up assessments
(10). Heroin craving is known to be dramatically reduced depending on the lack
of availability of the abused drug in a controlled setting. Thus, more meaningful
studies of ibogaine’s ability to suppress heroin craving require further investi-
gations done under naturalistic conditions.

IX. Cardiovascular Changes and Side Effects of Ibogaine

Ibogaine has a variety of dose-dependent pharmacological actions, which may
not be relevant to its effectiveness for opiate detoxification and diminished drug
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cravings, but may influence considerations for safety. However, toxicological
studies in primates have demonstrated previously that ibogaine administration at
doses recommended for opiate detoxification is safe (21). The FDA Phase I
Pharmacokinetic and Safety investigations by our group have not advanced in the
United States due to a lack of funds to support clinical investigations of ibogaine
in patient volunteers. However, we have had the opportunity to obtain additional
safety data in drug-dependent subjects under controlled conditions in human
studies conducted in St. Kitts, West Indies. For these subjects, baseline screening
included a medical evaluation, physical examination, electrocardiogram, blood
chemistries, and hematological workup, as well as psychiatric and chemical
dependency evaluations. In some cases, more extensive evaluations were done to
rule out cardiac risk factors and to exclude subjects for entry to the study. The
recognition of the cardiovascular actions of ibogaine date back to the 1950s,
when the CIBA Pharmaceutical Company investigated ibogaine as an antihyper-
tensive agent. Ibogaine at doses used for opiate detoxification may lower blood
pressure and heart rate when the drug reaches peak concentrations in blood. In
contrast, the opiate withdrawal syndrome is associated with increases in pulse,
systolic and diastolic blood pressures, and respiratory rate.

Our observations of the safety of ibogaine have not been limited to opiate-
dependent subjects. To date, we have evaluated ibogaine’s safety in more than
150 drug-dependent subjects that were assigned to one of three fixed-dose
treatments under open label conditions: 8, 10, or 12 mg/kg ibogaine. Adverse
effects were assessed by clinician side-effect ratings and open-ended query. To
date, no significant adverse events were seen under these study conditions. The
most frequent side effects observed were nausea and mild tremor and ataxia at
early time points after drug administration. Random regression of vital signs
(respiration rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressures, and pulse) revealed no
significant changes across time or by treatment condition for opiate-dependent
subjects. However, a hypotensive response to ibogaine was observed in some
cocaine-dependent subjects, which required close monitoring of blood pressure
and which was responsive to volume repletion. Comparison of pre- and postdrug
effects demonstrated that blood cell count, neurotrophil levels, and sodium and
potassium levels were in the normal range. There were no significant changes
from baseline seen on liver function tests. No episodes of psychosis or major
affective disorder were detected at posttreatment evaluations. Intensive cardiac
monitoring demonstrated that no electrocardiographic abnormalities were
produced or exaggerated following ibogaine administration in subjects that were
not comorbid for any cardiovascular risk factors. These preliminary results
demonstrate that single doses of ibogaine were well tolerated in drug-dependent
subjects. These preliminary observations are encouraging, but they do not
diminish the possibility that ibogaine may have other medical risks not ordinarily
associated with opiate withdrawal or with the use of tapering doses of methadone.
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However, we anticipate, based on our clinical experience from offshore studies,
that any potential adverse cardiovascular responses can be well managed within
routine clinical practice.

X. Mechanism of Action

While the precise mechanism(s) underlying the expression of opiate
withdrawal signs and symptoms are not fully understood, and may be different
between humans and laboratory animals, the cellular and behavioral changes
resulting from withdrawal and that have motivational relevance to drug-seeking
behavior may involve the same neural circuits as those that participate in opiate
dependence. Ibogaine and its active metabolite noribogaine act on a number of
different neurotransmitter systems in the brain that may contribute to ibogaine’s
ability to suppress the autonomic changes, objective signs, and subjective distress
associated with opiate withdrawal. However, we have speculated that the actions
of noribogaine at mu-opioid receptors may account in part for ibogaine’s ability
to reduce withdrawal symptoms in opiate-dependent humans (22). For example,
the desmethyl metabolite noribogaine has been shown to be a full agonist at the
mu-opioid receptor (Table 3). This pharmacological activity, coupled with the
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TABLE 3.
Inhibitory Potency of Ibogaine and Noribogaine

Ibogaine Noribogaine Pharmacodynamic
IC50(µM) nh IC50(µM) nh Action

Serotonergic
5-HT Transporter 0.59 ± 0.09 0.8 0.04 ± 0.01 0.76 Reuptake
(RTI-55) Blocker

Opioidergic
Mu (DAMGO) 11.0 ± 0. 9 1.0 0.16 ± 0.01 0.99 Agonist
Kappa 1 25.0 ± 0.6 1.1 4.2 ± 0.3 1.05 Partial
(U69593) Agonist (?)
Kappa 2 23.8 ± 7.1 1.0 92.3 ± 9.2 1.03 Partial
(IOXY) Agonist (?)

Glutaminergic
NMDA 5.2 ± 0.2 0.9 31.4 ± 5.4 1.1 Channel
(MK-801) Blocker

The values represent the mean ± SE of the IC50 value (µM) from 3-4 independent experiments, each performed
in triplicate. nh, Hill slope



long duration of action may produce a self-taper effect in opiate-dependent
patients.

The relative contributions of the parent and metabolite to the pharmaco-
dynamic effects have yet to be established with precise certainty. Results from
animal studies indicate that opiate withdrawal is associated with hyperactivity of
the noradrenergic system and with changes in a variety of other neurotransmitter
systems (23). Pharmacological agents may have differential effects on different
components of opiate withdrawal. In addition to affecting mu-opioid receptors in
the brain, noribogaine also has affinity at kappa-opioid receptors and the
serotonin transporter (8). Indirect serotonergic agonists have been shown to
attenuate neuronal opiate withdrawal (24). The 5-HT releaser d-fenfluramine and
the 5-HT reuptake blockers fluoxetine and sertraline reduce the withdrawal-
induced hyperactivity of locus ceruleus neurons. We have demonstrated
previously that noribogaine elevates serotonin concentrations in brain by binding
to the 5-HT transporter (Table 3) (8). Dysphoric mood states associated with
opiate withdrawal may be a contributing factor for relapse, since addicts often
experience drug craving in conjunction with dysphoric mood states (20). An
action at the 5-HT transporter may explain the antidepressant effects seen
following ibogaine administration in human opiate-dependent patients (10).
Clinical studies have previously suggested that patients who abused opiates may
have been self-medicating their mood disorders, indicating a possible role for
endogenous opiates in major depression (25). Dysphoria and drug craving
reportedly persist in opiate addicts even after detoxfication from opiates has been
completed. Thus, noribogaine’s effects at multiple opioid receptors and the 5-HT
transporter may explain the easy transition following only a single dose of
ibogaine in humans following abrupt discontinuation of opiates. These
observations suggest that noribogaine may have potential efficacy for use as a
rapid opiate detoxification treatment strategy. Recognition of the different
components (autonomic changes and the objective signs versus subjective signs,
dysphoric mood, and drug craving) may suggest the need for a medication
strategy that targets multiple neurotransmitter systems for the treatment of opiate
withdrawal and for relapse prevention. The identification of noribogaine’s mix of
neurotransmitter receptors and neurotransporter binding sites provides additional
support for medications targeted to different aspects of the opiate withdrawal
syndrome.

Opiate agonist pharmacotherapy with buprenorphine is a new alternative to
methadone maintenance for the treatment of opiate dependence (20).
Noribogaine has some pharmacologic similarities to the mixed agonist-antagonist
analgesic buprenorphine. Buprenorphine and noribogaine both act as mu
agonists. Compared to buprenorphine’s high affinity partial agonist profile,
noribogaine has lower receptor affinity, but increased intrinsic activity over
buprenorphine as a mu agonist. Behavioral and physiological evidence suggest
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that buprenorphine has kappa antagonist effects in addition to its action as a
partial mu agonist. Noribogaine binds to kappa receptors, but acts as a partial
agonist (Table 3). Both drugs have a long duration of action due to the slow rates
of dissociation from opiate receptor sites. Thus, ibogaine’s ability to inhibit opiate
craving may be accounted for by the mixed mu- and kappa-opioid profile of the
active metabolite noribogaine.

XI. Conclusion and Future Directions

Pharmacological treatments for opiate dependence include detoxification
agents and maintenance agents. New experimental approaches have also been
tried to reduce the time it takes to complete the process of detoxification or to
further reduce persisting subjective reports of dysphoria and opiate craving.
Ibogaine treatment is a novel approach that has similarities with other detoxifi-
cation pharmacotherapies, including substitution with a longer-acting opiate (e.g.,
methadone or buprenorphine). However, ibogaine appears to be a prodrug with
the beneficial effects residing in the active metabolite noribogaine. Thus, it would
be useful to demonstrate that noribogaine alone is effective in detoxification of
heroin-dependent and methadone-maintained patients. If noribogaine alone is
safe and effective in open label studies, a randomized, double-blind study
comparing noribogaine to clonidine-naltrexone detoxification would be justified.
This clinical study would demonstrate whether noribogaine is more effective and
has fewer adverse hemodynamic effects. Based on its spectrum of pharmaco-
logical activities, we suggest that noribogaine should also be considered as an
alternative to methadone maintenance.

A pharmacological approach for the compliance problem has been the
development of depot formulations that might be injected as infrequently as once
a month. The long-acting pharmacokinetics of noribogaine suggests that the drug
may, in fact, persist in the body for weeks to months. Thus, future development
of depot noribogaine preparations may provide an optimal therapeutic approach
for treating intractable opiate abusers. Another approach would be to combine a
noribogaine taper with naltrexone. This approach may provide a means to shorten
the time needed to initiate opiate antagonist therapy. Previous studies have also
suggested the need for combination pharmacotherapies, such as antidepressants
with buprenorphine (20). Interestingly, noribogaine has a pharmacological profile
that includes actions on both serotonin and opiate systems in the brain. Although
not discussed in this report, ibogaine provides an approach for the treatment of
abuse of multiple substances including alcohol and cocaine. Many opiate-
dependent patients abuse multiple drugs and alcohol. Thus, ibogaine and its
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active metabolite noribogaine represent two additional pharmacological
treatments for opiate dependence. However, clinical studies are needed to
demonstrate whether they will become viable alternatives for treating opiate
dependence in the future. It remains to be seen if the politics surrounding this
controversial treatment approach will limit the promise for future development of
either ibogaine or noribogaine.
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ABSTRACT
Ibogaine is a naturally occurring compound with purported
antiaddictive properties. When administered to primates, ibo-
gaine is rapidly o-demethylated to form the metabolite 12-
hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine). Peak blood levels of noribo-
gaine exceed those of ibogaine, and noribogaine persists in the
bloodstream for at least 1 day. Very few studies have system-
atically evaluated the neurobiological effects of noribogaine in
vivo. In the present series of experiments, we compared the
effects of i.v. administration of ibogaine and noribogaine (1 and
10 mg/kg) on motor behaviors, stress hormones, and extracel-
lular levels of dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-HT) in the nu-
cleus accumbens of male rats. Ibogaine caused dose-related
increases in tremors, whereas noribogaine did not. Both ibo-
gaine and noribogaine produced significant elevations in

plasma corticosterone and prolactin, but ibogaine was a more
potent stimulator of corticosterone secretion. Neither drug al-
tered extracellular DA levels in the nucleus accumbens. How-
ever, both drugs increased extracellular 5-HT levels, and nori-
bogaine was more potent in this respect. Results from in vitro
experiments indicated that ibogaine and noribogaine interact
with 5-HT transporters to inhibit 5-HT uptake. The present
findings demonstrate that noribogaine is biologically active and
undoubtedly contributes to the in vivo pharmacological profile
of ibogaine in rats. Noribogaine is approximately 10 times more
potent than ibogaine as an indirect 5-HT agonist. More impor-
tantly, noribogaine appears less apt to produce the adverse
effects associated with ibogaine, indicating the metabolite may
be a safer alternative for medication development.

Drug addiction is a debilitating disease with few treatment
options. The severity of the addiction crisis has prompted
researchers to explore the plant kingdom as a source of novel
therapeutics. An example of a plant-derived compound with
potential efficacy in treating drug dependence is the alkaloid
ibogaine (Popik et al., 1995). Ibogaine is found in the roots of
the African shrub Tabernanthe iboga, and psychoactive prop-
erties of the drug have been known for decades (Goutarel et
al., 1993). More recently, ibogaine has gained a reputation as
an “addiction interrupter” based on experimental data from
animals and anecdotal reports from addict self-help groups.
Single injections of ibogaine reduce drug-seeking behavior in
rats previously trained to self-administer cocaine and mor-
phine (Glick et al., 1991, 1994). Ibogaine also alleviates opi-
oid withdrawal symptoms in morphine-dependent rodents
(Dzoljic et al., 1988; Glick et al., 1992) and heroin-dependent
human patients (Sheppard, 1994; Alper et al., 1999).

Despite such promising findings, the mechanisms respon-
sible for the antiaddictive properties of ibogaine are un-
known. Radioligand binding studies show that ibogaine
binds with low potency (i.e., IC50 5 ;1–10 mM) to numerous
molecular targets in brain tissue, including s-2 receptors
(Bowen et al., 1995; Mach et al., 1995), serotonin (5-HT), and
dopamine (DA) transporters (Sershen et al., 1992; Mash et
al., 1995), k- and m-opioid receptors (Deecher et al., 1992;
Sweetnam et al., 1995), and NMDA ion channels (Popik et
al., 1995). Concentrations of ibogaine in rat brain are 10 to 20
mM after systemic administration of the drug (Hough et al.,
1996; Staley et al., 1996), indicating that micromolar-affinity
binding sites are functionally relevant in vivo. Determining
which particular binding sites are involved in the in vivo
actions of ibogaine has proven difficult, and there is specu-
lation that the therapeutic potential of ibogaine is related to
coactivation of multiple transmitter systems in the brain
(Glick and Maisonneuve, 1998; Mash et al., 1998).

Ibogaine elicits behavioral and neurochemical changes
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that persist for 24 h or more (Glick et al., 1991; Maisonneuve
et al., 1992), whereas the drug displays a biological half-life
of only a few hours (Dhahir et al., 1971; Zetler et al., 1972).
These observations are consistent with the formation of a
long-acting ibogaine metabolite (Maisonneuve et al., 1992).
Mash and colleagues (Hearn et al., 1995; Mash et al., 1995)
were the first to identify a major o-desmethyl metabolite of
ibogaine, 12-hydroxyibogamine (noribogaine), in the blood
and urine from human subjects treated with ibogaine. Recent
evidence indicates noribogaine is formed by the action of
cytochrome P450 enzymes in the liver (Obach et al., 1998).
Interestingly, the in vitro pharmacology of noribogaine dif-
fers from that of ibogaine, with noribogaine showing greater
affinity for 5-HT transporters (SERTs) (Staley et al., 1996)
and lower affinity for s-2 receptors (Bowen et al., 1995).
Surprisingly, few investigators have systematically evalu-
ated the in vivo biological activity of noribogaine (Glick et al.,
1996). Thus, the aim of the present experiments was to
examine specific behavioral, neuroendocrine, and neuro-
chemical effects of ibogaine and noribogaine in rats.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River, Wil-

mington, MA) weighing 350 to 400 g were housed in standard con-
ditions (lights on from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM) with food and water
freely available. Animals were maintained in facilities fully accred-
ited by the American Association of the Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care, and experiments were performed in accordance with
the Institutional Care and Use Committee of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse, Intramural Research Program.

Drugs and Reagents. Ibogaine HCl (ibogaine) and 12-hydroxyi-
bogamine HCl (noribogaine) were generously provided by the Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse Drug Supply Program (Rockville,
MD). Methoxyflurane (Metofane) was purchased from Pittman-
Moore (Phillipsburg, NJ), whereas sodium pentobarbital was ob-
tained from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, Intramural Re-
search Program Pharmacy (Baltimore, MD). Chromatographic
reagents, buffer salts, and other chemicals were obtained from
Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).

Pharmacokinetic Experiments. Rats were anesthetized with
Metofane and indwelling catheters made of Silastic (Dow-Corning,
Midland, MI) tubing were surgically implanted into the right jugular
vein as previously described (Baumann et al., 1998). After 7 to 10
days of recovery, rats received single injections of ibogaine via the i.p.
(40 mg/kg) or i.v. (10 mg/kg) route. Ibogaine was diluted in an
ethanol:saline vehicle (1:10) and injected slowly in a volume of 1
ml/kg. Blood samples (0.4 ml) were withdrawn from the catheters
immediately before injection and at 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 30, 60, 120, and 180
min, and 24 h after ibogaine treatment. Blood samples were frozen
and stored at 270°C until the time of assay by gas chromatography/
mass spectroscopy (GC/MS). An equivalent volume of saline was
injected into the catheters after each blood draw to maintain volume
homeostasis.

Ibogaine and noribogaine were identified by subjecting extracts of
blood to full scan electron impact GC/MS on Finnigan 4521 (quad-
rupole) and Finnigan ITS-40 (ion trap) mass spectrometers (Hearn et
al., 1995; Mash et al., 1995). Compound identification was verified by
comparing retention times and fragmentation patterns of samples
with standards. Samples were solvent extracted using ethyl acetate
under basic conditions (pH . 10) with O-(D3-methyl)-ibogaine as an
internal standard and derivatization of noribogaine to a propyl ether.
The GC/MS was operated at full scan electron ionization mode scan-
ning from m/z 45 to 450 at 1 s/scan. Ion ratios for molecular ion of
ibogaine (m/z 310), and noribogaine propyl ether (m/z 338), to that of
O-(D3-methyl)-ibogaine (m/z 313) were subjected to least-squares

linear regression versus concentration. Standard curves were linear
and reproducible, with intra-assay coefficients of variability less that
10%. The lower limit of detection was 5 ng/ml for ibogaine and
derivatized noribogaine.

Behavioral and Neuroendocrine Experiments. Rats were
anesthetized with Metofane and catheters made of Silastic tubing
were implanted into the right jugular vein. After 7 to 10 days of
recovery, rats received i.v. ibogaine, noribogaine, or ethanol:saline
(1:10) vehicle. Drugs were administered at 1 or 10 mg/kg in a 1-ml/kg
volume. Blood samples (0.5 ml) were withdrawn immediately before
injection and 15, 30, and 60 min after injection. An equivalent
volume of saline was replaced after each blood draw and plasma
samples were stored at 270°C. Rats were observed for 90-s intervals
at 2, 10, 20, and 30 min after treatment as described previously
(Baumann et al., 1998). All observations were carried out by an
investigator who was blind to the treatment condition. Specific be-
haviors were scored using a graded scale: 0, absent; 1, equivocal; 2,
present; and 3, intense. Behaviors included horizontal locomotor
activity, tremors, forepaw tapping (tapping), penile erections, and
chewing movements. Rats were given a single numerical score for
each behavior that consisted of the summed total for that behavior
across all time points.

Plasma corticosterone levels were assayed by double-antibody ra-
dioimmunoassay using commercial kits (ICN Biomedicals Inc., Costa
Mesa, CA). Plasma prolactin levels were measured by radioimmu-
noassay using materials obtained from the National Hormone and
Pituitary Program (Rockville, MD) and commercially available 125I-
labeled prolactin (Covance Laboratories, Vienna, VA). Assays were
conducted as described previously (Baumann et al., 1998). Samples
were assayed in duplicate in single assays and average intra-assay
coefficients of variability were ,8%.

Microdialysis Experiments. Rats were anesthetized with so-
dium pentobarbital (60 mg/kg i.p.). Intra-accumbens guide cannulae
(ML, 61.5 mm; AP, 11.6 mm from bregma; DV, 26.2 mm from dura)
and indwelling jugular catheters were surgically implanted as pre-
viously described (Baumann et al., 2000a). After 7 to 10 days of
recovery, microdialysis probes (CMA/12; CMA/Microdialysis, Acton,
MA) were lowered into guide cannulae and perfused at 0.5 ml/min
with Ringers’ solution containing 147.0 mM NaCl, 4.0 mM KCl, and
1.8 mM CaCl2. On the following morning, dialysate samples were
collected at 20-min intervals and assayed for DA and 5-HT by high
pressure liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection ac-
cording to published methods (Baumann et al., 2000a). Once three
baseline samples were obtained, rats received i.v. ibogaine, noribo-
gaine, or ethanol:saline (1:10) vehicle. Drugs were administered at 1
or 10 mg/kg in a 1-ml/kg volume. Dialysate samples were collected
for 60 min (three samples) after injection.

Aliquots of dialysate (5 ml) were injected onto a C18, 3-mm micro-
bore column (SepStik; Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., West LaFayette,
IN) that was coupled to an amperometric detector (LC-4C; BAS,
West Lafayette, IN) with a working electrode potential of 1700 mV
relative to a Ag/AgCl reference. Mobile phase consisting of 150 mM
monochloroacetic acid, 145 mM sodium hydroxide, 1.7 mM sodium
octyl sulfate, 0.2 mM Na2EDTA, 1 ml of triethylamine, 6% MeOH,
6% CH3CN per liter of H2O (final pH 5 5) was pumped at 60 ml/min.
A MAXIMA 820 software system (Waters-Millipore, Milford, MA)
was used for peak amplification, integration, and analysis. Peak
heights of unknowns were compared with peak heights of standards,
and the lower limit of assay sensitivity (3 3 baseline) was 100 fg for
DA and 5-HT. Data are mean 6 S.E.M. for N 5 7 to 8 rats/group
expressed as percentage of baseline.

5-HT and DA Transporter Binding Assays. The binding of
ibogaine and noribogaine to SERT and DA transporters (DAT) was
determined in rat caudate using the high-affinity cocaine analog
[125I]RTI-55 as the radioligand (Rothman et al., 1994). Rats were
euthanized with CO2 and decapitated. Caudates were dissected and
each caudate was placed in 20 ml of ice-cold 55 mM sodium phos-
phate buffer at pH 7.4 (binding buffer) and homogenized. The ho-
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mogenate was centrifuged for 10 min at 30,000g and the pellet was
resuspended in 20 ml of binding buffer. The homogenate was recen-
trifuged and the pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of binding buffer. A
0.5-ml aliquot was saved for protein determination and the remain-
ing homogenate was brought to a final volume of 110 ml (SERT
binding) or 220 ml (DAT binding) with ice-cold binding buffer. Poly-
styrene tubes (12 3 75 mm) were filled with 100 ml of competing
drug, 100 ml of radioligand, and 50 ml of blocker. Drugs and blockers
were dissolved in binding buffer. [125I]RTI-55 (100 pM) was made up
in a protease inhibitor cocktail that contained 1 mg/ml bovine serum
albumin in binding buffer.

The assay was initiated by the addition of 750 ml of membranes to
the tubes. The incubation time was 18 h at 4°C (equilibrium) in a
final volume of 1 ml. Competition curves were generated by displac-
ing [125I]RTI-55 (10 pM final tube concentration) with 8 to 10 con-
centrations of ibogaine or noribogaine (10 nM–1 mM final tube
concentration) in the presence of blockers. Binding to SERT was
determined in the presence of 100 nM GBR12935, whereas binding
to DAT was determined in the presence of 50 nM paroxetine. Non-
specific binding was determined in the presence of 10 mM GBR12909.
Brandel cell harvesters (Biomedical Research and Development,
Gaithersburg, MD) were used to filter the samples over Whatman
GF/B filters that were presoaked in wash buffer (ice-cold 10 mM Tris
pH 7.4 in 150 mM NaCl) that contained 2% polyethylenimine. Sam-
ples were first diluted in 4 ml of wash buffer, filtered, and washed
with five additional 4-ml aliquots of wash buffer. The 125I retained on
filters was counted in a gamma counter (Micromedic, Huntsville, AL)
at 80% efficiency.

[3H]5-HT and [3H]DA Uptake Assays. The effect of ibogaine
and noribogaine on uptake of [3H]5-HT and [3H]DA was evaluated
using published methods (Rothman et al., 1993). Rats were eutha-
nized with CO2 and decapitated. Brains were removed on ice and
synaptosomes were prepared from whole brain minus cerebellum for
[3H]5-HT reuptake, or from caudate for [3H]DA reuptake. Fresh
tissue was homogenized in ice-cold 10% sucrose using a Potter-
Elvehjem homogenizer. Homogenates were centrifuged at 1000g for
10 min at 4°C and supernatants were retained on ice. Polystyrene
tubes (12 3 75 mm) were filled with 50 ml of Krebs-phosphate buffer
consisting of 154 mM NaCl, 2.9 mM KCl, 1.1 mM CaCl2, 0.8 mM
MgCl2, 5 mM glucose at pH 7.4, with 1 mg/ml ascorbic acid and 50
mM pargyline added (uptake buffer), 750 ml of [3H]transmitter di-
luted in uptake buffer, and 100 ml of inhibitor.

The uptake assay was initiated by adding 100 ml of the synapto-
somal preparation to the tubes. Inhibition curves were generated by
incubating 3H transmitter with 8 to 10 concentrations of ibogaine or
noribogaine (10 nM–1 mM final tube concentration) diluted in up-
take buffer. The 5-HT reuptake experiments were conducted in the
presence of 100 nM nomifensine and 100 nM GBR12935 to prevent
uptake into norepinephrine or DA nerve terminals. Nonspecific up-
take was measured in the presence of 10 mM fluoxetine for [3H]5-HT
and 1 mM GBR12909 for [3H]DA. Incubations of 30 or 15 min were
carried out at 25°C for the reuptake of [3H]5-HT and [3H]DA, respec-
tively. The incubations were terminated by adding 4 ml of wash
buffer containing 10 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.4) in 0.9% NaCl, followed by
rapid filtration over Whatman GF/B filters and two additional wash
cycles. The tritium retained on the filters was counted in a beta
counter at 45% efficiency after an overnight extraction into ICN
Cytoscint cocktail (ICN Biomedicals Inc.).

Statistical Analyses. Pharmacokinetic data were analyzed using
PCNONLIN, a least-squares nonlinear curve-fitting program (SCI
Software, Apex, NC). Behavioral effects of drugs were evaluated
using one-factor (drug dose) ANOVA. Neuroendocrine and neuro-
chemical effects of ibogaine and noribogaine were analyzed by one-
factor (drug dose) ANOVA with repeated measures. When significant
F values were obtained, a Newman-Keuls post hoc test was used to
assess significance between group means. P , 0.05 was the mini-
mum criterion for statistical significance. For the uptake and bind-
ing assays, the data from three experiments were pooled and fit to

the two-parameter logistic equation for the best-fit estimates of the
IC50 and slope factor using MLAB-PC (Civilized Software, Bethesda,
MD) as described elsewhere (Rothman et al., 1994).

Results
Pharmacokinetic Experiments. Figure 1 shows the

chemical structures of ibogaine and noribogaine. Table 1
summarizes the pharmacokinetic constants for ibogaine and
noribogaine measured after administration of ibogaine via
the i.p. (40 mg/kg) and i.v. (10 mg/kg) routes. Figure 2 illus-
trates the time-concentration profiles for ibogaine and nori-
bogaine measured in whole blood after i.p. (Fig. 2A) and i.v.
(Fig. 2B) ibogaine administration. Following i.p. injection,
circulating levels of ibogaine peaked (Cmax) at 6 min, whereas
levels of noribogaine increased slowly to plateau at 144 min
postinjection. The half-life of ibogaine (t1/2) in the blood was
142 min, or about 2 h, in agreement with previous reports
(Dhahir et al., 1971; Zetler et al., 1972). Noribogaine Cmax

(7265 6 953 ng/ml) exceeded that of ibogaine (3859 6 789
ng/ml) to yield a noribogaine-to-ibogaine Cmax ratio of 1.88.
These data demonstrate that a substantial fraction of ibo-
gaine is metabolically converted to noribogaine when iboga-
ine is given via the i.p. route. Blood levels of ibogaine were
nearly undetectable 24 h after i.p. treatment, but blood levels
of noribogaine were 308 6 50 ng/ml. Following i.v. injection,
ibogaine levels peaked within 1 min, whereas noribogaine
levels increased slowly to a peak at 132 min. In this case,
noribogaine Cmax (1198 6 102 ng/ml) was much less than
that of ibogaine (18246 6 979 ng/ml), giving a noribogaine-
to-ibogaine Cmax ratio of 0.07. These data show that a much
smaller fraction of ibogaine is converted to noribogaine when
ibogaine is administered via the i.v. route. Based on the
pharmacokinetic data, we chose to examine the neurobiolog-
ical effects of ibogaine and noribogaine using the i.v. route of
administration because this allowed an assessment of drug-

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of ibogaine and 12-hydroxyibogamine (nori-
bogaine).
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induced effects without the complication of significant first-
pass metabolism.

Behavioral and Neuroendocrine Experiments. Fig-
ure 3 shows the effects of i.v. ibogaine (Fig. 3A) and noribo-
gaine (Fig. 3B) on behaviors in rats. Ibogaine produced a
dose-related increase in locomotor activity (F[2,21] 5 5.40,
P , 0.01), tremors (F[2,21] 5 19.25, P , 0.0001), forepaw
tapping (F[2,21] 5 17.54, P , 0.0001), and chewing move-
ments (F[2,21] 5 5.13, P , 0.01). The ibogaine-induced
tremorigenic effect consisted of fine tremors of the face, head,
and neck, as well as prominent shivering movements of the
trunk. After the highest dose of ibogaine (10 mg/kg), most
rats displayed abnormal postures, body sway, and a stagger-

ing-type locomotion. In contrast to ibogaine, noribogaine did
not elicit tremors, chewing movements, or ataxia. Noribo-
gaine did cause modest locomotor activation (F[2,21] 5 4.36,
P , 0.02) and a small increase in forepaw tapping (F[2,21] 5
3.09, P , 0.05) at the highest dose. In addition, noribogaine
stimulated an increase in the number of penile erections
(F[2,21] 5 2.98, P , 0.05), a behavior that was rarely seen
with ibogaine. It should be mentioned that behavioral effects
elicited by both drugs were transient, with rats appearing
normal by 30 min postinjection.

TABLE 1
Pharmacokinetic constants for ibogaine and noribogaine measured after administration of ibogaine via the i.p. (40 mg/kg) and i.v. (10 mg/kg)
routes
Ibogaine was injected at time 0 and serial blood samples were withdrawn at various times thereafter. Whole blood levels of ibogaine and noribogaine were determined using
GC/MS (see Materials and Methods). Maximal blood levels of each alkaloid (Cmax), the time at which maximal blood levels were achieved (Tmax), and the estimated half-life
(t1/2), were calculated using PCNONLIN noncompartmental analysis algorithm. Values are mean 6 S.E.M. for N 5 6 rats/group.

Treatment (Dose, Route) Alkaloid Cmax Tmax t1/2

ng/ml min

Ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) Ibogaine 3,859 6 789 6.0 6 1.7 142.6 6 29.7
Noribogaine 7,265 6 953 144.0 6 24.0 NQ

Ibogaine (10 mg/kg, i.v.) Ibogaine 18,246 6 979 1.0 6 0.1 51.4 6 2.7
Noribogaine 1,198 6 102 132.0 6 12.0 NQ

NQ, not quantified.

Fig. 2. Time-concentration profiles for ibogaine (‚) and noribogaine (f),
determined after administration of ibogaine at 40 mg/kg i.p. (A) or 10
mg/kg i.v. (B). Rats received ibogaine injections at time 0 and serial blood
samples were withdrawn at various times thereafter. Whole blood levels
of ibogaine and noribogaine were determined using GC/MS methods.
Data are mean 6 S.E.M. for N 5 6 rats/group.

Fig. 3. Effects of ibogaine (A) and noribogaine (B) on behavior. Rats
received i.v. injection of either ibogaine, noribogaine, or ethanol:saline
(1:10) vehicle at time 0. Vehicle (f), 1 mg/kg (M), 10 mg/kg (s). Behaviors
were scored at 2, 10, 20, and 30 min after injection using the graded scale:
0, absent; 1, equivocal; 2, present; and 3, intense. Specific behaviors were
horizontal locomotor activity (LMA), tremors, forepaw tapping (tapping),
penile erections (PE), and chewing. Rats were given a single numerical
score for each behavior that was the summed total across all time points.
Data are mean 6 S.E.M. for N 5 8 rats/group. *P , 0.05 with respect to
vehicle controls.
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Figure 4 depicts the effects of ibogaine (Fig. 4A) and nori-
bogaine (Fig. 4B) on circulating corticosterone. Plasma corti-
costerone was significantly increased by both ibogaine
(F[2,21] 5 22.63, P , 0.0001) and noribogaine (F[2,21] 5
16.46, P , 0.001). Post hoc tests revealed that ibogaine was
more potent than noribogaine in this regard (Newman-Keuls,
P , 0.05), with 1- and 10-mg/kg doses of ibogaine causing
significant and sustained elevations in corticosterone. As
shown in Fig. 5, plasma prolactin was increased after ibo-
gaine (F[2,21] 5 6.88, P , 0.005) and noribogaine (F[2,21] 5
44.49, P , 0.0001). The prolactin-releasing action of both
drugs was similar, consisting of a transient burst of hormone
release after the highest dose.

Microdialysis Experiments. Figure 6 depicts the effects
of ibogaine (Fig. 6A) and noribogaine (Fig. 6B) on extracellu-
lar levels of DA in rat nucleus accumbens. Injection of vehicle
(10% ethanol in saline) did not affect extracellular DA levels
over the course of sampling, and dialysate DA was not al-
tered with respect to vehicle by either ibogaine or noribo-
gaine. Figure 7 shows that vehicle injection did not alter
extracellular 5-HT levels, but dialysate 5-HT was signifi-
cantly elevated with respect to vehicle after injection of both
ibogaine (F[2,19] 5 48.79, P , 0.001) and noribogaine
(F[2,19] 5 28.06, P , 0.0001). Post hoc tests revealed that

ibogaine increased 5-HT only after the 10-mg/kg dose,
whereas noribogaine stimulated a rise in 5-HT that was
significant after 1- and 10-mg/kg doses. Thus, noribogaine
was more potent than ibogaine at increasing dialysate 5-HT.
The drugs appeared to exhibit similar efficacy since the max-
imal elevations in 5-HT were 2- to 3-fold for both drugs.

Binding and Uptake Experiments. Table 2 summarizes
the effects of ibogaine and noribogaine in assays measuring
transporter binding and monoamine uptake. Ibogaine and
noribogaine displayed comparable affinities for [125I]RTI-55-
labeled DAT sites, with IC50 values of 11.83 6 0.39 and
4.17 6 0.19 mM, respectively. At SERT sites, the potency of
noribogaine (IC50 5 0.18 6 0.01 mM) was 20-times greater
than ibogaine (IC50 5 3.85 6 0.21 mM). In accordance with
the binding data, ibogaine and noribogaine were equivalent
in their ability to inhibit [3H]DA uptake with IC50 values of
10.03 6 0.72 and 13.05 6 0.72 mM, respectively. In the
[3H]5-HT uptake assay, noribogaine (IC50 5 0.33 6 0.02 mM)
was about 10-fold more potent than ibogaine (IC50 5 3.15 6
0.01 mM). The relative potencies of the drugs were similar
across the transporter binding and uptake assays, yielding
binding-to-uptake ratios close to unity. We have previously
reported that low binding-to-uptake ratios are characteristic
of pure reuptake inhibitors (Rothman et al., 1999).

Fig. 4. Effects of ibogaine (A) and noribogaine (B) on plasma corticoste-
rone. Rats received i.v. injection of either drug (1 mg/kg, E; 10 mg/kg, Œ)
or ethanol:saline (1:10) vehicle (f), and serial blood samples were with-
drawn. Corticosterone was assayed by radioimmunoassay. Data are
mean 6 S.E.M. for N 5 8 rats/group. *P , 0.05 with respect to vehicle
controls.

Fig. 5. Effects of ibogaine (A) and noribogaine (B) on plasma prolactin.
Rats received i.v. injection of either drug (1 mg/kg, E; 10 mg/kg, Œ) or
ethanol:saline (1:10) vehicle (f), and serial blood samples were with-
drawn. Prolactin was assayed by radioimmunoassay. Data are mean 6
S.E.M. for N 5 8 rats/group. *P , 0.05 with respect to vehicle controls.
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Discussion
Ibogaine is being evaluated as a potential medication for

treating drug dependence, even though the mechanism of
ibogaine action is still unresolved (Popik et al., 1995; Glick
and Maisonneuve, 1998). It is known that administration of
ibogaine to primates leads to formation of a persistent o-
desmethyl metabolite, noribogaine (Hearn et al., 1995; Mash
et al., 1995). The present pharmacokinetic data show that
noribogaine is also formed in rats after i.p. and i.v. ibogaine
administration, and these data support the work of others
(Staley et al., 1996; Pearl et al., 1997). We observed that the
ratio of noribogaine to ibogaine in the bloodstream was much
higher when ibogaine was injected by the i.p. route rather
than the i.v. route. This finding is consistent with the con-
version of ibogaine to noribogaine via first-pass metabolism
in the liver, as previously reported (Mash et al., 1998; Obach
et al., 1998). Biodistribution studies have shown that ibo-
gaine and noribogaine readily penetrate the blood-brain bar-
rier, and indeed these alkaloids achieve much higher concen-
trations in brain tissue compared with plasma (Staley et al.,
1996; Zubaran et al., 1999). Few studies have evaluated the

in vivo neurobiological activity of noribogaine (Glick et al.,
1996). Therefore, a major aim of the present study was to
compare the behavioral, neuroendocrine, and neurochemical
effects of ibogaine and noribogaine in rats. The i.v. route of
drug administration was used to minimize the effects of
first-pass metabolism.

Fig. 6. Effects of ibogaine (A) and noribogaine (B) on extracellular DA in
the nucleus accumbens. After three baseline samples were collected, rats
received i.v. injection of either drug (1 mg/kg, M; 10 mg/kg, s) or ethanol:
saline (1:10) vehicle (f). Dialysate samples were collected every 20 min.
Data are mean 6 S.E.M. expressed as percentage of baseline for N 5 7 to
8 rats/group. Baseline levels of DA in dialysate samples from ibogaine
and noribogaine groups were 2.65 6 0.44 and 2.44 6 0.51 pg/5-ml sample,
respectively.

Fig. 7. Effects of ibogaine (A) and noribogaine (B) on extracellular 5-HT
in the nucleus accumbens. After three baseline samples were collected,
rats received i.v. injection of either drug (1 mg/kg, M; 10 mg/kg, s) or
ethanol:saline (1:10) vehicle (f). Dialysate samples were collected every
20 min. Data are mean 6 S.E.M. expressed as percentage of baseline for
N 5 7 to 8 rats/group. Baseline levels of 5-HT in dialysate samples from
ibogaine and noribogaine groups were 0.41 6 0.08 and 0.38 6 0.07 pg/5-ml
sample, respectively. *P , 0.05 with respect to the mean response for
saline-treated rats.

TABLE 2
Inhibitory potency of ibogaine and noribogaine in assays of transporter
binding and monoamine uptake in rat brain tissue
Values are mean 6 S.D. expressed as IC50 values determined from three indepen-
dent experiments each performed in triplicate. Binding assays used [125I]RTI-55 to
label DAT and SERT sites in rat caudate. DAT binding was conducted in the
presence of 50 nM paroxetine, whereas SERT binding was conducted in the presence
of 100 nM GBR12935. Uptake assays were performed in synaptosomes prepared
from whole rat brain minus cerebellum for [3H]5-HT and rat caudate for [3H]DA. See
Materials and Methods for details.

Assay Ibogaine
IC50

Noribogaine
IC50

mM

[125I]RTI-55-labeled DAT 11.83 6 0.39 4.17 6 0.19
[125I]RTI-55-labeled SERT 3.85 6 0.21 0.18 6 0.01
[3H]DA uptake 10.03 6 0.72 13.05 6 0.72
[3H]5-HT uptake 3.15 6 0.10 0.33 6 0.02
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Ibogaine produced a range of behaviors that included trem-
ors, forepaw tapping, and impaired coordination. Our results
are consistent with prior reports showing ibogaine elicits
tremors and ataxia when administered to rats at i.p. doses
ranging from 40 to 100 mg/kg (Glick et al., 1992; O’Hearn and
Molliver, 1993, 1994). Interestingly, noribogaine did not pro-
duce tremors or ataxia, but did increase the incidence of
penile erections. Glick et al. (1996) demonstrated that nori-
bogaine is not tremorigenic when administered to female
rats. Thus, ibogaine and noribogaine evoke very different
behavioral effects despite having similar chemical struc-
tures.

It might be assumed that ibogaine-induced behaviors are
mediated by central 5-HT mechanisms because tremors and
forepaw tapping are hallmark signs of the 5-HT behavioral
syndrome (Jacobs, 1976). Ibogaine and 5-HT display chemi-
cal similarities as well, since both molecules contain an in-
dole as part of their structure. Irrespective of such similari-
ties, however, the present data indicate that 5-HT
mechanisms may not be involved in the locomotor effects of
ibogaine. Our microdialysis data, for example, show that
noribogaine is more potent than ibogaine in its ability to
elevate extracellular 5-HT in the brain. Accordingly, noribo-
gaine has higher affinity for SERT and greater potency at
blocking 5-HT uptake compared with ibogaine. Thus, noribo-
gaine is more potent than ibogaine as an indirect 5-HT ago-
nist, yet the metabolite does not elicit tremors or robust
forepaw tapping. It is tempting to speculate that s- and/or
NMDA receptors may mediate the adverse behavioral effects
of ibogaine because noribogaine displays lower potency at
these sites (Bowen et al., 1995; Staley et al., 1996). Similar to
ibogaine, drugs that interact with s- or NMDA sites are
known to cause forepaw tapping and ataxia (Hiramatsu et
al., 1989).

Ibogaine and noribogaine stimulate the secretion of corti-
costerone from the adrenal cortex and prolactin from the
anterior pituitary. Although ibogaine was a more potent
stimulator of corticosterone secretion, the two drugs caused
analogous increases in plasma prolactin. The drug-induced
hormonal effects reported here are likely mediated via cen-
tral mechanisms because i.c.v. administration of ibogaine to
rats causes elevations in circulating corticosterone and pro-
lactin (M. H. Baumann, unpublished data). In a previous
article, we proposed that neuroendocrine effects of ibogaine
involve 5-HT mechanisms based on similarities between ibo-
gaine and the 5-HT releaser fenfluramine (Ali et al., 1996).
However, it seems doubtful that 5-HT neurons are major
contributors to ibogaine-induced corticosterone secretion be-
cause ibogaine is less potent than noribogaine at increasing
extracellular 5-HT, but more potent as a stimulator of corti-
costerone. The mechanism responsible for prolactin secretion
elicited by ibogaine and noribogaine is not known, but may
involve hypothalamic DA neurons (Baumann et al., 2000b).
Further studies are needed to determine the specific receptor
sites involved in mediating the neuroendocrine actions of
iboga alkaloids.

Neither ibogaine nor its metabolite significantly altered
extracellular DA levels in the nucleus accumbens. Our in
vivo neurochemical data are consistent with previous micro-
dialysis and voltammetry studies showing ibogaine has little
or no effect on extracellular DA in rat nucleus accumbens
(Maisonneuve et al., 1991; Broderick et al., 1994; Mash et al.,

1995). On the other hand, our results differ from the findings
of Glick and coworkers (Glick et al., 1996; Glick and Maison-
neuve, 1998) who reported that ibogaine and noribogaine (40
mg/kg i.p.) cause significant decreases in dialysate DA levels
in rat brain. The reasons for such discrepancies are unclear
but may be related to differences in experimental design and
methods between studies. For instance, we used i.v. drug
administration in male rats, whereas Glick et al. (1996) used
i.p. administration in female rats. In any event, the microdi-
alysis findings reported here and elsewhere are surprising
given that iboga alkaloids interact with DAT sites to block
DA uptake in vitro (Table 2; Wells et al., 1999). Ibogaine and
noribogaine inhibit binding to [125I]RTI-55-labeled DAT sites
with IC50 values of 11.83 and 4.17 mM, respectively. These
IC50 values are very similar to those reported by Staley et al.
(1996) who used [125I]RTI-121 to label DAT sites in human
striatal tissue. It is well established that acute ibogaine
administration to rats causes dramatic, albeit transient, de-
pletion (.50%) of tissue DA in the brain (Maisonneuve et al.,
1992; Ali et al., 1996). Collectively, the available data indi-
cate that ibogaine-induced DA depletions are not accompa-
nied by elevations of synaptic DA secondary to DA reuptake
blockade.

In the present study, ibogaine and noribogaine interacted
at SERT sites to block 5-HT uptake in vitro. We demon-
strated that ibogaine and noribogaine inhibit [125I]RTI-55-
labeled SERT binding with IC50 values of 3.85 and 0.18 mM,
respectively. These IC50 values are somewhat higher than
those reported by Mash et al. (1995) and Staley et al. (1996)
who examined SERT binding in human brain. Nonetheless,
all of the data agree that noribogaine is at least 10 times
more potent than ibogaine with respect to SERT binding
activity. Consistent with the in vitro data, both ibogaine and
noribogaine produced a dose-related rise in extracellular
5-HT levels in the nucleus accumbens, with noribogaine be-
ing more potent in this regard. Ibogaine and noribogaine
appeared to display similar efficacy in their ability to elevate
dialysate 5-HT since the maximal effect of both drugs was
comparable (i.e., 2- to 3-fold). Based on our radioligand bind-
ing data, 5-HT uptake data, and microdialysis data, we hy-
pothesize that ibogaine and noribogaine are 5-HT reuptake
inhibitors with a mechanism of action similar to fluoxetine
(Gundlah et al., 1997).

The ibogaine-induced elevations in dialysate 5-HT that we
report here are analogous to the findings of Broderick et al.
(1994) who showed ibogaine (40 mg/kg i.p.) produces a mod-
est rise in extracellular 5-HT in the brain as measured by in
vivo microvoltammetry. In contrast, our 5-HT data do not
agree with the findings of Wei et al. (1998) who reported that
ibogaine and noribogaine cause marked elevations in dialy-
sate 5-HT in rat nucleus accumbens. In the Wei et al.
(1998) study, i.p. ibogaine (40 mg/kg) elicited a 25-fold
increase in extracellular 5-HT, whereas an equivalent dose
of noribogaine caused an 8-fold increase. Interestingly, the
same study showed that i.v. ibogaine (10 mg/kg) stimu-
lated a 3-fold rise in dialysate 5-HT analogous to the effect
of i.v. ibogaine reported here. The authors concluded that
ibogaine is a 5-HT releaser, whereas noribogaine is a 5-HT
uptake inhibitor.

There are several caveats related to the 5-HT data re-
ported by Wei et al. (1998) that deserve comment. First, only
one dose of drug was tested in their study precluding deter-
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mination of dose-response effects. Second, we (Rothman et
al., 1999) have administered very high doses of 5-HT-releas-
ing agents such as fenfluramine and rarely observe such
large (i.e., 25-fold) elevations in extracellular 5-HT. Finally,
the results of Wei et al. (1998) are difficult to reconcile with
the present pharmacokinetic findings where maximal blood
levels of ibogaine were 3,859 6 789 ng/ml after i.p. injection
(40 mg/kg) and 18,247 6 987 ng/ml after i.v. injection (10
mg/kg). Stated more simply, it seems improbable that i.p.
ibogaine could produce greater effects than i.v. ibogaine
when blood levels (and presumably brain levels) of the drug
are significantly lower after i.p. dosing. One possibility that
might explain these discrepancies is that an unidentified
metabolite of ibogaine is formed after i.p. injection, and this
metabolite is a very powerful 5-HT-releasing agent.

In summary, we have shown that ibogaine is converted to
its o-desmethyl metabolite, noribogaine, in rats. Maximal
concentrations of noribogaine in blood actually exceed those
of the parent compound when ibogaine is administered via
the i.p. route. It seems probable therefore that noribogaine
contributes significantly to the in vivo pharmacological ac-
tions of ibogaine. Despite their similar chemical structures,
ibogaine and noribogaine exhibit differences in their phar-
macology. For example, ibogaine elicits tremors and ataxia,
whereas noribogaine does not. Ibogaine is more potent than
noribogaine as a stimulator of the hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal axis. Although both alkaloids increase extracellular
5-HT in the brain by a mechanism involving SERT, noribo-
gaine is more potent in this respect. It is well established that
5-HT reuptake inhibitors such as fluoxetine can be effective
medications for a variety of psychiatric disorders that often
accompany drug addiction (Miller and Guttman, 1997; Bau-
mann and Rothman, 1998), and the serotonergic activity of
iboga alkaloids may contribute to their therapeutic potential.
Recent evidence indicates that ibogaine and noribogaine dis-
play similar antiaddictive properties (Glick et al., 1996; Glick
and Maisonneuve, 1998). Based on the present findings, it
seems that noribogaine could be a safer, and possibly more
efficacious, alternative to ibogaine as a medication for treat-
ing substance use disorders.
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I. Introduction

Ibogaine, an alkaloid extracted from Tabernanthe iboga (Apocynaceae), is
being used in uncontrolled clinical trials as a long-acting treatment for opioid and
stimulant abuse, alcoholism, and smoking. In this laboratory, animal models have
been used to study ibogaine’s interactions with drugs of abuse, to investigate its
mechanisms of action, and to help develop an ibogaine derivative that will have
an improved safety profile. An outline illustrating the kinds of studies we have
conducted is shown in Table I. In this review, we will describe, in parallel, the
results of these studies with ibogaine and with 18-methoxycoronaridine (18-MC),
a novel iboga alkaloid congener.

The structures of ibogaine and 18-MC are shown in Figure 1. It is of interest
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that the structure-activity relationships elucidated in the 1970s suggested that 18-
MC might have fewer side effects than ibogaine. Singbartl et al. (1) found that,
when injected intracerebrally, several iboga alkaloids caused tremors in mice.
Tremorigenic activity was increased by the addition of a methoxy group at
position 10 or 11 and was reduced or abolished by the addition of a carbomethoxy
group at position 16 (note that an alternative numbering scheme refers to these
positions as 12, 13, and 18, respectively). 18-MC has both of these non-
tremorigenic features (i.e., lacking ibogaine’s 10-methoxy group and having a
16-carbomethoxy group) and thus, in at least one respect, should be safer than
ibogaine.

Ibogaine has an active metabolite, noribogaine (2,3), and both ibogaine and
noribogaine appear to have multiple mechanisms of action in the nervous system.
18-MC also appears to have multiple targets. Table II shows the reported affinities
of ibogaine and noribogaine for several binding sites, as well as the affinities of
18-MC for these same sites. The evidence to date suggests that actions at several
of these sites may together mediate the putative antiaddictive effects of these
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TABLE I. PRECLINICAL EVALUATION OF IBOGAINE AND 18-MC

Strategies Methods

Efficacy Animals
• Addiction (drug-self-administration) • Rats (Sprague-Dawley and Long-Evans)
• Dependence (opioid withdrawal) • Ns = 4-9 (usually 6)
Safety Route of administration
• Side effects • i.p. and p.o. routes
• Pharmacokinetics
Mechanisms of action Techniques
• Receptor interactions • Intravenous and oral drug self-
• Effects on neurotransmitters administration, morphine withdrawal signs

• Cerebellar morphology, heart rate
and blood pressure, GCMS

• Radioligand binding, in vivo
microdialysis, locomotor activity

Figure 1. Structures of ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine.



drugs. While most pharmaceutical development efforts focus on single
mechanisms of action, a drug capable of treating diverse addictions may, of
necessity, have to have multiple actions. Hence, as reviewed below, the peculiarly
broad efficacy of ibogaine and 18-MC may be precisely attributable to their
peculiarly complex pharmacology.

II. Behavioral and Neurochemical Methods

All subjects were naïve female Sprague-Dawley (Taconic) or Long-Evans
(Charles River) rats, approximately 3 months old and weighing 230-250 g at the
beginning of an experiment. Rats were maintained on a normal light/dark cycle
(lights on/off at 0700 h/1900 h).

The intravenous self-administration procedure was described previously (4-6).

412. mechanisms of action of ibogaine

TABLE II. INTERACTIONS OF 18-MC, IBOGAINE, AND NORIBOGAINE WITH THE
INDICATED TARGET SITES (VALUES ARE µM Ki)

Site Ligand Tissue 18-MC Ibogaine Noribogaine

κ opioid [3H]-U69593 Calf cortex 5.1 ± 0.50 2.2 ± 0.10 0.61 ± 0.015
µ opioid [3H]-DAGO Calf cortex 1.1 ± 0.30 2.0 ± 0.15 0.68 ± 0.016
δ opioid [3H]-DPDPE Calf caudate 3.5 ± 0.05 >10 5.2 ± 0.64
Nociceptin [3H]-nociceptin Bovine cortex >100 >100 >100
NMDA [3H]-MK801 Bovine cortex >100 3.1 ± 0.30 15 ± 2.0
D1 [3H]-SCH23390 Calf caudate >100 >10 >10
D2 [3H]-N-methyl- Calf caudate 16 ± 0.60 >10 >10

spiperone
D3 [3H]-7-OH-DPAT Calf caudate 25 ± 2.5 70 ± 1.7 >100
M1 [3H]-pirenzepine Calf cortex 32 ± 3 16 ± 1.0 15 ± 1.0
M2 [3H]-QNB Calf cortex >100 31± 3.4 36 ± 3.7
5-HT1A [3H]-8-OH-DPAT Rat hippocampus 46 ± 4.9 >100 >100
5-HT1B [3H]-serotonin Calf caudate >100 >100 >100
5-HT1C [3H]-mesulergine Calf cortex >100 >100 >100
5-HT1D [3H]-serotonin Calf caudate >10 >100 >100
5-HT2A [3H]-ketanserin Gf-6 cells 40 ± 3.4 16 >100
5-HT2C [3H]-mesulergine J-1 cells >100 >10 >10
5-HT3 [3H]-GR-65,630 NG-108 cells 3.8 ± 0.067 2.6 ± 0.23 >100
Sodium [3H]-BTX-B Bovine cortex 6.4 ± 0.68 3.6 ± 0.35 17 ± 0.6
channel
Sigma 1 [3H]-(+)- Calf caudate >100 2.5 ± 0.6 11 ± 1.7

pentazocine
Sigma 2 [3H]-DTG Calf hippocampus 13 ± 1.2 0.4 ± 0.036 19 ± 1.3
GABA B [3H]-GABA Calf cortex >100 >100 >100
NE uptake [3H]-nisoxetine Bovine cortex >10 >100 39 ± 1.5
5-HT uptake [3H]-paroxetine Bovine brain stem >10 4.1 ± 0.83 0.57 ± 0.083



The intravenous self-administration system consisted of polyethylene-silicone
cannulas constructed according to the design of Weeks (7), Instech harnesses and
commutators, and Harvard Apparatus infusion pumps (#55-2222). Responses on
either of two levers produced a 10 or 50 µl infusion of drug solution, 0.01 mg
(0.04 mg/kg) morphine sulfate, or 0.1 mg (0.4 mg/kg) cocaine hydrochloride,
respectively, in 0.2 to 1.0 second.

Nicotine was self-administered via the oral route using an operant procedure
previously described (8). Rats received nicotine (1.4 µg/µl of the base; 0.1 ml per
response) by pressing one lever and water by pressing another lever.

Locomotor activity was assessed using cylindrical photocell activity cages (60
cm, three crossing beams) interfaced to an IBM compatible computer (9).

The microdialysis procedures used to assess the effects of drug treatments on
extracellular levels of dopamine and its metabolites have been used extensively
in this laboratory (3,5,6,10-14). Rats were implanted stereotaxically with guide
cannulae so that, when inserted, the tips of the dialysis probes would be located
in the intended brain areas (e.g., nucleus accumbens, striatum, medial prefrontal
cortex). All microdialysis experiments were carried out in freely moving animals.
Perfusate samples were analyzed by HPLC with electrochemical detection.

III. Opioid Interactions

The acute intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration of either ibogaine or 18-MC, 15
minutes prior to testing, dose-dependently decreased the self-administration of
morphine (4,6) in rats. As shown in Figure 2, although ibogaine and 18-MC were
about equally potent, 18-MC was more selective in that ibogaine, but not 18-MC,
acutely (on the day of treatment) depressed responding for a nondrug reinforcer
(water). The effects of ibogaine and 18-MC on morphine self-administration were
protracted; pretreatment with 40 mg/kg ibogaine or 18-MC had significant effects
for 24 and 48 hours, respectively (4-6). Although the acute effects of ibogaine on
morphine self-administration can be attributed to the induction of whole body
tremors, the protracted effects of ibogaine occur at times when the drug is
eliminated from the body and tremors are absent (4). 18-MC does not induce
tremors, but its effects on morphine self-administration also persist long after 18-
MC itself is eliminated (6,14).

Comparable effects of 18-MC on morphine self-administration were also
observed following oral treatment (14), suggesting that 18-MC, like ibogaine,
will be pharmacologically active when given orally to humans. Furthermore, in a
recent study, oral 18-MC treatment (40 mg/kg) was found to produce a downward
shift in the entire dose-response relationship for self-administered morphine (13).
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This indicated that 18-MC, and probably ibogaine as well (15), decreases the
reinforcing efficacy of morphine. Prolonged access to opioids (16), as well as to
stimulants (17), has been shown to result in an “escalation” of drug intake such
that the drug becomes more reinforcing and the dose-response relationship is
shifted higher. Our results (13) suggest that 18-MC may reverse this trend,
counteracting the neural adaptations produced by chronic drug administration.

Consistent with human anecdotal reports, the antiaddictive efficacies of both
ibogaine and 18-MC seem to increase with repeated treatment. Weekly or
biweekly injections of ibogaine (3-4 injections of 40 mg/kg, i.p.) can increasingly
suppress morphine intake for up to a week in some rats (4), and repeated daily
administration of low doses of 18-MC (e.g., 5 injections of 20 mg/kg, p.o.), while
having little or no effect on self-administration on day 1 of treatment, decreased
morphine intake by day 4 (14). This suggests that rather than giving people
ibogaine or 18-MC in a single large dose, as is currently done for ibogaine, it
might be advisable, at least for reasons of safety, to give smaller doses repeatedly.

Ibogaine has been claimed to “suppress the multiple symptoms and physical
discomfort of narcotic withdrawal” (ENDABUSETM product information).
Accordingly, we assessed the effects of ibogaine (18) and 18-MC (19) treatment
in an animal model of morphine withdrawal, in which signs of withdrawal were
induced in morphine-dependent rats by the acute administration of a µ-opioid
receptor antagonist (naltrexone). Both ibogaine and 18-MC reduced the intensity
of several signs of morphine withdrawal. However, their effects were not
identical, suggesting that ibogaine and 18-MC may act via somewhat different
mechanisms.
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Figure 2. Comparison of acute effects of ibogaine and 18-MC on morphine self-administration and
on responding for water.



Ibogaine and 18-MC also differ with regard to their acute effects on morphine-
induced locomotion. Ibogaine decreased morphine’s efficacy to induce
locomotion, shifting morphine’s dose-response curve downward (9,15,20),
whereas 18-MC enhanced morphine’s potency, shifting its dose-response curve to
the left (21). Ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p., 19 hours beforehand) also produced a
greater attenuation of morphine-induced (5 mg/kg, i.p.) locomotion in rats
previously (2-4 times) administered morphine (30 mg/kg, i.p.) compared to
acutely treated rats (9). Interestingly, however, 18-MC (40 mg/kg, i.p., 19 hours
earlier) blocked the expression of locomotor sensitization following chronic
morphine administration (21). The dose-effect curve of control rats sensitized by
chronic morphine administration was shifted to the left of control rats that did not
sensitize in response to chronic morphine, whereas the dose-effect curves of 18-
MC-pretreated sensitized and nonsensitized rats were virtually identical. Thus, it
appears that whereas ibogaine produces a greater effect on morphine-induced
locomotion in drug-experienced animals, compared to naïve animals, 18-MC
masks, or possibly reverses, the alterations in behavior produced by chronic
morphine experience, apparently returning the animal to its initial nonsensitized
state.

Some of the effects of ibogaine appear to be at least partially mediated by a
combination of κ-opioid agonist and NMDA antagonist actions. Thus, a
combination of a κ-opioid antagonist (nor-binaltorphimine; norBNI) and an
NMDA agonist (NMDA) significantly antagonized the effect of ibogaine on
morphine self-administration, while neither norBNI nor NMDA alone had this
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Figure 3. Effects of 18-MC (40 mg/kg, 19 hours beforehand) on the sensitized dopamine response
to morphine (20 mg/kg, i.p.); morphine was administered daily for 5 consecutive days and, again (test
for sensitization), after a 3-day withdrawal period.



effect (22). Other effects of ibogaine were also blocked by a combination of
norBNI and NMDA (22). These included ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p., administered
19 hours beforehand) inhibition of morphine-induced (5 mg/kg, i.p.) locomotor
stimulation and ibogaine inhibition of dopamine release in the striatum.
Comparable studies with 18-MC have not been conducted.

All addictive drugs (including opioids, stimulants, ethanol, and nicotine)
examined to date share an ability to enhance dopamine transmission in the
nucleus accumbens (23,24), a critical mediator of the “rewarding” or “incentive
motivational” effects of drugs (25,26). Consistent with their putative
antiaddictive actions, ibogaine and 18-MC (40 mg/kg, i.p.) were both found to
decrease accumbal dopamine release during the first 3 hours after their
administration (6,10). Both compounds, administered 19 hours earlier, also
blocked acute morphine-induced (6,10) increases in extracellular levels of
dopamine in the nucleus accumbens.

Like its effects on sensitized locomotor behavior, we have recently found that
18-MC (40 mg/kg, i.p., 19 hours earlier) similarly abolishes the sensitized
dopamine response to morphine in rats chronically administered morphine
(Figure 3). Again, the data suggest that 18-MC (and probably ibogaine)
counteracts or reverses the homeostatic disturbances that are a consequence of
repetitive opioid use.

IV. Stimulant Interactions
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Figure 4. Comparison of acute and protracted effects of ibogaine and 18-MC on cocaine self-
administration.



The acute intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration of either ibogaine or 18-MC, 15
minutes prior to testing, dose-dependently decreased the self-administration of
cocaine (5,6) in rats. As shown in Figure 4, ibogaine and 18-MC were again about
equally potent; and similar to previous results with morphine, their effects on
cocaine self-administration were protracted, lasting for approximately 24 hours.
In contrast, 18-MC seemed to be approximately twice as potent as ibogaine in
decreasing oral nicotine preferences (12), and recent work with an intravenous
nicotine self-administration paradigm suggests that 18-MC is at least twice as
potent in decreasing nicotine intake as in decreasing either morphine or cocaine
intake.

With respect to stimulant-induced locomotion, both ibogaine and 18-MC
augmented the expression of locomotor behavior in response to cocaine (27-30)
and amphetamines (31,32). Ibogaine and 18-MC both shifted the dose-response
curve of acute cocaine-treated animals to the left of controls (30), indicating that
pretreatment with these agents renders an animal more sensitive to cocaine’s
acute locomotor effects (Figure 5). In an early study, ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p., 24
hours beforehand) attenuated the locomotor response to d-amphetamine (1.5
mg/kg, i.p.) in rats repeatedly administered d-amphetamine (4 x 1.5 mg/kg, every
other day) (34). More recently, pretreatment with ibogaine or 18-MC (40 mg/kg,
i.p., 19 hours earlier) was found to shift the inverted U-shaped dose-response
curves for locomotion in chronic cocaine-treated rats to the left of controls such
that iboga-pretreated rats displayed augmented locomotor activation at lower
cocaine doses (e.g., 5 and 10 mg/kg) (29,30) and lower levels of locomotor
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Figure 5. 18-MC (40 mg/kg, 19 hours before test doses of cocaine) shifted the chronic cocaine
locomotor dose-response curve to the left and enhanced the stereotypic response to cocaine (40
mg/kg); similar findings occurred with ibogaine.



activation at higher cocaine doses (e.g., 20 and 40 mg/kg) (30), compared to
control animals (Figure 5). The locomotor-attenuating effects of iboga
pretreatment at higher cocaine doses can be attributed to the induction of
repetitive, species-specific behaviors (stereotypy), which can be physically
incompatible with locomotion (e.g., focused sniffing, grooming, gnawing).
Ibogaine and 18-MC (40 mg/kg, i.p., 19 hours earlier) promoted the expression
of high levels of cocaine-induced stereotypic behavior in both acute and chronic
cocaine-treated rats, compared to controls (Figure 5).

Virtually identical effects of ibogaine and 18-MC pretreatment were observed
for methamphetamine-induced stereotypy. This latter finding may possibly
account for the previously reported (32) attenuating effect of ibogaine on d-
amphetamine-induced locomotion in chronic d-amphetamine-treated rats.
Combined, these findings indicate that pretreatment with either ibogaine or 18-
MC will enhance rats’ sensitivity to the behavioral-activating effects of stimulant
drugs, and that this increase can be above and beyond the sensitization produced
by chronic stimulant administration alone.

Distinctions between ibogaine and 18-MC have been reported with respect to
some of their neurochemical effects. For one, acute ibogaine, as well as
noribogaine, increase extracellular levels of serotonin in the nucleus accumbens,
whereas 18-MC has no effect (33). Secondly, ibogaine pretreatment (19 hours
earlier) augments (27), whereas 18-MC has no effect on (14), acute cocaine-
induced increases in extracellular levels of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens.
Curiously, however, both agents block acute nicotine-induced dopamine release
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Figure 6. Effects of 18-MC (40 mg/kg, 19 hours beforehand) on the sensitized dopamine response
to cocaine (15 mg/kg, i.p.); cocaine was administered daily for 5 consecutive days and, again (test for
sensitization), after a two-week withdrawal period.



in the nucleus accumbens (11,12). The studies with 18-MC have recently been
extended to animals sensitized by chronic cocaine and, interestingly, 18-MC
pretreatment blocked the sensitized dopamine response to chronic cocaine
(Figure 6). Although the effect of ibogaine pretreatment on cocaine-sensitized
levels of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens has not yet been assessed, the 18-
MC results suggest that different mechanisms may mediate the interactions of
ibogaine and related agents with the effects of acute versus chronic cocaine. The
data also suggest that the changes in nucleus accumbens dopamine are more
directly related to cocaine’s reinforcing or addictive property than to its
locomotor stimulant effects, since, as reviewed earlier, 18-MC decreased cocaine
self-administration, but enhanced both acute and chronic cocaine-induced
locomotor behavior.

V. Metabolism and Distribution of Ibogaine and 18-MC

Plasma and tissue levels of both ibogaine and 18-MC have been determined
using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (14,34). Both compounds have
short initial half-lives of 5 to 10 minutes and terminal half-lives of slightly over
100 minutes. Consistent with a two-compartment model of their elimination, both
ibogaine and 18-MC are highly sequestered in fat (14,34). In absolute terms,
however, the fat levels of either ibogaine or 18-MC account for only a small
fraction of the administered dose (approximately 10%), suggesting that both
compounds are rapidly metabolized. Indeed, an active metabolite of ibogaine,
noribogaine, has already been well characterized both in vivo (e.g., 2,3) and in
vitro (e.g., 35,36). Although some investigators (37) consider noribogaine to be
the major determinant of ibogaine’s pharmacology in vivo, studies in this
laboratory (20) indicated that the elimination of noribogaine was also too fast for
it to be responsible for all of ibogaine’s prolonged effects. Recent work in this
laboratory has provided evidence that 18-MC also has metabolites, but it remains
to be determined whether they are active, and whether they contribute to the
protracted behavioral effects of 18-MC.

VI. Toxicity

Ibogaine induces whole body tremors at moderate doses (20-40 mg/kg) and
Purkinje cell loss in the cerebellum at high doses (≥100 mg/kg) (38-40).
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However, 18-MC (40 mg/kg) is non-tremorigenic, and even multiple, high-dose
(100 mg/kg) injections of 18-MC fail to produce damage to cerebellar Purkinje
cells (6). The neurotoxic effect of ibogaine appears to be mediated by an agonist
action at sigma-2 receptors (41). Consistent with this, 18-MC has a much lower
affinity than ibogaine for sigma-2 sites (Table II and ref. 42).

Anecdotal reports in humans indicate that ibogaine can slow heart rate.
Consistent with these reports, recent work in this laboratory showed that, in
awake and freely moving rats, high doses (100 and 200 mg/kg, i.p.) of ibogaine
decreased heart rate, without altering blood pressure. In contrast, even at 200
mg/kg (i.p.), 18-MC had no effect on either heart rate or blood pressure (14).

Noribogaine has about a 10-fold higher affinity for the serotonin transporter
than ibogaine and, consistent with this, noribogaine is more potent than ibogaine
in raising extracellular levels of serotonin in the nucleus accumbens (2).
However, the efficacy of ibogaine to increase serotonin levels appears to be
substantially greater than that of noribogaine (33). Ibogaine may directly release
serotonin. Compared to its effects on the dopamine systems, these serotonergic
effects of ibogaine and noribogaine appear to be relatively short lasting,
dissipating within 3 hours. Similarly, while effects of ibogaine on tissue levels of
dopamine metabolites are still apparent on the day after administration (15,43),
there are no effects on tissue levels of serotonin’s metabolite (43). Serotonin
would thus seem to have a role in mediating only the acute behavioral effects of
ibogaine. These might include its acute discriminative stimulus effect in rats
(44,45) and possibly its acute hallucinogenic effect in humans. 18-MC neither
inhibits the reuptake of (Table II), nor releases, serotonin (33) and, to the extent
that these actions are involved in ibogaine-induced hallucinations, it is predicted
that 18-MC will not be hallucinogenic.

VII. Mechanisms

Table II shows the results of a receptor screen comparing the binding affinities
of 18-MC, ibogaine, and its active metabolite, noribogaine. The binding profiles
for 18-MC are somewhat different from that of its parent compound. Similar to
results reported by others (cf. 46), our studies show that ibogaine and noribogaine
have low micromolar affinities for the κ- and µ-opioid receptors, the NMDA-
subtype of glutamate receptor, 5-HT3 receptors, sigma-2 sites, sodium channels,
and the serotonin transporter. In contrast, 18-MC has low micromolar affinities at
all three opioid receptors (κ, µ, and δ) and at the 5-HT3 receptor, and no affinity
at NMDA receptors, or the serotonin transporter (14). For both ibogaine and 18-
MC, all of these receptor affinities are in the low micromolar range and therefore
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are not likely to be responsible for effects lasting 24 to 48 hours. However, some
of the differences between ibogaine and 18-MC might account for a potentially
higher therapeutic index for 18-MC. Ibogaine’s affinities at muscarinic (M1 and
M2) receptors and at sodium channels, which are two to three times greater than
those of 18-MC, may mediate its tendency to lower heart rate. Ibogaine’s action
at sigma-2 sites has been linked to its neurotoxicity (42), and 18-MC has a 30-
fold lower affinity for this site. In addition, as suggested previously, the
hallucinogenic effect of ibogaine may be mediated via serotonin release, an effect
not produced by 18-MC (33). Lastly, in functional assays, ibogaine was reported
to be a noncompetitive antagonist at nicotinic receptors, possibly acting as an
open channel blocker (47,48). The latter, as well as preliminary data from this
laboratory, suggest that both ibogaine and 18-MC might have nanomolar
affinities for nicotinic channels—and this action could well contribute to
prolonged antiaddictive effects.

VIII. Discussion

Most drug development programs focus on single mechanisms of action, and
the development of pharmacotherapies for drug addiction has been no exception
to this practice. The use of methadone to treat heroin addiction and the use of
nicotine formulations (e.g., gum, patch, nasal spray) to treat smoking are
representative of a pharmacokinetic approach in which long-acting replacement
therapies are used to dampen both the “highs” and “lows” associated with the
short-acting addictive substances. This approach has limitations in that
replacement therapies maintain physical dependence and often have other
significant side effects as well. Newer, and still mostly experimental, approaches
to this problem have attempted to develop agents that should modulate or directly
interfere with the action of the abused drug. Representatives of such potential
therapies are dopamine transporter inhibitors, dopamine receptor agonists and
antagonists, GABA B receptor agonists, and partial µ-opioid receptor agonists. In
general, treatments have been sought that are site specific, usually acting
selectively at a particular receptor or receptor subtype; and most often, treatments
are targeted to one particular addictive disorder.

Viewed in relationship to a “normal” pharmaceutical development program,
the proposed use of ibogaine, 18-MC, and possibly their metabolites, to treat
several varieties of drug addiction may appear, depending on one’s bias, to be
extraordinarily innovative or outrageously foolish. However, if the many
anecdotal reports of efficacy are ever substantiated in well-controlled clinical
trials, ibogaine will have taught us at least one important if not obvious truth—
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namely, that addiction is a multifaceted brain disorder, and that to be effective, a
treatment or treatments having multiple actions may be required. Certainly
science, rather than politics, should determine whether or not ibogaine will have
any clinical utility. Moreover, the apparent advantages of 18-MC, and perhaps
other congeners yet to be tested, have already highlighted the significance of
ibogaine’s discovery. If only because it is the prototype, ibogaine would still
merit a great deal of investigation.

The data reviewed here indicate that there are several ways in which ibogaine
and 18-MC could exert antiaddictive effects. Both compounds have affinities for
5-HT3 receptors, the manipulation of which has been reported to alter
amphetamine-induced euphoria in humans (49) and cocaine-induced locomotion,
cocaine discrimination, alcohol consumption, and morphine withdrawal signs in
rodents (50-54). These alkaloids also have similar affinities for µ-and κ-opioid
receptors, and other data (55-57) have indicated that µ-antagonists and κ-agonists
can modulate the self-administration of cocaine and morphine. However, as noted
earlier, the protracted antiaddictive effects of ibogaine and 18-MC are hard to
reconcile with their micromolar affinities for these receptors. In addition, both
ibogaine (18) and 18-MC (19) attenuate naltrexone-precipitated withdrawal
symptoms in morphine-dependent rats, findings that are inconsistent with µ-
antagonist activity; and both ibogaine (58) and 18-MC have little or no analgesic
activity, findings that are inconsistent with µ-agonist activity. Although NMDA
antagonist (59) and serotonergic (2) actions of ibogaine have been invoked to
explain ibogaine’s effects, it is noteworthy that 18-MC appears to have neither
action. The possibility that ibogaine and 18-MC have important actions at
nicotinic receptors requires further investigation.

The short-half lives of ibogaine and 18-MC strongly suggest that the pharma-
cological actions of both alkaloids are attributable to one or more active
metabolites; although noribogaine has been proposed (2,37) as the mediator of
ibogaine’s prolonged action, it would appear that noribogaine alone cannot
account for ibogaine’s effects since brain levels of noribogaine also decline
rapidly after ibogaine administration to rats (20). As both ibogaine and 18-MC are
deposited in fat (14,34), it is possible that the slow release of these compounds,
or perhaps their metabolites, may contribute to their protracted effects.

In summary, although the pharmacology of ibogaine and 18-MC is complex,
the study of their pharmacology represents an entirely novel approach to the
development of pharmacotherapies for drug addiction. This approach will indeed
have proven its worth if 18-MC, or another structural congener, is eventually
found to be a safe and effective treatment for multiple forms of drug abuse. At the
very least, continued investigation of ibogaine and 18-MC should help us further
understand the neurobiology of addiction; and this, in the long term, may be a
prerequisite for developing optimal antiaddictive agents.
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Abstract

The iboga alkaloid ibogaine and the novel iboga alkaloid congener 18-methoxycoronaridine are putative anti-addictive agents. Using

patch–clamp methodology, the actions of ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine at various neurotransmitter receptor ion-channel subtypes

were determined. Both ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine were antagonists at a3h4 nicotinic receptors and both agents were more potent

at this site than at a4h2 nicotinic receptors or at NMDA or 5-HT3 receptors; 18-methoxycoronaridine was more selective in this regard than

ibogaine. In studies of morphine and methamphetamine self-administration, the effects of low dose combinations of 18-methoxycoronaridine

with mecamylamine or dextromethorphan and of mecamylamine with dextromethorphan were assessed. Mecamylamine and dextro-

methorphan have also been shown to be antagonists at a3h4 nicotinic receptors. All three drug combinations decreased both morphine and

methamphetamine self-administration at doses that were ineffective if administered alone. The data are consistent with the hypothesis that

antagonism at a3h4 receptors is a potential mechanism to modulate drug seeking behavior. 18-Methoxycoronaridine apparently has greater

selectivity for this site than other agents and may be the first of a new class of synthetic agents acting via this novel mechanism to produce a

broad spectrum of anti-addictive activity. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 18-Methoxycoronaridine; Dextromethorphan; Mecamylamine; Morphine; Methamphetamine; Nicotine receptor; Drug addiction

1. Introduction

18-Methoxycoronaridine is a novel iboga alkaloid con-

gener that is being studied as a potential treatment for

multiple forms of drug abuse. In rats, 18-methoxycoronar-

idine (10–40 mg/kg) decreases the self-administration of

morphine (Glick et al., 1996; Maisonneuve and Glick, 1999),

cocaine (Glick et al., 1996), methamphetamine (Glick et al.,

2000a), nicotine (Glick et al., 2000a) and ethanol (Rezvani et

al., 1997) but does not affect responding for a non-drug

reinforcer (water; Glick et al., 1996). Like its parent com-

pound ibogaine (Glick and Maisonneuve, 1998), the precise

mechanism of action of 18-methoxycoronaridine has

remained elusive despite evidence that it modulates dopa-

mine release in the nucleus accumbens (Glick et al., 1996)

and binds, with low affinity, to several types of receptors

(Glick and Maisonneuve, 2000; Glick et al., 2000b). In

functional assays (86Rb + efflux from KXa3h4R2 cells)

conducted by Dr. Kenneth Kellar (Georgetown University)

as part of the NIMH Psychoactive Drug Screening Pro-

gram, 18-methoxycoronaridine was found to be an antag-

onist at a3h4 nicotinic receptors. However, this work did

not establish whether 18-methoxycoronaridine’s nicotinic

antagonist action was specific to the a3h4 subtype or

whether other nicotinic subtypes were also affected, for

example, the a4h2 subtype that is most prevalent in the

brain (e.g., Flores et al., 1992). Hence, as part of the present

study, the actions of both 18-methoxycoronaridine and

ibogaine at both a3h4 and a4h2 receptors were determined

using patch–clamp methodology.

Other studies from the Kellar laboratory have shown that

the antitussive dextromethorphan and its metabolite dextro-

rphan are also antagonists at a3h4 receptors (Hernandez et

al., 2000), and we have recently found that both dextro-

methorphan and dextrorphan reduce morphine, metham-

phetamine and nicotine self-administration in rats (Glick et

al., 2001). Although dextromethorphan and dextrorphan are

also antagonists at NMDA glutamate receptors (Murray and

Leid, 1984; Ebert et al., 1998), the relative potencies of

dextromethorphan and dextrorphan in our drug self-admin-
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istration studies (Glick et al., 2001) were more consistent

with actions at a3h4 receptors than at NMDA receptors.

Furthermore, mecamylamine, a nonspecific nicotinic antag-

onist, has been reported to decrease craving for cocaine in

humans (Reid et al., 1999) and to reduce cocaine self-

administration in rats (Levin et al., 2000); and Papke et al.

(2001) recently reported that mecamylamine has preferential

affinity for a3h4 receptors versus other nicotinic subtypes

(e.g., a4h2). All of these findings together suggest that

antagonism of acetylcholine’s actions at a3h4 nicotinic

receptors may constitute an important mechanism for reduc-

ing the rewarding effects of multiple drugs; a3h4 receptors

are localized in brain areas that are well suited to modulate

mesolimbic activity, both directly (e.g., Klink et al., 2001)

and indirectly (e.g., Nishikawa et al., 1986; Quick et al.,

1999).

Totally selective antagonists of a3h4 receptors are un-

available, and hence it is difficult to directly test our hy-

pothesis that a3h4 receptor antagonists will reduce drug

self-administration. However, we reasoned that if two agents

had the common action of blocking this site but also had

other actions that were unique to each agent, the combina-

tion of low doses of such agents (doses of each agent that

would be ineffective if administered alone) might produce

additive effects at the a3h4 site and reduce drug self-ad-

ministration without the involvement of other actions contri-

buting to side effects. In the present study, as an initial test

of this idea, the effects of three such combined treatments

(18-methoxycoronaridine plus dextromethorphan, 18-meth-

oxycoronaridine plus mecamylamine, and dextromethor-

phan plus mecamylamine) on morphine and methamphe-

tamine self-administration were assessed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Receptor functional analyses

Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) fibroblasts

(ATCC CRL1573) were cultured in minimal essential

medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 2

mM glutamine (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD). Cells

were plated on poly-D-lysine-coated 35 mm nunc dishes,

transfected by the LipofectaminePLUS method (Life Tech-

nologies), and examined functionally between 18 and 48 h

post transfection. The following receptor subunit cDNAs

were used (accession no.): nAChR-a3 (nicotinic acetylcho-

line receptor-a3; L31621), nAChR-a4 (L31620), nAChR-

h2 (L31622), nAChR-h4 (U42976), 5-HT3R-A (5-HT3A

receptor; M74425), NR1 (N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 1;

X63255), NR2A (X91561), and NR2B (M91562). The

nAchR and NR clones were rats; the 5-HT3R-A clone was

mouse. Co-transfection of enhanced green fluorescent pro-

tein (EGFP, 10% of total cDNA) provided a marker to

identify transfected cells. Transfected cells were selected for

EGFP expression and examined by voltage-clamp recording

in the whole-cell configuration using an Axopatch 200B

patch–clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA).

Thin-walled borosilicate glass microelectrodes (TW150F,

World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) had resistances

of 3–5 MV when filled with an internal solution contain-

ing (in mM): 135 CsCl, 10 CsF, 10 HEPES (N-[2-hydro-

xyethyl]piperazine-NV-[2-ethanesulfonic acid]), 5 EGTA

(ethylene glycol-bis[h-aminoethyl ether]-N,N,NV,NV-tetra-
acetic acid), 1 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, pH 7.2. Whole-cell capa-

citance and series resistance were recorded and adequately

compensated using the available circuitry of the amplifier.

Current responses were filtered at 1 kHz with an 8-pole

Bessel filter (Cygnus Technologies, Delaware Water Gap,

PA), digitized at 3 kHz, and stored on a Macintosh PowerPC-

G3 computer using an ITC-16 interface (Instrutech, Great

Neck, NY) under control of the data acquisition and analysis

program Synapse (Synergy Research, Gaithersburg, MD).

Cells were continuously superfused with extracellular sol-

ution containing (in mM): 150 NaCl, 3 KCl, 5 HEPES, 1

MgCl2, 1.8 CaCl2, 10 glucose, and 0.1 mg/ml phenol red, pH

7.3 (MgCl2 was omitted from all solutions used for the study

of NMDA receptors). Drug stocks (10 mM) were made up in

DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide) and diluted in extracellular sol-

ution immediately prior to use; final concentration of DMSO

was 0.2% or lower. Control, agonist, and drug solutions were

applied to individual cells by rapid perfusion. Solutions were

driven by a syringe pump through a flowpipe having four

inputs that converge at a single common output of approx-

imately 100 Am diameter. Rapid switching between inputs

was achieved using a set of upstream solenoid valves (Lee,

Westbrook, CT) under computer control; the solution

exchange rate was f 5 ms as measured from liquid junction

currents.

2.2. Chemicals used in vivo

18-Methoxycoronaridine hydrochloride (1–2 mg/kg;

Albany Molecular Research, Albany, NY) was dissolved

in phosphate buffer and injected intraperitoneally 15 min

before behavioral testing. Dextromethorphan hydrobromide

(5 mg/kg; Sigma/RBI, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in

saline and injected subcutaneously 20 min before testing.

Mecamylamine hydrochloride (1 mg/kg; Sigma/RBI) was

dissolved in physiological saline and injected intraperito-

neally 30 min before testing. All rats received two injections

(for rats that received a single drug, half of them also

received the appropriate saline/vehicle injection correspond-

ing to each of the other two drugs).

2.3. Animals

Naı̈ve female Long–Evans derived rats (250 g; Charles

River, NY) were maintained on a normal 12 h light cycle

(lights on at 7:00 a.m., lights off at 7:00 p.m.). For all

experiments the ‘‘Principles of laboratory animal care’’

(NIH Publication No. 85-23, revised 1985) were followed.
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2.4. Self-administration procedure

The intravenous self-administration procedure has been

described previously (e.g., Glick et al., 1996, 2000a).

Briefly, responses on either of two levers (mounted 15 cm

apart on the front wall of each operant test cage) were

recorded on an IBM compatible computer with a Med

Associates interface. The intravenous self-administration

system consisted of polyethylene-silicone cannulas con-

structed according to the design of Weeks (1972), Instech

harnesses and swivels, and Harvard Apparatus infusion

pumps (no. 55-2222). Shaping of the bar-press response

was initially accomplished by training rats to bar-press for

water. Cannulas were then implanted in the external jugular

vein according to procedures described by Weeks (1972).

Self-administration testing began with a 16-h nocturnal

session followed by daily 1-h sessions, 5 days (Monday–

Friday) a week. A lever-press response produced a 10-Al
infusion of drug solution (0.01 mg of morphine sulfate) in

about 0.2 s or a 50-Al infusion of drug solution (0.025 mg of

methamphetamine sulfate) in about 1 s. Since all rats

generally weighed 250F 20 g, each response delivered

approximately 0.04 mg/kg of morphine or 0.1 mg/kg of

methamphetamine. Experiments to assess the effects of

experimental treatments were begun when baseline self-

administration rates stabilized ( < 10% variation from 1

day to the next across 5 days), usually after 2 weeks of

testing. Each rat typically received two or three different

treatments spaced at least 1 week apart. In order to provide

an indication of the specificity of treatment effects on drug

self-administration, all treatments were also administered to

other rats bar-pressing for water (0.01 ml orally) on a

comparable schedule (continuous reinforcement; 1-h ses-

sions).

3. Results

3.1. Drug actions at neurotransmitter receptor ion-channels

Transfected HEK293 cells expressing various receptor

subunit cDNAs were examined by whole-cell patch–clamp

recording with fast perfusion of agonist and drug solutions.

We began with a3h4 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors as

these are the principal ganglionic nicotinic acetylcholine

receptor subtype for which inhibition by ibogaine had

previously been demonstrated (Badio et al., 1997; Mah et

al., 1998; Fryer and Lukas, 1999). Transfected HEK293

cells expressing a3h4 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors were
voltage-clamped to � 70 mV and stimulated with 1 mM

acetylcholine at 30 s intervals. Acetylcholine alone evoked a

large inward current not seen in untransfected cells. Appli-

cation of 20 AM ibogaine or 20 AM 18-methoxycoronar-

idine alone did not produce any response. Co-application of

either 20 AM ibogaine or 20 AM 18-methoxycoronaridine

nearly abolished the ACh-evoked responses in all cells

tested (N = 15) (Fig. 1A). The inhibition developed rapidly

in the presence of acetylcholine and reversed more slowly

following the removal of drug. The inhibition was concen-

Fig. 1. Inhibition of a3h4 nicotinic receptors by ibogaine (IBO) and 18-

methoxycoronaridine (18MC). Recombinant receptors were expressed in

HEK293 cells and examined by whole-cell patch clamp recording with

rapid application of agonist and drug solutions. (A) Whole-cell currents

evoked by 1 mM ACh in transfected cells. Open bars depict the timing of

ACh application. Filled bars depict the timing of co-application of 20 AM
IBO or 20 AM 18MC. Inhibition was measured relative to control at the end

of the drug application (arrows). (B) Inhibition of 1 mM ACh-evoked

currents by various concentrations of IBO and 18MC. Data are meanF
SEM for 3–14 cells per point. Curve fits are given for the logistic equation:

I = Imax/(1+([drug]/IC50)). Best fitting IC50 values were 0.22 AM for IBO

and 0.75 AM for 18MC.

Fig. 2. Inhibition of a4h2 nicotinic receptors by ibogaine (IBO) but not by

18-methoxycoronaridine (18MC). Whole-cell currents in cells expressing

recombinant a4h2 receptors were evoked by 300 AM ACh. Open bars

depict the timing of ACh application. Filled bars depict the timing of co-

application of 20 AM IBO or 20 AM 18MC. Because of the relatively rapid

desensitization of the a4h2 response, inhibition was measured relative to

control (superimposed curve fits) during drug application (arrows).
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tration-dependent; IC50 values were 0.22 AM for ibogaine

versus 0.75 AM for 18-methoxycoronaridine, and the con-

centration–response relationship had a Hill slope of unity,

which is consistent with a single site of action (Fig. 1B).

These data confirm previous reports of the actions of

ibogaine and indicate that 18-methoxycoronaridine has

similar actions at ganglionic nicotinic acetylcholine recep-

tors. Results were somewhat different, however, at neuronal

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. In this case, transfected

HEK293 cells expressing a4h2 nicotinic acetylcholine

receptors were voltage-clamped to � 70 mV and stimulated

with 300 AM acetylcholine at 30-s intervals. Acetylcholine

alone evoked an inward current whereas application of 20

AM ibogaine or 20 AM 18-methoxycoronaridine alone did

not produce any response. Co-application of 5 AM ibogaine

inhibited the ACh-evoked response by 61F 4% (N = 5)

whereas 5 AM 18-methoxycoronaridine produced no ap-

parent inhibition (N = 6). At higher drug concentrations

(20 AM) (Fig. 2), ibogaine inhibition reached 93F 3%

(N = 7) versus only 8F 4% by 18-methoxycoronaridine

(N = 6). These data suggest the IC50 for ibogaine at

a4h2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors is on the order of

1–5 AM and that 18-methoxycoronaridine is considerably

less potent (IC50 > 20 AM) at this neuronal nicotinic acetyl-

choline receptor subtype.

Another known action of ibogaine involves the inhibition

of NMDA-type glutamate receptors (Popik et al., 1995;

Chen et al., 1996) presumably by interaction with the PCP/

MK-801 (phencyclidine/dizocilpine) binding site (Sweet-

nam et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996). Indeed, it has been

suggested that the NMDA receptor-mediated actions of

ibogaine may be central to its putative anti-addictive proper-

ties (Popik et al., 1995). To study these, transfected HEK293

cells expressing NR1/2A or NR1/2B receptors were volt-

age-clamped to � 70 mV and stimulated with 100 AM
glutamate plus 10 AM glycine at 30 s intervals. Agonist

application evoked a large inward current not seen in

untransfected cells. Application of 20 AM ibogaine or 20

AM 18-methoxycoronaridine alone did not produce any

response. Co-application of 20 AM ibogaine reduced the

agonist-evoked response of NR1/2A receptors by 98F 3%

(N = 3) and of NR1/2B receptors by 95F 2% (N = 3);

inhibition by 10 AM ibogaine was 51F 9% (NF 3) and

82F 3% (NF 3), respectively (Fig. 3). These data are

consistent with IC50 values of 3–5 AM obtained in hippo-

campal neurons (Popik et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996).

However, we also found that co-application of 18-methox-

ycoronaridine failed to inhibit either NR1/2A (N = 3) or

NR1/2B receptors (N = 5) at concentrations up to 20 AM
(Fig. 3). This result necessarily calls into question any role

of NMDA receptors in the putative anti-addictive actions of

these drugs.

There are no published studies examining the effects of

ibogaine on 5-HT3 receptor function. Although some action

may be expected based on competition binding studies

(Sweetnam et al., 1995), it remains to be seen whether

ibogaine binding to these receptors activates, inhibits, or

otherwise alters channel function. Likewise, the effects of

18-methoxycoronaridine on 5-HT3 receptor function have

Fig. 3. Inhibition of NMDA receptors by ibogaine (IBO) but not by 18-

methoxycoronaridine (18MC). Whole-cell currents in cells expressing

recombinant NR1/2A and NR1/2B receptors were evoked by 100 AM
glutamate plus 10 AM glycine. Open bars depict the timing of agonist

application. Filled bars depict the timing of co-application of 20 AM or 20

AM 18MC. Inhibition was measured relative to control at the end of the

drug application (arrows).

Fig. 4. Inhibition of 5-HT3 receptors by ibogaine (IBO) and 18-methoxycor-

onaridine (18MC). Whole-cell currents in cells expressing recombinant 5-

HT3A receptors were evoked by 100 AM serotonin (5HT). Open bars depict

the timing of agonist application. Filled bars depict the timing of co-

application of 20 AM IBO or 20 AM18MC. Inhibition was measured relative

to control at the end of the drug application (arrows).
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not been examined. Transfected HEK293 cells expressing 5-

HT3A receptors were voltage-clamped to � 70 mV and

stimulated with 100 AM serotonin at 30-s intervals. Seroto-

nin alone evoked an inward current not seen in untrans-

fected cells. Application of 20 AM ibogaine or 20 AM 18-

methoxycoronaridine alone did not produce any response,

indicating that neither is an agonist at 5-HT3 receptors. Co-

application of 20 AM ibogaine or 20 AM 18-methoxycor-

onaridine inhibited serotonin-evoked responses by 53F 3%

(N = 8) versus 50F 3% (N = 4), respectively (Fig. 4). Thus,

it appears that these drugs have similar potencies at 5-HT3

receptors with IC50 values of approximately 20 AM.

3.2. In vivo treatment effects

Figs. 5–7 show the effects of drug treatments on mor-

phine and methamphetamine self-administration and on

responding for water. All three drug combinations, but none

of the drugs administered alone, significantly decreased

morphine and methamphetamine self-administration while

having no effect on responding for water. The particular

doses of 18-methoxycoronaridine, dextromethorphan and

mecamylamine selected for study were, in each instance,

based on knowledge of the respective dose–response func-

tions. The doses of 18-methoxycoronaridine (1 and 2 mg/

kg) were approximately one-fifth of those required to

decrease morphine (Glick et al., 1996) and methamphet-

amine (Glick et al., 2000a) self-administration, respectively,

when administered alone. The dose of dextromethorphan (5

mg/kg) was one-half to one-fourth of that necessary to

decrease morphine and methamphetamine self-administra-

tion (Glick et al., 2001), respectively, when administered

alone. The dose of mecamylamine (1 mg/kg) was one third

of that required to decrease either morphine or methamphet-

amine self-administration, and at a dose of 3 mg/kg, me-

camylamine also decreases responding for water (data not

shown). Lastly, although Fig. 7 only shows results with the

2 mg/kg dosage of 18-methoxycoronaridine, virtually iden-

tical results were found with 1 mg/kg.

Fig. 5. Effects of drug combinations on morphine self-administration. Rats

were administered two of the following treatments before testing: meca-

mylamine (MEC; 1 mg/kg i.p., 30 min), 18-methoxycoronardine (18MC; 1

mg/kg i.p., 15 min), dextromethorphan (DM; 5 mg/kg s.c., 20 min), or

vehicle (saline for MEC and DM; phosphate buffer for 18MC). Each data

point represents the mean (F SEM) responses per hour of 6–8 rats. * Sig-

nificant differences between baseline and treatment (paired t-test, P< 0.01–

0.001).

Fig. 6. Effects of drug combinations on methamphetamine self-admin-

istration. Rats were administered two of the following treatments before

testing: mecamylamine (MEC; 1 mg/kg i.p., 30 min), 18-methoxycoronar-

dine (18MC; 2 mg/kg i.p., 15 min), dextromethorphan (DM; 5 mg/kg s.c., 20

min), or vehicle (saline for MEC and DM; phosphate buffer for 18MC).

Each data point represents the mean (F SEM) responses per hour of 6–7

rats. * Significant differences between baseline and treatment (paired t-test,

P < 0.01).

Fig. 7. Effects of drug combinations on responding for water. Rats were

administered two of the following treatments before testing: mecamylamine

(MEC; 1 mg/kg i.p., 30 min), 18-methoxycoronardine (18MC; 2 mg/kg i.p.,

15 min), dextromethorphan (DM; 5 mg/kg s.c., 20 min), or vehicle (saline

for MEC and DM; phosphate buffer for 18MC). Each data point represents

the mean (F SEM) responses per hour of six rats.
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4. Discussion

Previous studies have reported inhibition by ibogaine of

both nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Badio et al., 1997;

Mah et al., 1998; Fryer and Lukas, 1999) and NMDA

receptors (Popik et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996). Compet-

itive binding to both NMDA receptors and 5-HT3 receptors

has also been demonstrated (Sweetnam et al., 1995). How-

ever, the selectivity of ibogaine for the various neurotrans-

mitter receptor ion-channel subtypes has been little explored

and the activity of 18-methoxycoronaridine at these recep-

tors has not been tested. Therefore, we sought to compare

the actions of ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine at

nACh, NMDA, and 5-HT3 receptors.

The present results are consistent with previous reports of

the antagonist action of ibogaine at a3h4 nicotinic receptors;
and the data also indicate that 18-methoxycoronaridine has a

similar action. Furthermore, both ibogaine and 18-methox-

ycoronaridine show some selectivity for this site in that much

higher drug concentrations were required to block other sites.

Ibogaine was at least five times less potent at a4h2 than at

a3h4 sites, and even more times less potent at NMDA and 5-

HT3 receptors. 18-Methoxycoronaridine was approximately

25 times less potent at 5-HT3 than at a3h4 receptors and, up

to at least 20 AM, was inactive at a4h2 and NMDA

receptors. Hence, the data suggest that antagonism at a3h4
receptors is a potentially important mechanism of action for

both ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine.

Low dose combinations of 18-methoxycoronaridine

with either mecamylamine or dextromethorphan or of

mecamylamine with dextromethorphan all significantly

reduced morphine and methamphetamine self-administra-

tion without affecting responding for water. It should be

noted that although baseline rates of responding for water

were much higher than baseline rates of drug self-admin-

istration, previous work (e.g., Glick et al., 1991) has

established that higher rates are more rather than less

sensitive to nonspecific treatment effects. Due to the

inverted U shape that is characteristic of drug self-admin-

istration dose-effect functions, treatment-induced decreases

in drug self-administration at a single infusion dosage

could conceivably reflect either potentiation (leftward shift

of dose-effect function) or antagonism (rightward shift of

dose-effect function) of the self-administered drug. Al-

though this issue was not directly addressed here, previous

work involving the effects of 18-methoxycoronardine on

morphine self-administration (Maisonneuve and Glick,

1999) and of dextromethorphan on methamphetamine

self-administration (Jun and Schindler, 2000) indicated

that, in both instances, the infusion dose–effect function

was shifted downward without displacement to the left or

right. This suggests that these treatments reduced the

reinforcing efficacy of the self-administered drugs. Because

the effects of the combination treatments assessed in the

present study closely mimicked the effects produced by

higher doses of each component of the treatments (e.g.,

Glick et al., 2000a,b, 2001), it is likely that the reinforcing

efficacies of the self-administered drugs were similarly

reduced here.

Antagonism at a3h4 sites is the only known action that

18-methoxycoronaridine, mecamylamine and dextromethor-

phan have in common. The self-administration results are

therefore consistent with our original hypothesis implicating

antagonism at a3h4 receptors as a potential mechanism to

modulate drug seeking behavior. However, this antagonism

at a3h4 receptors may not directly involve the dopaminer-

gic mesolimbic pathway presumed to mediate drug reward.

Although low densities of a3h4 receptors reside in the

dopaminergic nuclei of the ventral tegmental area, a3h4
nicotinic receptors are mainly located in the medial habe-

nula and the interpeduncular nucleus (e.g., Klink et al.,

2001; Quick et al., 1999). While the interpeduncular nucleus

receives its main input from the medial habenula, forming

the habenulointerpeduncular pathway, there are multiple

avenues for interaction between this pathway and the

mesolimbic pathway. Thus, for example, the medial habe-

nula receives input from the nucleus accumbens and has

efferents to the ventral tegmental area; and the interpedun-

cular nucleus has efferent connections to the brainstem

raphe nuclei and the medial dorsal thalamic nucleus, both

of which directly or indirectly (e.g., via the prefrontal

cortex) connect to the ventral tegmental area. Functional

interactions between the habenulointerpeduncular and mes-

olimbic pathways have in fact been demonstrated (Nishi-

kawa et al., 1986).

Aside from accounting for other preclinical effects of

dextromethorphan (Pulvirenti et al., 1997; Jun and Schin-

dler, 2000; Glick et al., 2001) and mecamylamine (Levin et

al., 2000) on drug self-administration, the mechanism pro-

posed here may also underlie effects already reported in the

human literature. Administration of mecamylamine was

found to reduce cue-induced craving in patients addicted

to cocaine (Reid et al., 1999), and in short-term clinical

trials, dextromethorphan reduced heroin intake (Koyuncuo-

glu, 1995), craving (Koyuncuoglu and Saydam, 1990), and

signs of opioid withdrawal (Koyuncuoglu and Saydam,

1990; Koyuncuoglu, 1995). 18-Methoxycoronaridine, hav-

ing apparently greater selectivity for a3h4 sites than either

mecamylamine or dextromethorphan, or the prototypical

iboga alkaloid ibogaine, may represent the first of a new

class of synthetic agents acting via a novel mechanism and

having a broad spectrum of activity to diminish multiple

forms of addictive behavior. This hypothesis will be pursued

in further studies.
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Abstract

It has been reported that ibogaine interferes with somatic withdrawal reactions in rats chronically treated with morphine. The present

experiments demonstrated that ibogaine also interferes with motivational withdrawal reactions and somatic withdrawal reactions in rats

treated with morphine on only two occasions. On each of two conditioning trials, naloxone was administered 24 h following an injection of

morphine. Four hours prior to each naloxone administration, rats were injected with either ibogaine or saline. In two experiments, ibogaine

interfered with naloxone-precipitated withdrawal. In Experiment 1, ibogaine-treated rats displayed a weaker aversion to the withdrawal-

paired chamber, and in Experiment 2, ibogaine-treated rats displayed fewer somatic withdrawal reactions than did saline treated rats. D 2001

Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It has been reported that ibogaine, an indole alkaloid

derived from the root bark of the African root shrub

Tabernanthe iboga, is an effective treatment for drug

addiction (Lotsof, 1995). The reputed efficacy of ibogaine

in alleviating opiate withdrawal is frequently cited in sup-

port of the alkaloid’s putative antiaddictive properties (Alper

et al., 1999). Laboratory experiments with animals have

demonstrated that ibogaine interferes with somatic symp-

toms of naloxone-precipitated withdrawal from chronically

administered morphine (Aceto et al., 1990; Dzoljic et al.,

1988; Glick et al., 1992; Popik et al., 1995), although there

are conflicting results (e.g., Frances et al., 1992; Sharpe and

Jaffe, 1990). The present experiments extend this research

by examining ibogaine’s ability to interfere with withdrawal

in rats that receive only two exposures to morphine.

Morphine withdrawal typically is produced by either

terminating chronic morphine exposure or by administering

an opiate antagonist, such as naloxone, to morphine-pre-

treated humans or rats (Jaffee and Martin, 1990). Antagonist-

precipitated opiate withdrawal may even be observed when

naloxone is administered up to several hours after, a single

dose of morphine (Eisenberg, 1982; Gellert and Sparber,

1977; Heishman et al., 1990; June et al., 1995). The

withdrawal is apparent not only by behavioral symptoms

of abstinence, but also by the ability of such withdrawal to

serve as an aversive motivational stimulus (Baldwin and

Koob, 1993; Jacob and Michaud, 1974; McDonald et al.,

1997; Mucha, 1992; Parker and Joshi, 1998).

Naloxone-precipitated morphine withdrawal produces

both a place and a taste aversion. Mucha (1992) has

reported that naloxone produces both taste and place

avoidance in rats implanted with slow release morphine

pellets. More recently, we have reported that subcutaneous

(sc) injection of morphine 24 h prior to naloxone also

produces withdrawal-induced taste and place avoidance

(McDonald et al., 1997; Parker and Joshi, 1998; Parker

et al., submitted). It has been suggested that since the

aversive motivational properties were evident well after

the agonist properties of morphine were no longer detect-

able, morphine administration may produce changes at the

receptor that persist beyond the agonist effects of morphine
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(June et al., 1995). The present experiments were designed

to investigate the ability of ibogaine to interfere with the

motivational properties (Experiment 1) and with the somatic

properties (Experiment 2) of naloxone-precipitated with-

drawal from acutely administered morphine.

2. Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, the potential of ibogaine to interfere

with the aversive motivational properties of naloxone-pre-

cipitated morphine withdrawal was evaluated using the

place-conditioning paradigm. On each of two conditioning

trial cycles, rats were administered morphine or saline 24 h

prior to an injection of naloxone and placement in a

chamber. Half of the rats in each group were injected with

ibogaine, and the other half were injected with saline, 4 h

before the naloxone injection. A 4-h ibogaine–naloxone

interval was used, because at the dose employed in the

present study, this interval effectively interfered with pre-

cipitated withdrawal from chronic morphine without pro-

ducing tremorigenic side effects (Glick et al., 1992).

Ibogaine has been reported to effectively interfere with the

establishment of a morphine place preference when it is

administered either 24 h or immediately prior to a condi-

tioning trial (Parker et al., 1995).

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Animals

The subjects were 32 male Sprague–Dawley rats

(Charles River Laboratories, St. Constant, Quebec) weigh-

ing between 190 and 260 g on the first conditioning day.

They were housed in polyethylene cages (two rats per cage)

and maintained ad lib on food and water. The room was

illuminated on a 12:12 light/dark schedule with the lights on

at 0800 h and all procedures occurred in the light. Upon

arrival in the laboratory, the rats were handled daily for

1 week prior to the conditioning trials. All procedures were

approved by the Institutional Animal Care Committee,

according to the guidelines of the Canadian Council for

Animal Care.

2.1.2. Apparatus

The place conditioning apparatus consisted of two

wooden chambers (35� 25� 30 cm), which were painted

flat black (Parker and Joshi, 1998). During conditioning,

the chambers were separated by a wooden divider. Each

chamber of the conditioning apparatus differed on the basis

of floor cues. The floor of one chamber consisted of

sandpaper strips which were 5 cm wide and separated

from the next strip by 5 cm. The other chamber had wire

mesh flooring. We have previously demonstrated that

when assessed by group means, rats display equal pref-

erence for the two floors (Parker, 1995). The divider was

removed during testing and the amount of time that the

rats spent exploring each chamber of the conditioning

apparatus was monitored by a video-tracking apparatus

from a video camera mounted to the ceiling (Videomex-V,

Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH).

2.1.3. Drugs

Morphine sulphate was obtained from the British Drug

House (BDH) and mixed with physiological saline to

produce a solution of 20 mg/ml (w/v). Naloxone HCl

was obtained from Dupont and mixed with physiological

saline to produce a solution of 1 mg/ml (w/v). Both

morphine and naloxone injections were administered sub-

cutaneously (sc) at a volume of 1 ml/kg. Ibogaine HCl

(NIDA) was prepared at a concentration of 10 mg/ml of

sterile water and was administered intraperitoneally (ip) at

a volume of 4 ml/kg (40 mg/kg).

2.1.4. Procedure

There were four groups, which differed on the basis of

the conditioning group (morphine–naloxone (MN) and

saline–naloxone (SN)) and on the basis of the putative

interfering treatment (ibogaine and saline). The experiment

consisted of two conditioning cycles (separated by 72 h) and

a place preference test. The design of a conditioning cycle is

presented in Table 1. On Day 1 of each cycle, rats were

injected with saline and 5 min later were placed in either the

chamber with the sandpaper floor or the chamber with the

mesh floor for 30 min. On Day 2, the rats were injected with

either morphine or saline solution and were returned to their

home cages. On Day 3, the rats were injected with ibogaine

or saline and were returned to their home cages. Four hours

later, they were injected with naloxone, 5 min prior to

placement chamber with the opposite floor experienced on

Day 1 for 30 min. The side paired with naloxone was

counterbalanced among the groups. After each trial, the

chambers were cleaned.

Table 1

Design of a conditioning cycle in Experiment 1

Day 3

Day 1 (1400 h) Day 2 (1400 h) 1000 h 1400 h

Group MN Saline! sandpaper or mesh floor Morphine Ibogaine Naloxone!mesh or sandpaper floor

Saline! sandpaper or mesh floor Morphine Saline Naloxene!mesh or sandpaper floor

Group SN Saline! sandpaper or mesh floor Saline Ibogaine Naloxene!mesh or sandpaper floor

Saline! sandpaper or mesh floor Saline Saline Naloxene!mesh or sandpaper floor
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The conditioned place preference test was conducted 96 h

after the second conditioning cycle. The divider was

removed from the conditioning apparatus and drug-free rats

were individually placed in the center of the place pref-

erence apparatus for 15 min. The video-tracking apparatus

automatically recorded the amount of time in seconds that

each rat spent in each of the two chambers. The dependent

variable was the difference between the time (s) spent on the

naloxone-paired floor (experienced on Day 3 of each con-

ditioning cycle) and the time spent on the saline-paired floor

(experienced on Day 1 of each conditioning cycle).

2.1.5. Data analysis

The mean time (s) that the rats spent on the naloxone-

paired floor minus the saline-paired floor during the place

preference test was entered into a 2� 2 between-groups

analysis of variance (ANOVA), with subsequent analysis of

simple main effects.

2.2. Results and discussion

Ibogaine attenuated acute naloxone-precipitated mor-

phine withdrawal. As is evident in Fig. 1, the analysis

revealed a significant conditioning group by treatment inter-

action [F(1,28) = 6.8, P=.014]. Subsequent analysis of sim-

ple main effects revealed that rats in Group MN displayed a

weaker place aversion when treated with ibogaine than when

treated with saline (P=.002), but rats in Group SN did not

differ among the treatment conditions (P=.78).

Ibogaine interfered with the aversive properties of nalox-

one-precipitated withdrawal from morphine, but did not

interfere with the aversive properties of naloxone alone.

This latter finding is consistent with those of Parker et al.

(1995) who reported that ibogaine did not interfere with the

establishment of a naloxone-induced place aversion, but did

interfere with the establishment of a morphine-induced

place preference.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was designed to evaluate the potential of

ibogaine to interfere with the display of somatic reactions

produced by acute naloxone-precipitated withdrawal. As in

Experiment 1, on each of two conditioning trial cycles, rats

were administered morphine or saline. Twenty hours later,

half of the rats in each group were injected with ibogaine

and the other half of the rats were injected with saline. Four

hours following the second injection (24 h after the initial

morphine or saline injection), all rats received an injection

of naloxone, and their behavior was observed. Ibogaine

treatment was expected to attenuate somatic signs of with-

drawal elicited by naloxone in morphine-conditioned rats,

but have no effect on the behavior in saline-conditioned rats.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Animals

The subjects were 28 male Sprague–Dawley rats

(Charles River Laboratories) weighing between 310 and

390 g on the first conditioning day. They were housed

singly in polyethylene cages, and maintained on ad lib food

and water. The room was illuminated on a 12:12 light/dark

schedule with the lights on at 0630 h, and all procedures

occurred during the light phase of the cycle. Upon arrival in

the laboratory, the rats were handled daily for one week

prior to the conditioning trials.

3.1.2. Apparatus

During all conditioning and test sessions, rats were placed

in one of six clear acrylic chambers (30� 30� 30 cm). Each

chamber was covered with a wire mesh top for ventilation.

Test sessions were videotaped and analyzed using The

Observer (Noldus) behavioral data collection software.

3.1.3. Procedure

Rats were assigned to one of two conditioning groups,

MN or SN, and one of two treatment conditions (ibogaine or

saline). The experiment consisted of two conditioning

cycles followed by a test. During the environment preexpo-

sure phase on Days 1–3 of the conditioning cycle, all rats

were injected with saline (ip), at a volume of 4 ml/kg, in the

home cage. Four hours following the first injection, the rats

were transported to a testing room, injected with 1 ml/kg

saline (sc), and placed in the observation chambers for a

period of 1 h. On Day 4 of the cycle, subjects were injected

with 20 mg/kg morphine (sc), or an equivalent volume of

saline, and were returned immediately to the home cage. On

Day 5 of the cycle, 20 h following the previous morphine or

saline injection, rats were injected with 40 mg/kg ibogaine

HCl (ip) or saline in the home cage. Four hours later, rats

Fig. 1. Mean ( ± S.E.M.) time (s) spent on the naloxone-paired minus saline-

paired floor by groups MN and SN treated with ibogaine and saline during

the place conditioning test of Experiment 1.
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were transported to the testing room, injected with 1 mg/kg

naloxone (sc), and placed in the observation chamber for 1 h.

During the second repetition of the cycle, which began

48 h later, all rats were videotaped for a period of 10 min

following the naloxone injection. Videotapes were later

scored for instances of rearing, wet dog shakes, teeth

chattering, genital licks, and mouth movements. The fre-

quency of each withdrawal behavior, displayed by each rat,

was scored by two observers (one who was aware of testing

conditions, and one who was unaware of testing conditions).

3.1.4. Data analysis

Reliability analysis revealed correlations between the two

sets of observations ranging from .78 to .93 for the behav-

iors scored. The mean frequency across observers for each

behavior was used for the purposes of data analysis. The

data were entered into a nonparametric analysis of variance,

with subsequent Mann–Whitney U comparison tests.

3.2. Results and discussion

Ibogaine attenuated some signs of acute naloxone-precipi-

tated morphine withdrawal behavior. No significant between

group differences were observed in the frequency of rearing,

and the frequency of wet dog shakes was near zero for all

groups. Fig. 2 presents mean frequency of each of the

remaining withdrawal behaviors scored. Nonparametric ana-

lyses revealed significant differences among groups for the

behaviors of mouth movements [H(3, N = 28) = 21.02,

P = .0001], teeth chattering [H(3, N = 28) = 18.18,

P= .0004], and genital licks [H(3, N = 28) = 9.55, P= .02].

SubsequentMann–WhitneyU tests revealed that GroupMN,

when treated with saline, displayed more mouth movements

and bouts of teeth chattering than did Group SN in either

treatment (ibogaine or saline) condition (P’s < .01), and also

more mouth movements and bouts of teeth chattering that

Group MN subjects treated with ibogaine (P’s < .05). It was

also revealed that Group MN, when treated with saline,

displayed more genital licking than Group SN in either

treatment (ibogaine or saline) condition (P’s < .05). The

difference in frequency of genital licks between Group MN

subjects treated with ibogaine or saline approached signific-

ance (P= .064).

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the above data suggest that

treatment with ibogaine attenuated the display of mouth

movements, teeth chattering, and genital licks in Group MN,

and that these behaviors were exhibited only to a small

degree by rats in Group SN regardless of treatment con-

dition. These results suggest that treatment with ibogaine

may attenuate the effects of antagonist-precipitated with-

drawal in morphine-experienced subjects.

It should be noted that, among the behaviors recorded at

test, mouth movements was by far the most frequently

occurring behavior in Group MN regardless of the treatment

condition (ibogaine or saline). For this reason, mouth move-

ments may provide a highly sensitive measure of opiate

withdrawal. This behavior, which we interpret as reflecting

increased salivation, is opposite in direction to the uncon-

ditional drying effect of opiates on the secretory membranes

(Jaffee and Martin, 1990). When the unconditional effects of

morphine are terminated by naloxone administration, the

now unopposed compensatory response to the unconditional

opioid effects manifests as excessive salivation.

4. General discussion

Previous reports investigating the efficacy of ibogaine

to alleviate opiate withdrawal symptoms have generally

focused on chronically administered opiates (Aceto et al.,

1990; Dzoljic et al., 1988; Glick et al., 1992; Popik et

al., 1995). However, there is evidence that opiate with-

drawal is evident following even a single exposure to

morphine, and may be observed several hours (Eisen-

berg, 1982; Heishman et al., 1990; June et al., 1995),

and indeed even 24 h (Gellert and Sparber, 1977;

McDonald et al., 1997; Parker and Joshi, 1998; Parker

et al., submitted), after one or two morphine experiences.

In both experiments of the present report, naloxone-

precipitated withdrawal behavior was evident 24 h after

morphine injections. Ibogaine alleviated that withdrawal

behavior in rats as measured by the direct observation of

somatic withdrawal symptoms (Experiment 2) and place

avoidance (Experiment 1).

Although it has previously been reported that ibogaine

interferes with somatic withdrawal reactions in rats

Fig. 2. Mean ( ± S.E.M.) frequency of (a) mouth movements, (b) bouts of

teeth chattering, and (c) genital licks displayed by groups MN and SN

following two conditioning trials among rats treated with ibogaine and

saline in Experiment 2.
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(Dzoljic et al., 1988), it has not been reported that ibogaine

interferes with the aversive motivational properties of

morphine withdrawal in rats. The results of Experiment 1

demonstrate that ibogaine interferes with the establishment

of a place aversion produced by naloxone-precipitated

morphine withdrawal. Therefore, our results provide addi-

tional support for ibogaine’s reputed efficacy in alleviating

withdrawal from opiates.

The mechanisms that are responsible for ibogaine’s

antiaddictive effects remain to be discovered, although a

number of possibilities are currently under investigation

(Glick et al., 2000; Mash et al., 2000). For instance, since

ibogaine undergoes extensive first pass metabolism to nor-

ibogaine (12-hydroxyibogamine), it is possible that the

metabolite blocks acute dependence rather than ibogaine

itself (Pablo and Mash, 1998; Staley et al., 1996; Zubaran

et al., 1999).

5. Conclusions

Ibogaine interfered with naloxone-precipitated with-

drawal from acutely administered morphine when measured

by the aversive motivational properties of withdrawal and

by the somatic behavioral withdrawal responses. These

results support previous findings that ibogaine or its metab-

olite (noribogaine) may serve to interfere with opiate

withdrawal reactions in rats.
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Abstract

18-Methoxycoronaridine (18-MC), a novel iboga alkaloid congener that decreases drug self-administration in several animal models, may

be a potential treatment for multiple forms of drug abuse. In animal models, 18-MC reduced intravenous morphine, cocaine,

methamphetamine and nicotine self-administration, oral alcohol and nicotine intake, and attenuated signs of opioid withdrawal, but had no

effect on responding for a nondrug reinforcer (water) and produced no apparent toxicity [Brain Res. 719 (1996) 29; NeuroReport 11 (2000)

2013; Pharmacol. Biochem. Behav. 58 (1997) 615; Psychopharmacology (Berl.) 139 (1998) 274; NeuroReport 9 (1998) 1283; Ann. N. Y.

Acad. Sci. 914 (2000) 369]. Consistent with a relationship among drug sensitization, mesolimbic dopamine, and drug-seeking behavior, 18-

MC also blocked the sensitized dopamine responses to morphine and cocaine in the nucleus accumbens. An extensive series of receptor

studies showed that 18-MC was most potent and somewhat selective as an antagonist at a3b4 nicotinic receptors. Low-dose combinations of

18-MC with other drugs known to have this same action (e.g., mecamylamine, dextromethorphan, bupropion) decreased morphine,

methamphetamine, and nicotine self-administration in rats at doses that were ineffective if administered alone. Together, the data support the

hypothesis that diencephalic pathways having high densities of a3b4 nicotinic receptors modulate mesocorticolimbic pathways more directly

involved in drug reinforcement. Antagonists of a3b4 nicotinic receptors may represent a totally novel approach to treating multiple addictive

disorders, and 18-MC might be the first of a new class of synthetic agents acting via this novel mechanism and having a broad spectrum of

activity.
D 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ibogaine; Iboga alkaloids; 18-Methoxycoronaridine; a3b4 Nicotinic receptors; Dorsal diencephalic conduction system; Habenulo-interpeduncular

pathway; Mesocorticolimbic pathways; Dopamine; Addiction; Drug self-administration; In vivo microdialysis
1. Introduction

Ibogaine, one of several alkaloids found in the root bark

of the African shrub Tabernanthe iboga, has a long history

of use in Africa, in initiation rites and religious rituals of

Bwiti and Mbiri cults as well as a stimulant to keep hunters

awake and motionless while stalking prey. While studies

conducted in France in the early 1900s showed that it had

both hallucinogenic and stimulant properties, ibogaine

attracted little scientific interest in the United States until

the late 1980s. Despite a brief appearance on the illicit

market in the 1960s, resulting in it being classified as a

Schedule I substance by the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
0091-3057/03/$ – see front matter D 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserv

doi:10.1016/S0091-3057(03)00119-9
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tration in 1970, ibogaine use was never widespread in this

country. Indeed, ibogaine only became newsworthy when it

was claimed to be an effective treatment for the abuse of

other drugs.

In five U.S. patents (numbers 4,499,096; 4,587,243;

4,857,523; 5,026,697; 5,124,994) issued between 1985

and 1992, H. Lotsof claimed that ibogaine had antiaddictive

properties, supposedly being effective in treating opiate

(heroin) addiction, stimulant (cocaine and amphetamine)

abuse, alcohol dependence, cigarette smoking (nicotine

dependence), and polydrug abuse. Ibogaine was said to

interfere with the ‘‘physiological and psychological as-

pects’’ of addiction, abolishing the craving for drugs; a

single treatment was supposedly effective for 6 months and

a series of four treatments for up to 3 years. To a limited

extent, studies in animals corroborated these claims. In rats,

ibogaine was reported to decrease intravenous morphine

(Glick et al., 1991) and cocaine (Cappendijk and Dzoljic,
ed.
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1993; Glick et al., 1994) self-administration as well as the

oral intake of alcohol (Rezvani et al., 1995) and nicotine

(Glick et al., 1998). Most of these effects lasted for a day or

more after ibogaine treatment, well beyond the presence of

the drug, or its active metabolite noribogaine, in the brain

(Hough et al., 1996; Pearl et al., 1997).

Although still used outside of the United States, reports of

side effects of ibogaine have limited its potential therapeutic

utility and markedly reduced the likelihood that it will ever

be developed for use as an approved legal medication. Aside

from having stimulant and hallucinogenic properties, ibo-

gaine (20–40 mg/kg) induces tremors, manifested as whole

body shaking in rats. The tremors are attributable to activa-

tion of an olivocerebellar pathway (O’Hearn and Molliver,

1997). At high doses (� 100 mg/kg in rats), ibogaine over-

stimulates cerebellar Purkinje cells (O’Hearn and Molliver,

1993; Molinari et al., 1996) and produces damage to the

cerebellar vermis. Another side effect that is not as well

documented (Hajo et al., 1981; Glick and Maisonneuve,

2000b) but that might have more clinical significance is a

pronounced bradycardia (decrease in heart rate).

Our intent in this article is not to review the sizeable

literature on the pharmacology and toxicology of ibogaine.

This was presented fairly exhaustively in 2001 (cf. Alper

and Glick, 2001) and very little new information has

emerged in the last couple of years. Rather, we will review

our recent work concerned with the development of a safer

and more efficacious structural derivative of ibogaine and

with the mechanism(s) of action of this compound.

Our initial work with other iboga alkaloids demonstrated

that decreases in drug self-administration could be dissoci-

ated from tremorigenic activity: R-ibogamine and R-coro-

naridine, two nontremorigenic iboga alkaloids, mimicked

ibogaine’s effects on morphine and cocaine self-administra-

tion (Glick et al., 1994). However, like ibogaine, these other

alkaloids also had acute nonspecific effects, reducing

responding for a nondrug reinforcer (water) during the first

1–2 h after administration. Noribogaine, the major metab-

olite of ibogaine (Mash et al., 1995), was tested too (Glick et

al., 1996b); although nontremorigenic, it also reduced

responding for water as well as for drugs (morphine,

cocaine). Although several other synthetic analogues of

ibogamine and coronaridine had similar profiles of activity,

eventually we identified one that was quite different. 18-

Methoxycoronaridine (18-MC, Fig. 1), which was also

nontremorigenic, mimicked ibogaine’s effects on morphine

and cocaine self-administration but had no acute depressant
Fig. 1. Chemical structure of 18-MC.
effect on responding for water (Glick et al., 1996a). Further

studies showed that 18-MC also reduced oral alcohol and

nicotine intake as well as intravenous nicotine and meth-

amphetamine self-administration (Rezvani et al., 1997;

Glick et al., 2000a). 18-MC produced no cerebellar toxicity

(Glick et al., 1996a). After establishing the efficacy and

relative safety of 18-MC, most of our efforts were directed

to elucidating its mechanism of action. This article will

largely focus on these more recent studies.
2. Methods

2.1. Animals

Naı̈ve female Long–Evans (250 g; Charles River, NY) or

Sprague–Dawley derived (250 g; Taconic, Germantown,

NY) rats were maintained on a normal 12-h light cycle

(lights on at 7:00 a.m., lights off at 7:00 p.m.). Female rats

were used because they have much slower growth curves

and are therefore less likely to outgrow their intravenous

catheters. For all experiments, the Guide for the Care and

Use of Laboratory Animals (National Academy of Sciences,

1996) was followed.

2.2. Chemicals used in vivo

18-MC hydrochloride (Albany Molecular Research,

Albany, NY) was dissolved in phosphate buffer. Ibogaine

hydrochloride (Sigma/RBI, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in

water. Dextromethorphan hydrobromide, mecamylamine

hydrochloride, and bupropion hydrochloride (all from

Sigma/RBI) were dissolved in saline.

2.3. Self-administration procedure

The intravenous self-administration procedure has been

described previously (e.g., Glick et al., 1996a, 2000a,

2002a,b). Briefly, responses on either of two levers (mounted

15 cm apart on the front wall of each operant test cage) were

recorded on an IBM compatible computer with a Med

Associates interface. The intravenous self-administration

system consisted of polyethylene silicone cannulas con-

structed according to the design of Weeks (1972), Instech

harnesses and swivels, and Harvard Apparatus infusion

pumps (number 55-2222). Shaping of the bar-press response

was initially accomplished by training rats to bar-press for

water. Cannulas were then implanted in the external jugular

vein according to procedures described by Weeks (1972).

Self-administration testing began with a 16-h nocturnal

session followed by daily 1-h sessions, 5 days (Monday to

Friday) a week. A lever-press response produced a 10-ml
infusion of drug solution (0.01 mg of morphine sulfate) in

about 0.2 s or a 50-ml infusion of drug solution (0.025 mg of

methamphetamine sulfate, 0.02 mg of nicotine hydrogen

bitartrate) in about 1 s. Since all rats generally weighed
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250 ± 20 g, each response delivered approximately 0.04 mg/

kg of morphine, 0.1 mg/kg of methamphetamine, or 0.08

mg/kg of nicotine (0.028 mg/kg free base). Experiments to

assess the effects of experimental treatments were begun

when baseline self-administration rates stabilized (� 10%

variation from one day to the next across 5 days), usually

after 2 weeks of testing. To provide an indication of the

specificity of treatment effects on drug self-administration,

all treatments were also administered to other rats bar-

pressing for water (0.01 ml orally) on a comparable schedule

(continuous reinforcement; 1-h sessions).

2.4. Rotarod motor coordination test

Performance measures of motor behavior were con-

ducted using a commercially designed and constructed

accelerating rotarod (Rotamex 4/4, Columbus Instruments,

Columbus, OH). Motor coordination was quantified as the

animal’s ability to remain in place on an accelerating

rotating rod. Before drug dosing, rats were gradually trained

to stay on the rod by providing them six to eight 3-min

training periods per day. The rats were trained at increasing

rod speeds of 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 rpm for periods of 3 min.

Electric shock (2 mA, AC) was present on the apparatus

floor to encourage the animal to stay on the rod. The

animal’s time of falling was recorded automatically by

photocell detection. An individual animal was considered

trained when it reached a criterion of two successive trials at

15 rpm wherein it stayed on the rod for the full 3-min

session. Only those rats that met this criterion after 2 days of

training were used in these experiments. All testing was

conducted at least 2 h after the final training trial. Drugs

were given by intraperitoneal injection 30 min prior to the

testing session. Animals were placed on the rod while it was

rotating at 10 rpm. Upon placement, the rod’s rotational

speed was increased at a rate of 8.3 rpm/min. Total possible

test session duration was 3 min. Time of falling and

revolutions per minute at time of fall were recorded for

each animal.

2.5. Plus maze procedure

The apparatus was made of black Plexiglas and consisted

of two runways that intersected at the center at right angles.

Each arm of the maze measured 40� 10 cm (length by

width). Two of the arms that were opposed to each other had

walls that measured 40 cm in height (closed arms), whereas

the other two arms had no walls (closed arms). The maze

was elevated 52 cm above the floor. It was located in a

darkened room so that only the open arms were illuminated,

each with its own 40-W incandescent light. Animals were

placed in the center of the maze (10� 10 cm) and the

number of entries into each type of arm was counted (all

four paws in the arm defining an entry) as was the time

spent on each type of arm. The test was terminated 5 min

after the animal was placed in the center. The following
measures were calculated: total number of arm entries,

entries into open and closed arms, time in open and closed

arms, and percent of total time spent in open arms. Changes

in the total number of arm entries reflect a general index of

activity, whereas changes in the percent measure constitutes

an index of anxiety. Increased percent open-arm time

reflects an anxiolytic state, while decreased percent open-

arm time reflects an anxiogenic state. Animals’ movements

were recorded by using an overhead video camera and

VCR. They were subsequently scored by a ‘‘blind’’ obser-

ver.

2.6. In vivo microdialysis and high-pressure liquid chroma-

tography procedures

Under pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg ip), the rats

were implanted stereotaxically with a microdialysis guide

cannula (CMA: 8309010; Acton, MA) over the nucleus

accumbens and with bilateral injector guides 0.5 mm above

the interpeduncular nuclei (see Section 2.7). The coordinates

of the microdialysis guide cannula were chosen such that,

when inserted, the tips of the dialysis probes were located in

the medial portion of the shell area of the nucleus accum-

bens (AP: + 1.6 mm and L: ± 0.8 mm from bregma; V:

� 8.6 mm from the surface of the skull) (Paxinos and

Watson, 1986). Animals were monitored for proper recovery

but otherwise left undisturbed for 4 days after surgery. The

afternoon prior to the in vivo microdialysis experiment, the

rats were placed in a cubical microdialysis chamber with

free access to food and water. With the rats briefly anes-

thetized with Brevital (45 mg/kg ip), dialysis probes (CMA

8309502) were inserted through the guide cannulas. Arti-

ficial cerebrospinal fluid containing 146 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM

KCl, 1.2 mM CaCl2, and 1.0 mM MgCl2 was delivered

continuously by a Harvard syringe pump at a flow rate of 1

ml/min. Collection of perfusates began the next day. Twenty-

minute fractions were collected in vials containing 2.0 ml of
1.1 M perchloric acid solution (containing 50 mg/l EDTA

and 50 mg/l sodium metabisulfite). After 2 h of baseline

collections, 18-MC (10 mg) or vehicle was locally adminis-

tered into the interpeduncular nucleus (see Section 2.7) and

the rats received a dose of morphine (5 mg/kg ip) or saline.

The collection of dialysate samples was then continued for 3

h. Upon completion of an experiment, rats were killed by an

overdose of pentobarbital. Each brain was removed, frozen,

and sliced (50-mm coronal sections) in a cryostat. The tracks

left by the probes were identified and their exact positions

determined by reference to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson

(1986). Only the dialysates of animals whose tracks were

within 0.5 mm of the correct placement were analyzed.

Dialysate samples were assayed for dopamine, dihydrox-

yphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), and homovanillic acid (HVA)

by high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) with elec-

trochemical detection. The HPLC system consisted of an

ESA 540 autosampler, an ESA 580 solvent delivery system,

an ESA C18 column (MD-150), and an ESA Coulochem II



Fig. 2. Dose– response effects of intraperitoneally administered 18-MC on

the self-administration of morphine, methamphetamine, and nicotine. Each

data point represents the mean ( ± S.E.M.) of at least six rats. * Significant

differences between baseline and treatment, P < .05– .001.
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electrochemical detector with a working electrode set at a

potential of 0.25 V. The mobile phase was purchased from

ESA (MD-TM) and consisted of 0.075 mM sodium dihy-

drogen phosphate, monohydrate, 0.0017 mM octane sulfonic

acid, and 25 mM EDTA in 10% HPLC grade acetonitrile,

adjusted to pH 3.0 with phosphoric acid. The flow rate was

set at 0.53 ml/min. Chromatograms were integrated using

Hewlett Packard ChemStation software.

2.7. Intracerebral drug administration methodology

Rats were stereotaxically implanted under sodium pen-

tobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg) with bilateral 22-gauge

injector guides (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA, USA) 0.5 mm

above the interpeduncular nuclei (AP: � 6.3 mm, ML: ± 2.6

mm, DV: � 9.2 mm, angled 14� from midline) (Paxinos and

Watson, 1986). Obturators were screwed into the injector

guides. The injector guides were fastened to the skull using

stainless steel screws (Small Parts, Miami Lakes, FL) and

cranioplastic cement (Plastics One). Rats were returned to

individual cages and were provided with food and water ad

libitum. The cages were kept on a heating pad overnight, and

the following day the rats were returned to the colony room.

Rats were allowed at least 4–5 days of recovery from surgery

before being utilized in microinjection studies. Drugs (or

vehicle) were locally administered into the interpeduncular

nucleus using an infusion pump (Harvard Apparatus); all

such treatments were administered in a 1-ml volume during a

1-min infusion to prevent reflux through the guide cannula;

the injection cannula (26-gauge) was kept in place for an

additional minute after a treatment was administered.
3. Results

3.1. Effects of 18-MC on drug self-administration and other

behaviors

Fig. 2 shows that in rats, 18-MC reduced the self-

administration of multiple classes of drugs of abuse; at 40

mg/kg, these effects generally lasted for 24–48 h (Glick et

al., 1996a, 2000a; Rezvani et al., 1997). 18-MC (40 mg/kg)

appeared to produce downward shifts, without any displace-

ment to the left or right, in the entire unit infusion dose–

response curve of a self-administered drug (Maisonneuve

and Glick, 1999), indicating that reinforcing efficacy was

reduced (i.e., drugs of abuse were less reinforcing in the

presence of 18-MC). It should also be noted that 18-MC was

most potent at reducing nicotine self-administration. The

minimum effective dose of 18-MC that significantly

decreased drug self-administration was 2 mg/kg for nicotine

vs. 10 mg/kg for morphine, methamphetamine, and cocaine.

This was perhaps an early hint that 18-MC might interact

with nicotine receptors.

Testing in other behavioral contexts revealed that 18-

MC’s effects on drug self-administration are fairly selective.
Unlike ibogaine (40 mg/kg), which produces tremors, de-

presses locomotor activity, and impairs rotarod perform-

ance, 18-MC (40 mg/kg) produced no motoric effects; it

elicited no tremors (Glick et al., 1996a), did not affect

rotarod performance (Fig. 3), and did not alter spontaneous

locomotor activity (Glick et al., 1999). 18-MC was also

inactive in the Porsolt Immobility Test (indicative of anti-

depressant activity) as well as in the Vogel Conflict Test

(indicative of anxiolytic activity); however, in the plus

maze, 18-MC was anxiolytic (significantly increasing open

arm entries but not total arm entries), in contrast to ibogaine,

which was anxiogenic (Fig. 4). As mentioned below, 18-MC

has been shown to block a3b4 nicotinic receptors and

interestingly, it was recently reported that mice lacking b4
nicotinic receptor subunits were also anxiolytic in the plus

maze but not in other ‘‘anxiety’’ paradigms (Salas et al.,

2002).

3.2. Pharmacokinetics

We used gas chromatography–mass spectrometry to

develop a quantitative method for measuring 18-MC in

plasma and tissues. Analysis of plasma levels after intra-

venous administration of 18-MC indicated that 18-MC had a

short initial half-life (about 5–10 min); however, the data

did not fit a one-compartment model and, using a two-

compartment model, which did fit the data, there was a

terminal half-life of over 100 min (Glick et al., 1999).

Analysis of tissue levels after intraperitoneal and per os

administration showed that 18-MC was highly sequestered

in fat (Glick et al., 1999); this was consistent with the

elimination data fitting a two-compartment model and with

the fact that the calculated volume of distribution of 18-MC

was very large (4–6 l in rats). However, in absolute terms,



Fig. 3. Effects of 18-MC and ibogaine on rotarod performance. The drugs

(40 mg/kg) were administered intraperitoneally 30 min prior to the testing

session. Each data point represents the mean ( ± S.E.M.) of four rats.

* Significant difference between control (vehicle) and treatment, P < .05.

Fig. 4. Dose– response effects of 18-MC and ibogaine in the plus maze test.

The drugs were administered intraperitoneally 30 min prior to the test. Each

data point represents the mean ( ± S.E.M.) of at least five rats. * Significant

differences between control (vehicle) and treatments, P < .05.
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even fat levels of 18-MC were low and the total amount of

18-MC measured in tissues accounted for less than 10% of

the administered dose. This suggested that 18-MC might be

rapidly metabolized, probably subject to a substantial first-

pass effect. Although the deposition in fat could account for

18-MC’s prolonged duration of action (i.e., fat being a

natural depot), it was also possible that 18-MC might have

an active metabolite, such that the drug deposited in fat

served as a long-term depot of precursor for conversion to

the active moiety. Subsequent studies showed that 18-MC

does indeed have an active metabolite (18-hydroxycoronar-

idine; Zhang et al., 2002), but this metabolite appears to

play a minimal role in mediating 18-MC’s effects (i.e.,

tissue levels of 18-hydroxycoronaridine are very low; L.B.

Hough, personal communication of preliminary data).

3.3. Receptor studies: antagonism of �3�4 nicotinic

receptors

The results of an extensive receptor screen comparing the

binding affinities of 18-MC and ibogaine showed that both

drugs potentially interacted with several receptors (Glick et

al., 1999, 2000b). Ibogaine had micromolar affinities for

kappa- and mu-opioid receptors, NMDA receptors, 5-HT3

receptors, muscarinic receptors, sigma-2 sites, sodium chan-

nels, and serotonin transporter. 18-MC had micromolar

affinities at all three opioid receptors and at 5-HT3 receptors

but no affinity at NMDA receptors or the serotonin trans-

porter. Because all of these affinities were low, it was

difficult to envision how any of these actions could be

responsible for ‘‘therapeutic’’ effects lasting 24–48 h.

However, some of these actions might be relevant to side

effects and be responsible for a potentially higher thera-

peutic index of 18-MC relative to ibogaine. Actions of

ibogaine at muscarinic (M1 and M2) receptors and at

sodium channels might be responsible for its cardiovascu-

lar toxicity (bradycardia); and ibogaine’s affinity was two

to three times greater than 18-MC at all of these sites.
Ibogaine’s action at sigma-2 sites has been related to its

neurotoxicity (Bowen et al., 1995), and its sigma-2 affinity

was approximately 30-fold greater than that of 18-MC. We

have previously proposed that the hallucinogenic effect of

ibogaine is attributable to serotonin release, an effect not

exhibited by 18-MC (Wei et al., 1998); the NMDA antagonist

action of ibogaine (Popik et al., 1994), also not shared by 18-

MC, might also contribute to ibogaine’s hallucinogenic

effect.

Functional studies (Badio et al., 1997; Mah et al., 1998;

Fryer and Lukas, 1999) indicating that ibogaine was a

relatively potent noncompetitive antagonist at nicotinic

receptors prompted us to pursue this as a potential mech-

anism of action for 18-MC as well. Initially, in functional

assays (86Rb + efflux from KXa3b4R2 cells) conducted by

Dr. Kenneth Kellar (Georgetown University) as part of the

NIMH Psychoactive Drug Screening Program, 18-MC was

found to be an antagonist at a3b4 nicotinic receptors.

However, this work did not establish whether 18-MC

nicotinic antagonist action was specific to the a3b4 subtype

or whether other nicotinic subtypes were also affected, for

example the a4b2 subtype that is most prevalent in the brain

(e.g., Flores et al., 1992). Hence, the actions of both 18-MC

and ibogaine at both a3b4 and a4b2 receptors were sub-

sequently determined using patch-clamp methodology

(Glick et al., 2002a).

Both ibogaine and 18-MC were antagonists at a3b4
nicotinic receptors (IC50s = 0.22 and 0.75 mM, respect-

ively), and both agents were more potent at this site than

at a4b2 nicotinic receptors or at NMDA or 5-HT3 receptors;

18-MC was more selective in this regard than ibogaine.

Ibogaine was at least five times less potent at a4b2 than at

a3b4 sites and even more times less potent at NMDA and 5-

HT3 receptors. 18-MC was approximately 25 times less

potent at 5-HT3 than at a3b4 receptors, and up to at least 20

mM was inactive at a4b2 and NMDA receptors. Hence, the

data suggested that antagonism at a3b4 receptors was a

potentially important and possibly the primary mechanism



Fig. 5. Effects of drug combinations on morphine self-administration. Rats

were administered two of the following treatments before testing:

mecamylamine (MEC; 1 mg/kg ip, 30 min prior to test), 18-MC (1 mg/

kg ip, 15 min prior to test), dextromethorphan (DM; 5 mg/kg, sc, 20 min

prior to test), bupropion (Bup; 5 mg/kg ip, 15 min prior to test), or vehicle

(saline for MEC, DM, and Bup; phosphate buffer for 18-MC). Each data

point represents the mean ( ± S.E.M.) percent of baseline of six to eight rats.

* Significant differences between baseline and treatments, P< .01– .001.
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of action for both ibogaine and 18-MC. Consistent with this

hypothesis, recent work (Pace et al., 2002) with a series of

18-MC derivatives (nine compounds) showed that potencies

to block a3b4 receptors were significantly (P < .05) corre-

lated (r=.67 and .75, respectively) with effects on morphine

and methamphetamine self-administration. Moreover, the

(+) and (� ) enantiomers of 18-MC were equally potent

in reducing morphine self-administration (Glick and Mai-

sonneuve, 2000b) and equally potent in blocking a3b4
nicotinic receptors.

3.4. �3�4 Antagonism and self-administration

Totally selective antagonists of a3b4 receptors are un-

available, and hence it was difficult to further test our

hypothesis that a3b4 receptor antagonists would reduce

drug self-administration. However, we reasoned that if two

agents had the common action of blocking this site but also

had other actions that were unique to each agent, the

combination of low doses of such agents (doses of each

agent that would be ineffective if administered alone) might

produce additive effects at the a3b4 site and reduce drug

self-administration without the involvement of other actions

contributing to side effects. As a test of this idea, the effects

of six such combined treatments on morphine, methamph-

etamine, and nicotine self-administration were assessed

(Glick et al., 2002a,b). These treatments consisted of com-

binations of two of the following: 18-MC, mecamylamine,

dextromethorphan, and bupropion.

Dextromethorphan and its metabolite dextrorphan are

both antagonists at NMDA glutamate receptors (Murray

and Leid, 1984; Ebert et al., 1998) as well as at a3b4
nicotinic receptors (Hernandez et al., 2000); however, in

studies comparing their effects on drug self-administration

(Glick et al., 2001), the relative potencies of dextromethor-

phan and dextrorphan were more consistent with actions at

a3b4 receptors than at NMDA receptors. Mecamylamine is

a well-known and prototypical nonspecific nicotinic ant-

agonist (e.g., Martin et al., 1993); however, Papke et al.

(2001) recently reported that mecamylamine has preferential

affinity for a3b4 receptors vs. other nicotinic subtypes (e.g.,

a4b2). Bupropion, long known to be a weak inhibitor of

dopamine reuptake (e.g., Ferris et al., 1982; Ascher et al.,

1995), was more recently discovered to block nicotinic

receptors (Fryer and Lukas, 1999; Slemmer et al., 2000),

and it has been estimated that bupropion concentrations in

human brain are likely to be more than sufficient to block

a3b4 nicotinic receptors (Fryer and Lukas, 1999). Thus, for

each of these drugs as well as for 18-MC, there is a reason to

believe that the a3b4 nicotinic receptor may be an important

site of action despite the fact that all of these drugs have

multiple actions.

All six drug combinations, but none of the drugs admin-

istered alone at the same doses, significantly decreased

morphine, methamphetamine, and nicotine self-administra-

tion while having no effect on responding for water. The
drug doses selected for the combination treatments were, in

each instance, based on knowledge of the respective dose–

response functions (i.e., the doses were approximately one-

third of the lowest doses that would, if administered alone,

significantly decrease drug self-administration). Fig. 5

shows the effects of the combination treatments on mor-

phine self-administration. It should be noted that these same

treatments had no effects on responding for water.

3.5. In vivo microdialysis studies

It is now well established that the rewarding effects of

many drugs of abuse are, to some extent, all mediated by the

mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway originating in the ventral

tegmental area and innervating the nucleus accumbens.

Although through different mechanisms, opioids, stimu-

lants, ethanol, and nicotine all increase extracellular levels

of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens. Consistent with an

antiaddictive action, 18-MC (Glick et al., 1996a), like

ibogaine (Maisonneuve et al., 1991), was found acutely

(within the first 3 h of administration) to decrease dopamine

release in the nucleus accumbens. Other studies at longer

posttreatment intervals showed that 18-MC (Glick et al.,

1998; Maisonneuve and Glick, 1999; Szumlinski et al.,

2000a), like ibogaine (Maisonneuve et al., 1991, 1992a,b,

1997; Benwell et al., 1996; Sershen et al., 1996), could

sometimes alter drug-induced increases in dopamine in the

nucleus accumbens. However, these acute interactions dif-

fered in direction for different drugs. For example, although

18-MC pretreatment clearly blocked the acute dopamine

response to nicotine (Glick et al., 1998), it actually poten-

tiated the effects of morphine (Maisonneuve and Glick,

1999; Maisonneuve et al., 2001), both on dopamine and

its metabolites (DOPAC and HVA). In contrast, in further



Fig. 7. Effect of interpeduncular administration of 18-MC on morphine self-

administration (means ± S.E.M.). 18-MC (10 mg in 1 ml) or vehicle was

infused into both interpeduncular nuclei of rats (n= 6/group) immediately

prior to the session. * Significant difference between treatments, P < .01.
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work (Szumlinski et al., 2000b), the effect of the same 18-MC

pretreatment on the sensitized dopamine response to repeated

morphine (20 mg/kg) administration was quite different: 18-

MC (40 mg/kg ip, 19 h beforehand) blocked sensitization to

morphine-induced dopamine release in the shell of the

nucleus accumbens. Similar to 18-MC, dextromethorphan,

another a3b4 nicotinic antagonist, was also found to enhance
the acute dopamine response to morphine in the nucleus

accumbens yet it blocks the sensitized dopamine response to

chronic morphine (Steinmiller et al., 2002). Furthermore, 18-

MC pretreatment (40 mg/kg ip, 19 h beforehand) also

blocked the sensitized dopamine response to repeated

cocaine administration (Szumlinski et al., 2000a), although

the same 18-MC pretreatment had no effect on the acute

dopamine response to cocaine (20 mg/kg ip). Substantial

evidence supports a relationship between drug sensitization

and drug-seeking behavior, and several investigators have

theorized that the neuroadaptations mediating sensitization

are responsible for the craving associated with addiction (De

Vries et al., 1998, 1999; Vanderschuren et al., 1999; Rob-

inson and Berridge, 1993, 2001). Hence, the attenuation of

drug sensitization by 18-MC is consistent with its effects on

drug self-administration and, to the limited extent studied, on

‘‘craving’’ in an animal model (Glick et al., 1999).

3.6. 18-MC and the habenulo-interpeduncular pathway

The evidence implicating antagonism of a3b4 nicotinic

receptors as the primary mechanism of action of 18-MC

was, at least superficially, difficult to reconcile with its

effects on the mesolimbic dopamine system. Only relatively

low densities of a3b4 receptors reside in the ventral

tegmental area (e.g., Klink et al., 2001), making it unlikely

that a3b4 antagonists modulate drug self-administration

directly via this route. In fact, a3b4 nicotinic receptors are

mainly located in the medial habenula and the interpedun-
Fig. 6. Effects of interpeduncular administration of 18-MC on morphine-

induced changes (means ± S.E.M.) in extracellular dopamine in the nucleus

accumbens. 18-MC (10 mg in 1 ml) or vehicle was infused into both

interpeduncular nuclei of rats (N = 6–8/group) immediately prior to

morphine administration (5 mg/kg ip). * Significant differences between

the two groups, P < .05.
cular nucleus (e.g., Klink et al., 2001; Quick et al., 1999).

The interpeduncular nucleus receives its major input from

the medial habenula, forming the habenulo-interpeduncular

pathway, and there are multiple avenues for interaction

between this pathway and the mesolimbic pathway (cf.

Section 4 and Fig. 8). Functional interactions between the

habenulo-interpeduncular and mesolimbic pathways are

therefore likely, and to some extent, have already been

demonstrated (Nishikawa et al., 1986). We therefore began

to directly test the hypothesis that 18-MC’s action in the

habenulo-interpeduncular pathway mediates its effects on

the mesolimbic pathway and on drug self-administration.

In preliminary studies, we first conducted an experiment

to determine if the local administration of 18-MC (10 mg)
into the interpeduncular nucleus could alter morphine-

induced (5 mg/kg ip) dopamine release in the nucleus

accumbens. As shown in Fig. 6, interpeduncular-adminis-

tered 18-MC significantly enhanced morphine-induced

increases in nucleus accumbens dopamine levels while

having no effect on basal levels. Subsequently, the effect

of the same dose of interpeduncular-administered 18-MC

was assessed on intravenous morphine self-administration.

As shown in Fig. 7, interpeduncular-administered 18-MC

significantly reduced morphine self-administration by 25%.

Thus, although much work remains to be done, the evidence

supporting our hypothesis is mounting.
4. Discussion

A variety of new agents, including dopamine agonists

and antagonists, GABA agonists, glutamate antagonists,

opioid partial agonists, and catalytic antibodies, is being

studied and/or developed as potential treatments for drug

abuse (cf. Glick and Maisonneuve, 2000a). Most of these

treatments are targeted at a specific drug or drug class of

abuse. It would indeed be remarkable if a new agent was

useful in treating multiple forms of drug abuse. Claims that

the naturally occurring substance ibogaine had such effects
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were intriguing. Prompted by the novelty of these claims,

we initiated studies of ibogaine in rats. Single as well as

repeated injections of ibogaine reduced rates of morphine

self-administration in rats (Glick et al., 1991). Similar to our

data on morphine self-administration, we and/or other

investigators reported that ibogaine reduced intravenous

cocaine self-administration (Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1993;

Glick et al., 1994) as well as oral alcohol (Rezvani et al.,

1995) and nicotine intake (Glick et al., 1998).

Problems (e.g., neurotoxicity) associated with ibogaine

led to attempts to develop a safer and still efficacious

structural derivative. After testing many synthetic conge-

ners, we eventually discovered 18-MC. 18-MC reduced

morphine (Glick et al., 1996a), cocaine (Glick et al.,

1996a), methamphetamine and nicotine self-administration

(Glick et al., 2000a), oral alcohol (Rezvani et al., 1997) and

nicotine intake (Glick et al., 1998), and attenuated signs of

opioid withdrawal (Rho and Glick, 1998), but had no effect

on responding for a nondrug reinforcer (water; Glick et al.,

1996a, 1998) and produced no apparent toxicity (Glick et

al., 1996a, 1999). Subsequent studies showed that 18-MC

blocked a3b4 nicotinic receptors without affecting NMDA

receptors, sigma-2 receptors, serotonin uptake sites, or

another subtype of nicotinic receptor (a4b2). These results

led us to hypothesize that the a3b4 receptor was a viable as

well as novel target around which to develop treatments for

drug addiction (Glick et al., 2002a,b). Consistent with this

hypothesis, low-dose combinations of 18-MC with other

drugs known to have this same a3b4 antagonist action (e.g.,

mecamylamine, Papke et al., 2001; dextromethorphan, Her-

nandez et al., 2000; bupropion, Fryer and Lukas, 1999)

decreased morphine, methamphetamine, and nicotine self-

administration in rats at doses that were ineffective when

administered alone. Not only were combinations of 18-MC

with each of these agents effective, but combinations of any

two of the other three agents were similarly effective. In the

brain, a3b4 nicotinic receptors are mainly localized in the

interpeduncular nucleus and the medial habenula (Quick et

al., 1999; Klink et al., 2001). Again, consistent with our

hypothesis, local administration of 18-MC in the interpe-

duncular nucleus decreased morphine self-administration.

The interpeduncular nucleus and habenula are part of a

system referred to as the dorsal diencephalic conduction

system (Sutherland, 1982). As originally described by

Herkenham and Nauta (1977), most of the afferents to the

habenular nuclei course through the stria medullaris. The

major inputs to the medial habenula are from the septal area

and use acetylcholine, glutamate, and ATP as neurotrans-

mitters (Robertson and Edwards, 1998). Other inputs to the

medial habenula include a projection from the nucleus

accumbens, a GABAergic projection from the nucleus of

the diagonal band (Contestabile and Fonnum, 1983) and a

noradrenergic projection from the central gray area. The

medial habenula also receives minor serotonergic inputs

from the medial raphe nucleus via the fasciculus retroflexus.

The major input to the lateral habenula comes from the
entopeduncular nucleus (medial globus pallidus) and is in

part GABAergic and somatostatin containing (Ellison,

1994). Other inputs include those from the nucleus accum-

bens and frontal cortex; dopaminergic inputs from both the

ventral tegmental area and the substantia nigra have also

been described (Skagerberg et al., 1984) as have serotoner-

gic inputs from the raphe and noradrenergic inputs from the

central gray. While the outputs of both nuclei travel in the

fasciculus retroflexus, the medial habenula has its efferents

in the core of the fasciculus retroflexus and projects prin-

cipally to the interpeduncular nucleus, but also to the ventral

tegmental area, substantia nigra, and raphe nuclei. These

fibers are cholinergic, glutamatergic as well as substance P

containing (Ellison, 1994). The lateral habenula, with its

efferent in the mantle of the fasciculus retroflexus, has

projections that are more widespread, including connections

to the raphe nuclei, the ventral tegmental area, the substantia

nigra, the central gray, the mediodorsal thalamus, and the

lateral hypothalamus. There are connections between the

two habenular nuclei (Iwahori, 1977; Cuello et al., 1978;

Sutherland, 1982). In addition, many of the projections of

these two nuclei have extensive interconnections. The

interpeduncular nucleus receives major cholinergic inputs

from the medial habenula and the septal areas and projects

to the raphe nuclei, the central gray, and to a lesser extent,

the mediodorsal thalamus (Groenewegen et al., 1986).

Since the 1980s, it has been known that the dorsal

diencephalic conduction system functions as a reward

system separate from the mesolimbic pathway in the medial

forebrain bundle. Rats will electrically self-stimulate all of

the major structures of the dorsal diencephalic conduction

system, including the stria medullaris, habenula, fasciculus

retroflexus, and interpeduncular nucleus (e.g., Sutherland

and Nakajima, 1981; Rompre and Miliaressis, 1985; Blan-

der and Wise, 1989; Vachon and Miliaressis, 1992). Several

studies, assessing local glucose utilization or expression of

c-fos, have clearly demonstrated that drugs of abuse, after

acute and chronic administration or during withdrawal,

affect the habenulo-interpeduncular system (Martin et al.,

1997; Wooten et al., 1982; Kimes et al., 1990; Porrino et al.,

1988; Wilkerson and London, 1989; Engber et al., 1998;

Brown et al., 1992; Pang et al., 1993; Seppa et al., 2001;

Grunwald et al., 1988). Opioids may interact with mu-

opioid receptors that exist in high densities in the habenula

(Moriwaki et al., 1996). Stimulants may interact with

dopamine uptake sites located on the dopaminergic projec-

tions to the lateral habenula from the ventral tegmental area

or substantia nigra. Nicotine may interact with abundant

nicotinic receptors, especially the a3b4 subtype, present in

the habenula and interpeduncular nucleus (Perry and Kellar,

1995; Quick et al., 1999; Klink et al., 2001). In addition,

very large and sustained doses of some of these drugs have

been proven to be toxic to the habenulo-interpeduncular

system. Amphetamine and cocaine damage the lateral habe-

nula and mantle of the fasciculus retroflexus (Ellison, 1992,

1994), whereas nicotine damages the medial habenula and



Fig. 8. Some of the connections between the dorsal diencephalic conduction and mesolimbic systems. HB= habenula; IPN = interpeduncular nucleus;

MD=medial dorsal thalamic nucleus; NAC= nucleus accumbens; PFC= prefrontal cortex; RN= raphe nuclei; VTA= ventral tegmental area.
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core of the fasciculus retroflexus (Carlson et al., 2000,

2001). In the case of cocaine, it was suggested that a

decrease in inhibitory tone, which leaves the excitatory tone

unopposed, was at the origin of the toxic effect (Meshul et

al., 1998). Although toxicity occurs with doses much larger

than those used by human addicts, it has been suggested that

‘‘alterations in this tract would be predicted to be especially

important for the genesis of the symptomatology, which

develops during drug binges, residual effects of such binges,

and the processes underlying relapse’’ (Carlson et al., 2000).

In fact, one study using a sensitization regimen of amphet-

amine administration revealed that the only region where c-

fos expression was enhanced was the lateral habenula

(Hamamura and Ichimaru, 1997).

Sutherland and Nakajima (1981) suggested that there is a

mutual inhibitory relationship between the medial forebrain

bundle and the dorsal diencephalic conduction system, since

a lesion of one pathway enhanced self-stimulation of the

other pathway. Dopamine agonists have been found to

decrease glucose utilization in the lateral habenula while

increasing glucose utilization in dopaminergic regions (e.g.,

ventral tegmental area, nucleus accumbens) (e.g., Wechsler

et al., 1979; Trugman et al., 1989, 1991; Sharkey et al.,

1991). Dopamine antagonists have had opposite effects

(e.g., McCulloch et al., 1980; Pizzolato et al., 1984). The

output of the dorsal diencephalic conduction system appears

to inhibit dopaminergic activity. Lesions of the dorsal

diencephalic conduction system, either of the stria medul-

laris, habenula, or fasciculus retroflexus, increased dopa-

mine synthesis and/or metabolism in homogenates of

nucleus accumbens, striatum, and frontal cortex (Lisopraw-

ski et al., 1980; Nishikawa et al., 1986). Dopaminergic cells

in the ventral tegmentum are inhibited by electrical stimu-

lation of the habenula (Christoph et al., 1986), an effect

possibly mediated by glutamate (Matsuda and Fujimura,

1992). Starting with GABAergic afferents in the stria

medullaris to the habenula (Gottesfeld et al., 1977), the

dorsal diencephalic conduction system may in fact function

as a long-loop negative feedback pathway (Ellison, 1994)

between limbic dopamine receptors and midbrain dopamine

cell bodies (e.g., Sasaki et al., 1990).

There are several avenues by which functional interac-

tions can occur between the dopamine containing mesocor-

ticolimbic pathways and the dorsal diencephalic conduction

system. For example, as shown in Fig. 8A, The habenula
sends input to the ventral tegmental area, and the nucleus

accumbens sends input to the habenula. As shown in Fig.

8B, the interpeduncular nucleus sends input to the raphe

nuclei that in turn provides input to the ventral tegmental

area. And as shown in Fig. 8C, the interpeduncular nucleus

sends input to the medial dorsal thalamic nucleus that

projects to the prefrontal cortex, which in turn has con-

nections to the nucleus accumbens and ventral tegmental

area.

Nicotinic a3b4 receptor subtypes are thought to be

located on the soma of the medial habenula efferents and

on axon terminals of afferents to the interpeduncular nucleus

(Clarke et al., 1986; Mulle et al., 1991). Activation of

presynaptic nicotinic receptors in the interpeduncular nuc-

leus has been shown to enhance glutamate (Girod and Role,

2001) and GABA release (Lena et al., 1993), thereby

regulating the excitatory and inhibitory output of this

structure. We propose that nicotinic a3b4 receptor antago-

nists, by interfering with neuronal activity in the dorsal

diencephalic conduction system, represent a truly novel

class of antiaddictive agents. 18-MC, having apparently

greater selectivity for a3b4 sites than other agents (i.e.,

mecamylamine, dextromethorphan, bupropion, or ibogaine),

may represent the first of this new class of synthetic agents

acting via a novel mechanism and having a broad spectrum

of activity to diminish multiple forms of addictive behavior.
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Abstract

Ibogaine (IBO) is an alkaloid with putative antiaddictive properties, alleviating opiates dependence and withdrawal. The glutamate N-

methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors have been implicated in the physiological basis of drug addiction; accordingly, IBO acts as a

noncompetitive NMDA antagonist. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of IBO on naloxone-induced withdrawal syndrome

in morphine-dependent mice, focusing on the role of NMDA receptors. Jumping, a major behavioral expression of such withdrawal, was

significantly (P < .01) inhibited by IBO (40 and 80 mg/kg, 64.2% and 96.9% inhibition, respectively) and MK-801 (0.15 and 0.30 mg/kg,

67.3% and 97.7%, respectively) given prior to naloxone. Coadministration of the lower doses of IBO (40 mg/kg) and MK-801 (0.15 mg/kg)

results in 94.7% inhibition of jumping, comparable to the effects of higher doses of either IBO or MK-801. IBO and MK-801 also

significantly inhibited NMDA-induced (99.0% and 71.0%, respectively) jumping when given 30 min (but not 24 h) prior to NMDA in

nonaddictive mice. There were no significant differences in [3H]MK-801 binding to cortical membranes from naive animals, morphine-

dependent animals, or morphine-dependent animals treated with IBO or MK-801. This study provides further evidence that IBO does have an

inhibitory effect on opiate withdrawal symptoms and suggests that the complex process resulting in morphine withdrawal includes an IBO-

sensitive functional and transitory alteration of NMDA receptor.
D 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ibogaine; [3H]MK-801 binding; Morphine withdrawal; NMDA receptor
1. Introduction

Detoxification is a necessary step in treating opioid

dependence, usually through the use of pharmacologically

equivalent morphine agonists, such as methadone (Alper et

al., 1999; Bisaga and Popik, 2000). This opioid receptor

morphine agonist has been used due to its ability to

counteract symptoms of withdrawal syndrome, long-lasting

effect, and lack of marked reinforcing properties (Wolf,

1998). However, despite somewhat adequate management

of abstinence, relapse rates remain unacceptably high

(Bisaga and Popik, 2000).
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Ibogaine (IBO) is an indole alkaloid, extracted from the

African shrub Tabernanthe iboga, with putative antiaddic-

tive properties (Popik et al., 1995b). Anecdotal and clinical

reports suggest that a single dose of IBO given to subjects

dependent on opioids or cocaine has the capacity to

abolish or minimize withdrawal symptoms, as well as to

decrease or revoke drug craving for extended periods

(Lotsof, 1995; Mash et al., 1998; Sisko, 1993). In support

of these findings, studies with rodents have indicated that

IBO can interfere with dependence and withdrawal asso-

ciated with substances of abuse, including cocaine and

morphine (Glick et al., 1991; Parker et al., 2002; Popik et

al., 1995b).

While the neurochemical basis for the putative anti-

addictive properties of IBO remain unclear, a substantial

body of evidence demonstrate that at pharmacologically

relevant concentrations IBO acts as N-methyl-D-aspartate

(NMDA), ionotropic glutamate receptor subtype antagon-
ed.
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ist. Specifically, IBO competitively inhibits [3H]MK-801

and [3H]TCP binding to NMDA receptors (Layer et al.,

1996; Mash et al., 1995; Popik et al., 1994, 1995a; Staley

et al., 1996; Sweetnam et al., 1995), prevents glutamate-

induced cell death (Popik et al., 1995a), blocks NMDA-

mediated currents in a voltage-dependent manner (Chen et

al., 1996; Mash et al., 1995; Popik et al., 1995a), and

substitutes for MK-801 in drug discrimination paradigms

(Popik et al., 1995a). Taking into consideration that

NMDA receptors have been implicated in the physio-

logical basis of drug addiction (Trujillo and Akil, 1991)

and long-lasting plastic changes in neuronal function

(Ozawa et al., 1998), it is arguable that NMDA antagon-

ism by IBO is required to its alleged antiaddictive prop-

erties. In fact, it has been shown that NMDA receptor

antagonists attenuate or reverse the development, mainten-

ance, and expression of the pathophysiological process

common to all drugs of abuse including opiates (Bisaga

and Popik, 2000; Popik and Danysz, 1997; Trujillo and

Akil, 1991).

Considering the effects and aftereffects of IBO on

morphine dependence/withdrawal (Glick et al., 1991) and

the evidence of a complex modulation pattern of NMDA

receptors induced by a single administration of IBO (Glick

and Maisonneuve, 1998; Leal et al., 2000), the purpose

of this study was to substantiate the role of NMDA

antagonism on the effects of IBO on morphine withdrawal

in rodents. Since jumping is a major symptom of morphine

withdrawal in rodents, we evaluated the effects of IBO and

MK-801 (NMDA antagonist) on NMDA-induced jumping

and on jumping induced by naloxone in morphine-depend-

ent mice.
2. Methods

2.1. Animals

Male albino adult (25–35 g) mice (CF-1 strain), bred at

the Fundac̨ão Estadual de Produc̨ão e Pesquisa em Saúde

(Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil), were used in all experiments.

Mice were kept on a 12-h light/dark cycle, at a room

temperature of 22 �C, with free access to food and water

in our own facilities for at least 1.5 months before the

experiments.

2.2. Drugs

NMDA, glycine, and morphine sulfate were purchased

from Sigma (St. Louis, MO), (+) MK-801 hydrogen

maleate (dizocilpine) was purchased from RBI (Natick,

MA), and [3H]MK-801 (22.5 Ci/mmol) was purchased

from DuPont-NEN (Boston, MA,). Glutamic acid was

purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). IBO hydro-

chloride was kindly donated by Howard Lotsof (NDA

International, Staten Island, NY). All other reagents were
of analytical grade. Drugs were dissolved in Milli-Q

water.
3. Behavioral experiments

3.1. Naloxone-induced jumping in morphine-dependent

mice

The method described by Popik et al. (1995a) and

Zarridast and Farzin (1996) was adapted as follows. Mor-

phine sulfate was injected intraperitonially three times daily

(09:30, 13:30, and 17:30 h) with the following dosage

schedule: the first three administrations were of 50, 50,

and 75 mg/kg (the higher dose for the last daily injection

aims to minimize potential overnight withdrawal); all

administrations were increased daily by 25 mg/kg. Mor-

phine administration was carried out over three consecutive

days, with an additional dose (50 mg/kg) administered on

the morning (09:30 h) of the test (day 4). Two hours after

the last dose of morphine, mice were injected intraperito-

nially with saline, MK-801 (0.15 and 0.3 mg/kg), IBO (40

and 80 mg/kg), or IBO (40 mg/kg) +MK-801 (0.15 mg/kg).

Forty-five minutes after these treatments, mice were given

naloxone (5 mg/kg ip) and immediately placed in transpar-

ent acrylic cylinders (19 cm diameter, 42 cm high). The

number of jumps (at least 1 cm above the floor) during the

subsequent 10 min was recorded. A control group (run in

parallel with experimental groups) consisted of the same

schedule of drug and treatments administration, except that

all injections were of saline (NaCl 0.9%).

3.2. NMDA-induced jumping in naive mice

IBO (80 mg/kg), MK-801 (0.3 mg/kg), or saline were

injected intraperitoneally 30 min or 24 h before NMDA

(240 mg/kg sc). After receiving NMDA, animals were

observed as described above.
4. Neurochemistry

4.1. Membrane preparation

Membranes were prepared as described by Emanuelli et

al. (1998). Morphine-dependent mice were decapitated

after receiving naloxone (as detailed above) and brains

rapidly removed and cooled over ice; brains were likewise

removed from nontreated (control) mice. Each membrane

preparation consisted of the pooled brains of two equally

treated mice. Cerebral cortices were dissected and homo-

genized (20:1 vol/weight) in 0.32 M sucrose containing

10 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7.4, and 1 mM MgCl2. All

steps were carried out at 4 �C. The homogenate was

centrifuged twice at 1000� g for 15 min and the final

pellet discarded. Both supernatants were pooled and cen-



Fig. 1. Effects of IBO and MK-801 on naloxone-induced jumping in

morphine-dependent mice. IBO 40 = ibogaine 40 mg/kg; IBO 80 = ibogaine

80 mg/kg; MK 0.15 =MK-801 0.15 mg/kg; MK 0.30 =MK-801 0.3 mg/kg.

Data are express as mean ± S.E.M. (n= 10–13). *P < .01 compared to

saline; aP < .01 compared to IBO 40 or MK 0.15 mg/kg alone, ANOVA/

Duncan.
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trifuged at 27,000� g for 15 min. The resulting pellet was

lysed in 20 vol of 5 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7.4 for 30

min, and centrifuged at 27,000� g for 15 min. This pellet

was washed three times with lysing buffer (20:1 v/w) by

centrifuging at 27,000� g for 15 min. The final pellet was

frozen at � 70 �C for at least 24 h. On the day of the

binding assay, the membranes were rapidly thawed in a

water bath (37 �C), homogenized with 3 vol of 5 mM

Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, and centrifuged at 27,000� g for 15

min. The resulting pellet was resuspended in the same

buffer, preincubated at 37 �C for 30 min, and centrifuged

at 27,000� g for 15 min. The pellet was washed three

times in 3 vol of 5 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, and centrifuged

at 27,000� g for 15 min. The final pellet was resuspended

in the same buffer to yield a protein concentration of 1–2

mg/ml and used for binding assays. Protein concentration

was measured according to Lowry et al. (1951).

4.2. Binding of [3H]MK-801

Binding assay was based on the method of Piggott et al.

(1992). Membranes (200 mg protein/tube) were incubated in
Fig. 2. Effect of ibogaine and MK-801 on NMDA-induced jumping in

mice. Sal = saline; IBO 80 = ibogaine 80 mg/kg; MK 0.30 =MK-801 0.3

mg/kg ip 30 min or 24 h before NMDA (240 mg/kg sc). Data are express as

mean ± S.E.M. (n = 12–15). * P < .01 compared to saline, ANOVA/

Duncan.
5 mM Tris–HCl buffer (pH 7.4) at 25 �C for 1 h, containing

2 nM [3H]MK-801 in the presence of glutamate (50 mM)

and glycine (30 mM) in a final volume of 0.5 ml. Non-

specific binding was defined as binding that occurred in the

presence of 34 mM of nonradioactive MK-801. After

incubation, membranes were filtered (reduced pressure,

Whatman GF-B filter prewetted in 5 mM Tris–HCl buffer)

and rinsed rapidly three times with 5 ml of ice-cold buffer.

The dried filters were deposited in vials and radioactivity

measured by scintillation counting. All experiments were

performed in triplicate.
5. Statistical analysis

Behavioral and neurochemical results were analyzed by

means of analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by

Duncan post hoc test.
6. Results

Fig. 1 shows the effects of IBO (40 and 80 mg/kg), MK-

801 (0.15 and 0.3 mg/kg), and the coadministration of IBO

(40 mg/kg) and MK-801 (0.15 mg/kg) on naloxone-induced

jumping in morphine-dependent mice. Jumping was sig-

nificantly inhibited by IBO (64% and 97%, with 40 and 80

mg/kg, respectively) and MK-801 (67% and 98%, with 0.15

and 0.3 mg/kg, respectively). Coadministration of lower

doses of IBO and MK-801 resulted in 95% jumping

inhibition, comparable to higher doses of either IBO or

MK-801 alone. Hyperactivity and the Straub tail were seen

after morphine injections.

Fig. 2 shows the effects of IBO (80 mg/kg) and MK-801

(0.3 mg/kg) administered 30 min and 24 h before NMDA

(240 mg/kg) in naive mice. IBO and MK-801 significantly

inhibited NMDA-induced jumping (99% and 71%, with

IBO and MK-801, respectively) given 30 min prior to

NMDA; both drugs were devoid of effects when given 24

h before NMDA.

There were no significant differences in [3H]MK-801

binding to cortical membranes from naive animals (0.20 ±

0.07 pmol/mg protein), morphine-dependent animals (0.18 ±

0.09 pmol/mg protein), morphine-dependent animals treated

with IBO (0.18 ± 0.05 pmol/mg protein), or morphine-

dependent animals treated with MK-801 (0.16 ± 0.2 pmol/
Table 1

[3H]MK-801 binding in mice cortical membrane

Treatment Mean ± S.D.

(pmol/mg protein)

Naive (saline + saline) 0.20 ± 0.07

Morphine + saline 0.18 ± 0.09

Morphine + IBO 0.18 ± 0.05

Morphine +MK-801 0.16 ± 0.02

Saline + IBO 0.19 ± 0.08
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mg protein), and naive animals treated with IBO (0.19 ±

0.08) (Table 1).
7. Discussion

Tolerance and dependence may be viewed as resulting

from neuronal adaptations induced by repeated drug expo-

sure, and NMDA receptors have been consistently impli-

cated in the establishment of such long-term changes

(Ripley and Little, 1995; Rosseti and Carboni, 1995; Zhu

and Barr, 2001). Interactions between NMDA receptor

antagonists and drugs of abuse appear to be rather complex

(Nestler and Aghajanian, 1997), interfering with the devel-

opment, maintenance, and expression of the pathophysio-

logical processes common to all drugs of abuse (Bisaga and

Popik, 2000; Trujillo and Akil, 1991).

It has been shown that morphine withdrawal precipitates

glutamate release (Aghajanian et al., 1994; Jhamandas et al.,

1996; Tokuyama and Ho, 1996); conversely, intracerebro-

ventricular glutamate or NMDA administration produces

withdrawal signs in morphine-dependent (but not naive) rats

(Tokuyama et al., 1996, 2001). Moreover, NMDA receptor

antagonists were shown to block both the development

(Trujillo and Akil, 1991) and expression (Popik and Danysz,

1997; Popik and Skolnick, 1996; Popik et al., 1998) of

morphine dependence; similar effects have been shown

for glutamate- or NMDA-induced morphine withdrawal

(Tokuyama et al., 1996, 2001).

Attenuating effects of IBO on signs of morphine with-

drawal in rodents are contradictory, with positive and

negative reports in rats and mice (Cappendijk et al., 1994;

Dzoljic et al., 1988; Frances et al., 1992; Glick et al., 1992;

Parker et al., 2002; Popik et al., 1995a; Sharpe and Jaffe,

1990). In the present study, both IBO and MK-801 inhibited

naloxone-induced jumping in morphine-dependent mice.

Additionally, the coadministration of less effective doses

of IBO and MK-801 inhibited jumping as efficiently as

higher doses of either IBO or MK-801 administered alone.

These results indicate the central role of NMDA glutamate

receptors in jumping as the expression of morphine with-

drawal in mice, and substantiate Popik et al. (1995a)

hypothesis of a prominent role of NMDA receptors ant-

agonism in the inhibitory effects of IBO on opiate with-

drawal.

According to Nestler and Aghajanian (1997), tolerance/

dependence and withdrawal may be independent processes;

withdrawal is as a short-term phenomenon that includes

increased glutamatergic activity. In line with previously

reported data (Gudehithlu and Bhargava, 1996), we did

not find differences in [3H]MK-801 binding to cortex

membranes in naive or morphine-abstinent mice, nor with

morphine-dependent mice treated with IBO or MK-801,

indicating no noticeable changes in the density of cortical

NMDA receptor during morphine withdrawal. The obser-

vation that systemic administration of NMDA induces
jumping regardless of preestablished opioid dependence

suggests that jumping per se involves the activation of

NMDA receptors. Although NMDA receptors modulation

by IBO may last up to 72 h (Leal et al., 2000), in this study,

IBO inhibited NMDA-induced jumping 30 min but not 24 h

after NMDA administration. This finding supports the idea

the acute expression of opioid withdrawal requires func-

tional, but not plastic, changes in the relevant NMDA

receptor-mediated system.
8. Conclusion

This study provides additional evidence that IBO does

inhibit opiate withdrawal symptoms in mice, as well as to

the hypothesis that IBO capacity to antagonize NMDA

receptors is the basis for this effect. The development of

newer and better psychoactive drugs (e.g., antipsychotics)

has provided further evidence for the inadequacy of the

reductionist single mechanism of action approach in psy-

chopharmacology. IBO with its multiple mechanism of

action and multiple addiction therapy relevant effects

(attenuation of tolerance, withdrawal, and craving) may be

yet another example of such new paradigm in psychophar-

macology.
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Abstract

Ibogaine, a hallucinogenic indole alkaloid, has been proposed as a treatment for addiction to opioids and other drugs of abuse. The

mechanism for its putative anti-addictive effects is unknown. In this study, the effects of ibogaine on local cerebral glucose utilization

(LCGU) were determined in freely moving, drug-naive, or morphine-dependent adult, male, Sprague–Dawley rats using the [14C]2-

deoxyglucose (2-DG) method. Morphine-dependent rats were treated with increasing doses of morphine (5–25 mg/kg, s.c., b.i.d.) and then

maintained at 25 mg/kg (bid) for 4–7 days. For the 2-DG procedure, rats were injected with saline or ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.). 2-DG was

administered 1 h after administration of ibogaine. The rate of LCGU was determined by quantitative autoradiography in 46 brain regions. In

drug-naive animals, ibogaine produced significant increases in LCGU in the parietal, cingulate, and occipital cortices and cerebellum

compared to controls consistent with its activity as a hallucinogen and a tremorogen. Morphine-dependent rats had only minor alterations in

LCGU at the time assessed in this experiment. However, in morphine-dependent animals, ibogaine produced a global decrease in LCGU that

was greatest in brain regions such as the lateral and medial preoptic areas, nucleus of the diagonal band, nucleus accumbens shell, inferior

colliculus, locus coeruleus, and flocculus compared to morphine-dependent animals treated with saline. These findings indicate that ibogaine

produces distinctly different effects on LCGU in drug-naive and morphine-dependent rats. This suggests that different mechanisms may

underlie ibogaine’s hallucinogenic and anti-addictive effects.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction individuals lose the craving for opioids following the
Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid derived from the root

bark of Tabernanthe iboga, a shrub native to equatorial

Africa [41]. Used for ritual and medicinal purposes,

ibogaine produces increased energy, arousal, and appetite

at low doses [43]. At higher doses, the drug produces

CNS stimulation, tremor, and psychedelic effects such as

visual hallucinations, synesthesia, and a ‘‘waking dream

state’’ [32,36,42]. Interest in the drug has been stimulated

by anecdotal reports suggesting that opioid-dependent
0006-8993/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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use of ibogaine and do not undergo withdrawal [2,29,33,

46,47]. This loss of craving has been reported to persist

for months to years and appears to occur in persons

addicted to a variety of drugs of abuse including cocaine,

alcohol, and nicotine, as well as opioids [30,31]. In rats,

ibogaine decreases morphine self-administration [10,12,

16], an effect that persists for 1 or more days after

administration [12,16]. Ibogaine also attenuates naloxone-

precipitated withdrawal symptoms in morphine-dependent

rats [11,15].

The mechanism of action of ibogaine is complex. The

drug binds with micromolar affinity to a variety of sites

including the mu and kappa opioid receptors, NMDA

channel, serotonin and dopamine transporters, sigma-1

and 2 sites, voltage-gated sodium channels, 5-HT2 and 5-

HT3 receptors, and M1 and M2 receptors (for review, see
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Refs. [13,45]). In keeping with these diverse sites of

action, ibogaine has effects on a variety of neural systems

including the dopaminergic, opioid, serotonergic, choliner-

gic, GABAergic, glutamatergic, and adrenergic systems

(for review, see Refs. [14,43]). The neurochemical basis

for ibogaine’s putative anti-addictive effects remains to be

elucidated.

With the aim of identifying neuronal circuits involved in

ibogaine-mediated effects and potential mechanisms of

action for the drug’s anti-addictive effects, this study inves-

tigated the acute effects of a putatively anti-addictive dose

of ibogaine on regional neuronal activity in drug-naive and

morphine-dependent rats on the basis of local cerebral

glucose utilization (LCGU). We will show that ibogaine

produces distinctly different effects on LCGU in drug-naive

and morphine-dependent animals, suggesting different

mechanisms for its acute effects in drug-naive individuals

and its putative anti-addictive effects.
2. Materials and methods

All experiments were carried out in accordance with the

NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and

were approved by the University of Kansas Medical Center

Animal Care and Use Committee.

Adult, male, Sprague–Dawley rats (200–220 g; Harlan,

Indianapolis, IN) were housed three per cage in a temper-

ature- and humidity-controlled animal facility with a 12-

h dark–light cycle (on at 0600 h) and food and water ad

libitum. Rats were obtained at least 5 days prior to the

commencement of any treatments and were handled daily

during the acclimatization period.

2.1. Experimental design

The effects of ibogaine in drug-naive and morphine-

dependent rats were determined in two separate experi-

ments. To assess the effects of ibogaine in a drug-naive

state, rats were treated with a single injection of ibogaine

HCl (40 mg/kg, i.p., Sigma, St. Louis, MO; n= 9) in dH2O

in a volume of 4 ml/kg. This dose of ibogaine has been

shown to decrease morphine self-administration and symp-

toms of withdrawal in rats [10–12,15,16]. Deionized water

was used as the drug vehicle because of the limited

solubility of ibogaine in saline. Control animals were treated

with saline (4 ml/kg; n = 9). LCGU was determined for the

45-min period beginning 60 min after the administration of

ibogaine. The 60-min pretreatment interval was based on the

reported effects of ibogaine on locomotor activity and
Fig. 1. Effects of ibogaine on local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) in drug-na

kg, i.p.) or saline 60 min prior to the 2-deoxyglucose procedure. (A) Bregma 3.10

(E) Bregma � 5.30 mm. (F) Bregma � 8.50 mm. (G) Bregma � 10.0 mm. Abbre

BST: bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; DB: nucleus of the diagonal band; Par:

geniculate; SN: substantia nigra; Oc: occipital cortex; IC: inferior colliculus; Verm
dopamine release, which are maximal 60 min after admin-

istration [17,40].

To assess the effects of ibogaine in the morphine-depen-

dent state, rats were randomly assigned to one of three

groups: control (n = 7), morphine-dependent (n = 9), and

morphine-dependent + ibogaine (n = 10). Morphine-depen-

dent rats were treated with morphine sulfate injection

(Baxter, Cherry Hill, NJ) in an increasing dose regimen.

The initial morphine dose was 5 mg/kg (b.i.d., s.c.) in a

volume of 1 ml/kg. The dose was increased by 5 mg/kg each

day until a dose of 25 mg/kg (b.i.d., in a volume of 1.67 ml/

kg) was reached. Rats were then maintained at 25 mg/kg

(s.c., b.i.d.) for 4–7 days, due to limitations in experimental

throughput, before the administration of ibogaine. This

treatment protocol produces significant physiological de-

pendence [56]. Control rats were injected with the same

volume of saline (b.i.d.). Morphine-dependent rats were

assigned to the ibogaine or saline treatment groups for the

2-DG procedure in a stratified manner according to the

duration of morphine treatment. On the day of the 2-

deoxyglucose (2-DG) procedure, rats were treated with a

single injection of ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline, 12

h after the last injection of morphine. LCGU was deter-

mined for the 45-min period beginning 60 min after the

administration of ibogaine.

In both experiments, the behavior of the animals was

observed during the 2-DG procedure and qualitatively

described.

2.2. 2-Deoxyglucose procedure

LCGU was determined using the procedure of Sokoloff

et al. [50] in freely moving rats as previously described [5].

Because it is not possible to perform the 2-DG procedure in

a large number of animals simultaneously, the 2-DG proce-

dure was performed in a paired and randomized manner

until all animals for each experiment were processed. On the

day before the 2-DG procedure, the femoral artery and vein

were cannulated under pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg,

ip; f 2-h duration). Rats were allowed to recover over-

night. LCGU was determined for the 45-min period begin-

ning 60 min after the administration of ibogaine. Fifteen

minutes before the administration of 2-DG, 150 U of

heparin were injected (i.v.) into each animal and control

arterial blood samples were collected in heparinized tubes.

[14C]2-Deoxyglucose (100 ACi/kg; 55 Ci/mmol; American

Radiolabeled Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) was then admin-

istered as a pulse in 0.9% saline via the venous cannula,

which was immediately flushed with saline. During the first

minute immediately following the pulse, six timed arterial
ive and morphine-dependent rats. Rats were injected with ibogaine (40 mg/

mm. (B) Bregma 1.70 mm. (C) Bregma 0.20 mm. (D) Bregma � 1.30 mm.

viations—Fr: frontal cortex; Acb: nucleus accumbens; Cg: cingulate cortex;

parietal cortex; aThal: anterior thalamus; Pir: piriform cortex; MG: medial

: vermis; Lat: lateral lobe; Fl: flocculus; LC: locus coeruleus.
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Table 2

Effects of ibogaine on local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) in specific

brain regions in drug-naive rats

Brain region/treatment Local cerebral glucose utilization

(Amol/100 mg tissue/min)

Control Ibogaine

Cortex

Frontal 86F 6.4 94F 7.9

Infralimbic 76F 5.6 84F 7.3

Insular 76F 6.6 76F 6.5

Cingulate 110F 7.5 145F 9.5*

Parietal 89F 7.6 114F 5.1*

Piriform 71F 5.3 71F 4.6

Temporal 129F 8.4 138F 5.7

Occipital 103F 6.1 139F 6.1**

Entorhinal 51F 3.6 56F 4.3

Caudate-putamen 101F 7.0 104F 7.3

Nucleus accumbens

Core 88F 6.7 85F 7.3

Shell 81F 5.1 77F 6.0

Olfactory tubercle 85F 5.5 75F 5.9

Septal area 51F 4.4 53F 5.7

Ventral pallidum 54F 4.9 52F 5.0

Nucleus of the diagonal band 53F 5.1 54F 4.7

Bed nucleus of the stria

terminalis

48F 3.7 34F 4.3*

Medial preoptic area 42F 4.5 43F 2.4

Lateral preoptic area 63F 4.4 60F 5.4

Globus pallidus 47F 4.7 43F 5.3

Thalamus

Anterior 74F 6.5 69F 6.0

Dorsolateral 114F 3.7 122F 10.8

Mediolateral 95F 4.3 93F 6.5

Ventrolateral 109F 9.3 115F 10.2

Ventromedial 104F 10 114F 10.8

Hypothalamus

Anterior 43F 4.4 40F 3.4

Lateral 52F 4.7 50F 4.6

Ventromedial 50F 3.4 44F 3.8

Lateral habenula 96F 9.1 115F 11.7

Subthalamic nucleus 61F 5.3 69F 11.0

Amygdala 48F 3.6 45F 3.7

Dentate gyrus 65F 6.2 67F 6.5

Hippocampus 62F 3.5 59F 3.5
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blood samples (50–70 Al) were collected. Blood samples

were then taken every 5 min. A total of 24 arterial blood

samples were collected. Rats were decapitated 45 min after

the pulse. Brains were rapidly removed, frozen in isopen-

tane, and stored at � 70 jC.
Coronal brain sections (20 Am) were cut on a cryostat,

collected on glass cover slips (three sections per cover slip),

and immediately dried on a slide warmer. Slide-mounted

brain sections were then apposed to Kodak Biomax MR

film for 4 days with [14C]methylmethacrylate radioactivity

standards. Films were developed according to the manufac-

turer’s instructions. Autoradiographic images were digitized

and quantified using the Macintosh-based video densitom-

etry program NIH Image version 1.6. Best fit curves of

optical densities generated by the radioactivity standards

resulted when a 4j polynomial was used to describe the

relationship between optical density and radioactivity. For-

ty-six brain regions, representing a survey of the fore-, mid-,

and hindbrain, were identified according to the atlas of

Paxinos and Watson [38]. Sections were sampled bilaterally

and averaged for the three sections on each cover slip.

Larger brain regions were sampled at multiple levels and the

readings averaged to yield one value. The averaged readings

for each brain region from each animal, along with plasma

glucose levels and [14C] concentrations, were used to

calculate the rate of LCGU according to the Sokoloff

equation [50]. LCGU in specific brain areas is expressed

as micromoles of glucose use per 100 mg tissue per minute.

Average cerebral glucose utilization (CGU) was calculated

as the average LCGU over all brain regions sampled for

each animal as an index of total brain glucose utilization.

2.3. Data analysis

Results are presented as the meanF S.E.M. Data were

analyzed for statistically significant effects by ANOVA and

the Student’s t-test or Student–Newman–Keuls test, as

appropriate. Significance was set at P < 0.05.
Table 1

Effects of ibogaine on average cerebral glucose utilization (CGU) in drug-

naive and morphine-dependent rats

Group Average cerebral glucose utilization

Amol/100 mg tissue/min n

Drug-naive study

Control 74F 4.6 (9)

Ibogaine 82F 3.7 (9)

Morphine-dependent study

Control 71F 2.8 (7)

Morphine-dependent 71F 4.4 (9)

Morphine-dependent + ibogaine 60F 2.0*,y (10)

Rats were injected with ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline 60 min prior to

the 2-deoxyglucose procedure. Data represent the meanF S.E.M. and were

analyzed by ANOVA and the Student’s t or Student–Newman–Keuls tests.

*P< 0.05 vs. control.
y P < 0.05 vs. morphine-dependent.

Substantia nigra

Pars compacta 68F 4.3 67F 3.7

Pars reticulata 53F 3.6 52F 3.2

Ventral tegmental area 60F 4.2 60F 4.0

Medial geniculate 121F 6.9 126F 4.4

Superior colliculus 81F 4.5 97F 7.6

Inferior colliculus 149F 11 162F 10.4

Central gray area 66F 3.3 82F 7.3

Locus coeruleus 58F 6.1 68F 8.4

Nucleus raphe magnus 45F 4.0 49F 6.3

Superior olive 100F 11 114F 10.2

Cerebellum

Vermis 72F 6.4 106F 9.3*

Lateral lobes 54F 4.6 81F 9.5*

Flocculus 100F 9.1 130F 9.2*

Rats were injected with ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline 60 min prior to

the 2-deoxyglucose procedure (n= 9 rats per group). Data represent the

meanF S.E.M. and were analyzed by ANOVA and the Student’s t-test.

*P < 0.05.

**P < 0.01.



Table 3

Effects of ibogaine on local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) in specific

brain regions in morphine-dependent rats

Brain region/

treatment

Local cerebral glucose utilization

(Amol/100 mg tissue/min)

Control Morphine-

dependent

Morphine-

dependent +

ibogaine

Cortex

Frontal 86F 4.2 78F 6.5 76F 2.4

Infralimbic 71F 4.9 70F 6.0 63F 3.0

Insular 71F 3.7 69F 6.4 58F 1.8

Cingulate 121F 5.0 109F 8.7 115F 6.3

Parietal 96F 4.0 88F 6.8 80F 2.5

Piriform 71F 4.1 66F 5.4 56F 2.2*

Temporal 122F 8.2 110F 8.8 99F 5.5

Occipital 100F 7.0 87F 7.5 82F 4.2

Entorhinal 46F 3.6 44F 3.8 41F 3.4

Caudate-putamen 88F 3.6 88F 6.5 78F 3.2

Nucleus accumbens

Core 67F 3.9 66F 5.5 57F 2.5

Shell 65F 6.1 69F 5.9 51F 2.3

Olfactory tubercle 71F 7.5 71F 5.9 56F 3.0

Septal area 45F 3.4 50F 4.2 41F 2.5

Ventral pallidum 47F 2.5 51F 5.0 39F 2.7

Nucleus of the

diagonal band

62F 3.3 71F 5.7 48F 3.6*,yy

Bed nucleus of the

stria terminalis

32F 3.2 37F 3.3 29F 2.4

Medial preoptic area 48F 6.4 56F 7.7 36F 2.5y

Lateral preoptic area 56F 4.1 70F 6.3* 45F 2.8yy

Globus pallidus 44F 3.5 45F 4.1 38F 3.0

Thalamus

Anterior 78F 5.1 78F 6.7 58F 4.2*,y

Dorsolateral 114F 5.0 99F 7.8 94F 2.9

Mediolateral 96F 4.0 91F 7.6 79F 2.9

Ventrolateral 97F 4.0 90F 6.8 82F 2.8

Ventromedial 96F 4.2 90F 6.7 79F 4.4

Hypothalamus

Anterior 38F 3.4 42F 3.9 33F 3.1

Lateral 52F 3.0 58F 5.8 47F 4.6

Ventromedial 42F 2.7 42F 2.6 37F 2.4

Lateral habenula 89F 5.6 98F 5.5 83F 7.1

Subthalamic nucleus 48F 3.2 47F 3.2 44F 3.0

Amygdala 44F 2.7 42F 3.1 38F 2.4

Dentate gyrus 53F 3.1 49F 3.1 47F 2.8

Hippocampus 56F 3.3 54F 3.6 49F 2.9

Substantia nigra

Pars compacta 59F 3.9 59F 4.9 46F 4.2

Pars reticulata 44F 3.1 44F 4.4 39F 3.7

Ventral tegmental

area

51F 4.3 55F 4.7 41F 4.1

Medial geniculate 108F 7.2 111F 7.8 92F 7.0

Superior colliculus 73F 6.7 71F 5.4 55F 4.0

Inferior colliculus 171F 4.9 145F 12* 113F 5.6***,yy

Central gray area 53F 5.5 53F 4.4 43F 3.6

Locus coeruleus 53F 3.0 54F 2.3 43F 3.2*,y

Nucleus raphe

magnus

38F 3.4 38F 2.3 29F 2.5

Superior olive 110F 8.9 121F 9.1 104F 9.1

Cerebellum

Vermis 69F 4.1 73F 6.2 65F 2.9

Lateral lobes 49F 2.8 50F 3.7 47F 2.7

Flocculus 111F 8.4 107F 8.4 86F 4.4*,y
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3. Results

The acute effects of ibogaine on LCGU were determined

in drug-naive and morphine-dependent rats. LCGU was

measured for a 45-min period beginning 60 min after

ibogaine administration. Control LCGU values were not

significantly different between the drug-naive and mor-

phine-dependent experiments. Representative autoradio-

grams are presented in Fig. 1.

Drug-naive rats injected with ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.)

exhibited overt behavioral effects including decreased

locomotor activity, piloerection, and tremor, consistent

with previous reports [12,34]. Average CGU in ibogaine-

treated animals was not significantly different from saline-

treated, drug-naive animals (control) (Table 1). Specific

brain regions with significant increases in LCGU com-

pared to control included several cortical areas including

cingulate ( + 32%), parietal ( + 28%), and occipital ( + 35%)

cortices. Ibogaine also produced significant increases in

LCGU in the cerebellar vermis ( + 47%), lateral lobes

( + 51%), and flocculus ( + 30%), whereas a significant

decrease was observed in the bed nucleus of the stria

terminalis (� 29%) (Table 2).

LCGU was assessed in saline-treated, morphine-depen-

dent rats 12 h after the last injection of morphine. At this time,

rats exhibited no symptoms of overt withdrawal such as wet-

dog shakes, diarrhea, lacrimation, rhinorrhea, etc. Average

CGU in morphine-dependent animals was not significantly

different from control at the time assessed in this experiment

(Table 1). Analysis of specific brain regions revealed a

significant increase in LCGU in the lateral preoptic area

( + 25%) and a decrease in LCGU in the inferior colliculus

(� 15%) compared to control (Table 3).

The overt behavioral effects of ibogaine in morphine-

dependent animals were similar to those observed in drug-

naive animals. However, in distinct contrast to the effects of

ibogaine in drug-naive animals, ibogaine produced a decrease

in average CGU inmorphine-dependent animals compared to

control (� 16%) or morphine-dependent animals (� 16%)

(Table 1). Likewise, significant decreases in LCGU com-

pared to morphine-dependent animals were observed in the

lateral and medial preoptic areas (� 36% and � 35%,

respectively), nucleus of the diagonal band (� 33%), nucleus

accumbens shell (� 26%), anterior thalamus (� 25%), infe-

rior colliculus (� 23%), locus coeruleus (� 21%), and the

flocculus (� 20%). When compared to controls, significant
Notes to Table 3:

Rats were injected with ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline 60 min prior to

the 2-deoxyglucose procedure. The sample size was 7 rats per group for

control, 9 for morphine-dependent, and 10 for morphine-dependent + ibo-

gaine. Data were analyzed by ANOVA and the Student–Newman–Keuls

test.

*P< 0.05.

***P < 0.001 vs. control.
y P < 0.05.
yy P < 0.01 vs. morphine-dependent.
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decreases were also observed in nucleus of the diagonal band

(� 24%), anterior thalamus (� 25%), inferior colliculus

(� 34%), locus coeruleus (� 19%), flocculus (� 23%),

and piriform cortex (� 21%), but not in the nucleus accum-

bens shell or the medial and lateral preoptic areas (Table 3).
4. Discussion

The effects of a putatively anti-addictive dose of ibo-

gaine on LCGU were determined in drug-naive and

morphine-dependent rats using the [14C]2-deoxyglucose

method. This method measures the accumulation of a

radiolabeled glucose analogue in neurons, which correlates

with neuronal activity [49]. As measured in this study,

LCGU represents the net uptake and phosphorylation of

glucose for the neuronal population sampled in a given

brain region. Because 2-deoxyglucose-6-phosphate does

not enter the Krebs cycle, this method does not assess

any subsequent steps in glucose metabolism. LCGU was

determined 1 h after administration of ibogaine. At that

time point, both ibogaine and its active metabolite, nor-

ibogaine, are present in brain [39]. Thus, the effects on

LCGU reported here represent the net effect of the actions

of these two compounds.

4.1. Effects of ibogaine in drug-naive animals

Used at a dose shown to decrease morphine self-

administration and symptoms of withdrawal in rats [10–

12,15,16], ibogaine produced significant increases in

LCGU in the cingulate, parietal, and occipital cortices

in drug-naive animals. The increases in LCGU in these

cortical brain regions are similar to the increases in

cerebral blood flow in the frontal and parietal cortices

observed after lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) adminis-

tration in conscious rats [18]. Likewise, increased glucose

uptake is observed in cortical brain regions in humans

treated with psilocybin, which correlates with visual

hallucinations and disintegration of thought processes

[52]. In another study, however, LSD and several other

indolamine and piperazine 5-HT agonists decreased

LCGU in variety of brain regions including many cortical

areas [20]. This discrepancy between the findings of

Grome and Harper [20] and those of the present study

and Goldman et al. [18] may be due to the use of

different drugs and doses, the use of restrained or freely

moving animals, and/or differences in time allowed for

recovery from anesthesia between the studies. Thus, the

increased LCGU in cortical brain regions produced by

ibogaine appear to be generally similar to the effects of

other hallucinogens.

The similarity between the effects of ibogaine and other

hallucinogens on indices of neuronal activity also concurs

with observations that the subjective effects of these drugs

are similar in humans and in discriminative stimulus tests
in animals [22,32,36,42]. Taken together, these findings

suggest that the dose of ibogaine used in this study is

hallucinogenic. They also suggest that the hallucinogenic

effects of the drugs are mediated by similar mechanisms.

The mechanisms of action of LSD, psilocybin, and other

hallucinogens are not well understood but involve multiple

actions on the 5-HT system, particularly activation of 5-

HT2A receptors [1]. Ibogaine binds to the 5-HT transporter

with low micromolar affinity and appears to increase

extracellular levels of 5-HT by either blocking uptake

and/or releasing the neurotransmitter [55]. Activation of

the 5-HT2A receptor, either directly or as a result of

increased synaptic availability of 5-HT, appears to be an

important component of the ibogaine’s discriminative stim-

ulus properties [21,23]. Thus, on the basis on ibogaine’s

effects on LCGU, actions on the serotonergic system

appear to play an important role in the drug’s acute

hallucinogenic effects.

Ibogaine-induced alterations in LCGU in subcortical

brain areas are also consistent with the drug’s acute phar-

macological effects. Increased LCGU in the cerebellum

suggests activation of motor systems associated with the

induction of tremor and concurs with the effects of the

tremorogen harmaline on LCGU in cats [3]. Decreased

LCGU in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis suggests

effects on the serotonergic limbic circuitry connecting the

amygdala and the hypothalamus [54].

Whereas the acute effects of ibogaine on LCGU are

concordant with its hallucinogenic and tremorogenic activ-

ity, the pattern of alterations in LCGU is not consistent

with several proposed mechanisms for the drug’s anti-

addictive effects, specifically activity as a noncompetitive

antagonist at the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate

receptor subtype or as a mu opioid agonist. Ibogaine has

relatively high affinity in competition with the NMDA

antagonist [3H]MK-801 and blocks the effects of glutamate

in several functional assays (for review, see Ref. [48]).

However, the effects of acute treatment with ibogaine on

LCGU differ from the pattern of alterations produced by

MK-801 in rats. For example, although both ibogaine and

MK-801 increase LCGU in the cingulate cortex, ibogaine

increases LCGU in the occipital cortex whereas LCGU in

that region was decreased by MK-801 [7,28]. MK-801 also

increases LCGU in thalamic regions, hippocampus, and

substantia nigra, brain regions in which LCGU was not

altered by ibogaine [28]. Likewise, it has been postulated

that ibogaine blocks opioid withdrawal through the mu

agonist activity of its metabolite noribogaine [37]. How-

ever, the acute effects of ibogaine on LCGU are also

dissimilar from those produced by acute treatment with

morphine, which decreases LCGU in many of brain areas

including the basal ganglia, thalamus, and hippocampus

[4,8]. Thus, the effects of ibogaine on LCGU do not

support a predominant action of the drug as a noncompet-

itive NMDA antagonist or a mu agonist in vivo in drug-

naive animals.
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4.2. Effects of morphine dependence on LCGU

Whereas acute treatment with morphine produces wide-

spread decreases in LCGU [4,8], naloxone-induced mor-

phine withdrawal increases LCGU in many brain regions

[26,57], although decreases in LCGU occur in some brain

regions [57]. These studies [26,57], however, differ in

their findings on the effects of chronic morphine treat-

ment. Similar to Kimes and London [26], who found no

significant alterations in LCGU in morphine-dependent

rats, we observed altered LCGU in only 2 of 46 brain

regions. This very limited effect on LCGU suggests the

development of tolerance and physiological dependence

and supports the observation that the rats were not

experiencing withdrawal symptoms at the time of ibo-

gaine administration.

4.3. Effects of ibogaine on LCGU in morphine-dependent

animals

Acute administration of ibogaine in morphine-dependent

rats produced a distinctly different pattern of alterations in

LCGU than that observed in drug-naive rats. Whereas drug-

naive rats exhibited increases in LCGU in specific brain

regions associated with hallucinogenic and tremorogenic

activity but no change in average CGU after ibogaine

treatment, morphine-dependent rats given ibogaine exhibited

a significant decrease in average CGU compared to either

drug-naive or morphine-dependent rats. Moreover, in mor-

phine-dependent animals, ibogaine produced significant

decreases in LCGU compared to control or morphine-depen-

dent groups in a variety of brain regions associated with the

mesolimbic dopaminergic, adrenergic, auditory, and other

systems. The observation of effects in these brain regions is

consistent with previous studies of ibogaine’s pharmacolog-

ical effects suggesting actions on a variety of neural systems

(for review, see Refs. [14,43]).

Although the magnitude of the decrease in LCGU did not

reach statistical significance in a number of brain regions, it

is noteworthy that ibogaine decreased LCGU in morphine-

dependent rats relative to control in all brain regions

examined and all but one brain area compared to the

morphine-dependent group. Although LCGU in cingulate

cortex of the ibogaine-treated, morphine-dependent animals

was slightly higher ( + 6%) than in morphine-dependent

animals, LCGU in this brain area was increased 32% by

ibogaine in drug-naive animals. Thus, in morphine-depen-

dent animals, the effects of ibogaine on LCGU appear to be

more widespread than in drug-naive animals and result in a

global decrease in LCGU.

It has been hypothesized that ibogaine produces its anti-

addictive effects and blocks opioid withdrawal by mitigating

or reversing the neuroadaptations underlying physiological

dependence and/or addiction [32]. The decrease in average

CGU produced by ibogaine in morphine-dependent rats is

the opposite of the widespread increases in LCGU reported

B. Levant, T.L. Pazdernik / Br
in rats undergoing withdrawal [26,57] and might thus

counteract or prevent some of the symptoms of withdrawal.

Likewise, drug craving produced by opioids and other

addictive substances is associated with increased neuronal

activity in limbic brain areas such as the limbic cortex and

nucleus accumbens [6,9,19,25,51]. Similarly, sensitization

to morphine, which is hypothesized to contribute to addic-

tion and craving, also produces increases in LCGU in the

nucleus accumbens and limbic cortex in rats [27]. Accord-

ingly, the reported loss of craving in opioid addicts treated

with ibogaine could result from the prevention or reversal of

increased neuronal activity in these brain areas.

The mechanism by which ibogaine decreases average

CGU in morphine-dependent animals remains to be

determined. The effects of ibogaine on LCGU in mor-

phine-dependent animals appear similar to the acute

effects of morphine in drug-naı̈ve animals [4,8] and

could reflect a reversal of the neuroadaptations underly-

ing tolerance and/or addiction. Such a reversal of neuro-

adaptations could occur at the level of intracellular

signaling cascades. Of note, although ibogaine has no

effect alone on adenylyl cyclase activity, it has been

shown to potentiate the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase

produced by a maximally effective concentration of

morphine [44]. Alternatively, ibogaine given to mor-

phine-dependent rats might produce global effects on

neuronal energy utilization, through mechanisms such

as altered insulin sensitivity [53] or modulation of neural

sensors that regulate global cerebral metabolic activity

[24,35], and thus heterologously counteract neuroadapta-

tions associated with addiction.
5. Conclusion

The present data demonstrate that a putatively anti-

addictive dose of ibogaine produces distinctly different

effects on LCGU in drug-naive and morphine-dependent

rats. This suggests that different mechanisms underlie

ibogaine’s hallucinogenic and anti-addictive effects and is

consistent with hypotheses that ibogaine may counteract

neuroadaptations underlying addiction. Future studies must

elucidate the precise mechanism(s) of action of this drug.

Finally, the dramatic differences between the effects of

ibogaine on LCGU in drug-naive and morphine-dependent

rats strongly suggest that there are important differences

between the nondependent and the opioid-dependent brain

and that the anti-addictive mechanism of ibogaine may be

best elucidated in drug-dependent, rather than drug-naive,

animals.
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3

 INTRODUCTION

Ibogaine, is a psychoactive alkaloid derived from the roots of the rainforest shrub 

Tabernanthe Iboga. The native population of Western Africa uses ibogaine in low doses to 

combat fatigue, hunger and thirst and in higher doses as a sacrament in religious rituals 

(Fernandez 1982). The knowledge of the use of ibogaine for the treatment of drug dependence 

has been largely based on reports from groups of self-treating addicts that the drug blocked 

opiate withdrawal and reduced craving for opiates and other drugs for extended time periods 

(Kaplan, Ketzer et al. 1993; Sheppard 1994; Alper, Lotsof et al. 1999; Alper, Beal et al. 

2001). Scientific research concerning ibogaine is concentrated in various fields including 

pharmacological, anthropological and to a limited amount clinical studies (Goutarel and 

Gollnhofer 1997; Dzoljic, Kaplan et al. 1988; Glick, Rossman et al. 1992; Judd 1994; Popick 

and Glick 1996; Maisonneuve, Mann et al. 1997).  In addition, a number of case studies have 

been published (Sisko 1993).

Due to the relatively slow progress of the research on ibogaine in the academic world, the 

knowledge gathered focuses mostly on the anthropological, social historical, pharmacological, 

physiological, immediate and the short term effects on drug use. Very little is known about 

the medium and the long term effects of the treatment. Moreover, the information that is 

available, concentrates mostly on only one outcome of the treatment, namely whether the 

addict ceases the use of drugs or not. There is little research concerning the effect of ibogaine 

treatment on the wider aspects of the addict’s life after the treatment with ibogaine, such as 

the medical condition and the psychological and social well-being. This report describes the 

methodology and preliminary results of a pilot study of the long term effects of ibogaine 

treatment on drug addicts. The effects explored include, as mentioned above, not only the 

drug use behavior, but social, psychological, medical and legal aspects of the addicts’ life. 

This interest in a broad range of effects is based on the theory that addiction is a 

multidimensional construct that includes not only a drug use, abuse and dependence 

dimension, but other dimensions of medical, psychological and social well-being (Hendriks, 

Kaplan Charles D et al. 1989; Hendriks, van der Meer et al. 1990).
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BACKGROUND

Pharmacology

Ibogaine (12-Methoxyibogamine) is one of the at least twelve alkaloids found mainly in the 

cortex of the root of a plant called Tabernanthe Iboga, which grows in the forests of West-

Africa, including Gabon and Congo. Its molecular formula is C20H26N20. Ibogaine appears to 

have a novel mechanism of action that differs from other existing pharmacotherapies of 

addiction, and this mechanism of action does not appear to be readily explained on the basis 

of existing pharmacological approaches to addiction (Alper, 2001). Ibogaine’s effects may 

result from complex interactions between multiple neurotransmitter systems rather than 

predominant activity of a single neurotransmitter (Popik & Skolnick, 1999). Ibogaine has 

micro molar affinities for multiple binding sites within the central nervous system, including 

NMDA, kappa- and mu-opioid and sigma2 receptors, sodium channels, and the serotonin 

transporter (Mah & Tang, 1998). 

The Bwiti cult in Gabon

The Ibogaine that is found in the root of an Africa plant in West Africa can be found in two 

forms: the Tabernanthe Iboga and the Tabernanthe Manii. Both types seem to have similar 

psychotropic qualities (Fernandez, 1982). Iboga has been used for ages by the local 

population as a part of the Bwiti cult, which is a Gabonese religion. The Bwiti cult uses the 

Iboga root as a inherent part of the initiation ritual. During the initiation, prayers and songs 

are usually focused on the plant itself and not on the gods and the spirits. Bwiti are the gods 

and the ancestors, a connection with who can be made by the means of the Iboga. Bwiti is 

seen as the common ancestor, which reveals himself in the visions as an intermediator 

between the living and the gods. 

The origin of the Bwiti cult can be found in the Mitsogho people that came to Gabon in the 

19-th century. The Mitsogho people met the coast population of Gabon, the Fang, and taught 

them the rituals of eating the Iboga (Goutarel, 1993). Iboga is used in two different ways in 

the Bwiti cult. If used in low dosages (four to twenty grams) the Iboga does not cause any 

hallucinogen effects, but stimulates and causes euphoria. In the other way, an extremely high 

dose (between 200 and 1000 gram) of the substance is taken once or twice in a lifetime during 

the initiation ritual. The cult takes measures to assure that the initiated person “does not reach 
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too far in the village of the dead” and comes back. Moreover, the initiated person is closely 

supervised by other initiated individuals (the Iboga parents) during the whole ceremony.

The phases of the ibogaine experience

The ibogaine experience has been described as being characterized by three distinct phases 

(Lotsof, 1995). The onset of the effect progresses gradually. In the first phase after taking 

ibogaine (0-1 hours) the visual and the physical perception of the body change. Some patients 

suffer from lowered coordination ability and feel the need to lie down. The second phase (1-7 

hours) is often called “the waking dream state”. The patients lie down and usually are 

overwhelmed by the effects of the experience: hallucinations, emotions, changes in perception 

of their own body, time and space. Patients feel heavy physically and experience difficulties 

when trying to move. The hallucinations include, among other things, the following scenes: 

hearing African drums; seeing TV screens, animals, deceased people (who often look alive 

and approach the person, tell him something and disappear again); flying above oceans, cities, 

woods; traveling through their own brain or DNA; seeing objects in intensive colors; scenes 

of violence etc. In spite of the strong hallucinogenic effects, the patients are able to exit them 

by opening the eyes. When the eyes are shut again, the hallucinations continue, as if they are 

shown on TV screens. The vast majority of the patients prefer not to communicate during this 

phase with the supervisors, but concentrate on the visions. Many patients also report about 

visions that can be characterized as complete stories, which mean something to the subject 

and help him to achieve certain insights. These visions are often memories or events from the 

early childhood. The insights reached are usually have to do with the subject’s past and the 

meaning of life, the creation and evolution of the humanity, the animal world or the universe. 

The visions usually end after three to five hours.

The third phase is often called “the cognitive phase of deep introspection”, which usually 

starts 8 – 36 hours after taking ibogaine. It seems that the body is asleep while the spirit is 

fully awake. This phase is characterized by an intellectual evaluation of earlier experiences in 

life and the choices made. For instance, if a certain choice seemed as the only solution at that 

point, the subject discovers in the third phase that there were other alternatives. After the end 

of the third phase the subjects finally fall asleep for several hours. Often the need to sleep is 

temporarily reduced after an ibogaine experience, a situation that can last for one month or 

even longer.
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Research on ibogaine and addiction 

Since the discovery of the anti-addictive potential of ibogaine by Howard Lotsof in the 

beginning of the Sixties, a significant amount of research on ibogaine has been conducted as a 

treatment for addiction. A large part of these studies points at the possibility that ibogaine is a 

powerful addiction interrupter. For example, Glick et al. (1992) found that ibogaine can 

interrupt or reduce self administration of morphine in rats. Moreover it was found that 

ibogaine does not act like an opiate substitute (such as methadone in heroin addiction) and 

does not cause any dependency or withdrawal symptoms (Woods et al., 1990). Similar results 

were found in the case of cocaine addiction. The cocaine-addicted rats’ self administration 

behavior was inhibited by ibogaine (Cappendijk & Dzoljic, 1993). Several animal studies also 

found that multiple treatments with ibogaine seem to be more effective than just one (Glick, 

1992; Cappendijk & Dzoljic, 1993).                                                                                                                                     

In humans, ibogaine was found to suppress almost all the withdrawal symptoms of drug 

addicts (Lotsof, 1991; Kaplan, 1993; Mash, 1998). The remaining symptoms could be treated 

rather easily. Furthermore, Kaplan et al. (1993) report that the heroin seeking behavior of all 

heroin addicts in his “focus group” study was interrupted for relatively long periods. 

Furthermore, Mash et al. (2001) conducted a clinical research in which 12 opiate dependent 

patients were treated with ibogaine HCl as a part of their detoxification program. It was found 

that ibogaine provides a safe and effective treatment for withdrawal from heroin and 

methadone. An additional finding was that a single dose of ibogaine promoted a rapid 

detoxification from methadone without a gradual taper of the opiate. Moreover, the subjects 

were found to have a significantly lower craving for the drugs at 36 hours post treatment and 

at one month follow up assessment.

The clinical research on ibogaine still continues worldwide. For instance, a clinical trial using 

therapeutic doses is about to begin in Israel (Aliyah 2004)  The trial will be led by Dr. Moshe 

Kotler, Director, Beer-Ya’akov Mental Health. The clinical trial protocol will involve 12 

heroin patients. Exclusion criteria are histories of mental and organic disease. Inclusion 

criterion is a high motivation for treatment. The patients will be divided into 3 groups, each 

group receiving a different dose of ibogaine. The trial will be conducted in an hospital setting. 

Patients will be admitted 24 hours before the trail to the hospital and will be under 

comprehensive medical supervision. The protocol calls for follow-up examination of each 

patient at least one year after the treatment. The focus of the study is not on basic research 
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questions such as the mechanisms of interruption of addiction, but on the safety and 

effectiveness of ibogaine as a specific medication for addiction.                                                                                 
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Research question

The short term effects of ibogaine are relatively known. It is interesting to examine these 

effects in the long term and try to determine the average longest drug free period as a result of 

the ibogaine treatment. The following research question is posed in this pilot:

1. How does Ibogaine treatment affect the drug use pattern of drug addicts in the long 
term?

The ibogaine experience is a highly invasive event in one’s life. It is notable that a great 

number of individuals that took ibogaine report many changes during and after the treatment. 

These changes are far from being limited to hallucinogenic experiences in the first few hours 

of the treatment. Going through a process of detoxification accompanied by almost no 

withdrawal symptoms and at the same time experiencing and processing past life events is a 

mysterious and one of the most intriguing qualities of ibogaine. The short term personal 

changes that are being reported are not less impressive than the anti addictive outcome of such 

session. Therefore, the second research question is formulated as follows:

2.  Are the effects of the ibogaine treatment limited to altering the drug behavior of the 

addicts or are the medical, psychological, social and legal aspects in the addicts’ lives 

affected by the ibogaine treatment as well? 
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RESEARCH METHODS

Design

The research design was a prospective longitudinal study. At baseline data were gathered 

retrospectively, using self – report questionnaires filled in by individuals who were treated by 

ibogaine at least once for substance dependence. On the average of one year later, participants 

were contacted once again and sent a follow-up questionnaire. The aim was to determine 

whether there had been changes in the addiction and personal behavior of the participants in 

the course of the year.

Sampling

Because of the nature of the ibogaine treatment in the past, namely that the vast majority of 

the treatments takes place in an informal, non-clinical environment, that is being coordinated 

by non-professional ‘therapy providers’, formidable data collection problems were faced from 

the start of the study. In most cases that the therapy providers were willing to cooperate, but 

they did not keep systematic records that would support follow up studies of their clients. 

Those clients who were accessible via the therapy providers were usually treated for a very 

short time ago, which did not suit the purposes of this study. 
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In order to control for a biased sample of treated individuals, the people who were personally 

known by the researcher that went through the treatment were not selected. The collection of 

data had to occur in an independent way. Therefore, a method of recruitment for the study 

was by an advertisement posted on different ibogaine related web-sites. The advertisement is 

presented in Appendix 1. Full anonymity was guaranteed for each participant. Those people 

who responded by email to the advertisement were first sent an email with the questionnaire 

as an attachment. They were asked to fill it in and save as an attachment and send it back. The 

questionnaire also included a section where the participant was asked to give an email contact 

address for the follow-up assessment. This procedure was found to be burdensome to some 

persons as indicated by feedback from the websites. A more efficient system was then 

introduced where a link to the Vrije University website was added to the participating 

ibogaine websites. This allowed the interested participant to click a link on the advertisement 

and go directly to the questionnaire posted on line, fill it in and click a button to send it to me.  

A significant part of the technical aspects and the relations with the web-sites was done in 

consultation with Mr. Howard Lotsof . 

Twenty one properly filled in questionnaires were received during the data collection period  

of 16 months (March 2003-July 2004). The response rate for the follow-up was 33%.   

Instrument

The web-based questionnaires were largely adapted from the Europe-Addiction Severity 

Index. The questionnaire is located in Appendix 2. The questionnaire included four sections, 

each of which concentrated on a different aspect of the addiction of the participant. Section A 

contains information concerning personal data and drug history, such as asking when did the 

respondent start using different drugs. Section B deals with the history of ibogaine treatments. 

Section C contains information regarding the results of the treatment, such as drug use after 

ibogaine treatment. Section D concerns other changes as a result of the treatment, such as 

employment, medical condition, relationships and psychological state. The questionnaire was 

built mostly  from closed-ended questions. However, when appropriate open-ended questions 

were used as well.

Data Analysis

The coded data of each participant were entered in an Excel file. Since this was an exploratory 

pilot study the statistical analysis was limited to descriptive statistics of central tendency 

(means and medians) and percentages. A univariate analysis was conducted on each question. 
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The various univariate analyses included: personal sociodemographic characteristics, drug use 

history, treatment history (with both ibogaine and other methods); treatment effect on drug 

use, on social well-being, on medical condition and on the relationship with the law. 

Regarding the duration of the drug free period of the participants, the longest period was 

measured. The reason is that a significant amount of participants repeated their treatment at 

least once, which complicates the analysis of the drug free period. Bivariate analyses were 

also conducted. The relationships among the number of drugs used, the number of ibogaine 

treatments and the drug free period was evaluated.

Further analysis defined three specific groups: a) participants that have quit using any 

substances (including those which they were not treated for); b) participants that have quit 

using the primary and the secondary drugs of abuse, but continued to use other substances; c) 

participants that have not quit using the primary or the secondary drug of abuse. As far as the 

use of drugs is concerned, the definition of a successful treatment in this study is that the 

participant belongs to either group a or b. 
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RESULTS

Personal socio-demographic characteristics

The average age of the participants of the study was 37.8 years. 71% of the participants were 

male, while the rest (29%) female. A majority of the participants were residents of the USA 

(55%), another group was originally from Western Europe (30%) and a smaller segment of 

the participants (15%) were East European.

 General drug use history

The average age of beginning any drug use was 14.9 years, while no difference between the 

age of onset for men and women was found. It was found that a large percentage of the 

participants used heroin as a primary drug of abuse (67%). An additional 10% used other 

opiates (such as Oxycontin and Codeine) as their primary drug. Another 10% used 

methadone, 5% used crack, 5% crack and cocaine in combination and 5% alcohol. It can be 

seen that a vast majority of the addicts – 87% - reported an opiate – based substance as their 

primary drug of abuse. For a representation of the results, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Primary drug of abuse

Primary drug of abuse
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As for the secondary drug of abuse, the results showed more variation. The two largest 

percentages participants mentioned cocaine and methadone (21% and 16% respectively) as 

their secondary drug. Smaller percentages (11% each) were using other opiates, alcohol, 

cannabis, tobacco and tranquillizers. Five percent reported crack as a secondary drug and 

another 5% - amphetamines (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Secondary drug of abuse
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On the experience of other drug treatments for addiction in their life histories, all the 

participants (100%) reported that they have tried other treatments before trying ibogaine. It is 

interesting to mention that the average period of time before seeking the first other treatment 

was 12.7 years. The average period of staying clean after the other treatments was 9 months, 

while the median was 4.5 months.

The Ibogaine treatment

Participants reported a different drug use habits in general compared to the use just before the 

first treatment. Figure 3 shows that the use of heroin decreases from 67% (when the 

participants are asked to mention their primary drug of abuse in general) to 57% (primary 

drug of abuse just before the Ibogaine treatment). At the same time, the use of methadone 

increases from 10% to 19% just before the treatment with Ibogaine. In other words, we can 

see a tendency for a transition of use from heroin to methadone before trying the Ibogaine 

treatment. Except for this, no other changes in drug use pattern were found, regarding both the 

primary and the secondary drug. The vast majority of the participants used opiates as a 

primary drug and 90% of the participants reported about use of at least one secondary drug 

before ibogaine treatment. As mentioned before, the choice of the secondary drug is much 

more heterogeneous (see Figure 4).
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Figure  3: Primary drug of abuse just before Ibogaine treatment
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Figure 4: Secondary drug of abuse just before Ibogaine treatment
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The participants were asked about the period of drug use before the (first) Ibogaine treatment. 

The results show that the participants used the primary drug for 10 years (on average) before 

the Ibogaine treatment, and used the secondary drug for 14 years. The medians were 8 and 

10.5 years respectively. 

Additional information was gathered concerning the treatment modality. The results show that 

in two-thirds of the treatments (67%) the treatment took place in a non-clinical environment 

with the assistance of an Ibogaine therapist. Another group of participants administered the 

drug to themselves, by the means of self-treatment (29%). Only 5% of the participants (one 

person) were treated in a clinical environment with the assistance of an Ibogaine therapist. 

Moreover, a large part of the participants (85%) were treated with HCl, while the rest (15%) 

used the extract.
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Another interesting point was the number of repeated treatments with Ibogaine. Forty-eight 

percent of the participants repeated their treatment once. The average gap between the first 

and the second treatment was 1.8 years. 14% of all the participants were treated three times in 

total, while the time period between the second and the third treatment was 1 year. 

Influence on drug use

As was already mentioned above, the results of the Ibogaine treatment were analyzed at 

different levels. The results include multiple outcomes such as ultimate cessation of using any 

substances whatsoever, the drug free period, whether the person quit using the drug which 

he/she was treated for (primary/secondary drug of use) etc.

The results show that 24% (5 out of 21) of all the participants have quit using any substances 

whatsoever, including hard drugs, soft drugs, pain medications, tranquillizers and alcohol. 

The average drug free period of this group of people was 41.2 months - almost 3.5 years. The 

median was lower, however - 24 months. This group will be called group 1.

Moreover, from the remaining 76% (group 2), slightly more than half (56%) quit using their 

primary and secondary drugs of abuse, but still continued to use other substances (in most 

cases, alcohol or cannabis) – which will be referred to as group 3. The average drug free 

period (of the primary and the secondary drugs of abuse) of this group of people was 20,8 

months – about one and a half year. The median was lower in this group as well – 4.5 months.

It is worth mentioning that however 33% of the 56% mentioned above, did quit their primary 

and secondary drugs, they started using other substances instead (usually, oxycontin and 

cannabis). In other words, 33% of the group that quit using the primary and the secondary 

drugs, but still used other drugs, started using other substances.

Forty-four percent of group 2 still used their primary and/or secondary drug of abuse. The 

median of this group’s drug free period was 1 week. This group will be called group 4. 

However, when taking a deeper look at the data, we can see that 6 out of 7 participants of this 

group report that they consume lower quantities of the drugs. 
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In sum, out of the whole research sample, 67% of the participants quit using either all kinds of 

substances or their primary and secondary drugs. 33% of the sample did not quit using their 

primary or secondary drugs, but decreased the amount of drug used.

The overall mean-drug free period (from primary and secondary drugs) of all the participants 

was 21.8 months. The median was, however, lower - 6 months.

A substantial association was found between the duration of the drug free period and the type 

of Ibogaine used during the treatment. The results show that the participants that were treated 

with HCl had a substantially longer drug free period than the group treated with extract. The 

average drug free period of the group treated with HCl was 26.8 months, while of the group 

treated with the extract – 2.1 months.

Personal changes 

Several aspects of the personal situation before and after the Ibogaine treatment were 

examined, such as employment, medical condition, psychological condition, relationships 

with others and with the law.

Surprisingly, a vast majority of the participants (86%) were employed before the treatment, 

and all the participants of the follow-up questionnaire (6 people) reported that they kept their 

jobs until these days. Furthermore, no distinct characteristics of the group’s occupation and 

education were found, the group was very heterogeneous. The participants’ positions varied 

from a university professor to unemployed drug dealers.

As far as medical condition is concerned, a significant part of the participants (43%) reported 

that their health was reasonable before the Ibogaine treatment, 24% reported bad health; 19% 

- good and 14% - very bad medical condition before treatment. 29% also reported developing 

a chronic disease during the addiction period.

After the Ibogaine treatment 58% of the participants report an improvement of their medical 

condition, 26% report of no change and 16% - claim that their health has worsened. 

Regarding the last group of the 16% (3 participants), some interesting facts should be 

mentioned – in two out of the three cases the treatment has failed and the patients continued 

their drug use; and  all three underwent only one treatment. Furthermore, all three were male, 

in their fifties suffering from heroin addiction. 
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The participants of the study were also asked about their personal relationships before and 

after the Ibogaine treatment, such as friendships, intimate relationships, professional 

relationships etc. Eighty-eight percent reported a significant improvement in different aspects 

(one or more) of relationships with significant others. The remaining 12% claimed that no 

change has taken place in their relationships as a result of the treatment. 

One of the participants, P12, writes :”I found that I could not tolerate the 12 year live-in 

partner situation I was in (I think the methadone etc. allowed me to tolerate it before) and we 

are separating. I have found that I have more interest and empathy for others than I had 

before: seek out friends more, feel more connected and caring towards students and co-

workers. Also feel more empowered to make other changes I have wanted for a long time, 

such as job change, relocation etc.” Another respondent (P07) shares: ”I became a reliable, 

trustworthy person. My family invited me back into the fold. Before they didn’t want me 

around. Didn’t trust me with anything, now they offered me cash for Christmas...that would 

never happen before. They enjoy being around me and I enjoy being around others. I have 

become more focused, positive and energetic.”

The data gathered concerning the psychological well-being of the participants indicated that a 

large percentage of the participants report of anxieties (67%) and depressions (61%) before 

being treated with Ibogaine. Almost all the participants claim that improvement has take place 

regarding these two disorders (92% and 100% respectively). The Table 1 presents the 

complete data.
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Table 1: Percentage distribution of psychological symptoms before and after Ibogaine 

treatment (N=18)

symptoms 

before 

treatment

improved or 

disappeared after 

treatment no change

worsened 

after 

treatment

developed 

after 

treatment

Functional psychosis 6 100 0 0 0

Anxiety 67 92 0 8 0

Phobias 11 100 0 0 0

Depression 61 100 0 0 6

OCD 17 100 0 0 6

Hypochondria 11 100 0 0 6

Eating disorder 28 80 6 0 6

Social isolation 33 100 0 0 0

Borderline disorder 6 100 0 0 6

As we see in table 1, there has been a tremendous improvement in all kinds of psychological 

symptoms. It is worth mentioning that the high percentages of improvement in the 

psychological symptoms of the participants after the treatment are not highly correlated with 

the treatment’s success as defined in chapter 5.4 (groups 1 and 3 – either quit using all 

substances or quit using their primary and secondary drug). In spite of the fact that the 

percentage of successful treatments in the whole sample was 67% in total, the percentage of 

the participants reporting psychological improvement is 96% (calculated as a weighted 

average of the improvement rates).

Another aspect of the effect of the Ibogaine treatment was measured by the relationship with 

the law of the participants. Thirty-five percent reported an improvement in this aspect, while 

65% claimed that no changes occurred. To illustrate, respondent P07 is quoted: ”Two days 

before the first Ibogaine treatment I was arrested for shooting up in public...and had been 

arrested on several different occasions for a variety of offences. Since the treatment I haven’t 

been in any trouble with the law outside of two speeding tickets.” 
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Table 2: Mean and median drug free period as a function of number of Ibogaine 

treatments (in months).

mean median

1 treatment 9.7 2.3

2 treatments 35.7 12.0

3 treatments 52.0 42.0

The correlation between the number of drugs used and the drug free period has been 

evaluated. Except a slight tendency to having a longer drug free period in the case of less than 

three drugs used before treatment, only relatively small differences were found. Table 3 

shows that the action of Ibogaine seems to be independent from the number of drugs the 

participants has used.

Table 3: Number of average months drug free as a result of the number of drugs used.

Number of drugs 1-2 drugs 3-4 drugs 5 and more drugs

Number of months drug free 25.8 19.3 20.4

Another interesting variable was discovered during the analysis of the data. Although 

“Ibogaine treatment” is referred to in the title of this report, there are actually three distinct 

sub types: HCl, extract and the combination of these two. In spite of the fact that the number 

of participants that used the extract was rather small in the study, there still appears to be a 

significant gap between the drug free period after HCl treatment and extract treatment -  26,8 

and 2,1 months respectively.
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DISCUSSION

Drug use aspects

As was mentioned earlier, in this study an attempt was made to determine the long-term 

effects of an Ibogaine treatment on drug addicts. The short-term anti-addictive effects of 

Ibogaine have been published in the past by Lotsof (1986), Kaplan and colleagues (1993) and 

others. Ibogaine appears to be, among others, an effective addiction interrupter. 

A central question in many addiction studies is the definition of a successful treatment. 

Especially in cases of long lasting multiple addictions (to two or more drugs) the 

measurement of course and outcome is much more complicated than the gross categories 

staying clean or relapsing. Many other aspects of the life of the addict should be explored as 

well in order to evaluate the effectiveness of any anti-addictive therapy. In this study I have 

tried to approach the addict both as a person who has a chemical dependency and as an 

individual who like everybody else experiences personal, financial, social and health 

problems etc. This conception is consistent wit the multidimensional view of addiction as 

reflected in the Addiction severity Index (Hendriks, 1989) 

As to the first aspect which has been examined, namely drug use behavior after the Ibogaine 

treatment, the results presented confirm prior studies in this field, which found that Ibogaine 

is a successful addiction interrupter in the short term (Hendriks, Adriaanns & Blanken, 1993). 

In this study 19 participants out of the sample of 21 quit using their primary and secondary 

drugs for at least one week. The study also confirms the conclusion of the study of Hendriks, 

Adriaanns & Blanken (1993) concerning the subjects that had a relapse a short time after the 

treatment (about one week). Hendriks et al. found that the subjects that relapsed reduced 

significantly the dosage of the drugs used and frequency of administration. In this study was 

found that 6 out of 7 participants that relapsed after the treatment reported lower quantities of 

the drugs used.

As can be seen from the results, the anti-addictive effects of Ibogaine on the participants are 

quite encouraging:

24% of the participants were drug free from any kind of drugs at the time they filled in 

the questionnaire (Group 1). 
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Another 43% of the participants were not using their primary and secondary drugs 

(which they were treated for), but were using other substances at the time of filling in 

the questionnaire (Group 3).

The remaining 33% of the sample were using either primary or secondary drugs at the 

time of filling in the questionnaire (Group 4).

These results point out that 67% of the participants report a successful treatment outcome, 

meaning that they belong either to group 1 or 3 mentioned above.

As to the longer term effects of Ibogaine on drug use, a different drug free period has been 

found in every group of the participants:

Group 1 - The average drug free period of this group of people was 41.2 months -

almost 3.5 years. The median was lower, however - 24 months.

Group 3 - The average drug free period (of the primary and the secondary drugs of 

abuse) of this group of people was 20.8 months – about one and a half year. The 

median was lower in this group as well – 4.5 months.

Group 4 - The median of this group’s drug free period was 1 week. Because of the 

small sample, the average drug free period of this group (9.1 months) is misleading.

The overall average drug free period (from primary and secondary drugs) of the entire sample 

was 21.8 months. The median that was measured was 6 months. These results can be seen in a 

positive light, especially considering the same sample’s experience with other addiction 

interrupting treatments (such as rehabilitation clinics, 12 steps programs, methadone 

detoxication, psychotherapy etc.). The average period of staying clean after the other 

treatments was 9 months, while the median was 4.5 months. If one will compare the cost-

benefit ratio (time and the resources that have to be invested into a different kinds of 

conventional treatments to one or two Ibogaine sessions costs and the results achieved), it 

seems that the Ibogaine treatment (possibly in combination with other supportive treatments) 

is preferable.
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The data presented shows that there is an additional important variable that has to do with the 

success or failure of the Ibogaine treatment. The number of additional Ibogaine treatments is 

positively correlated with the duration of the drug free period (see table 2).

The subjects in group 4 still used their primary and/or secondary drug of abuse. The median 

of this group’s drug free period was 1 week. The results show that a large majority of the 

subjects consumed lower quantities of the drug after the ibogaine treatment. This finding is 

supported by prior studies of the physio-pharmacological modus operandi of Ibogaine, 

namely its ability to modify the sensitivity of the central nervous system to opiates (Parker & 

Siegel, 2001). As a result of this ability the quantity of the drug needed becomes less, which is 

a direct consequence of the anti-addictive quality of Ibogaine.

Medical, psychological, social and legal aspects

As was already mentioned, the participants reported major changes in their quality of life, 

especially in the following aspects: medical condition (58% reported a health improvement 

since the treatment), social functioning (88% claimed that they experienced a significant 

improvement), psychological well-being (significant improvement especially in anxiety and 

depression) and relationship with the law (one third of the participants reduced or ceased their 

criminal behavior).

It is unclear whether the changes mentioned above are a result of the Ibogaine treatment itself 

or a result of quitting the drug use (having a successful Ibogaine treatment). It is obvious that 

individuals that do not use drugs face fewer difficulties in the various life aspects. However,

from this research it can be seen that also the participants whose treatment has failed did 

benefit from the treatment in other life aspects. One possible explanation of this phenomenon 

could be that in spite of the fact that success was defined as not using at least primary and 

secondary drugs, this definition is problematic. We have seen that the 85% of the participants 

that were still using drugs (primary or secondary) reported of lower quantity of use of the 

drug. Their treatment was defined as a failure, though. 

An alternative explanation to this phenomenon could be that in the period between the 

Ibogaine treatment and the relapse (when the subject was still drug free), certain aspects of 

his/her life were improved, such as medical care, better environment etc. Such changes could 

lead to the improvements mentioned above.
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A third possible explanation, is that since Ibogaine works on different levels (physical, mental 

and spiritual). According to Bastiaans (personal communication, 1991), it offers the addict 

various solutions beyond the interruption of the physical addiction. because of the mechanism 

of Abreaction. This mechanism can be described as a "flashback" of a traumatic experience, 

such as war or rape. The memory is so intense, stressful and real, that it feels like the event is 

happening again (Steele, 1989). The reports concerning the contents of an ibogaine therapy 

described earlier show indeed that ibogaine causes the patients to watch their own life events, 

part of which might be traumatic. It is possible that the re-experiencing of traumatic events is 

therapeutic for drug addicts.
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 Limitations

In order to be able to interpret the results in an appropriate way, several limitations of the 

study are mentioned.

The first possible limitation that should be considered is the design of the study, namely the 

use of questionnaires filled in by the participants (self report). This methodology, however 

efficient in many aspects, has the disadvantage  that certain questions might be misinterpreted 

by the participants. Furthermore, this methodology can result in participants not revealing all 

the information (not filling in certain parts of the questionnaire). Moreover, because of the 

nature of the study group, one can expect that there is a chance that certain participants have 

answered inadequately due to substance use at that time.

In addition, the fact that the questionnaires were gathered by using the internet opens the 

possibility of receiving less reliable information than by other information gathering 

techniques. Since the information cannot be verified by collateral data it is important to be 

aware of the possibility that some responses are not true.

Another point that should be mentioned is the relatively small sample size. As mentioned 

earlier, there were many difficulties in accessing the sample - due to the nature of the study 

and the semi-legal status of Ibogaine. The small sample complicates the attempts to generalize 

the findings on a larger population of drug addicts.

Regarding the analysis of the data, it is important to take into consideration that the 

respondents filled in the questionnaires in different periods after the Ibogaine treatment. Due 

to the small sample available it was impossible to select a group of participants that filled in 

the questionnaire at the same period of time after being treated by Ibogaine.
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 Conclusion: Encouraging, but much more research to be done

Two research questions of this study were formulated. As to the first research question the 

findings show that Ibogaine does influence various aspects of the life of the drug addict, 

namely medical condition, social functioning, psychological well-being and relationship with 

the law. Certain aspects were improved more than others.

As to the second research question regarding the long term effects of the Ibogaine treatment 

on the drug use pattern, it was found that 67% of the participants quit using either all kinds of 

substances or their primary and secondary drugs. Thirty-three percent of the sample did not 

quit using their primary or secondary drugs, but decreased the amount of drug used.

The overall average drug free period (from primary and secondary drugs) of all the 

participants was 21.8 months. The median was, however, lower - 6 months.

The results of this study are encouraging as we see that Ibogaine treatment results in a 

significant drug free periods among two-thirds of the drug addicts. This study is an 

appropriate starting point for further research on the long term effects of the Ibogaine 

treatment, using larger samples of drug addicts.
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Abstract

18-Methoxycoronaridine, a novel iboga alkaloid congener, reduces drug self-administration in animal models of addiction. Previously, we

proposed that these effects are mediated by the ability of 18-methoxycoronaridine to inhibit nicotinic a3h4 acetylcholine receptors. In an

attempt to identify more potent 18-methoxycoronaridine analogs, we have tested a series of 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners by whole-cell

patch clamp recording of HEK 293 cells expressing recombinant nicotinic a3h4 receptors or glutamate NR1/NR2B N-methyl-D-aspartate

(NMDA) receptors. The congeners exhibited a range of inhibitory potencies at a3h4 receptors. Five congeners had IC50 values similar to 18-

methoxycoronaridine, and all of these were ineffective at NMDA receptors. The congeners also retained their ability to reduce morphine and

methamphetamine self-administration. These data are consistent with the importance of nicotinic a3h4 receptors as a therapeutic target to

modulate drug seeking. These compounds may constitute a new class of synthetic agents that act via the nicotinic a3h4 mechanism to

combat addiction.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: 18-Methoxycoronaridine; Ibogaine; Nicotinic receptor; N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor; Addiction

1. Introduction prevented its approval as a treatment for addiction. On the
18-Methoxycoronaridine is a novel congener of the iboga

alkaloid ibogaine that is being studied as a potential treatment

for multiple forms of drug abuse. In rats, both 18-methox-

ycoronaridine and ibogaine decrease the self-administration

of several addictive agents including morphine (Glick et al.,

1996; Maisonneuve and Glick, 1999), cocaine (Glick et al.,

1996), methamphetamine (Glick et al., 2000a), nicotine

(Glick et al., 2000a), and ethanol (Rezvani et al., 1995,

1997). However, they differ in their effects on responding

for a non-drug reinforcer (water); ibogaine decreases respond-

ing whereas 18-methoxycoronaridine does not (Glick et al.,

1996). Although ibogaine has been reported to effectively

reduce drug cravings and withdrawal symptoms in addicts

(Sheppard, 1994), its tremorigenic, hallucinogenic, neurotox-

ic, and cardiovascular side effects (see Alper, 2001) have
0014-2999/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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other hand, 18-methoxycoronaridine, although not yet tested

in humans, has no apparent side effects in rats, presumably

because it is more selective pharmacologically than ibogaine.

Despite its promise for the treatment of addiction, the

predominant mechanism of action of 18-methoxycoronar-

idine has remained elusive. Although 18-methoxycoronar-

idine binds with low affinity to several types of receptors

(Glick and Maisonneuve, 2000; Glick et al., 2000b), we

have proposed that its effects on drug-seeking behavior

result from antagonism of the a3h4 subtype of nicotinic

acetylcholine receptor (Glick et al., 2002a). Evidence for

this hypothesis comes from previous in vitro patch-clamp

studies showing that 18-methoxycoronaridine is a some-

what selective antagonist of nicotinic a3h4 receptors

(Glick et al., 2002a). 18-Methoxycoronaridine, unlike ibo-

gaine, has little or no effect at nicotinic a4h2 receptors or

at NMDA-type glutamate receptors (Glick et al., 2002a),

and like ibogaine it does not act on a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-

methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid or kainate-selective glu-
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tamate receptor channels, g-aminobutyric acid-A, or gly-

cine receptor channels (Chen et al., 1996; Glick et al.,

2002a; unpublished observations). Furthermore, combina-

tions of 18-methoxycoronaridine with other agents known

to block nicotinic a3h4 receptors (mecamylamine, dextro-

methorphan, bupropion) selectively reduce drug-seeking

behavior in rats at doses that are ineffective when admin-

istered alone (Glick et al., 2002a,b). These results sug-

gested that the effects of these agents on drug self-

administration are mediated by their common actions at

nicotinic a3h4 receptors. Finally, nicotinic a3h4 receptors

are localized in brain regions, particularly within the

habenulointerpeduncular pathway (Klink et al., 2001;

Quick et al., 1999) that are well suited to modulate, either

directly (e.g., Klink et al., 2001) or indirectly (e.g., Nishi-

kawa et al., 1986; Quick et al., 1999), the mesolimbic

dopamine system involved in drug reward (see Maison-

neuve and Glick, 2003). Together, these findings suggest

that antagonism of acetylcholine’s actions at nicotinic a3h4
receptors may be an important mechanism for reducing the

rewarding effects of a variety of drugs.

Part of the rationale for our current investigation was to

create a compound(s) with pharmacological and therapeutic

profiles superior to 18-methoxycoronaridine. We also

sought to further test the hypothesis that nicotinic a3h4
receptors are part of the drug reward mechanism. A series of

18-methoxycoronaridine congeners were tested at nicotinic

a3h4 receptors and promising candidates were cross-tested

to confirm a lack of interaction with NMDA receptors. We

show that these compounds inhibit nicotinic a3h4 receptors,
but are ineffective at NMDA receptors, and retain the ability

to reduce morphine and methamphetamine self-administra-

tion in rats.

A portion of this research has appeared in abstract form.
Fig. 1. Chemical structures of ibogaine, 18-methoxycoronaridine, and 18-

methoxycoronaridine congeners. The chemical structure is numbered using

the LeMen and Taylor system (see Table 1).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Receptor functional analyses

Receptor functional analyses were performed as de-

scribed previously (Glick et al., 2002a). Briefly, human

embryonic kidney 293 fibroblasts (ATCC CRL1573) were

cultured in minimum essential medium supplemented with

10% fetal bovine serum and 2 mM glutamine (Life Tech-

nologies). The culture media for cells transfected with the

NMDA receptor was further supplemented with 10–100

AM DL-2-amino-5-phosphono-valeric acid to block excito-

toxic levels of receptor activation. Cells were plated at

2–3� 104 cells per milliliter on poly-D-lysine-coated 35-

mm Nunc dishes. We used the following cDNAs (Gen-

Bank accession no.): nicotinic acetylcholine receptor-a3

(L31621), -h4 (U42976), NMDA-type glutamate recep-

tors (NR1; X63255), and NR2B (M91562). Cells were

transfected with the cDNAs for the nicotinic a3/h4
receptor at 1:1 and with the glutamate NR1/NR2B receptor
at 1:2 with a total DNA concentration of 0.5–1.0 Ag/ml.

Cotransfection of enhanced green fluorescent protein (10%

of total cDNA) provided a visual marker for transfected

cells. Cells were transfected using either the Lipofectamine

PLUS or the Lipofectamine 2000 reagents (Life Technol-

ogies). We performed functional analyses between 12 and

36 h post-transfection. Transfected cells were selected for

enhanced green fluorescent protein expression and exam-

ined by voltage-clamp recording at � 70 mV in the whole-

cell configuration using an Axopatch 200A patch-clamp

amplifier (Axon Instruments). Thin-walled borosilicate

glass microelectrodes (TW150F, World Precision Instru-

ments) had resistances of 3–5 MV when filled with an

internal solution containing (in mM): 135 CsCl, 10 CsF, 10

HEPES, 5 EGTA, 1 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2 at pH 7.2. When

recording from nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, we added

10 mM phosphocreatine to the internal solution to reduce

rundown of acetylcholine-evoked currents. Current

responses were filtered at 5 kHz with an 8-pole Bessel

filter (Cygnus Technologies), digitized at 1 kHz, and stored

on a Macintosh PowerPC-G3 computer using an ITC-16

interface (Instrutech) under control of the data acquisition

and analysis program Synapse (Synergy Research). Cells

were continuously superfused with extracellular solution

containing (in mM): 150 NaCl, 3 KCl, 5 HEPES, 1 MgCl2,

1.8 CaCl2, 10 glucose, and 0.1 mg/ml phenol red, pH 7.3

(Mg2 + was eliminated from all solutions used to study

NMDA receptors). Agonist stocks were made up in extra-

cellular solution. All compounds were racemic mixtures

unless otherwise indicated. 18-Methoxycoronaridine, 18-

methoxycoronaridine congener, and 18-methoxycoronari-

dine enantiomer stocks were made up at 10–20 mM in

dimethyl sulfoxide or 50% extracellular solution/50% di-

methyl sulfoxide. All stocks were kept at � 20 and 4 jC
for long-term and short-term storage, respectively. 18-

Methoxycoronaridine enantiomers (King et al., 2000) and

18-methoxycoronaridine congeners (Kuehne et al., 2003;

Fig. 1; Table 1) were synthesized as described previously.

Agonist and compound solutions were diluted in extracel-

lular solution immediately before use; final concentration of

dimethyl sulfoxide was 0.25% or lower. Control, agonist,

and compound solutions were applied to individual cells by

rapid perfusion with a 30-s intertrial interval. Solutions

were driven by a syringe pump through a flowpipe having

4 or 6 inputs that converge at a single common output of



Table 1

Chemical modifications of congeners

Compound R1 R2 R3

Ibogaine OCH3 H H

18-Methoxycoronaridine

(18-MC)

H CO2CH3 OCH3

#4 18-Hydroxycoronaridine

(18-HC)

H CO2CH3 OH

#5 18-Heptoxycoronaridine

(18-HOC)

H CO2CH3 OCH2C6H5

#7 18-MethoxyIbogamine-

16-sodium carboxylate

(18-MISC)

H CO2Na OCH3

#8 N,N-Dimethylaminoethyl

18-methoxycoronaridinate

(DAE-18-MC)

H CO2C2H4NH2 OCH3

#9 2-Hydroxyethyl

18-methoxycoronaridinate

(HE-18-MC)

H CO2C2H4NOH OCH3

#10 2-Acetylaminoethyl

18-methoxycoronaridinate

(AAE-18-MC)

H CO2C2H4NAc OCH3

#11 2-Methoxyethyl

18-methoxycoronaridinate

(ME-18-MC)

H CO2C2H4OCH3 OCH3

#12 18-Methoxycoronaridine

N,N-Dimethyl-

ethylenediamine amide

(18-MC DEAA)

H CONHC2H4NH2 OCH3

#13 18-Methoxycoronaridine

2-hydroxyethylamide

(18-MC-HEA)

H CONHC2H4OH OCH3

#14 18-Methoxycoronaridine

2-methoxyethylamide

(18-MC-MEA)

H CONHC2H4OCH3 OCH3

#18 18-Methylaminocoronaridine

(18-MAC)

H CO2CH3 NHCH3

#19 18-Dimethylaminocoronaridine

(18-DAC)

H CO2CH3 N(CH3)2

#36 15-nor-18-methoxycoronaridine

(15-nor-18-MC)

H CO2CH3 OCH3
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approximately 100-Am diameter. Rapid switching between

inputs was achieved using a set of upstream solenoid valves

(Lee) under computer control; the solution exchange rate

was determined to be V 5 ms from liquid junction currents.

As an initial test of the potency of the various 18-

methoxycoronaridine congeners, we first tested them at 20

AM and then 1 AM for inhibition of nicotinic a3h4
receptors. We characterized their overall potency by mea-

suring the percent inhibition at the end of the drug co-

application, the rate of inhibition during drug co-application

and the amount of persistent inhibition 1 s after drug

removal. Percent inhibition and persistent inhibition were

calculated using the equation (Icontrol� Idrug/Icontrol)� 100

after normalizing to the peak of the control current. Using

these measures as a guide, we selected the most promising

candidates for further in vitro and in vivo analyses.

For concentration–response analyses, data are presented

as the meanF S.E.M. and curve fits are given for the

logistic equation: I = Imax/(1+[drug]/IC50). The calculated
Hill slope (nH) for each concentration–response curve was

near unity in all cases, and therefore was fixed at 1 and the

data were refitted as presented.

2.2. Animals

Naı̈ve female Long-Evans derived rats (250 g; Charles

River, NY) were maintained on a normal 12-h light

cycle (lights on at 7:00 a.m., lights off at 7:00 p.m.).

For all experiments, the ‘‘Principles of laboratory animal

care’’ (NIH publication No. 85-23, revised 1997) were

followed.

2.3. Self-administration procedure

The i.v. self-administration procedure has been de-

scribed previously (e.g., Glick et al., 1996, 2000a). Briefly,

responses on either of two levers (mounted 15-cm apart on

the front wall of each operant test cage) were recorded on

an IBM compatible computer with a Med Associates, Inc.

interface. The i.v. self-administration system consisted of

polyethylene-silicone cannulas constructed according to the

design of Weeks (1972), Instech harnesses and swivels,

and Harvard Apparatus infusion pumps (#55-2222). Shap-

ing of the bar-press response was initially accomplished by

training rats to bar-press for water. Cannulas were then

implanted in the external jugular vein according to proce-

dures described by Weeks (1972). Self-administration

testing began with a 16-h nocturnal session followed by

daily 1-h sessions, 5 days (Monday–Friday) a week. A

lever-press response produced a 50 Al infusion of drug

solution (0.025 mg of either morphine sulfate or metham-

phetamine sulfate) in about 1 s. Because all rats generally

weighed 250F 20 g, each response delivered approximate-

ly 0.1 mg/kg of morphine or 0.1 mg/kg of methamphet-

amine. Experiments to assess the effects of experimental

treatments were begun when baseline self-administration

rates stabilized (< 10% variation from one day to the next

across 5 days), usually after 2 weeks of testing. Each rat

typically received two or three different treatments spaced

at least 1 week apart. Due to the limited quantities

available, the congeners were all initially tested at only a

single dosage (20 mg/kg, i.p., 15 min before testing) in

both self-administration models (N = 3–6/congener/model);

at this dosage, 18-methoxycoronaridine decreases mor-

phine and methamphetamine self-administration by ap-

proximately 50% (Glick et al., 1996, 2000a). To the

extent available, a few congeners were tested at lower

doses to determine if any of them was more potent than

18-methoxycoronaridine. Lastly, in other groups of rats,

using exactly the same schedule and protocol used for drug

self-administration, several congeners were tested in a

control (non-drug) model for drug self-administration:

responding for an oral solution of sucrose (15% w/v,

0.01 ml/response) that maintains response rates comparable

to those maintained by drugs.
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3. Results

3.1. 18-Methoxycoronaridine inhibits nicotinic a3b4 ace-

tylcholine receptors

Human embryonic kidney 293 cells expressing a3 and

h4 subunits of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors were volt-

age-clamped at � 70 mVand examined by whole-cell patch

clamp recording with fast perfusion of acetylcholine and

drug solutions. Application of 1 mM acetylcholine produced

a large, inward, desensitizing current (Fig. 2) similar to that

described previously. Consistent with our previous studies

showing that 18-methoxycoronaridine potently inhibits nic-

otinic a3h4 receptors (Glick et al., 2002a), co-application of
Fig. 2. Inhibition of nicotinic a3h4 receptors by 18-methoxycoronaridine, 18-m

Recombinant receptors were expressed in human embryonic kidney 293 cells and

acetylcholine and drug solutions. (A) Whole-cell current evoked by application

application of 20 AM 18-methoxycoronaridine (left). Current traces for the contro

acetylcholine application. Solid bar depicts the timing of co-application of 18-

application of 20 AM (+)-18-methoxycoronaridine (middle) or (� )-18-methoxy

Horizontal scale bar applies to all traces in A. (B) Inhibition of 1 mM acetylchol

AM). Conventions are as in A. Horizontal scale bar applies to all traces in B; ver
20 AM 18-methoxycoronaridine produced a rapid and nearly

complete (98%, on average) inhibition of the inward cur-

rents produced by acetylcholine (N = 9, Figs. 2A and 3).

This inhibition was slow to be relieved after removal of 18-

methoxycoronaridine, persisting at 80% after 1 s. The

inhibition produced by 18-methoxycoronaridine at nicotinic

a3h4 receptors was concentration-dependent with an IC50

of 0.90 AM (Fig. 4).

3.2. Effects of (+)- and (�)-18-methoxycoronaridine
enantiomers on nicotinic a3b4 acetylcholine receptors

It was previously shown that (+)-18-methoxycoronari-

dine has 15–25 times higher affinity than (� )-18-methox-
ethoxycoronaridine enantiomers, and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners.

examined by whole-cell patch clamp recordings with rapid application of

of 1 mM acetylcholine in transfected cells was nearly eliminated by co-

l and drug co-application are superimposed. Open bar depicts the timing of

methoxycoronaridine. Arrows point to measures presented in Fig. 3. Co-

coronaridine (right) had similar effects on acetylcholine-evoked currents.

ine-evoked currents by various 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners (18–20

tical bars are 0.5 nA for all traces.



Fig. 3. Effects of application of 18-methoxycoronaridine and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners on nicotinic a3h4 receptors. For each compound, the box

represents the second and third quartile of the data (middle 50%), the horizontal line inside the box represents the median, the horizontal lines above and

below the box represent the range excluding outliers, which are represented by open circles. (A) Percent inhibition at the end of the drug co-application;

(B) rate of inhibition; (C) percent inhibition at 1 s after the removal of the drug. See Fig. 2A for example of measures, N = 3–8 observations per

compound.
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ycoronaridine for A and y opioid receptors (King et al.,

2000). To determine whether this difference extends to

other transmitter systems, we first investigated the 18-

methoxycoronaridine enantiomers for inhibition of acetyl-

choline-evoked currents at nicotinic a3h4 receptors. Like

(F )-18-methoxycoronaridine, 20 AM of the (+)- and (� )-

enantiomers potently and rapidly inhibited acetylcholine-

evoked currents (95% and 93%, respectively, N = 3 for

each; Fig. 2A). This inhibition was somewhat reduced (to

73% and 77%, respectively) at 1 s after removal of the

drug. Furthermore, at 1 AM, (+)- and (� )-18-methoxycor-

onaridine effectively inhibited acetylcholine evoked currents,

although to a lesser extent (60% and 55%, respectively, N = 3

for each) and more slowly. This suggests that their IC50

values are slightly below 1 AM and both are similar to

that of the racemate. Furthermore, the (+)- and (� )-

enantiomers produced similar amounts of persistent

inhibition at 1 s after drug removal (45% and 54%,

respectively).
Fig. 4. Inhibition of 1 mM acetylcholine evoked currents by various concentra

Inhibition was measured at the end of the drug pulse (see Fig. 2A). For the lowe

increased from 1.5 to 2.5 s to reach equilibrium. Data are the meanF S.E.M. fo

equation: I = Imax/(1+[drug]/IC50). Best-fitting IC50 values are given in the figure

compound numbers 8, 9, 11, 18, and 19, respectively. Hill slopes of the concentrat

IC50 determinations.
3.3. Effects of 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners on

nicotinic a3b4 acetylcholine receptors

We next tested a series of 18-methoxycoronaridine con-

geners having substitutions at C16 and C18 for inhibition at

nicotinic a3h4 receptors (Fig. 1, Table 1; Kuehne et al.,

2003). At 20 AM, all 13 compounds tested inhibited the

inward currents produced by application of acetylcholine

(Fig. 2); however, they exhibited a range of potencies (Fig.

3). Compound numbers 4, 8, 9, 11, 18, 19, and 36 (N = 3–6

for each) were particularly potent. On average, each of these

compounds inhibited acetylcholine-evoked currents by

greater than 94% with persistent inhibition of 70% or greater

at 1 s after the drug was removed. With the exception of

compound #36, which had considerably slower onset, all

had mean inhibition rates faster than 18-methoxycoronar-

idine (Fig. 3). Thus, these compounds interact rapidly with

and have high affinity for their active site on the receptors.

Compound numbers 10, 12, 13, and 14 (N = 3–6 for each)
tions of 18-methoxycoronaridine and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners.

r concentrations (i.e. V 0.3 AM), the length of the drug co-application was

r three to nine observations per point. Curve fits are given for the logistic

for 18-methoxycoronaridine and 0.75, 1.43, 1.14, 0.43, and 0.80 AM for

ion–effect curves were near unity in all cases and were assumed to be 1 for



Fig. 5. Lack of inhibition of glutamate NR1/NR2B receptors by 18-

methoxycoronaridine and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners. Recombi-

nant receptors were expressed in human embryonic kidney 293 cells and

examined by whole-cell patch clamp recordings with rapid application of

100 AM glutamate/10 AM glycine and 10 AM drug solutions. Like 18-

methoxycoronaridine, all of the congeners tested failed to inhibit glutamate

NR1/NR2B receptors. Similar results were obtained using 50 AM drug

(Table 2). Current traces for the control and drug co-application are

superimposed. Open bar depicts the timing of glutamate/glycine applica-

tion. Solid bar depicts the timing of co-application of drug. Small arrows

indicate artifact caused by solution switching. Horizontal scale bar applies

to all traces; vertical scale bars are 0.1 nA for all traces.
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inhibited the acetylcholine-evoked currents by 85% or more;

however, the persistent inhibition was less than 52% at 1 s

after the drug was removed. These compounds had mean

inhibition rates that were faster than 18-methoxycoronar-

idine. Their fast inhibition rates suggest that they bind

rapidly to the receptors, but their limited persistent inhibi-

tion suggests they also unbind rapidly, and so have rela-

tively lower affinity. Finally, compound numbers 5 and 7

(N = 3 and 4, respectively) were the least potent; both

inhibited the acetylcholine-evoked currents by less than

65%, suggesting they also have relatively lower affinity.

To extend these findings, we explored the concentra-

tion–response relationships of the 18-methoxycoronaridine

congeners (excluding compound numbers 5, 7, and 12). The

inhibition produced by each of the congeners tested was

concentration-dependent, showing less inhibition at 1 AM
(data not shown). These findings were largely consistent

with the affinity profiles described above; compound numb-

ers 10, 12, 13, 14, and 36 were of lower affinity, whereas

compound numbers 8, 9, 11, 18, and 19 were of higher

affinity. For this latter group of more potent compounds, we

carried out further concentration–response experiments.

The estimated IC50 values for these compounds ranged

from 0.43 to 1.43 AM (Fig. 4).

3.4. Effects of 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners on

N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors

Another known action of ibogaine is its ability to

inhibit NMDA-type glutamate receptor currents (Popik et

al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996, Glick et al., 2002a). Unlike

18-methoxycoronaridine, which has no effect on these

receptors, 10 AM ibogaine produces >80% inhibition of

NMDA receptor currents (Table 2; Glick et al., 2002a).

Therefore, we next tested 18-methoxycoronaridine and

several congeners for inhibition of NMDA receptors.

Human embryonic kidney 293 cells expressing NR1 and
Table 2

Effects of 18-methoxycoronaridine and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners

on glutamate/glycine-evoked currents at glutamate NR1/NR2B receptors

Percent inhibition (meanF S.E.M.)

[10 AM] [50 AM]

Ibogainea 82F 3a n.d.

18-MC 2F 2 7F 5

#4 0F 0 0F 0

#8 3F 2 19F 6

#9 2F 2 11F 3

#11 12F 9 7F 5

#13 7F 4 7F 5

#18 0F 0 5F 4

#19 0F 0 16F 3

The small amount of inhibition produced by some of the compounds is

likely artifact. N= 3–9. n.d. = not determined.
a Values for ibogaine have been added for comparison. Ibogaine data

are taken from Glick et al. (2002a) who also showed that 20 AM ibogaine

inhibits glutamate NR1/NR2B receptor currents by >90%.
NR2B subunits of glutamate receptors were voltage-

clamped at � 70 mV and stimulated with 100 AM gluta-

mate and 10 AM glycine (glutamate/glycine) in the absence

of extracellular Mg2 +. Application of glutamate/glycine

produced an inward current that only moderately desensi-

tized in the continuous presence of agonist (Fig. 5).

Consistent with our previous findings, 18-methoxycoronar-

idine failed to inhibit the glutamate/glycine-evoked cur-

rents at NR1/NR2B receptors at 10 AM (N =9; Fig 5; Table

2) or 50 AM (N = 4). Like 18-methoxycoronaridine, the

seven congeners tested (compound numbers 4, 8, 9, 11, 13,

18, and 19) all failed to inhibit NR1/NR2B receptors at 10

AM (N = 3–7; Fig. 5; Table 2) or at 50 AM (N = 4–6). The

small amount of inhibition produced by some of the

compounds is within the range of experimental variability

and attributable to artifact.

3.5. 18-Methoxycoronaridine congeners reduce drug

self-administration

Table 3 shows the effects of 18-methoxycoronaridine and

the congeners tested on morphine and methamphetamine

self-administration. With the exception of congener #4 and

#13, all the congeners tested retained the ability to reduce

both morphine and methamphetamine self-administration.

In general, similar to 18-methoxycoronaridine (Glick et al.,



Table 3

Effects of 18-methoxycoronaridine and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners

on morphine, methamphetamine, and sucrose self-administration

Percent of baseline (ameanF S.E.M.)

Morphine Methamphetamine Sucrose

Vehicle 102.2F 10.6 100.5F 12.7 98.2F 8.8

18-MC 40.4F 6.6b 55.4F 6.4b 88.1F10.8

#4 63.2F 8.1b 89.8F 9.1 111.2F 15.6

#8 31.0F 10.3b 82.0F 5.6b 91.8F 17.1

#10 31.9F 9.5b 76.9F 10.6b 89.8F 11.9

#11 45.3F 6.7b 75.1F10.8b 96.6F 13.5

#13 80.2F 8.4b 101.7F 18.2 108.9F 7.1

#18 18.0F 9.1b 71.8F 9.5b 115.4F 19.5

#19 41.0F 13.4b 72.6F 16.1b n.d.

#36 84.8F 10.6 82.2F 3.8b 118.2F 20.5

All compounds were tested at 20 mg/kg, administered i.p. 15 min before a

1-h drug or sucrose self-administration test session.
a Baseline mean infusions per hour or sucrose responses per hour =

28.3F 1.7, 21.7F 1.5, and 43.5F 4.2 for morphine, methamphetamine,

and sucrose, respectively.
b Significantly different from baseline, P < 0.05–0.01, paired t test.

n.d. = not determined.
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1996, 2000a), most of the congeners (#36 being the one

exception) were more effective on morphine self-adminis-

tration than on methamphetamine self-administration. Sev-

eral congeners (#8, #10, #11, #18, and #19) reduced

morphine self-administration to levels that were similar to

or better than 18-methoxycoronaridine, whereas none of the

congeners were as effective as 18-methoxycoronaridine at

reducing methamphetamine self-administration. Interesting-

ly, for the congeners tested, there was a trend relating the

inhibitory potency at nicotinic a3h4 receptors and the

effects on drug self-administration. Those compounds that

were more effective at inhibiting nicotinic a3h4 receptors

tended also to be more effective on either morphine or

methamphetamine drug self-administration.

The minimally effective dose (i.e., significant effect) of

18-methoxycoronaridine on both morphine and metham-

phetamine self-administration is 10 mg/kg (Glick et al.,

1996, 2000a). In view of the limited quantities available, a

selection (#8, #11, #18, and #19) of the congeners were

tested at one other dosage, 5 mg/kg, to determine if any of

them was clearly more potent than 18-methoxycoronaridine.

Only one compound, #11, was significantly effective: It

reduced morphine self-administration to 49.2F 6.6% of

baseline (N = 4; P < 0.01, t test) and methamphetamine

self-administration to 80.7F 8.4% of baseline (N = 3;

P < 0.05, t test).

Lastly, 18-methoxycoronaridine and compound numbers

4, 8, 10, 11, 13, 18, and 36 were tested at 20 mg/kg for their

effects on responding for sucrose. These compounds are

representative of the range of inhibitory potency at nicotinic

a3h4 receptors and drug self-administration. None of these

compounds had significant effects in this model, indicating

that the congeners selectively decrease drug vs. non-drug

self-administration (Table 3).
4. Discussion

We show that 18-methoxycoronaridine and 18-methox-

ycoronaridine congeners effectively inhibit nicotinic a3h4
acetylcholine receptors, yet the congeners tested were inef-

fective at NMDA-type glutamate receptors. This extends

our previous findings that 18-methoxycoronaridine and, to a

lesser extent, ibogaine are selective for nicotinic a3h4
receptors (Glick et al., 2002a). Previously, we showed that

ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine inhibit nicotinic

a3h4 receptors in the nanomolar range (IC50f 0.2 and

0.8 AM, respectively) and block serotonin 5-HT3 receptors

but with considerably lower potency (IC50f 20 AM).

Ibogaine also inhibits nicotinic a4h2 receptors (IC50 = 1–

5 AM) and NMDA receptors (IC50 = 1–10 AM), whereas 18-

methoxycoronaridine has little effect on either of these

receptor types but retains anti-addiction properties. These

data lead us to propose that inhibition of nicotinic a3h4
receptors might be the primary mechanism by which 18-

methoxycoronaridine and ibogaine decrease drug-seeking

behavior in rats (Glick et al., 2002a).

Also consistent with this idea, we found that (F )-18-

methoxycoronaridine and the (+)- and (� )-18-methoxycor-

onaridine enantiomers are equipotent at inhibiting nicotinic

a3h4 receptors. These data are consistent with our hypoth-

esis because the ability of 18-methoxycoronaridine to inhibit

drug self-administration is, likewise, not stereoselective

(King et al., 2000). In contrast, (+)-18-methoxycoronaridine

binds with nearly 20-fold higher affinity than (� )-18-

methoxycoronaridine to both A and y opioid receptors (King

et al., 2000), suggesting these receptors are not involved in

the anti-addiction actions of 18-methoxycoronaridine. On

the other hand, (F )-, (+)- and (� )-18-methoxycoronaridine

have similar affinities at n opioid (King et al., 2000), and

inhibition of n opioid receptors has been proposed to be

involved in the action of ibogaine (Pearl et al., 1995; Glick et

al., 1997). However, the ability of 18-methoxycoronaridine

and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners to inhibit binding at

n opioid receptors, as reported by Kuehne et al. (2003),

shows no clear relationship to the effects of these compounds

on the self-administration of morphine or methamphetamine

reported here. This suggests that n opioid receptors can

account for, at most, only part of the action of 18-methox-

ycoronaridine and 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners.

In this series of compounds, we found five congeners

that were about as potent as 18-methoxycoronaridine at

blocking nicotinic a3h4 receptors (IC50 values were 0.4–

1.4 AM), whereas these congeners had no effect at NMDA

receptors at up to 50 AM. In other experiments, we found

that the ability of most of the 18-methoxycoronaridine

congeners to inhibit binding to A, n, and y opioid receptors

was similar to 18-methoxycoronaridine, having affinities in

the low micromolar range (Glick et al., 1996; Kuehne et al.,

2003). We acknowledge that there are other receptor types,

even of the nicotinic class, that may participate in the

actions of these compounds but have not been tested.
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Experiments are in progress to test some of these candidate

receptor types.

We also report here that the congeners maintained their

ability to reduce morphine and methamphetamine self-

administration in rats. Interestingly, there was a trend to

correlation between the inhibitory effects of the congeners at

nicotinic a3h4 receptors and the effects on drug self-

administration. The most potent compounds in vitro were

also more effective at reducing drug self-administration, but

with some differences between morphine and methamphet-

amine. These findings are particularly noteworthy given that

only the most potent compounds were tested in vivo and

that we know little regarding their pharmacokinetics. We

acknowledge that our in vivo assessment of the potency of

the 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners is limited because,

due to limiting quantities of the compounds, we were unable

to generate complete dose–effect curves. However, our

current findings support the hypothesis of nicotinic a3h4
receptor involvement in drug reward and are consistent with

earlier reports that combinations of agents with only one

common known mechanism of action, that being a3h4
antagonism (mecamylamine, Papke et al., 2001; dextro-

methorphan, Hernandez et al., 2000; bupropion, Fryer and

Lukas, 1999), decrease the self-administration of several

addictive drugs. Thus, at doses that are normally ineffective

when administered alone, 18-methoxycoronaridine com-

bined with mecamylamine or with dextromethorphan reduce

the self-administration of morphine and methamphetamine

(Glick et al., 2002a). Likewise, 18-methoxycoronaridine

combined with mecamylamine, dextromethorphan, or

bupropion reduce the self-administration of nicotine (Glick

et al., 2002b). We proposed that the reduced drug self-

administration in these studies was due to the combined

action of the various nicotinic a3h4 receptor antagonists.

Thus, combining low doses of 18-methoxycoronaridine, 18-

methoxycoronaridine congeners, and/or other nicotinic

a3h4 receptor antagonists may be an alternative treatment

for drug addiction. Although it is difficult to extend the

findings of the present study to addiction in humans, we

should note that ibogaine and 18-methoxycoronaridine are

roughly as potent at inhibiting recombinant human nicotinic

a3h4 receptors as they are at the rat receptors (unpublished

observations).

Clearly the common and likely critical target of ibo-

gaine, 18-methoxycoronaridine, and 18-methoxycoronari-

dine congeners are nicotinic a3h4 receptors. Yet, little is

known regarding their mechanism of action at these

receptors. We propose that these compounds act as non-

competitive, allosteric modulators to inhibit the bound

receptor by promoting the desensitized state. Preliminary

data indicate that inhibition of nicotinic a3h4 receptors by

ibogaine, 18-methoxycoronaridine, and several of the con-

geners is voltage-independent and does not depend on the

concentration of acetylcholine, suggesting they are neither

open-channel blockers nor competitive antagonists. This is

consistent with previous reports of the noncompetitive
action of ibogaine at nicotinic receptors (Badio et al.,

1997; Fryer and Lukas, 1999). Experiments are ongoing

to discern the mechanism of action of ibogaine, 18-

methoxycoronaridine, and 18-methoxycoronaridine conge-

ners at nicotinic a3h4 receptors.

The ability of the 18-methoxycoronaridine congeners to

inhibit nicotinic a3h4 receptors and reduce drug self-ad-

ministration support the hypothesis that antagonism of

nicotinic a3h4 receptors is a potential mechanism to mod-

ulate drug-seeking behavior. However, this may not directly

involve the dopaminergic mesolimbic pathway implicated in

drug dependence. Although low densities of nicotinic a3h4
receptors reside in the dopaminergic nuclei of the ventral

tegmental area (Klink et al., 2001), central nicotinic a3h4
receptors are mainly located in the medial habenula and the

interpeduncular nucleus (e.g., Klink et al., 2001; Quick et

al., 1999). The interpeduncular nucleus receives its main

input from the medial habenula, and there are multiple

avenues for interaction between this habenulointerpeduncu-

lar pathway and the mesolimbic system (see Maisonneuve

and Glick, 2003). Thus, for example, the medial habenula

receives input from the nucleus accumbens and sends

efferents to the ventral tegmental area. The interpeduncular

nucleus also sends efferent connections to the brain stem

raphe nuclei and the medial dorsal thalamic nucleus, both of

which, directly or indirectly, signal to the ventral tegmental

area. Functional interactions between the habenulointerpe-

duncular and mesolimbic pathways have in fact been

demonstrated (Nishikawa et al., 1986). Still, the action of

these drugs has yet to be localized.

In summary, several iboga alkaloid congeners were

found to both block recombinant nicotinic a3h4 acetylcho-

line receptors in human embryonic kidney 293 cells and

decrease drug self-administration in rats. The consistent

effects in vitro and in vivo support our hypothesis that

nicotinic a3h4 receptors may be a novel and viable target

for treating multiple forms of drug addiction.
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Glial Cell Line-Derived Neurotrophic Factor Mediates the
Desirable Actions of the Anti-Addiction Drug Ibogaine
against Alcohol Consumption
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Alcohol addiction manifests as uncontrolled drinking despite negative consequences. Few medications are available to treat the disorder.
Anecdotal reports suggest that ibogaine, a natural alkaloid, reverses behaviors associated with addiction including alcoholism; however,
because of side effects, ibogaine is not used clinically. In this study, we first characterized the actions of ibogaine on ethanol self-
administration in rodents. Ibogaine decreased ethanol intake by rats in two-bottle choice and operant self-administration paradigms.
Ibogaine also reduced operant self-administration of ethanol in a relapse model. Next, we identified a molecular mechanism that
mediates the desirable activities of ibogaine on ethanol intake. Microinjection of ibogaine into the ventral tegmental area (VTA), but not
the substantia nigra, reduced self-administration of ethanol, and systemic administration of ibogaine increased the expression of glial
cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) in a midbrain region that includes the VTA. In dopaminergic neuron-like SHSY5Y cells,
ibogaine treatment upregulated the GDNF pathway as indicated by increases in phosphorylation of the GDNF receptor, Ret, and the
downstream kinase, ERK1 (extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1). Finally, the ibogaine-mediated decrease in ethanol self-
administration was mimicked by intra-VTA microinjection of GDNF and was reduced by intra-VTA delivery of anti-GDNF neutralizing
antibodies. Together, these results suggest that GDNF in the VTA mediates the action of ibogaine on ethanol consumption. These findings
highlight the importance of GDNF as a new target for drug development for alcoholism that may mimic the effect of ibogaine against
alcohol consumption but avoid the negative side effects.

Key words: addiction; alcohol; growth factor; neurotrophic; self-administration; ventral tegmental area

Introduction
Drug abuse and alcoholism are serious and costly health prob-
lems. Unfortunately, few medications have proven effective for
treating the disease states of addiction and dependence. Ibogaine,
a natural alkaloid extracted from the root bark of the African
shrub Tabernanthe Iboga, has attracted attention because of its
reported ability to reverse human addiction to multiple drugs of
abuse, including alcohol (Popik et al., 1995; Mash et al., 1998;
Vastag, 2002). Human anecdotal reports assert that a single ad-
ministration of ibogaine reduces craving for opiates and cocaine

for extended periods of time and reduces opiate withdrawal
symptoms (Sheppard 1994; Mash et al., 1998; Alper et al., 1999).
Studies also suggest that ibogaine attenuates drug- and ethanol-
induced behaviors in rodents. For example, ibogaine reduces op-
erant self-administration of heroin in rats, as well as naloxone-
precipitated withdrawal in morphine-dependent rats (Glick et
al., 1992; Dworkin et al., 1995). Administration of ibogaine de-
creases cocaine-induced locomotor activity and reduces cocaine
self-administration in rats (Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1993) and
mice (Sershen et al., 1994). Rezvani et al. (1995) reported that ibo-
gaine reduces ethanol self-administration in alcohol-preferring se-
lected lines of rats; however, the effects of ibogaine have not been
tested in an operant procedure in which oral ethanol reinforces lever
press behavior. Our first aim was to extend the characterization of
the effects of ibogaine on ethanol self-administration to the operant
procedure, including a test of the effects of ibogaine on reinstate-
ment of ethanol self-administration after a period of extinction.

Despite its attractive properties, ibogaine is not approved as
an addiction treatment because of the induction of side effects
such as hallucinations. In addition, ibogaine at high doses causes
degeneration of cerebellar Purkinje cells (O’Hearn and Molliver,
1993, 1997) and whole-body tremors and ataxia (Glick et al.,
1992; O’Hearn and Molliver, 1993) in rats. In an attempt to dif-
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ferentiate between the desirable and undesirable actions of ibo-
gaine, we set out to elucidate the molecular pathway that specif-
ically mediates the effect of the drug on ethanol consumption.
Our hope was that identification of this pathway would reveal
possibilities for new pharmacological approaches to treat alco-
holism that would not have the undesirable side effects of
ibogaine.

All drugs of abuse, including alcohol, activate the “reward”
neurocircuitry (Koob et al., 1998; Spanagel and Weiss, 1999).
One of the major brain regions in this pathway is the ventral
tegmental area (VTA). The VTA is the brain site at which many
biochemical neuroadaptations induced by repeated drugs of
abuse, including ethanol, have been observed. For example, long-
term ethanol exposure increases levels of tyrosine hydroxylase
(TH), glial fibrillary acidic protein, and the NR1 subunit of the
NMDA receptor and decreases levels of neurofilament protein
and the �1 subunit of the GABAA receptor in the VTA (Ortiz et
al., 1995; Charlton et al., 1997). Furthermore, several studies sug-
gest that the VTA may also be the site of action for reversal of the
neuroadaptations that lead to the development of addiction. For
example, infusion of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
into the VTA reverses morphine-induced elevations of TH (Ber-
how et al., 1995). In addition, Messer et al. (2000) reported that
chronic exposure to cocaine and morphine decreases the level of
Ret phosphorylation, and thus activation, of the glial cell line-
derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) pathway in the VTA,
whereas infusion of GDNF into the VTA dose-dependently re-
verses the increase in TH immunoreactivity observed after mor-
phine injection. Furthermore, intra-VTA GDNF treatment
blocks the behavioral effects of repeated exposure to cocaine
(Messer et al., 2000). Thus, we postulated that the VTA may be, at
least in part, the site of action of ibogaine. Therefore, we tested the
effects of intra-VTA ibogaine administration on ethanol con-
sumption and set out to determine the molecular effects of ibo-
gaine in the midbrain and in SHSY5Y cells, a dopaminergic neu-
roblastoma cell line (Biedler et al., 1978). Our studies suggest that
GDNF in the midbrain region mediates the ibogaine-induced
reduction in ethanol consumption.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Ibogaine-HCl, phosphatidylinositol phospholipase C (PI-PLC), Wort-
mannin and Latrunculin B were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).
Human and rat GDNF and anti-GDNF monoclonal neutralizing anti-
bodies were purchased from R & D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). The
inhibitors U0126 and PD98059 were purchased from Calbiochem (La
Jolla, CA). Protease inhibitor mixture was purchased from Roche Ap-
plied Science (Indianapolis, IN). Anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies were
purchased from BD Transduction Laboratories (San Diego, CA). Anti-
Ret, anti-GDNF family receptor �1 (anti-GFR�1), anti-extracellular
signal-regulated kinase 2 (ERK2), anti-phosphoERK1/2, anti-tyrosine
kinase (Trk) B, anti-phospho-Trk antibodies, and mouse IgG were pur-
chased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Trizol reagent
was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). GDNF Emax Immuno-
assay System, Reverse Transcription System, and PCR Master Mix were
purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). Primers for PCR were synthe-
sized by BioSource International (Camarillo, CA). Fluoro-Jade was pur-
chased from Histo-Chem (Jefferson, AZ). Artificial CSF (aCSF) was pur-
chased from CMA Microdialysis (North Chelmsford, MA).

Animals
Adult male Long–Evans rats were purchased from Harlan (Indianapolis,
IN); C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Har-
bor, ME). Rodents were housed in ventilated polycarbonate cages with
food and water available ad libitum except as noted below, on a standard
12 hr light/dark schedule with lights on at 6 A.M. Subjects were group

housed for all studies, except for the ethanol two-bottle and operant
self-administration studies, for which they were housed singly. All stud-
ies were conducted with approval by the Gallo Center Institutional Ani-
mal Care and Use Committee and were in accordance with PHS Policy on
Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, Office of Laboratory Ani-
mal Welfare, National Institutes of Health, revised 2002.

Ibogaine preparation and treatment for in vivo studies in mice
and rats
Ibogaine-HCl was dissolved in water to create a stock solution. The stock
solution was diluted further by appropriate vehicle solution (saline or
aCSF) as needed. Systemic injections were intraperitoneal and given in
injection volumes of 2 ml/kg for rats and 1 ml/100 gm for mice at a
concentration of 20 or 40 mg/kg. The 40 mg/kg dose of ibogaine has been
reported previously to reduce cocaine and heroin self-administration
(Glick et al., 1992; Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1993; Dworkin et al., 1995).
This dose of ibogaine is not toxic to cells because it was shown not to
produce Purkinje cell death (Molinari et al., 1996).

Ibogaine effects on gene expression in vivo
Male C57BL/6 mice or Long–Evans rats were habituated with three saline
injections over 3 d followed by intraperitoneal administration of 40
mg/kg ibogaine. The animals were killed at the indicated time point, and
brain regions were excised and stored at �80°C until use for analysis of
GDNF expression by RT-PCR or by microarray.

Microarray analysis
RNA was isolated using the RNeasy protocol (Qiagen, Chatworth, CA) as
per manufacturer protocols. In each case the specific brain regions (e.g.,
midbrain) from five mice were pooled together to form a single sample.
After isolation, the RNA was reverse-transcribed using cytokine-specific
primers, avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase, and 33P-
labeled dCTP to generate radio-labeled cDNA. This cDNA was then
column purified and hybridized to mouse cytokine expression arrays (R
& D Systems) for 16 hr at 65°C as per manufacturer protocols. These
arrays contain �500 different cDNAs related to cytokine signaling. The
blots were then washed, and the hybridization signal was visualized using
a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). The hybrid-
ization signal for each gene was normalized to the mean level of expres-
sion of four housekeeping genes (�-actin, GPDH, �-tubulin, and cyclo-
philin). Genes that showed a minimum change of 40% in at least three of
five comparisons (ibogaine vs vehicle) were flagged as either an increase
or a decrease.

RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent and reverse transcribed
using the Reverse Transcription System kit with the oligo (dT)15 primer
at 42°C for 30 min. GDNF, actin, or GPDH expression was analyzed by
RT-PCR. The GDNF primers were based on the coding frame of the
human GDNF gene: upstream, 5�-TGC CAG AGG ATT ATC CTG ATC
AGT TCG ATG-3�; downstream, 5�-TTG TCG TAC GTT GTC TCA
GCT GCA TCG CAA-3�. The actin primers were based on the human
actin gene: upstream, 5�-TCA TGA AGT GTG ACG TTG ACA TC-3�;
downstream, 5�-AGA AGC ATT TGC GGT GGA CGA TG-3�. The
GPDH primers were based on the rat GPDH gene: upstream, 5�-TGA
AGG TCG GTG TCA ACG GAT TTG GC-3�; downstream, 5�-CAT GTA
GGC CAT GAG GTC CAC CAC-3�. PCR conditions were optimized to
specifically ensure that the amplification reactions were within the linear
range by testing a range of 25– 40 PCR cycles. The optimal numbers of
cycles used were as follows: 30 cycles for controls GPDH and actin and 35
cycles for GDNF. After completion of PCR, 10 �l of each product was
separated by 1.8% agarose gel in Tris/acetic acid/EDTA buffer with 0.25
�g/ml ethidium bromide, photographed by Eagle Eye II (Stratagene. La
Jolla, CA), and quantified by NIH Image 1.61.

Cell culture
SHSY5Y human neuroblastoma cells were grown in DMEM containing
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) plus 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 �g/ml
streptomycin. Before experiments, the medium was replaced with
DMEM containing 1% FBS.
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Effects of ibogaine on cell toxicity in vivo and in vitro
For in vivo testing, male C57BL/6 mice were injected with ibogaine (40
mg/kg, i.p.). The mice were subsequently anesthetized using carbon di-
oxide and perfused intracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde 12 hr after
ibogaine administration. The skull was then removed and the brain post-
fixed in paraformaldehyde. After sucrose impregnation, brains were
blocked and 25-�m-thick coronal sections were generated, placed on
gelatinized slides, and stained with Fluoro-Jade. Briefly, sections were
dehydrated in 100% ethanol for 3 min followed by 1 min in 70% ethanol.
After a 1 min wash in distilled water, the sections were treated with 0.06%
KMnO4 with constant agitation for 15 min. After a 1 min wash in distilled
water, the sections were placed in a solution composed of 0.001% Fluoro-
Jade in 0.1% acetic acid for 15 min. The slides were washed three times
with distilled water, dried, and coverslipped with a mixture of distyrene,
tricresyl phosphate, and xylene (DPX). Sections were visualized with a
Leica fluorescent microscope using an FITC filter and a 10� and 20�
objective.

To assay cell death in vitro, SHSY5Y cells were treated with 10 �M

ibogaine for 24 hr. Parallel cultures were treated with 4 �M Wortmannin
(PI3 kinase inhibitor) or 2 �M Latrunculin B (actin polymerization in-
hibitor) for 90 min. After treatment, cells were fixed in 4% paraformal-
dehyde for 3 min and placed in 100% ethanol for 1 min, followed by a 1
min distilled water wash. The cells were then treated in KMnO4 for 3 min
followed by 5 min incubation in a 0.001% acetylated Fluoro-Jade solu-
tion. After three washes in distilled water, the cells were cleared in xylene
for 1 min, coverslipped with DPX, and visualized using a Leica fluores-
cent microscope with a FITC filter and 10� and 20� objectives.

Immunoprecipitation
Cells were collected and lysed in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.6, 150
mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 2 mM

EDTA, protease inhibitor mixture, and 10 mM sodium orthovanadate).
Homogenates were incubated with 5 �g anti-Ret antibody in TBS-T
buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 137 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Tween 20)
overnight at 4°C, followed by 2 hr incubation with Protein G agarose.
Samples were separated on an SDS-PAGE gel for Western blot analysis.

ELISA
GDNF secretion in the medium was detected using the GDNF Emax
Immunoassay System according to Balkowiec and Katz (2000). GDNF
concentration was interpolated from the standard curves (linear range of
15.6 –1000 pg/ml).

Behavioral studies
Effects of ibogaine on ethanol and sucrose self-administration in the two-
bottle preference test. Male Long–Evans rats were allowed continuous
access to two bottles, one containing 10% ethanol (10E) in tap water and
the other containing tap water. Two months later, 20 or 40 mg/kg iboga-
ine or vehicle was injected intraperitoneally at 3 P.M., 3 hr before the start
of the dark cycle; ethanol and water intake were measured 24 hr later.
Each subject received each dose, with one injection per week. Next, sub-
jects were exposed to two bottles, one containing 10% sucrose (10S) in
tap water and the other containing tap water. Four days later, the effects
of 40 mg/kg ibogaine were determined as above.

Effects of ibogaine and GDNF on ethanol operant self-administration:
operant ethanol self-administration training. The self-administration
chamber contained two levers: an active lever, for which presses resulted
in delivery of 0.1 ml of fluid reward, and an inactive lever, for which
responses were counted but no programmed events occurred. Rats were
water restricted and then trained to lever press for a 10S/10E reinforcer
solution in three overnight sessions. On the fourth day, rats were allowed
ad libitum access to water in the home cage and were transferred to 1 hr
daily sessions, wherein responses were reinforced with 5S/10E on a fixed-
ratio 3 (FR3) schedule. Sucrose was phased out of the reinforcer solution
over the next 7 d until the solution consisted of 10E only. Experimental
manipulations began after 30 sessions when stable 10E intake of �0.4
gm/kg ethanol was attained.

Effects of systemic ibogaine on ethanol self-administration. The mean
intake by the group receiving intraperitoneal ibogaine was 0.45 � 0.13
gm/kg. Intakes at these levels produce measurable levels in blood (Weiss

et al., 1993) and brain (Ferraro et al., 1991). Half of the subjects received
ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.), whereas the other half received vehicle, 3 hr
before the start of an ethanol self-administration session. This time in-
terval was chosen to mimic the time interval between ibogaine injection
and the start of the dark cycle in the two-bottle preference study. One
week later, the drug treatments were reversed, such that each subject
received both ibogaine and vehicle treatments.

Effects of systemic ibogaine administration on ethanol self-administration
after a period of extinction (ethanol reinstatement). The eight rats used in the
operant self-administration study were also used to study ethanol self-
administration after a period of extinction. After a period of stable respond-
ing for ethanol, rats underwent extinction in which no ethanol was delivered
after active lever responses. After 12–15 extinction sessions, rats met the
extinction criteria (fewer than five presses per session). Half of the rats were
then injected with ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) or vehicle 3 hr before the rein-
statement test session, in which lever presses on the ethanol-associated lever
resulted in the delivery of 0.1 ml of 10E (FR1 schedule). After an additional 2
weeks of extinction sessions, a second reinstatement test session was con-
ducted with the drug treatments reversed, such that every subject received
both a vehicle and an ibogaine treatment.

Effects of intra-VTA microinjection of ibogaine on ethanol self-
administration. Ethanol self-administration was established as described
above in a separate group of rats; these subjects attained a mean daily
intake of ethanol of 0.62 � 0.07 gm/kg. Bilateral guide cannulas (26
gauge, Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) were implanted into the VTA (5.6
mm posterior to bregma, 1.0 mm mediolateral, 8.0 mm ventral to the
skull surface). After 7–10 d recovery, sham injections were conducted
before ethanol self-administration sessions to habituate subjects to the
microinjection procedure. Next, ibogaine [0.1 �M/0.5 �l (0.05 pmol), 1
�M/0.5 �l (0.5 pmol), and 10 �M/0.5 �l (5.0 pmol)] or aCSF (0.5 �l) was
injected into the VTA of gently restrained rats at a rate of 0.1 �l/min via
an internal injection cannula extending 0.5 mm beyond the guide can-
nula tip. Injection cannulas were left in place for an additional 1 min to
allow for diffusion of the drug. Rats were placed in the self-
administration chambers 3, 24, and 48 hr after injection for a 1 hr self-
administration session. All subjects received each concentration, with the
order of injections counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects received
one injection per week.

Effects of intra-substantia nigra microinjection of ibogaine on ethanol
self-administration. The effects of 10 �M/0.5 �l (5.0 pmol) ibogaine mi-
croinjected into the substantia nigra were determined as described above
for the VTA in a separate group of subjects trained to self-administer
ethanol as described above. This group attained a mean daily intake of
ethanol of 0.67 � 0.09 gm/kg. The surgical coordinates for cannula place-
ment were 5.2 mm posterior to bregma, 2.8 mm mediolateral, 6.7 mm
ventral to the skull surface; the injector tip extended 0.5 mm beyond the
guide cannula tip. Three hours after injection, rats were placed in the
self-administration chambers for a 1 hr self-administration session.

Effects of intra-VTA microinjection of GDNF on ethanol self-
administration. Ethanol self-administration was established as described
above in a separate group of rats. These subjects attained a mean daily
intake of ethanol of 0.24 � 0.05 gm/kg. Bilateral guide cannulas (26
gauge, Plastics One) were implanted in the VTA (5.6 mm posterior to
bregma, 1.0 mm mediolateral, 8.0 mm ventral to the skull surface). After
7–10 d recovery, sham injections were conducted before ethanol self-
administration sessions to habituate subjects to the microinjection pro-
cedure. Next, GDNF (5 �g/1 �l per side) or aCSF (1 �l) was injected into
the VTA of gently restrained rats at a rate of 0.5 �l/min via an internal
injection cannula extending 0.5 mm beyond the guide cannula tip. Injec-
tion cannulas were left in place for an additional 1 min to allow for
diffusion of the drug. Ten minutes after injection, rats were placed in the
self-administration chambers for a 1 hr self-administration session. All
subjects received both aCSF and GDNF treatment. Subjects received one
injection per week.

Effects of intra-VTA administration of anti-GDNF neutralizing antibod-
ies on the reduction of ibogaine reduction in ethanol self-administration. In
an additional group of rats, ethanol self-administration was established
as described above. Next, bilateral osmotic pump guide cannulas (Plas-
tics One) were implanted in the VTA (5.6 mm posterior to bregma, 1.0
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mm mediolateral, 8.5 mm ventral to the skull surface). After 7 d recovery,
subjects were given 10 –15 training sessions to allow recovery of baseline
levels of ethanol self-administration (rats in the control group consumed
0.65 � 0.11 gm/kg, whereas rats in the experimental group consumed
0.66 � 0.08 gm/kg). An osmotic minipump (Alzet, Palo Alto, CA) was
then connected to each of the two guide cannulas and implanted subcu-
taneously for continuous infusion of either anti-GDNF neutralizing an-
tibodies (600 ng/12 �l per side per day) or mouse IgG (600 ng/12 �l per
side per day). Two days later, 1 hr daily ethanol self-administration ses-
sions resumed for a 10 d testing period. On the eighth day of the 10 day
self-administration testing period, rats received an intraperitoneal injec-
tion of ibogaine (40 mg/kg).

Histology
Locations of cannulas were verified in 50 �m sections stained with thi-
onin. Only data from subjects with cannulas located in the region of
interest were included in the analyses.

Data analysis
Student’s t test was used to evaluate differences in in vivo gene expression
and for the biochemical data. Two-bottle preference measures and etha-
nol self-administration data were analyzed by one- or two-way ANOVA
with repeated measures. F values attaining significance were evaluated
further by Student–Newman–Keul’s method. Latency data were ana-
lyzed by the Wilcoxon matched-pairs test. p � 0.05 was regarded as
statistically significant for all tests.

Results
Systemic and intra-VTA administration of ibogaine decrease
self-administration of ethanol
We first set out to confirm that ibogaine administration attenu-
ates ethanol self-administration by testing the effects of systemic
injection of 40 mg/kg ibogaine on voluntary ethanol consump-
tion in rats allowed continuous access to ethanol in the home
cage. The 40 mg/kg dose was chosen because it has been reported
to reduce cocaine and heroin self-administration (Glick et al.,
1992; Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1993; Dworkin et al., 1995) with-
out evidence of neurotoxicity (Molinari et al., 1996). Under con-
ditions of continuous access to ethanol in the home cage, the
acute administration of ibogaine reduced both intake of (Fig. 1A)
and preference for (Fig. 1B) ethanol. Ibogaine did not decrease
water intake; as has been reported (Rezvani et al., 1995), there was
an increase in water intake after ibogaine, but this increase was
significant only for the 20 mg/kg dose. Total volume of fluid
consumed was significantly increased for the 20 mg/kg dose but
was not significantly changed after 40 mg/kg ibogaine (vehicle,
31.44 � 1.6 ml; 20 mg/kg, 43.11 � 4.9 ml; 40 mg/kg, 27.5 � 2.2
ml). In addition, no effect of ibogaine on preference for sucrose
was observed (Fig. 1C).

Next, we tested the effects of ibogaine in an ethanol operant
self-administration paradigm. Ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) injection
3 hr before the behavioral session decreased responding at the
ethanol-paired lever and had no effect on inactive lever respond-
ing (Fig. 1D). We also tested the effect of ibogaine in an ethanol
reinstatement paradigm in which subjects were allowed access to
ethanol after a period of extinction. This procedure resulted in an
enhancement of ethanol intake relative to the amount obtained
before extinction (Fig. 1E, baseline vs saline). Enhanced intake
after a period of abstinence is used as an animal model of drinking
after relapse and may model the high intakes observed after re-
lapse in humans (Koob, 2000; McBride and Li, 1998). As shown
in Figure 1E, ibogaine reduced the enhanced ethanol intake ob-
served after a period of extinction. This effect was also apparent
when the number of lever presses was examined during the rein-
statement test, as shown in Figure 1F. Ibogaine significantly de-
creased responding for ethanol when made available after a pe-

riod of extinction but had no effect on inactive lever responding
(Fig. 1F). Importantly, the latency to the first lever press after
ibogaine treatment was not different from that after vehicle for
the findings presented in Figure 1, D and F (Table 1), indicating

Figure 1. Ibogaine decreases ethanol consumption. A, Ibogaine decreased ethanol con-
sumption expressed as mean � SEM grams of ethanol per kilogram body weight during con-
tinuous access to both ethanol and water when intake was measured 24 hr after an acute
injection (F(2,16) � 5.12; p � 0.02). *p � 0.05 compared with vehicle treatment (n � 9). B,
Ibogaine treatment decreased ethanol preference expressed as mean milliliters of ethanol/(ml
ethanol � ml water) � SEM (F(2,16) � 7.83; p � 0.005). *p � 0.05 compared with vehicle
treatment (n � 9). C, Ibogaine did not affect sucrose preference, expressed as mean milliliters
of sucrose/(ml sucrose � ml water) � SEM, measured 24 hr after injection (F(1,8) � 0.02; p �
0.88) (n � 9). D, Ibogaine attenuated operant ethanol self-administration in rats. Systemic
ibogaine injected 3 hr before the session reduced responding for oral ethanol at the ethanol-
paired lever but not the inactive lever (main effect of treatment: F(1,7) � 5.77, p � 0.05; main
effect of lever: F(1,7) � 15.83, p � 0.006; treatment � lever interaction: F(1,7) � 5.78, p �
0.05]. Ethanol was delivered on an FR3 reinforcement schedule. Data are shown as mean �
SEM. *p � 0.05 compared with active lever responding after vehicle treatment (n � 8). E,
Enhanced ethanol intake after a period of extinction was reduced by ibogaine injected 3 hr
before the reinstatement test session (main effect of treatment: F(2,12) � 10.07, p � 0.03).
Data are shown as mean � SEM. *p � 0.02 compared with baseline responding before extinc-
tion; #p � 0.002 compared with vehicle injection (n � 8). F, Data from E expressed as number
of lever presses on the ethanol and inactive levers at reinstatement test. Ibogaine injected 3 hr
before the reinstatement test session reduced responding for ethanol at the active lever but not
the inactive lever (main effect of treatment: F(1,6) � 11.16, p � 0.02; main effect of lever:
F(1,6) �12.63, p �0.02; treatment� lever interaction: F(1,6) �11.08, p �0.02). Ethanol was
delivered on an FR1 reinforcement schedule. Data are shown as mean � SEM. *p � 0.02
compared with active lever responding after vehicle injection (n � 7).
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no ibogaine-induced impairment in initiating or completing the
lever-press response.

Because the VTA is both a major component of the brain
reward circuit (Koob et al., 1998) and a site at which numerous
adaptations to ethanol have been noted (Ortiz et al., 1995), we
tested whether ibogaine acts directly within the VTA to inhibit
ethanol self-administration. Microinjection of ibogaine
[0.1–10.0 �M (0.05–5 pmol)] into the VTA 3 hr before the self-
administration session dose-dependently decreased responding
at the ethanol-paired lever (Fig. 2A) but did not affect inactive
lever responding (data not shown). The behaviorally effective
concentration of 10 �M did not affect latency to the first press
(Table 1), indicating no suppressant effect of intra-VTA ibogaine
on locomotor activity. Interestingly, intra-VTA activities of ibo-
gaine were found to be long-lasting because lever pressing for
ethanol did not return to baseline levels within 48 hr of injection
of the 10 �M concentration of ibogaine (Fig. 2B). To determine
the site specificity of the consequences of intra-VTA ibogaine, the
compound was microinjected into the neighboring dopaminer-
gic cell group of the substantia nigra. There was no effect of 10 �M

ibogaine on ethanol self-administration measured 3 hr after
treatment (Fig. 2C); hence the decrease in ethanol intake ob-
served after microinjection of ibogaine into the VTA is mediated
by this region and not by diffusion into the nearby substantia
nigra.

Systemic administration of ibogaine increases GDNF mRNA
levels in the midbrain
To identify the molecular mechanism that mediates the effects of
ibogaine on ethanol intake, we used a small-scale expression ar-
ray to study gene expression in the midbrain of mice that were
injected with ibogaine. Administration of ibogaine (40 mg/kg,
i.p.) significantly increased the mRNA expression of GDNF with
an approximate twofold increase at the 1 and 12 hr time points
after injection (data not shown). Next, using RT-PCR, we con-
firmed these results by measuring the mRNA level of GDNF in
mice and rats at various time points after systemic administration
of ibogaine. Ibogaine (40 mg/kg) administration caused an in-
crease in the expression of GDNF in the midbrain in both mice
(Fig. 2D) and rats (Fig. 2E) up to 24 hr after injection; hence, in
the rat, the same dose of ibogaine that caused a reduction in
ethanol intake (Fig. 1A–D) and ethanol-induced reinstatement
(Fig. 1E,F) also caused an increase in the mRNA expression of
GDNF.

Ibogaine treatment does not result in cell death
To confirm that the effects of ibogaine are not attributable to a
neurotoxic effect of the drug, we examined the brains of mice
(n � 2) injected with 40 mg/kg ibogaine and compared them with
uninjected control mice (n � 2) using the Fluoro-Jade technique,
a technique that has been used to identify ibogaine-induced cer-
ebellar toxicity (Schmued and Hopkins, 2000). We scanned serial
coronal sections from anterior forebrain to hindbrain of
ibogaine-treated and control brains for brightly fluorescing (dy-

Table 1. Latency (in seconds) to first press is not significantly altered by ibogaine or
GDNF treatmenta

Experiment Mean � SEM Median (minimum, maximum)

Ethanol self-administration
Intraperitoneal vehicle 113.4 � 48.3 67.4 (7.5, 439.4)
Intraperitoneal ibogaine 86.6 � 17.8 86.6 (13.6,191.4)

Ethanol relapse
Intraperitoneal vehicle 411.6 � 139.4 427.5 (21.8,248.7)
Intraperitoneal ibogaine 163.0 � 54.7 106.0 (27.6,461.9)

Ethanol self-administration
Intra-VTA ACSF 102.95 � 19.23 98.78 (33.7,207.1)
Intra-VTA ibogaine (10 �M) 92.69 � 22.14 63.71 (17.1,205.5)

Ethanol self-administration
Intra-VTA ACSF 176.43 � 27.10 153.98 (27.6,295.6)
Intra-VTA GDNF 169.70 � 30.23 145.75 (64.8,312.7)

aWilcoxon matched-pairs test; all p 	 0.05.

Figure 2. Intra-VTA microinjection of ibogaine decreases ethanol self-administration, and
systemic ibogaine increases GDNF expression in a midbrain region that contains the VTA. A, B,
Intra-VTA ibogaine decreased ethanol self-administration by rats. A, Ibogaine (0, 0.1, 1, 10 �M;
equivalent to 0, 0.05, 0.5, 5.0 pmol) microinjected into the VTA 3 hr before an ethanol self-
administration session dose-dependently decreased lever press responding (F(3,27) � 5.90;
p�0.002). Data are shown as mean�SEM. **p�0.001 compared with active lever respond-
ing after vehicle injection (n � 10). B, Time course of effect of intra-VTA ibogaine. The same
subjects in A were tested 24 and 48 hr after ibogaine (IBO) treatment. There was no difference
in responding on the day before treatment (Baseline) (F(3,27) � 0.36; p � 0.78). Ibogaine
reduced responding for ethanol, and this reduction was long lasting (main effect of concentra-
tion: F(3,54) � 8.62, p � 0.001; main effect of time: F(2,54) � 6.76, p � 0.006; concentration �
time interaction: F(6,54) � 0.26, p � 0.95). The 10 �M dose significantly reduced responding at
all time points. The 0.1 �M dose was omitted for clarity; responding after this dose did not differ
from vehicle at any tested time point. Data are shown as mean � SEM. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.005
compared with active lever responding after vehicle injection (n � 10). C, Ibogaine microin-
jected into the substantia nigra 3 hr before an ethanol self-administration session did not affect
ethanol lever press responding relative to vehicle microinjection (main effect of treatment:
F(1,7) � 0.59, p � 0.47; main effect of lever: F(1,7) � 13.37, p � 0.007; treatment � lever
interaction: F(1,7) � 0.38, P � 0.56). Data are shown as mean � SEM (n � 8). D, E, The
midbrain region was excised 1, 6, or 12 hr (mouse) and 1, 3, 24, and 48 hr (rat) after intraperi-
toneal injection of 40 mg/kg ibogaine. The expression of GDNF and control GPDH in mouse ( D)
and rat ( E) was analyzed by RT-PCR. Histogram depicts the mean ratio (GDNF/GPDH ) � SD of
n � 3 ( D), n � 6 (1, 3, and 12 hr), and n � 5 (24 and 48 hr) ( E). *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01
compared with saline injection.
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ing) neurons. Although myelin, ependymal cells, and choroid
plexus were lightly stained, we observed no brightly fluorescing
dying neurons in either control or ibogaine-treated brains (data
not shown). Particular attention was paid to the midbrain, the
region in which we found the increase in GDNF mRNA after
ibogaine, and to the cerebellum, because cell death has been re-
ported in the cerebellum after administration of high doses of
ibogaine (O’Hearn and Molliver, 1993, 1997). The lack of stain-
ing that we observed is in concordance with previous data (Mo-
linari et al., 1996; Schmued and Hopkins, 2000). The lack of
ibogaine neurotoxicity was also confirmed in SHSY5Y cells
treated with 10 �M ibogaine for 24 hr. As positive controls, cells
were treated with Wortmannin (PI3 kinase inhibitor) or Latrun-
culin B (actin polymerization inhibitor), which cause SHSY5Y
cells to retract their processes, become rounded, and die. As
shown in Figure 3, cell death is observed in both the Latrunculin
B- and Wortmannin-treated cells as detected by the brightly flu-
orescing dying cells; however, there was no difference in Fluoro-
Jade staining in control or ibogaine-treated cultures, indicating
that Fluoro-Jade is an effective cell-death marker.

The GDNF signaling pathway is activated in SHSY5Y cells
after exposure to ibogaine
Because we found that ibogaine increased the expression of
GNDF mRNA in the rodent midbrain, we tested whether iboga-
ine reduces ethanol consumption by activating the GDNF path-
way within neurons in this brain region. GDNF promotes the
survival of dopaminergic midbrain neurons (for review, see
Airaksinen and Saarma, 2002), and the GDNF receptors GFR�1
and Ret are expressed in dopaminergic neurons, including within
the VTA (Glazner et al., 1998; Sarabi et al., 2001). Therefore, we
used the dopaminergic SHSY5Y human neuroblastoma cell line
to determine the activities of ibogaine on GDNF expression, se-
cretion, and signaling. Ibogaine induced dose-dependent (data
not shown) and time-dependent (Fig. 4A) increases in GDNF
expression that lasted up to 12 hr. Next, we examined whether the
increase in GDNF mRNA levels leads to an increase in GDNF

secretion. To do so, we measured GDNF levels in the media of
cells treated with ibogaine and found that GDNF accumulated in
the media in a time-dependent manner consistent with the time
course for mRNA increases (Fig. 4B).

Activation of the GDNF pathway is initiated after ligation of
GDNF with GFR�1 leading to the association of Ret with GFR�1,
and the consequent autophosphorylation, and thus activation, of
Ret (Jing et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996); hence, we assessed
whether ibogaine induces the association of Ret with GFR�1.
Ibogaine treatment increased Ret association with GFR�1 (Fig.
4C, top), and this increased association was not caused by in-
creased GFR�1 protein levels (Fig. 4C, bottom). Next, we deter-
mined whether the ibogaine-induced association of Ret with
GFR�1 leads to the activation of the GDNF pathway by measur-
ing the levels of phospho-Ret in the absence or presence of ibo-
gaine. Ibogaine induced Ret phosphorylation in dose-dependent

Figure 3. Ibogaine is not neurotoxic to cells in culture. A–D, SHSY5Y cells were treated with
vehicle ( A), 10 �M ibogaine for 24 hr ( B), 2 �M Latrunculin B ( C), or the PI3 kinase inhibitor
Wortmannin (4 �M) for 90 min ( D). Cell death was measured with Fluoro-Jade as described in
Materials and Methods.

Figure 4. Ibogaine activates the GDNF pathway in SHSY5Y cells. A, Cells were treated with 10
�M ibogaine for the indicated times and lysed for total RNA isolation. Expression of GDNF and
control actin was analyzed by RT-PCR (n � 4). B, Cells were treated with 10 �M ibogaine for the
indicated times. GDNF in the media was detected by an ELISA assay. Histogram depicts the
mean � SD of GDNF secretion in three experiments. C, Cells were treated with the indicated
concentrations of ibogaine for 3 hr. Ret was immunoprecipitated with anti-Ret antibodies,
followed by Western blot analysis with anti-GFR�1 antibodies. The levels of GFR�1 in the
homogenates were determined by Western blot analysis (n � 3). D, Cells were treated with 10
�M ibogaine for the indicated times. Ret was immunoprecipitated followed by Western blot
analysis with anti-phosphotyrosine or anti-Ret antibodies (n � 3). E, Cells were treated with
vehicle (lane 1) or 10 �M ibogaine (lane 2) for 3 hr or with 50 ng/ml BDNF for 10 min (lane 3). Trk
phosphorylation was analyzed by Western blot analysis with anti-phospho-Trk antibodies. The
levels of TrkB were also determined by Western blot analysis (n � 3). F, Cells were preincubated
with 0.3 U/ml PI-PLC for 1 hr (lanes 3 and 4). Cells were then washed and treated without (lanes
1 and 3) or with (lanes 2 and 4) 10 �M ibogaine for 3 hr. Ret phosphorylation was determined as
described above (n � 4). G, Cells were treated for 3 hr with vehicle (lane 1), 10 �M ibogaine
(lane 2), 10 �M ibogaine plus 10 �g/ml of mouse IgG (lane 3), or 10 �M ibogaine plus anti-
GDNF neutralizing antibodies (lane 4). Treatment with 50 ng/ml GDNF was used as a positive
control (lane 5). The cells were lysed and Ret phosphorylation was analyzed as described above
(n � 3).
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(data not shown) and time-dependent manners (Fig. 4D). We
found no change in the phosphorylation state of another growth
factor receptor tyrosine kinase, Trk, in the presence of ibogaine
(Fig. 4E). GFR�1 is a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol-anchored
protein that can be hydrolyzed by PI-PLC (Jing et al., 1996;
Treanor et al., 1996). If ibogaine activates Ret by inducing the
association of Ret with GFR�1, then ibogaine-induced Ret phos-
phorylation should be prevented by PI-PLC. Preincubation of the
cells with PI-PLC abolished ibogaine-induced Ret phosphoryla-
tion (Fig. 4F). Ret phosphorylation induced by ibogaine was also
inhibited in the presence of anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies
(Fig. 4G, lane 2 vs 4). Finally, we determined whether down-
stream signaling cascades known to be activated by GDNF
(Trupp et al., 1999; Hayashi et al., 2000) also were activated in the
presence of ibogaine. We measured the phosphorylation, and
thus activation state, of ERK1/2, also named p42/44 mitogen-
activated protein kinases (p42/44 MAPK). We found that iboga-
ine induced the phosphorylation of ERK1/2, and the activation
lasted up to 6 hr (Fig. 5A). Furthermore, U0126 and PD98059,

two inhibitors specific for MAPK/ERK kinase 1, a kinase up-
stream of ERK1/2, blocked ERK1/2 phosphorylation induced by
ibogaine (Fig. 5B). Finally, preincubation with PI-PLC abolished
ibogaine-induced ERK1/2 phosphorylation (Fig. 5C), suggesting
that ibogaine-induced ERK1/2 phosphorylation is mediated by
the association of the GDNF receptors GFR�1 and Ret.

Ibogaine treatment reduces ethanol self-administration
via GDNF
Because ibogaine administration increased GDNF expression in
the midbrain, we tested whether direct microinjection of GDNF
into the VTA would itself decrease ethanol self-administration.
Microinjection of 5 �g/�l GDNF into the VTA 10 min before
placement in the operant chamber significantly reduced re-
sponding for ethanol (Fig. 6A), without affecting the latency to
the first press (Table 1). Next, we tested whether the behavioral
effects of ibogaine would be inhibited by anti-GDNF neutralizing
antibodies infused into the VTA (Messer et al., 2000). Two sub-
cutaneous osmotic minipumps were attached to bilateral cannu-
las aimed at the VTA to continuously infuse either anti-GDNF
neutralizing antibodies or control mouse IgG for 2 weeks. During
the infusion of the antibody, ethanol intake was measured in daily
operant self-administration sessions. Neither the infusion of ve-
hicle (data not shown) nor the infusion of control mouse IgG
altered ethanol self-administration (Fig. 6B); however, infusion
of anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies significantly attenuated
the ability of ibogaine to decrease ethanol self-administration
both 3 and 24 hr after ibogaine administration (Fig. 6B). Specif-
ically, 3 hr after injection of ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.), control
subjects decreased responding for ethanol by 79.1% (�0.05),
whereas only a 39.1% (�0.13) decrease was observed in animals
receiving the anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies (Fig. 6B); how-
ever, inactive lever responding was unchanged (data not shown).
Together, these results suggest that the effects of ibogaine on
ethanol consumption are mediated by GDNF.

Discussion
We found that ibogaine reduces ethanol consumption and that
this effect is likely caused by the actions of ibogaine within the
VTA, because microinjection of ibogaine into the VTA, but not
the substantia nigra, also decreased ethanol self-administration.
Furthermore, systemic administration of ibogaine increased ex-
pression of GDNF in the midbrain. In a dopaminergic neuroblas-
toma cell line, ibogaine-induced increases in the expression of
GDNF led to increased secretion of GDNF and subsequent acti-
vation of the GDNF pathway. Finally, the in vivo effects of iboga-
ine were mimicked by intra-VTA microinjection of GDNF and
were diminished when ibogaine was given in the presence of
anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies infused into the VTA. These
findings collectively suggest that ibogaine decreases ethanol in-
take by increasing the level of GDNF in the VTA.

Ibogaine attenuates ethanol self-administration
A previous study found that ibogaine decreased ethanol con-
sumption in ethanol-preferring rats in the two-bottle preference
paradigm (Rezvani et al., 1995). Our initial studies were designed
to replicate these findings in an outbred line of rats and to extend
them to the operant self-administration procedure. In agreement
with Rezvani et al. (1995), we found that ibogaine decreases eth-
anol intake whether the ethanol is available continuously on the
home cage or after lever-press responding for a limited time each
day. We also tested the effects of acute ibogaine on responding for
ethanol in a model of relapse, in which subjects were granted

Figure 5. Ibogaine activates the MAPK signaling pathway. A, SHSY5Y cells were treated with
10 �M ibogaine for the indicated times. ERK2 and phosphoERK 1/2 (pERK1/2) were detected by
Western blot analysis with anti-ERK2 and anti-pERK1/2 antibodies, respectively. Line graph
depicts the mean ratio (pERK2/ERK2) � SD of three experiments. B, Cells were preincubated
with the inhibitors U0126 (20 �M) (lanes 3 and 4) and PD58089 (40 �M) (lanes 5 and 6) for 30
min and then treated without (lanes 1, 3, and 5) or with (lanes 2, 4, and 6) 10 �M ibogaine for
3 hr (n � 3). C, Cells were preincubated with 0.3 U/ml PI-PLC for 1 hr (lane 3). Cells were then
washed and treated without (lanes 1) or with (lanes 2 and 3) 10 �M ibogaine for 3 hr (n � 3).
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access to ethanol after 2 weeks of extinction. This protocol is
similar to alcohol deprivation procedures used to study the neu-
robiology of ethanol relapse and craving, in which rats demon-
strate enhanced intake after a period of abstinence (Koob et al.,
1998; McBride and Li, 1998). This enhanced intake may be anal-
ogous to the avid ethanol consumption seen among human alco-
holics after relapse. We found that ethanol intake was increased
significantly after 2 weeks of extinction, compared with pre-
extinction baseline levels: ibogaine reduced the enhanced ethanol
intake to baseline levels. Interestingly, human anecdotal reports
also suggest a decrease in craving and relapse to addictive drugs
after ibogaine intake (Mash et al., 2000). Together, these findings
indicate that ibogaine reduces ethanol intake, suggesting that the
identification of its molecular mechanism of action for this effect
may be beneficial.

For several reasons, it is unlikely that the reduction of ethanol
intake observed after 40 mg/kg ibogaine is caused by nonspecific
activities of the drug. First, we found that ibogaine did not reduce
preference for a sucrose solution, in agreement with a previous
study that found no effect of 40 mg/kg ibogaine on intake of a
sucrose/saccharin solution in rats (Blackburn and Szumlinski,
1997). Second, it is unlikely that changes in locomotor activity
can explain the decrease in ethanol consumption. In our experi-
ments, we tested the effects of ibogaine on ethanol intake 3 hr
after ibogaine injection; a previous report in rats found that ibo-
gaine does not affect locomotor activity 3– 4 hr after injection
(Maisonneuve et al., 1997). In addition, we found no effect of
ibogaine on inactive lever responding in the operant self-
administration procedure. Although low responding on the in-
active lever precludes examination of activity decreases, these
findings suggest that ibogaine did not produce nonspecific activ-
ity increases. We also found no effect of ibogaine on the latency to
the first lever press, indicating that ibogaine-treated subjects were
not impaired in the initiation or production of lever-press re-
sponding. Third, there is no evidence that ibogaine-induced de-
creases in ethanol intake are subsequent to a neurotoxic effect.
We found no evidence for ibogaine-induced neurotoxcitiy in the
brain or in a neuronal cell line, in concordance with Molinari et
al. (1996); hence, it is unlikely that the reduction of ethanol intake
by ibogaine here resulted from nonspecific actions on consump-
tion or motor activity or from neurotoxic effects.

The VTA is the site of action for the reduction of ethanol
intake and induction of GDNF mRNA by ibogaine
Although attenuation of ethanol self-administration by 40 mg/kg
ibogaine in rats is not likely to reflect nonspecific alterations in
behavior, the use of ibogaine for treatment of humans is prob-
lematic given the uncertainties surrounding the doses that might
induce neurotoxicity and the fact that it is a hallucinogen. There-
fore, in the second part of our study we set out to determine a
molecular mechanism of ibogaine action against ethanol self-
administration. We reasoned that ibogaine might alter signaling
pathways within the “addiction” neurocircuitry. We found that
microinjection of ibogaine into the VTA reduced ethanol intake,
suggesting that the VTA is a primary site of action for systemic
administration of ibogaine. This suggestion was strengthened by
the lack of effect of ibogaine microinjected into the neighboring
dopaminergic cells comprising the substantia nigra.

The VTA was further implicated as the site of action of iboga-
ine by the finding that ibogaine increased GDNF expression in
the midbrain, a region that includes the VTA. This result suggests
that increased GDNF expression in the midbrain mediates the
effects of ibogaine on ethanol intake. Because the increase in
GDNF was not observed 48 hr after ibogaine injection but etha-
nol consumption was still reduced, activation of the pathway
downstream to GDNF likely persists longer than the changes in
GDNF expression.

Ibogaine increases GDNF expression and signaling in a
dopaminergic cell line
Ibogaine also increased expression of GDNF in SHSY5Y cultured
cells, suggesting that this dopaminergic cell line is an appropriate
model for examining the effects of ibogaine on GDNF signaling.
In SHSY5Y cells, the ibogaine-induced increase in GDNF expres-
sion led to increased GDNF secretion and activation of the GDNF
pathway. Specifically, ibogaine increased the activity of the
MAPK pathway, which has been reported to be activated via
GDNF (Besset et al., 2000; Hayashi et al., 2000). Interestingly,

Figure 6. Intra-VTA infusion of GNDF mimics the effects of ibogaine, and anti-GDNF neutral-
izing antibodies attenuate the effects of ibogaine on ethanol self-administration. A, GDNF (5
�g/�l) microinjected into the VTA 10 min before an ethanol self-administration session de-
creased mean lever press responding relative to vehicle (main effect of treatment: F(1,7) � 8.38,
p � 0.03; main effect of lever: F(1,7) � 17.10, p � 0.005; treatment � lever interaction:
F(1,7) � 5.88, p � 0.05). **p � 0.003. The data are shown as mean lever presses � SEM (n �
8). B, Rats received continuous infusion for 14 d of anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies or mouse
IgG (600 ng/12 �l per side per day) into the VTA via osmotic minipumps. Responding for
ethanol reinforcement was measured before and after antibody infusion in daily 1 hr ethanol
self-administration sessions. The effect of ibogaine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) was tested on the 10th day
of antibody infusion, and self-administration behavior was measured for three additional daily
sessions. “Pre-pump” represents the mean of the last three training sessions before antibody
infusion; “Pre-Ibo” represents the mean of the last three training sessions after antibody infu-
sion and before ibogaine injection. There was no effect of intra-VTA anti-GDNF antibody infu-
sion on baseline levels of ethanol self-administration (Pre-pump vs Pre-Ibo) (F(1,15) � 0.244;
p � 0.63). When the Pre-Ibo baseline was compared with data obtained 3 and 24 hr after
ibogaine injection (Post-Ibo), there was a significant effect of antibody treatment (F(1,30) �
5.15; p � 0.04) and a significant effect of time (F(2,30) � 23.1; p � 0.001). Although ibogaine
treatment decreased responding in both groups, the decrease in responding is significantly
greater in the control mouse IgG group (n � 9) than in subjects treated with anti-GDNF neu-
tralizing antibodies (n � 8). **p � 0.02; *p � 0.05. The data are shown as mean lever
presses � SEM.
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activation of the MAPK pathway was shown previously to result
in the inhibition of A-type potassium channels (Yuan et al.,
2002), and GDNF has been reported to enhance the excitability of
midbrain dopaminergic neurons by inhibiting the A-type potas-
sium channels (Yang et al., 2001). Chronic ethanol inhibits the
excitability of VTA neurons (Bailey et al., 1998), and the firing
rates of dopaminergic cells are markedly reduced in the early
abstinence period after chronic ethanol consumption (Bailey et
al., 2001). These findings suggest that ibogaine, via GDNF, may
reverse the actions of ethanol in the VTA by inhibiting the activity
of A-type potassium channels, thus enhancing VTA firing.

Although ibogaine injection induced expression of GDNF
mRNA in rodent midbrain, the cellular source of the GDNF
mRNA is unknown. Because GDNF is expressed in both glia and
neurons (Airaksinen and Saarma, 2002), at this point we cannot
exclude the possibility that ibogaine increases the expression of
GDNF in astrocytes; however, the finding that ibogaine also in-
duced expression of GDNF in SHSY5Y cells, a dopaminergic neu-
roblastoma line (Biedler et al., 1978), indicates that the source of
GDNF may be neuronal.

The actions of ibogaine are long lasting
Ibogaine induction of GDNF expression lasted for at least 12 hr in
cultured cells and in vivo. In addition, the effects of ibogaine on
ethanol self-administration were long lasting. The half-life of ibo-
gaine is reported to be �1–2 hr, whereas its metabolite, noribo-
gaine, is detected at high concentrations within 24 hr after ad-
ministration (Mash et al., 1998; Glick and Maisonneuve, 2000). It
is therefore possible that noribogaine initiates and/or maintains
GDNF expression in the brain up to 24 hr after injection. Inter-
estingly, noribogaine reduces cocaine and morphine self-
administration (Glick et al., 1996), suggesting that the efficacy of
ibogaine against drugs of abuse, including alcohol, may result
from this metabolite. Another possible mechanism for the long-
lasting effects of ibogaine is that the initial increase in GDNF
expression induced by ibogaine is followed by autocrine regula-
tion of the expression of the growth factor (D.-Y. He, D. Ron,
unpublished results).

GDNF counters the effects of ethanol and other drugs
of abuse
Our finding that intra-VTA GDNF reduces ethanol self-
administration agrees with previous findings that GDNF coun-
teracts the effects of drugs of abuse. For example, GDNF prevents
ethanol-induced apoptosis in a neuroblastoma cell line (McAl-
hany et al., 2000). In addition, intra-VTA infusion of GDNF re-
verses morphine-induced increases in protein levels of TH
(Messer et al., 2000). Intra-VTA GDNF treatment also blocks and
reverses the biochemical effects of cocaine and blocks the reward-
ing effects of cocaine measured by the conditioned place prefer-
ence test (Messer et al., 2000). Conversely, chronic exposure to
drugs of abuse and ethanol decreases GDNF levels. Prolonged
exposure to ethanol decreases GDNF secretion in developing cer-
ebellum (McAlhany et al., 1999). Chronic exposure to cocaine
and morphine decreases Ret phosphorylation in the VTA
(Messer et al., 2000). Because exogenous administration of
GDNF blocks the effects of drugs of abuse, including ethanol, it is
plausible that endogenous GDNF systems may counter the effects
of these drugs and that ibogaine acts to inhibit intake of stimu-
lants, opiates, and ethanol by enhancing this protective pathway.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have identified GDNF as a candidate molecule
that mediates, at least in part, the effects of ibogaine on ethanol
consumption. Therefore, this study suggests that the develop-
ment of agents that upregulate the GDNF pathway may be useful
in the treatment of drug and alcohol abuse.
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Abstract 

In the present paper, we report for the first time the tissue 
distribution of ibogaine and noribogaine, the main metabolite of 
ibogaine, in a 48-year-old Caucasian male, with a history of drug 
abuse, found dead at his home after a poisoning involving the 
ingestion of root bark from the shrub Tabernanthe iboga. Ibogaine 
and noribogaine were quantified in tissues and fluids using a fully 
validated liquid chromatography-electrospray mass spectrometry 
method. Apart from cardiac tissue, ibogaine and noribogaine were 
identified in all matrices investigated. The highest concentrations 
were found in spleen, liver, brain, and lung. The tissue/subclavian 
blood concentration ratios averaged 1.78, 3.75, 1.16, and 4.64 
for ibogaine and 0.83, 2.43, 0.90, and 2.69 for noribogaine 
for spleen, liver, brain, and lung, respectively. Very low 
concentrations of the two drugs were found in the prostatic 
tissue. Both ibogaine and noribogaine are secreted in the bile 
and cross the blood-brain harrier. Four other compounds were 
detected in most of the studied matrices. One of them was 
identified as ibogamine. Unfortunately, we were not able to 
positively identify the other three compounds because of the 
unavailability of reference substances. Two of them could possibly 
be attributed to the following oxidation products: iboluteine and 
desmethoxyiboluteine. The third compound could be ibogaline. 

Introduction 

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring alkaloid derived from the 
roots of the rain forest shrub Tabernanthe iboga. The root 
bark has been used for centuries in West Central Africa as a 
medical and ceremonial agent (1). The main alkaloids in the 
root bark are ibogaine (- 80%), ibogaline (~ 15%), and 
ibogamine (- 5%) (2). Many of these alkaloids suffer facile 

* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: Laboratoire de Pharmacocin~tique 
Clinique, Facuh,~ de Pharmacie Montpellier, 15 Avenue Charles [:]ahault, B.P. 14491,34093 
Montpellier Cedex 5, France. E-maih Fbressolle@aol.com. 
V. Kontrimavi~icJt~ and O. Mathieu contributed equally to this work. 

autoxidation to yield 9-hydroxy-9H-ibogamine, desmethoxyi- 
boluteine, iboluteine, iboquine, and 9-hydroxy-9H-ibogaine 
(3,4). Ibogaine has previously been reported to have central 
nervous system (CNS) stimulant, anxiogenic, and hallucino- 
genic properties (5-7). Ibogaine has been used in low doses by 
the indigenous people of western Africa to combat fatigue, 
hunger, and thirst and in higher doses as a sacrament in reli- 
gious rituals. The use of ibogaine for the treatment of drug de- 
pendence has been based on anecdotal reports from American 
and European addict self-help groups, which claim that it de- 
creased the signs of opiate withdrawal and reduced drug 
craving for cocaine and heroin for extended time periods 
(8-11). Although ibogaine has diverse effects on the CNS, the 
pharmacological targets underlying the physiological and psy- 
chological actions of ibogaine are not completely understood. 
In the liver, ibogaine undergoes desmethylation by the action 
of cytochrome P450 enzymes to its principal metabolite, nori- 
bogaine or 12-hydroxyibogamine (12). Noribogaine's pharma- 
cological profile is different from ibogaine's (1,11-18). Ibogaine 
is more potent than noribogaine in binding to the N-methyl- 
D-aspartic acid receptor in brain tissue (11,13) and as a stim- 
ulator of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (13,15). 
Noribogaine is (i) much more potent than ibogaine for binding 
to t~ opioid receptor and is a full lJ opioid agonist 
(10,11,13,16,17); (ii) more potent than ibogaine in binding to 
serotonin transporter and inhibiting reuptake of serotonin 
(11,13-15,18); and (iii) more potent in binding to Kappa 1 
and less potent in binding to Kappa 2 opioid receptors. More- 
over, ibogaine and noribogaine evoke very different behavioral 
effects (13-15); ibogaine causes tremors and ataxia, but nori- 
bogaine does not (13,14). 

Pharmacokinetic data relative to ibogaine in humans are 
limited (10,16). Following single oral doses of ibogaine (500 to 
800 rag) to individual subjects, maximum ibogaine and nori- 
bogaine blood concentrations of 30-1250 ng/mL and 700-1200 
ng/mL were obtained approximately 2 and 5 h after drug ad- 
ministration, respectively. Thereafter, ibogaine was cleared 
rapidly from the blood while noribogaine concentrations re- 
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mained high. Indeed, concentrations of noribogaine measured 
at 24 h postdose were in the range of 300-800 ng/mL. Thus, 
the purported efficacy of ibogaine following single-dose ad- 
ministrations for the treatment of drug dependence may be 
due in part to the formation of noribogaine (10,16). From 
blood concentration-time profiles of ibogaine published by 
Mash et al. (10,16), after an oral dose of 800 rag, the steady 
state volume of distribution uncorrected for bioavailability 
was about 13 L/kg, and the half-life of the terminal part of the 
curves was 4-7 h. Ibogaine is a restricted substance (possession 
is illegal) in some countries, including the U.S., Switzerland, 
Denmark, Sweden, and Belgium. 

Some analytical methods have been published to quantify 
ibogaine in biological matrices (19-27); most methods involve 
a derivatization procedure before analysis. Recently, liquid 
chromatography-electrospray mass spectrometry (LC-ESI- 
MS) methods were developed in our laboratory for the simul- 
taneous quantitation of ibogaine and noribogaine in human 
plasma, whole blood, and urine (28,29). In these papers, ex- 
tensive stability testing was undertaken using a wide range of 
storage conditions. These methods were validated according to 
validation procedures, parameters, and acceptance criteria 
based on the United States Pharmacopoeia XXIII guidelines 
and Food and Drug Administration guidance. Moreover, 
LC-MS- and LC-MS-MS-based procedures are very sensitive to 
matrix effects. The absence of ion suppression was demon- 
strated by the method of Matuszewski et al. (30). 

In the present paper, we report for the first time the tissue 
distribution of both ibogaine and noribogaine in a man fol- 
lowing an intoxication involving powdered root bark of the 
Tabernanthe iboga shrub. The developed LC-MS methods 
were found accurate to quantify ibogaine and noribogaine in 
tissues, bile, stomach contents, blood, and urine. Moreover, 
under the same chromatographic conditions, four other com- 
pounds were detected. One of them has been identified as 
ibogamine; two compounds could possibly be attributed to 
desmethoxyiboluteine and iboluteine, oxidation products pre- 
sent in the root of the shrub, Tabernanthe iboga (3,4), and the 
last compound could possibly be ibogaline. But because of the 
unavailability of reference substances for these three com- 
pounds, their structures were not confirmed. We were unable 
to obtain standards of these substances. 

Case Report 

A 48-year-old Caucasian male with a history of drug abuse 
was found dead at his home. Different objects and burned- 
out parts of plants found at the death scene suggested that 
some sort of esoteric ritual may have taken place recently. 
Buprenorphine tablets (0.4 rag), as well as a recent prescrip- 
tion, were found at the scene, but only one tablet was missing. 
Cannabis resin was also present. A document signed by the de- 
ceased, relieving Mr. R. of all responsibility in case of any ad- 
verse effects due to the decedent's use of iboga, was also found 
at the scene. 

Blood was collected from the subclavian vein at the scene. 

The time of death (estimated from livor mortis, rigor mortis, 
and body temperature) was 6 to 12 h earlier. The autopsy, per- 
formed about 48 h later, and histopathology examination of or- 
gans and tissues showed massive pulmonary edema with 
hemorrhagic alveolitis and vascular congestion, consistent 
with a drug overdose. No other cause of natural death was 
found. At the time of the autopsy, poisoning through the in- 
gestion of drugs or plants being the main hypothesis, we col- 
lected blood from the femoral vein and from the inferior vena 
cava, urine, stomach contents, bile, and tissues. The vials (with 
and without sodium fluoride) were kept at 4~ until toxico- 
logical analysis, which was carried out within one week. 

It emerged from the police investigation that a man origi- 
nating from Gabon (Africa) was present at the scene during the 
days preceding the discovery of the body. He is suspected of 
having provided the deceased with powdered root bark of the 
Tabernanthe iboga shrub, which was mixed with sweet con- 
centrated milk before ingestion. Over approximately 10 h, the 
victim would have consumed in the region of 18 soup-spoons 
of the mixture. According to the statement of the Gabonese 
man, the victim exhibited respiratory problems, difficulties in 
walking, vomiting, and visual hallucinations following inges- 
tion of the root bark. As a result of the police investigation and 
forensic data, it was concluded that death occurred approxi- 
mately 53 h after the last intake of the mixture. 

Materials and Methods 

Reagents 
Ibogaine hydrochloride (molecular weight, 346.9), fluores- 

cein sodium salt (internal standard), and trifluoroacetic acid 
(TFA) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Small 
amounts of ibogamine were detected in the ibogaine hy- 
drochloride powder (~ 2-3%). This compound was character- 
ized by LC-MS, and its structure was confirmed by 1H NMR 
(data not shown). Noribogaine base (molecular weight, 296.4) 
was kindly supplied by Reform Italia (Endine, Italy). Ibogaine 
and noribogaine were stored and protected from light at rou- 
tine room temperature (20~ High-performance liquid chro- 
matography-grade acetonitrile, methanol, and acetic acid were 
obtained from Carlo Erba (Val de Reuil, France). The formate 
buffer solution (pH 3) consisted of ammonium formate (126 
rag/L) in purified water. Ultrapure water was used (Milli-Q de- 
vice, Millipore, Bedford, VIA). Solid-phase extraction (SPE) 
columns containing 30 mg hydrophilic/lipophilic balance re- 
versed-phase sorbent (N-vinylpyrrolidone/divinybenzene 
copolymer, Oasis HLB cartridges, 30-1~m average particle di- 
ameter) were purchased from Waters (Saint Quentin, France). 
The vacuum manifold used for SPE was a Vac Elut 20 | from 
Varian (Les Ulis, France). 

For the preparation of calibration curve standards and quality 
control (QC) samples, whole blood and plasma were obtained 
from pooled samples collected from healthy volunteers not un- 
dergoing drug therapy (Etablissement Fran~ais du sang, Mont- 
pellier, France). Coagulation was prevented by adding 
EDTA-sodium salt. The blood was centrifuged at 2000 x g for 10 
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min to obtain plasma. Human urine was obtained from a 
healthy volunteer not undergoing drug therapy. The drug-free 
whole blood, plasma, and urine were stored at -20~ until use. 

Stock solutions of ibogaine hydrochloride and the internal 
standard were prepared by dissolving accurately weighed 
amounts of the drugs in purified water to give solutions con- 
taining 89.5 and 81 mg/L of free-form equivalents of each 
compound, respectively. A stock solution of noribogaine was 
prepared in methanol at concentration of 100 mg/L. Stock 
solutions were stored at 4~ and protected from light. Working 
solutions were further prepared in light-protected vials ex- 
temporaneously. They were obtained by diluting the stock so- 
lutions with purified water to obtain 12 working standards 
ranging from 0.0224 to 44.7 mg/L for ibogaine and 0.025 to 50 
mg/L for noribogaine. The stock solution of fluorescein was di- 
luted fourfold (20.25 rag/L) in purified water before use. These 
solutions were used to prepare calibrators and QC samples. 

LC-ESI-MS 
Concentrations of ibogaine and noribogaine in the different 

matrices were determined by a specific LC-ESI-MS method. 
The LC-MS analysis was performed using an Agilent 1100 
quadrupole MS equipped with an ESI interface and a data ac- 
quisition station (HPChem software, Agilent Technologies, Les 
Ulis, France). The MS was coupled to a Hewlett Packard LC 
system equipped with a quaternary pumping unit, an au- 
tosampler, and a diode-array UV detector. Separation of the an- 
alytes was performed on a Zorbax eclipse XDB-C8 column (150 
x 4.6-ram i.d., 5-1Jm particle size, Agilent Technologies, Palo 
Alto, CA). A C18 Symmetry column (20 • 3.9-ram i.d., 5-1~m par- 
ticle size, Waters, Paris, France) was used as a guard column. 
Mobile phase A was 0.02% (v/v) trimethylamine in acetoni- 
trile, and mobile phase B consisted of 2mM formate buffer (pH 
3). The gradient started at 15% of phase A and then increased 
to 35% in 5 min. It increased to 50% in 6.2 min, then to 80% 
in 3.8 min. The column was then washed for 1 min with 80% 
of phase A, brought back to the initial conditions over 1 min, 
and re-equilibrated for 3 min. The flow rate started at 1 
mL/min, then decreased to 0.5 mL/min from 1 to 5 rain, and re- 
mained unchanged for 6.2 min. It increased to 1 mL/min over 
the next 4.8 min and then remained stable. 

Sample pretreatment procedure 
The sample pretreatment procedure involved an SPE of the 

compounds from plasma, whole blood, and urine using Oasis | 
HLB columns. The 1-mL Waters Oasis HLB cartridges were 
conditioned with 1 mL of methanol followed by 1 mL of dis- 
tilled water prior to use. Fluorescein was used as internal stan- 
dard. During the SPE procedure, protecting the products from 
light was required (31). The vacuum apparatus was kept under 
a plastic black cover in order to protect the products from 
light. The drug/internal standard peak-area ratios were linked 
via a quadratic equation to concentrations. From QC sample 
analysis [ibogaine: 2.24, 33.6, and 134.2 ng/mL in plasma and 
4.48, 67.2, and 268.4 ng/g (or ng/mL) in whole blood (or 
urine); noribogaine: 2.5, 37.5, and 150 ng/mL in plasma and 5, 
75, and 300 ng/g (or ng/mL) in whole blood (or urine)], pre- 
cision ranged from 4.3 to 14.8% and accuracy ranged from 89 
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to 113%. The dilution of the samples had no influence on the 
performance of the methods. Extraction recoveries were > 
70% in plasma and urine, and > 57% in the whole blood. The 
lower limits of quantitation were 0.89 ng/mL for ibogaine and 
1 ng/mL for noribogaine in plasma and 1.78 ng/g (or ng/mL) 
for ibogaine and 2 ng/g (or ng/rnL) for noribogaine in the 
whole blood (or urine) (28,29). 

For quantitative analyses of forensic samples, calibration 
standards were prepared in drug-free human matrices (plasma, 
whole blood, or urine). Concentration ranges were 0.89-179 
ng/mL for ibogaine and 1-200 ng/mL for noribogaine in 
plasma and 1.78-358 ng/g (or ng/mL) for ibogaine and 2-400 
ng/g (or ng/mL) for noribogaine in whole blood (or urine). 
Each determination of unknown samples was performed in 
three to six replicates. QC samples were included at random in 
each analytical sequence (including calibrators and unknown 
samples) to verify the accuracy and precision of the analysis 
(i.e., three QC samples at low, medium, and high concentra- 
tions, in duplicate, each 20 processed test samples). 

Analytical procedure from blood and urine samples 
Preliminary screening analyses were performed from a 250- 

IJg aliquot of blood [i.e., blood from the vena cava and blood 
from the femoral vein drawn at the autopsy (about 48 h after 
the death) and blood from the subclavian vein drawn at the 
scene] and from a 250-1JL aliquot of urine using diode-array and 
MS (scan mode) detection in sequence to identify peaks present 
on the chromatograms and to verify that each observed peak 
elutes free from potential interference. In the second step, ibo- 
gaine and noribogaine were quantified in all samples by LC-MS. 
MS data were acquired in single ion monitoring (SIM) mode. 
For SIM, a 7-J0-1Jg aliquot of blood or a 2-1JL aliquot of urine 
was diluted to 250 IJL with drug-free matrix. 

The sample pretreatrnent was as follows: 250 tJL of purified 
water, then 20 lJL of the internal standard solution (20.25 
rag/L) were added to 250 IJL of whole blood. The mixture was 
mixed with 0.5 mL of water containing 100 mL/L methanol. 
The methanolic solution was added dropwise, and the mixture 
was vortex mixed in order to obtain smaller precipitate parti- 
cles, which avoid significant analyte loss. Thereafter, the mix- 
ture was centrifuged (4~ for 10 rain at 17,000 • g. The 
supernatant was then applied onto the conditioned SPE car- 
tridge. The column was rinsed with 2 • 1 mL of purified water 
and vacuum dried for 2 min. The retained drugs were eluted 
with 2 x i mL of methanol. The eluate fractions were dried 
under a stream of nitrogen and reconstituted in 100 IJL of a 
mixture of 1 mL/L TFA in water and acetonitrile (85:15, v/v). A 
20-1JL volume was injected into the system. 

To 250 IJL of urine, 20 lJL of an aqueous internal standard 
solution (20.25 rag/L) was added. The mixture was carefully 
shaken then loaded onto the conditioned extraction column. 
Thereafter, the assay procedure was as described previously. 

Analytical procedure from tissue samples 
An aliquot of about 300-400 mg of each tissue sample 

(heart, liver, kidney, prostate, lung, brain, spleen, and muscle) 
was removed. Each sample was washed twice for 30 s in 0.9% 
sodium chloride to limit blood contamination, dried on gauze, 
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and then powdered under liquid nitrogen. For the screening 
analysis, an aliquot of 150-200 rag, depending on the tissue, 
was accurately weighed in a polypropylene tube, then care- 
fully vortex mixed for 20 s with 300 laL of blank human plasma. 
The mixture was incubated at 4~ for 12 h to allow a steady- 
state between the matrix components, and then 0.5 mL of 
water containing 100 mL/L acetic acid was added. The mixture 
was vortex mixed and then centrifuged at 4~ for 20 min (1450 
• g). The supernatant was loaded onto the conditioned extrac- 
tion column. Thereafter, the assay procedure was as described 
previously. 

For quantitative analyses of ibogaine and noribogaine in 
each tissue sample using LC-MS (SIM mode), only a few mil- 
ligrams of each tissue were required for the quantitation of the 
two drugs because of the very high drug concentrations ob- 
served in the preliminary screening step. Thus, the concen- 
trations of ibogaine and noribogaine were determined against 
a calibration curve performed in blank human plasma. An 
aliquot of 3-10 rag, depending on the tissue, was accurately 
weighed in a polypropylene tube, vortex mixed for 20 s with 490 
HL of blank human plasma, and 20 uL of the internal standard 
solution (20.25 mg/L of fluorescein) was added. The mixture 
was incubated at 4~ for 12 h to allow a steady-state between 
the matrix components. Thereafter, the assay procedure was as 
described in the screening analysis. 

Analytical  procedure from bile and stomach contents 
After 10 rain centrifugation at 5000 x g (4~ which re- 

moved all particles, an aliquot of 250 IJL of the supernatant was 

used for the screening analysis. To quantify ibogaine and nori- 
bogaine, a 5-1JL aliquot of bile or a 50-1JL aliquot of stomach 
contents, obtained after centrifugation, was diluted to 250 tJL 
with whole blood or plasma, respectively. Thereafter, the assay 
procedure was as described previously. Calibration standards 
were prepared in drug-free human whole blood to quantify 
the two drugs in bile or in plasma to quantify the two drugs in 
stomach contents. 

Resul ts  

Mass Spectra 
Noribogaine, ibogaine, and fluorescein were characterized by 

the protonated molecules [M+H] § at m/z 297.2, 311.1, and 
333, respectively (Figure 1). Fragment ions were observed at 
m/z 122.2 and 174 for ibogaine (Figure 1A) and m/z 122.2 and 
160 for noribogaine (Figure 1B). The fragmentation patterns 
are presented in Figure 1 (3). 

Results of the screening analysis 
Figures 2A and 2B show the mass spectra (full scan) ob- 

tained from lung and blood from vena cava using a 200- or 250- 
mg aliquot of each matrix, respectively. The screening analysis, 
using the analytical conditions described previously, revealed 
the presence of six compounds at retention times of 6.0 rain 
(C1), 6.8 rain (C2), 9.0 rain (C3), 9.6 rain (C4), 10.2 rnin (C5), 
and 10.8 rain (C6). The purity of these peaks was confirmed 
from diode-array and MS spectra. Additional peaks at retention 
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times of 2.1 and 4.2 min are endogenous compounds from 
the matrix. No compounds were detected in the cardiac tissue 
(Figure 2C). From this chromatogram, we can see that by 
using the previously described pretreatment procedure, each 
analyte was well resolved from the human matrix endogenous 
peaks and from the internal standard. According to the mass 
spectra obtained from the references, peak C2 was noribogaine 
and peak C5 was ibogaine. Compound C6 was identified as 
being ibogamine, but because of the lack of a pure substance, 
this compound was estimated as described later for C1, C3, and 
C4. Noribogaine, ibogaine, and ibogamine were characterized 
by the protonated molecules [M+H] § at m/z 297.2, 311.1, and 
281.1, respectively. A fragment ion was obtained at m/z 122.2 
for the three compounds. Additional fragment ions were ob- 
tained at m/z 174 for ibogaine (Figure 1A), m/z 160 for nori- 
bogaine (Figure 1B), and m/z 144.1 for ibogamine (Figure 1C). 
Unfortunately, we were unable to positively identify the other 
three compounds. Two of them could possibly be attributed to 
desmethoxyiboluteine (C1, [M+H] § at m/z 313) and iboluteine 
(C4, [M+H] + at m/z 327), oxidation products present in the root 
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Figure 2. Typical chromatograms (scan mode) obtained from lung (A), 
blood from vena cava (B), and heart (C) using an aliquot of 200-250 mg 
of each matrix. Peak C2 = noribogaine; peak C5 = ibogaine; and peak 
C6 = ibogamine. 

of shrub Tabernanthe iboga (3,4). The third compound could 
possibly be ibogaline (C3, [M+H] § at m/z 341) (Figure 2). Frag- 
ment ions were obtained at m/z 122.2 and 150.1 for iboluteine 
and desrnethoxyiboluteine, characteristic of the iboluteine 
moiety (32), and at m/z 122.2 and 204.1 for ibogaline. These 
mass spectra were in accordance with the results published by 
Clivio et al. (32). Structures of these compounds are given in 
Figure 3. However, because of the lack of reference substances 
available for these compounds, their structures were not con- 
firmed. They were estimated in percentage, with regard to the 
peak area corresponding to ibogaine using the following equa- 
tion: 

[Peak area of C1, C3, or C4/peak area of ibogaine] • 100 Eq. 1 

The six compounds were detected in blood, urine, lung, 
liver, spleen, and stomach contents. C1 and C3 were never de- 
tected in muscle, brain, and kidney. In prostatic tissue and 
bile, only ibogaine and noribogaine were detected. 

In all matrices investigated, mean chromatographic peak 
areas of C1, C3, and C6 represented approximately 15%, 25%, 
and 16.5% of that of ibogaine, respectively. Concerning the com- 
pound C4, very low levels were detected in the spleen (< 2%). 
Higher concentrations were observed in the lung, liver, kidney, 
blood, urine, and stomach contents, with the peak area of C4 rep- 
resenting approximately 40% of that of ibogaine. In the brain, 
the peak area of C4 was similar to that of ibogaine (ratio = 0.96). 

Concentrations of ibogaine and noribogaine 
in the different matrices 

Results are presented in Table I. The highest ibogaine and 
noribogaine tissue concentrations were observed in the spleen, 
liver, brain, and lung. The tissue/subclavian blood concentra- 
tion ratios averaged 1.78, 3.75, 1.16, and 4.64 ibogaine and 
0.83, 2.43, 0.90, and 2.69 noribogaine, for spleen, liver, brain, 
and lung, respectively. Very low concentrations of both ibo- 
gaine and noribogaine were found in the prostate tissue; the 
tissue/blood concentration ratios were lower than 0.1. 

~11~ K " X N  11 
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IbogMine (C3) 
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I 1 0 ~  
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@ N  +11 
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Figure 3. Structures of the different compounds detected in the body. 
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Conclusions 

Despite thorough investigation, including autopsy, histo- 
pathology, and toxicological analysis, no other cause of death 
could be established. The victim was considered to have died 
from "pulmonary edema due to drug overdose by ingestion of 
Tabernanthe iboga root bark". The manner of death was de- 
fined as "accidental". Little is known about the pharmacoki- 
netics of ibogaine in humans, and there are no other 
well-documented fatal cases reported in the literature. We are, 
therefore, unable to explain the true connection between iboga 
alkaloid ingestion and the pulmonary edema. 

In the present study, we reported in detail and, for the first 
time, the tissue distribution of both ibogaine and noribogaine 
in a man after a poisoning case involving the root bark of 
Tabernanthe iboga. Ibogaine and noribogaine were quantified 
in blood and urine using previously validated LC-ESI-MS 
methods (28,29). These methods were applied in the quantita- 
tion of these two drugs in tissues (heart, liver, kidney, prostate, 
lung, brain, spleen, and muscle), bile, and stomach contents. 
Apart from cardiac tissue, ibogaine and noribogaine were iden- 
tified in all matrices investigated. In this paper, we proposed 
structures for ibogaine and noribogaine LC-ESI-MS fragmen- 
tation products; these results agree with those published by 
Taylor (3), who reported a fragmentation pattern for ibogaine, 
which differs from that presented by Bogusz et al. (27). The 
highest concentrations were found in spleen, liver, brain, and 
lung. The tissue/subclavian blood concentration ratios aver- 

Table I. Results of the Sceening Analysis and Concentrations of Ibogaine and 
Noribogaine in Fluids and Tissues of the Body (n = 3-6)* 

Mean _+ SD t 
(Percent*) Concentration Ibogaine Noribogaine Ibogamine 

(pg/g or pg/mL) C5 C2 C1 C3 C4 C6 

(15) (25) (< 2- I00)  

Bile 21.3 _+ 5.6 11.2 _+ 1.7 - - - 

Urine 83.3 + 8.45 21.5 + 3.42 + + + (40) 

Blood from femoral 5.4 + 1.4 5.6 + 0.9 + + + (40) 

veinw 

Blood from vena 6.6 • 0.6 15.5 + 0.7 + + + (40) 

cava~ 

Blood from sub-clavian 10.8 _+ 0.4 20.8 _+ 3.0 + + + (40) 

vein # 

Stomach contents 2.91 + 0.155 1.23 + 0.105 + + + (40) 

Prostate 0.556 +_. 0.234 0.579 _+ 0.103 - - - 

Kidney 7.06 + 1.46 4.93 + 1.42 - - + (40) 

Spleen 19.2 _ 4.70 17.3 + 3.33 + + + (< 2) 

Liver 40.5 + 3.38 50.5 + 3.63 + + + (40) 

Brain 12.5 + 0.26 18.7 + 0.47 - - + (I00) 

Lung 50.1 + 4.90 55.9 + 5.24 + + + (40) 

Muscle 7.66 + 1.75 3.41 __. 0.405 - - + (9.6) 

*n = number of replicates. 
SD = standard deviation. 

* Calculated from [Peak area of CI, C3, C4, or C6/peak area of ibogaine] x 100. 
w Drawn the day of autopsy. 
# Drawn at the death scene; (-) absence; (+) presence. CI, C3, and C4 could be desmethoxyiboluteine, 

ibogaline, and iboluteine, respectively. 

aged 1.78, 3.75, 1.16, and 4.64 for ibogaine and 0.83, 2.43, 
0.90, and 2.69 for noribogaine for spleen, liver, brain, and lung, 
respectively. Very low concentrations of the two drugs were 
found in the prostate tissue. Both ibogaine and noribogaine are 
secreted in the bile and cross the blood-brain barrier. In the 
blood, concentrations of ibogaine and noribogaine were 5-20- 
fold greater than those reported by Mash et al. (16) after a 
single oral dose of 800 mg of ibogaine in humans. The highest 
concentrations were found in the blood sample drawn at the 
death scene. Four other compounds were identified in most of 
the studied matrices. One of them was identified as ibogamine; 
unfortunately, we were unable to positively identify the other 
three compounds. Two of them could possibly be attributed to 
iboluteine (C4) and desmethoxyiboluteine (C1), oxidation prod- 
ucts present in the root of shrub Tabernanthe iboga (3,4). The 
mass spectra obtained for these two compounds were similar 
to those reported in the literature (3,30). Moreover, the C1 
and C4 compounds have similar retention times and mass 
spectra to those observed for the oxidation products formed 
after the exposure of ibogaine and noribogaine solutions to day- 
light (data not shown). Therefore, as ibogaine is light-sensitive 
(3), iboluteine could be formed spontaneously during prepa- 
ration of the mixture from powdered root bark. Moreover, ac- 
cording to Taylor (3), many of the iboga alkaloids easily 
undergo autoxidation. Therefore, the isolation of iboluteine 
from the biological matrices cannot by itself be taken as proof 
of its natural occurrence in roots. In addition, it is possible that 
part of these oxidation products could be formed after death. 

The differences in the concentrations of ibo- 
gaine and noribogaine in blood drawn at the 
scene and blood taken at the autopsy may in- 
dicate that degradation (oxidation) of these 
two drugs occurred after death. The oxidation 
products were not secreted in the bile, and 
only C4 crosses the blood-brain barrier, at- 
taining similar concentrations to those of ibo- 
gaine. The third compound could possibly be 

(16.5) ibogaline (C3), known to be one of the most 
- important iboga alkaloids (quantitatively) after 
+ ibogaine in the roots of Tabernanthe iboga + 

(2). Our results indicate that this compound 
+ did not cross the brain barrier and was not se- 

creted in bile. Attempts to obtain standards of 
+ these substances proved unsuccessful. 

The present results demonstrate a 
+ widespread distribution of ibogaine and nori- 
- bogaine throughout the body. Particularly 
+ noteworthy are the high concentrations of 
+ these two drugs in liver, lung, spleen, and 
+ brain. Taking into account (i) the rapid de- 
+ crease in ibogaine concentrations (hi2 = 4-7 h) + 
+ and the very slow decrease in noribogaine con- 

centrations (10,16), (ii) the high concentra- 
tions of ibogaine found in the blood drawn at 
the death scene (10.8 lJg/mL), and (iii) the 
parent drug/metabolite blood concentration 
ratios (~ 0.5), we can speculate that the victim 
could have consumed the mixture made from 
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root bark of the Tabernanthe iboga shrub for a longer period 
of time than 10 h (as written in the police report). The survival 
time could have been 8-12 h after the last intake. 
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Summary Ibogaine is the most important alkaloid of the Central African Iboga-shrub. It is the central drug in
Gabonian initiation ceremonies in which it is used to cause a near-death experience. In Western countries it is used in
private clinics to treat addiction. However, in the United States and most European countries it is classified as an illegal
drug because at least eight persons have died after having taken Ibogaine. These fatalities occurred in most cases
several days after ingestion or following the intake of very small doses. There is no conclusive explanation at the
present time for these deaths.

We hypothesize, that these deaths may be a result of cardiac arrhythmias, caused by a dysregulation of the
autonomic nervous system.

Ibogaine affects the autonomic nervous system by influencing several neurotransmitter-systems and the fastigial
nucleus. The cerebellar nucleus responds to small doses with a stimulation of the sympathetic system, leading to a
fight or flight reaction. High doses, however, lead to a vagal dominance: a ‘‘feigned death’’.

The risk of cardiac arrhythmias is increased in situations of sympathetic stimulation or coincidence of a high
parasympathetic tonus and a left-sided sympathetic stimulation. This could occur under influence of small doses of
ibogaine and also at times of exhaustion with a high vagal tonus, when sudden fear reactions could cause a critical left-
sided sympathetic stimulation. Gabonian healers prevent these risks by isolating their patients from normal life and by
inducing a trance-state with right-hemispheric and vagal dominance for several days.

�c 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

In the United States in the 1960s, drug addicts dis-
covered by chance, that following the intake of a
single dose of ibogaine, extracted from the Gabo-
nian iboga-shrub, they experienced no craving
0306-9877/$ - see front matter �c 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reser
doi:10.1016/j.mehy.2006.02.050

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: umaas@scientific-african.org (U. Maas).
and felt no need for drugs any more. Since then,
self-help groups in several countries demand the
legalization and utilization of ibogaine in public
health systems [1]. Private clinics started using ibo-
gaine in addiction treatment and could prove posi-
tive effects in a clinical study [2]. Nevertheless,
ibogaine remains to be classified as an illegal drug
in most Western countries. One of the reasons is
the fact that at least eight persons in Europe and
ved.

mailto:umaas@scientific-african.org
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in the United States to date have died following the
intake of the drug. The fatalities occurred under
remarkable circumstances: some of the fatalities
being several days after ibogaine consumption or
after the oral intake of relative small doses of
the drug. Four persons had taken less than half of
the dose recommended for drug therapy of 20–
30 mg/kg of body weight ([1,3] and personal
inquiries).

To date, there is no conclusive explanation for
the fatalities. Several authors hold the destruction
of cerebellar Purkinje-cells responsible, a process
that could be demonstrated in rats after the intake
of high doses of ibogaine (100 mg/kg injected
intraperitoneally) [1,4,5]. Cerebellar neurotox-
icity, however, should cause long-term problems
concerning movement coordination rather than
sudden death [1]. Other authors suspect that the
deceased had taken opiods concurrent with iboga-
ine. There is evidence suggesting that the interac-
tion of opiods and ibogaine potentiates opiod
toxicity [1,5].

At least two persons died who had taken ibogaine
for spiritual reasons and were presumably not ad-
dicted. And also in Gabon, where people to be initi-
ated are usually young healthy men and women, the
risk of death is well known and part of the initiation-
myth [6–8]. To protect the person to be initiated,
Gabonian healers perform a long, complicated rit-
ual that lasts between several days and many
weeks. In most Western cases, the people were
alone at the moment of an unexpected death. In
Gabon, these individuals would have been watched
and accompanied by the healing community.
Autonomic dysfunction as a risk for
sudden unexplained death

To date, medical monitoring of patients treated
with ibogaine showed, as far as we are informed,
no benefit. People died unexpectedly after the
monitoring phase, and we have no information
about any case of successful life-saving measures.
We suggest therefore, that ibogaine-related fatali-
ties should be classified as sudden and unexplained
death syndrome (SUDS). The term, SUDS, means
that no specific medical reason can be identified,
a psychological cause is often suspected [9]. This
corresponds to the African theory that attributes
deaths during initiation rituals to spiritual causes.

A considerable number of investigations have
found an imbalance of the autonomic nervous sys-
tem with a well-known increase of risk of SUDS in
patients suffering from schizophrenia [10–12] and
epilepsy [13–15]. Autonomic dysfunction as a con-
sequence of an immature cerebellum is also made
responsible for the sudden infant death syndrome
[16–19]. Imbalance of the autonomic nervous sys-
tem is also frequent and could explain increased
mortality in patients with depression, post-trau-
matic stress disorder, anxiety and stress [20–23].
Animal studies could prove that psychological
stress can cause autonomic dysfunction and deaths
in captured wild animals [24]. Patients with pre-
existing cardiovascular diseases or permanent
autonomic dysfunction (for example, in cases of
epilepsy) may be particularly sensitive to stress-
effects [25].
Ibogaine-related fatalities: Sudden
cardiac deaths?

Effects of ibogaine on the autonomic nervous sys-
tem are well known. Small doses help participants
of Gabonian night-long ceremonies to remain
awake. Tablets with 8 mg content of ibogaine were
sold in the 1960s in Europe as a stimulant [26].
There is evidence of several contradictory mecha-
nisms. Ibogaine increases parasympathetic as well
as sympathetic effects by inhibition of cholinester-
ase. At the same time it weakens autonomic func-
tions as an antagonist of nicotine receptors and
agonist of sigma2 receptors [1,5]. In both cases,
it blocks calcium-channels and by this way reduces
the synaptic transmission of acetylcholine [27]. On
the other hand, ibogaine is a muscarinic receptor
agonist and increases by this way parasympathetic
functions.

In addition, ibogaine has an indirect influence on
the autonomic nervous system by its stimulating ef-
fect on Purkinje-cells and on the fastigial nucleus
[28]. This cerebellar nucleus affects the autonomic
nervous system, especially in situations of shock
and life threatening danger. At the same time, it
induces measures of protection against cerebral
ischemia. These effects have been proven to be
maintained for weeks [29], so it could be assumed,
that also changes of the autonomic nervous system
after cerebellar stimulation last for some time.

Interestingly, the influences of the fastigial
nucleus on the autonomic system are varying.
Dependent on the situation, stimulating or
inhibiting effects on sympathetic and parasympa-
thetic functions have been observed [30–33]. This
makes sense, since in a life-threatening situation
there are two options for mammals: to be active
(fight/flight reaction) or to freeze (feigned death).
The first reaction consists of a sympathetic stimu-
lation and parasympathetic inhibition to enable
fight or flight. If this is impossible, a reaction of
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‘‘feigned-death’’ follows that helps to deceive the
enemy and also to protect vital functions. A para-
sympathetic dominance leads to a bradycardia
and a reduction of respiratory and metabolic rate
and inhibition of movements [34,35]. The two
phases were shown in fright-reactions of infants
[36] and rats [37]. Vingerhoets [38] could also ob-
serve tachycardia in dental patients, which was re-
placed by a freezing reaction and bradycardia
during the treatment.
Sudden cardiac death as a result of
autonomic dysfunction

Abundant evidence suggests that SUDS, as a result
of autonomic dysfunction, is caused by ventricular
fibrillation, which is provoked by a sympathetic
overreaction or asymmetric stimulation of the
autonomic nervous system [39,40]. There are sev-
eral mechanisms, that can possibly cause lethal
arrythmias:

1. Sympathetic overactivity increases cardiac ino-
tropy and chronotrophy leading to a lengthening
of the QT-interval and may cause electrical
inhomogeneity of the myocardium with ventric-
ular extrasystoles because of early after-poten-
tials. Dispersion of refractoriness facilitates
the genesis of re-entrant circuits in the presence
of an initiating premature beat [39, p. 369].

2. Sympathetic stimulation causes an increased
vascular tonus that adds to the increased car-
diac activity and may cause ischemia in myocar-
dial cells particularly in cases of a pre-existing
cardiac disease [39, p. 370].

3. Another risk factor for stress-triggered heart
failure is an imbalanced activity in right and left
cardiac sympathetic nerves, namely a left-sided
sympathetic overstimulation [40–42]. Lateral-
ized cortical and subcortical activation during
the central processing of stress tasks is chan-
nelled ipsilaterally and results in lateralized
imbalance of neuronal input to the heart. These
inputs influence the heart in different ways. The
sinus node, which governs heart rate, is influ-
enced predominantly by the right hemispheric
sympathetic nerve [42]. But additionally and
partly independently, the ventricular myocar-
dium is governed by left-hemispheric sympa-
thetic nerves [43,44]. If left-hemispheric
sympathetic stimulation becomes stronger than
right-hemispheric stimulation, autonomous ven-
tricular frequency may pass the one of the sinus
node, leading to ventricular extrasystoles. Situ-
ations of exhaustion, when a high vagal tonus
inhibits right hemispheric stimulation and lowers
sinus node frequency, imply an increased risk for
this kind of cardiac arrhythmias. Sudden left
hemispheric, stress-triggered, sympathetic
stimulation may even provoke cardiac death
[40].

The described mechanisms are based on sympa-
thetic influences and can thus be triggered by
stress. They lower the ventricular fibrillation
threshold and may cause sudden death by ‘‘torsade
de pointes’’. These theoretical considerations
could be proven in animals studies by sympathetic
stimulation [40,41] or stimulation of the fastigial
nucleus [45]. Critchley et al. [42] found the
arrhythmogenic effect of left-hemispheric trig-
gered stress in humans. Abundant evidence exists
for the increased mortality of persons with high
sympathetic tonus [46–48].

In at least two fatalities following ibogaine in-
take, a pre-existence of cardiac problems could
be proven ([1,3] and personal inquiries). We there-
fore hypothesize, that ibogaine related fatalities
are SUDS, caused by heart failure, which is
triggered by autonomic dysregulation under simul-
taneous stress. We presume, that the risk in drug-
addiction treatment or initiation rites after
application of higher doses of ibogaine (more than
10 mg/kg of body weight) is reduced during the
peak of ibogaine-effects. The ‘‘vision’’ is caused
by a strong parasympathetic stimulation. Bradycar-
dia, reduction of respiratory rate and movements
can be observed in the ritual context [6, p. 95,7].
We presume, that this state of parasympathetic
dominance and right-hemispheric trance protects
the cardiovascular system. Cardiac problems
should be expected after the intake of small doses
(less then 10 mg/kg of body weight) and in the per-
iod before and after the peak-level with lower ibo-
gaine-effects. We presume, that especially the
state of exhaustion after the peak-level includes
the risk that a high parasympathetic tonus hits to
a strong and left-hemispheric sympathetic stimula-
tion in a situation of a sudden stress.

Gabonian healers try to avoid sudden excite-
ment by keeping the person to be initiated isolated
from the normal life and in an extraordinary inner
and outer space maintaining the hypnotic state
[6, p. 39]. The trance state activates the right cor-
tical hemisphere [49,50] and the ritual music in-
duces a slow cerebral theta-rhythm of 5–6 Hz,
causing a feeling of rest and calmness [51,52].
Through this, sudden sympathetic reactions, which
may endanger the heart, are prevented.

Sebastiani et al. [53] consider trance states and
hypnosis to be an effective prevention against car-
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diac arrhythmias, because fright reactions are
dampened. Hypnosis inhibits the arousal system
of the amygdala [50]. If this system fails, cardiac
arrhythmias as reaction on frightening stimuli are
blocked [54].
Conclusions

We claim, that fatalities following the intake of
ibogaine should be considered to be related to
the drug, even if they occur several days after
the peak-level of ibogaine. In Gabon, a phase of
at least three days is considered as a critical
period.

We hypothesize, that fatalities after ibogaine in-
take are sudden cardiac deaths as a result of a dys-
regulation of the autonomic nervous system in
combination with psychological stress. This dysreg-
ulation is caused by direct interactions of ibogaine
with several neurotransmitter systems and by its
stimulation of the fastigial nucleus. The latter
may have long-term effects.

The main risks for a sudden cardiac failure in-
clude a sympathetic overstimulation or a sudden
left-hemispheric sympathetic reaction in a phase
of high parasympathetic tonus. This could occur
in the time after the peak level of the drug.

Gabonian healers protect their clients by induc-
tion of a right-hemispheric hypnotic trance-state
which lasts for days and prevents sudden fear-
reactions. Their statement, that fatalities during
the initiation ceremony have ‘‘spiritual’’ causes
fits with our hypothesis. It remains to be investi-
gated, if other parts of the complex ritual such as
nutrition or movements, may have a protective
effect.

To prove our hypothesis it would be useful to
investigate the long-term effects of stimulation
of the fastigial nucleus and the autonomic nervous
system.

Further field research in Gabon could provide
more information about traditional medical
knowledge, particularly about situations and peri-
ods of increased risk for sudden fatality. Gabonian
healers have a vast field of experience in a country
with more than 100,000 initiated individuals.
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Autoregulation of glial cell line-derived neurotrophic
factor expression: implications for the long-lasting
actions of the anti-addiction drug, Ibogaine
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ABSTRACT We recently showed that the up-regula-
tion of the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor
(GDNF) pathway in the midbrain, is the molecular
mechanism by which the putative anti-addiction drug
Ibogaine mediates its desirable action of reducing
alcohol consumption (1). Human reports and studies in
rodents have shown that a single administration of
Ibogaine results in a long-lasting reduction of drug
craving (humans) and drug and alcohol intake (ro-
dents). Here we determine whether, and how, Ibogaine
exerts its long-lasting actions on GDNF expression and
signaling. Using the dopaminergic-like SHSY5Y cell line
as a culture model, we observed that short-term Ibo-
gaine exposure results in a sustained increase in GDNF
expression that is mediated via the induction of a
long-lasting autoregulatory cycle by which GDNF posi-
tively regulates its own expression. We show that the
initial exposure of cells to Ibogaine or GDNF results in
an increase in GDNF mRNA, leading to protein expres-
sion and to the corresponding activation of the GDNF
signaling pathway. This, in turn, leads to a further
increase in the mRNA level of the growth factor. The
identification of a GDNF-mediated, autoregulatory
long-lasting feedback loop could have important impli-
cations for GDNF’s potential value as a treatment for
addiction and neurodegenerative diseases.—He, D.-Y.,
Ron, D. Autoregulation of glial cell line-derived neuro-
trophic factor expression: implications for the long-
lasting actions of the anti-addiction drug, Ibogaine.
FASEB J. 20, E1820–E1827 (2006)
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Ibogaine is a psychoactive indole alkaloid extracted
from the root bark of the African shrub Tabernanthe
Iboga that has been used for decades in Africa in
folklore medicine and rituals. Human anecdotal re-
ports and several studies indicated that Ibogaine re-
duces craving and withdrawal symptoms for multiple
drugs of abuse, including heroine, psychostimulants
and cocaine (2–4), The potential anti-addictive prop-
erties of Ibogaine were confirmed in rodent models:
Ibogaine was shown to attenuate cocaine, nicotine,
morphine, heroine, and alcohol-seeking behaviors (5).

For example, Ibogaine was found to reduce cocaine
and morphine self-administration (6–8). The drug was
also found to alleviate morphine withdrawal symptoms
(9). Finally, we and others reported that systemic
administration of Ibogaine reduces voluntary ethanol
intake in a 2-bottle choice paradigm (1, 10, 11). In
addition, we recently reported that Ibogaine inhibits
operant ethanol self-administration in rats and reduces
ethanol intake in an ethanol reinstatement paradigm
(1). Despite its potential use as an anti-addiction agent,
Ibogaine is not used in the US to treat addiction
because of its undesirable side effects, which include
hallucination, bradycardia, and tremor (5). In addi-
tion, administration of high concentrations of Ibogaine
in rats produced cerebellar Purkinje cell death (12, 13).

In an attempt to separate the desirable anti-addiction
actions of the drug from the undesirable side effects, we
set out to identify the molecular mechanism mediating
Ibogaine’s effects on voluntary ethanol consumption.
We found that systemic administration of Ibogaine
increased the expression of GDNF in the dopaminergic
ventral tegmental area (VTA), as well as in a dopamin-
ergic-like cell culture model, the SHSY5Y cell line (1).
Furthermore, we found that in SHSY5Y cells, Ibogaine
incubation resulted in a time- and dose-dependent
activation of the GDNF signaling pathway. When the
GDNF pathway was inhibited in the VTA, Ibogaine was
significantly less effective in reducing ethanol intake
(1). Finally, similar to Ibogaine, GDNF administered
into the VTA reduced ethanol consumption (1). To-
gether, our results suggest that up-regulation of the
GDNF pathway in the VTA mediates the Ibogaine-
induced reduction in voluntary ethanol consumption.

Anecdotal reports have suggested that a single treat-
ment of Ibogaine reduced drug craving in humans for
a period of weeks or even up to six months (14). These
possible long-lasting actions of Ibogaine have also been
reported in animal studies. Single or multiple injec-
tions of the drug produced a long-lasting reduction of
cocaine self-administration (7, 8), and we observed that
a single systemic injection of Ibogaine in rats reduced
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ethanol consumption for up to 48 h after injection (1).
We also found that incubation of SHSY5Y cells with
Ibogaine produced sustained changes in the GDNF
pathway; Ibogaine-mediated increase in GDNF expres-
sion and secretion, as well as the subsequent phosphor-
ylation (and thus, activation) of the GDNF receptor,
Ret, lasted for at least 12 h (1). We hypothesized that
the long-lasting actions of Ibogaine are mediated, at
least in part, via initiation of prolonged activation of the
GDNF pathway. To test this hypothesis we used SHSY5Y
cells as a model system and found that the initial
activation of the GDNF pathway by Ibogaine leads to the
induction of a cycle in which secreted GDNF induces
expression of itself, leading to the prolonged action of
Ibogaine on this signaling pathway.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Ibogaine-HCl, phosphatidylinositol phospholipase C (PI-PLC)
and cycloheximide (CHX) were purchased from Sigma. Hu-
man GDNF, anti-phospho-tyrosine antibodies (anti-pTyr), and
pUSE vector were purchased from Upstate Cell Signaling
Solutions. Anti-GDNF monoclonal neutralizing antibodies
were purchased from R&D Systems. The inhibitors U0126
and actinomycin D (A/D) were purchased from Calbiochem.
The protease inhibitor cocktail was purchased from Roche
Applied Science. Anti-Ret antibodies were purchased from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology. pGEM-T vector, Reverse Tran-
scription System and 2� polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Master Mix were purchased from Promega Corp. Lipo-
fectamine 2000, Geneticin (G418) and protein G agarose
were purchased from Invitrogen. Primers for PCR were
synthesized by Sigma-Genosys.

Cell culture

SHSY5Y human neuroblastoma cells were cultured according
to the method described in He et al. (1). All experiments were
carried out in cells that were incubated in a low serum
medium containing 1% FBS for 2 days.

pUSE-GDNF stable cell line

Human GDNF cDNA was obtained by reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) from total RNA of
SHSY5Y cells, and cloned into pGEM-T vector. GDNF primers
were as follows: upstream 5�-G AAG CTT ATG AAG TTA TGG
GAT GTC GTG GCT GTC-3� and downstream 5�-AAG CTT
CTC GAG TCA GAT ACA TCC ACA CCT TTT AGC-3�.
pGEM-GDNF was digested with restriction endonucleases
HindIII and XhoI to produce the GDNF cDNA insert, which
was then recombined into pUSE vector. The integrity of the
GDNF cDNA was confirmed by sequencing. Lipofectamine
2000 was used to transfect pUSE-GDNF (pGDNF) and pUSE
empty vector (control) into SHSY5Y cells, the transfected cells
were maintained in growth media containing 800 �g/ml
G418 and were subcultured every 5–6 days. Stable cells
expressing pGDNF or pUSE were obtained after a one-month
culture selection, then maintained in growth media contain-
ing 500 �g/ml G418. Prior to experiments, the pGDNF cells
and the pUSE cells were grown in media without G418 for 2
days and incubated in low serum media containing 1% FBS

for another 2 days. Conditioned media was collected from an
overnight culture (15 h) of pGDNF cells (CM-GDNF). The
pGDNF cells overexpressed GDNF (Supplemental Fig. S1A)
and secreted high levels of the GDNF polypeptide (Supple-
mental Fig. S1B). These cells maintained constitutively high
levels of Ret (Supplemental Fig. S2A) and ERK (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S2B) phosphorylation.

Treatments

Ibogaine was dissolved in water to make a stock solution of 10
mM and was used at a final concentration of 10 �M as
described in He et al. (1). Cells were incubated with Ibogaine
for the indicated time periods. To study the persistence of
Ibogaine’s effects following washout, cells were treated with
Ibogaine for 3 h, washed, and incubated in fresh media for
the indicated times, as shown in the figure legends. PI-PLC
was used to hydrolyze GFR�1 from the cell surface; treatment
involved incubation of cells with 0.3 u/ml PI-PLC for 1 h
followed by washes with fresh media before treatment with
conditioned media. Anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies (anti-
GDNF antibodies) were dissolved in PBS as a stock solution of
500 �g/ml, and were used at a concentration of 10 �g/ml.

Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction

Cells were treated in 6-well plates followed by total RNA
isolation using 1 ml/well of Trizol reagent, as described in the
manufacturer’s protocol. The RNA samples were dissolved in
40 �l of water. RT-PCR was then performed to analyze GDNF
expression level, with Actin as an internal control. Briefly, 1–2
�g of total RNA was used in a 10 �l reverse transcription (RT)
reaction, using the oligo(dT)15 primer and the Reverse
Transcription System kit, except in experiments with the
inhibitors A/D and CHX. In those experiments, 4 �l of each
RNA sample was used in the 10 �l RT reaction. The RT
reaction was carried out at 42°C for 30 min followed by
heating at 99°C for 6 min, then diluted to a final volume of 50
�l. 6 �l of the RT product was used for PCR in a 40 �l PCR
mix; the PCR reaction was run for 35 cycles using GDNF
primers or for 30 cycles using Actin primers. In parallel, PCR
was performed with GDNF and Actin primers using the RNA
samples as the template to confirm that results were not due
to genomic DNA contamination. Signals of PCR products
were visualized by electrophoresis in Tris/acetic acid/EDTA
(TAE) buffer containing 0.25 mg/ml ethidium bromide,
photographed by Eagle Eye II (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA,
USA), and quantified by NIH Image 1.61.

Immunoprecipitation

Cells were treated in T75 flasks and lysed in radio-immuno-
precipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6,
150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium
deoxycholate, 2 mM EDTA, protease inhibitor complete
minitab and 10 mM sodium orthovanadate). 500 �g of
homogenate was incubated with 5 �g anti-Ret antibodies in
TBS-T buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 137 mM NaCl, and
0.1% Tween 20) overnight at 4°C, followed by 2 h incubation
with Protein G agarose. Samples were separated on an
SDS-PAGE gel for Western blot analysis with anti-pTyr and
anti-Ret antibodies.
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RESULTS

Ibogaine treatment induces a persistent increase in
GDNF expression and Ret phosphorylation

First, we tested the effect of long-term incubation of
SHSY5Y cells with Ibogaine on the expression of GDNF,
and on the activation of the GDNF receptor, Ret.
Treatment of cells with Ibogaine resulted in a sustained
increase in GDNF mRNA for 24 and 48 h (Fig. 1A, lanes
2, 4), as well as an increase in Ret phosphorylation (and

thus, activation), which also persisted for 48 h after
Ibogaine incubation (Fig. 1B, lanes 2, 4).

Next, we determined whether an acute treatment
with Ibogaine leads to a sustained increase in GDNF
mRNA levels. Cells were treated with Ibogaine for 3 h,
at which time media containing the drug was removed,
the cells were washed extensively, and new, Ibogaine-
free media was added for the indicated times (Fig. 2A).
We found that 3 h incubation of cells with Ibogaine
resulted in a persistent increase in GDNF mRNA levels
even 12 h after Ibogaine removal (Fig. 2A). Next, we
tested whether the long-term increase in GDNF message
after acute exposure of cells to the drug was due to an
increase in the stability of GDNF mRNA. Cells were
treated with Ibogaine for 3 h, washed, and fresh media
was added with or without actinomycin D (A/D), an
inhibitor of transcription. As shown in Fig. 2B, A/D
inhibited the long-lasting increase in GDNF mRNA,
suggesting that Ibogaine does not affect the stability of
the growth factor’s message. We also tested whether the
initial increase in GDNF expression on Ibogaine expo-
sure, which leads to activation of the GDNF pathway
(1), is required for the long-lasting increase in GDNF
mRNA levels. To test this possibility, cells were treated
with Ibogaine for 3 h and subsequently, following
Ibogaine washout, the cells were incubated with fresh
media containing anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies.
Incubation of cells with anti-GDNF antibodies, which
sequester GDNF and thus inhibit the GDNF signaling
pathway, abolished the increase in the expression of
GDNF (Fig. 2C). These results suggest that Ibogaine
triggers the long-lasting increase in GDNF expression in
a GDNF-dependent manner.

Autoregulation of GDNF expression

Neurotrophins such as the brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF) have been reported previously to self-
regulate their expression and secretion (15–17). We,
therefore, speculated that Ibogaine mediates its long-
lasting activities via autoregulation of GDNF expression
and function. First, we tested the effects of GDNF on its
own transcription. We found that incubation of
SHSY5Y cells with recombinant GDNF induced a sus-
tained increase in GDNF expression (Fig. 3A), suggest-
ing a positive feedback mechanism in which activation
of the GDNF pathway results in an increase in the
message of the growth factor itself. To confirm this
possibility, we incubated cells stably expressing the
empty pUSE vector with conditioned media from cells
that stably overexpress GDNF and secrete high levels of
the growth factor (CM-GDNF; see Supplemental Fig.
1), to test whether a prolonged increase in GDNF
mRNA was observed. As shown in Fig. 3B, incubation of
cells with CM-GDNF induced a continuous increase in
GDNF expression. This increase was not observed when
the same cells were incubated with media of cells
expressing the empty vector pUSE (Fig. 3B, CM-C).
Next, we determined whether the induction of GDNF
expression requires the ligation of the secreted

Figure 1. Ibogaine induces long-lasting expression and signal-
ing activity of GDNF. SHSY5Y neuroblastoma cells were
incubated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM)
containing 1% FBS for 2 days, then treated without (Con,
lanes 1 and 3) or with (Ibo, lanes 2 and 4) 10 �M Ibogaine for
24 h and 48 h. A) GDNF expression was analyzed by RT-PCR
with Actin as control. Histogram depicts the mean ratios of
GDNF to Actin � sd of three experiments. B) Ret was
immunoprecipitated using anti-Ret antibodies, followed by
immunoblotting with anti-p-Tyr and anti-Ret antibodies. His-
togram depicts the mean ratios of pTyr (pRet) to Ret � sd of
five experiments. *P � 0.05; **P � 0.01, compared with
control.
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polypeptide to its receptors. Cells were, therefore,
treated with PI-PLC, which hydrolyzes the glycosyl-
phosphatidylinositol (GPI) link of the GDNF corecep-
tor GFR�1 and thus blocks GDNF signaling, or anti-
GDNF neutralizing antibodies, followed by addition of
CM-GDNF. As shown in Fig. 3C, D (lanes 2 vs. 4), both
the inhibitory reagents prevented the increase in GDNF
expression. In addition, similar to Ibogaine’s effect,
short treatment with the CM-GDNF induced a persis-
tent increase in the message of the growth factor, even
after the CM-GDNF was removed (Fig. 3E). Finally, we
found that, similar to the long-lasting actions of Ibo-
gaine, the long-term increase in the expression of
GDNF induced by CM-GDNF was inhibited in the
presence of A/D, suggesting that GDNF does not
increase the stability of its own message (Fig. 3F).

Ibogaine- and GDNF-induced GDNF expression are
mediated via the activation of MAP kinase

GDNF-mediated autophosphorylation of the Ret recep-
tor initiates activity in several different downstream
signaling pathways, including activation of the mitogen-
activated protein (MAP) kinases (ERKs), leading to
alteration in gene expression (18). To determine
whether activation of the MAP kinase pathway is re-
quired for Ibogaine-mediated long-term induction of
GDNF mRNA, we investigated the effects of Ibogaine
and CM-GDNF on GDNF expression in cells that were
preincubated with the MEK-specific inhibitor U0126.
We found that blockade of ERK activity by U0126
inhibited the induction of GDNF expression in cells
given 3 h exposure to either Ibogaine (Fig. 4A) or
CM-GDNF (Fig. 4B); this effect was also observed when
the MEK inhibitor was added after Ibogaine washout
(Fig. 4C).

Long-term but not short-term up-regulation of GDNF
expression depends on protein synthesis

Our data suggest that acute exposure of cells to Ibo-
gaine results in an increase in GDNF mRNA levels,
followed by subsequent translation of the polypeptide,
which is then secreted to up-regulate its own message,
initiating a GDNF-mediated autoregulatory cycle. If our
model is correct, then increases in GDNF message on
short-term Ibogaine exposure should not be dependent
on protein synthesis. As predicted, a brief (0.5 h)
incubation of cells with Ibogaine was insensitive to the
protein synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide (Fig. 5A,
lane 3; Fig. 5B, lane 3), whereas longer (�1 h) Iboga-
ine-mediated induction of GDNF expression was sensi-
tive to cycloheximide treatment (Fig. 5A, lanes 5, 7, 9;
Fig. 5B, lane 6).

DISCUSSION

Based on our results, we propose a model (Fig. 6) in
which Ibogaine exposure leads to an increase in GDNF

Figure 2. 3 h treatment with Ibogaine leads to a long-lasting
increase in GDNF expression that is mediated by the GDNF
polypeptide. A) Cells were treated without (Con, lanes 1, 3, 5,
and 7), or with (lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8) 10 �M Ibogaine for 3 h.
Cells were then extensively washed and incubated in fresh
media for the indicated time period. GDNF expression was
analyzed by RT-PCR. Histogram depicts the mean ratios of
GDNF to Actin � sd of three experiments. *P � 0.05; **P �
0.01, compared with control. B) Cells were treated without
(Con) or with 10 �M Ibogaine for 3 h, then washed exten-
sively and incubated in fresh media for the period indicated
without (lower panel) or with (upper panel) 5 �g/ml actino-
mycin D (A/D). Histogram depicts the mean percentages of
GDNF � sd of three experiments. *P � 0.05; **P � 0.01,
compared with 0 time. C) Cells were treated without (lanes 1
and 3), or with (lanes 2 and 4) 10 �M Ibogaine for 3 h. Cells
were then extensively washed and incubated with fresh media
in the absence (lanes 1 and 2) or presence (lanes 3 and 4) of
10 �g/ml anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies for 3 h. Histo-
gram depicts the mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of three
experiments. **P � 0.01, lane 2 vs. 1, or lane 4 vs. 2.
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message, followed by the translation and subsequent
secretion of the polypeptide, resulting in the activation
of the GDNF receptor tyrosine kinase Ret, which then
activates the MAP kinase pathway to further up-regulate
the message of the growth factor. This GDNF-mediated
autoregulatory positive feedback mechanism may ex-
plain the long-lasting actions of Ibogaine to reduce
drug and alcohol self-administration, which have been
shown in rodent models to last 24 h or longer (1, 6, 7).
In addition, this mechanism may account for anecdotal
human reports suggesting that a single treatment of
Ibogaine reduces craving for various drugs of abuse for
up to six months (14); however, these observations
need further investigation.

Autoregulation of growth factors has been previously
documented. For example, BDNF has been reported to
positively regulate its own expression (17), secretion
(15), and dendritic targeting of its own mRNA (16). In
addition, various endogenous and pharmacological
agents have been shown to control GDNF expression
(19–21); however, to our knowledge this is the first
report of the up-regulation of GDNF expression via
GDNF itself. The mechanism for GDNF regulation of

its own message needs to be determined, however,
analysis of the promoter region of the human GDNF
gene revealed putative Sp-1 and activating protein
(AP)-2 transcription factor binding sites (22). The MAP
kinase pathway has been shown to up-regulate the
transcription of another growth factor, the vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), via the Sp1 and AP-2
biding sites (23). We found that the autoregulatory
increase in GDNF expression is inhibited on incubation
of cells with a MEK inhibitor, suggesting that activation
of the MAP kinase pathway contributes to the long-
lasting increase in GDNF expression. Therefore, it is
possible that the Sp1 and AP-2 transcription factor
binding sites within the GDNF promoter contribute to a
GDNF-mediated increase in its own mRNA.

An intriguing possibility is that autoregulation of
GDNF expression and sustained activation of the GDNF
pathway contribute to such long-term processes as
neuronal survival, as GDNF has been shown to be a
critical mediator of the development and survival of
midbrain dopaminergic neurons (18). This positive
cycle may also account for GDNF’s actions on dopa-
mine synthesis (24) via increasing the phosphorylation

Figure 3. GDNF induces GDNF expression. A)
Cells were treated without (Con) or with 50
ng/ml of recombinant GDNF polypeptide for
the indicated time period. GDNF expression was
analyzed by RT-PCR. Histogram depicts the
mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of three
experiments. **P � 0.01, compared with con-
trol. B) SHSY5Y cells stably transfected with the
pUSE empty vector were treated with condi-
tioned media from the empty vector cells
(CM-C) or media from the pUSE-GDNF stable
cells (CM-GDNF) for the indicated length of
time. Histogram depicts the mean ratios of
GDNF to Actin � sd of three experiments. *P �
0.05; **P � 0.01, compared with control (CM-
C). C) pUSE cells were preincubated without
(lanes 1 and 2) or with (lanes 3 and 4) 0.3 u/ml
PI-PLC for 1 h. Cells were washed and incu-
bated with media from pUSE cells (CM-C, lanes
1 and 3) or from pUSE-GDNF cells (CM-GDNF,
lanes 2 and 4) for 3 h. Histogram depicts the
mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of three
experiments. **P � 0.01, lane 2 vs. 1, or lane 4
vs. 2. D) CM-C (lanes 1 and 3), and CM-GDNF
(lanes 2 and 4) were preincubated for 1 h
without (lanes 1 and 2), or with (lanes 3 and 4)
with 10 �g/ml anti-GDNF neurtralizing anti-
bodies prior to incubation of pUSE cells with
the indicated media for an additional 3 h.
Histogram depicts the mean ratios of GDNF to
Actin � sd of three experiments. **P � 0.01,
lane 2 vs. 1, or lane 4 vs. 2. E) pUSE cells were
treated without (lanes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11) or
with (lanes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12) CM-GDNF for
3 h. Cells were then washed and incubated in
fresh media as indicated. Histogram depicts the
mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of three
experiments. *P � 0.05; **P � 0.01, compared with control (CM-C). (F) pUSE cells were treated with CM-C or with CM-GDNF
for 3 h. Cells were then extensively washed and incubated in fresh media for the indicated time period without (lower panel)
or with (upper panel) 5 �g/ml actinomycin D (A/D). Histogram depicts the mean percentages of GDNF � sd of three
experiments. **P � 0.01 compared with 0 time.
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and activity of tyrosine hydroxylase, the enzyme con-
trolling the rate-limiting step in dopamine biosynthesis
(25). Finally, GDNF has been shown to contribute to
synaptic plasticity processes and learning and memory
(26–29). One of the intracellular signaling cascades

initiated via GDNF-mediated activation of the Ret re-
ceptor is the MAP kinase pathway (18), and MAP kinase
has been shown to be a critical player in long-term
potentiation and learning and memory (30–32). To-
gether our results suggest a mechanism for GDNF
involvement in synaptic plasticity.

Importantly, this autoregulatory positive feedback in
the GDNF pathway may have implications for the
treatment of addiction. Various studies have suggested
that GDNF acts as a negative regulator of biochemical
and behavioral adaptations to drugs of abuse and
alcohol. For example, infusion of GDNF into the VTA
of rats blocks and/or reverses cocaine-induced in-
creases in the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor,
alters �FosB and PKA Ca in the nucleus accumbens,
and blocks the behavioral effects of repeated exposure
to cocaine, as measured by the conditioned place
preference procedure (33). Green-Sadan et al. reported
that transplantation of simian virus-40 glial cells, which
produce and secrete GDNF, or delivery of GDNF-
conjugated nanoparticles into the dorsal and ventral
striatum impaired the acquisition of cocaine self-ad-

Figure 5. Long-lasting Ibogaine-mediated induction of GDNF
expression depends on protein synthesis. A) SHSY5Y cells
were preincubated without (lanes 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8) or with
(lanes 3, 5, 7, and 9) 30 �g/ml cycloheximide (CHX) for
0.5 h before the addition of 10 �M Ibogaine (lanes 2 – 9) for
the indicated time periods. B) Cells were preincubated with-
out (lanes 1, 2, 4, and 5) or with (lanes 3 and 6) 30 �g/ml
CHX for 3 h before the addition of 10 �M Ibogaine for 0.5 h
(lanes 2 and 3) or for 3 h (lanes 5 and 6). Histogram depicts
the mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of 3 experiments. *P �
0.05; **P � 0.01, Ibogaine alone (–CHX) vs. control, or �
CHX vs. –CHX.

Figure 4. Ibogaine- and GDNF-induced GDNF expression are
mediated via the MAP kinase pathway. A, B) Wild-type (WT)
SHSY5Y cells (A) or pUSE cells (B) were preincubated
without (lanes 1, 2) or with (lanes 3, 4) 20 �M U0126 for 0.5 h
before the addition of 10 �M Ibogaine (A, lanes 2, 4) or
CM-GDNF (B, lanes 2, 4) for 3 h. C) WT SHSY5Y cells were
treated without (lanes 1, 3) or with (lanes 2, 4) 10 �M
Ibogaine for 3 h. Cells were then washed and incubated in
fresh media in the absence (lanes 1, 2) or presence (lanes 3,
4) of 20 �M U0126 for 3 h. Histogram depicts the mean ratios
of GDNF to Actin � sd of three experiments. **P � 0.01, lane
2 vs. 1, or lane 4 vs. 2.
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ministration (34, 35). Finally, we found that intra-VTA
infusion of GDNF reduced rats’ operant self-adminis-
tration of ethanol (1). Taken together, these results
suggest that agents which activate the GDNF pathway
and/or increase GDNF message may be useful drugs to
treat addiction, and our current work implies that
short-term treatment with such agents may result in
long-lasting changes in addictive phenotypes. Finally,
the identification of a GDNF-mediated autoregulatory
feedback loop may have implications for its potential
therapeutic value as treatment for neurodegenerative
diseases such as Parkinson’s disease.
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SPECIFIC AIMS

Ibogaine is a psychoactive indole alkaloid extracted
from the root bark of the African shrub Tabernanthe
Iboga. Human and rodent studies suggest that Ibogaine
administration produces a long-lasting reduction in
consumption, craving, and withdrawal symptoms for
multiple drugs of abuse, including alcohol. Despite its
potential use as an anti-addiction agent, Ibogaine is not
used in the U.S. to treat addiction because of its
undesirable side effects. We recently found that up-
regulation of the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic
factor (GDNF) pathway in the dopaminergic ventral
tegmental area mediates the Ibogaine-induced reduc-
tion in voluntary ethanol consumption. Human anec-
dotal reports and studies in rodents have suggested that
a single treatment produced long-lasting attenuation of
addictive phenotypes. We hypothesized that the long-
lasting actions of Ibogaine are mediated at least in part
via initiation of prolonged activation of the GDNF
pathway. We therefore used the neuroblastoma dopa-
minergic-like SHSY5Y cells as a model system and
determined whether, and how, short-term exposure of
cells with Ibogaine produced a long-lasting increase in
GDNF expression and signaling.

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

Ibogaine treatment induces a persistent increase in
GDNF expression and Ret phosphorylation

Treatment of cells with Ibogaine resulted in a sustained
increase in GDNF mRNA (239�26%, n�3, P�0.01) and
Ret phosphorylation that lasted for 48 h after Ibogaine
incubation (338�78%, n�5, P�0.05). Next, we deter-
mined whether acute treatment with Ibogaine results in
a prolonged increase in GDNF mRNA levels. We found
that short-term incubation with Ibogaine resulted in a
persistent increase in GDNF mRNA levels even 12 h
after Ibogaine removal (Fig. 1A). To test whether the
long-term increase in GDNF message after short-term
exposure of cells to Ibogaine is due to an increase in

the stability of GDNF mRNA, cells were treated with
Ibogaine for 3 h, washed, and fresh media was added
with or without actinomycin D (A/D), an inhibitor of
transcription. As shown in Fig. 1B, A/D inhibited the
long-lasting increase in GDNF mRNA levels, suggesting
that Ibogaine does not affect the stability of the GDNF
message. Next, we determined whether the initial in-
crease in GDNF expression upon Ibogaine exposure is
required for the long-lasting increase in GDNF mRNA
levels. To test this, cells were treated with Ibogaine for
3 h, then incubated after Ibogaine washout with fresh
media containing anti-GDNF-neutralizing antibodies.
Incubation of cells with anti-GDNF antibodies, which
sequester GDNF and thus inhibit the GDNF signaling
pathway, abolished the increase in the expression of
GDNF (Fig. 1C). These results suggest that Ibogaine
triggers the long-lasting increase in GDNF expression in
a GDNF-dependent manner.

Autoregulation of GDNF expression

Neurotrophins have been reported previously to self-
regulate their expression and secretion. We therefore
tested the possibility that Ibogaine may mediate its
long-lasting activities via autoregulation of GDNF ex-
pression and function. We found that incubation of
cells with recombinant GDNF induced a sustained
increase in GDNF expression (Fig. 2A), suggesting a
positive feedback mechanism in which activation of the
GDNF pathway results in an increase in the message of
the growth factor. To confirm this, we incubated cells
stably expressing the empty pUSE vector (CM-C) with
conditioned media from cells that stably overexpress
GDNF and secrete high levels of the growth factor
(CM-GDNF) or with media form CM-C. Incubation of
cells with CM-GDNF but not CM-C induced a continu-
ous increase in GDNF expression (Fig. 2B). Next we
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Figure 2. GDNF induces GDNF expression. A) Cells were
treated without (Con) or with 50 ng/ml of recombinant
GDNF polypeptide for the indicated period. GDNF expres-
sion was analyzed by RT-PCR. Histogram depicts the mean
ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of 3 experiments. **P � 0.01,
compared with control. B) SHSY5Y cells stably transfected
with the pUSE empty vector were treated with conditioned
media from the empty vector cells (CM-C) or media from
the pUSE-GDNF stable cells (CM-GDNF) for the indicated
length of time. Histogram depicts the mean ratios of GDNF
to Actin � sd of 3 experiments. *P � 0.05; **P � 0.01,
compared with control (CM-C). C) pUSE cells were prein-
cubated without (lanes 1 and 2) or with (lanes 3 and 4) 0.3
u/ml PI-PLC for 1 h. Cells were washed and incubated with
media from pUSE cells (CM-C, lanes 1 and 3) or from
pUSE-GDNF cells (CM-GDNF, lanes 2 and 4) for 3 h.
Histogram depicts the mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of
3 experiments. **P � 0.01, lane 2 vs. 1, or lane 4 vs. 2. D)
CM-C (lanes 1 and 3), and CM-GDNF (lanes 2 and 4) were
preincubated for 1 h without (lanes 1 and 2), or with (lanes
3 and 4) with 10 �g/ml anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies
prior to incubation of pUSE cells with the indicated media
for an additional 3 h. Histogram depicts the mean ratios of
GDNF to Actin � sd of 3 experiments. **P � 0.01, lane 2 vs.
1, or lane 4 vs. 2. E) pUSE cells were treated without (lanes
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) or with (lanes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) CM-GDNF
for 3 h. Cells were then washed and incubated in fresh
media as indicated. Histogram depicts the mean ratios of
GDNF to Actin � sd of 3 experiments. *P � 0.05; **P �
0.01, compared with control (CM-C). F) pUSE cells were
treated with CM-C or with CM-GDNF for 3 h. Cells were
then extensively washed and incubated in fresh media for
the indicated period without (lower panel) or with (upper
panel) 5 �g/ml actinomycin D (A/D). Histogram depicts
the mean percentages of GDNF � sd of 3 experiments.
**P � 0.01 compared with 0 time.

Figure 1. 3 h treatment with Ibogaine leads to a long-lasting
increase in GDNF expression that is mediated by the GDNF
polypeptide. A) Cells were treated without (Con, lanes 1, 3, 5,
and 7), or with (Ibo, lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8) 10 �M Ibogaine for 3 h.
Cells were then extensively washed and incubated in fresh media
for the indicated period. GDNF expression was analyzed by
RT-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Histogram depicts the
mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of 3 experiments. *P � 0.05;
**P � 0.01, compared with control. B) Cells were treated
without (Con), or with 10 �M Ibogaine for 3 h. Cells were then
washed extensively and incubated in fresh media for the indi-
cated period without (lower panel) or with (upper panel) 5
�g/ml actinomycin D (A/D). Histogram depicts the mean
percentages of GDNF � sd of 3 experiments. *P � 0.05; **P �
0.01, compared with 0 time. C) Cells were treated without (lanes
1 and 3) or with (lanes 2 and 4) 10 �M Ibogaine for 3 h. Cells
were then extensively washed and incubated with fresh media in
the absence (lanes 1 and 2) or presence (lanes 3 and 4) of 10
�g/ml anti-GDNF neutralizing antibodies for 3 h. Histogram
depicts the mean ratios of GDNF to Actin � sd of 3 experiments.
**P � 0.01, lane 2 vs. 1, or lane 4 vs. 2.
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determined whether the induction of GDNF expression
requires ligation of the secreted polypeptide to its
receptors. Cells were treated with PI-PLC, which hydro-
lyzes the GPI link of the GDNF coreceptor GFR�1 and
thus blocks GDNF signaling, or with anti-GDNF neu-
tralizing antibodies, followed by addition of CM-GDNF.
As shown in Fig. 2C, D (lanes 2 vs. 4), both inhibitory
reagents prevented the increase in GDNF expression. In
addition, similar to Ibogaine’s effect, a short treatment
with CM-GDNF induced a long-lasting increase in the
message of the growth factor even after CM-GDNF was
removed (Fig. 2E), and this was inhibited in the pres-
ence of A/D (Fig. 2F). Finally, we found that blockade
of ERK activity by U0126 inhibited the induction of
GDNF expression in cells given 3 h exposure to either
Ibogaine (99�1% inhibition, n�3, P�0.01) or CM-
GDNF (67�14% inhibition, n�3, P�0.01); this effect
was also observed when the MEK inhibitor was added
after Ibogaine washout (88�6% inhibition, n�3,
P�0.01).

Long-term, but not short-term, up-regulation of GDNF
expression depends on protein synthesis

Our data imply that acute exposure of cells to Ibogaine
results in an increase in GDNF mRNA levels, followed by
secretion of the polypeptide to up-regulate its own
message, initiating a GDNF autoregulatory cycle (Fig.
3). If so, then increases in GDNF mRNA on short-term
Ibogaine exposure should not be dependent on pro-
tein synthesis. As predicted, a brief (0.5 h) incubation
of cells with Ibogaine was insensitive to the protein
synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide (no significant inhi-
bition was observed, n�3, P�0.33), whereas longer (3
h) Ibogaine-mediated induction of GDNF expression
was sensitive to cycloheximide treatment (94�9% inhi-
bition, n�3, P�0.01).

CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE

Our results suggest that Ibogaine exposure leads to an
increase in GDNF message, followed by the translation
and subsequent secretion of the polypeptide, resulting
in the activation of the GDNF receptor Ret, which
activates the MAP kinase pathway to further up-regulate

the GDNF message (Fig. 3). To our knowledge this is
the first report of the up-regulation of GDNF expression
via GDNF itself, and an intriguing possibility is that the
positive feedback cycle of GDNF expression and sus-
tained activation of the GDNF pathway contribute to
long-term processes such as synaptic plasticity. As
GDNF has been shown to be a critical mediator of the
development and survival of midbrain dopaminergic
neurons, this autoregulatory pathway could have impli-
cations for the use of GDNF as a therapeutic target for
neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease
(PD). Finally, this GDNF-mediated autoregulatory pos-
itive feedback mechanism may explain the long-lasting
actions of Ibogaine to reduce drug and alcohol self-
administration and may have implications for the treat-
ment of addiction. GDNF acts as a negative regulator
of biochemical and behavioral adaptations to drugs
of abuse and alcohol. Therefore, agents that activate
the GDNF pathway and/or increase GDNF message
may be useful drugs to treat addiction, and our
current work implies that short-term treatment with
such agents may result in long-lasting changes in
addictive phenotypes.

Figure 3. Diagram of Ibogaine- and GDNF-mediated long-
lasting induction of GDNF expression and signaling. The data
presented suggest a model in which GDNF or Ibogaine
up-regulates GDNF expression, leading to the translation of
the polypeptide, which is secreted and consequently activates
the Ret receptor and its downstream target ERK. This in turn
results in further increases in GDNF expression. This positive
feedback loop induces a sustained long-lasting activation of
the pathway.
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Abstract

Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid present in the root of the plant Tabernanthe iboga. It is known to attenuate abstinence syndrome in animal
models of drug addiction. Since the anti-addiction effect lasts longer than the presence of ibogaine in the body, some profound metabolic changes
are expected. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of ibogaine on protein expression in rat brains. Rats were treated with ibogaine at
20 mg/kg body weight i.p. and subsequently examined at 24 and 72 h. Proteins were extracted from whole brain and separated by two-dimensional
(2-D) electrophoresis. Individual proteins were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–time of flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI–TOF MS). Enzymes of glycolysis and tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle namely glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, aldolase A,
pyruvate kinase and malate dehydrogenase were induced. The results suggest that the remedial effect of ibogaine could be mediated by the change
in energy availability. Since energy dissipating detoxification and reversion of tolerance to different drugs of abuse requires underlying functional
and structural changes in the cell, higher metabolic turnover would be favourable. Understanding the pharmacodynamics of anti-addiction drugs
highlights the subcellular aspects of addiction diseases, in addition to neurological and psychological perspectives.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ibogaine; Addiction; Energy metabolism; Glycolysis; Tricarboxylic acid cycle; Proteomics; Rat brain
1. Introduction

Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid present in the root of plant
Tabernanthe iboga. The attention it has received in recent
decades from scientists and laypersons alike is due to its anti-
addiction properties against opiates, stimulants, alcohol and
nicotine (Alper et al., 1999; Glick and Maisonneuve, 2000), and
its anti-depressive, anti-epileptic and stimulant properties
(Schneider and Sigg, 1957; Leal et al., 2000; Alper, 2001).

The ritual use of the plant for spiritual reasons has been
practised in tribal communities in Africa for centuries (De Rios
et al., 2002). There it is considered as a perception expanding
drug that enables the user to reach depths of the subconscious or,
in smaller doses, that acts as a stimulant. These “fantasy-
enhancing” properties are favoured by some psychotherapists
⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +386 41 351 531.
E-mail address: roman.paskulin@siol.net (R. Paškulin).

0014-2999/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ejphar.2006.09.008
(Naranjo, 1973). This effect is acute, lasting from 12 to 24 h and
can by explained by binding of ibogaine to receptors or enzymes.

Besides numerous anecdotal reports of spiritual users and
addicts on the Internet and in lay articles, multiple actions of
ibogaine have been described in the scientific literature:
monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibition, agonism on 5-Hydroxy-
tryptamine 2A (5-HT2A), opioid kappa, sigma-1 and sigma-2
receptors, modulation of ligand binding to mu opioid receptor,
antagonism on dopaminergic and 5-HT transporters, antago-
nism on N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and nicotinic receptors
(Alper, 2001; Glick et al., 2002; Leal et al., 2003).

Preclinical studies on laboratory animals showed attenuation
of withdrawal symptoms in opiate dependent animals, attenu-
ation of morphine and cocaine self-administration after
application of ibogaine, synergism with morphine on antinoci-
ception, modulation of anxiety, amelioration of alcohol drinking
disorders and positive influence on learning and memory
(Cappendijk and Dzoljic, 1993; Rezvani et al., 1995; Popik,
1996; Alper et al., 1999).

mailto:roman.paskulin@siol.net
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejphar.2006.09.008
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What is interesting in the pharmacodynamics of ibogaine is
that some of the effects last much longer than a pharmacokinetic
model could support. The main, mood elevating effect usually
appears a day or two after application, when tissue concentra-
tions of ibogaine are already reduced to minute levels. The
effect also lasts from days to weeks, when the substance itself
and its metabolites, are no longer present in measurable quan-
tities (Hough et al., 1996). The proposed explanation in terms of
a very long half-life for ibogaine or its active metabolite,
noribogaine, caused by high lipid solubility and two compart-
ment kinetics, cannot support the observed duration of effects
for weeks after a single dose (Baumann et al., 2000).

Thus, besides acute effects on receptor and enzyme sites,
more complex biochemical, neuroendocrine and possible
structural and functional changes in terms of brain plasticity
have been suggested (Ali et al., 1996; He et al., 2005). Signal
transduction and modulation of gene expression could be the
basis for such adaptations (Ali et al., 1999; Onaivi et al.,
2002).

Since the anti-addiction effect lasts longer than the presence
of ibogaine in the body, some profound metabolic changes on
the protein expression level are expected. In this study we
analyzed proteome changes in the brain of ibogaine-treated rats
by 2-D electrophoresis, and identified certain proteins whose
expression was changed. This is the first approach, to our
knowledge, to study ibogaine action on animal model using the
proteomic approach, which is thought to be more relevant to
function than changes in gene expression.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

12 male Wistar rats weighing 200–250 g were maintained on
a 12 h light–dark cycle (light on: 07:00 AM–19:00 PM) in a
temperature-controlled colony room at 22–24 °C, with free
access to rodent pellets and tap water. Each rat was housed in a
separate cage. They were handled according to the European
Communities Council Directive of 24th of November 1986 (86/
609/EEC) and the National Veterinary Institute Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

2.2. Drug treatment and brain preparation

Ibogaine hydrochloride (courtesy of Sacrament of Transi-
tion, Maribor, Slovenia; purity checked by thin layer chroma-
tography (TLC) and high-performance liquid chromatography
Table 1
Identification of proteins that were induced 24 and 72 h after ibogaine treatment

Spot/enzyme Accession
number

Fold over control
24 h

Fold ove
72 h

1 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase

Q9QWU4 1.13 3.21

2 Malate dehydrogenase 42476181 1.42 3.64
3 Aldolase A 6978487 1.23 2.45
4 Pyruvate kinase 206205 1.38 2.94
(HPLC) and estimated 98.93%) was dissolved in sterile water to
10 mg/ml. Ibogaine is rather hydrophobic and dissolves poorly
in saline. Rats were randomly sorted in four groups, each of
three rats. Two groups of rats were treated with ibogaine 20 mg/
kg body weight i.p. and were sacrificed 24 h and 72 h res-
pectively after the treatment. The two control groups received
injections of water i.p. and were sacrificed at the same times as
the test animals. Rats were decapitated under CO2 anaesthesia.
Whole brains were rapidly removed and quickly frozen on dry
ice and stored at −80 °C until used.

2.3. Sample preparation

Whole brain tissue (0.5 g) had been cooled with liquid
nitrogen and ground by a mortar and pestle to a fine powder
which was added to a 2.5 ml of sample buffer (20 mM Tris,
9 M urea, 4% (w/v) 3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethyl-ammo-
nio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS), 10 mM dithiothreitol
(DTT), 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA))
containing a protease inhibitor cocktail (Complete, Mini;
Roche) (1 tablet per 10 ml of buffer). The homogenate was
sonicated for 30 s and then centrifuged at 25,000 ×g for 1 h in
order to collect the cytosolic fraction (Lubec et al., 2003). The
protein concentration of the supernatant was determined by
the method of Bradford (1976).

2.4. Two-dimensional electrophoresis

Two-dimensional electrophoresis was performed according
to Görg (1991) with minor modifications. Samples (150 μg
protein) were mixed with rehydration solution (9 M urea, 2%
(w/v) CHAPS, 2% (v/v) immobilized pH gradient (IPG) buffer,
18 mM DTT, a trace of bromophenol blue) and applied on 13-
cm immobilized pH 3 to 10 non-linear gradient (IPG) strips
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). Rehydration of IPG strips was
carried out for 13 h employing an Immobiline Dry Strip Re-
swelling Tray (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). The rehydrated
strips were then subjected to isoelectric focusing (IEF), which
was carried out at 20 °C on a Multiphor II (Amersham Phar-
macia Biotech) with the following voltage program: 300 V
(gradient over 1 min), 3500 V (gradient over 1.5 h) and 3500 V
(fixed for 4 h). Prior to sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) IPG strips were
equilibrated in SDS equilibration buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 8.8; 6 M urea, 30% (v/v) glycerol, 2% (w/v) SDS, a trace of
bromophenol blue) containing 1% DTT for 15 min, and con-
taining 4.8% iodoacetamide for an additional 15 min. SDS-
r control Theoretical Mr

(Da)/pI
Score Matched

peptides
Sequence coverage
(%)

36,090/8.14 62 9 36

36,117/8.79 54 9 30
39,783/8.05 60 9 24
58,314/7.19 70 10 26



Fig. 1. Partial 2-D gel images of rat brain proteome that are representative of a single control (left) and single 72 h after treatment of the animal (right). Details for each
spot are listed in Table 1.
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PAGE as the second dimension was carried out with a 12%
running gel on the vertical discontinuing electrophoretic system
SE 600 (Hoeffer Scientific Instruments) at constant 20 mA/gel
15 min and then at constant 40 mA/gel until the bromophenol
blue reached the bottom of the gel. 2-D gels were silver stained
using a protocol compatible with matrix-assisted laser desorp-
tion/ionization–time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF
MS) (Yan et al., 2000).

2.5. Protein visualization and image analysis

2-D gels were recorded using an Artixscan 1800f scanner
(Microtek). Gel image analysis was done with 2-D Dymension
software version 2.02 (Syngene).

Gels, which were done in triplicates, were matched to create
an average gel using software tools. The average gels of treated
and control groups were compared. For all spot intensity
calculations, normalised volume values were used. The results
are expressed as the ratio of the normalised volume of a protein
spot in ibogaine-treated rats divided by the normalised volume
of matched protein spot in control rats.

2.6. Protein identification

The protein spots that showed significant changes in in-
tensity compared to controls were excised from the separate gels
and analyzed by MALDI–TOF MS using Voyager DE-STR
instrument at the Aberdeen Proteome Facility (University of
Aberdeen, Aberdeen, Scotland). The Mascot software was used
to search NCBInr database. The following search parameters
were applied: Rattus norvegicus as species; appropriate iso-
electric point and molecular weight range depending on the
region of the gel; tryptic digest with a maximum number of one
missed cleavage and monoisotopic peptide masses. The mass
tolerance was set to 100 ppm after internal calibration. Addi-
tionally, carbamidomethylation and oxidation of methionine
were considered as possible modifications. The criteria used to
identify proteins included comparison of the theoretical and
observed molecular weights and isoelectric points, the proba-
bility based score, the number of matched peptides and se-
quence coverage.

3. Results

Brain proteins from ibogaine-treated rats and control rats
were separated on immobilized pH 3–10 non-linear gradient
strips followed by 12% SDS-PAGE gel. The gels were silver
stained and then analyzed using 2-D Dymension software. The
twelve protein spots that showed significant change in intensity
compared to that of control samples had been excised and
analyzed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry, which gave
sufficient confirmation of protein identity for four spots.

Proteins that were induced in rat brains treated with ibogaine
relative to control samples were identified as metabolic en-
zymes involved in glycolysis and the TCA cycle.

Changes in protein expression were most significant 72 h
after ibogaine administration. Spot intensities of the glycolytic
enzymes glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, aldolase
A, and pyruvate kinase were increased about 3.2-, 2.5-, and 2.9-
fold, respectively. The amount of one enzyme from the TCA
cycle, malate dehydrogenase, was increased about 3.6-fold
(Table 1, Fig. 1). 24 h after ibogaine administration the levels of
these enzymes were only slightly above the control values,
between 1.1- and 1.4-fold increases (Table 1).

4. Discussion

Ibogaine is known to attenuate abstinence syndrome in
animal models of drug addiction (Alper, 2001). Since the anti-
addiction effect lasts longer than the presence of ibogaine in the
body, it is reasonable to recognize any alteration of protein
expression in brain cells after application. Brain proteins were
separated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and mass
spectrometry was used for their identification. Comparative
analysis of protein spots between 2-D images of control and
ibogaine-treated rat brains was carried out which showed in-
duction of energy metabolism related enzymes.

The most significant alterations in protein expression were
observed in rat brains 72 h after ibogaine administration, while
at 24 h time point there was only a minor change. This could
explain its prolonged action. Spots that were significantly up-
regulated were identified as metabolic enzymes involved in
glycolysis and TCA cycle. These are glyceraldehyde-3-phos-
phate dehydrogenase, aldolase A, pyruvate kinase and malate
dehydrogenase (Table 1).

These enzymes participate in a central, key metabolic path-
way dealing with the production of energy-rich compounds and
therefore interfering with complete metabolic turnover. Namely,
in a number of physiological and pathological conditions the
organism must adjust the rate of flux through its catabolic
pathways in order to cover the need for energy. Allosteric
modulation of regulatory enzyme activity was considered in
literature to be the key event in the regulation of the rate of flux.
In addition to that functional genomics highlights new
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regulatory principles mediated by control of gene expression
resulting in a control of the quantity of the enzyme.

Higher levels of enzymes have little effect on the steady state
equilibrium since saturation, zero order kinetics are not in-
volved in this case. Rather, their influence is best seen in phases
of high energetic demands, in which they can support the
constant level of the product, in the present case maintaining
normal ATP/ADP ratio instead of its decrease.

Whether the elevated energy availability 72 h after appli-
cation is secondary as a compensation of possible elevated
demand on energy during acute phase in the first hours, or is it
event per se, remains unclear. Ibogaine indeed acutely elevates
cerebral glucose utilization in drug naive, but reduces it in
morphine depended animals (Levant and Pazdernik, 2004).

The induced cluster of energy metabolism enzymes indicates
that the remedial effect of ibogaine is mediated, at least par-
tially, through an influence on the brain energy metabolism. It is
noteworthy in this context that chronic exposure to morphine has
the opposite effect in rat brains of reducing levels of glycolysis
and TCA cycle intermediates (Sherman and Mitchell, 1973).
Chronic morphine treatment stimulates anaerobic metabolism
and elevates lactate (Sharma et al., 2003). General fatigue and
especially yawning as an early sign of withdrawal, which is a
physiological misinterpretation of low energy availability as
hypoxia are in coherence with this concept. If at least a part of the
abstinence syndrome is mediated through cell energy depletion,
the opposite mechanism of action of ibogaine explains its
attenuation of withdrawal and craving and its anti-addictive
properties.

Since energy dissipating detoxification and reversion of tol-
erance to drugs of abuse requires underlying functional and
structural changes in the cell, higher metabolic turnover is
favourable (Squire, 2002). Additional requirement for energy is
also expected, since morphological changes in the brain are
involved, as suspected on the basis of glial neurotrophin release
(He et al., 2005). Consequent brain plasticity changes could be
the basis for lifetime behavioural changes.

Also, it is reasonable to assume that the induction of energy
metabolism influences mental agility, learning and retrieval of
repressed memory (Popik, 1996). This facilitates insight into
one's own psychical status and improves efficiency of psycho-
therapeutic approach to addiction diseases (Naranjo, 1973; De
Rios et al., 2002).

Understanding the pharmacodynamics of anti-addiction drug
ibogaine highlights some molecular aspects of addiction dis-
eases, in addition to neurological and psychological perspec-
tives, but further work is needed to bring together the diverse
explanations of ibogaine action on human beings.
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bstract

im of the study: Ibogaine is a naturally occurring psychoactive indole alkaloid that is used to treat substance-related disorders in a
lobal medical subculture, and is of interest as an ethnopharmacological prototype for experimental investigation and possible rational phar-
aceutical development. The subculture is also significant for risks due to the lack of clinical and pharmaceutical standards. This study

escribes the ibogaine medical subculture and presents quantitative data regarding treatment and the purpose for which individuals have taken
bogaine.

aterials and methods: All identified ibogaine “scenes” (defined as a provider in an associated setting) apart from the Bwiti religion in Africa
ere studied with intensive interviewing, review of the grey literature including the Internet, and the systematic collection of quantitative data.
esults: Analysis of ethnographic data yielded a typology of ibogaine scenes, “medical model”, “lay provider/treatment guide”, “activist/self-
elp”, and “religious/spiritual”. An estimated 3414 individuals had taken ibogaine as of February 2006, a fourfold increase relative to
years earlier, with 68% of the total having taken it for the treatment of a substance-related disorder, and 53% specifically for opioid
ithdrawal.

onclusions: Opioid withdrawal is the most common reason for which individuals took ibogaine. The focus on opioid withdrawal in the ibogaine

ubculture distinguishes ibogaine from other agents commonly termed “psychedelics”, and is consistent with experimental research and case series
vidence indicating a significant pharmacologically mediated effect of ibogaine in opioid withdrawal.

2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
Ibogaine is the most studied of the iboga alkaloids (Bartlett
t al., 1958), a group of naturally occurring and synthetic indole

Abbreviations: 18-MC, 18-methoxycoronaridine; AC, adenylyl cyclase;
KG, electrocardiogram; FDA, United States Food and Drug Administration;
DNF, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; GPCRs, G protein-
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lkaloids, some of which reportedly reduce opioid withdrawal
ymptoms and drug self-administration in humans (Luciano,
998; Alper et al., 1999; Mash et al., 2001) or preclinical mod-
ls (Glick et al., 2001). Presently in the setting of homes, hotel
ooms and private clinics in North America and Europe, indi-
iduals in increasing numbers are taking ibogaine in what has
een termed “a vast uncontrolled experiment” (Vastag, 2005).

.1. History

The ritual eating of iboga has been a psychopharmacolog-
cal sacrament in the Bwiti religion for several centuries, and

as likely practiced among Pygmies in much earlier times

Fernandez, 1982). In Gabon and elsewhere in West Central
frica, ibogaine is ingested in the form of scrapings of Taber-
anthe iboga root bark. The ritual aim of eating iboga has been

mailto:kra1@nyu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jep.2007.08.034
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onceptualized as “binding”; the binding across time through
ncestral contact, or binding participants socially on the basis of
common shared experience of a distinctive consciousness and

ystem of belief (Fernandez, 1982; Fernandez and Fernandez,
001). In the colonial era Bwiti became a context of collec-
ive psychological resistance to the anomie and demoralization
elated to the strain on indigenous community and family institu-
ions. Bwiti offered a dignified realm of spiritual endeavor, “the
ork of the ancestors” and social cohesion. Following Gabonese

ndependence in 1960, Bwiti has remained constellated
ith national identity and contemporarily retains significant

ocial and political importance (Swiderski, 1988; Samorini,
995).

Iboga has not commonly been used to treat addiction in
he traditional African Bwiti context. Iboga has been sought
s a treatment for some somatic conditions, in particular for
nfertility (Fernandez, 1982). In the colonial era the indigenous
ommunity experienced a crisis due to a sharp decline in fertility
aused by venereal disease stemming from prostitution and the
eparation of men from their families by the large-scale physical
elocation of indigenous workers. The possibility of an objec-
ive basis for the use of iboga in this setting is suggested by
vidence associating iboga alkaloids with antimicrobial activ-
ty or effects on cell-mediated immunity. Iboga alkaloids are
eportedly active against Candida albicans in the intact ani-
al (Yordanov et al., 2005). In vitro studies indicate reversal

f multidrug resistance in human cancer cells (Kam et al., 2004)
nd activity against Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Rastogi et al.,
998), human immunodeficiency type 1 virus (Silva et al., 2004),
nd the tropical parasite Leishmania amazonensis (Delorenzi et
l., 2002).

The first observation of ibogaine as treatment for substance-
elated disorders in 1962 involved a network of lay drug
xperimenters who ingested a variety of hallucinogens and sys-
ematically recorded their experiences (Lotsof and Alexander,
001). Withdrawal symptoms were unexpectedly absent in
eroin-dependent individuals who had taken ibogaine. Common
o various sociological definitions of the term “subculture” is a
ystem of beliefs, norms and values apart from a superordinate
ulture (Clarke, 1974; Dowd and Dowd, 2003). The ibogaine
ubculture has elicited wariness from the “superordinate cul-
ure” of conventional clinical medicine (Kleber, 2001), and
as been invoked regarding the null hypothesis that ibogaine’s
eported effect in opioid withdrawal is not pharmacologically
ediated, but is instead accounted for by suggestion and ritual

Sharpe and Jaffe, 1990). The ibogaine subculture is also signif-
cant as the setting of case report evidence that influenced the
ecision of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) to pur-
ue its ibogaine project (Alper, 2001), and the Food and Drug
dministration (FDA) to approve a clinical trial (Mash et al.,
998).

Ibogaine is unscheduled in most of the world, with the
xception of the US, Belgium, Denmark, France, Sweden,

witzerland, and Australia where it is illegal. Ibogaine has not
een popular as a recreational drug regardless of its legal status
Kleber, 2001), and apparently only two arrests involving ibo-
aine are known to have occurred in the US (Ranzal, 1967; Lane,

s
1

p
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005). Iboga alkaloids reportedly are not self-administered, and
o not produce withdrawal signs following chronic administra-
ion in animals (Aceto et al., 1992). As of late 2006, ibogaine
ydrochloride (HCl) was available for $400–$500 USD per gram
ethnogarden.com, 2006), and the dosage typically used for opi-
id withdrawal is in the range of 1–2 g. Purity on the order of
7–98% has been reported on certificates of analysis for sup-
lies of ibogaine HCl used in the subculture. Ibogaine is also
vailable as Tabernanthe iboga extract or dried root bark.

.2. Clinical use

Ibogaine, either as Tabernanthe iboga root bark or ibogaine
Cl is the only iboga alkaloid that has reportedly been admin-

stered to humans, with apparently only one exception, a study
n which 12 normal volunteers were evaluated with some brief
europsychological tests after receiving the naturally occur-
ing iboga alkaloid ibogaline (Schmid, 1967). Ibogaine HCl has
een typically administered as a single oral dose in the range
f 10–25 mg/kg of body weight. Patients physically dependent
n opioids have described significant attenuation of withdrawal
ymptoms within several hours of ingesting ibogaine, with
ubsequently sustained resolution of the opioid withdrawal syn-
rome (Alper et al., 1999; Mash et al., 2001). The advantages
ttributed to ibogaine are higher tolerability relative to other
tandard treatments for acute opioid withdrawal, and an inter-
al of diminished drug craving that may last days to months
ollowing a treatment. Individuals also take ibogaine in search
f psychological or religious insight, typically at dosages lower
han those used in the treatment of opioid withdrawal.

There are no randomized controlled clinical trials of ibogaine,
nd the available clinical data is limited mainly to two open
abel case series. One series from the US and the Netherlands
ncluded self-reported outcomes of a consecutive series of 52
reatments involving 41 different individuals, some of who were
reated on multiple occasions mainly for the indication of depen-
ence on opioids or stimulants (Alper, 2001). Thirty-six percent
f the treatments were associated with self-reported intervals
f 6 months or longer of abstinence from the primary drugs of
ependence for which treatment had been sought. A subset of 33
ndividuals were treated for the indication of opioid withdrawal
ith a single dose of ibogaine averaging 19.3 mg/kg (Alper et

l., 1999). Twenty-five of these patients had full resolution of
pioid withdrawal without drug seeking behavior that was sus-
ained throughout a 72-h period of post-treatment observation,
nd another four individuals denied withdrawal symptoms but
xpressed their preference to continue to use heroin. The other
eries, from a clinic in St. Kitts consists of 32 patients treated
ith a fixed dose of 800 mg of ibogaine HCl for the indication
f withdrawal from heroin (Mash et al., 2001). Physician-rated
tructured instruments indicated resolution of withdrawal signs
nd symptoms at 24 h after the last use of opioids (an interval
f abstinence commonly associated with significant withdrawal

ymptoms) that was sustained during subsequent observation for
week following ibogaine administration.
An unpublished Dutch doctorandus thesis (Bastiaans, 2004)

resents data obtained from 21 subjects who responded to a
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eb-based questionnaire adapted from the European Addic-
ion Severity Index a mean of 21.8 months after they had
aken ibogaine for treatment of a substance-related disorder.
eventeen of the 21 patients (81%) identified opioids as the
rimary drug of dependence for which they had sought treat-
ent. Five individuals reported stopping the use of all substances

ollowing treatment with ibogaine, and another nine reported
topping the use of their primary drug while continuing to
se alcohol or cannabis. Nineteen patients reported stopping
heir use of their primary drug for at least a week follow-
ng treatment, suggesting frequent resolution of acute opioid
ithdrawal.

.3. Preclinical research

Research utilizing animal models has involved the iboga
lkaloids ibogaine (Alper, 2001) and its desmethylated metabo-
ite noribogaine (Baumann et al., 2001), and a synthetic
ongener, 18-methoxycoronaridine (18-MC) (Maisonneuve
nd Glick, 2003). Eleven of the 13 published preclinical studies
f iboga alkaloids in opioid withdrawal indicate a significant
ttenuation of opioid withdrawal signs in the rat (Dzoljic et
l., 1988; Sharpe and Jaffe, 1990; Maisonneuve et al., 1991;
lick et al., 1992; Cappendijk et al., 1994; Rho and Glick,
998; Parker et al., 2002; Panchal et al., 2005), mouse (Frances
t al., 1992; Popik et al., 1995; Layer et al., 1996; Leal et al.,
003), and primate (Aceto et al., 1992). Iboga alkaloids are also
eported to reduce the self-administration of morphine (Glick
t al., 1991; Glick et al., 1994; Glick et al., 1996; Maisonneuve
nd Glick, 1999; Pace et al., 2004), cocaine (Cappendijk and
zoljic, 1993; Glick et al., 1994), amphetamine (Maisonneuve

t al., 1992), methamphetamine (Glick et al., 2000; Pace et
l., 2004), alcohol (Rezvani et al., 1995; Rezvani et al., 1997;
e et al., 2005) and nicotine (Glick et al., 1998; Glick et

l., 2000), and to diminish dopamine efflux in the nucleus
ccumbens (NAc), which is regarded as a correlate of drug
alience (Berridge, 2007), in response to opioids (Maisonneuve
t al., 1991; Glick et al., 1994; Glick et al., 2000; Taraschenko
t al., 2007b) or nicotine (Benwell et al., 1996; Maisonneuve et
l., 1997; Glick et al., 1998).

.4. Mechanisms of action

Initially, ibogaine’s mechanism of action was hypothesized to
nvolve antagonism at the N-methyl-d-aspartate-type glutamate
NMDA) receptor (Skolnick, 2001). However, 18-MC, which
as negligible NMDA receptor affinity, also reduces opiate with-
rawal and drug self-administration in the animal model (Glick
t al., 2001). Antagonism of the �3�4 nicotinic acetylcholine
eceptor (nAChR) is a possible mechanism of action, as indi-
ated by a series of studies of iboga alkaloids and nicotinic
gents (Fryer and Lukas, 1999; Glick et al., 2002a,b; Pace et
l., 2004; Taraschenko et al., 2005). The �3�4 nAChR is rela-

ively concentrated in the medial habenula and interpeduncular
ucleus, where 18-MC’s antagonism of �3�4 nAChRs dimin-
shes sensitized dopamine efflux in the NAc (Taraschenko et al.,
007a,b).
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c
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Ibogaine’s mechanism of action has frequently been sug-
ested to involve the modification of neuroadaptations related
o prior drug exposure (Rabin and Winter, 1996b; Popik and
kolnick, 1998; Alper, 2001; Glick et al., 2001; Sershen et al.,
001; Levant and Pazdernik, 2004). Ibogaine may modulate
ntracellular signaling linked to opioid receptors, and potenti-
tes the morphine-induced inhibition of adenylyl cyclase (AC)
Rabin and Winter, 1996b), an effect that is opposite to the
ctivation of AC that is classically associated with opioid with-
rawal (Sharma et al., 1975). In animals, ibogaine enhances the
ntinociceptive effect of morphine or other � opioids without by
tself having an effect on nociception (Schneider and McArthur,
956; Schneider, 1957; Frances et al., 1992; Bagal et al., 1996),
nd inhibits the development of tolerance to morphine antinoci-
eption (Cao and Bhargava, 1997). Prior exposure to morphine
otentiates ibogaine’s diminution of sensitized dopamine efflux
n the NAc in response to morphine (Pearl et al., 1996) or
bogaine’s enhancement of morphine antinociception (Sunder
harma and Bhargava, 1998), suggesting an effect on neuroad-
ptations related to opioid tolerance or dependence.

Increased glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF)
n the ventral tegmental area has been suggested to mediate
ecreased ethanol consumption following the administration of
bogaine to rats (He et al., 2005; He and Ron, 2006). GDNF
nhances the regeneration of dopaminergic function (Ron and
anak, 2005) and is increased by antidepressant treatment
Hisaoka et al., 2007). The hypothesis that GDNF may medi-
te improvement in hedonic functioning and mood in chronic
ithdrawal from addictive substances is appealing, but does not

ppear likely to explain efficacy in acute opioid withdrawal.
Although designated as a hallucinogen, ibogaine’s use in

pioid withdrawal distinguishes it from other compounds
hat are commonly termed “psychedelics”, namely the sero-
onin type 2A receptor agonist classical hallucinogens such
s lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), psilocybin and mesca-
ine, or the serotonin releasing substituted amphetamine
,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA). In contrast
ith ibogaine, there is no preclinical or case report evidence that

uggests a significant therapeutic effect of classical hallucino-
ens or MDMA in acute opioid withdrawal. Ibogaine’s effects
n opioid withdrawal do not appear to involve serotonin agonist
r releasing activity (Wei et al., 1998; Glick et al., 2001). Sero-
onergic neurotransmission does not appear to play a significant
ole in mediating the expression of the opioid withdrawal syn-
rome, which remains unchanged even after extensive lesioning
f the raphe (Caille et al., 2002).

The phenomenology of the subjective state produced by ibo-
aine has been attributed with the quality of a “waking dream”
nd distinguished from the state associated with classical hallu-
inogens (Goutarel et al., 1993; Lotsof and Alexander, 2001).
he visual phenomena associated with ibogaine tend to occur
ith greatest intensity with the eyes closed, and to be sup-
ressed with the eyes open, and often involve a sense of location

ithin an internally represented visual or dream landscape, in

ontrast to an alteration of the visual environment experienced
ith the eyes open while awake which is often reported with

lassical hallucinogens. The occurrence of an atropine-sensitive
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lectroencephalogram (EEG) rhythm in animals treated with
bogaine (Schneider and Sigg, 1957; Depoortere, 1987) suggests
waking neurophysiological state with an analogy to rapid eye
ovement sleep (Goutarel et al., 1993; Alper, 2001).

.5. Research objectives of this study

A previous publication provides a history and description of
he ibogaine subculture in the U.S. and Europe from its origin
n 1962 until early 2001 (Alper et al., 2001). The major objec-
ives of this study are the qualitative analysis of observational
nd textual data (Bailey, 1994; Malterud, 2001) to provide an
pdated description as well as a typology of the ibogaine medi-
al subculture, and the systematic collection of quantitative data
egarding treatment and the purpose for which individuals took
bogaine.

. Methods

The Institutional Review Board of the New York University
chool of Medicine approved this research.

.1. Observational methods

The providers of ibogaine treatment were conceptualized as
articipants in a global medical subculture and studied from an
observing participant” research perspective (Gold, 1958). The
ualitative and quantitative information was obtained from face
o face discussions, phone conversations and e-mail correspon-
ence with treatment providers and other participants.

.2. Study sample

The study included only treatment providers who had already
ublicly identified their activities by maintaining Web sites,
ublishing in the lay or scientific press, presenting at public
eetings, or posting to ibogaine list servers. Because ibogaine

s not regulated in most of the world, providers are very often
pen about their activity.

A “scene” is defined in this study as a provider of ibogaine
n an associated setting. The term “ibogaine subculture” refers
o all ibogaine scenes collectively outside of Africa. The sample
n this study that represented the ibogaine subculture consisted
f all known presently or previously existing ibogaine scenes
utside of Africa involving publicly identified providers, with
he exception of a scene in Gabon which was included that
nvolved European and US participants and African Bwiti adept
roviders. Otherwise no systematic attempt was made to study
he Bwiti religious context in Africa. No data was encountered
egarding the use of Lambarene, a tablet that was marketed in
rance between 1939 and 1970 that contained an estimated 8 mg
f ibogaine (Goutarel et al., 1993).
.3. Excluded scenes

A large ibogaine scene was alleged to have existed in
he Christiana squatter community in Copenhagen but was

t
a
J
S
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oncluded to lack corroborative evidence on the basis of com-
unication with the Danish Drug Users Union and former
hristiana residents (Alper et al., 2001). Reported ibogaine

cenes in Pakistan and Thailand were not included due to lack
f independent verification. Due to the inability to obtain quan-
itative data, the study did not include a sample of probably
bout 20 individuals who were provided ibogaine by Dan Lieber-
an, a South African ethnobotanist who died in a motor vehicle

ccident in August 2000. Psychologist Leo Zeff and others
dministered ibogaine (typically as a single doses in the range
f 150–300 mg) and other hallucinogens as an adjunct to psy-
hotherapy beginning in the 1950s in a scene that existed on the
est Coast of the US (Stolaroff, 2004) that was excluded due to
lack of quantitative data.

.4. Data collection

The data collection for this study began with a previously
ublished description and history of the ibogaine subculture as
f early 2001 (Alper et al., 2001). The authors subsequently
ontinued their contact with the ibogaine subculture by email,
hone, and in person. Quantitative information that was assessed
ystematically from the providers included cumulative numbers
f people treated, percentage seeking treatment for addiction
nd specifically acute opioid withdrawal, as well as ibogaine
orm and dosage and the cost of treatment. The approach to
retreatment medical screening and laboratory evaluation, and
onitoring during the treatment was also discussed. The esti-
ates of cumulative numbers of subjects treated obtained from

roviders are current as of February 2006 except for the figure
or the St. Kitts Clinic, which is taken from an abstract published
n June 2005 (Mash et al., 2005).

To determine if any further scenes existed in addition to those
f which the authors were aware, in May of 2005 a series of
essages was posted to Mindvox (Kroupa, 2006), the most

requently used ibogaine list server. The Internet, which is an
mportant aspect of the ibogaine subculture and comprises an
xtensive unpublished “grey literature” (Boukacem-Zeghmouri
nd Schöpfel, 2006) was searched monthly from May 2005 to
ebruary 2006 using the terms “ibogaine” or “iboga” alone, and
ombined with the term “treatment”. The list server postings
nd Internet searches yielded no usable information regarding
ew scenes that had not already been previously obtained by
ongstanding, ongoing contact with subculture participants. In

ay of 2005, and again near the conclusion of data gathering
n February 2006, all known treatment providers were system-
tically contacted to update the quantitative information. The
ypology of scenes was created between the first and second
ata collections.

The study also reviewed the academic literature, and the
white literature” (Boukacem-Zeghmouri and Schöpfel, 2006)
ncluding public media and officially published government
r industrial documents. Databases with white literature con-

ent including ProQuest, LexisNexis, and the New York Times,
nd academic literature databases including PubMed, PsycInfo,
STOR, UMI Dissertation Abstracts, WorldCat, and the SAGE
ociology Full-Text Collection were searched utilizing the terms
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ibogaine” and “iboga”. The references cited by the articles
etrieved utilizing the above searches were reviewed until they
o longer yielded new references containing the search terms.
he above searches yielded relatively little material that was
ew to the authors because of their extensive prior use of the
boga alkaloid conventional and nonconventional literature, as
ell as substantial access to ibogaine-related material that is
ot indexed in any searchable database (Lotsof, 1985; Alper,
001; Alper et al., 2001; Lotsof and Wachtel, 2003; Lotsof,
007).

.5. Data validation

Triangulation of the data, i.e., viewing the data from mul-
iple observational perspectives (Malterud, 2001; Denzin and
incoln, 2005), was possible for all of the currently operating
cenes listed in Table 1 on the basis of independent corrob-
ration from provider and patient participants in the same
cenes, providers regarding other providers, and other infor-
ants. Most treatment providers interviewed in the present study

ad previously supplied data that was published 5 years ear-
ier (Alper et al., 2001) and were known to at least two of
he authors. For three medical model scenes that no longer
xist (Lexington 1955–1956, Santiago 1966–1967, and Zürich
980–1989) textual evidence was used for validation. This
tudy omitted providers who had not publicly disclosed their
ctivity, which would tend to lead toward underestimation of
he total numbers of individuals who have taken ibogaine.
his is particularly likely for scenes involving small numbers
f patient participants, such as individuals obtaining ibogaine
rom the Internet. In order to account for this effect, esti-
ates of hidden populations were obtained from individuals
ith extensive contact with the subculture as described below in
ection 3.2.

.6. Data analysis

A typology of scenes was constructed (Bailey, 1994), based
n the classificatory dimensions of setting and the provider’s
et and credentials. The setting is the physical and ecological
ocation in which the treatment takes place: a clinic or hospital,
private residence or hotel, or a religious shrine. A provider is

n individual or group that administers ibogaine to the patient
articipant, and specifies the form and dose to be given. The
rovider determines the parameters of the treatment such as set-
ing, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and medical monitoring.
roviders may or may not have a credential as a licensed physi-
ian. The provider’s set consists of the beliefs, expectations,
ttitudes and motivation that determine the intention to provide
bogaine. Provider set subsumes beliefs and expectations regard-
ng ibogaine as a treatment for substance-related disorders, a
sychotherapeutic adjunct, or religious sacrament. Motivational
spects of set may include the giving of care, activism, or ritual.
Quantitative data included the number of individuals who
ook ibogaine, and the number who took it for the treatment of

substance-related disorder, and specifically for acute opioid
ithdrawal. This data for each scene was included in Table 1,

f

m
r
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nd the totals for each of the four types of scenes are indicated
n Table 2.

. Results

.1. Typology

As indicated in Table 1, four types of scenes were
dentified and classified on the basis of the features of
reatment setting, provider credentials and provider set; “med-
cal model”, “lay provider/guide”, “activist/self-help” and
religious/ceremonial”.

.1.1. Medical model
In this type of scene the provider is a licensed physician. In the

ariation of the medical model type involving clinical research,
ome roles of the provider are distributed among authors of the
tudy protocol and the physician investigator who prescribes
bogaine. Settings of the medical model are medical hospitals
r clinics, or clinical research facilities, which are officially cre-
entialed according to national and local requirements in a given
ountry, as well as offices or residential settings in the case of
reatment intended as psychotherapy. The set of the treatment
rovider includes the aim of emulating existing conventional
edical standards in the treatment of addiction, clinical research,

nd/or psychotherapy.
Historically, the use of ibogaine in the medical model began

n the 1950s, when clinicians and researchers viewed ibogaine
uch as they did other compounds classified as hallucinogens.
ome, such as Jan Bastiaans, M.D. (Snelders and Kaplan, 2002),
eo Zeff, Ph.D. (Stolaroff, 2004), and Claudio Naranjo, M.D.

Naranjo, 1973), were interested in ibogaine as an adjunct to psy-
hotherapy. Ibogaine, like other hallucinogens, was of interest as
n experimental model of psychosis (Turner et al., 1955; Fabing,
956; Salmoiraghi and Page, 1957; Schneider and Sigg, 1957).
s with other hallucinogens, ibogaine may have also been inves-

igated for military or intelligence purposes as a “truth serum”,
r a means of “brainwashing” or incapacitating an adversary
hich was the focus of MKULTRA (1977), a US Central Intelli-
ence Agency project acknowledged to have existed from 1953
ntil 1964. Harris Isbell, M.D., an apparent participant in the
KULTRA project, directed the Addiction Research Center in

exington, Kentucky where he reported administering ibogaine
o human subjects in a letter to the Ciba Pharmaceutical, the

anufacturer at that time (Isbell, 1955).
The medical treatment model presently exists mainly in coun-

ries adjacent to the US, such as Mexico, where ibogaine is
ubsumed within a physician’s legal prerogative to prescribe
xperimental treatment, or Saint Kitts, where the government
ncludes ibogaine in its national formulary and provides specific
pproval to the clinic there to administer it. The most common
etting is a private clinic with less frequent use of hospitals. The
linics’ Web sites tend to emphasize images that suggest com-

ort, safety, and the experience and expertise of the clinical team.

The standard of care varies among scenes in the medical
odel, but typically at a minimum involves pretreatment labo-

atory and electrocardiogram (EKG), vital signs and evaluation
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Table 1
Ibogaine scenes: quantitative and descriptive features, grouped by scene type

Scene, year began- (year
ended, if applicable)

Reason for taking
ibogaine:
na, n (%)b

[n (%)]c

Other non-substance-
related reason for
taking ibogaine

Dose/form Setting/provider, medical evaluation and monitoring Cost

Medical model type
US, 1955 Lexington, KY
(Isbell, 1955)

8 (research,
subjects not
seeking treatment)

Research,
determination of
psychoactive
threshold

50–300 mg ibogaine
HCl

Clinical research, US Public Health Service Hospital, Lexington, KY;
Harris Isbell, M.D. Subjects were prisoners with prior histories of
opioid dependence who had been abstinent for periods of months

Volunteers/prisoners

Chile, 1966–1967
Santiago (Naranjo, 1973)

30 None Adjunct to
psychotherapy

3–5 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Claudio Naranjo, M.D., psychiatrist. Ibogaine administered in office
setting in context of ongoing psychotherapy

N/A

Switzerland, 1980–1989
Zürich (Prins, 1988)

34 None Adjunct to
psychotherapy

4–10 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Peter Baumann M.D., psychiatrist. Ibogaine administered in office or
residential setting, given in context of ongoing psychotherapy

N/A

US, 1994–1995 Miami
FL (Mash et al., 1998)

15 (Phase I
clinical trial
subjects not
seeking treatment)

FDA approved
clinical research

1–4 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Phase I/II dose-ranging study. Juan Sanchez-Ramos, Ph.D., M.D.,
Principal Investigator, Deborah Mash, Ph.D., Co-Investigator. Jackson
Memorial Hospital in Miami

Volunteers

Panama, 1994–1995
Panama City (Luciano,
1998)

11, 11 (100%)
[9 (82%)]

Substance
dependence only

10–25 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Hospital Centro Medico Paitilla, full medical staff. Pretreatment
evaluation included EKG, blood chemistry, medical and psychiatric
history

No cost to $35,000
USD

Brazil, 1994–Sao Paulo
(Sandberg, 2006)

9, 9 (100%)
[1 (11%)]

Substance
dependence only

10–20 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Hospital Maternidade Maria Perpetua Piedade Goncalves, full medical
staff. Pretreatment evaluation includes EKG, blood chemistry, medical
and psychiatric history

$3000 USD

St. Kitts, 1996- (Mash et
al., 2001)

400, 400 (100%)
[316 (79%)]d

Substance
dependence only

600–1200 mg ibogaine
HCl

See text for description of the approach to medical evaluation and
monitoring developed by Jeffrey Kamlet, M.D

$10,000–$12,500
USD

Mexico, 2001– Playas de
Tijuana, Baja California
(Ibogaine Association,
2006)

283, 252 (89%)
[186 (74%)]

psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

12–18 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Clinic or hospital. Pretreatment evaluation includes EKG, blood
chemistry, medical and psychiatric history. Continuous EKG
monitoring and presence of a nurse in the room with the patient during
the treatment

$4000 USD

Mexico, 2005– Cancun
(villaserena.org, 2006)

34, 34 (100%) [6
(18%)]

Substance
dependence only

8–18 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Clinic, private rooms. See text regarding medical evaluation and
monitoring

$6000 USD
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Lay provider/guide type

US, 1962–1963 New York
City (Lotsof and
Alexander, 2001)

20; none sought
treatment, 7 were
opioid dependent

Lay experimentation
and research,
Psychotherapeutic

0.14–19.0 mg/kg
ibogaine HCl

Apartments, private homes. No medical support. Self-administration
and systematic self-observation

$15 USD for 500 mg

Central America,
Caribbean, 1993– (Taub,
2006)

607, 455 (75%)
[309 (68%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

9–36 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Rented cottages in resort settings, private residences. Pretreatment
medical and psychiatric history, EKG and blood chemistry

No cost to $4000
USD

Italy/France,
1994–(Naeher, 2006)

101, 44 (44%)
[34 (77%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

10–23 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Apartment. Physician available. Pretreatment medical and psychiatric
history, EKG and blood chemistry

$1500 USD

Netherlands, 1999–
Breukelen (Glatt, 2006)

200, 160 (80%)
[144 (90%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

2–6 g Tabernanthe
iboga extract
(estimated 15%
ibogaine)

Private home. Use of other “plant medicine or fungi” in combination
with ibogaine. Pretreatment medical and psychiatric history, no
medical testing

No cost to $2000
USD

Czech Republic, 2000–
(Mariano, 2006)

102, 94 (92%)
[73 (71%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

900–1600 mg ibogaine
HCl

Apartments and private homes. Medical assessment by local consulting
clinic, including medical and psychiatric history, EKG and blood
chemistry

£600 GBP

UK, 2000– London, West
Sussex (Conn, 2006;
Wells, 2006)

83, 54 (65%)
[46 (85%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

14–20 mg/kg, or
250–2000 mg ibogaine
HCl

Multiple Providers; apartment or private home. Pretreatment medical
and psychiatric history, EKG and blood chemistry

£400–£850 GBP

Canada, 2002–Vancouver,
Toronto
(ibogatherapyhouse.net,
2007)

64, 52 (81%)
[36 (69%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

16–23 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Multiple Providers; dedicated clinic, private residences. Pretreatment
medical and psychiatric history, EKG and blood chemistry. Emergency
medical technician on premises during treatment at clinic

$1000–$3500 CAD

South Africa,
2004–Eldoraigne
(Rossouw, 2006)

36, 36 (100%)
[23 (64%)]

Substance
dependence only

15–19 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Treatments conducted in private residences. Pretreatment medical and
psychiatric history, EKG and blood chemistry. Arrangement for very
rapid response emergency medical support

$3000 USD

Activist/Self-Help type
Netherlands, 1989–1993
Rotterdam, other Dutch
cities (Alper et al., 2001)

40, 40 (100%)
[37 (93%)]

Substance
dependence only

10–29 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

Multiple treatment providers; private residences and hotels. Pre and
post-treatment medical evaluation. Strong involvement of activist drug
user network

No cost to $18,000
USD

US, 2003– New York, San
Francisco, other U.S.
cities (Freedomroot.com,
2007)

160, 160 (100%)
[152 (95%)]

Substance
dependence only

21–24 mg/kg ibogaine
HCl

The “ibogaine underground”; multiple treatment providers. Private
residences and hotels. Pretreatment medical and psychiatric history,
EKG and blood chemistry

No cost to $1500
USD

Religious/Ceremonial type
Slovenia/Croatia, 1995–
Ljubljana (Sacrament of
Transition, 2006)

433, 424 98%
[403 (95%)]

Psychotherapeutic,
spiritual

20 mg/kg ibogaine HCl Religious Ritual, treatment guide/priest. The Republic of Slovenia
officially recognizes the Church of the Sacrament of Transition as a
religion. Private homes. Initiates are interviewed and sign a statement
attesting to their good health without clinical evaluation

D 750 EUR
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Table 1 (Continued )

Scene, year began- (year
ended, if applicable)

Reason for taking
ibogaine:
na, n (%)b

[n (%)]c

Other non-substance-
related reason for
taking ibogaine

Dose/form Setting/provider, medical evaluation and monitoring Cost

France, 2000- (Meyaya,
2006)

378 45 (12%)
[36 (80%)]d

Bwiti initiation,
psychotherapeutic,
spiritual, general
health issues

Dried root bark, 6–10
teaspoonse

Bwiti Religious ritual. Chateau, private residences. Nganga (ritual
leader or priest) with African and European assistants. Requires only a
doctor’s or the prospective patient’s statement assuring good health
without clinical evaluation.

D 650 EUR

France/UK,
2003–(myeboga.com,
2006)

316, 32 (10%)
[6 (19%)]

Bwiti initiation,
psychotherapeutic,
spiritual, general
health issues

Dried root bark 3–4
teaspoonse

Bwiti religious ritual, retreat. Resort settings, private residences.
European initiates of the African Bwiti tradition with African and
European assistants. Pretreatment medical and psychiatric history,
blood chemistry and EKG. Medical doctor in attendance throughout
the treatment

D 500 EUR

Gabon, 1999– (Ebando,
2006)

50, 8 (16%)
[5 (63%)]

Bwiti initiation,
psychotherapeutic,
spiritual, general
health issues, fertility

Infusion, 20–25
teaspoons of fresh root
bark scrapings

Bwiti religious ritual. Bwiti chapels in which Europeans and
non-Africans are accepted. Prospective interview by a Nganga, without
clinical evaluation

$4000 USD (for 1
month stay)

a n = number of individuals within each scene who took ibogaine.
b n (%) = subset of n who took ibogaine for the treatment of any substance-related disorder, expressed as absolute number, and as (%) of n.
c [n (%)] = subset of n who took ibogaine for the treatment of opioid withdrawal expressed as absolute number, and as (%) of the number of individuals who took ibogaine for the treatment of any substance-related

disorder.
d Data regarding the number of individuals taking ibogaine for opioid withdrawal among all those who took ibogaine for the treatment of any substance-related disorder were missing for the St. Kitts and France

2000 scenes. For these scenes, the proportion seeking treatment specifically for opioid withdrawal relative to all those seeking treatment for any substance-related disorder was assumed to be the same as the rest of
the sample. This yielded estimates of (0.79 × 400 = 316) for St. Kitts, and (0.79 × 45 = 36) for France 2000.

e One teaspoon of dried Tabernanthe iboga root bark weighs approximately 2–3 g. Also often referenced as a “coffee spoon” by French speaking providers.
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Table 2
Numbers of individuals and reason for having taken ibogaine in each the four types of scenes

Type of scene na Non-substance-related (%)b Substance-related (%)b Opioidc (%)b %Opioidd of substance-related (%)

Medical model 824 118 (14%) 706 (86%) 518 (63%) 74
Lay provider/guide 1213 318 (26%) 895 (74%) 665 (55%) 74
Activist/self-help 200 0 200 (100%) 189 (95%) 95
Religious/ceremonial 1177 668 (57%) 509 (43%) 450 (38%) 89
Total 3414 (=N )e 1104 (32%)f 2310 (68%)f 1822 (53%)f 79

Summary data regarding numbers of individuals who took ibogaine and their reason for taking it, from the second column of Table 1 entitled “Reason for taking
ibogaine. . .”. The rows in this table summarize the data from the individual scenes for each type.

a n = total number of individuals who took ibogaine within each of the four types of scenes indicated in the left hand column.
b Percentage of n.
c Opioid = number of individuals who took ibogaine for the treatment of opioid withdrawal in the given type of scene.
d %Opioid of substance-related = percentage of individuals who took ibogaine for the treatment of opioid withdrawal relative to the number of individuals who

took ibogaine for the treatment of any substance-related disorder.
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e N = the total number of individuals who took ibogaine across all scenes.
f Percentage of N.

f the medical and psychiatric history, and some participation
f nurses and physicians. The most intensive approach appears
o have been that developed at the St. Kitts clinic (see Table 1).

recently started clinic in Mexico reported a similar clinical
tandard (villaserena.org, 2006). Prior to treatment with ibo-
aine, opioid dependent patients are converted to equivalent
oses of orally administered short acting opioids. All centrally
cting medications are tapered and discontinued for at least
hree serum half lives, although no specific drug interactions
ith ibogaine have yet been identified. Evaluation includes pre-

reatment Holter monitor and 12 lead EKG, and the following
ontinuously during the treatment: EKG, vital sign and pulse
ximetry monitoring, intravenous access, and the presence on
ite of an emergency physician with advanced cardiac life sup-
ort certification and a registered nurse in the room with the
atient continuously throughout the treatment (Mash et al., 2000,
001).

.1.2. Lay provider/guide
The term lay provider designates a provider without an offi-

ial medical credential. The set and purpose of the treatment
ay be the medical treatment of addiction, psychotherapy,

nd/or spiritual growth. The dosage utilized for “psychospir-
tual” goals is typically on the order of half that required
or opioid withdrawal. The treatment setting is a private res-
dence or hotel, and the provider typically functions in the
ole of a “guide”, or in the UK, a “sitter”, and manages the
reatment setting and the interaction with the patient with the
oal of facilitating the therapeutic process. The treatment is
onducted in a quiet, darkened room over a time interval of
2–18 h. Interaction with the patient is typically minimized
uring the treatment unless the patient initiates verbal commu-
ication because of the importance attributed to the patient’s
ocus on the content of the experience. Some guides view ibo-
aine as unlinking mental representations from the pathological

alience and obsessive motivational states with which they have
ecome associated, allowing an opportunity for insight and posi-
ive change (Stolaroff, 2004). Goutarel et al. (1993) described the
se of ibogaine in dosages of 10–50 mg as an antidepressant, and

(
F
u
a

ome contemporary lay providers presently use similar dosages
iven daily over periods of several days or weeks, to which they
ttribute an antidepressant effect or the diminution of craving
Kroupa and Wells, 2005). Interestingly, the low dose regimen
s also reportedly used to limit or reduce opioid tolerance, which
s an effect attributed to ibogaine in a patent obtained by Ciba
harmaceutical 50 years ago (Schneider, 1957), and has been
bserved in subsequent preclinical research (Cao and Bhargava,
997).

Regardless of their beliefs concerning ibogaine’s psychother-
peutic benefits, lay treatment providers are aware of medical
isk, which they make some attempt to minimize. A download-
ble manual for ibogaine treatment (Lotsof and Wachtel, 2003)
eflects collective views among lay providers regarding clinical
ssues such as the use of exclusion criteria and pretreatment lab-
ratory tests, assuring adequate hydration during a treatment, or
ontingencies for accessing emergency medical intervention. A
ignificant consensus exists among lay providers regarding the
se of EKG and liver function tests in pretreatment screening,
nd with respect to a set of medical and psychiatric conditions are
ommonly designated as exclusionary such as cardiac disease,
cute hepatitis and psychotic disorders.

.1.3. Activist/self-help
This type of scene involves a lay provider with an activist or

vangelical set that prominently includes the explicit objective
f gaining acceptance of the use of ibogaine. Activist self-help
roviders often view their activities as a form of civil disobe-
ience affirming the right to better treatment for a stigmatized
roup. A nexus exists involving the harm reduction movement
nd the ibogaine subculture. The ibogaine scene that existed in
he Netherlands from 1989 to 1993 featured strong participa-
ion of European and U.S. addict self-help including the Dutch
unkiebond, which was a model for subsequent European drug
ser unions and a vanguard of the harm reduction movement

Grund, 1995; De Rienzo and Beal, 1997; Alper et al., 2001;
renken, 2001; Lotsof and Alexander, 2001). The “ibogaine
nderground”, or “Freedomroot” (Freedomroot.com, 2007) is
scene that recently emerged in the U.S. that recalls the earlier
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ggressive advocacy in the Netherlands. It is a network of indi-
idual providers, many of whom themselves are former patient
articipants in the subculture, who actively reach out to heroin
sers in New York and some other US cities.

The following quote from a post to an ibogaine list server
aptures some important attitudes and beliefs of the subcul-
ure associated with the activist/self-help type. These include the
dentification of individuals with severe opioid dependence as
marginalized population abandoned by the institution of con-
entional medicine, the theme of self-help, and the attribution of
spects of the medical model to “underground providers”, who
re referenced sympathetically as doing “most of the research”.

“. . .No one with the money and clout to do so wants to touch
ibogaine. . . The reasons are numerous, from its illegal status
in some places, to the stigma attached to drug addiction to
begin with . . . with the result that most of the research is being
done by underground providers who only have lists like this
and the internet to help share information with each other. I
can tell you from personal experience with an 8+ year opiate
addiction . . . if it wasn’t for ibogaine I doubt I would be clean
today, two and a half years later. There are many more people
on this list who can also tell you the same thing from their own
personal experience. It’s a risk to be sure. The risk of death,
and the risk that it might not work . . . But for me it came
down to the fact that absolutely nothing else had worked for
me . . . in the end it was through ibogaine that I finally got
clean.”

.1.4. Religious/ceremonial
Scenes of this type involve a lay provider and the setting

f Bwiti religious shrine in Africa, or any residential, or hotel
r resort setting intended to provide a religious or ceremonial
ontext. A provider set of identification with traditional Bwiti
itual culture may exist in scenes in either Gabon or Europe. The
cenes listed here are those involving participants from Europe
r the US. Individuals who take ibogaine in these scenes tend to
e seeking a spiritual experience, although even in the religious
cene type about a third of participants primarily seek treatment
or substance dependence. As in Africa, there are also those
ho seek to use ibogaine in a traditional context as treatment

or medical illness or infertility.
In their comparative analysis of the African Bwiti religious

ontext and an addict self-help scene, Fernandez and Fernandez
2001) identify the construct of personal transformation, guided
y insight or new knowledge mediated by iboga/ibogaine, as a
ommon feature of central importance, and reference ibogaine
s a “transitional alkaloid”. The similarly named Sacrament of
ransition (2006) is a ritual context of Western creation that

s officially recognized as a religion in Slovenia with a large
roportion of participants who took ibogaine for heroin with-
rawal. The Bwiti theme of personal transformation is shared
mong diverse religious cultures, regardless of the ritual use of

allucinogens, and in their own narratives patients in conven-
ional treatment settings frequently characterize recovery from
ubstance dependence as a spiritual transformation (Galanter,
006).
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.2. Quantitative data

Table 2 summarizes the quantitative data regarding numbers
f individuals taking ibogaine and their reason for taking it,
otaled across each scene type from Table 1. The total number
f individuals across all scenes who have taken ibogaine is 3414.
his is approximately a fourfold increase relative to the estimate
f 857 of 5 years before based on previously published quanti-
ative data from early 2001 (Alper et al., 2001). As indicated in
able, 68% of the total number of individuals across all scenes
ook ibogaine for the treatment of substance-related disorders,
nd 53% specifically for opioid withdrawal.

The effect of hidden populations would lead to underestima-
ion of the true number of participants in the ibogaine subculture.
n order to estimate this effect, the editors of the most frequently
tilized ibogaine list server (Kroupa, 2006), and a popular ibo-
aine Web site (Sandberg, 2006) were asked to blindly and
ndependently estimate the “hidden proportion”, i.e. the pro-
ortion of participants in the ibogaine subculture in scenes that
ould have been overlooked by the criteria used in this study.
oth estimates of the hidden proportion fell within a range of
0–30% (personal communication, Patrick Kroupa, December
, 2006 and Nick Sandberg, December 4, 2006), as did the hidden
roportion of an unpublished sample (Bastiaans, 2004), sug-
esting that most treatments involve experienced providers who
re open about their activity. These sources agreed regarding
he view that opioid withdrawal was the most common rea-
on for taking ibogaine, and that the subculture had expanded
reatly over the prior 5 years. Taking the hidden proportion esti-
ates into account yields an estimated range of approximately

300–4900 individuals who took ibogaine outside of Africa as
f February 2006.

. Discussion

.1. A medical subculture, distinct from other drug
ubcultures

The clinical focus on the treatment of opioid withdrawal dis-
inguishes the ibogaine subculture from subcultures associated
ith psychedelic or other illegal drugs. The reason for tak-

ng ibogaine was more frequently to alleviate the symptoms
f opioid withdrawal than to pursue spiritual or psychologi-
al goals. In the US, the expansion of the ibogaine subculture
oincides temporally with a substantial increase in the public
ealth impact of opioid use disorders (Compton and Volkow,
006). The incidence of opioid-related deaths in the US doubled
etween 1999 and 2004 (Fingerhut, 2007), with methadone and
xycodone accounting for most of this increase. In contrast to
rends regarding opioids, there was no increase in use of hal-
ucinogen and MDMA among young adults in the US between
002 and 2005 (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

dministration, 2006), suggesting that the recent expansion of

he ibogaine subculture is not an epiphenomenon of popular
nterest in psychedelic drugs and the availability of psychoactive
ubstances on the Internet (Schifano et al., 2006).
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The ibogaine subculture is not a counterculture (Yinger,
960) because its identity is not defined on the basis of opposi-
ion to conventional medicine. The subculture is to a significant
xtent an innovation by its participants in response to a demand
or a treatment that is unavailable in the conventional medical
etting. Although it involves alternative means, the ibogaine sub-
ulture shares with the conventional medical culture the common
oal of providing treatment, which it emulates in the medical
odel type, or the utilization by lay treatment providers of med-

cal tests for pretreatment evaluation. Criminality per se is not
significant focus of the subculture, which exists because of

bogaine’s lack of availability within the institution of clinical
edicine, and not its illegality. Ibogaine is not illegal and avail-

ble by Internet in most of the world. It is illegal in the US,
ustralia and five EU countries, but it is available throughout
urope and the Americas including Canada and Mexico.

.2. Study limitations and methodological concerns

The issue of observer subjectivity is an important concern
egarding the participant–observer approach. The need to estab-
ish rapport and elicit collaboration and disclosure may conflict
ith the imperative of scientific objectivity (Jackson, 1983;
alterud, 2001), and beliefs and attitudes that motivated interest

n ibogaine and provided contacts and access within the subcul-
ure are also a potential cause of bias. Qualitative methodology
cknowledges that the problem of observer subjectivity always
xists, and addresses it by and attempting to account for its effect
y the use of multiple validating approaches (Malterud, 2002).
alidating approaches utilized in this study include triangulation
f the data across providers, patient participants and other infor-
ants, as well as longitudinal observation involving multiple

ontacts over time.
The authors’ collective access and intensive observation of

he ibogaine subculture suggests that this study approaches an
xhaustive, and not merely representative sampling of publicly
dentified ibogaine scenes. The intensiveness of the sampling
n this study indicates that most of the use of ibogaine out-
ide of Africa has taken place in the scenes that are included
n Table 1, even taking into account the problem of hidden
opulations.

.3. Implications of the “vast uncontrolled experiment”

Frank Vocci, who oversaw NIDA’s ibogaine project as the
ead of Medications Development (Vastag, 2005), characterized
he ibogaine subculture as a “vast uncontrolled experiment”. The
erm has significant literal merit. The data on iboga alkaloids col-
ectively subsumes significant elements of a drug development
rocess in various stages of completion, including substantial
reclinical and open label study evidence, preclinical toxicolog-
cal studies, and some initial Phase I safety and pharmacokinetic
ata.
Reports of efficacy of ibogaine in opioid withdrawal may be
alid irrespective of the methodological limitations associated
ith the clinical settings in which ibogaine is presently used.
nlike other outcomes such as post-treatment drug abstinence
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r craving, the clinical expression of acute opioid withdrawal
ccurs within a limited time frame, is easily operationalized,
ends to be robust, and can be assessed accurately by typically
xperienced lay providers. It appears unlikely that suggestion
r placebo could solely mediate the effect attributed to ibo-
aine in acute opioid withdrawal. Recent Cochrane reviews on
he management of acute opioid withdrawal with �2-agonists
Gowing et al., 2004), buprenorphine (Gowing et al., 2006)
r methadone taper (Amato et al., 2005) evaluated a com-
ined total of 56 studies. Overall rates of treatment completion
mong studies of �2-agonists, buprenorphine, or methadone,
espectively ranged from 48 to 64%. Only 3 of the 56 studies
ncluded a placebo comparison, and all indicated a strong dis-
inction of placebo from any active drug treatment at a level of
ignificance of p < .001 on the basis of more frequent failure
o complete detoxification (Benos, 1985; San et al., 1992) or
igher ratings of withdrawal symptoms (Gerra et al., 1995) in
he placebo group. The relatively negligible effect of placebo
n acute opioid withdrawal is likely further reduced with the
reater severity of physical dependence that is generally char-
cteristic of individuals who take ibogaine, such as a series
f 33 patients whose average daily heroin use was 0.64 g,
ainly by the intravenous route (Alper et al., 1999; Frenken,

001).
The authors are aware of a total of 11 individuals that are

eported to have died within 72 h of taking ibogaine from the
ime of the first such fatality in 1990 (Alper, 2001) until Febru-
ry 2006. Collectively, the cases suggest that cardiac rhythm
ay be a particularly significant domain of medical risk. Deaths
ere most commonly attributed to a cardiac cause in associ-

tion with significant risk factors such as a prior myocardial
nfarction, cardiomyopathy or valvular disease, or to pulmonary
mbolus. Other deaths were regarded as mixed drug overdoses
nvolving opioids with or without the additional ingestion of
ocaine (Alper et al., 1999; Marker and Stajic, 2002). Deaths
ot involving the above factors have been associated with the
se of Tabernanthe iboga alkaloid extract (Alper, 2001) or dried
oot bark (Kontrimaviciute et al., 2006b). This subset of fatal-
ties may reflect a general hazard associated with the use of
ndigenous ethnopharmaceutical forms outside of their tradi-
ional context by the uninformed or inexperienced (Callaway
nd Grob, 1998; Maas and Strubelt, 2006). For example, one
eath (Kontrimaviciute et al., 2006b) involved ingestion of an
mount of powdered dried root bark that is at least twice the
aximum upper limit used by the providers in this study who

re traditional African Bwiti adepts. Other potential hazards may
e associated with the lack of pharmaceutical standards for ibo-
aine, including unregulated procedures for manufacturing and
torage or the possibility of naturally co-occurring toxic alka-
oids (Singbartl et al., 1973; Jenks, 2002; Kontrimaviciute et al.,
006a).

Cerebellar Purkinje cell degeneration reported in rats admin-
stered ibogaine at high dosages of 100 mg/kg (O’Hearn and
olliver, 1993, 1997) prompted concern regarding potential
eurotoxicity. The FDA was aware of this research at the time
t approved the Phase I study; other work indicated no evidence
f neurotoxicity rats at the dosage of 40 mg/kg typically used to
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tudy drug self-administration and withdrawal (Molinari et al.,
996). Evidence of neurotoxicity due to ibogaine is reportedly
bsent in mice (Scallet et al., 1996), primates (Mash et al., 1998)
nd a postmortem neuropathological examination of a woman
ho had taken ibogaine four times in the prior 15 months at
oses up to 30 mg/kg. In the Phase I study, quantitative dynamic
easures of cerebellar motor function were unremarkable in

uman subjects that received low doses of ibogaine of 1 and
mg/kg (Mash et al., 1998). The study was never finished due

o contractual disputes with eventual litigation among the study
ponsors, unrelated to clinical issues. The �2 receptor mediates
eurotoxic injury (O’Hearn and Molliver, 1997; Bowen, 2001),
nd is apparently not involved in effects of ibogaine on drug self-
dministration and withdrawal (Glick et al., 2001). This suggests
hat the therapeutic and neurotoxic effects of iboga alkaloids can
e resolved from one another by rational drug design, as indi-
ated by the example of 18-MC, which has lower affinity for the
2 receptor and is not associated with evidence of neurotoxicity
ven at very high dosages (Maisonneuve and Glick, 2003).

.4. Suggestions for future research

Experimental pharmacologists are increasingly interested in
he development of approaches to addiction that extend beyond
he present repertoire of agonist or antagonist actions, and
nstead are targeted at effects on intracellular signaling down-
tream from the receptor (Bonci and Carlezon, 2005). Ibogaine
ay provide a prototypic example of an agent with such novel
echanisms of action. Future work should replicate and extend

n prior research indicating that iboga alkaloids modulate signal
ransduction in second messenger pathways linked to G protein-
oupled receptors (GPCRs) (Rabin and Winter, 1996a,b).

Constitutive spontaneous activity without the binding of an
gonist (Costa and Cotecchia, 2005) occurs in GPCRs such as
pioid receptors (Shoblock and Maidment, 2006). Constitutive
ignaling mediated by conformational states of receptor-
ssociated proteins may be modulated relatively rapidly and span
wide signal range, consistent with a possible role in the highly
ynamic neuroadaptations associated with opioid tolerance and
ithdrawal. It may be worthwhile to investigate the possibility

hat iboga alkaloids interact allosterically or orthosterically with
PCRs to affect constitutive signaling. A possible role of orphan

eceptors should be also considered (Civelli et al., 2006).
Functional and clinical evidence of muscarinic cholinergic

ctions of iboga alkaloids includes the occurrence of a state
ith some neurophysiological and behavioral features common

o REM sleep (Schneider and Sigg, 1957; Depoortere, 1987;
outarel et al., 1993; Alper, 2001), and recent work suggesting

hat muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (mAChRs) as well as
AChRs in the habenulopeduncular pathway mediate the effects
f 18-MC on dopamine efflux in the NAc (Taraschenko et al.,
007a,b). Ibogaine interacts with cholinergic neurotransmission
n multiple ways; as a strong antagonist at nAChRs (Daly, 2005),

inding to mAChRs with affinities on the order of approxi-
ately 10 �M with actions that are not well characterized with

egard to antagonist versus agonist effects, and according to an
lder literature, inhibition of acetylcholinesterase (Vincent and

R

A
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ero, 1942). The knockout mouse, which exists for each of the
ve basic subtypes of mAChRs (Wess et al., 2003), provides
n in vivo approach that makes it possible to study functional
orrelates of activity at mAChRs such as the EEG or cardiac
lectrophysiology, as well as the role of mAChRs in ibogaine’s
ffects on models of substance-related disorders.

Structure–function relationships mediating toxic and thera-
eutic effects of iboga alkaloids have been identified and utilized
o guide rational synthesis (Glick et al., 1994; Kuehne et al.,
003; Maisonneuve and Glick, 2003). Preclinical toxicological
esting, and if appropriate, clinical research on iboga alka-
oids will require the development of pharmaceutical synthetic
nd chemical manufacturing technology in order to produce
dequate quantities of investigational drug in conformance
ith international Good Manufacturing Practice standards. The

hemical, manufacturing and control stage of pharmaceutical
evelopment generally is accomplished in the private sector, but
he pharmaceutical industry historically has shown less interest
n developing drugs for substance-related disorders relative to
ther indications (Gorodetzky and Grudzinskas, 2005), indicat-
ng an important need for involvement of the public sector.

. Conclusions

The estimated number of participants in the ibogaine sub-
ulture increased fourfold relative to the prior estimate of 5
ears earlier, an average yearly rate of growth of approximately
0%. The existence and expansion of the subculture indicates a
emand for new treatment, which is sought regardless of medical
isk, inconvenience, expense, and in some cases legal prohibi-
ion. Across a diversity of settings, most individuals who took
bogaine did so for the treatment of a substance-related dis-
rder, specifically for opioid withdrawal. Ibogaine’s effect in
pioid withdrawal is consistent with case series and preclinical
vidence, and is unlikely to be mediated by placebo. The mech-
nism of ibogaine’s action in opioid withdrawal merits further
nvestigation as a paradigm for neurobiological research and
ational pharmaceutical development.
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Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid derived from the bark of
the root of the African shrub Tabernanthe iboga. Psycho-
active properties of ibogaine have been known for dec-
ades. More recently, based on experimental data from
animals and anectodal reports in human, it has been
found that this drug has anti-addictive effects. Several
patents were published between 1969 and 1995. The
pharmacology of ibogaine is quite complex, affecting
many different neurotransmitter systems simultaneously.
However, the pharmacological targets underlying the

physiological and psychological actions of ibogaine are
not completely understood. Ibogaine is rapidly metabo-
lized in the body in noribogaine. The purpose of this arti-
cle was to review data from the literature concerning
physicochemical properties, bio-analytical methods, and
pharmacology of ibogaine; this article will be focused on
the use of this drug as anti-addictive agent.

Key words: bioanalytical methods; ibogaine; noribogaine; phar-
macodynamic studies; pharmacokinetics; safety

Introduction

The development process of the medicinal product is
a system consisting of many operational aspects
designed to solve certain organizational, scientific,
and regulatory questions.1,2 Ideally one can have a
clear view about this system, meet the needs, and
have a product on the market. The real problems
are the practicalities that hinder implementation of
ideal principles and make product failed. Bib-
liographical review of ibogaine development might
be one of the learning case studies that we can
learn from others. Ibogaine is one of the psychoactive
indole alkaloids naturally occurring in the West Afri-
can shrub Tabernanthe iboga. The major compo-
nents of T. iboga root bark extracts are ibogaine
(approximately 80%), ibogaline (15%), and iboga-
mine (up to 5%), which confirms the complexity of
the extract.3 From the results of the preclinical stud-
ies and anecdotal reports from American and Euro-
pean addict self-help groups, ibogaine could be a
promising drug in addiction therapy. Unfortunately,
lost opportunities to confirm a positive benefit risk
balance during both preclinical and clinical develop-
ments as well as losses of financial supports have
lead to the stopping of the ibogaine development in
the treatment of drug dependence. Future will show
the strategy one will obtain and outcome thereof –

will we forget about this novelty in addictive therapy
or will we have a finalized development.

The mechanism of action of ibogaine in the treat-
ment of drug addiction appears to be distinct from
other existing pharmacotherapeutic approaches. The
purpose of this article was to review data from the
literature concerning physicochemical properties,
bio-analytical methods, and pharmacology of ibo-
gaine; this article will be focused on the use of this
drug as anti-addictive agent.

To identify articles for this review, we use
Internet-based Grateful Med to access electronic
databases: MEDLINE and Currents Contents 1957–
2007. We searched, without language limitations,
for the subject terms “ibogaine”, “noribogaine”,
“mechanism of action”, “quantification”, “pharma-
cokinetics”, and “pharmacodynamics”. We further
narrowed the search by using the terms “anti-
addictive properties”, “animals”, “healthy volun-
teers”, and “dependent patients”. We then improved
the search using the terms “withdrawal signs” and
“drug craving”. We identified additional citations
from the reference sections of articles retrieved and
consulted these articles. We completed this search
using the website “google.com” and the engine
“Copernic”.

History

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring plant indole alka-
loid. The root bark of the Apocynaceous shrub
T. iboga is the most frequently cited source of
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ibogaine. The Iboga tree is the central pillar of the
Bwiti religion practiced in West-Central Africa,
mainly Gabon, Cameroon, and the Republic of the
Congo, which uses the alkaloid-containing roots of
the plant for its psychoactive properties in a number
of ceremonies. Ibogaine is also used by indigenous
peoples in low doses to combat fatigue, hunger, and
thirst.4 Other sources of ibogaine are Voacanga
thouarsii var. Ortusa.,5 Tabernaemontana australis6,
and Tabernaemontana orientalis.7 Although known
for many centuries for tribes in West Africa, research
of ibogaine started in late 19th century. The first
description of T. iboga is published in 1985 from spe-
cimens of the plant brought to France from Gabon.8 A
published description of the ceremonial use of
T. iboga in Gabon appears in 1885.9 Ibogaine was
first extracted and crystallized from the T. iboga root
in 1901.10–12 Ibogaine structure has been established
in 1957 through chemical studies,13 and X-ray crys-
tallographic investigations have fixed the configura-
tion of the ethyl group.14 Moreover, 13C nuclear mag-
netic resonance data15 were reported in comparison
with several iboga similar structures. The total syn-
thesis of ibogaine and its availability in the form of
the racemate was reported in 1966.16

The interest of ibogaine to contemporary pharma-
cology is that this drug possesses anti-addictive
properties. Between 1969 and 1995, the anti-
addictive properties of ibogaine and its use in the
treatment of heroin, cocaine, amphetamine abuse,
alcohol, and nicotine dependence, and even some
drug abuse have been patented in the United States
and in France. A French patent for the psychothera-
peutic use of ibogaine at a dosage of 4–5 mg/kg was
published in 1969.17 US patents have been pub-
lished by Lotsof for the use of ibogaine in opioid
withdrawal, dependence on cocaine and other sti-
mulants, alcohol, nicotine, and polysubstance
abuse.18–22 These patents claim that an oral or rectal
4–25 mg/kg dose of ibogaine interrupts addictive
drug behavior for a period of 6–36 months.

Chemistry

Ibogaine (12-methoxyibogamine, (6R, 6aS, 7S, 9R)-7-
ethyl-2-methoxy-6, 6a, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13-octahydro-
5H-6, 9-methanopyrido[1’,2’:1,2]azepino[4,5-b]indole)
has a molecular weight of 310.44 (Figure 1). Extrac-
tion of ibogaine from T. iboga shrub requires profes-
sional training. Mainly haloalkanes or alcohols were
used for extraction. Chromatography was the method
of choice for its purification. Extraction of ibogaine
from T. iboga root bark using diluted vinegar and
ammonia was described.3 This drug can also be
obtained semisynthetically from voacangine3 or syn-

thetically from nicotinamide by way of a 13 or 14 step
process,23 although extraction from the iboga root is a
simpler method for obtaining the compound. Ibogaine
has a melting point of 153 °C and a pKa of 8.1 in 80%
methylcellosolve; its heptane/water partition coeffi-
cient of 28 confirms the lipophilicity of the com-
pound. Recently, a structural analysis of ibogaine
and of its main active metabolite, noribogaine (or 12-
hydroxyibogamine, (6R, 6aS, 7S, 9R)-7-ethyl-6, 6a, 7,
8, 9, 10, 12, 13-octahydro-5H-6, 9-methanopyrido
[1’,2’:1,2]azepino[4,5-b]indol-2-ol, Figure 1), using
Fourrier transform-infrared spectroscopy, 1D and 2D
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and liquid
chromatography-electrospray mass spectrometry
(LC/ESI-MS) has been published.24 In accordance
with the article of Taylor,25 a fragmentation pattern in
LC/ESI-MS is proposed (Figure 2). Ibogaine and nori-
bogaine in solution suffer facile autoxidation under
light- and heat-exposure giving iboluteine and ibo-
chine, and desmethoxyiboluteine and desmethoxyi-
bochine, respectively.24–26 Recently, it has been
shown that at 20 °C with daylight exposure, ibogaine
(22.4 ng/mL) and noribogaine (25 ng/mL) showed a
monoexponential decrease in drug concentrations;
the corresponding half-lives were 81.5 min for ibo-
gaine and 11 min for noribogaine.27

Analytical methods

Ibogaine was determined in complex mixtures of
T. iboga and in biological matrices (brain homogenate,
urine, and plasma) by spectrophotometry,28 thin-layer
chromatography,29 or gas chromatography with
flame ionization,29–31 nitrogen-specific32 or mass-
spectrometric (electron impact or chemical ioniza-
tion)32–35 detection. Most of these methods involved
a derivatization procedure. A method for determining
opiate agonists including ibogaine by liquid
chromatography-atmospheric-pressure chemical-
ionization mass spectrometry procedure has been
also described (LC/APCI-MS).36 Recently, a high per-
formance liquid chromatography method with fluo-

Figure 1 Molecular structures of ibogaine and noribogaine.
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rescence detection27 and LC-MS methods with elec-
trospray ionization37,38 have been published to quan-
tify ibogaine in plasma, blood, and urine. These meth-
ods involved liquid–liquid or solid-phase extraction
of the biological samples. Some of them reported
simultaneous quantitation of ibogaine and its 12-
hydroxy metabolite27,34,35,37,38 The main characteris-
tics of these methods are summarized in Table 1.

Formulations

In traditional use, ibogaine was consumed by chew-
ing the root bark of T. iboga. Commercially available
formulations include plant extracts and crystalline
ibogaine hydrochloride salt. From 1901 to 1905, ibo-
gaine was recommended as a treatment for “asthe-
nia” at a dosage range of 10–30 mg/day. Tablets
from extracts of the roots of Tabernanthe manii, con-
taining about 200 mg of extract or 8 mg of ibogaine
per tablet, were sold in France as a neuromuscular
stimulant between 1939 and 1970 under the trade
name of Lambarene®. This marketed formulation
was recommended in the treatment of fatigue,
depression, and recovery from infectious disease.9

Another ibogaine containing preparation was Iper-
ton®, used as a tonic or stimulant, delivering 40 mg

of the total T. iboga extract.39 The ibogaine hydro-
chloride salt (98% purity) was favored for research.
Capsules containing 100 or 200 mg of ibogaine were
available.40

Most of preclinical experimentations have been
reported by laboratories preparing the administered
dose from the ibogaine hydrochloride acquired from
Sigma Chemical Co. (compound No. I-7003,
St. Louis, Mo, USA). Future research will permit
the acquisition of ibogaine salt from the National
Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA). The use of ibogaine
in the form of Endabuse®, the trademarked proce-
dure to synthesize ibogaine for use in human drug
abusers, provided another source for the compound.
Three formulations containing ibogaine (the Sigma
compound, the NIDA compound, and Endabuse®)
were tested in rat for their discriminative dose–
response effects. Results indicated that these drugs
were equipotent.41

The main metabolite of ibogaine was noribogaine
(Figure 1). Noribogaine may selectively mediate
putative anti-addictive effects that persist for pro-
longed periods of time. Evaluation of pharmacoki-
netics and metabolism peculiarities of ibogaine sup-
ports the possibility of development of a slow

Figure 2 Fragmentation pattern of ibogaine and noribogaine.
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release formulation of noribogaine as an anticraving
medication for opiates and psychostimulants.4

Preclinical pharmacokinetics

Absorption
Studies in rats showed dose-dependent and gender-
dependent bioavailability after oral route suggesting
that ibogaine absorption, and/or first pass elimina-
tion, is non-linear.8 After oral administration of Iper-
ton® capsules, containing 40 mg of natural extract of
T. iboga, a substantial sex difference in rat brain and
plasma concentrations of ibogaine was observed.31

These data were consistent with those of Pearl,
et al.,42 reporting that plasma levels of ibogaine
after oral administration were approximately three-
fold higher in female than in male rats, and the bio-
availability of ibogaine was approximately twofold
higher in female than in male.42 After oral adminis-
tration of 5 and 50 mg/kg to rat, the bioavailability
was 16% and 71% in female and 7% and 43% in
male, respectively.43

Distribution
An intriguing property of ibogaine is its prolonged
duration of action when behavioral and neurochem-
ical effects are identified after one or more days fol-
lowing oral, intraperitoneal (i.p.), or subcutaneous
administration. Pharmacokinetics of ibogaine in rat
were consistent with a two-compartment model, but
the extremely high concentrations found in adipose
tissues suggests the possibility of more complex
pharmacokinetics.44 One hundred times greater con-
centrations in fat and 30 times greater concentra-
tions in brain, than in plasma found 1 h after admin-
istration were consistent with the highly lipophilic
nature of ibogaine.45 It was proposed that prolonged
actions of ibogaine could be explained by adipose
tissue reservoir with release and metabolism to
active metabolite noribogaine over an extended
period of time.45,46

Another depot might be the platelets or other
blood components, as concentrations of ibogaine
were higher in the whole blood than in plasma.8

The concentrations of ibogaine and noribogaine
have been measured in rat brain following both oral
and i.p. administrations (40 mg/kg i.p., 50 mg/kg per
os.).47–49 The significance of micromolar interactions
of ibogaine and noribogaine with various radioligand
binding sites was related to the concentration of the
parent drug and its metabolite in brain. Concentra-
tions of these two drugs in rat cerebral cortex, stria-
tum, brainstem, and cerebellum were measured
15 min, 1 and 2 h following drug administration. It
was shown that ibogaine was rapidly detected in

brain following oral administration. Noribogaine
was detected at the earliest time point (15 min) con-
sistent with a first pass metabolism of the parent
drug.48 After i.p. and oral administrations of ibogaine
in rat, maximum concentrations were 11–15 μM in
the whole blood and the brain for ibogaine, and
21.9 μM in the whole blood and 9.8–11.3 μM in the
brain for noribogaine. In the whole blood and in the
brain, area under concentration-time curve (AUC)
values were 9- and 1.8-times higher for noribogaine
than for ibogaine, respectively. The AUC ratios
(brain/whole blood) were equal to 2 for ibogaine and
0.4 for noribogaine.49 These results report that nori-
bogaine reaches significant concentrations in brain
following both routes of administration in rat. Thus,
the concentrations of noribogaine in brain may acti-
vate processes that cause the desired effects of sup-
pressing opiate withdrawal signs and diminishing
drug craving.

Metabolism
Ibogaine is metabolized by cytochrome P4502D6
(CYP2D6) into a major (active) metabolite –

noribogaine.50 An important aspect is that this iso-
form is subjected to polymorphic expression partic-
ularly in Caucasians. From in-vitro study using
human liver microsomes, Obach, et al.50 reported
that two (or more) enzymes were involved in this
reaction. These authors identified two kinetically
distinguishable ibogaine O-demethylases involved
in this reaction corresponding, to high (KM,
> 200 µM) and low (KM, 0.1 µM) values of the appar-
ent Michaelis constant. The importance of the route
of administration has been underlined, indicating
that the noribogaine/ibogaine concentration ratio in
the bloodstream was higher when ibogaine is
injected by the i.p. route rather than by the intrave-
nous route.51 As well as, higher concentrations of
ibogaine in plasma, brain, kidney, liver, and fat
were observed following subcutaneous versus i.p.
administration suggesting a substantial “first pass”
effect after i.p. administration involving hepatic
extraction.45

It seems that noribogaine could be a safer and
possibly more efficacious alternative to ibogaine as
a medication for the treatment of various types of
addiction.51

Elimination
The half-life of ibogaine in rat was 1–3 h.28,45,51 This
elimination half-life could be underestimated since
3-h post-dose ibogaine concentrations remained
very high in fat.45 Ibogaine and noribogaine are
excreted via the renal and the gastrointestinal tract
(60–70% of the administered dose in 24 h in rat43).
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Pharmacodynamic studies in animals and
mechanism of action

Primary and secondary pharmacology
Several reviews have reported the pharmacological
profile of ibogaine.8,26,49,52 It has been shown that
ibogaine and noribogaine interact with multiple bind-
ing sites within the central nervous system (CNS),
including N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor-
coupled ion channels, κ-opioid (κ1 and κ2), μ-opioid
and σ2, serotonin (5-HT2 and 5-HT3), muscarinic (M1

and M2) receptors and monoamine uptake sites, and
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. The pharmacologi-
cal profile of noribogaine is different from that of
ibogaine.49,51–58 Ibogaine is more potent than noribo-
gaine (i) in binding to the NMDA receptor in brain
tissue49,54 and (ii) as a stimulator of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.54,55 Although
ibogaine and 5-HT display chemical similarities,
because both molecules contain an indole as part of
their structure, noribogaine is much more potent than
ibogaine in its ability to elevate extracellular 5-HT in
the brain.51 Thus, this drug is 10-times more potent in
binding to serotonin transporter and inhibiting reup-
take of serotonin.49,51,53–55 Noribogaine is also (i)
much more potent than ibogaine for binding to µ-
opioid receptor and is a full µ-opioid agonist49,54,56–
58 and (ii) more potent binding to κ1 and less potent
binding to κ2 opioid receptors. Affinities of ibogaine
and noribogaine to some of these receptors are
reported in Table 2.49 Although not apparent in bind-
ing studies, functional studies indicate significant
activity of ibogaine as a non-competitive antagonist
at the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor.4

Conflicting results were reported about the alter-
ation of extracellular dopamine levels in the nucleus
accumbens. According to Baumann, et al.,51 neither
ibogaine nor its metabolite significantly altered
dopamine levels, whereas Glick, et al.46,59 reported
that these two drugs cause significant decreases in
dopamine levels.

Signal transduction pathways were examined
during several preclinical trials. The examination
of discriminative stimulus effects of ibogaine and
noribogaine in rats in relation to their concentrations
in blood plasma and brain regions and to receptor
systems suggested that noribogaine may be the
major entity that produces the discriminative effect
of ibogaine.47 It has been reported that the observed
increase in phosphoinositide hydrolysis by noribo-
gaine should be accompanied by an activation of
protein kinase C which mediated a variety of long-
term changes and might be involved in the behav-
ioral effects of ibogaine.60 The selective increase in
receptor-mediated inhibition of adenyl cyclase
activity caused by ibogaine and noribogaine might
also be involved in the pharmacological activity of
these compounds.61 Recently, it has been shown
that the remedial effect of ibogaine as anti-
addictive drug is mediated, at least partially,
through an influence on energy metabolism.62

Among the recent proposals for ibogaine mechan-
isms of action is the activation of the glial cell
line–derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) pathway
in the ventral tegmental area of the brain.63 This
work has principally been accomplished in preclin-
ical ethanol research, where 40 mg/kg of ibogaine
caused increase of RNA expression of GDNF in
keeping with reduction of ethanol intake in the rat
and absence of neurotoxicity or cell death. Short-
term ibogaine exposure results in a sustained
increase in GDNF expression, resulting in an
increase in GDNF mRNA leading to protein expres-
sion and to the corresponding activation of the
GDNF signaling pathway.64

It was also shown that ibogaine and noribogaine
may stimulate the secretion of corticosterone from
the adrenal cortex and prolactine from the anterior
pituitary.51 These two drugs also caused similar
increase in plasma prolactine. Relevance of these
physiological changes for primary or secondary
pharmacology should be elucidated more in the
future.

Table 2 Affinities of ibogaine and noribogaine to some receptors (according to Mash, et al.49)

Ibogaine Noribogaine Pharmacodynamic activity

IC50, µM

Serotonergic
5-HT transporter (RTI-55 DAT sites) 0.59 0.04 Reuptake blocker

Opioidergic
Mu (DAMGO) 11.0 0.16 Agonist
Kappa 1 (U69593) 25.0 4.2 Partial agonist (?)
Kappa 2 (IOXY) 23.8 92.3 Partial agonist (?)

Glutaminergic
NMDA (MK-801) 5.2 31.4 Channel blocker

DAT, dopamine transporters; NMDA, N-methyl-D-aspartate.
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Anti-addictive activity in animals
NMDA, opioid, and serotonin receptors have been
targeted successfully for many years as anti-
addictive treatment of opioid and/or cocaine
addiction.65,66 Activities of both ibogaine and nori-
bogaine on these receptors provided a biological
plausibility to expect anti-addictive efficacy for ibo-
gaine in human also. Initial findings, suggestive of
the efficacy of ibogaine in animal models of addic-
tion, including diminished opioid self-
administration and withdrawal67–69 and diminished
cocaine self-administration,70 were published in late
1980s and in early 1990s.

Animal models of addiction were used to study
the activity of ibogaine in the treatment of drug
dependence. The administration of ibogaine
reduced self-administration of cocaine, morphine,
heroin, alcohol, and reduced nicotine preference.8

The decrease in cocaine consumption has been
described in mice after i.p. administration of two
40 mg/kg dose at 6 h interval71 and in rat after i.p.
administration of 2.5–80 mg/kg given as single or
repeated doses (daily or weekly, n = 3).67,70,72

According to Cappendijk and Dzoljic, the maximum
effects were observed when ibogaine was given
weekly for 3 weeks.70 The decrease in opiate con-
sumption has been described after administration of
2.5–80 mg/kg ibogaine in morphine- and heroin-
dependent rat.67,72,73

Ibogaine also eliminates some of the signs of opi-
ate withdrawal precipitated by naloxone or naltrex-
one in morphine-dependent rats given 20, 40, or
80 mg/kg ibogaine i.p.68,74 and monkeys given 2 or
8 mg/kg ibogaine subcutaneously.75,76 However,
Sharpe and Jaffe77 failed to report that ibogaine
administered subcutaneously attenuated naloxone-
precipitated withdrawal in rat receiving 5, 10, 20,
and 40 mg/kg of ibogaine. Conflicting results were
observed in mice. At doses ranging from 40 to
80 mg/kg i.p., a reduced naloxone-precipitated jump-
ing in morphine-dependent mice was observed77,78;
however, opposite effects were found after a
30 mg/kg i.p. dose.79 These discrepancies might be
related to ibogaine administration: before77,78 or
after79 naloxone administration.

Although ibogaine has diverse effects on the CNS,
the pharmacological targets underlying the physio-
logical and psychological actions of ibogaine are
not completely understood.

Preclinical safety studies

Several safety studies were performed during pre-
clinical development. These studies raised several

safety concerns, mainly neurotoxicity and possible
cardiotoxicity.

Multiple laboratories have reported on the degen-
eration of cerebellar Purkinje cells in rat receiving
i.p. administration of ibogaine at a dose of
40–100 mg/kg.51,74,80 These include abnormal
motor behavior (such as tremors, ataxia) related to
histologically proven neurotoxicity.80 Single-dose
investigations showed that a 25 mg/kg i.p. dose
was found to correspond to a no-observed-
adverse-effect-level (NOAEL).81 Helsley, et al.
observed no evidence of neurotoxicity in a study
where rats received 10 mg/kg of ibogaine per day for
60 days.82 However, the neurotoxic effects of ibo-
gaine may occur at levels higher than those
observed to have effects on opioid withdrawal and
self-administration. The monkey appears to be less
sensitive to potential ibogaine neurotoxicity than
the rat.4 Mash, et al. observed no evidence of neuro-
toxicity in monkeys treated for 5 days with repeated
oral doses of ibogaine of 5–25 mg/kg or subcutane-
ously administered doses of 100 mg/kg.4 Another
species difference in sensitivity is the mouse,
which unlike the rat showed no evidence of cerebel-
lar degeneration at a 100 mg/kg i.p. dose of
ibogaine.83

Animal studies showed certain cardiotoxicities.
Observed cardiotoxicity could be dose dependent.
No changes in resting heart rate or blood pressure
were found at a dose of ibogaine of 40 mg/kg i.p.,
which has been used in drug withdrawal or self-
administration studies. Higher doses of ibogaine
(100 and 200 mg/kg) decreased the heart rate with-
out an effect on blood pressure.84 However,
Binienda, et al.85 found a significantly decreased
heart rate in rats given ibogaine 50 mg/kg i.p. The
lethal dose 50% of ibogaine was 145 mg/kg i.p. and
327 mg/kg intragastrically in the rat, and 175 mg/kg
i.p. in the mouse.28

In conclusion, preclinical development showed
that ibogaine is acting on several mediators in CNS
that have been targeted in treatment of drug-
dependence. Neurotoxiciy and cardiotoxicity are
safety concerns to be investigated further. No suffi-
cient long-term safety non-clinical studies are avail-
able. All these data make further investigation of
ibogaine’s activity as potential therapeutic agent bio-
logically plausible.

Clinical pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic studies

Clinical studies
Clinical development of ibogaine has continued for
some decades. Development was governed by
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several sponsors handed over management form one
hand to other. Development was carried by several
separate academicians and companies.

The first pharmacodynamic studies of ibogaine
have been performed during 1901–1905. First anti-
addictive attempts were done by Harris Isbell in
1955, administering doses of ibogaine of up to
300 mg to eight already detoxified morphine addicts
at the United States. Addiction Research Centre in
Lexington, Kentucky.8 In 1962–1963, Lotsof adminis-
tered ibogaine at the dose of 6–19 mg/kg, to 19 indi-
viduals including seven subjects with opioid depen-
dence who noted an apparent effect on acute
withdrawal symptomatology.18,19 In 1967–1970, the
World Health Assembly classified ibogaine with hal-
lucinogens and stimulants as a “substance likely to
cause dependency or endanger human health”. In
1970, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
classified ibogaine as a Schedule I Controlled Sub-
stance, along with other psychedelics such as LSD
and mescaline. The International Olympic Commit-
tee banned ibogaine as a potential doping agent.
Thus, sales of Lambarène® were stopped in France.9

Since that time, several countries, including Sweden,
Denmark, Belgium, Switzerland, and recently (since
March 2007) France, have banned the sale and pos-
session of ibogaine.

The available data from private clinics described
in scientific reports, where ibogaine has been used
for informal addiction treatment, stated that ibo-
gaine has been taken orally at an average dose of
19.3 ± 6.9 mg/kg.86,87 Another study reported six
heroin-addicted individuals and one subject who
were addicted to codeine treated with ibogaine at
doses ranging from 700 to 1800 mg.40

From 1989 to 1993, treatments were conducted
outside of conventional medical settings in the Neth-
erlands involving the International Coalition of
Addict Self-Help, Dutch Addict Self Help, and NDA
International.8,88 In 1991, NIDA Medication Devel-
opment Division began its ibogaine project. This ini-
tiative was based on case reports and preclinical evi-
dence suggesting possible efficacy. The major
objectives of the ibogaine project were preclinical
toxicological evaluation and development of a
human protocol. In August 1993, FDA Advisory
Panel meeting formally considered Investigational
New Drug Application filed by Dr Deborah Mash,
Professor of Neurology at the University of Miami.
Approval for human trials was given with 1, 2, and
5 mg/kg of ibogaine dosage levels. The Phase I dose
escalation study began in December 1993, but activ-
ity was eventually suspended.4,8 From October 1993
to December 1994, phase I/II protocols were dis-
cussed by the NIDA and fixed doses of ibogaine of

150 and 300 mg versus placebo for the indication of
cocaine dependence were proposed.8,89 The next
year, a NIDA ibogaine review meeting decided to
end the ibogaine project but to continue to support
some preclinical research on iboga alkaloids. A fatal-
ity occurred during a heroin detoxification treatment
of a 24-year-old women in the Netherlands in June
1993. This incident was a significant factor in the
NIDA decision not to fund a clinical trial of ibogaine
in 1995.8 But the drug-addicted persons continue
taking purified ibogaine hydrochloride powders or
a whole plant extract that contains an unidentified
number of other biologically active compounds.
Some practically applied recommendations instruct
taking between 2 and 6 g of powdered iboga.90

Some clinical experiences were gained during
mid 1990s to 2001. At that time, ibogaine was avail-
able in alternative settings and studies based on a
conventional medical model were carried out in
Panama and in St Kitts. Informal protocols were
developed in the United States, Slovenia, Britain,
the Netherlands, and the Czech Republic. The ibo-
gaine mailing list began in 1997 and heralded an
increasing utilization of the Internet within the ibo-
gaine medical subculture.

In early 2006, the creation of a non-profit founda-
tion addressing the issue of providing ibogaine for
the purpose addiction interruption within establish-
ment drug treatment care was formed in Sweden
(Stiftelsen Iboga’s web site, accessed march 2007).

Pharmacokinetics
Pharmacokinetic data relative to ibogaine in human
are limited.8,49,56,91 Most of these studies have been
carried out in drug-dependent patients. Following
single oral doses of ibogaine (500–800 mg) to indi-
vidual subjects, maximum ibogaine and noribogaine
blood concentrations of 30–1250 ng/mL and 700–
1200 ng/mL were obtained approximately 2 and 5 h
after drug administration, respectively.49,56 Thereaf-
ter, ibogaine was cleared rapidly from the blood,
whereas noribogaine concentrations remained high.
Indeed, concentrations of noribogaine measured at
24 h post-dose were in the range of 300–800 ng/mL
whereas those of ibogaine were about 100 times
lower. From blood concentration-time profiles of ibo-
gaine published by Mash, et al.,49,56 after an oral
dose of 800 mg, the steady-state volume of distribu-
tion uncorrected for bioavailability was about 13 l/kg
and the half-life of the terminal part of the curves
was 4–7 h. Ibogaine being metabolized by the
CYP2D6 into noribogaine, the pharmacokinetic pro-
file of this drug was different in extensive and poor
metabolizers. After single oral doses of ibogaine
(10 mg/kg), maximum concentrations of noribogaine
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were nine times lower in poor metabolizers (n = 3)
than in extensive metabolizers (n = 24), whereas
maximum concentrations of ibogaine were about
18% higher comparing to extensive metabolizers.
This gap reflects speculation that conversion rate of
the parent compound to noribogaine in CYP2D6 defi-
cient subjects may reflect the metabolic contribution
of other cytochromes (CYP2C9, CYP3A4). The blood
AUC values, poor metabolizers versus extensive
metabolizers, were almost three times higher for ibo-
gaine and four times lower for noribogaine. These
AUC levels were more representative for understand-
ing systemic exposures in extensive and poor meta-
bolizers. In extensive metabolizers, the blood AUC
ratio, noribobaine/ibogaine, was approximately 3.
Thus, the contribution of noribogaine to the total
pharmacodynamic effect of the parent drug was sig-
nificant. The calculated terminal half-life of ibogaine
in this study was 7.45 h in extensive metabolizers.

In a recent study, Kontrimavičiūtė, et al.91

reported for the first time the tissue distribution of
ibogaine and noribogaine, in a subject dead after a
poisoning involving ingestion of root bark of the
shrub T. iboga. The highest concentrations of ibo-
gaine and noribogaine were found in spleen, liver,
brain, and lung. The tissue/sub-clavian blood con-
centration ratios averaged 1.78, 3.75, 1.16, and 4.64
for ibogaine and 0.83, 2.43, 0.90, and 2.69 for nori-
bogaine, for spleen, liver, brain, and lung, respec-
tively. Very low concentrations of the two drugs
were found in the prostatic tissue. No compounds

were detected in the cardiac tissue. Both ibogaine
and noribogaine are secreted in the bile and cross
the blood–brain barrier.

Results are summarized in Table 3.

Pharmacodynamic effects
Some case-report studies showed that ibogaine is
active as psychotropic agent with possible anti-
addictive activity in acute opioid
withdrawal.4,41,86,87 After administration of ibo-
gaine, individuals can experience (i) certain subjec-
tive new experience and (ii) reductions of drug crav-
ing and withdrawal signs and symptoms.

Subjective new experiences described by patients
treated with ibogaine Preliminary data shows that
patients experience several different phases that
may be categorized into acute, evaluative, and resid-
ual stimulation stages (Figure 3).8

The first phase (acute phase) is experienced
within first 1–3 h after exposure and lasts 4–8 h.
During this phase, patients report panoramic deliv-
ery of long-term memory, mainly visual; “visions” or
“waking dream” states experiencing contact with
transcendent beings, passage along a lengthy path,
floating, etc. Although visual experiences are not
reported by all patients and seem depend of drug
exposure, it is also noticed that they were associated
and enhanced with eye closure. Unfortunately, dif-
ference between these dreams and hallucinations
are not clear enough.

Table 3 Pharmacokinetic parameters from clinical studies

Extensive metabolizers
(n = 24)49

Poor metabolizers
(n = 3)49

Ibogaine doses 500–800 mg 10 mg/kg 10 mg/kg
Ibogaine
tmax, h 2 1.7 2.5
Cmax, ng/mL 30–1250 737 896
Vss/F, l/kg 13 — —

t1/2 (last phase), h 4–7 7.5 —

AUC0–24h, ngxh/mL — 3936 11471
Tissular distribution (tissue/blood

concentration ratios)
Spleen: 1.78
Liver: 3.75
Brain: 1.16
Lung: 4.64
Bile: 1.97

— —

Noribogaine
tmax, h 5 6.2 3.2
Cmax, ng/mL 700–1200 949 105
C24h, ng/mL 300–800 — —

AUC0–24h, ngxh/mL — 14705 3648
Tissular distribution (tissue/blood

concentration ratios)
Spleen: 0.83
Liver: 2.43
Brain: 0.90
Lung: 2.69
Bile: 0.54

— —

n, number of subjects; Cmax, maximum concentration; tmax, time of Cmax; C24 h, concentration 24 h post-dose; AUC0–24 h, area under
concentration-time curve; Vss, steady-state volume of distribution; t½, half-life.
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The second phase (evaluative phase) starts
approximately 4–8 h after ingestion and lasts
8–20 h. During this phase, dreams decreased slowly
and the emotional tone is generally described as
neutral and reflective. Patients reflect that their
attention is focused on inner subjective experiences
(i.e., by evaluating the experiences of the acute
phase).

During these two first phases, patients tend to stay
focused on their experiences and avoid any external
distraction.

The third phase (residual stimulation phase)
starts 12–24 h after exposure and lasts 24–72 h.
Patients regain normal attention to the external envi-
ronment. Subjective psychoactive experience les-
sens, remaining with mild residual subjective
arousal or alertness. Decrease in the need to sleep
for several days to weeks can be observed.

Reductions of withdrawal signs and symptoms, drug
craving and depression After administration of
6–29 mg/kg dose of ibogaine, acute reduction in
drug craving and opiate withdrawal signs and symp-
toms are observed in 1–2 h. Resolution of with-
drawal was observed during 1 week, reduction of
craving and depression – 1 month after exposure.

Opiate physical dependence is assessed usually
by discontinuation of opiate treatment (spontaneous
withdrawal) or by antagonist-precipitated
withdrawal.49 Usually, acute withdrawal syndrome
in case of heroin addiction may begin approximately
8 h after the last heroin dose, peaks in intensity at
24–28 h, and subsides within 7–10 days. In one of
the opiate (heroin or methadone) addiction studies
including 32 patients, rapid detoxifications of these
patients was assessed after single-dose ibogaine
treatment (10 mg/kg). Results are summarized in
Table 4. The post-ibogaine Objective Opiate With-
drawal Scale (OOWS) blinded rating obtained 10–

12 h and 24 h after ibogaine administration (i.e., 24
and 36 h after the last dose of opiate, respectively)
was statistically lower than the rating obtained 1 h
before ibogaine administration. The OOWS mean
total score decreases from approximately 5.6 to 1.1
and 1.9, 12, and 24 h following ibogaine administra-
tion, respectively. Authors noticed that objective
signs of opiate withdrawal were rarely seen and
none were exacerbated at later time points.

A second measurement used was “self-reports of
withdrawal symptoms according to Opiate-
Symptom Checklist” (OP-SCL). This “discomfort”
measurement showed statistically significant
decreases in mean scores: from approximately 21
(score observed 24 h before ibogaine treatment) to
12 shortly after recovery from ibogaine treatment
(<72 h) and down to 7 (at program discharge,
approximately 6–9 days later).

Impressive success of single dose of ibogaine
detoxification process was noticed as well as the fact
that many of the patients were able to maintain absti-
nence over the months following detoxification.49

This relatively small study suggests that methadone
withdrawal was not more difficult to detoxify than
heroin withdrawal. Speculation that long-acting
metabolite noribogaine may account for the efficacy
of ibogaine can be done.

Craving is an important symptom reported by
opiate-dependent subjects during the early stages of
withdrawal contributing to continued drug use.49,92

Craving symptoms for opiates could be evaluated by
using the “Heroin Craving Questionnaire scales
(HCQN-29)”. Thirty-six hour post-ibogaine treat-
ment, the mean scores on five measures about spe-
cific aspects of drug craving (including urges,
thoughts about drug of choice, or plans to use the
drug) show significant decreases and lasted at pro-
gram discharge.

Figure 3 Clinical pharmacodynamic effects after ibogaine administration.
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Evaluation of patients using Beck Depression
Inventory scores showed also significant reduction
of scores both at program discharge and at 1-month
follow-up assessments.49,56

Subjects undergoing cocaine detoxification also
reported significant decrease in drug-craving 36 h
post-ibogaine treatment and at discharge for three
of the five category scales of the Cocaine Craving
Questionnaire (CCQN)-45 (anticipation of positive
outcomes, relief of negative states, and lack of
control).

There is only limited retrospective experience in
long-term outcomes (Figure 3).8,88,93 No clear nega-
tive or positive conclusions could be drawn. It
seems that relapses could be attempted with ibo-
gaine re-challenge, as this was done several times
in anecdotal cases.

It seems that pharmacodynamic effects experi-
enced by patients varied and may be related to
dose, bioavailability, and interindividual
variabilities.8 Sequential pattern of clinical pharma-
codynamic effects could be summarized as pre-
sented in Figure 3.

Clinical safety

Neurotoxicity observed in animal studies was also
noticed in human studies (e.g., effects on postural
stability, body tremor, and appendicular tremor). In
1994, a fatal case of woman treated with ibogaine
was reported. Fifteen months before her death, this
woman had undergone four separate treatments
with ibogaine in rather high dosages (ranging from
10 to 30 mg/kg). Death was not attributed to ibogaine
but was related to mesenteric arterial thrombosis
related to chronic cellulitis.4,8

Similar to the findings in animals, some cardiac
side-effects were also observed during clinical
investigations.8,94 Thirty-nine patients dependent

on cocaine and/or heroin, who received fixed oral
doses of ibogaine of 500, 600, 800, or 1000 mg,
were monitored. Six subjects exhibited some signifi-
cant decrease of resting pulse rate; one of them evi-
denced a significant decrease in blood pressure
(attributed to a transient vasovagal response). No
evidence of electrocardiogram abnormalities was
showed. There were hypotensive episodes (respon-
sive to volume repletion) noticed during ibogaine
therapy in some cocaine-dependent subjects.49

The safety of ibogaine was also evaluated in more
than 150 drug-dependent subjects receiving 8, 10, or
12 mg/kg ibogaine.49 The most frequent side-effects
encountered were nausea and mild tremor, and
ataxia earliest after drug administration. A hypoten-
sion was observed in some cocaine-dependent sub-
jects, who required close monitoring of blood pres-
sure. No other significant adverse events were seen
under the study conditions; and, therefore, there are
no clear evidences till now that there are big issues
in tolerance after single dose of ibogaine.

In conclusion, clinical development could be con-
sidered as started only and needs essential explor-
atory program first.

Main unanswered questions

Experience available in public domain suggests that
ibogaine might have some activity in anti-addiction
treatment. Although data seems quite promising,
several issues remain to be elucidated first before
moving further towards controlled pivotal clinical
trials. Four major product development issues to be
solved relates to the areas of pharmaceutical formu-
lation development and starting clinical exploratory
studies:

1) Is ibogaine pharmaceutical formulation devel-
oped enough to ensure proper constant composi-
tion form certain active ingredients?

Table 4 Effects of single-dose ibogaine (10 mg/kg) on opiate withdrawal signs

Time after
the last opiate dose, h

Time after
the ibogaine dose, h

OOWS OP-SCL HCQN-29a BDI

Before ibogaine treatment 5.6 (1 h) 21 (24 h) 3.26–4.88 16.9
24 10–12 1.1*
36 24 1.9*

36 1.57–3.67 10.4
<72 h 12*
6–9 days 7*

Discharge 1.22–2.85*** 3.0**
1-month follow-up 2.29**

OOWS, Objective Opiate Withdrawal Scale; OP-SCL, Opiate-Symptom Checklist; HCQN-29, Heroin Craving Questionnaire scales (sub-
scales: desire to use, intention to use, anticipation of positive outcomes, relief of negative states and lack of control); BDI, Beck
Depression Inventory scores.
aAccording to the subscale.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.0005; ***P < 0.0001.
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2) What is ibogaines’ pharmacodynamic activity in
controlled exploratory trial in drug-dependent
stabilized subjects?

3) What is ibogaines’ potential for abuse by drug-
dependent subjects (in both pharmacodynamic
and economic measurements)?

4) What is the most rational dosage range to be stud-
ied in dose–response studies in treatment of
some drug dependences (first, in opiate and/or
cocaine dependencies?

Conclusion

Experience available in public domain suggests that
ibogaine might have some activity in anti-addiction
treatment, but current data are not sufficient to do
further in development. Data gathered during more
than 100 years of pharmaceutical, non-clinical, and
clinical developments need to be validated. Good
laboratory and clinical practice environment is
essential for future investigations. Several major
objectives of preclinical and clinical investigations
should focus on core-identified questions first.
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Acute toxicity of ibogaine and noribogaine
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Summary. Objective. To evaluate acute toxic effect of ibogaine and noribogaine on the sur-
vival of mice and determine median lethal doses of the substances mentioned.

Material and methods. White laboratory mice were used for the experiments. Ibogaine and
noribogaine were administered intragastrically to mice via a stomach tube. Control animals
received the same volume of saline. The median lethal dose was calculated with the help of a
standard formula.

Results. To determine the median lethal dose of ibogaine, the doses of 100, 300, 400, and 500
mg/kg were administered intragastrically to mice. The survival time of mice after the drug ad-
ministration was recorded, as well as the number of survived mice in each group. Upon admin-
istration of ibogaine at a dose of 500 mg/kg, all mice in this dose group died. Three out of four
mice died in the group, which received 300 mg/kg of ibogaine. No mouse deaths were observed in
the group, which received 100 mg/kg of ibogaine. The determined LD50 value of ibogaine equals
to 263 mg/kg of body mass. In order to determine the median lethal dose of noribogaine, the
doses of 300, 500, 700, and 900 mg/kg were administered to mice intragastrically. Noribogaine
given at a dose of 500 mg/kg had no impact on the mouse survival. The increase of noribogaine
dose to 700 mg/kg of mouse body mass led to the death of three out of four mice in the group.
Upon administration of noribogaine at a dose of 900 mg/kg, all mice in this group died. The LD50
value of noribogaine in mice determined on the basis of the number of dead mice and the size of
the doses used equals to 630 mg/kg of mouse body mass. The behavior of mice was observed
upon administration of ibogaine or noribogaine. Low doses of ibogaine and noribogaine had no
impact on the mouse behavior. External effects (convulsions, nervous behaviour, limb paralysis)
were observed only when substances were administrated at higher doses.

Conclusions. It has been determined that the median lethal dose of ibogaine and noribogaine
equals to 263 mg and 630 mg/kg of mouse body mass, respectively. The toxicity of ibogaine is 2.4
times higher than that of noribogaine.

Correspondence to A. Kubilienė, Department of Analytical and Toxicological Chemistry,
Kaunas University of Medicine, A. Mickevičiaus 9, 44307 Kaunas, Lithuania. E-mail: astakubiliene@gmail.com

Introduction
Looking for new medications for the treatment of

drug and alcohol dependence encourages us to focus
more attention on and investigate an indole alkaloid
ibogaine. There are findings demonstrating its capa-
bility to attenuate craving for alcohol (1). However,
its toxicity and lethal dose are still unknown. In addi-
tion, an active metabolite of ibogaine, noribogaine,
has been identified and is currently being analyzed.

Naturally occurring ibogaine is a psychoactive al-
kaloid extracted from the Tabernanthe iboga shrub.
For many years, extracts of Tabernanthe iboga have
been used as central nervous system (CNS) stimu-
lants at low doses or as hallucinogens at high doses

(2). Preclinical studies have demonstrated that iboga-
ine reduces craving for cocaine and morphine, attenu-
ates morphine withdrawal symptoms (3). Based on
the clinical studies, a conclusion can be made that
ibogaine has a certain antiaddictive action (4). How-
ever, its mechanism of action is still not clear enough.
The identified antagonistic activity of ibogaine on N-
methyl-D-aspartate receptors as well as its agonist
activity on opioid receptors can be regarded as a pos-
sible mechanism of antiaddictive action (5). It should
be mentioned that ibogaine interacts with several neu-
rotransmitter systems, including serotonin uptake sites
and sigma sites. Some of ibogaine actions can be at-
tributed to its long-lasting metabolite, O-desmethyli-
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bogaine (other names are noribogaine or 12-hydro-
xyibogamine) (2). Noribogaine differs from ibogaine
in that it contains a hydroxyl instead of a methyl group
at position 12 (Fig. 1). Following ibogaine administra-
tion, noribogaine has been detected in human plasma
(6) as well as in plasma and in the brain of ibogaine-
treated rats (7), which proves once more that noribo-
gaine is a metabolite of ibogaine. Experimental stud-
ies on rats have established that noribogaine is pharma-
cologically active and produces effects that mimic tho-
se of ibogaine: decrease in craving for morphine and
cocaine, reduction in the locomotor effect of morphine
(8). Other data presented in literature (9), however,
demonstrate that noribogaine produces no positive
action in respect of inhibition of the morphine with-
drawal signs.

Ibogaine and noribogaine can evoke different
behavioral effects despite having similar chemical
structures (10, 11). Moreover, it appears that the me-
chanisms of antiaddictive effects of ibogaine and nori-
bogaine may involve different patterns, which call for
more detailed studies. In this connection, our objec-
tive was to evaluate acute toxic effect of ibogaine and
noribogaine on the survival of mice and to determine
median lethal doses (LD50) of these substances.

Materials and methods
Experiments were done on 4–6-week-old outbred

mice weighing 20–25 g. All experiments were per-
formed according to the Law on the Care, Keeping
and Use of Animals, Republic of Lithuania (License

of State Veterinary Service for Working with Labora-
tory Animals, No. 0153). Before starting experiments,
animals were acclimatized to laboratory conditions.
Mice were randomly assigned to groups and weighed.
Ibogaine and noribogaine are almost completely in-
soluble in water, so suspensions were used for their
administration. Study substances were administered
intragastrically to mice via a stomach tube. Control
mice received the same amount of saline. The same
method of administration was used.

LD50 was calculated with the help of the follow-
ing formula (12):

lgLD50=lgDN–δ(ΣLi–0.5),

where DN is the highest dose of the study substance
administered to mice; δ is the logarithm of the ratio
between the doses of the substance administered; Li
is the ratio of the number of dead mice to the number
of mice used to determine the dose effect.

Results
Toxicity studies of various drugs and comparison

of toxic effects of different substances on the body
require evaluation of LD50 of such drugs and sub-
stances. Determination of the LD50 value allows for
the correct planning of an experiment not being afraid
of overdosing the study drug. Moreover, this value
allows for the comparison of the toxicity of various
substances. LD50 is a calculated single dose of a sub-
stance expected to kill 50% of studied animals.

To determine the median lethal dose of ibogaine,
we used the following substance concentrations:
500 mg/kg (working suspension concentration of
25 mg/mL), 400 mg/kg (20 mg/mL), 300 mg/kg
(15 mg/mL), and 100 mg/kg (5 mg/mL). Each of these
doses was administered intragastrically to four mice
via a stomach tube. Afterwards, the survival time of
mice after the drug administration was recorded, as
well as the number of survived mice in each group.
Upon administration of the highest ibogaine dose (500
mg/kg), all mice in this group died. No mouse deaths
were observed in the last group only, which received
the lowest ibogaine dose (100 mg/kg). In the preced-
ing group, which received 300 mg/kg of ibogaine,
three mice out of four in that experimental group died
(Fig. 2). The LD50 of ibogaine was calculated accord-
ing to the formula specified in the section “Materials
and methods.” The determined median lethal dose of
this drug in mice is 263 mg/kg of body mass (Fig. 3).

To determine the median lethal dose of noriboga-
ine, we used the following substance concentrations:

Fig. 1. Structure of ibogaine and noribogaine

Ibogaine

12-Hydroxyibogamine
(Noribogaine)
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900 mg/kg (working suspension concentration of
45 mg/mL), 700 mg/kg (35 mg/mL), 500 mg/kg
(25 mg/mL), and 300 mg/kg (15 mg/mL). The high-
est dose used in the ibogaine arm of the experiment
(500 mg/kg) had no effect on the mouse survival in
the noribogaine arm (Fig. 2). That is, all four mice in
this experimental group survived. Therefore, we in-

creased the dose of noribogaine to 700 mg/kg of mouse
body mass. In this case, three out of four mice in the
group died. Following the technique used, the nori-
bogaine dose had to be increased to the higher level
(to 900 mg/kg) in order to detect the group, in which
all mice die. According to the determined number of
dead mice and the doses used, we calculated the LD50

Fig. 2. The dependence of the mouse survival on the dose of drug administered
Four mice received the different dose of drug.

Fig. 3. Median lethal doses of  ibogaine (n=12) and noribogaine (n=16) for mice
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for mice, which is 630 mg/kg of mouse body mass for
noribogaine (Fig. 3).

The behaviour of mice was observed following
administration of both ibogaine and noribogaine. Be-
haviour is one of the markers of the substance toxic-
ity in animals. Upon administration of low ibogaine
and noribogaine doses, no changes in the behavior of
mice were observed. External effects (convulsions,
nervous behavior, limb paralysis) of the drugs were
observed only in case of administration of higher doses
of substances: ibogaine at a dose of 400 mg/kg and
noribogaine at a dose of 500 mg/kg of body mass.

Discussion
Data presented in literature show that LD50 varies

depending on the animal. The route of administration
into the body of laboratory animals is also of major
importance. The LD50 of ibogaine has been determined
in guinea pig (82 mg/kg intraperitoneally) and rat
(327 mg/kg orally and 145 mg/kg intraperitoneally)
(13, 14). No changes in rat liver, kidneys, heart, and
brain have been established during the chronic iboga-
ine toxicity studies (10 mg/kg for 30 days and 40 mg/kg
for 12 days) (13). No evidence of neurotoxicity has
been found in monkeys given ibogaine at doses of 5–
25 mg/kg orally for four consecutive days (15). Other
investigations have revealed that ibogaine causes neu-
rotoxic effects, i.e., induces degeneration of Purkinje
cells (16) and that the neurotoxicity of ibogaine is
dose-dependent (17). Based on the data presented in
literature, after intraperitoneal and subcutaneous in-
jection of ibogaine in rats, the highest level of the

substance is achieved in brain and adipose tissue one
hour after administration. Thus, it can be stated that
the potent effect induced by ibogaine in the brain lasts
for up to 12 hours following administration, and the
further action is determined by active metabolite
noribogaine (13). The study by Baumann et al. has
demonstrated that in rats, the ratio of noribogaine to
ibogaine in the bloodstream is much higher when ibo-
gaine is injected by the intraperitoneal route rather
than the intravenous route (11). In our study, we are
also planning to study and compare distribution of
these substances in internal organs (liver, kidneys,
heart, spleen), brain, smooth muscles, and blood when
ibogaine and noribogaine are administered directly
into the stomach via the stomach tube.

Glick et al. (18) and O’Hearn with Molliver (19)
have proved that ibogaine induces tremor and ataxia
when administered intraperitoneally at the dose rang-
ing from 40 to 100 mg/kg, meanwhile noribogaine
does not cause such effects. In our study, both study
substances had an impact on the mouse behavior:
ibogaine at a dose of 400 mg/kg and noribogaine at a
dose of 500 mg/kg. Since noribogaine shows lower
toxicity, it can be more promising for the clinical use.

Conclusions
1. The median lethal dose of both drugs studied

was determined. LD50 of ibogaine equals to 263 mg/kg
and LD50 of noribogaine is 630 mg/kg of body mass.

2. The comparison of ibogaine and noribogaine
toxicity for mice was performed. It was detected that
the latter is 2.4 times lower than that of ibogaine.

Ūminis ibogaino ir noribogaino toksiškumas

Asta Kubilienė, Rūta Marksienė, Saulius Kazlauskas, Ilona Sadauskienė1,
Almantas Ražukas2, Leonid Ivanov1

Kauno medicinos universiteto Analizinės ir toksikologinės chemijos katedra,
1Biomedicininių tyrimų institutas, 2Lietuvos žemės ūkio instituto Vokės skyrius

Raktažodžiai: ibogainas, noribogainas, vidutinė mirtina dozė, toksiškumas, pelės.

Santrauka. Tyrimo tikslas. Įvertinti ibogaino ir noribogaino toksinį poveikį pelių išgyvenimui bei nustatyti
šių medžiagų vidutinę mirtiną dozę.

Tyrimo medžiaga ir metodai. Eksperimentai atlikti su baltomis laboratorinėmis pelėmis. Ibogaino ir
noribogaino zondu suleista į pelių skrandį. Kontroliniams gyvūnams skirtas toks pat fiziologinio tirpalo tūris.
Vidutinė mirtina dozė apskaičiuota pagal standartinę formulę.

Rezultatai. Vidutinei mirtinai ibogaino dozei nustatyti pelėms skirtos 100, 300, 400 ir 500 mg/kg dozės.
Registruotas laikas, kurį išgyveno pelės po preparato suleidimo, ir kiek pelių kiekvienoje grupėje išgyveno.
Suleidus 500 mg/kg ibogaino dozę visos grupėje buvusios pelės nugaišo. Grupėje, kur pelėms skirta 300 mg/kg
ibogaino dozė, krito trys pelės iš keturių. Skyrus 100 mg/kg ibogaino dozę visos pelės išgyveno. Nustatyta
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Long-QT Syndrome Induced by the Antiaddiction  
Drug Ibogaine

To the Editor: Anecdotal evidence suggests that 
ibogaine alleviates drug craving and relapse of 
drug use in humans, as has been confirmed for 
animals.1 Ibogaine is currently used as an anti-
addiction drug in alternative medicine. In 1993, 
the Food and Drug Administration approved a 
clinical trial in humans to study those effects. 
The National Institute on Drug Abuse decided not 
to fund this study because of safety issues.2,3

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring alkaloid with 
hallucinogenic and psychedelic effects, derived 
from the bark of the root of the West African 
Tabernanthe iboga plant and is used in Gabonian 
initiation ceremonies. At least 11 sudden deaths 
were described after ibogaine use, in which the 
cause of death remained unclear even after au-
topsy.4 It was hypothesized that ibogaine might 
dysregulate the autonomic nervous system, caus-
ing sudden death.5

A 31-year-old American woman was admitted 
to our emergency department because of a seizure-
like attack after she had taken a single dose of 
3.5 g of ibogaine 15% (usual dose, 2 to 6 g). She 
had not taken any other drugs or alcohol con-
currently with the ibogaine. Her medical history 
was unremarkable, and there was no family his-
tory of cardiac-rhythm abnormalities. Besides 
nausea, she had no specific symptoms to report. 

She had come to the Netherlands to receive ibo-
gaine as an alternative medicine for treatment-
resistant alcohol addiction.

Electrocardiography showed a severe prolonged 
QT interval of 548 msec (QT interval corrected 
for the heart rate, 616 msec) and ventricular 
tachyarrhythmias during prolonged monitoring 
(Fig. 1). Laboratory findings revealed mild hypo-
magnesemia (magnesium level, 0.49 mmol per 
liter [1.2 mg per deciliter]; reference range, 0.70 to 
1.00 [1.7 to 2.4]), hypokalemia (potassium level, 
3.2 mmol per liter [12.5 mg per deciliter]; refer-
ence range, 3.8 to 5.0 [14.9 to 19.5]), and a nor-
mal serum osmolal gap (3.1 mOsm per kilogram; 
reference value, <10). Despite rapid correction of 
the electrolyte levels, the QT interval remained 
prolonged. During admission to the intensive care 
unit, with no further doses of ibogaine given, 
the QT interval normalized at 42 hours after pre-
sentation. The patient was subsequently dis-
charged, in good condition.

In this case, ibogaine use was associated with 
severe lengthening of the QT interval and ven-
tricular tachyarrhythmias, which normalized af-
ter 42 hours. These findings are suggestive of a 
causal relation. The electrolyte imbalance may 
also have played a role. The previously described 
sudden deaths may thus have been caused by 
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Figure 1. Electrocardiogram of the Patient, Showing Ventricular Tachyarrhythmias and a Prolonged QT Interval.
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cardiac-rhythm abnormalities induced by QT-
interval lengthening, ventricular tachyarrhyth-
mias, or both.

At the doses currently used, ibogaine can lead 
to serious cardiac-rhythm abnormalities. The use 
and possible future trials of the drug should be 
permitted only under strict medical observation 
and continuous electrocardiographic monitoring.
Dianne W.M. Hoelen, M.D. 
Wilko Spiering, M.D., Ph.D. 
Gerlof D. Valk, M.D., Ph.D.
University Medical Center Utrecht 
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Ibogaine has been extensively studied in the last decades in relation to its anti-addictive properties that have
been repeatedly reported as being addiction interruptive and craving eliminative. In our previous study we
have already demonstrated induction of energy related enzymes in rat brains treatedwith ibogaine at a dose of
20 mg/kg i.p. 24 and 72 h prior to proteomic analysis. In this study a model organism yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae was cultivated with ibogaine in a concentration of 1 mg/l. Energy metabolism cluster enzymes
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, phosphoglycerate kinase, enolase and alcohol dehydrogenase
were induced after 5 h of exposure. This is a compensation of demonstrated ATP pool decrease after ibogaine.
Yeast in a stationary growth phase is an acceptedmodel for studies of housekeepingmetabolism of eukaryotes,
including humans. Study showed that ibogaine's influence onmetabolism is neither species nor tissue specific.
Effect is not mediated by binding of ibogaine to receptors, as previously described in literature since they are
lacking in this model.
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1. Introduction

Ibogaine, an indole alkaloid present in the root bark of African plant
Tabernanthe iboga has been extensively studied in the last decades in
relation to its anti-addictive properties that have been repeatedly
reported as being addiction interruptive and craving eliminative for
opiates, stimulants, alcohol and nicotine (Alper et al., 1999; Maciulaitis
et al., 2008).Althoughcontrolledclinical trials haven't yet beendone, both
lay and scientific literature suggest a certain level of ibogaine's efficacy
(Lotsof, 2007; Alper et al., 2008). Claims are supported with results from
in vitro studies and proven in animal models of drug addictions (Alper,
2001).

Multiple ligand binding and activity modulation actions of ibogaine
on receptors, transporters and enzymes have been described in the
scientific literature, in particular: 5-Hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), opioid,
nicotinic and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, dopaminergic
and 5-HT transporters and monoamine oxidase enzyme (MAO) (Alper,
2001; Glick et al., 2002; Leal et al., 2003).

Besides the effects on receptors, transporters and enzymes, the
molecular aspects of ibogaine's influence on drug addictions concerning
signal transduction and modulation of gene expression are becoming
increasingly recognized (Ali et al., 1999;Onaivi et al., 2002). Consequent
biochemical, neuroendocrine, structural and functional changes in
terms of brain plasticity have been suggested (Ali et al., 1996; He
et al., 2005; Carnicella et al., 2008).

Our recent work (Paškulin et al., 2006) showed the stimulating
influence of ibogaine at a dose of 20 mg/kg i.p. on rat brain energy
metabolism. We have observed changes in proteome at 24 and 72 h
after i.p. applicationwith induction of glycolysis and TCA cycle enzymes
(glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, aldolase A, pyruvate
kinase and malate dehydrogenase).

In the present study analysis of changes in proteome using 2-D elec-
trophoresiswas done again, this timeonyeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae in
stationary growth phase, at a concentration of 1 mg/l ibogaine in the
media, which represents local bioavailability in brain tissue in previous
experiment (Mash et al., 2000; Kontrimaviciute et al., 2006).

This cell suspension model doesn't show any cell differentiation,
nor organization in tissue, and it lacks the influence on metabolism
due to synaptic intercellular communication, as is the case in in vivo
experiments. In spite of that, yeast is an accepted model for studies of
basic metabolic pathways of higher eukaryotes, includingmammalian
cells (Ma, 2001; Menacho-Marquez and Murguia, 2007).

The aims of this study were to investigate if the effect of ibogaine is
species and/or tissue specific and to find the cause for the induction of
energy related enzymes.

mailto:roman.paskulin@siol.net
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejphar.2009.10.032
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00142999
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Yeast strain and cultivation

Yeast strain S288C (MATα mal gal2) was used in this study. Cells
were cultivated inYEPDmediumwith the following composition: 10 g/l
glucose (Kemika), 5 g/l yeast extract (Biolife), and 5 g/l pepton (Oxoid),
at 28 °C and 220 rpm to the stationary growth phase. Then cells were
centrifuged for 5 min at 4000 rpm,washed oncewith 50 mMpotassium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 and suspended in the same buffer at a con-
centration of 1·108cells/ml.

A fresh ibogaine stock solution (10 mg/ml) was added to the cell
suspension to reach different concentrations: 0, 1, 4, and 20mg/l. After
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5-h incubation at 28 °C and 220 rpm, samples were
taken to measure cell energy metabolic status and intracellular
oxidation of treated and non-treated cells. Protein profile of yeast cell
extractwas analyzed only at 5h of exposure to the lowest concentration
of 1 mg/l.

2.2. Two-dimensional electrophoresis

Cells were sedimented by centrifugation from 20 ml samples of the
cultures andwashed twicewith 50 mMpotassiumphosphate buffer, pH
7.0. 0.1 g of cells (wetweight)was suspended in 0.5 mlextractionbuffer
(40 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0; 2% (w/v) 3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethyl-
ammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS), 65 mM dithiothreitol (DTT))
containing protease inhibitor cocktail (Complete, Mini; Roche) — 1
tablet per 10 ml of buffer. The cells were disrupted by vortexing with
glass beads five times, 1 min each with 1-min intervals for cooling the
mixture on ice. The cell homogenate was centrifuged at 20000g for
20 min at 4 °C.

The protein content in the cell extracts was determined by the
method of Bradford (1976) using bovine serum albumin as standard.

Two-dimensional (2-D) electrophoresis was performed according to
Görg (1991) with minor modifications. Samples (150 µg protein) were
mixed with rehydration solution (9 M urea, 2% (w/v) CHAPS, 2% (v/v)
immobilized pH gradient (IPG) buffer, 18 mMDTT, a trace of bromophe-
nol blue) and applied on 13-cm immobilized pH 3 to 10 gradient (IPG)
strips (GE Healthcare). After rehydration (13 h) isoelectric focusing (IEF)
as first dimension was carried out at 20 °C on a Multiphor II (GE
Healthcare). The following voltage programwas applied: 300 V (gradient
over1 min), 3500 V(gradientover1.5 h), and3500 V(fixed for4 h). Prior
to sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE), the IPG strips were equilibrated in SDS equilibration buffer
(50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.8; 6 M urea, 30% (v/v) glycerol, 2% (w/v) SDS, a
trace of bromophenol blue) containing 1%DTT for 15 min, and containing
4.8% iodoacetamide for an additional 15 min. SDS-PAGE as the second
dimension was carried out with 12% running gel on the vertical dis-
continuing electrophoretic system SE 600 (Hoeffer Scientific Instru-
ments) at constant 20 mA/gel 15 min and then at constant 40 mA/gel
until the bromophenol blue reached the bottom of the gel. 2-D gels were
stainedwith Sypro Ruby (Invitrogen). For each sample two 2-D gelswere
run at the same conditions.

2.3. Protein visualization and image analysis

2-D gelswere recorded using the CCD camera G.BOX_HR (Syngene).
Gel image analysis was done with the 2-D Dymension software version
2.02 (Syngene) and included spot detection, spot quantification, pattern
aligning and matching. For all spot intensity calculations, normalized
volume values were used. The results are expressed as a ratio of the
normalized volume of protein spot in ibogaine-treated cells divided by
normalized volumeofmatched protein spot in untreated control cells at
the same time of exposure. Differences by a fold change >2 between
treated and untreated cells were considered as significant.
2.4. Protein identification

The protein spots of interest were excised from the gels and analyzed
by LC-MS/MS using an ESI-TRAP instrument. The Mascot software was
used to search SwisProt 54.7 database. The following search parameters
were applied: S. cerevisiae as species; tryptic digest with a maximum
number of onemissed cleavage. The peptidemass tolerancewas set to±
1.5 Da and fragment mass tolerance to ±0.5 Da. Additionally, carbami-
domethylation and oxidation of methionine were considered as possible
modifications. Mascot protein scores greater than 29 were considered
statistically significant (P<0.05).

2.5. Determination of cell energy metabolic status

Cell energy metabolic status was determined via the ATP pool by
measuring luminescence with the commercially available kit BacTiter-
Glo™ Microbial Cell Viability Assay (Promega) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 100 μl of BacTiter-Glo reagent was
added to 100 μl sample of cell culture and after 5 min luminescencewas
recorded using themicroplate reader Safire II (Tecan). The results were
expressed as a difference in ATP pool regarding the control.

2.6. Estimation of intracellular oxidation

Intracellular oxidation was estimated by using 2′,7′-dichlorofluor-
escein (H2DCF), which is able to react with oxidant-reactive oxygen
species. It is given as 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA),
which easily penetrates the plasmamembrane and is hydrolysed inside
the cells by non-specific esterases. Non-fluorescent H2DCF is oxidized to
fluorescent 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescin (DCF), which is determined fluor-
imetrically (Jakubowski and Bartosz, 1997).

Cells were sedimented by centrifugation from 2ml samples of the
cultures, washed twice with 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.8,
resuspended in the same buffer at a concentration of 1% (v/v) and
preincubated at 28 °C for 5 min. H2DCFDA was added as stock of 1 mM
ethanol solution to afinal concentrationof 10 µM.After incubation (28 °C,
220 rpm, 20 min) 200 µl of cell suspension was transferred to the
microplate and fluorescence was measured using the Tecan microplate
reader Safire II (excitation and emissionwavelengths of 488 and 520 nm,
respectively). The results were expressed as a difference in reactive
oxygen species level regarding the control.

3. Results

We have repeated our previous in vivo experiment with rats, this
time on yeast S. cerevisiae cell culture in stationary growth phase with
1 mg/l of ibogaine in media, which mirrors peak mammalian brain
tissue concentration after 20 mg/kg i.p.

Proteins from 5 h ibogaine-treated and control yeast cells were
separated with 2-D electrophoresis and analyzed using the 2-D
Dymension software. Of all protein spots that showed a significant
change in intensity compared to control samples 12 spots that fall in the
category of interest were excised and analyzed by LC-MS/MS, which
gave sufficient confirmation of protein identity for five spots.

Proteins thatwere induced in yeast cells treatedwith ibogaine relative
to control samples were identified as metabolic enzymes involved in
glycolysis: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, phosphoglycer-
ate kinase, enolase and alcohol dehydrogenase (6.3-, 4.6-, 3.8-, and 3.2-
fold, respectively); and one as a member of antioxidant defence:
superoxide dismutase (2.2-fold) (Fig. 1, Table 1).

To find the background of enzyme induction, ATP pool wasmeasured
in dose and time escalation manner. Results showed that immediately
after exposure of yeast cells to ibogaine, the ATP pool measured by
luciferine/luciferase test significantly falls in a dose dependent manner
(Fig. 2A). It reaches the minimum at 30 min and then gradually returns
towards control.



Fig. 1. Representative partial 2-D gel of proteins extracted from Saccharomyces cerevisiae
cells: left — control cells, right — cells treated with 1 mg/l ibogaine after 5-h exposure.
Labeled proteins were found to be upregulated and were identified by LC-MS/MS. Details
are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 2. A. Measuring of ATP pool during exposure of cells to different concentrations of
ibogaine. Results are expressed as difference in ATP pool regarding the control and were
measured in duplicate from two independent cultures for each concentration. The bars
represent the averages±S.E. B. Measuring of ATP pool after elimination of ibogaine from
culture treated for 5 h at a concentration of 1 mg/l. Results are expressed as difference in
ATP pool regarding the control and were measured in duplicate from two independent
cultures. The bars represent the averages±S.E.
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Samples grown for 5 h in the presence of ibogaine at 1 mg/l
concentration, also used for 2-D proteomic analysis, were washed with
phosphate buffer. Eliminating the ibogaine from culture gradually brings
ATP levels above the control ones (Fig. 2B).

Reactive oxygen species levels were simultaneously measured and
we have observed immediate elevation of reactive oxygen species
production after the ibogaine lasting up to1 h, then inverted todecrease
reaching the minimum at 2 h and this was followed by gradual return
towards control (Fig. 3).

Additionally, enhanced synthesis of numerous unidentified types of
low abundance proteins with relative shift of protein quantity towards
low abundance fraction was observed and processed by computer ana-
lysis of existing 2-D gels, where a normalized volume value of 0.5% was a
distinguishing criterion for a spot to enter low vs. high abundance group.
Quantity of low abundance group was relatively enriched by a factor of
1.27 in treated sample compared to control while high abundance group
being relatively impoverished. While high abundance group can be
considered as a representative of structural proteins being constant at
non-growing yeast cells in stationary growth phase, elimination of its
relative diminution gives an increase factor of 1.76 for low abundance
group (Table 2).
4. Discussion

Molecular aspects of drug addictions are becoming increasingly
recognized and findings suggest involvement of adaptation changes in
gene expression patterns with the influence on cellular metabolism;
to the very fundamental and ubiquitous housekeeping metabolism
(Li et al., 2008). Reversibility of such changes is the platform for future
anti-addiction treatments.

The induction of energymetabolism related enzymes due to ibogaine,
previously triggered in vivo on rat model, was repeated on yeast S. cere-
visiae, which is an accepted model for studies of primary metabolic
pathways of higher eukaryotes (Ma, 2001; Menacho-Marquez and
Murguia, 2007). A group of catabolism related enzymes was found to
Table 1
List of Saccharomyces cerevisiae identified proteins whose expressions were stimulated by 1

Spot enzyme Swiss-Prot accession number F

1
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 3

P00359 6

2
Phosphoglycerate kinase

P00540 4

3
Enolase 2 (2-phosphopyruvate dehydratase 2)

P00925 3

4
Alcohol dehydeogenase 1

P00330 3

5
Superoxide dismutase (Cu–Zn)

P00445 2
be induced after 5 h of exposure to ibogaine in a concentration of 1 mg/l
(Fig. 1, Table 1); in higher proportion of induction and after shorter
exposure compared to our previous study, assuming presently used
concentration to be representative of brain tissue concentration in our
previous experiment (Paškulin et al., 2006; Mash et al., 2000;
Kontrimaviciute et al., 2006).

Ibogaine is known to affect numerous receptors and enzymes that are
lacking in yeast cell. Therefore it is proved that enhanced expression of
energy metabolism related enzymes is not mediated through receptor
bindings, as previously described in the literature and it is not linked to
cell differentiation or organization in tissue.

In search for a cause of enzyme induction, ATP pool and reactive
oxygen species levelswere investigated. ATP level falls to theminimumat
30 minof ibogaine's presence and thengradually returns towards control.
mg/l ibogaine.

old ibogaine/control Theor. Mr(Da)/pI Matched peptides Mascot score

.3 35747/6.46 16 381

.6 44738/7.11 19 492

.8 46914/5.67 22 933

.2 36823/6.26 29 694

.2 15855/5.62 7 125



Fig. 3. Measuring of reactive oxygen species level during exposure of cells to different
concentrations of ibogaine. Results are expressed as difference in reactive oxygen
species level regarding the control and were measured in duplicate from two
independent cultures for each concentration. The bars represent the averages±S.E.

Table 2
Comparison of relative contents of low and high abundant protein fractions.

Treated Σ
normalized
volumes (%)

Control Σ
normalized
volumes (%)

Ratio
(treated/
control)

Ratio
(corrected)

High abundance
proteins (normalized
volume ≥0.5%)

36.398 50.103 0.726 1

Low abundance
proteins (normalized
volume <0.5%)

63.602 49.897 1.275 1.756
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Restoration of energy status is due to induced energymetabolism related
enzymes being translated. Besides, some immediate alosteric feed-back
stimulation of regulatory glycolytic enzyme activity due to low ADP/ATP
ratio could be recognized, indicated by immediate elevation of reactive
oxygen species as byproducts of energymetabolism. Latter fall of reactive
oxygen species level compared to control is due to efficient endogenous
antioxidative systemswith quick onset, as shown by the induction of Cu–
Zn SOD (Fig. 1). This shows a typical exercise rebound effect — reactive
oxygen species load provocation exerts protective role by “alarming and
awakening” of antioxidative defence (Jamnik et al., 2006; Hakkiwell and
Gutteridge, 2007).

It was shown that the induction of energy metabolism related
enzymes is not an event per se, but compensation to a transient dose
dependent fall in ATP level in the first hours of exposure to ibogaine
(Fig. 2A).Whether this fall is a consequence of lower ATP production or
results from higher ATP consumption is answered by immediate
increase in intracellular reactive oxygen species levels after the ibogaine
(Fig. 3). Since reactive oxygen species are mainly products of ATP
synthesis in mitochondria, results negate decreased production. Rather,
they suggest enhanced consumption of ATP pool, which is insufficiently
buffered by an immediate increase of production due to alosteric feed-
back modulation of glycolytic enzymes. Only after sufficient translation
of additional quantity of enzymes, levels of ATP approach control values.

Induction i.e. bigger amount of enzymes being the cause of elevated
specific activity is additionally confirmed by rebound effect, when
eliminating the ibogaine from milieu brings ATP levels of samples,
previously grown in the presence of ibogaine, above the control ones
(Fig. 2B).

In which processes the consumption of ATP is increased remains
unclear. We have excluded ibogaine's toxicity to cells and consequent
energy cost of repair (data not shown). Neither, energy is consumed for
metabolism of ibogaine itself, since yeast does not have cytochromes
P450 that are known to be responsible for degradation of ibogaine in
human (Walker, 1998; Maciulaitis et al., 2008).
Enhanced synthesis of numerous low abundance proteins with
relative shift to low abundance fraction (Table 2) was observed. This is
by itself an anabolic process that requires energy, which additionally
suggests that enlarged energy demands are the primary trigger for
induction of enzymes.

What is the exact mechanism and purpose of this wide non-specific
activation of transcription, translation and consequentmetabolic changes
remain unclear, but metabolic turnover acceleration with even further
energy demands is suspected. Shifts in quantities of energy related
enzymeswith subsequent elevated energy availability affect allmetabolic
processes inside and outside of the cells of any type and functional state;
directly by fuelling ATP dependent reactions and indirectly by facilitating
the synthesis of functional units. This could facilitate different healing
processes, including restoration of physiological homeostasis in func-
tionally remodeled cells after the development of tolerance to drugs of
abuse, termed detoxification.

It should be pointed out here that substance-related disorders are not
just amatter of neuronal circuits, being tuned on a drug seeking, craving-
reward cycles, but are also amatter of a single cell, beinghabituated to the
presence of drug of abuse and missing it, when it is gone. Interference
with energy supply might be the crucial meeting point of these diverse
adaptations to different types of drugs. Briefly, ibogaine has the opposite
effect on energymetabolism thanmost of the drugs of abuse, which after
chronic use downcast cellular energy status (Ryman and Walsh, 1952;
Sadava et al., 1997; Sharma et al., 2003). On the contrary, after acute
deprivation the ibogaine's induction of enzymes supplies additional
energy; the effect once triggered, not being dependent to the presence of
the drug and thereafter lasting for a prolonged period of time (Fig. 2B).

The proposed mechanism of action extends indications of ibogaine
formedical usebeyondsyndromeof addiction, since induced catabolism
enzymes with accelerated metabolism turnover facilitates detoxifica-
tion and renewal of tissues after numerous pathological conditions like
reconvalescence after infectious diseases, recovery after trauma, general
exhaustion of chronic systemic diseases, cancer cachexia, depression
etc. Ibogaine could be an adjuvant, non-specific therapy in synergism
with disease targeting drug.

Besides, rebound effect of elevated energy availability after washing
ibogaine from culture represents human individual after treatment,
elevated in mood, strength and will, being capable of exerting resistance
to their addiction for aprolongedperiodof time. These life changing,mind
opening properties are exactly what the ibogaine medical subculture
votes for.
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THE NEED FOR IBOGAINE IN DRUG

AND ALCOHOL ADDICTION TREATMENT

Jennifer R. Donnelly*

Clearly, in a world devastated by addictions to alcohol, cocaine, heroin, am-
phetamines, methadone, and nicotine, with all the accompanying death, disease
and crime, in a society where dysfunctional behavior is the rule rather than the
exception, in a humanity hungering to reconnect with God, ibogaine has profound
implications.1

INTRODUCTION

Samantha Jones graduated valedictorian of her high school class. She had big
dreams of becoming a surgeon and had even been offered a full scholarship
at an Ivy League university. Something, however, went terribly wrong. At
20 years old, Samantha has been disowned by her family, fired by her em-
ployer, evicted by her landlord, and has lost her daughter to foster care. She
is living on the streets, selling her body for sex to get enough money to feed
her $200-a-day addiction to heroin. On a good day, Samantha wakes up and
immediately shoots heroin to “get well.” On a bad day, she is forced to go out
on the street and beg for money or sell her body just to come up with enough
money to shoot up.

Samantha has been in and out of rehab facilities and has spent time in
jail for prostitution and possession of a controlled substance. Each time, she
relapses within days of her release. She is currently on methadone maintenance
in an effort to ward off heroin withdrawal symptoms, but instead of taking the
methadone, Samantha is selling it on the streets for money to buy the heroin

* Third-year law student at Southern Illinois University. Address correspondence to Ms. Donnelly at
Southern Illinois University School of Law, Law Journal Office, Lesar Law Building, Carbondale,
Illinois 62901.

1 Eric Taub, Ibogaine: I Begin Again, in I BEGIN AGAIN TREATMENT CENTERS (2003), http://www.
ibeginagain.org/articles/eric taub.shtml.
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94 DONNELLY

she desperately craves. She knows that she has lost all control and realizes
that her addiction may soon take her life, but up against a wall with nowhere
to turn, Samantha needs a miracle.

What Samantha does not know is that there is a drug that could interrupt
her dependency on heroin for long enough that she could get the therapy that
she needs. Unfortunately, this miracle drug, ibogaine, is illegal in the United
States and while it is legally available in other countries, travel and treatment
are expensive. Samantha, like thousands of others in her position, simply
cannot afford the treatment, as every penny she manages to scrounge goes to
feed her addiction.2

Section I of this commentary discusses the economic and societal costs
of drug abuse in the United States, as well as the current treatment methods
available for drug addiction. Section II examines the history of ibogaine,
including the available studies on its use for addiction and the importance
of aftercare. Section III analyzes the common arguments against legalizing
ibogaine. Section IV concludes with suggestions for the future of ibogaine in
the United States.

I. DRUG ADDICTION IN THE UNITED STATES

John Belushi, Chris Farley, Janis Joplin, Jimmy Hendrix, Judy Garland,
Billie Holiday, River Phoenix, Elvis Presley, Tim Hardin, Sid Vicious, and
Jim Morrison: these are only a few in the long list of celebrities who died
in the prime of their lives as a result of their drug and alcohol addictions.3

Drug abuse and addiction have no boundaries; they affect people of all races,
cultures, and socio-economic backgrounds. The results from the 2009 National
Survey on Drug Use and Health, conducted by the Department of Health and
Human Services, indicates the rate of substance abuse or dependence by
class/ethnicity as “15.5 percent for American Indians or Alaska Natives, 13.2
percent for persons reporting two or more races, 10.1 percent for Hispanics,
9.0 percent for whites, . . . 8.8 percent for blacks” and 3.5% for Asians.4

Additionally, college graduates typically had lower abuse and dependence

2 Although Ms. Jones is a fictional character, her plight is not unique, as the 2004 National Survey on
Drug Use and Health reported that “an estimated 3.7 million people had used heroin at some time in
their lives” and “from 1995 through 2002, the annual number of new heroin users ranged from 121,000
to 164,000.” See NAT’L INST. DRUG ABUSE RESEARCH REPORT SERIES, HEROIN ABUSE AND ADDICTION 1-2
(Rev. May 2005), http://www.drugabuse.gov/PDF/RRHeroin.pdf.

3 See, e.g., Casa Palmera, Top 20 Drug Induced Celebrity Deaths, http://www.casapalmera.com/articles/
how-20-prominent-people-died-as-a-result-of-drug-use/ (last visited Nov. 25, 2010).

4 SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN., U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, PUB. NO.
SMA 10-4586 FINDINGS, RESULTS FROM THE 2009 NATIONAL SURVEY ON DRUG USE AND HEALTH 78 (2010),
http://oas.samhsa.gov/NSDUH/2k9NSDUH/2k9ResultsP.pdf.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 95

rates (7.5%) than college dropouts (9.9%), high school graduates (8.9%), and
high school dropouts (11.6%).5

In the United States, however, drug addiction is treated as a crime, rather
than the disease that it is.6 The United States spends billions of dollars each
year to imprison addicts or force them into treatment programs that have low
success rates.7

A. Costs of Drug Addiction on Society

Americans spend approximately $64.8 billion every year to purchase
illicit drugs, including $36 billion for cocaine, $11 billion for marijuana,
$10 billion for heroin, $5.4 billion on methamphetamine, and $2.4 billion on
other illegal drugs.8 Roughly 22.2 million Americans experience a substance
abuse problem each year, while only 3.9 million of those receive any kind of
treatment for their addiction.9

The Office of National Drug Control Policy estimates that drug abuse in
the United States costs society approximately $181 billion a year, $107 billion
of which is directly attributable to drug-related crime.10 Moreover, this cost
is rising sharply, despite the “War on Drugs,”11 evidenced by the fact that the
societal cost of illicit drug addiction has risen $64 billion between 1997 and
2002.12 Alcohol abuse, meanwhile, costs society an additional $185 billion per
year.13 These costs are felt by all of society through higher insurance premiums
and health care expenses, as well as higher incidence of crime throughout the
nation.14

5 Id.
6 NAT’L INST. DRUG ABUSE, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, UNDERSTANDING DRUG ABUSE AND

ADDICTION 1 (JUNE 2008), http://www.drugabuse.gov/PDF/InfoFacts/Understanding08.pdf.
7 See Dave Bewley-Taylor et al., The Beckley Foundation Drug Policy Programme, The Incarcer-

ation of Drug Offenders: An Overview 12 (Mar. 2009), http://www.idpc.net/php-bin/documents/
Beckley Report 16 2 FINAL EN.pdf (estimating that the United States spends $12.3 billion to
keep state and federal drug offenders incarcerated); see also SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY RESEARCH

PROGRAM, POLICY BRIEF: SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT BENEFITS AND COSTS, http://www.saprp.org/
knowledgeassets/knowledge brief.cfm?KAID=1 (last visited Nov. 18, 2010) (finding that nearly $18
million is spent annually on drug and alcohol treatment, mostly with public funds).

8 OFFICE OF NAT’L DRUG CONTROL POL’Y: DRUG POLICY INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE FACT SHEET, DRUG DATA

SUMMARY 2 (Mar. 2003), http://www.whitehousedrugpolicy.gov/pdf/drug datasum.pdf (last visited Mar.
1, 2010).

9 KATHARINE R. LEVIT ET AL., PROJECTIONS OF NATIONAL EXPENDITURES FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES AND

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 2004-2014, U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & MENTAL SERVICES, SAMHSA PUB. NO.
SMA 08-4326, at 27 (2008).

10 Id.
11 See Claire Suddath, The War on Drugs, TIME MAG., Mar. 25, 2009, at 74.
12 Brian Vastag, Addiction Treatment Strives for Legitimacy, 288 J.A.M.A. 3096, 3100 (2002).
13 LEVIT, supra note 9.
14 Id.
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96 DONNELLY

Addiction’s effects on crime in the United States are profound. While
possessing and consuming an illicit drug are crimes themselves, substance
abuse contributes substantially to property damage and violent crime. Ac-
cording to a 1997 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA)
conducted by the United States Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS), individuals who reported using an illicit drug during the previous
year were: 16 times more likely to be arrested for property crimes, such as
larceny and theft; 14 times more likely to be arrested for driving under the
influence; and nine times more likely to be arrested for assault.15 In 1991, 21%
of state inmates and 59% of federal inmates were incarcerated specifically for
drug-related crimes.16 By 1997, 22.4% of federal prison inmates and 32.6%
of state prison inmates reported that they had been under the influence of
drugs at the time of the crime for which they were incarcerated.17 Drug use
continues to be a major contributor in violent offenses, with 29.4% of fed-
eral and 26.8% of state inmates convicted of murder having been under the
influence of drugs at the time of their crime.18 Additionally, 7.9% of federal
and 21.5% of state inmates reported being under the influence of drugs when
they committed a sexual assault; 27.8% and 39.9% for robbery; and 13.8%
and 24.2% for assault.19 Moreover, 19% of state inmates and 15% of federal
inmates reported that they had committed the offense they were incarcerated
for in an effort to obtain money for drugs.20

B. Current Treatment Methods Available

Currently, pharmaceutical treatment for substance abuse addiction in
the United States is limited to two basic types: (1) replacement therapy; and
(2) aversion therapy.21 Replacement therapy is characterized by substituting
or replacing the drug that the person is addicted to with a “safer drug” under
the theory that the individual can be weaned off the replacement drug over
time.22 The most prominent examples of this are methadone maintenance for
heroin addiction and nicotine replacement drugs for smokers.23 Unfortunately,

15 OFFICE OF NAT’L DRUG CONTROL POL’Y: DRUG POL’Y INFO. CLEARINGHOUSE FACT SHEET, DRUG-RELATED

CRIME 1-2 (2000), http://www.whitehousedrugpolicy.gov/publications/pdf/ncj181056.pdf.
16 OFFICE OF NAT’L DRUG CONTROL POL’Y: DRUG POL’Y INFO. CLEARINGHOUSE FACT SHEET, DRUG TREATMENT IN

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 1 (2001), http://www.whitehousedrugpolicy.gov/publications/pdf/94406.
pdf.

17 OFFICE OF NAT’L DRUG CONTROL POL’Y, supra note 8, at 3.
18 Id.
19 Id.
20 Id.
21 Jonathon Freedlander, Ibogaine: A Novel Anti-Addictive Compound, A Comprehensive Literature Re-

view, 1 J. DRUG EDUC. & AWARENESS 79, 88-90 (2003).
22 Id.
23 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 97

there are no “safer drugs” available for individuals with addictions to cocaine,
crack, or methamphetamine.24

Aversion therapy, on the other hand, involves the use of drugs that interact
negatively with the drug of addiction, such as disulfiram, which is used to treat
alcoholism.25 This treatment choice posits that the individual will be deterred
from using the drug to which they are addicted because, when combined with
aversion drugs, it induces nausea, vomiting, and physical pain.26

The problems associated with these treatment methods, however, are nu-
merous. Both require long-term treatment, which greatly increases the chance
that an addict will quit treatment and return to using.27 Replacement therapy
simply replaces one drug with another, and, as is the case with methadone, the
“safer drug” is itself addictive. In fact, both the illegal use of methadone and
the deaths caused by the drug are on the rise.28 The Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC) reported at least 786 deaths caused by methadone
in 1999.29 Five years later, the number of deaths had jumped to 3,839.30 The
unpleasant side effects associated with aversion therapy, however, result in
many patients stopping treatment and relapsing.31

Fortunately, there is a natural plant whose roots may be the answer to
many substance addictions, including addictions to heroin, cocaine, crack,
methamphetamines, alcohol, and even nicotine. Unfortunately, this vehicle
for treatment is unavailable in the United States because it has hallucinogenic
qualities and is, therefore, illegal.32

II. IBOGAINE—AN ADDICTION INTERRUPTER

A. Ibogaine’s History

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring psychoactive substance derived from
the roots of the Tabernanthe iboga shrub and other West African plant
species generally found in rain forests.33 It has been used for centuries by the

24 NAT’L INST. DRUG ABUSE, U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, TREATMENT APPROACHES FOR DRUG

ADDICTION 3 (Sept. 2009), http://www.nida.nih.gov/PDF/InfoFacts/IF Treatment Approaches 2009
to NIDA 92209.pdf.

25 Freedlander, supra note 21.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 Rich Daly, Government Undertakes Effort to Cut Methadone-Related Deaths, 42 PSYCH. NEWS 13, 13

(2007).
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 Freedlander, supra note 21.
32 21 U.S.C. § 812 (2009).
33 See, e.g., MAPS, Ibogaine: Treatment Outcomes and Observations, 13 MAPS 16, 16 (2003), http://

www.maps.org/news-letters/v13n2/13216two.pdf; Howard S. Lotsof et al., Ibogaine in the Treatment
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98 DONNELLY

indigenous peoples of Western Africa, mainly for use as a sacrament in spir-
itual initiation ceremonies.34 It has also been used in traditional medicine,
however, to combat such things as fatigue, hunger, and thirst.35 Additionally,
ibogaine was used as a mental and physical stimulant in France, under the
name Lambarene, until 1970 and was popular with post-World War II ath-
letes before being banned by the Olympic Committee as a potential doping
agent.36

In the 1950s and early 1960s, American psychologist Leo Zeff and
Chilean psychiatrist Claudio Naranjo used ibogaine in their psychotherapy
practices.37 Naranjo conducted several studies to determine the psychothera-
peutic effects ibogaine had on patients seeking closure for unresolved emo-
tional issues.38 These studies illustrated that ibogaine allowed patients to re-
visit their past experiences objectively and without the negative emotions
experienced during the actual incident, which, in turn, enabled them to con-
front and resolve deep personal conflicts.39 During the same time, the CIBA
Corporation was also evaluating ibogaine’s usefulness as an anti-anxiety
drug.40

When taken at low doses, ibogaine causes a stimulant effect eliciting in-
creased alertness, and reducing fatigue, hunger, and thirst.41 Within three hours
after ingesting a higher dose of ibogaine, the user will enter into the “acute
phase,” typically lasting four to eight hours.42 It is during this phase that
the user experiences ibogaine’s most intense effects, characterized as the
“panoramic recall of a large amount of material relating to prior life events
from long-term memory, primarily in the visual modality,” or the “waking
dream” state.43 If the user is an addict, he or she will usually be taken back to
the place and time where the underlying issue leading to the addiction arose,

of Chemical Dependence Disorders: Clinical Perspectives, 3 MAPS BULL. 5, 5 (1995), http://www.
ibogaine.org/ibogaine trauma.html; Freedlander, supra note 21, at 79; Piotr Popik & Phil Skolnick,
Pharmacology of Ibogaine and Ibogaine-Related Alkaloids, in THE ALKALOIDS 197 (Geoffrey A. Cordell
ed., 1998).

34 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 79.
35 See, e.g., MAPS, supra note 33, at 16; Lotsof, supra note 33, at 5; Freedlander, supra note 21; see also

Popik & Skolnick, supra note 33.
36 Vince Beiser, One Pill Makes You Better, NEWS REVIEW, Jan. 6, 2005, http://www.newsreview.com/

sacramento/content?oid=33181; Freedlander, supra note 21, at 2; Romaldas Mačiulaitis et al., Ibogaine,
An Anti-Addictive Drug: Pharmacology and Time to Go Further in Development, A Narrative Review,
27 HUMAN & EXPERIMENTAL TECHN. 181, 188 (2008); MAPS, supra note 33, at 16.

37 Simon Witter, Ibogaine, in I BEGIN AGAIN TREATMENT CENTERS (2003), http://www.ibeginagain.org/
articles/times.shtml.

38 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 79-82.
39 Id. at 3.
40 Witter, supra note 37.
41 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 79.
42 Kenneth R. Alper et al., Treatment of Acute Opioid Withdrawal with Ibogaine, 8 AM. J. ADDICTIONS

234, 236 (1999).
43 Id.; see also Freedlander, supra note 21.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 99

allowing the addict to gain critical insight into the reasons why he or she
abuses.44

The user, however, remains in control during the entire ordeal and can
terminate negative visions by simply opening his or her eyes.45 After the acute
phase has ended, the user then enters a reflective and neutral state that lasts
8 to 20 hours.46 The experiences during this stage may vary individual to
individual, with some using this time to reflect on what they learned in the
first stage.47 In the majority of cases, the user will be unable to sleep, unless
assisted by sleep medication, as ibogaine can cause insomnia for up to 72
hours.48 In the third and final stage, which can last for an additional 24 hours,
the person will be functional, albeit slower and more open or vulnerable.49

Following ibogaine treatment, “former addicts” will have two months
to one year, free of drug cravings, giving them a “window of opportunity” to
seek therapy and support for their addictions.50 Follow-up therapy is extremely
important, as addicts who do not receive the assistance needed to sustain
drug-free lives during the window of opportunity often relapse when the
psychological issues originally turning them on to drugs return.51 The larger
window of opportunity after taking ibogaine, however, allows patients to “get
a head start in their recovery,” while patients treated in traditional clinics must
“learn very basic and concrete ways to stay clean[,] as taught in self-help
meetings, and emphasized in psychotherapy.”52

Ibogaine’s physical effects include ataxia,53 dystonia,54 nausea and vom-
iting, tremors, and light sensitivity.55 The many physical side effects, the
duration of these side effects, and the fact that ibogaine is not necessarily
hallucinogenic in the same sense as LSD, make ibogaine an unpopular choice
for recreational drug use.56 Moreover, it is highly improbable that ibogaine
is addictive, evidenced by the many people who have experienced its effects
and related it to a “rough trip,” an unpleasant experience many do not wish to
repeat.57

44 Taub, supra note 1.
45 IBOGAINE: RITE OF PASSAGE (Lunart Productions 2003) (Dutch documentary film about Ibogaine; DVD

copies are available at www.ibogainefilm.com).
46 Alper, supra note 42.
47 Taub, supra note 1.
48 Alper, supra note 42, at 236; Taub, supra note 1.
49 Taub, supra note 1.
50 Id.; Witter, supra note 37.
51 Taub, supra note 1; Witter, supra note 37.
52 Witter, supra note 37.
53 WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD MEDICAL DICTIONARY 34 (3d ed. 2008) (defining ataxia as the loss of muscle

coordination).
54 Id. at 130 (defining dystonia as “involuntary movements and prolonged muscle contraction”).
55 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 79-82.
56 Id.
57 Id.
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100 DONNELLY

In 1962, the anti-addictive property of ibogaine was inadvertently dis-
covered by 19-year-old heroin addict Howard Lotsof.58 Lotsof was part of an
experimental group of mostly 20-something Caucasians attending college.59

The group, which included seven heroin addicts, shared a common interest
in experimenting and subjectively evaluating their experiences with various
psychoactive drugs, including Mescaline, LSD, DMT, and psilocybin,60 in an
effort to determine the psychotherapeutic value of hallucinogenic drugs.61 As
psychedelic drugs were not illegal at the time, Lotsof had access to many of
these drugs through his company, S & L Laboratories.62 Rather than simply
providing the hallucinogenic, euphoriant high the group anticipated, the heroin
addicts noticed that ibogaine actually alleviated their craving for heroin.63 Lot-
sof ceased using heroin, cocaine, and all other drugs during the six months
following his initial dose of ibogaine, an effect most members of the group
shared.64

In 1966, many of the psychedelic drugs which Lotsof possessed were
classified as Schedule I narcotics: drugs that have no acceptable medical value
and a high potential for abuse.65 As Lotsof had already drawn the attention of
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) several years earlier, the government
was highly aware of Lotsof’s activities and had him arrested and charged with
drug conspiracy.66 During his trial, Lotsof tried to speak out about ibogaine’s
anti-addictive property, but his testimony was stricken from the record, and
he was sentenced to 14 months in jail.67

Ibogaine enjoyed a relatively brief stint in the drug market during the
1960s, first appearing in a small number of cases in New York and California.68

Shortly after these reported cases, however, ibogaine disappeared from the
drug market completely.69 This short visit is likely explained by the fact that
there was no profit for drug dealers in selling a product that, because of its
anti-addictive effect, actually decreased their clientele.70

58 Id.; see also Nick Sandberg, Ibogaine, http://www.ibogaine.co.uk/index.htm (noting that Lotsoff passed
away on Jan. 31, 2010).

59 Howard S. Lotsof & Norma E. Alexander, Case Studies of Ibogaine Treatment: Implications for Patient
Management Strategies, in THE ALKALOIDS, supra note 33, at 293-94.

60 See NAT’L INST. DRUG ABUSE, U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, PUB. NO. 01-4209, HALLUCINO-
GENS AND DISSOCIATIVE DRUGS 1-2 (Mar. 2001) (noting that mescaline, lysergic acid diethylamide,
dimethyltryptamine, and psilocybin are drugs which have hallucinogenic qualities).

61 Id.; Witter, supra note 37.
62 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 82-84.
63 Witter, supra note 37.
64 Id.
65 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 82-84.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Id. at 2.
69 Id.
70 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 101

Despite ibogaine’s known anti-addictive properties, in 1967, the federal
government classified the drug as a Schedule I controlled substance, where
it remains today.71 Ironically, ibogaine is classified in the same category as
the very drugs it can counteract.72 Throughout most of the world, ibogaine
remains legal,73 albeit somewhat restricted in Australia, Belgium, Sweden,
and Switzerland.74

B. Formal and Informal Studies

In 1986, more than two decades after his initial discovery, Lotsof:
founded NDA International (NDA); obtained patents for the use of ibogaine
in treating opiate, cocaine, amphetamines, and alcohol addictions under the
name Endabuse; and started unofficially distributing ibogaine to addicts in
Holland.75 In 1991, impressed with the positive results ibogaine had on sub-
stance addiction in animals, the United States National Institute for Drug
Abuse (NIDA) began studying the anti-addictive drug to determine its relative
safety and to develop treatment protocols for human use.76 In 1993, the FDA
approved the first clinical trial, which was to be conducted by Dr. Deborah
Mash of the University of Miami on behalf of NDA.77 The future looked
bright for ibogaine and the drug addicts who would benefit from its use, but
the death of a young woman in Holland taking ibogaine for her heroin ad-
diction abruptly halted promising ibogaine research.78 This death ended the
Holland trials, though it was believed that the woman had died as the result
of a heroin overdose while under the effects of ibogaine.79

Then, in 1993, a 24-year-old woman was pronounced dead 19 hours after
her initial ibogaine dose was administered.80 The autopsy did not produce
a definite cause of death, but the forensic pathologist suspected the cause
was related to the lack of information in administering the proper dose of
ibogaine.81 A piece of charred tin foil, however, was found among her effects,
and it is likely that she smoked heroin shortly after ingesting ibogaine without
realizing that its toxicity would be increased, which may have caused a heroin
overdose.82

71 Mačiulaitis, supra note 36.
72 Witter, supra note 37.
73 Sandberg, supra note 58.
74 See I BEGIN AGAIN, http://www.ibeginagain.org/faqs.shtml (last visited Nov. 26, 2010) (noting that in

Australia, it is illegal to import ibogaine without a license and in Belgium, Switzerland, and Sweden,
the purified alkaloid (salt) ibogaine-hydrochloride, is a restricted substance).

75 Ed Platt, The Dreaming, THE INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY, Mar. 29, 1999, at 1.
76 Sandberg, supra note 58.
77 Id.
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
81 Id.
82 Id.
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102 DONNELLY

Dr. Mash’s clinical trials technically commenced, despite the Holland
death, but disputes between the NIDA and the University of Miami over
funding issues brought the trial to a close before it really even began.83 Shortly
thereafter, the NIDA suspended all further activity involving ibogaine, citing
the death of the Holland patient as a concern, but political factors and criticism
from the pharmaceutical industry likely played a role.84

In 1995, the results of 33 patients treated with ibogaine between 1962 and
1993 were presented at the Ibogaine Review Meeting in Rockville, Maryland.85

Seven of these treatments were conducted in the United States prior to 1963,
and the remaining 26 occurred in the Netherlands between 1989 and 1993.86

The 33 subjects were selected for inclusion because they were heroin de-
pendent and had been directly observed by Lotsof or Frenken for at least 48
continuous hours after treatment began.87 The patients were also observed
between 48 and 72 hours by Lotsof, Frenken, or other trusted observers.88 Ibo-
gaine treatment was provided to these patients in either a hotel or an apartment
setting.89

The patients did not eat, drink, ingest, or consume any drugs for eight
hours prior to the administration of ibogaine, and patients on methadone re-
ceived their last methadone dose approximately 24 hours before treatment.90

Lotsof and Frenken recorded their observations of patient behaviors, includ-
ing any physical signs of opioid withdrawal.91 Both researchers had extensive
knowledge with opioid withdrawal symptoms and detailed signs, such as
“midriasis, sweating, elevated pulse rate, shivering, piloerection, and diar-
rhea,” as well as subjective symptoms, including “chills, muscle pain, ab-
dominal pain, and nausea” in their journals.92 Because vomiting is a common
side effect of taking ibogaine, the researchers did not record it as a with-
drawal symptom unless the vomiting and nausea lasted for more than two
hours.93

Most of the patients included in this study had begun experiencing opioid
withdrawal symptoms because they had not used heroin the night before, yet
they experienced relief of opioid withdrawal symptoms within one to three
hours of ingesting ibogaine.94 Additionally, 76% of the patients had no outward

83 Id.
84 Id.
85 Alper, supra 42, at 236.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 Id. at 237.
91 Id.
92 Id.
93 Id.
94 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 103

signs of withdrawal, nor any subjective complaints of withdrawal, within the
48 hours after taking ibogaine, and none of these 25 patients attempted to
obtain heroin or another opioid for at least 72 hours following the initial
dose of ibogaine.95 One patient had documented sweating at 24 hours, but
this had been alleviated by 48 hours, and he did not use drugs within 72
hours of treatment.96 Another experienced chills through the first 48 hours
but did not use drugs within 72 hours of treatment.97 Four other patients
who did not experience any subjective or objective withdrawal symptoms
within 48 hours returned to heroin use within 72 hours, with two patients
explicitly acknowledging that they wished to continue using heroin despite
the loss of physical craving.98 Only one patient, a 27-year-old woman who used
approximately 0.4 grams of heroin99 a day and received a low dose of ibogaine
did not experience relief from opioid withdrawal and returned to heroin use
within eight hours of her initial ibogaine dose.100 The researchers believed that
treatment failed in this case because an inadequate dose of ibogaine was given
to treat her level of opioid dependence.101

In 1996, Dr. Mash opened a state-of-the-art ibogaine treatment clinic
in the Caribbean.102 There, drug addicts are properly screened to ensure that
they are healthy enough to be treated with ibogaine, are hooked up to heart
monitors and continually monitored by a staff of nurses during treatment,
and are given an individualized rehabilitation plan drawn up by a Harvard
Professor.103

Between 1996 and 2000, Dr. Mash treated approximately 70 addicts at
her clinic.104 At an ibogaine conference in New York in November of 1999, she
announced that 83% of the drug addicts she treated with ibogaine at her clinic
experienced no withdrawal symptoms or cravings after 24 hours.105 While she
admits that ibogaine does not work for every addict, she believes that “it is a
hell of a lot better than anything else we’ve got.”106 Although still in operation,
the cost of treatment at this facility is approximately $10,000.107 This high

95 Id.
96 Id.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 See NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., DRUGS & HUMAN PERFORMANCE FACT SHEETS: MORPHINE

& HEROIN, http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/research/job185drugs/morphine.htm (noting that the
average daily dosage for heroin users is between 0.3 and 0.5 grams).

100 Alper, supra note 42, at 238.
101 Id.
102 Freedlander, supra note 21, at 82-85.
103 Jerome Burne, One-Step Cure for Addiction?, originally in FOCUS MAG., July 2000, http://www.

ibogaine-therapy.net/index408b.html?Page=42.
104 Id.
105 Id.
106 Id.
107 Id.
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104 DONNELLY

price effectively precludes treatment for a large portion of drug addicts, as
most cannot afford such expensive therapy.

Another study, conducted in 2001 and 2002, treated a number of in-
dividuals for substance abuse addiction in the United Kingdom.108 With the
exception of two patients treated in their own homes, these individuals were
treated in a facility in West Sussex.109 To be included in the study, the individual
was required to meet a number of criteria.

1. Subject participation must be voluntary and informed.
2. Subject must sign an informed consent indicating their understanding of the

possible risks and potential benefits of ibogaine.
3. Subject must have done some research and investigation into ibogaine and given

some thought to the process.
4. Subject must obtain an ECG and report.
5. Subject must provide reports from a liver function test and blood work.
6. Subject must sign a form stating that they have not taken any narcotic analgesics,

cocaine, amphetamines or alcohol for the last 12 hours before arriving and that
they have none of these substances in their possession.

7. Subject must provide a next of kin in case of emergency.110

Additionally, the individual was denied treatment, although there were some
negotiations and compromises, if they had any of the following.

1. Significantly impaired liver function.
2. Any signs of abnormalities on the ECG or any previous heart problems.
3. Severe mental health problems such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder.
4. HIV positive or HEP C symptomatic.
5. Presently taking antipsychotic medication.
6. On long-term medication for which there is no prior data available regarding

possible interactions with ibogaine or psychoactive compounds.111

Patients taking ibogaine for substance addiction received a dose ranging
from 15 to 20 mg/kg of body weight, with the most effective dose appearing
to be between 17 mg/kg and 19 mg/kg.112 Of the 18 individuals who received
ibogaine to interrupt their addiction, six remained clean and sober during the
entire two year follow-up.113 Two remained clean for approximately one year
and went back to using drugs to self-medicate for pain, while another two

108 MAPS, Ibogaine: Treatment Outcomes and Observations, 13 MAPS 16, 17 (2003), http://www.maps.
org/news-letters/v13n2/13216two.pdf.

109 Id.
110 Id.
111 Id. at 18.
112 Id.
113 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 105

remained clean for three to six months following their initial dose of ibogaine,
but ultimately returned to intermittent drug use.114 One individual died of
a heroin overdose six months after treatment, and five patients returned to
drugs within one month of treatment.115 The last two patients did not remain
in contact with the researchers, but remained sober for at least one week
following treatment.116 In contrast, approximately 70% to 90% of addicts who
receive traditional substance abuse treatment relapse within the first year.117

Between 2000 and 2005, researchers Patrick Kroupa and Hattie Wells
treated 45 drug addicts with ibogaine.118 While they reported that only four of
these individuals were so impacted by their first dose of ibogaine that they were
immediately cured of their addiction, Kroupa and Wells found that retreat-
ment with ibogaine greatly increased one’s chances of success.119 For example,
they found that booster doses of ibogaine, given shortly after the initial dose,
greatly benefited individuals with a long history of drug dependence and may
be the difference between success and relapse.120 Additionally, they found
that tune-ups given several weeks and months later to those who have main-
tained sobriety, but may be slipping, or to those that have already returned to
drug use, are beneficial.121

C. Aftercare—The Difference Between Success and Relapse

As these researchers point out, and those most familiar with the treatment
will testify, ibogaine is not, in general, a “cure” for drug addiction.122 In the
majority of cases, however, it does eliminate or substantially decrease signs
and symptoms of withdrawal and the individual typically emerges some 36
hours later without physical dependence on the drug.123 “Ibogaine doesn’t
eradicate the underlying causes of addiction, which for many people may take
years to understand and come to terms with. Ibogaine is more than a detox,
but it’s a catalyst, not a ‘cure.”’124 Ibogaine creates a “window of opportunity”
where the individual can cognitively choose to take back control of his or
her life.125 It is during this window of opportunity that a drug addict can be

114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Id.
117 Addiction Solutions, Relapse—Is It Possible to Stay Clean?, http://www.alcohol-drug-treatment.net/

relapse.html.
118 Patrick K. Kroupa & Hattie Wells, Ibogaine in the 21st Century: Boosters, Tune-ups and Maintenance

15 MAPS 21, 22 (2005), http://www.maps.org/news-letters/v15n1/iboga21.pdf.
119 Id.
120 Id.
121 Id.
122 MAPS, supra note 108, at 18; Kroupa & Wells, supra note 118, at 22.
123 MAPS, supra note 108, at 18.
124 Kroupa & Wells, supra note 118, at 24.
125 MAPS, supra note 108, at 19.
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106 DONNELLY

reached, and that is why aftercare and therapy are so important to ibogaine’s
success.126

Because ibogaine is illegal in the United States, individuals who have or
are able to secure the resources to travel to Mexico, Canada, or the Caribbean
for treatment often return home with no support waiting for them.127 Although
they are no longer physically dependent, the memories elicited during treat-
ment may begin weighing them down and many turn back to drugs in the
absence of any real therapy to help them deal with these underlying issues
positively.128 While many clinics offer short after-care programs, even those
that can afford treatment likely cannot afford an extended stay in a foreign
country.

III. ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE LEGALIZATION OF IBOGAINE

There are a number of reasons typically given in opposition to the use
of ibogaine as a treatment for drug and alcohol addiction. Some argue that
ibogaine is a hallucinogenic drug with no medicinal value and serious safety
concerns.129 Others explain that pharmaceutical companies are unwilling to
invest in ibogaine because it potentially increases their liability, given the
greater fatality rate among drug users in general.130 Finally, some explain that
there is simply no profit to be made on a drug that need be taken only once
or twice, which eliminates the incentive to study, develop, and mass-produce
the drug.131

A. Ibogaine’s Status as a Schedule I Controlled Substance

One of the main arguments against the use of ibogaine for drug and
alcohol treatment is that it has hallucinogenic qualities and, therefore, is
addictive.132 Having been discovered by a drug addict, rather than by scien-
tists in a laboratory, ibogaine has been condemned from the very beginning.133

Classified as a Schedule I controlled substance, ibogaine is listed in the same
category with the very drugs it counteracts because its hallucinogenic proper-
ties arguably outweigh its medicinal value.

126 Id.
127 Taub, supra note 1.
128 Id.
129 Vince Beiser, One Pill Makes You Better, NEWSREVIEW.COM, Jan. 6, 2005, http://www.newsreview.com/

sacramento/content?oid=33181.
130 Derek Williams, Drug Addiction Treatments: Is There Hope for the Future, DISABLED WORLD, June 28,

2010, http://www.disabled-world.com/medical/pharmaceutical/addiction/addict-Ibogaine.php.
131 Vastag, supra note 12, at 3096-101.
132 Beiser, supra note 129.
133 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 107

Although ibogaine is a psychoactive drug, it does not share the same
hallucinogenic qualities as other psychoactive drugs.134 Those who have taken
ibogaine relate its effects to more of a “waking dream,” as such visions
may be avoided by opening one’s eyes.135 While in this “altered state of
consciousness,” users typically “relive [their] childhood experiences,” so as
to “get to the root of [their] addictions.”136 Furthermore, ibogaine users find it
“too emotionally unsettling, mentally exhausting, and physically stressful to
be any kind of party drug.”137

Many researchers have lost all hope that ibogaine will ever be legalized
in the United States. As a result, some researchers have begun work on
developing ibogaine derivatives with the same anti-addictive effect as ibogaine
without the negative side effects and hallucinations.138 Dr. Mash, for example,
has isolated the molecule noribogaine, which she believes is the key agent that
blocks an addicts’ cravings, and Dr. Stanley Glick has synthesized a chemical
form of ibogaine, which he calls 18-MC.139 Both derivatives may be the
answer to effectively treating drug addiction in jurisdictions where ibogaine
may never be legalized because these derivatives do not cause hallucinations,
which both Dr. Mash and Dr. Glick believe to be a necessary factor for FDA
approval.140 Mash points out, however, that eliminating the psychedelic effects
may diminish the effectiveness for treating addiction.141 Many believe that this
state of waking dreams allows the addict to gain insight into the reasons for
taking drugs in the first place, which ultimately helps address those issues in
therapy, thus increasing the chance for continued sobriety.

B. Safety Concerns

Some cite safety concerns for opposing ibogaine’s use to treat addiction,
as several deaths have been linked to ibogaine use.142 The first documented
ibogaine-related death occurred in France in 1990, when a 44-year-old woman
died four hours after ingesting ibogaine.143 Her cause of death was acute heart
failure, and the autopsy showed that she had a prior myocardial infarction of
the left ventricle, severe atherosclerotic changes, 70% to 80% stenosis of all
three major coronary artery branches, a history of hypertension, and may have

134 Nina L. Diamond, Does One Trip Equal 30 Years on a Therapist’s Couch?, 16 OMNI 16 (1994).
135 See, e.g., Mara Shalhoup, Ibogaine’s Long Strange Trip, CREATIVE LOAFING, http://atlanta.

creativeloafing.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A5355.
136 Diamond, supra note 134.
137 Beiser, supra note 129.
138 Id.
139 Id.
140 Id.
141 Id.
142 Id.; see also Myeboga Essentials, Ibogaine Related Fatalities, http://www.myeboga.com/fatalities.html.
143 Myeboga Essentials, supra note 142.
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108 DONNELLY

taken other drugs while on ibogaine.144 This was followed by the death of the
24-year-old Holland woman mentioned above, who died of respiratory arrest
19 hours after taking ibogaine.145 No definite cause of death was found in the
autopsy, but it was noted that she may have taken opiates while on ibogaine.146

In 1994, a woman treated in Panama died shortly after a follow-up visit at the
University of Miami.147 Her cause of death was later revealed to be unrelated to
ibogaine use, caused by “mesenteric artery thrombosis associated with small
bowel infarction (blockage), complicated by a general ‘hypercoagulable state’
of the blood due to chronic infection in the thigh.”148

In 2000, a 40-year-old man died 40 hours after treatment, after asphyx-
iating on his own vomit.149 The coroner reported that his death “need not
necessarily be laid at the feet of ibogaine,” as he also had hepatitis C.150 In
2002, a 35-year-old woman died of unknown causes a half hour after taking
a small dose of ibogaine for psychospiritual reasons.151 She had taken ibo-
gaine before with no problem, despite health issues with her heart, breasts,
and uterus, including a history of congenital heart defects.152 In 2005, a pa-
tient died of natural causes during a period of low-dose ibogaine treatment.153

The autopsy found that he had acute myocardial infarction, acute coronary
syndrome, fibromyalgia, and chronic opiate dependency.154 Later that year, a
43-year-old heroin addict died in Las Vegas three days after taking ibogaine.155

His cause of death was determined to be vascular heart disease.156 In 2006, a
38-year-old Santa Barbara man died at an ibogaine clinic in Tijuana.157 His
cause of death was pulmonary thrombosis.158 Later that year, a 48-year-old
man died of massive pulmonary edema with hemorrhagic alveotis and vas-
cular congestion, consistent with a drug overdose, after receiving ibogaine
treatment.159

Although these nine deaths occurred after the patients used ibogaine,
none have been directly attributable to ibogaine use. Most of these patients
would have been denied ibogaine treatment had their medical histories been

144 Id.
145 Id.
146 Id.
147 Id.
148 Id.
149 Id.
150 Id.
151 Id.
152 Id.
153 Id.
154 Id.
155 Id.
156 Id.
157 Id.
158 Id.
159 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 109

known. Even if the assumption were to be made that ibogaine was to blame for
these deaths, every drug, legal or not, has negative side effects, many of which
can be serious, if not fatal. Methadone, for example, a legal, synthetic opiate
primarily thought to be a “safer drug” used in replacement therapy for heroin
and opiate addicts, was associated with nearly 10,000 deaths spanning a two-
year period, not including vehicle fatalities caused by those under the influence
of methadone.160 The federal Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) reported
in 2001 that an estimated 10,725 people were seen in hospital emergencies
rooms for methadone abuse.161 James McDonough, director of the Florida
Office of Drug Control, believes that methadone is “the fastest rising killer
drug.”162 Prescription drugs alone kill an estimated 106,000 people every year
in the United States,163 and adverse drug reactions to prescription drugs is the
fourth leading cause of death in the United States.164

Although ibogaine has potential side effects, including ataxia, tremors,
photosensitivity, nausea, vomiting, slight changes in blood pressure, and hal-
lucinations, all of these side effects dissipate within 48 hours of treatment.165

Degeneration of cerebellar Purkinje cells166 has also been reported after re-
ceiving high doses of ibogaine.167 While these safety concerns are valid, they
also show how desperately the United States needs ibogaine clinics and physi-
cians who are able to legally and safely administer ibogaine to drug addicts,
ensuring that it is administered under medical supervision and only to those
individuals who do not have prior medical histories that may react negatively
to the treatment. Every drug has risks, but those risks must always be weighed
against potential and actual benefits. In the case of ibogaine, the benefits far
outweigh the risks for most (otherwise healthy) addicts.

C. Pharmaceutical Hesistance in Funding Ibogaine Studies

Perhaps the most prominent reason ibogaine has not been legalized for
medical use in the United States is the lack of financial incentives to produce
the drug. Pharmaceutical companies feign resistance to the drug’s potential

160 See Helping America Reduce Methadone Deaths, Methadone History and Facts, http://www.harmd.org
(reporting nearly 4,000 methadone-related deaths in 2004 and over 4,700 in 2005).

161 Pam Belluck, Methadone, Once the Way Out, Suddenly Grows as a Killer Drug, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 9,
2003, at 11.

162 Id.
163 Jessica Fraser, Statistics Prove Prescription Drugs Are 16,400% More Deadly than Terrorists, NATU-

RALNEWS.COM (July 5, 2005), http://www.naturalnews.com/009278.html.
164 See, e.g., Jason Lazarou et al., Incidence of Adverse Drug Reactions in Hospitalized Patients, 279

J.A.M.A. 1200, 1205 (1998).
165 Iboga Therapy House, Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.ibogatherapyhouse.net/cms/content/

view/19/32/.
166 See DALE PURVES ET AL., NEUROSCIENCE 432-34 (4th ed. 2007) (explaining that Purkinje cells are some

of the largest neutrons in the cerebellum of the brain and control motor movement).
167 Dao-Yao He et al., Glial Cell Line-Derived Neurotrophic Factor Mediates the Desirable Actions of the

Anti-Addiction Drug Ibogaine Against Alcohol Consumption, 25 J. NEUROSCI. 619, 619 & 624 (2005).
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110 DONNELLY

increases in pharmaceutical liability caused by larger fatality rates of drug
and alcohol addicts.168 While drug and alcohol users may have a higher risk
of death, the more likely reason for such resistance is the lack of profit to be
made from an anti-addictive drug.

In 1999, the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America
(PhRMA) reported that there were only 10 anti-addiction agents in clinical
trials, while more than 400 cancer drugs were in clinical development.169 While
a spokesperson for PhRMA could not explain the disparity, the most likely
reason is that pharmaceutical companies cannot profit from a drug that could
treat an addict with only one or two doses.170 Pharmaceutical companies, after
all, are in the business to study, develop, and market drugs that are going to be
profitable. Many prescription drugs are taken over long periods of time, while
ibogaine treatment can succeed with very few administrations. This is one
reason methadone is so popular: once a heroin addict stops using methadone,
he or she experiences withdrawal symptoms.171 Methadone is addictive, and
the continued need for methadone keeps the addict going back and spending
money on the drug.172 Even over-the-counter drugs like aspirin have a larger
repeat-customer base than ibogaine ever will.

IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF IBOGAINE

Ibogaine can play an important role in United States society—to aid
in treating the costly, deadly, and overly abundant problems associated with
drug and alcohol addiction. The best way to enable ibogaine to provide the
relief that it is capable of is for the legislature to remove the drug from
the list of Schedule I controlled substances. By doing so, formal studies
and treatments under medically supervised conditions may be conducted. As
pharmaceutical companies are unlikely to fund these clinical studies, trillions
of dollars could be saved in the long run if these studies were funded by
taxpayers. Another option available is for states to decriminalize the use and
possession of ibogaine, such as many have done for medical marijuana.

A. Removing Ibogaine from Schedule I

Ibogaine is wrongly classified as a Schedule I controlled substance under
the guise that it has a high potential for abuse, it has no accepted medical

168 Williams, supra note 130.
169 Vastag, supra note 12, at 3101.
170 Id.
171 NARCONON ARROWHEAD, METHADONE & METHADONE ADDICTION, http://www.heroinaddiction.com/

heroin methadone.html#ht=498
172 Id.
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 111

use, and it has serious safety concerns that cannot be addressed by medical
supervision of treatment.173 In truth, ibogaine is not a “fun” drug to use: it
is 36 hours of one’s life that most wish to never experience again.174 As a
result of ibogaine’s anti-addictive qualities and the physical effects it elicits,
it is unlikely that anyone would choose to take ibogaine as a recreational
drug, and, therefore, the potential for abuse is extremely low. Moreover,
the fact that there are no legal ibogaine clinics in the United States does not
establish that there is no accepted medical use for the drug. Several researchers
have conducted clinical ibogaine studies and have opened treatment clinics
outside of the United States. Ibogaine has an accepted medical use, and
the only obstacle keeping ibogaine clinics from resurrecting in the United
States is politics. Further, while there are safety concerns associated with
ibogaine, as there are with any drug, these concerns can be addressed by
making ibogaine available under the direct supervision of trained medical
professionals.

Ibogaine should be redesignated a Schedule II controlled substance, at a
minimum, so that formal clinical trials can be conducted in the United States.175

Removal to Schedule II would allow physicians to prescribe ibogaine to their
patients to be used under medical supervision. This would greatly reduce, if
not eliminate, its adverse effects, as the patients would be thoroughly screened
prior to treatment to ensure that they are good candidates for ibogaine. More-
over, by allowing physicians to prescribe and supervise ibogaine treatment,
more formal research on ibogaine can be conducted.

B. Taxpayer Funding of Clinical Studies

If the pharmaceutical companies are unwilling to fund controlled clinical
studies of ibogaine, perhaps taxpayers should. As discussed above, Americans
spend $181 billion on drug abuse and drug related crime and $185 billion on
alcohol abuse each year.176 The amount of money necessary to fund a controlled
clinical study on ibogaine would be much less costly than the current costs
of alcohol and drug abuse. By funding these studies and actually treating
drug and alcohol addicts, billions of dollars spent on the incarceration of
drug and alcohol addicts could be directed elsewhere and, likely, reduced.
These studies should ultimately lead to the broad legalization of ibogaine for

173 21 U.S.C. § 812(b)(1) (2009).
174 Chip Carter, Ibogaine—The Magic Plant that Could Cure Addiction, Still Banned in the U.S., http://

www.asylum.com/2010/04/27/we-investigate-ibogaine-iboga-howard-lotsof-addiction-cure.
175 See 21 U.S.C. § 812(b)(2) (2010) (classifying a drug as a Schedule II Controlled Substance if it has a

high potential for abuse, has a currently accepted medical use, and abuse of the drug may lead to severe
psychological or physical dependence).

176 LEVIT, supra note 11.
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112 DONNELLY

medical purposes, lowering the overall crime rate and making the nation a safer
place.

C. Decriminalizing Use, Possession, and Distribution

In December 2005, a Wyoming couple was arrested for conspir-
acy to import ibogaine, after Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) agents
raided their home and learned of their plans to smuggle ibogaine from
Switzerland to Wyoming.177 The couple was attempting to import ibo-
gaine to treat their drug addictions; they faced up to 20 years in prison
for trying to cure their ailments.178 If the federal government is un-
willing to act, perhaps it is time for the states to do for ibogaine
what many have done for medical marijuana. Twelve states, including
Alaska,179 California,180 Colorado,181 Maine,182 Massachusetts,183 Minnesota,184

Mississippi,185 Nebraska,186 Nevada,187 New York,188 Ohio,189 and Oregon,190

have decriminalized the use of marijuana for recreational use, making the
possession of small amounts of marijuana punishable only by fine. Moreover,

177 Aina Hunter, Health Watch Editorial, Busted for Iboga: Ibogaine Enthusiasts Are Getting Bad Vibes
from Conspiracy Arrests, THE VILLAGE VOICE, Dec. 21, 2005, at 14.

178 Id.
179 Raven v. Alaska, 537 P.2d 494, 511-12 (Alaska 1975) (holding possession of marijuana at one’s home

for personal use is protected by the privacy guaranty in the Alaska Constitution); Noy v. Alaska, 83
P.3d 538, 545 (Alaska App. 2003) (limiting prohibitions on marijuana possession to possession of four
or more ounces).

180 CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11357 (b) (2007) (limiting the penalty for possession of 28.5 grams or
less of marijuana to a fine of not more than $100).

181 COLO. REV. STAT. § 18-18-406 (2004) (limiting the penalty for possession of two ounces or less of
marijuana to a fine of not more than $100).

182 22 ME. REV. STAT. § 2383 (2004) (limiting the penalty for possession of 1.25 ounces or less of marijuana
to a fine of not more than $600 and limiting the penalty for possession of 2.5 ounces or less of marijuana
to a fine of not more than $1,000).

183 MASS. GEN. LAWS 94C § 32L (2010) (limiting the penalty for possession of one ounce or less of
marijuana by an adult to a fine of $100 and forfeiture of the marijuana).

184 MINN. STAT. § 152.027(a) (2005) (limiting the penalty for possession of a “small amount of marijuana”
to a petty misdemeanor conviction and participation in a drug education program).

185 MISS. CODE § 41-29-139 (2010) (limiting the penalty for possession of 30 grams or less of marijuana
to a fine not less than $100 and not more than $250).

186 NEB. REV. STAT. § 28-416(13) (2009) (limiting the penalty for possession of one ounce or less of
marijuana to a fine of $300 and attendance in a drug education course).

187 NEV. REV. STAT. § 453.336(4) (2009) (limiting the penalty for possession of one ounce or less of
marijuana to a misdemeanor, a fine of not more than $600, and an examination by a drug abuse
treatment facility for determination of drug dependency status).

188 N.Y. PENAL LAW § 221.05 (2008) (limiting the penalty for possession of marijuana to a fine of not more
than $100).

189 OHIO REV. CODE § 2925.11 (2008) (limiting the penalty for possession of less than 100 grams of
marijuana to a minor misdemeanor, not to constitute a criminal record).

190 OR. REV. STAT. § 475.864(3) (2005) (limiting the penalty for possession of less than one ounce of
marijuana to a fine of not more than $1,000).
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IBOGAINE AND ADDICTION TREATMENT 113

16 states, including Alaska,191 Arizona,192 California,193 Colorado,194 Hawaii,195

Maine,196 Maryland,197 Michigan,198 Montana,199 New Jersey,200 Nevada,201 New
Mexico,202 Oregon,203 Rhode Island,204 Vermont,205 and Washington,206 as well
as the District of Columbia,207 permit the use of marijuana for medicinal
purposes. By decriminalizing ibogaine, physicians and psychiatrists would be
more likely to administer ibogaine to treat drug addition, because the penalties,
if any, would be small enough to justify the risk of prosecution.

191 ALASKA STAT. § 17.37.030(a) (2009) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution related
to marijuana for registered patients, primary caregivers, and alternate caregivers); Id. § 17.37.030(c)
(immunizing physicians for advising patients about medicinal marijuana use).

192 ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 36-2812 (2010) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution related
to marijuana for qualifying patients and caregivers).

193 CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11362.5(d) (2007) (immunizing patients and caregivers from pros-
ecution for possession and cultivation of marijuana); Id. § 11362.5(C) (immunizing physicians for
recommending medicinal marijuana use).

194 COLO. CONST., art. 18, § 14(2)(a) (2010) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution
related to marijuana for qualifying patients and caregivers); Id. § 14(2)(b) (immunizing physicians for
advising patients about medicinal marijuana use).

195 HAW. REV. STAT. § 329-125 (2000) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution related
to marijuana for qualifying patients and caregivers); Id. § 329-125 (2000) (immunizing physicians for
certifying the medical use of marijuana for qualifying patients).

196 22 ME. REV. STAT. § 2427(1) (2010) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution related
to marijuana for qualified patients and caregivers).

197 MD. CODE ANN., CRIM. LAW § 5-601 (C)(3) (2003) (authorizing “medical necessity” as a mitigating factor
in prosecution for marijuana use or possession and limiting the penalty for such use or possession to a
fine of not more than $100).

198 MICH. COMP. LAWS § 333.26428 (2008) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution
related to marijuana for qualified patients and caregivers).

199 MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-46-206 (2009) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution
related to marijuana for qualified patients and caregivers).

200 N.J. REV. STAT. § 24:6I-6 (2010) (creating an exemption from criminal liability for the acquisition,
possession, transport, or use of marijuana by qualified patients, caregivers, alternative treatment centers,
and physicians).

201 NEV. REV. STAT. § 435A.310(1)(a) (2009) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution
for possession, delivery, or production of marijuana for patients and those assisting patients); Id. §
435A.500 (prohibiting disciplinary action against physicians for advising patients about medicinal
marijuana use).

202 N.M. STAT. § 26-2B-1 (2007) (exempting qualified patients and caregivers from criminal liability for
possession and use of medical marijuana).

203 OR. REV. STAT. §§ 475.324 (2003) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution for
possession or production of marijuana for qualified patients and caregivers).

204 R.I. GEN. LAWS § 21-28.6-8 (2007) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution related
to marijuana for qualified patients and caregivers).

205 18 VT. STAT. § 4474b(a) (2003) (exempting registered patients and caregivers from criminal liability for
possession and use of medical marijuana); Id. § 4474b(b) (immunizing physicians for assisting patients
with the registration process for medicinal marijuana use).

206 WASH. REV. CODE § 69.51A.040 (2007) (creating an affirmative defense against criminal prosecution
related to marijuana for qualified patients); Id. § 69.51A.030 (immunizing health care professionals for
advising patients about medicinal marijuana use).

207 D.C. CODE § 7-1671.02 (2010) (permitting qualifying patients and caregivers to possess and administer
medical marijuana).
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114 DONNELLY

CONCLUSION

The rate of drug and alcohol addiction in the United States is alarming,
and it costs society billions of dollars every year with no end in sight. Treat-
ing drug and alcohol addicts with ibogaine promises the real possibility of
substantially lowering the costs shifted to society by drug and alcohol abuse.
In a world where drug addiction is treated as a crime, addicts like Samantha,
who have been in and out of rehab and prison, have no chance of overcoming
their addictions or living a functional life. If society is ever to make progress
in addressing the substance abuse issues that currently run rampant, it must
begin treating drug addiction as the illness it is.

Punishing drug addicts has not worked, as evidenced by the high re-
cidivism rate of drug offenders, and the current treatment models available
for substance abusers, which either replace one drug with another or demand
abstinence from drug use altogether, are rarely effective, as again proven by
the high rate of relapse. Ibogaine may well be a viable answer to substance
abuse problems in the United States, but, as the law currently stands, it is
barred from being a viable option. Society must be willing to at least seriously
explore a treatment that could solve these issues.

Ibogaine has great potential and could be one of the answers to winning
the War on Drugs. As ibogaine is not addictive and has great medical value,
it should be removed from the list of Schedule I controlled substances and
reclassified as a Schedule II controlled substance. If, after the controlled sub-
stance schedule classification issue is addressed, pharmaceutical companies
are unwilling to fund clinical studies on ibogaine, society should demand
public funding of these much needed studies. These clinical studies could
inevitably lead to the legalization of ibogaine for medical use, which could,
in turn, substantially decrease the cost of drug treatments, as well the costs of
drug-related crime and incarceration costs associated with substance abuse.
If the federal government shirks this responsibility, the states should decrimi-
nalize ibogaine and allow physicians and psychiatrists to treat addicts without
fear of incarceration or loss of their medical license.

Although ibogaine is not a cure for drug and alcohol addiction, the
available studies and patient accounts establish that it opens a window of
opportunity that would not otherwise exist with regard to treating addiction.
This window of opportunity allows an addict to begin psychotherapy without
physical dependence, greatly increasing the chances of continued sobriety.
For many addicts, ibogaine may be the only hope of recovery. If the law does
not change, these addicts may never have the opportunity to regain control of
their lives, custody of their children, or even a warm place to call home.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Ethnopharmacological  relevance:  Ibogaine  is a psychoactive  monoterpine  indole  alkaloid  extracted  from
the root  bark  of  Tabernanthe  iboga  Baill.  that  is used  globally  in  medical  and  nonmedical  settings  to
treat  drug  and  alcohol  addiction,  and  is of interest  as an  ethnopharmacological  prototype  for  exper-
imental  investigation  and  pharmaceutical  development.  The  question  of whether  ibogaine  inhibits
acetylcholinesterase  (AChE)  is  of pharmacological  and  toxicological  significance.
Materials and  methods:  AChE  activity  was  evaluated  utilizing  reaction  with  Ellman’s  reagent  with
physostigmine  as  a control.
eywords:
bogaine
boga alkaloid
cetylcholinesterase
ddiction
uscarinic cholinergic

Results:  Ibogaine  inhibited  AChE  with  an IC50 of 520  ± 40 �M.
Conclusions:  Ibogaine’s  inhibition  of  AChE  is  physiologically  negligible,  and  does  not  appear  to account
for  observations  of functional  effects  in  animals  and  humans  that might  otherwise  suggest  the possible
involvement  of pathways  linked  to  muscarinic  acetylcholine  transmission.
oxicology

. Introduction

The iboga alkaloids are a group of naturally occurring and syn-
hetic monoterpine indole alkaloids, some of which reportedly
educe the self-administration of drugs of abuse and opiate with-
rawal symptoms in animal models and humans (Alper, 2001; Glick
t al., 2001; Alper et al., 2008). Ibogaine (Fig. 1) is the most abundant
boga alkaloid in the root bark of Tabernanthe iboga Baill., which
rows in West Africa where eboga, the shavings of T. iboga root
ark, has been used as a psychopharmacological sacrament in the
witi religion for several centuries (Fernandez, 1982). Outside of
frica ibogaine has been used with increasing frequency over the

ast 25 years, most often for detoxification from opiates (Alper et al.,
999, 2008).

The inhibition of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) could explain
ome functional effects of ibogaine that appear consistent with
ncreased muscarinic cholinergic transmission. Ciba Pharmaceu-

ical patented ibogaine for the indication of reducing tolerance to
pioid analgesics (Schneider and McArthur, 1956; Schneider, 1957)
nd specifically suggested that AChE inhibition might mediate

∗ Corresponding author at: Departments of Psychiatry and Neurology, New York
niversity School of Medicine, Brain Research Laboratories, 8th Floor Old Bellevue
dministration Building, 462 First Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA.
el.: +1 212 263 6287; fax: +1 212 409 8902.

E-mail address: kra1@nyu.edu (K. Alper).

378-8741/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jep.2011.12.006
© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

the potentiation of morphine analgesia by ibogaine. Bradycardia,
which can result from increased muscarinic cholinergic transmis-
sion among a variety of other causes, was observed in 6 of a series of
39 patients following single oral dose administrations of ibogaine
(Mash et al., 1998), and has been reported anecdotally in medi-
cal (Kamlet, 2009) and nonmedical (Samorini, 1998) settings and
in some preclinical studies (Schneider and Rinehart, 1957; Dhahir,
1971; Glick et al., 1999; Binienda et al., 2002). The apparently sig-
nificant role of pre-existing cardiovascular medical comorbidities
in deaths temporally associated with the use of ibogaine (Alper
et al., in press) indicates the medical and toxicological relevance
of bradycardia, which heightens the risk for fatal cardiac arrhyth-
mia  (Cubeddu, 2009). Ibogaine produces an atropine-sensitive EEG
rhythm in animals (Depoortere, 1987; Schneider and Sigg, 1957)
that has been attributed to muscarinic cholinergic input from the
ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) on the basis of abla-
tion experiments and suggested to involve the inhibition of AChE
(Schneider and Sigg, 1957). The enhancement of spatial memory
by ibogaine in preclinical models (Popik, 1996; Helsley et al., 1997)
is another functional effect that could possibly relate to the inhibi-
tion of AChE in view of the use of AChE inhibitors to treat memory
impairment in dementias (Birks, 2009).

Studies performed in the 1940s found that ibogaine obtained by

crystallization from extract of T. iboga root bark inhibited AChE from
horse serum, sheep brain, and dog pancreas with an IC50 of approx-
imately 150 �M (Vincent and Sero, 1942; Vincent and Lagreu,
1949). These early studies utilized a manometer for gasometric

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jep.2011.12.006
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03788741
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jethpharm
mailto:kra1@nyu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jep.2011.12.006
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of ibogaine (top) and physostigmine (bottom).

etermination of rates of AChE inhibition, which predated the con-
emporary colorimetric approach (Ellman et al., 1961; Järvinen
t al., 2010), and raises questions regarding the accuracy of their
stimates. In these early studies T. iboga root bark extract produced

 greater degree of AChE inhibition than the crystallisate, suggest-
ng an effect due to additional alkaloids other than ibogaine in the
oot bark. Other studies have evaluated the inhibition of AChE by
rude extracts that included various iboga alkaloids from Taber-
aemontana australis (Müell. Arg) Miers (Andrade et al., 2005) or
abernaemontana divaricata R.Br. ex Roem. & Schult (Ingkaninan
t al., 2006; Chattipakorn et al., 2007; Nakdook et al., 2010;
ratchayasakul et al., 2010). In view of the need for a contempo-
ary laboratory investigation focused specifically on ibogaine with
ts purity established by current chemical analytical techniques,
his present study utilized ibogaine in the HCl form, and an assay
ased on reaction with Ellman’s reagent to evaluate the inhibition
f AChE (Ellman et al., 1961; Järvinen et al., 2010).

. Methods

.1. Materials

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis,
O): 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB – D218200),

cetylthiocholine iodide (ACTI – A5751), – acetylcholinesterase
rom Electrophorus electricus, (AChE – C3389-2KU, ∼236 U/mg),
hysostigmine (Fig. 1) (E8375). Ibogaine HCl was obtained from
later & Frith Ltd, UK (assay analysis 95%) (Slater and Frith LTD.,
008). Most of the remaining 5% was ibogamine with lesser
mounts of ibogaline and tabernanthine (Martin Kuehne, personal
ommunication) (Slater and Frith LTD., 2008).

.2. AChE assay and analysis

AChE activity was measured in vitro based on a reaction with
llman’s reagent (Ellman et al., 1961) and as recently described
Järvinen et al., 2010). AChE catalyses the hydrolysis of the substrate
CTI to form thiocholine, which reacts with 5,5′-dithio-bis(2-
itrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, Ellman’s reagent) to produce a colored
nion. The final concentration of the reagents in the reaction
uvette was 1.36 mM DTNB, 2.7 mM ATCI, and 0.19 U AChE, and
he addition of inhibitor in a 4 ml  final volume. Reagents/inhibitors

ere dissolved in 50 mM Tris–HCL buffer (pH 8). The reaction
as started with addition of the substrate (ACTI) and detected
ith a Shimadzu UV-VIS recording spectrophotometer (Model UV-

60) at 412 nm wavelength. After addition of substrate, absorbance
Fig. 2. Inhibitory effects of physostigmine and ibogaine on cholinesterase activity
measured in vitro utilizing the acetylcholine pseudo-substrate ACTI and Ellman’s
reagent in the presence of enzyme (AChE, 0.19 U).

recordings were taken for 6 min. Ibogaine and physostigmine were
initially tested at 1, 10, and 100 �M concentrations to determine
inhibition–dose range; subsequent assays were conducted at the
dose–inhibition range shown in Fig. 2. Two  control curves were col-
lected in the absence of inhibiting compound, one at the beginning
of the experiment prior to testing varying concentrations of com-
pound, and a second at the end after compound testing. The two
control curves were almost identical and were averaged for subse-
quent analysis. AChE activity per minute was  computed for control
and drug concentrations, and IC50 values were estimated by non-
linear computer curve-fitting procedures. Specifically, the ALLFIT
equation for drug inhibition (DeLean et al., 1978) was used, which
equals the logistic model in the Origin software (Origin-Lab Corp.,
Northampton, MA,  USA). Analysis of the multiple drug concentra-
tion inhibition data by computer fitting with the ALLFIT equation
provided the standard deviations given in the text.

3. Results and discussion

The IC50 for the inhibition of AChE by ibogaine was 520 ± 40 �M
(Fig. 2). The IC50 of physostigmine at a substrate concentration of
2.7 nM ACTI with AChE from electric eel was 18.4 ± 1.8 nM,  which
is comparable to recently reported values for IC50 for inhibition
of AChE by physostigmine of 40 nM with AChE from electric eel
(Järvinen et al., 2010), and 40 nM and 20 nM in rat and human neo-
cortex respectively (Jackisch et al., 2009). In this study the activity
of physostigmine’s inhibition of AChE was greater than that of ibo-
gaine by a factor of 2.8 × 104, whereas Vincent et al. found that
physostigmine was more active than ibogaine obtained by crystal-
lization of T. iboga root bark extract by a factor of approximately
3 × 103 (Vincent and Sero, 1942; Vincent and Lagreu, 1949). The
relative AChE inhibition activity of ibogaine compared to physostig-
mine observed in this study is approximately an order of magnitude
less than the earlier results reported by Vincent et al., and suggests
that the crystallisate in their study may  have contained other com-
pounds that inhibit AChE. Voacangine has been isolated from T.
iboga root bark (Dickel et al., 1958) and reportedly inhibits AChE
at the same concentration as the reference compounds physostig-
mine and galantamine (Andrade et al., 2005). Ibogaine co-occurs

with voacangine in T. divaricata (Kam et al., 2004), a species that
produces particularly strong AChE inhibition among plants used
in Thai traditional medicine (Ingkaninan et al., 2003), and other
alkaloid and non-alkaloid constituents of T. divaricata that could
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nhibit AChE (Chattipakorn et al., 2007) might possibly co-occur
ith ibogaine in T. iboga as well.

The results reported here indicate that the effect of ibogaine on
he inhibition AChE is likely physiologically negligible. Reported
bservations of ibogaine levels in the human brain are limited to
wo autopsied cases. One case involved an individual who  took an
stimated dose of 16–20 mg/kg of ibogaine HCl taken orally (Alper
t al., in press), which is within the dosage range often used for opi-
id detoxification. The half-life of ibogaine in humans is reportedly
pproximately 4–7.5 h (Mash et al., 2000; Kontrimavičiūtė et al.,
006). This individual died 8–9 h following ingestion with a brain

evel of 18.6 mg/kg (60.0 �M).  In the other case, the brain ibogaine
evel obtained an estimated 53 h following the ingestion of dried
oot bark was  12.5 mg/kg (40.3 �M)  (Kontrimavičiūtė et al., 2006).
he possible effect of a post-mortem artifact regarding concen-
rations of ibogaine in human brain tissue is unknown, however
ven the largest reported postmortem human brain concentration,
hich is 60 �M (Alper et al., in press) would correspond to a level of

nhibition of AChE of only 8% based on the ALLFIT equation for drug
nhibition applied to the data shown in Fig. 2 (DeLean et al., 1978).
n the cases described above, the concentrations of ibogaine in post-

ortem peripheral blood were lower than in brain tissue. In the rat,
he dosage of ibogaine that is most commonly utilized and consis-
ently produces reductions in the self-administration of drugs and
lcohol and signs of opioid withdrawal is 40 mg/kg administered
ntraperitoneally (Alper, 2001; Glick et al., 2001), and the reported
alf-life of ibogaine is in the range of approximately 1–2 h (Dhahir,
971; Baumann et al., 2001). The concentration of ibogaine in the
at brain after 1 h following intraperitoneal administration is 10 �M
Hough et al., 1996), and the peak blood concentration reported in
ats is 12.4 �M (Baumann et al., 2001).

To put these results into a clinical context, the IC50 in human
rain tissue of rivastigmine, which is the least potent among
ChE inhibitors approved in the United States for the treatment
f Alzheimer’s dementia, is 9.1 �M (Jackisch et al., 2009), which is
till well over an order of magnitude more potent than ibogaine.
ivastigmine administered to human subjects produced a maxi-
um  inhibition of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) AChE activity of 60%
hen administered as a single unit dose (Novartis Pharmaceuticals
orporation, 2006), and 36% after treatment for 12 months (Darreh-
hori et al., 2002). The prescribing information indicates that
radycardia did not occur in clinical trials at a rate greater than
hat observed with placebo in with patients receiving rivastig-

ine therapy over time intervals on the order of months (Novartis
harmaceuticals Corporation, 2006). The apparently low incidence
f bradycardia with a substantially more potent AChE inhibitor than
bogaine argues against AChE inhibition as a mechanism accounting
or bradycardia associated with ibogaine. An alternative explana-
ion could involve ibogaine’s low micromolar affinity for sodium
hannels (Deecher et al., 1992; Sweetnam et al., 1995; Glick et al.,
001), in view of the association of sodium channel blockade with
radycardia (Kolecki and Curry, 1997).

This study did not evaluate AChE inhibition with regard to nori-
ogaine, the principal metabolite of ibogaine (Staley et al., 1996).
oth ibogaine and noribogaine bind weakly to M1 or M2 mus-
arinic cholinergic receptors (mAChRs) with reported affinities
enerally in the range of approximately 5–30 �M (Repke et al.,
994; Sweetnam et al., 1995; Staley et al., 1996; Glick et al.,
001), although the functional effect of this interaction has not
pparently been investigated. The association of ibogaine with
n atropine-sensitive EEG rhythm is not necessarily conclusive
vidence for an agonist effect at mAChRs per se, because some elec-

rical or pharmacological manipulations of the ARAS can produce
n atropine-sensitive EEG rhythm without the administration of
holinergic agents (Bradley and Key, 1958; White and Daigneault,
959).
acology 139 (2012) 879– 882 881

In conclusion, Ibogaine inhibits AChE with an
IC50 = 520 ± 40 �M.  This result suggests that the inhibition of
AChE by ibogaine physiologically is negligible, and is unlikely to
account for functional effects that might otherwise be viewed
as suggesting the possible involvement of pathways linked to
muscarinic acetylcholine transmission.
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Background: Ibogaine is a noncompetitive inhibitor of SERT that stabilizes the transporter in an inward-open
conformation.
Results: Ibogaine binds to a site accessible from the cell exterior that does not overlap with the substrate-binding site.
Conclusion: Ibogaine binds to a novel binding site on SERT and DAT.
Significance: This study provides a mechanistic understanding of an unique inhibitor of SERT and DAT.

Ibogaine, a hallucinogenic alkaloid proposed as a treatment
for opiate withdrawal, has been shown to inhibit serotonin
transporter (SERT) noncompetitively, in contrast to all other
known inhibitors, which are competitive with substrate. Ibo-
gaine binding to SERT increases accessibility in the permeation
pathway connecting the substrate-binding site with the cyto-
plasm.Because of the structural similarity between ibogaine and
serotonin, it had been suggested that ibogaine binds to the sub-
strate site of SERT. The results presented here show that ibo-
gaine binds to a distinct site, accessible from the cell exterior, to
inhibit both serotonin transport and serotonin-induced ionic
currents. Ibogaine noncompetitively inhibited transport by
both SERT and the homologous dopamine transporter (DAT).
Ibogaine blocked substrate-induced currents also in DAT and
increased accessibility of the DAT cytoplasmic permeation
pathway. When present on the cell exterior, ibogaine inhibited
SERT substrate-induced currents, but not when it was intro-
duced into the cytoplasm through the patch electrode. Similar
to noncompetitive transport inhibition, the current block was
not reversed by increasing substrate concentration. The kinetics
of inhibitor binding and dissociation, as determined by their
effect onSERTcurrents, indicated that ibogaine does not inhibit
by forming a long-lived complex with SERT, but rather binds
directly to the transporter in an inward-open conformation. A
kinetic model for transport describing the noncompetitive
action of ibogaine and the competitive action of cocaine
accounts well for the results of the present study.

Ibogaine is an alkaloid derived from the African shrub Tab-
ernanthe iboga. The psychoactive properties of ibogaine have

been known for centuries.More recently, the drug has achieved
some notoriety because of its putative benefits in the treatment
of addiction (1–3). The pharmacology of this alkaloid is complex,
and many targets have been identified, among them transporters
for the neurotransmitters serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine,
5-HT)3 and dopamine (DA). Ibogaine was shown to inhibit
transport by 5-HT and DA transporters (SERT and DAT,
respectively) with IC50 values in themicromolar range (4, 5, 56).
Signaling by monamines such as DA and 5-HT are thought to
occur by volume transmission, which requires diffusion from
exocytotic release sites to sites of receptor activation and
reuptake (6). SERT and DAT are responsible for reuptake of
their cognate substrates (7) through which they curtail the life-
time of extracellular 5-HTandDAafter release. SERT andDAT
are also important drug targets for therapeutic compounds
such as the 5-HT reuptake inhibitors used clinically as antide-
pressants, and for psychostimulant drugs of abuse such as
cocaine and amphetamines (8, 9).
An initial report suggested that ibogaine inhibited SERT and

DAT competitively (5). However, more recent studies found
that ibogaine differs from other SERT inhibitors because its
inhibition is noncompetitive (4). Noncompetitive inhibition of
transport was found in two other cases, the adenine nucleotide
exchanger of mitochondria and the red cell glucose transporter
(10–13) where the inhibitors were found to bind to an “inward-
facing” transporter conformation. Accordingly, in SERT, ibo-
gaine appears to stabilize an inward-open state. Cysteine scan-
ning mutagenesis was used to identify a set of residues in the
cytoplasmic half of transmembrane helices 1, 5, 6, and 8 that
were accessible to cytoplasmic reagents. These positions
defined a permeation pathway through which 5-HT and ions
diffuse from their binding sites to the cytoplasm (14). The path-
way corresponds to positions that are buried in occluded and
outward-open crystal structures of LeuT, a prokaryotic SERT* This work was supported, in whole or in part, by National Institutes of Health
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homologue (15). However, these positions line a cytoplasmic
permeation pathway in a recent inward-open LeuT structure
(16). Ibogaine increased the accessibility at all these positions in
SERT, consistent with its ability to open the pathway (4, 14).
The rate at which these pathway residues reacted (a measure of
accessibility) was modulated also by the presence of substrates
and other inhibitors. Cocaine and antidepressant drugs
decreased reactivity but 5-HT and ibogaine increased it. It was
proposed that ibogaine bound to, and stabilized, a conforma-
tion of SERT in which the cytoplasmic pathway is open.
Despite the noncompetitive nature of transport inhibition,

ibogaine competitively displaced the cocaine analog (�)2-�-
carbomethoxy-3�-(4-iodophenyl)tropane (�-CIT) from its
binding site (4).�-CIT is a competitive inhibitor of SERTand its
binding was also displaced by 5-HT (17). To resolve this appar-
ent contradiction between ibogaine effects on binding and
transport it was proposed that ibogaine and cocaine are mutu-
ally exclusive because their binding sites exist on different con-
formations of SERT (4). However, noncompetitive inhibition
was also at odds with the fact that ibogaine and 5-HT are struc-
turally similar, implying that they bound at the same site. To
account for the inability of 5-HT to overcome ibogaine inhibi-
tion, it was proposed that ibogaine binding led to the formation
of a long-lived complex in an inward-open conformation to
which 5-HT could not bind (4).
Here we refine this view by measuring substrate-induced

currents to characterize the inhibitory effects of ibogaine. We
recently demonstrated that the uncoupled current carried by
SERT in the presence of substrate is dependent on the forma-
tion of a specific intermediate in the reaction cycle. The con-
ductive state of SERT is apparently in equilibrium with an
inward-open form of SERTwith K� bound (18). This discovery
allows the use of the uncoupled current as a measure of the
inward-open conformation. The benefits of using electrophysi-
ological methods include a high time resolution, which allows
for precise assessment of inhibitor binding and dissociation
kinetics.
In this study we address the mechanistic basis of ibogaine

action on SERT and extend the analysis to DAT. We present a
model compatible with all constraints imposed by published
findings and our data. The analysis predicts that ibogaine binds
directly to a site accessible from the extracellular milieu in an
inward-open conformation of the transporter.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

cRNA Preparation—Plasmids encoding hSERT and hDAT
were linearized and transcribed into RNA with the T7 RNA
polymerase kit mMessage mMachine (Ambion). A total of
5 ng of cRNAwasmicroinjected into each oocyte. Electrophysi-
ological recordings were performed 6–9 days following
injection.
Oocyte Preparation—Xenopus laevis frogs (Nasco, Fort

Atkinson, WI) were anesthetized with 2 mg/ml of ethyl 3-ami-
nobenzoate methanesulfonate (FLUKA A5040) in H2O. The
frog was decapitated and the ovarian lobes were removed and
transferred to sterile Ca2�-free OR2 solution (82.5 mM NaCl,
2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.4
with NaOH) The lobes were manually reduced to groups of

5–10 oocytes and incubated in OR2, containing 1 mg/ml of
collagenase from Clostridium histolyticum (Sigma). Forty-five
to 60 min of incubation at 18 °C were sufficient to digest and
remove the follicular layer. Oocytes were then selected and
transferred to a Ringer solution (100 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1.8
mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.6 with
NaOH). Oocytes were kept at 18 °C for a minimum of 2 h prior
to injection. Injected oocytes were kept for 6–9 days at 18 °C in
a Ringer solution containing 2.5 mM Na� pyruvate, 100 �g/ml
of penicillin, 100 �g/ml of streptomycin. Solutions were
changed daily.
Electrophysiological Recordings in X. laevis Oocytes—A

CA-1B high performance oocyte clamp (Dagan Corporation)
was employed for the measurements. The recorded signal was
digitized with a Digidata 13222A (Axon Instruments). An Intel
PC running pCLAMP 9.2 (Axon Instruments) was used for
acquisition. Borosilicate glass capillaries were pulled to a final
resistance of 0.4–1.2 megaohms and filled with 3 M KCl.
Oocytes were impaled and the membrane potential was
clamped to a holding potential of �60 mV. For continuous
superfusion with ND100 solution (100 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1
mmCaCl2, 1mMMgCl2, 10mMHEPES, pH adjusted to 7.4with
NaOH) a gravity-driven superfusion system (WarnerInstru-
ments, Eight Channel Perfusion Valve Control System (VC-8))
was used. Recordings were started after a stable current base-
line was established. The current was sampled with 100 Hz and
low pass filtered with 20 Hz.
Transport Assays—Stably transfected HEK-293 cells express-

ing either hSERT or hDAT were seeded on 48-well plates pre-
coated with poly-D-lysine (0.5� 105 cells/well) 24 h prior to the
experiment. Eachwell was washedwith 500�l of Krebs-HEPES
buffer (KHP) (10 mM HEPES, 130 mM NaCl, 1.3 mM KH2PO4,
1.5 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgSO4, pH 7.4, with NaOH). The cells
were incubated in 0.2 ml of KHP buffer containing 0.1 �M

[3H]5-HT or 0.01 �M [3H]MPP�, respectively. Unlabeled 5-HT
or MPP� was added to the indicated final concentration
(0.3–20�M 5-HT or 1–15�MMPP�). The incubation times for
[3H]5-HT and [3H]MPP� were 1 and 3 min, respectively. To
obtain an estimate of nonspecific uptake, the transporters were
blocked with specific inhibitors 5 min prior and during incuba-
tion (mazindol (10 �M) for hDAT or paroxetine (10 �M) for
hSERT). After incubation at room temperature, the cells were
washed with 0.5 ml of ice-cold KHP buffer. Finally, cells were
lysed with 0.5 ml of 1% SDS and transferred into 2 ml of scin-
tillation mixture (Rotiszint eco plus LSC, Art. 0016.3) and
counted in a Packard 2300TR TriCarb Liquid Scintillation
Analyzer.
Radioligand Binding Assay—HEK293 stably expressing

human DAT and hS4TO, a T-REx-293 cell line with human
SERT under a Tet-repressor system (19), were harvested and
prepared as described (20). SERT containing membranes were
prepared in buffer containing 10 mM Tris�HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM

EDTA, 2 mM MgCl2. For DAT, EDTA was omitted from all
buffers. For binding to hSERT, the incubation was for 1 h at
20 °C in 0.2 ml of buffer (containing 20mMTris�HCl (pH 7.5), 1
mM EDTA, 2 mM MgCl2, 3 mM KCl, 120 mM NaCl) with mem-
branes (10 �g), 2 nM [3H]imipramine (specific activity 76
Ci/mmol), and the indicated concentrations of ibogaine and
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serotonin. Binding of [3H]CFT ([3H]WIN35,428, 40 Ci/mmol,
10 nM) to DAT containing membranes (12 �g/assay) was mea-
sured with the indicated concentrations of dopamine and ibo-
gaine. EDTA was omitted from the reaction because the buffer
contained 10�MZnCl2. Zn2� stabilizes the outward-open state
of DAT and facilitates inhibitor binding (55). Nonspecific bind-
ing was determined with 10�M paroxetine for SERT and 10�M

mazindol for DAT. After an incubation of 1 h at 20 °C, the
bound radioligand was trapped onto GF/B glass microfiber fil-
ters (Whatman) that had been soaked in 0.5% polyethylene-
imine (Sigma). Radioactivity was counted as outlined above.
Release Experiments—CAD cells were cultured as described

previously (21). Cells were transfected with Turbofect (Invitro-
gen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were
grown overnight on round glass coverslips coated with poly-D-
lysine (diameter 5 mm; 4 � 104 cells/well) and incubated with
[3H]5-HT (0.4�M) for 20min at 37 °C in a final volumeof 200�l
of KHB. Coverslips were then transferred to small superfusion
chambers (200 �l) and superfused with KHB (25 °C, 0.7
ml/min) as described (22). After a washout period of 40 min to
establish a stable baseline efflux of radioactivity, the experiment
was started with the collection of fractions (2 min duration),
and drugs to stimulate efflux were added at a given time. At the
end of the experiment, cells were lysed in 1% SDS and superfu-
sates were measured by liquid scintillation counting. Efflux of
3H was expressed as fractional rate, i.e. the radioactivity
released during a fraction was expressed as the percentage of
the total radioactivity present in the cells at the beginning of
that fraction. Drug-induced efflux was calculated by subtract-
ing the estimated basal efflux from total efflux during the first 6
min of drug exposure and expressed as the percentage of radio-
activity in the cell at the beginning of drug exposure (23).
Measurement of DAT S262C Reactivity—The DAT X5C-

S262Cmutant, in which DAT cysteine residues at positions 90,
135, 306, and 342 were replaced with alanine, Cys-319 with
phenylalanine, and Ser-262 with cysteine, was expressed in
HeLa cells and membranes from those cells were prepared as
described previously (24). Inactivation of [3H]CFT binding to
those membranes was measured as described previously for
�-CIT binding to SERT (24). Briefly, membranes were incu-
bated with the indicated concentrations of MTSEA for 15 min
in the presence of substrate or the indicated inhibitors in pre-
treated Multiscreen-FB 96-well filtration plates (Millipore,
Bedford, MA). After washing away MTSEA and ligands,
[3H]CFT (2.6 nM) in binding buffer was added and incubated
with the membranes for 1.5 h. The membranes were washed
again and bound [3H]CFT was measured by scintillation
counting.
WholeCell PatchClamp—For patch clamp recordings,HEK-

293 cells stably expressing hSERT (19) were seeded at low den-
sity for 24 h before measuring currents. To measure substrate-
induced hSERT currents, cells were voltage clamped using the
whole cell patch clamp technique. Briefly, glass pipettes were
filledwith a solution consisting of 133mMpotassiumgluconate,
5.9mMNaCl, 1mMCaCl2, 0.7mMMgCl2, 10mMEGTA, and 10
mM HEPES adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH. The cells were con-
tinuously superfusedwith an external solution of 140mMNaCl,
3 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 20 mM glucose, and 10

mM HEPES adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. Currents were
recorded at room temperature (20–24 °C) using an Axopatch
200B amplifier and pClamp 10.2 software (MDS Analytical
Technologies). Unless otherwise stated, cells were voltage-
clamped to a holding potential of �70 mV and 5-HT was
applied for 5 s once every 60 s. Current traces were filtered at 1
kHz and digitized at 2 kHz using a Digidata 1320A (MDS Ana-
lytical Technologies). The liquid junction potential was calcu-
lated to be �16 mV and measurements were accordingly com-
pensated. Drugs were applied using a DAD-12 (Adams & List,
Westbury, NY), which permits complete solution exchange
around the cells within 100 ms (25). Current amplitudes in
response to 5-HT application were quantified using Clampfit
10.2 software. Passive holding currents were subtracted and the
traces were filtered using a 100-Hz digital Gaussian lowpass
filter.
Modeling—We incorporated the inhibitor-bound states for

cocaine and ibogaine into a previously published kinetic model
of SERT function (18). The time-dependent changes in state
occupancies were evaluated by numerical integration of the
resulting system of differential equations using GNU Octave
3.2.4. The voltage dependence of individual rates weremodeled
according to Läuger (26) assuming a symmetric barrier as kij �
k0ijexp(�zQi,jFV/2RT), with F� 96,485 cmol�1, r� 8.314 JK�1

mol�1, and V the membrane voltage in volts, and T � 293 K.
Coupled membrane currents in response to substrate applica-
tion were calculated as I� (�F�zQ,ij(pikij � pjkji))NC/NA, with
zQ,ij being the net charge transferred during the transition, NC
the number of transporters set to 4� 106, andNA 6.022� 1023.
The uncoupled current was modeled as a current through a
Na� permeable channel with I � Pc�NC(V � Vrev), with Pc
being the occupancy of the channel state, � the single channel
conductance of 2.4 pS (27), NC the number of channels (4 �
106),V themembrane voltage, andVrev the reversal potential of
Na� being �80 mV. The extra- and intracellular ion concen-
trationswere set to the values used in patch clamp experiments.
To account for the non-instantaneous onset of substrate in
patch clamp experiments wemodeled the substrate application
as exponential rise with a time constant of 50 ms.
In addition a kinetic model for mutually exclusive binding

(see supplemental Fig. S2) was simulated. A description of this
simulation is included in the supplemental data.
Statistics—All values are given as mean � S.E. if not stated

otherwise. Affinity values obtained by nonlinear fits to the Hill
equation are given as EC50 or IC50 values with 95% confidence
interval. The statistical significance of differences between two
groups were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test. p val-
ues � 0.05 indicated statistical significance. Differences in
slopes were tested with F test.

RESULTS

Mutually Exclusive Binding of Ibogaine and Extracellular
Substrate to SERT and DAT—Ibogaine has been reported to
inhibit SERT noncompetitively (4). In contrast, all other known
SERT inhibitors are competitive with substrate (28). These
competitive inhibitors include several compounds that also
inhibit the closely related dopamine and norepinephrine trans-
porters (17, 29). Previous reports suggested that both SERT and
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DATwere sensitive to inhibition by ibogaine (5, 30). Therefore,
we compared the kinetics of ibogaine inhibition of SERT and
DAT. For DAT, we used MPP�, instead of the physiological
substrate DA, because of its superior chemical stability. Fig. 1
confirms that both transporters were sensitive to ibogaine
when expressed in HEK-293 cells. It also shows that the inhibi-

tionwas noncompetitive in both cases. The Eadie-Hofstee plots
show that the Vmax for transport (y intercept) was reduced for
both transporters, but the slope and hence the Km was essen-
tially unchanged. These measurements confirm and extend the
results of Jacobs et al. (4) and do not agree with a previous
report of competitive inhibition for both, hSERT and hDAT in
synaptosomes (5).
Ibogaine blocks substrate translocation by SERT in a non-

competitive manner (Fig. 1, a and b), but it competes with the
binding of the inhibitor [125I]�CIT, a cocaine analog, which
labels SERT with high affinity (17). Noncompetitive inhibition
is suggestive of a second binding site. SERT contains a mini-
mum of two binding sites: an outward-occluded conformation
of LeuT contains a binding site in the outer vestibule (also
termed S2 (31)), which is occupied by the planar tricyclic ring of
antidepressants (32). S2 has been proposed as the antidepres-
sant site of SERT (33, 34). The primary substrate binding site,
S1, is occupied by substrate in the occluded state of LeuT (15)
and by several compounds of the SSRI class (selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors) (34–36). We therefore examined whether
SERT could bind serotonin and ibogaine simultaneously. This
question was addressed in a competition experiment, in which
the ability of ibogaine to compete with [3H]imipramine binding
to membranes of cells expressing SERT was measured in the
absence and presence of serotonin (Fig. 1c). If the data are
replotted in a Dixon plot, parallel lines are obtained (Fig. 1d).
Similar findings were obtained when ibogaine competed with
binding of the cocaine analog [3H]CFT to membranes from
cells expressing DAT in the absence and presence of dopamine
(Fig. 1, e and f). In the Dixon plot, a parallel shift was seen in the
presence of a second inhibitor, as expected if binding is mutu-
ally exclusive. Simultaneous binding of two inhibitors, however,
should result in intersecting lines (37). It is worth pointing out
that both parallel and intersecting Dixon plots have been
observed with SERT depending on which pairs of inhibitors are
examined (34). Thus based on these observations, we conclude
that, despite noncompetitive inhibition of substrate transloca-
tion by ibogaine, neither SERT nor DAT bind ibogaine and
substrate simultaneously.
Substrates for membrane transport systems frequently

induce efflux of accumulated radiolabeled substrates when
added to the extracellular medium (38). Accordingly, we exam-
ined whether ibogaine was capable of eliciting efflux, which is
also the hallmark action of amphetamines. As is evident from
Fig. 2, this was not the case. When cells expressing SERT were
preloaded with the substrate [3H]5-HT, superfusion with the
SERT substrate p-chloramphetamine (PCA) induced a pro-
nounced efflux. In contrast, ibogaine was ineffective (Fig. 2a).
Similar findingswere obtainedwhen cells expressingDATwere
challenged with D-amphetamine (Fig. 2b). It is worth noting
that these experiments were carried out in CAD cells, which
also express the vesicular monoamine transporter and are thus
highly sensitive to any amphetamine-like releasing action.
Ibogaine Blocks SERT- and DAT-mediated Currents with

Potency Similar as Required for Transport Inhibition—SERT
and DAT both carry uncoupled, substrate-induced ionic cur-
rents (39, 40). We compared the IC50 values for ibogaine inhi-
bition of substrate transport into HEK-293 cells expressing

FIGURE 1. Ibogaine inhibition of transport and binding by SERT and DAT.
a, [3H]5-HT influx into cells stably expressing hSERT was measured in the
absence (filled circles) or presence (open circles) of 10 �M ibogaine. The incu-
bation time was 1 min and nonspecific uptake was measured in the presence
of 10 �M paroxetine. b, [3H]MPP� influx into cells stably expressing hDAT was
measured as above using a 3-min incubation in the absence (filled circles) or
presence (open circles) of 10 �M ibogaine. Nonspecific uptake was deter-
mined in the presence of 10 �M mazindol and was subtracted to the given
values. The data in a and b are shown in form of Eadie-Hofstee plots, where
the intercept on the y axis is equivalent to the Vmax and Km is given by the
negative of the slope. For SERT the slopes at 0 and 10 �M ibogaine were
statistically equivalent (p � 0.90 F test) and therefore globally fit with �6.18 �
0.33 �M with a y intercepts of 15.51 � 0.57 pmol/106 cells/min (R2 � 0.99) at 0
�M ibogaine and 7.92 � 0.38 pmol/106 cells/min (R2 � 0.95) at 10 �M ibo-
gaine. For DAT the slopes were also equivalent (p � 0.24 F test) and fit with
�20.37 � 0.8 �M with a y intercept of 272.30 � 8.64 pmol/106 cells/min (R2 �
0.99) at 0 �M ibogaine and 191.70 � 6.75 pmol/106 cells/min (R2 � 0.97) at 10
�M ibogaine. c–f, competition between ibogaine and 2 nM [3H]imipramine
bound to SERT (c and d) and between ibogaine and 10 nM [3H]WIN35,428
bound to DAT (e and f) in the presence and absence of 10 �M 5-HT and DA,
respectively. c, [3H]imipramine was displaced by ibogaine with an IC50 of 1.94
�M [1.71–2.21] (R2 � 0.95) in the absence of 5-HT and with an IC50 of 5.76 �M

[3.72–9.00] (R2 � 0.85) in the presence of 10 �M 5-HT. 10 �M 5-HT reduced
initial binding to 47% (95% confidence interval, 43–51). d, Dixon plot
obtained by transformation of c. The slopes in d are 0.37 �M

�1 (0.35– 0.40) and
are not statistically different (p � 0.38). e, [3H]WIN35,428 was displaced by
ibogaine with an IC50 of 12.33 �M (10.46 –14.54) (R2 � 0.99) in the absence of
DA and with an IC50 of 23.14 �M (17.49 –30.60) (R2 � 0.98) in the presence of
10 �M DA. 10 �M DA reduced initial binding to 57% (54 – 60). f, Dixon plot
obtained by transformation of e. The slopes in f are 0.076 �M

�1 (0.059 – 0.093)
and are not statistically different (p � 0.50).
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hSERT or hDAT (Fig. 3a) with those for substrate-induced cur-
rents (Fig. 3, b–d). For substrate uptake by SERT, the IC50 was 6
�M (5–8), in good agreement with previous results (4), and for
DAT the IC50 was �4-fold higher, i.e. 23 �M (18–30). We also
found that ibogaine inhibited the steady state currents induced
by substrate in both SERT and DAT. In Fig. 3, c and d, currents
were induced in X. laevis oocytes expressing hSERT (Fig. 3c) or
hDAT (Fig. 3d) by addition of 10 �M 5-HT or 3 �MDA, respec-
tively, together with the indicated concentrations of ibogaine.
The oocyte system is better suited for this analysis because sig-
nal to noise ratios of currents measured by 2-electrode voltage
clamp are superior to those obtained in mammalian cells. In
particular, hDAT expressed in HEK-293 cells carried an aver-
age DA-induced current amplitude of�2 pA (data not shown).
This current amplitude is in good agreement with the results of
Erreger et al. (41) but is too small to allow reliable analysis of
current inhibition.
Fig. 3b shows that ibogaine inhibited the currents carried by

both transporters and that in each case the inhibition occurred
at a similar concentration as required for transport inhibition
(compare with Fig. 2a). Inhibition of DAT currents required
�6-fold higher ibogaine concentrations (22 �M (19–25)) com-
pared with SERT (3.4 �M (3.1–3.9)) (Fig. 3b). The similar ibo-
gaine sensitivity suggests a close functional relationship
between substrate-induced current and transport, in agree-
ment with a recent study (18), showing that the 5-HT-induced
current in SERT is carried by a state that is occupied primarily
when the transporter is transporting 5-HT.
Ibogaine Renders Cytoplasmic Pathway Accessible to Chemi-

cal Modification—In SERT, ibogaine was shown to stabilize an
inward-open conformation of the transporter (4, 14, 18). In this
conformation, accessibility was increased for residues within
the permeation pathway throughwhich substrates dissociate to
the cytoplasm, and accessibility of residues in the extracellular
pathway was decreased (4). To test whether ibogaine had the
same effect on DAT, we mutated Ser-262 to cysteine in a back-
ground (X5C) previously known to have minimal sensitivity to
methanethiosulfonate (MTS) reagents (42). Ser-262 corre-
sponds to a cytoplasmic pathway residue in SERT (Ser-277)
known to become more accessible in the presence of ibogaine

(4, 14). In the experiment shown in Fig. 4, membranes from
cells expressingDATX5C-S262Cwere incubatedwith the indi-
cated concentrations of MTSEA for 15 min, washed, and then
assayed for binding of [3H]CFT. Addition of cocaine during the
MTSEA treatment shifted the potency ofMTSEA for inactivat-
ing CFT binding to higher concentrations, as expected if
cocaine stabilized an outward-open conformation of DAT as it
does for SERT (14, 36, 43). DA addition shifted the MTSEA
response to lower concentrations, similar to the effect of 5-HT
on SERT S277C and consistent with an increase in accessibility
of the cytoplasmic pathway with substrate transport. Ibogaine
also increased the sensitivity of the DAT cytoplasmic pathway
(Fig. 4) as previously observed for SERT (4, 14, 18) and consis-
tent with ibogaine stabilizing an inward-open of DAT.
Ibogaine Blocks Substrate-inducedCurrentsOnly fromExtra-

cellular Side—The SERT substrate PCA, like 5-HT, induced
uncoupled currents in HEK-293 cells expressing hSERT. Fig. 5
shows an experiment in which HEK-293 cells expressing
hSERT were voltage clamped by whole cell patch clamp. Ibo-
gaine decreased the amplitude of the PCA current in a concen-
tration-dependent manner, but did not change the EC50 for
PCA (Fig. 5c). The inability of high concentrations of PCA to
overcome ibogaine inhibition indicates noncompetitive inhibi-
tion, consistent with separate binding sites for ibogaine and
substrates on SERT. The EC50 values calculated for PCA were
0.7 �M (0.3–1.5 �M), 0.6 �M (0.2–1.7 �M), and 0.5 �M (0.4–62
�M) in the presence of 0, 1, and 10 �M ibogaine, respectively.
This inhibition required extracellular ibogaine: 10 �M ibogaine
almost completely prevented PCA-induced current (Fig. 5, a
and c). In contrast, when applied from the intracellular side via
the pipette solution, ibogaine concentrations up to 100 �M

failed to block the current (Fig. 5b).Moreover, the EC50 for PCA
and the maximal current amplitude it induced were both
unchanged in the presence of 100 �M intracellular ibogaine
(Fig. 5d, inset).
Kinetic Analysis of Inhibition of Substrate-induced Currents—

The time resolution of whole cell patch clamp analysis allowed
us to measure the kinetics of inhibition by ibogaine and other
inhibitors. Fig. 6, a and b, shows the time courses for the action
of 10 �M ibogaine and 10 �M cocaine on 5-HT-induced cur-
rents in SERT. The uncoupled current was blocked rapidly by
both ibogaine and cocaine. Subsequent drug removal led to a
rapid increase of current amplitude for ibogaine and cocaine.
The onset of the block and the washout followed simple expo-
nential kinetics for both ibogaine and cocaine. Analysis of the
rates of current blockage shows that ibogaine acted signifi-
cantly faster than cocaine (Fig. 6c). Fig. 6d shows that the rate
constant for the block (kapp) was onlymodestly increased as the
concentration of cocaine was raised. This is inconsistent with a
diffusion-controlled bimolecular reaction. In contrast, the
block imposed by ibogaine was greatly accelerated as the ibo-
gaine concentration was increased.
A possible site for ibogaine binding on SERT corresponds to

the location proposed as a second substrate binding site in
LeuT andDAT (31, 44). This site is in the extracellular pathway
outside the main substrate site and separated from it by an ion
pair between Arg-30 and Asp-404 in LeuT (15) (Arg-104 and
Glu-493 in SERT). Using the positions proposed to constitute

FIGURE 2. Ibogaine does not elicit an amphetamine-like releasing action
in SERT and DAT. a and b, effect of ibogaine and PCA (a) or D-amphetamine
(b) in a release assay. CAD cells transiently transfected with hSERT (a) or hDAT
(b) were preloaded with [3H]5-HT or [3H]DA, and superfused with buffer.
2-min fractions were collected. Ibogaine (50 �M), PCA (3 �M), or D-amphet-
amine (3 �M) were added after six fractions (at time point 10) and five more
2-min fractions were collected (time points 12–20). Data are fractional release
per 2 min in percent. Experiments were performed in quadruplicates; n � 2
(a), n � 3 (b).
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the second substrate site as a guide, we tested pathwaymutants
by measuring their IC50 values for ibogaine inhibition of 5-HT
transport. Endogenous amino acidswere replacedwith cysteine
(Trp-103, Tyr-175, Ile-179, Gly-402, Pro-403, Phe-407, Val-
489, and Trp-493), phenylalanine (Ile-179, Leu-406, and Val-
489), lysine (Asp-400), or aspartate (Lys-490). Although some
of these mutations slightly enhanced affinity, none of them

decreased inhibitory potency as expected if they were direct
contact residues in an ibogaine-binding site (Table 1). The loca-
tion of these positions relative to the S2 site defined for DAT is
shown in supplemental Fig. S1. The mutated positions include
some that correspond to the S2 site proposed for DAT (44) and
many others in the vicinity of S2. From the undiminished ibo-
gaine sensitivity of thesemutants, we conclude that S2 is not the
site of ibogaine binding. These results are consistent with a
recent LeuT structure in the inward-open conformation (16).
In this structure, there is no opening available for extracellular
ligands to enter the permeation pathway, which is closed from
the binding site to the extracellular surface, leaving no space for
a compound the size of ibogaine to bind.

DISCUSSION

The results presented here provide new insight into the
mechanism by which ibogaine binds to SERT to induce confor-
mational change. Ibogaine differs from other SERT inhibitors
because it inhibits noncompetitively and increases the accessi-
bility of residues in the cytoplasmic substrate permeation path-
way. These residues correspond to positions in a permeation
pathway recently revealed by an inward-open crystal structure
of LeuT (16). In SERT, cysteine residues placed at these posi-
tions reacted with aqueous reagents in membrane fragments
(when the cytoplasmic face of the transporter was accessible)
but not in intact cells, indicating access to these positions only
from the cytoplasm. The rate at which these pathway residues
reacted wasmodulated by the presence of substrates and inhib-
itors. Cocaine and antidepressant drugs decreased reactivity (a
measure of accessibility) but 5-HT and ibogaine increased it.

FIGURE 3. Inhibition of substrate transport and induced currents by ibogaine. a, for transport, HEK-293 cells expressing hSERT (filled circles) or hDAT (open
circles) were incubated with either 0.1 �M [3H]5-HT or 0.01 �M [3H]MPP� for 1 or 3 min, respectively, in the presence of the indicated concentrations of ibogaine.
The IC50 values for ibogaine inhibition of transport were 6.43 �M (5.03– 8.21) R2 � 0.91 for SERT and 23.17 �M (17.76 –30.23) R2 � 0.78 for DAT. b, measurements
of substrate-induced currents were performed using two electrode voltage-clamp with X. laevis oocytes expressing hSERT (filled circles) or hDAT (open circles),
clamped to a holding potential of �60 mV. Current was induced by addition of 10 �M 5-HT or 3 �M DA, respectively, and ibogaine was present at the indicated
concentrations. The IC50 values for ibogaine inhibition of he substrate-induced current were 3.44 �M (3.10 –3.86) R2 � 0.98 for SERT and 22.33 �M (19.32–25.80)
R2 � 0.95 for DAT. c, current traces for 5-HT-induced currents and ibogaine inhibition of hSERT. Pulses of 10 �M 5-HT together with the indicated concentrations
of ibogaine were applied to X. laevis oocytes expressing hSERT and the substrate-induced currents were measured by two electrode voltage-clamp. Data from
this representative experiment and other similar trials were combined by calculating mean currents normalized to maximal substrate-induced inward current
at 10 �M 5-HT in the absence of ibogaine, � S.E., n � 6. The data shown in panel B (filled circles) shows the mean � S.E. of these experiments. D, current traces
for ibogaine inhibition of DAT currents induced by 3 �M DA, measured as in c using oocytes expressing hDAT.

FIGURE 4. Reactivity of the DAT cytoplasmic pathway is increased by ibo-
gaine. Ser-262 in DAT, corresponding to the cytoplasmic pathway residue
Ser-277 identified in SERT, was mutated to cysteine in the X5C background
(42). Membrane fragments from HeLa cells expressing DAT X5C-S262C were
treated with the indicated concentrations of MTSEA for 15 min in the pres-
ence or absence of 10 �M cocaine, 10 �M DA, or 20 �M ibogaine as indicated,
and then assayed for residual [3H]CFT binding as previously described for
SERT (43, 54). From the MTSEA concentrations required for half-maximal inac-
tivation, the rate constants for inactivation were 82 � 3 s�1

M
�1 for MTSEA

alone, 13 � 2 s�1
M

�1 in the presence of cocaine, 419 � 36 s�1
M

�1 with DA
present, and 348 � 95 s�1

M
�1 in the presence of ibogaine. Results are

mean � S.E. from 3 independent experiments.
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Therefore it was proposed that ibogaine bound to, and stabi-
lized, a conformation of SERT in which the cytoplasmic path-
way is open, in contrast to earlier x-ray structures of LeuT in
which the pathway is closed (15, 46).
Stabilization of the cytoplasmic pathway in a closed state by

cocaine is consistent with models of DAT with cocaine and
other analogs bound at the substrate-binding site (47). The con-
formation of DAT in those models corresponds to LeuT struc-
tures with a closed cytoplasmic pathway and an open extracel-
lular pathway. However, the ability of ibogaine to close the
extracellular pathway and open the cytoplasmic one has not
previously been explained in mechanistic or structural terms.
Ibogaine contains within its structure a 5-HT moiety.

Accordingly, it was proposed that ibogaine might bind at the
substrate site and convert the transporter to a stable, long-lived
intermediate in an inward-open conformation (4). In this way,
it could act as a noncompetitive inhibitor. Such a long-lived
intermediate would need to dissociate ibogaine much more

slowly than 5-HT. We calculated that for ibogaine to inhibit in
a noncompetitivemanner, its dissociation ratewould have to be
at least 105-fold slower than for substrate (see supplemental Fig.
S2). The data in Fig. 6 provide a measure of the ibogaine disso-
ciation rate. Under the conditions used, the koff for ibogaine is
�0.5 s�1. If we assume that 5-HT binding is diffusion limited
with amaximal kon between 108 and 109 s�1 M�1 themaximum

FIGURE 5. Ibogaine blocks substrate-induced currents only from the
extracellular side. a, single hSERT expressing cells were voltage clamped to
�70 mV using the whole cell patch clamp configuration and continuously
superfused with buffer solution as described under “Experimental Proce-
dures.” A 6-s pulse of 10 �M p-chloroamphetamine (a SERT substrate) was
applied either in the absence (lower trace) or presence (upper trace) of 10 �M

ibogaine in the extracellular medium. b, single hSERT expressing cells were
voltage clamped and stimulated with PCA as in a, but with a pipette solution
containing 100 �M ibogaine. c, single hSERT expressing cells were voltage
clamped as in a and b and stimulated with a range of PCA concentrations.
Once per minute they were challenged with a 5-s pulse of 10 �M PCA, either in
the absence (filled circles) or after a 10-s pre-application of either 1 or 10 �M

ibogaine (open circles and filled squares, respectively). Ibogaine reduced the
maximal charge transfer to 0.44 � 0.04 at 1 �M (n � 5) and 0.09 � 0.08 at 10
�M (n � 5), whereas the EC50 of PCA was not changed (0.72 �M (0.34 –1.55 �M)
control (ctl) (n � 10); 0.62 �M (0.23–1.70 �M) at 1 �M ibogaine (n � 5); 0.52 �M

(0.44 nM to 62.14 �M) at 10 �M ibogaine (n � 5). d, ibogaine did not influence
the concentration response when present in the intracellular pipette solu-
tion. Single hSERT expressing cells were voltage clamped and stimulated with
PCA as in c using either normal pipette solution (filled circles) or pipette solu-
tion containing 100 �M ibogaine (open circles). Ibogaine did not change the
EC50 of PCA when applied from the inside (0.66 �M (0.55– 0.79 �M) under
control (n � 10); 0.80 �M (0.69 – 0.93 �M) with 100 �M ibogaine inside, n � 10).
The inset shows a comparison of the current amplitudes induced by 10 �M

PCA both in the absence (�13.3 pA � 1.4 pA, filled column) and presence of
100 �M internal ibogaine (�11.7 � 1.1 pA, open column) (p � 0.26, Mann-
Whitney U test).

FIGURE 6. Kinetics of current block by ibogaine and cocaine. Single hSERT
expressing cells were voltage clamped to �70 mM using the whole cell patch
clamp technique. Cells were continuously superfused with buffer solution. a
and b, for the evaluation of blocking kinetics cells were challenged with 5-HT
(10 �M). 2 s after 5-HT addition, the blocking agent (ibogaine (a) or cocaine (b))
was applied for 10 s and then washed away for 60 s in the presence of 5-HT.
c, comparison of the blocking kinetics of ibogaine (10 �M) and cocaine (10
�M). Gray lines indicate representative traces, and black lines show fits to the
traces. d, analysis of the blocking kinetics of ibogaine (filled circles) and
cocaine (open circles) over a range of concentrations. Rate constants for the
development of the block were calculated over the concentration range and
plotted against concentration. The black lines are linear fits through the data
points and the gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals. The slope for
ibogaine was significantly different from zero (p � 0.0001 F test), 7.6 � 104 �
0.4 � 104 s�1

M
�1, and the y intercept was 5.3 � 0.5 s�1. The slope for cocaine

was 3 � 103 � 2 � 103 s�1
M

�1, which was not significantly different from zero
(p � 0.16 F test), and the y intercept was 1.5 � 0.4 s�1.

TABLE 1
Ibogaine inhibition of 5-HT transport by SERT mutants
5-HT influx into cells expressing various mutants of SERT was measured over a
range (0.1 to 100 �M) of ibogaine concentrations. C109A is equivalent to wild type
SERT but without its sensitivity to inactivation by cysteine reagents. C109A and
each of the other mutants were tested in triplicate in two to three experiments to
determine the ibogaine concentration that led to half-maximal inactivation of trans-
port activity.

Mutant Mean IC50 for Ibogaine S.E.

C109A 7.9 0.7
W103C 4.1 0.3
Y175C 9.0 0.4
I179C 3.3 0.2
I179F 2.3 0.2
D400K 3.0 0.6
G402C 1.9 0.2
P403C 4.3 0.2
L406F 4.8 0.2
F407C 3.6 0.1
V489F 2.9 0.3
V489C 4.2 0.1
K490D 3.8 0.1
E493C 6.9 0.7
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5-HT dissociation rate, consistent with a KD of 3 �M (17, 48), is
between 100 and 1000 s�1 (koff � kon � c/KD). Thus, for ibo-
gaine to act as a noncompetitive inhibitor while binding to the
same site as 5-HT, it would need to dissociate slower than 0.01
s�1, at least 50 times slower than themeasured rate. In contrast,
the high affinity ligand citalopram is a competitive inhibitor
(48, 49) despite the fact that it dissociates much more slowly
than ibogaine. Supplemental Fig. S3 shows the sluggish kinetics
that characterizes citalopram binding and dissociation.
Although the affinity of citalopram for the lipid bilayer, which
provides a reservoir of the inhibitor, probably contributes to the
slow dissociation, these data show that a compound that disso-
ciates much slower than ibogaine still appears competitive in
kinetic studies.
To account for noncompetitive inhibition, therefore, ibo-

gaine must bind to a distinct site that does not overlap with the
5-HT site. Several results support the idea that ibogaine binds
to the extracellular surface of SERT when the transporter is in
an inward-open conformation. Although an attractive mecha-
nism might involve ibogaine binding within the cytoplasmic
pathway to hold it open, intracellular ibogaine failed to inhibit
(Fig. 5b). Even at concentrations 10-fold higher than those nec-
essary to block from outside the cell, intracellular ibogaine had
no effect on either the amplitude or concentration dependence
of the substrate-induced current (Fig. 5d). Ibogaine stabilizes
SERT (andDAT, Fig. 4) in a conformationwith increased expo-

sure of the cytoplasmic pathway. This contrasts with the effect
of competitive inhibitors such as cocaine and antidepressant
drugs, which decreased accessibility in that pathway. The
increase in the accessibility of the cytoplasmic pathway is most
simply explained by assuming that ibogaine has higher affinity
for the inward-open conformation of SERT and thereby stabi-
lizes this conformation. Previous investigations ofDAT confor-
mation used decreased reactivity of the I159C mutant, which
has a cysteine in the extracellular pathway, to indicate when
DAT was in an inward-facing state (50, 51). We propose that
accessibility of the DAT cytoplasmic pathway, as monitored in
Fig. 4, serves as a more direct indication of whether the trans-
porter is open to the cytoplasm.
The kinetics of the ibogaine-induced current block provide a

further argument in support of the conjecture that ibogaine
binds to an extracellular site in the inward-open state. We pre-
viously showed that the steady state current induced by 5-HT is
due to a conductive state of SERT that is in equilibriumwith an
inward-open intermediate (18). During transport, most of the
transporter builds up in this intermediate, which is converted
to an outward-open conformation in the rate-limiting step of
the transport cycle (TiK 3 ToK, Fig. 7a). A measure of this
return rate is shown in Fig. 6d by the rate constant (�2 s�1) for
current decay after cocaine addition. This rate compares favor-
ably with the overall turnover rate of 1–2 s from previous mea-
surements (40). The rate of cocaine block did not increase sig-

FIGURE 7. A kinetic model for cocaine and ibogaine inhibition of substrate-induced currents in SERT. a, the model was based on a kinetic model for
5-HT-induced currents (18). KD values of 1 �M were used for both cocaine (coc) and ibogaine (ibo) (4, 36). 5-HT is represented as S. Although cocaine binds in the
absence of NaCl, and its affinity is not increased by Cl� (36), binding was arbitrarily assigned to the ToNaCl intermediate to avoid undue complexity in the
model. See supplemental data for a more complete analysis of the model. The slow K�-independent conversion of Ti to To is likely to represent H� export as
described previously (45). The conducting state is shown as TiKCond (18). b and c, simulations based on the model in a. b, simulated current amplitudes as a
function of substrate concentration in the absence and presence of 1 and 10 �M ibogaine. c, simulated association rate constants (kapp) for ibogaine and
cocaine as a function of their concentration.
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nificantly at higher cocaine concentrations. This is expected if
cocaine can only bind after the rate-limiting conversion to an
outward-open form of SERT. However, the ibogaine block
occurred much faster (with a rate of �6 s�1 at 10 �M). This
suggests that ibogaine acted directly on an inward-open con-
formation of SERT and did not require conversion to an out-
ward-open conformation (Fig. 6d). Importantly, increasing the
ibogaine concentration increased the rate of block in a linear
manner, consistent with a bimolecular reaction. This concen-
tration-dependent increase in the apparent rate of blockage
shows that ibogaine binding did not require the conformational
change limiting the rate of cocaine block.
These results are consistent with the reaction cycle shown in

Fig. 7a. This scheme is based on the model proposed in our
previous study to explain SERT-dependent currents (18). As
previously suggested (18, 52) return of SERT from the TiK form
to ToK is shown as the rate-limiting step in transport. Thus, in
the presence of substrate, most of the transporter will be in the
TiK state. To account for the slow and concentration-indepen-
dent rate of cocaine blockade in contrast to the faster and con-
centration-dependent ibogaine block (Fig. 6d), we show
cocaine binding to To and ibogaine binding to Ti. The rate of
cocaine block is limited by the TiK to ToK transition, but
because ibogaine binds directly to Ti, the rate of block increases
with ibogaine concentration. Although this scheme shows ibo-
gaine binding to TiK, the rapid equilibrium between Ti forms
allows for the possibility that ibogaine binds to a different Ti
intermediate. However, the fact that ibogaine blocks the sub-
strate-induced current indicates that the conductive state in
equilibrium with TiK is not formed when ibogaine is bound.
We used the scheme shown in Fig. 7a to model the current

induced by substrate in the presence of ibogaine (Fig. 7b). Fig.
7b shows the predicted effect of 1 and 10 �M ibogaine. The
decrease in maximum current predicted in Fig. 7bmirrors the
results shown in Fig. 5c. The rates of cocaine and ibogaine block
are also well predicted by this model. Fig. 7c shows the pre-
dicted dependence of this rate on inhibitor concentration. Tak-
ing into account the 50-ms time constant for solution exchange
in our apparatus, themodel predicts rates quite similar to those
measured in Fig. 6d. The ability of the scheme in Fig. 7a to
model the experimental results with a reasonable degree of pre-
cision (see supplementary Data) provides some confidence that
it accurately represents the interaction of these inhibitors with
the reaction cycle of SERT.
Binding of ibogaine to an inward-open state of SERTexplains

why ibogaine was a noncompetitive transport inhibitor but
competitive with equilibrium binding of the cocaine analog
�-CIT (4). Cocaine and �-CIT stabilize SERT in an outward-
open, To conformation to which ibogaine does not bind. As a
consequence of this mutually exclusive binding, ibogaine and
�-CIT appear competitive with each other even though the two
inhibitors bind to different sites. In contrast, 5-HT binding
leads to transport and increases the proportion of SERT in the
inward-open, Ti conformation that binds ibogaine. Therefore,
external 5-HT should not be able to overcome ibogaine inhibi-
tion, even at high concentrations, leading to noncompetitive
inhibition. This result is also expected for any process in which
substrate converts a protein to an inhibitor binding conforma-

tion, as observed with other transporters (10–13). The alterna-
tive possibility, that ibogaine and substrate bind simultane-
ously, was rendered unlikely by the parallel shifts observed in
the Dixon plots (Fig. 1, d and f).

If ibogaine does not bind at the same site as substrate, then
where does it bind? We initially proposed that it bound at the
substrate site because of the resemblance of ibogaine to 5-HT.
The present results rule out that possibility and also demon-
strate that ibogaine has similar effects on SERT and DAT,
despite their dissimilar substrate selectivity. An attractive pos-
sibility is that ibogaine sites are created on the extracellular
surfaces of SERT and DAT as the extracellular pathway closes.
The rocking bundle proposal for transport suggests that a 4-he-
lix bundle tilts to concomitantly open and close the cytoplasmic
and extracellular pathways, respectively (53). Movement of the
bundle within the protein structure accounts for most of the
difference between outward-open and inward-open LeuT
structures (16). Contact between this bundle and the rest of the
protein in an inward-open conformation could create an ibo-
gaine binding site on the extracellular surface of the transporter
that stabilizes the inward-open conformation when occupied.
Alternatively, if the pathway does not completely close, the
binding site could be formed within a narrowed extracellular
pathway, perhaps at a site corresponding to the postulated sec-
ondary substrate-binding site in LeuT and DAT (31, 44). How-
ever, mutation of 11 residues in the extracellular pathway,
including those corresponding to the proposed secondary sub-
strate-binding site in LeuT and DAT, failed to decrease ibo-
gaine potency. Therefore, the precise location of the ibogaine
site remains unknown.
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Fatalities Temporally Associated with the
Ingestion of Ibogaine

ABSTRACT: Ibogaine is a naturally occurring psychoactive plant alkaloid that is used globally in medical and nonmedical settings for opioid
detoxification and other substance use indications. All available autopsy, toxicological, and investigative reports were systematically reviewed for the
consecutive series of all known fatalities outside of West Central Africa temporally related to the use of ibogaine from 1990 through 2008. Nineteen
individuals (15 men, four women between 24 and 54 years old) are known to have died within 1.5–76 h of taking ibogaine. The clinical and post-
mortem evidence did not suggest a characteristic syndrome of neurotoxicity. Advanced preexisting medical comorbidities, which were mainly cardio-
vascular, and ⁄ or one or more commonly abused substances explained or contributed to the death in 12 of the 14 cases for which adequate
postmortem data were available. Other apparent risk factors include seizures associated with withdrawal from alcohol and benzodiazepines and the
uninformed use of ethnopharmacological forms of ibogaine.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, toxicology, ibogaine, iboga alkaloid, substance abuse, human, fatality, opioid, opioid detoxification,
ethnopharmacology

The iboga alkaloids are a group of monoterpene indole alkaloids,
some of which reportedly reduce the self-administration of drugs of
abuse and opiate withdrawal symptoms in animal models and
humans (1,2). Ibogaine (Fig. 1), the most extensively studied iboga
alkaloid, occurs in the root bark of the West African Apocynaceous
shrub Tabernanthe iboga Baill. In Gabon, eboga, the scrapings of
the root bark, has been used as a psychopharmacological sacrament
in the Bwiti religion for several centuries (3,4). Elsewhere, includ-
ing North America, Europe, and South Africa, ibogaine is used for
the purpose of acute opioid detoxification, and to reduce craving
and maintain abstinence from opioids and other abused substances
including stimulants and alcohol, as well as for psychological or
spiritual purposes (5).

Ibogaine is used most frequently as a single oral dose in the
range of 10–25 mg ⁄ kg of body weight for the specific indication
of detoxification from opioids (5,6). It is most commonly used in
the form of the hydrochloride (HCl), which certificates of analysis
typically indicate is 95–98% pure, with present retail prices in the
range of c. $125–$250 USD per gram. Ibogaine is also used in the
form of alkaloid extracts or dried root bark (Fig. 2).

Ibogaine is a schedule I substance in the United States, and simi-
larly is illegal in France, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland,
and Australia. However, it is unregulated in most countries, where
it is neither illegal nor officially approved. Lay providers administer
ibogaine in nonmedical settings and have accounted for the

majority of treatments (5). Ibogaine is administered in medical set-
tings in countries such as Mexico and South Africa, where physi-
cians have the legal prerogative to prescribe unapproved
medications.

Published case series and individual accounts regarding ibogaine
for opioid detoxification tend to be consistent with regard to rapid
remission of acute withdrawal symptoms following a single admin-
istration that is subsequently sustained without further ibogaine
treatment or the use of opioids (1,6,7). This effect of ibogaine
appears to be pharmacologically mediated and not accounted for
by placebo, which has clinically negligible effects in opioid detoxi-
fication (8–10). In the naloxone-precipitated withdrawal model of
opioid detoxification, iboga alkaloids have attenuated opioid with-
drawal signs in 13 of 14 independent replications in two rodent
and two primate species (11–24). Ibogaine administered to rats or
mice as a single dose reduces the self-administration of morphine
(25–28), cocaine (26,29,30), and alcohol (31,32), with sustained
treatment effects for 48–72 h averaged for an entire sample, and an
even longer duration in individual animals (25,26,28,30). The
serum half-life of ibogaine in the rat is c. 1–2 h (33,34), indicating
that the prolonged effect on self-administration outlasts the presence
of ibogaine itself, without compelling evidence that it is mediated
by a long-lived metabolite (35).

Ibogaine does not appear to be an abused substance. The
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) did not identify potential
abuse as an issue in the context of its research program on iboga-
ine, which included preclinical testing and the development of a
clinical trial protocol (1). Animals do not self-administer 18-meth-
oxycoronaridine (18-MC), a closely structurally related ibogaine
congener with the same effects as ibogaine on self-administration
and withdrawal in preclinical models (36). Aversive side effects
such as nausea and ataxia limit ibogaine’s potential for abuse.

Ibogaine potentiates the lethality of opioids (33,37–39). This is
apparently because of an enhancement of opioid signaling (1,40),
and not because of binding at opioid receptors as an agonist (such
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as methadone) or antagonist. Doses of ibogaine used in opioid
detoxification do not produce signs of overdose in individuals who
lack tolerance to opioids, such as African Bwiti adepts, or individu-
als in non-African contexts who take ibogaine for psychological or
spiritual purposes or the treatment of addiction to substances other

than opioids. If ibogaine was acting as an opioid agonist, it would
not be tolerated by opioid-na�ve individuals because the methadone
dosage of 60–100 mg ⁄day that is used to stabilize withdrawal
symptoms in the maintenance treatment of opioid-dependent
patients (41) substantially exceeds the estimated LD50 of 40–50 mg
in humans who are not pharmacologically tolerant to opioids (42).
Other evidence that ibogaine alters signaling through opioid recep-
tors but is not itself an orthosteric agonist includes its potentiation
of morphine analgesia in the absence of a direct analgesic effect
(22,38,39,43–47). Ciba Pharmaceutical patented the use of ibogaine
to reduce tolerance to opioid analgesics in 1957 (47).

Although ibogaine contains an indole ring and is designated as a
‘‘hallucinogen,’’ it is pharmacologically distinct from the ‘‘classi-
cal’’ hallucinogens such as LSD, mescaline, or psilocybin, which
are thought to act by binding as agonists to the serotonin type 2A
(5-HT2A) receptor (48). Serotonin agonist or releasing activity does
not appear to explain ibogaine’s effects in opioid withdrawal
(2,49). There is no anecdotal or preclinical evidence for a signifi-
cant effect of classical hallucinogens in acute opioid withdrawal,
and in the animal model ablation of 90% of the raphe, the major
serotonergic nucleus of the brain does not significantly affect the
expression of opioid withdrawal (50). Descriptions of subjective
experiences associated with ibogaine differ from those associated
with the classical hallucinogens (5,48,51). The visual effects of
classical hallucinogens are typically most strongly experienced with
the eyes open and limited to alterations of colors, textures, and pat-
terns. In contrast, the psychoactive state associated with ibogaine is
experienced most intensely with the eyes closed and has been
described as ‘‘oneiric’’ and likened to a ‘‘waking dream,’’ with

Iboga alkaloid R1 R2 R3

Ibogaine OCH3 H H
Noribogaine OH H H
Ibogamine H H H
Ibogaline OCH3 OCH3 H
Tabernanthine H OCH3 H
Voacangine OCH3 H CO2CH3

FIG. 1—Chemical structures of ibogaine and its major metabolite norib-
ogaine, and the alkaloids ibogamine, ibogaline, tabernanthine, and voacan-
gine that co-occur with ibogaine in T. iboga. In the Chemical Abstracts
system the positions of R1, R2, and R3 on the ibogamine parent structural
skeleton are respectively numbered 12, 13 and 18, whereas in the Le Men
and Taylor system these same positions are numbered 10, 11 and 16.

FIG. 2—Forms of availability of ibogaine: Ibogaine is available in form of the hydrochloride (HCl) dried root bark, or alkaloid extract. The upper left
photo shows 96% pure ibogaine HCl in the form of powder in the upper left quadrant of the photo. In the lower left quadrant of the photo are five capsules.
The four lighter colored capsules contain 96% pure ibogaine HCl; the smaller two contain 120 mg and the larger two contain 250 mg respectively. The larg-
est capsule is darker and contains 330 mg of 85% ibogaine HCl. In the lower right quadrant of the photo is ground dried root bark. The upper right photo
shows alkaloid extract with an estimated total iboga alkaloid content of about 40–50%. The lower photo shows a partially scraped dried Tabernanthe iboga
root, with external bark layer, an inner bark layer, and wood. The alkaloid content is mainly concentrated in the inner root bark layer, which is exposed
along the lower border of the bare wood in left middle portion of the photo (photos courtesy of Robert Bovenga Payne and Rocky Caravelli).
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interrogatory verbal exchanges involving ancestral and archetypal
beings, and movement and navigation within visual landscapes.
Another frequently described experience is panoramic memory, the
recall of a rapid, dense succession of vivid autobiographical visual
memories. Mechanistically, these subjective experiences associated
with ibogaine might possibly suggest functional muscarinic cholin-
ergic effects, which are prominent in the mechanisms of dreaming
and memory (52). In animals, ibogaine is reported to enhance spa-
tial memory retrieval (53,54), and to produce an atropine-sensitive
EEG rhythm (55,56), commonly regarded as a model of REM
sleep (57).

Ibogaine’s highest affinity receptor interactions are as an agonist
at the r2 receptor, and an antagonist at the N-methyl-d-aspartate-
type (NMDA) glutamate and a3b4 nicotinic acetylcholine recep-
tors (1,2,58). Initially, ibogaine’s mechanism of action in drug
self-administration and withdrawal was hypothesized to involve
NMDA receptor antagonism (59); however, this hypothesis is now
viewed as unlikely because the synthetic ibogaine congener 18-
MC has negligible NMDA receptor affinity but is equally effec-
tive as ibogaine in reducing withdrawal and self-administration in
the animal model (2). Studies of iboga alkaloids and nicotinic
agents (60–64) provide some support for antagonism of the a3b4
nicotinic receptor as a possible mechanism of action with regard
to drug craving and self-administration but do not appear to
explain detoxification in the setting of extensive physical depen-
dence on opioids. Likewise, the increased expression of glial cell-
derived neurotrophic factor may mediate reduction in drug craving
and self-administration (32) but does not explain ibogaine’s effect
in opioid detoxification.

Ibogaine was administered to human subjects in a clinical Phase
I dose escalation study under a physician-initiated Investigational
New Drug Application approved by the FDA in 1993 (65). The
study was eventually discontinued because of disputes related to
contractual and intellectual property issues (66); however, the avail-
able safety data indicated no adverse events (65). Most of the
available preclinical pharmacological, toxicological, and pharmaco-
kinetic data on ibogaine are derived from research supported by
NIDA between 1991 and 1995. NIDA eventually ended its iboga-
ine project without having initiated a clinical trial apparently
because of its high cost and complexity relative to NIDA’s existing
resources (1). Ibogaine’s underlying structure cannot be patented
because it is naturally occurring, which limits the financial incen-
tive for its development. Ibogaine continues to be used in unregu-
lated contexts with associated risks because of a lack of clinical
and pharmaceutical standards (5).

Deaths have occurred temporally related to the use of ibogaine.
This article presents a systematic review of all available autopsy,
toxicological, and investigative reports on the consecutive series
consisting of all known fatalities temporally related to the use of ib-
ogaine that have occurred outside of West Central Africa from
1990 through 2008.

Materials and Methods

The Institutional Review Board of the New York University
School of Medicine and the General Counsel of the New York City
Office of Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) approved this research.

Identification of Cases

This series spans the time interval beginning with the first
reported fatality in 1990 (1) until December 2008. Eighteen of the
19 fatalities in this series were found through contact with ibogaine

treatment providers since the mid-1990s (5,6,67,68). One of these
fatalities was also investigated by the OCME (69) as are all unex-
pected, violent, and suspicious deaths in New York City. One fatal-
ity was found by literature search (70). The ethnographic
methodology and access to the network of the providers of iboga-
ine treatment and other participants in the ibogaine subculture are
described in detail elsewhere (5,67).

All fatalities were followed up by contact with appropriate
medico-legal death investigation agencies to obtain all available
autopsy and toxicology reports, inquest testimony, and other inves-
tigative reports. In addition to documentary evidence, in most
instances, treatment providers and other first-hand observers of the
death scene were interviewed. Systematic evaluation of the litera-
ture included Medline searches from 1966 to June 2010 utilizing
PubMed and ISI Web of Knowledge with the search terms ‘‘iboga-
ine’’ combined with ‘‘death’’ or ‘‘fatality’’ in addition to searches of
periodical and nonindexed ‘‘grey’’ literature as described elsewhere
(5,67).

Analytical Toxicology

Various methodologies for toxicological analysis of ibogaine
(molecular weight 310.44) have been previously described, includ-
ing liquid chromatography with flourimetric detection (71), gas
chromatography ⁄mass spectrometry (GC ⁄MS) (72–76) liquid chro-
matography ⁄ mass spectrometry (LC-MS) (70,75,77–80), and liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS ⁄ MS) (81–83).
There is a potential for confusion because of the use of two differ-
ent schemes for numbering the iboga alkaloid parent ibogamine
skeleton (84), the Chemical Abstracts system, which is common in
the biological and medical literature, and the Le Men and Taylor
system, which tends to be favored by natural products and synthetic
chemists and is also frequently encountered in the biological
literature (see Fig. 1).

Ibogaine screening usually is not included in most routine foren-
sic toxicological laboratories and a suspicion of use is required for
analysis, which is typically performed by a referral laboratory. For
two fatalities in this series (cases #3 and #10 in Table 1), the
Forensic Toxicology Laboratory at the OCME performed the analy-
sis. The presence of ibogaine was confirmed by GC ⁄MS and the
concentration determined using GC with a nitrogen phosphorus
detector (69).

Cause of Death

The certified cause of death is included in Table 1, entitled
‘‘Official cause of death.’’ The certified cause of death is that which
is indicated by the official documentation, that is, autopsy report or
death certificate, by the local authority that investigated and
recorded the death. The available documentation varied greatly with
regard to investigative rigor, level of detail, and geographic location
of the official entity that issued the report. As an approach to con-
trolling for this variance, a coauthor (JRG, a board-certified foren-
sic pathologist) made a determination regarding the cause of each
death on the basis of all available data, which in addition to the
official documentation, included any information that was provided
by treatment providers and other first-hand observers of the death
scene, or friends and acquaintances of the decedent. Table 1 pro-
vides the conclusions of this systematic, critical evaluation of all
available evidence in the far right-hand column entitled ‘‘Proximate
cause of death.’’

The cause of death is defined as the original, etiologically spe-
cific, underlying medical condition that initiates the lethal sequence
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of events (85). A competent cause of death includes the proximate
(underlying) cause, defined as that which in a natural and continu-
ous sequence, unbroken by any efficient intervening cause,
produces the fatality and without which the end result would not
have occurred. Contributing conditions were additional disorders
contributory to death but unrelated to the underlying cause of
death.

The conclusion that death was caused by an acute intoxication
requires that three conditions be met: the toxicological results are
within the range typically encountered in such fatalities, the history
and circumstances are consistent with a fatal intoxication, and the
autopsy fails to disclose a disease or physical injury that has an
extent or severity inconsistent with continued life (86). In deaths
caused by drug intoxication with more than one drug in concentra-
tions greater than trace amounts, it is customary to include all of
the identified drugs in the cause of death.

Results

We report a summary of 19 ibogaine-associated deaths that have
occurred worldwide between 1990 and 2008 including the probable
causes of death based on the available clinical and pathologic infor-
mation (see Table 1). There were 15 men and four women with a
mean age of 39.1 € 8.6 years ranging from 24 to 54 years. In 18
decedents, the estimated time intervals were available from the
most recent ingestion of ibogaine in any form until death, and the
mean interval was 24.6 € 21.8 h and ranged from 1.5 to 76 h. In
one other fatality (case #6) the time interval between death and the
time when the decedent was last noted to be alive was 20 h, the
decedent had been dead for at least several hours at the time the
body was found. The time interval from the most recent ingestion
of ibogaine until death in this instance was likely less than 76 h,
but it was not included in the calculation of the mean interval.

Fifteen individuals took ibogaine for the indication of opioid
detoxification, four of who were also dependent on alcohol, three
on cocaine, and one on methamphetamine. Two individuals used it
for a spiritual ⁄ psychological purpose and had no known substance
abuse history, and two took it for unknown reasons but had a his-
tory of substance abuse. Ibogaine was given as the HCl form in 14
instances, as an alkaloid extract in two (cases #4 and #14), dried
root bark in two (cases #13 and #16), and a brown powder that
was probably either root bark or alkaloid extract in another (case
#6). In the 12 fatalities where ibogaine was given as the HCl and a
dose was reported, the mean dose was 14.3 € 6.1 mg ⁄ kg (range
4.5–29 mg ⁄ kg). In the 10 fatalities in which ibogaine blood con-
centrations were determined, the mean was 2.38 € 3.08 mg ⁄L
(range 0.24–9.3 mg ⁄L), obtained at a mean of 25.5 € 17.8 h fol-
lowing the ingestion of ibogaine (range 4–53 h). In addition, com-
monly abused drugs (including benzodiazepines, cocaine, opiates,
and methadone) were detected in eight of 11 decedents on whom
toxicological analysis for abused substances was performed.

Twelve of the decedents had medical comorbidities including
liver disease, peptic ulcer disease, brain neoplasm, hypertensive and
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, and obesity. Among the three
decedents in which no other drugs of abuse were detected in post-
mortem toxicology analysis, one had advanced heart disease and
another had liver fibrosis. Full toxicology and autopsy results were
not available in eight and five decedents, respectively.

Discussion

In this series, 19 deaths occurred between 1990 and 2008, with
an interval of 76 h or fewer between the most recent ingestion of

ibogaine and death. In 14 instances, an autopsy was performed that
allowed the determination of the proximate cause of death. The
lack of clinical and pharmaceutical controls in settings in which ib-
ogaine has been given, and the limited data regarding toxic concen-
trations of ibogaine in humans make the determination of the
causes of these deaths difficult. Nonetheless, advanced comorbidi-
ties and contributing conditions appear to include preexisting medi-
cal, particularly cardiovascular disease, and drug use around the
time of treatment.

This series of fatalities is consecutive in the sense that it repre-
sents a systematic application of an intensive methodology for iden-
tifying cases over the time interval spanned by this study. It is
possible that additional fatalities may have occurred which were
missed by death investigation agencies and this study. In the United
States, this could relate to the surreptitiousness regarding the use of
ibogaine because of its status as a schedule I substance, and indi-
viduals aware that ibogaine was used in temporal association with
a fatal outcome might be reluctant to disclose that history. Without
investigative information about the recent use of ibogaine, special-
ized analysis for ibogaine may not be performed. Under these cir-
cumstances, the cause of death of an individual treated with
ibogaine for a substance use indication could be certified as a typi-
cal multidrug intoxication, particularly in view of the likelihood of
detecting other drugs of abuse in these deaths. In most of the
world, however, ibogaine is not illegal. In this series, outside of the
United States, ibogaine was not illegal at the time of occurrence of
the fatality in any country in which the fatality occurred.

In at least five instances, providers contacted the first author
immediately regarding the death, and in a number of others,
another individual close to the provider relayed the information,
usually with the provider’s consent. Their motivation to disclose
this information included the wish to understand the causality of
the death and prevent a future occurrence, abreaction regarding a
traumatic event, and anxiety regarding legal liability. In a country
in which ibogaine is not illegal, however, concealing its use is not
necessarily perceived to be, or actually safer than disclosing it.
Regardless of their distress regarding a death, experienced treatment
providers such as those in Mexico or the Netherlands were aware
that they did not face significant legal consequences. In a prior
study by the first author of this article that surveyed the settings
and extent of ibogaine use (5), it was estimated that 20–30% of the
actual total number of ibogaine treatments had been missed by that
study. Six of the series of 19 fatalities in this article occurred in
settings and circumstances that are likely to have otherwise been
hidden from the medical ethnographic study mentioned previously
(5). While it is likely that some deaths temporally related to the
use of ibogaine escaped inclusion in this series, it is also possible
that treatments that are associated with a fatal outcome may come
to attention relatively more frequently than those that are not.

For the purpose of this discussion, the terms ‘‘proximate cause’’
and ‘‘contributing condition’’ are used as they are defined previ-
ously in the methods section and appear in the extreme right-hand
column of Table 1. A striking factor in this series of deaths is the
identification of a comorbidity or intoxication (in addition to iboga-
ine) that could adequately explain or contribute to the death in 12
of 14 decedents that have adequate postmortem data. There are
multiple possible pathways by which ibogaine may cause or con-
tribute to death in these instances and include toxicological interac-
tions with substances of abuse and direct cardiac effects.

Cardiac disease was a contributing condition or proximate cause
in six deaths, suggesting cardiac mechanisms are an important
mediator of fatal outcomes. Although preclinical toxicological test-
ing by NIDA did not indicate prolongation of the QT interval (87),
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it has been observed during ibogaine treatments with continuous
EKG monitoring (88). Blockade of the potassium voltage-gated ion
channel encoded by the human ether-a-go-go-related gene (hERG)
is regarded as the most common cause of drug-related QT prolon-
gation (89,90), which is associated with torsades de pointes (TdP),
a morphologically distinctive polymorphic ventricular tachycardia.
The effect of ibogaine differs from that of the hERG channel
antagonist WAY-123.398 in studies of chromaffin cells (91–93);
however, ibogaine is an hERG channel antagonist in the low
micromolar range in human embryonic kidney tsA-201 cells (94).
Ibogaine has low micromolar affinity for sodium channels
(2,95,96), which might also possibly relate to cardiac risk in view
of the possible association of sodium channel blockade with slow-
ing of intraventricular conduction and the subsequent development
of a re-entrant circuit resulting in ventricular tachyarrhythmia
(89,97), and there is evidence for altered sodium channel function-
ing in some drug-induced forms of long QT syndrome (98–101).

QT prolongation is also regarded as a general correlate of car-
diac instability that is associated with arrhythmias other than TdP
(89,102,103), and with multiple risk factors relevant to the present
study including bradycardia, coronary artery disease, dilated cardio-
myopathy, recent myocardial infarction, ventricular hypertrophy,
and liver disease (89,104). Bradycardia has been reported in
humans in association with the ingestion of ibogaine in medical
(88,105) and nonmedical (106) settings, and in some preclinical
studies (33,36,107,108). The frequently altered nutritional status of
substance abusers puts them at risk of hypomagnesemia and hypo-
kalemia (90), which are associated with QT prolongation, as are
bulimia and anorexia (109). Methadone is associated with QT pro-
longation, particularly in the presence of other drugs (110). Alcohol
or cocaine use is associated with prolongation of the QT interval
both acutely (111,112) and during withdrawal (113–115). In
patients with alcohol dependence, QT prolongation has been
observed to persist for 7 days after the last intake of alcohol (116),
and withdrawal seizures contribute further independent and additive
risk (114). Epileptic seizures, even in the absence of substance use
or withdrawal, are an independent risk factor for QT prolongation
(117).

A case report of QT prolongation and ventricular arrhythmia in
association with the ingestion of T. iboga alkaloid extract (118)
illustrates the variety of potential arrhythmogenic factors in the
clinically uncontrolled settings in which ibogaine has been used.
The patient survived in that case, which is not included in this pres-
ent series. The patient had taken ‘‘Indra,’’ an apocryphal brand of
alkaloid extract that subsumes multiple sources of diverse origin,
composition, and conditions of storage (67). Multiple confounding
risk factors for QT prolongation and ventricular arrhythmia were
present. The patient had presented with a witnessed generalized
tonic-clonic seizure (GTCS) in the setting of acute alcohol with-
drawal with hypomagnesemia and hypokalemia. Although the
report made no mention of toxicological testing for illicit drugs, the
patient had a prior history of cocaine abuse and a history of buli-
mia and had been purging prior to admission.

Bradycardia is a functional effect of potential medical signifi-
cance that could possibly involve muscarinic cholinergic transmis-
sion. Ibogaine binds with reported affinities in the 10–30 lM range
to M1 and M2 muscarinic cholinergic receptors and is generally
assumed to act as an agonist (1,2); however, functional studies have
not been performed. Although ibogaine is concentrated in brain tis-
sue relative to serum in the animal model (119) and in the two
cases reported here that reported on brain levels (cases #3 and
#13), an older literature (120,121), as well as more recent data
(122), indicates that the inhibition of acetylcholinesterase by

ibogaine in vitro is negligible over the range of ibogaine concentra-
tions observed in both blood and brain in this series. It is unclear
whether the apparent association of ibogaine with bradycardia could
possibly be related to orthosteric agonist actions at muscarinic cho-
linergic receptors, or to effects involving sodium channels (123) or
other signal transduction pathways.

Pulmonary thromboembolism (PE) was the reported cause of
death in three deaths (cases #7, #12, and #18) all of which
occurred in Mexico. Two were not under direct observation at the
time of the death. In all three of these cases, autopsy reports were
inadequate as a basis for the determination of a proximate cause of
death due the lack of evidence of systematic examination of the
lungs and pulmonary vasculature. In Mexico, the death certificate
provides the clinical conclusion reached by the physician who pro-
nounced the death. In case #18, the attending physician patient
observed the patient directly and based the clinical diagnostic
impression of PE on acute dyspnea, tachypnea, and desaturation
indicated by pulse oximetry. Although an adequate autopsy is lack-
ing, the clinical picture mentioned previously is frequently seen
with PE (124), and in instances where there is verification by a
subsequent autopsy, the prospective clinical diagnosis of PE is less
commonly falsely positive than falsely negative (125). The dece-
dent had a family history of PE, and if he did indeed die from
venous thrombotic disease, the family history suggests a possible
etiological contribution because of genetic risk (126). Other possi-
ble risk factors for PE include travel to the treatment location (127)
and ⁄or inactivity and immobility during the treatment (128). Intra-
venous drug use is a risk factor for deep venous thrombosis
(129–131), and hence for PE, and appears to be associated with
injection per se, independent of the use of opioids versus other
substances (132).

In this series, there appeared to be no clinical or postmortem evi-
dence suggestive of a characteristic syndrome of neurotoxicity. Ib-
ogaine’s r2 agonist activity potentiates excitatory transmission in
the olivocerebellar projection, where the redundancy of inputs to
cerebellar Purkinje cells renders them vulnerable to excitotoxic
injury (133,134). This is believed to be the mechanism of degener-
ation of cerebellar Purkinje cells observed in rats given substan-
tially larger dosages of ibogaine than those used to study drug self-
administration and withdrawal (135). Subsequent research found no
evidence of neurotoxicity in the primate (65) or mouse (136) at
dosages that produced cerebellar degeneration in the rat, or in the
rat at dosages used in studies of drug self-administration and with-
drawal (137). Neuropathological examination revealed no evidence
of degenerative changes in a woman who had received four sepa-
rate doses of ibogaine ranging between 10 and 30 mg ⁄ kg over a
15-month interval prior to her death due to a mesenteric artery
thrombosis with small bowel infarction 25 days after her last inges-
tion of ibogaine (65).

In one fatality in this series, a GTCS occurred (case #10), which
might have been due to alcohol or benzodiazepine withdrawal. In
another death (case #14), a brain neoplasm might have explained
the possibility of complex partial seizures mentioned in the autopsy
report. The neurodegeneration observed in the rat following high
dosages of ibogaine has mainly involved the cerebellum (134,135),
which is an unlikely location for a seizure focus in humans. Sei-
zures originating from the cerebellum in humans appear to be lim-
ited to rare instances in which a focus is located in a tumor mass
distinct from normal cerebellar tissue, most commonly a gangliogli-
oma (138). Furthermore, cerebellar stimulation is viewed as a pos-
sible antiepileptic treatment (139), and ibogaine has been observed
to protect against convulsions in animal models (140–142), which
has been attributed to NMDA antagonist activity. Ibogaine causes
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serotonin release in selected brain regions in the animal model
(49), and seizures are sometimes seen in serotonin syndrome (143),
but characteristic features of serotonin syndrome such as hyperther-
mia or rigidity were not present and a clinical picture suggestive of
serotonin syndrome does not appear to have been evident in this
series.

The apparent potentiation of both the analgesic (22,38,39,43–47)
and toxic (33,37–39) effects of opioids by ibogaine may be medi-
ated by enhanced transduction of signaling via opioid receptors
(40), which might have been a factor in deaths involving the use
of opioids in temporal proximity to the ingestion of ibogaine. In
one fatality (case #2), it appeared that the decedent smoked heroin
following ibogaine treatment and shortly before death (6). Toxico-
logical analysis detected a low morphine concentration that none-
theless was in the range measured in human subjects within
30 min after inhalation of volatilized heroin (144), similar to the
method of smoking heroin by heating tin foil known as ‘‘chasing
the dragon’’ (145), and suggests possible potentiation of opioid tox-
icity by ibogaine in this death. Ibogaine increases cocaine-induced
stereotypic motor behavior in the animal model (146), suggesting
that ibogaine might also potentiate the toxicity of stimulants as
well as opioids.

Postmortem toxicological analysis detected commonly abused
drugs in eight of the 11 cases in which toxicological analysis was
performed in this series. When considering a drug intoxication
death because of multiple substances, it usually is not possible to
differentiate the individual roles and complex interactions of these
substances in causing the death. These deaths typically are certified
as intoxications because of the combined effects of all substances
detected. Therefore, it is not possible to determine whether the
deaths in which drugs of abuse were detected were because of ib-
ogaine alone, to one or more of the drugs of abuse, or a combina-
tion. There is also a general effect of the number of abused
substances, with a larger number associated with a greater risk of
death independent of the identity of specific substances involved
(147). The unexplained variance of lethal outcome as a function of
dose further adds to the difficulty of the determination of causality
for ibogaine and drugs of abuse. For example, morphine concentra-
tions associated with heroin overdose overlap substantially with
concentrations obtained from living current heroin users (148),
which may relate to the wide ranges of tolerance among opioid-
dependent individuals, and within the same individual at different
time points.

Systemic disease is a confounding factor that contributes to the
mortality associated with substance use and further complicates the
identification of the cause of death. The risk of death may represent
a complex interaction involving a substance of abuse against a
backdrop of systemic medical illness related to addiction. For
example, the risk of death from opioid overdose is associated with
cardiac hypertrophy and atherosclerotic disease (149), which were
contributing conditions in this case series and which in turn are
associated with a history of methamphetamine and cocaine use
(150,151). The role of advanced preexisting medical comorbidities
in this series of fatalities appears to be an instance of a more gen-
eral association between systemic disease and risk of fatal overdose
(149).

The reported elimination half-life of ibogaine in humans is on
the order of 4–7 h (7,70), and that of noribogaine is apparently
longer (7,35). Ibogaine is relatively lipophilic and accumulates pref-
erentially in tissues containing a high density of lipids, such as
brain or fat (119). Ibogaine undergoes demethylation to noribogaine
via cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6) (152), which is expressed in
the brain (153), where noribogaine may be ‘‘trapped’’ because it is

more polar than ibogaine and may cross the blood–brain barrier
more slowly. Postmortem redistribution of drugs and drug metabo-
lites may occur due to passive drug release from drug reservoirs,
cell autolysis, and putrefaction (154,155). In the three instances in
which peripheral and cardiac concentrations of ibogaine were
reported (cases #2, #6, and #13), the concentrations from the femo-
ral and cardiac or vena cava sites were similar. However, the two
that reported noribogaine concentrations (cases #2 and #13) demon-
strated evidence for postmortem redistribution of noribogaine with
ratios of c. 3:1 between cardiac and peripheral blood. The one
instance that reported ibogaine concentrations at two time points
(case #16) indicated 0.65 mg ⁄ L in blood at autopsy and 1.27 mg ⁄ L
days following death.

The available data do not provide a basis for a reliable estimate
of toxic concentrations of ibogaine. In humans administered fixed
oral doses of ibogaine of 10 mg ⁄ kg, mean peak blood levels were
0.74 € 0.08 and 0.90 € 0.17 mg ⁄ L in extensive and poor CYP2D6
metabolizers, respectively (7). In series of cases reported here, the
mean dosage was 14.3 € 6.1 mg ⁄kg (range 4.5–29 mg ⁄ kg), and
the mean blood level was 2.38 € 3.08 mg ⁄ L. The presence of coin-
toxicants and comorbidities, difference in dosages used, and the
higher variance in dosages and blood levels in the present series
does not provide for a meaningful comparison regarding a lethal
dosage or level in humans.

In the rat, the animal model that is predominantly used in
research on ibogaine, the dose that is usually used in models of
drug self-administration and opioid withdrawal is 40 mg ⁄ kg admin-
istered intraperitoneally (i.p.) (1,2). This dose is approximately one-
third of the LD50 of ibogaine administered i.p. (33), which in turn
is approximately one-half to one-third of the LD50 by the intraga-
stric route of administration (33,156). The animal data indicate a
significant effect of abused substances on toxicity associated with
ibogaine (33,37–39), and taken together with the clinical evidence
for the effect systemic disease on fatal overdose (149) suggests that
interactions involving cointoxicants and medical comorbidities pre-
clude a reasonable estimate regarding a lethal dosage or level of ib-
ogaine in humans.

Cointoxicants or contributing medical comorbidities were not
reported in only two fatalities for which there were an adequate
postmortem examination and toxicological analysis (cases #4 and
#13). These two deaths involved the ingestion of crude alkaloid
extract in one case, and root bark in the other. The overall compo-
sition, age, and origin of these sources of ibogaine are unknown.
The iboga alkaloid content of T. iboga root bark extracts depends,
among other factors, on the extraction method. The total alkaloid
content of the root bark is c. 2–8% of the dry weight of the root
bark, about half of which is iboga alkaloids, 80% of which is ib-
ogaine (157,158). Utilization of water-soluble extractants yields an
extract with an alkaloid fraction composed of c. 40% ibogaine,
10% related iboga alkaloids, and 50% other alkaloids, whereas uti-
lization of an organic solvent such as acetone or methanol yields
a total alkaloid fraction with relatively less non-iboga alkaloid con-
tent (157). Other iboga alkaloids that co-occur with ibogaine in
T. iboga root bark include ibogamine, ibogaine, tabernanthine, and
voacangine (157–159) (see Fig. 1). The overall iboga alkaloid
composition of T. iboga alkaloid extracts may range from c. 15%
to 50% (157) (C. Jenks, personal communication). Sources of ib-
ogaine HCl are restricted and tend to be known to providers,
and certificates of analysis have generally been available and
corroborated when verified by independent laboratories, which up
to the present time has distinguished ibogaine from the counterfeit-
ing and adulteration seen with commonly abused ‘‘street’’ drugs
(160).
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Inexperience and lack of information regarding the use of ethno-
pharmacological forms of ibogaine may itself constitute a salient
domain of risk, independent of the uncertain composition of alka-
loid extracts and the undefined potential toxicity of the alkaloids
that co-occur with ibogaine in T. iboga root bark. For example,
one decedent (case #13) (70) may have ingested an amount of
dried T. iboga root bark in excess of that which would typically be
given in a full Bwiti initiation ceremony (5). The blood ibogaine
concentration in this case was the second highest in the series, even
though it was measured an estimated 53 h after ingestion, and does
not take into account the likely presence of other alkaloids. This
case additionally suggests that the bioavailability of the alkaloid
content of dried root bark may be high.

The incidence of fatalities may have decreased in the recent past.
As indicated in Table 1, in 2008, there were no known fatalities,
and in 2007, there were 2. In contrast, there were a total of nine
fatalities that occurred in 2005 and 2006. It is unlikely that this
reflects a decline in the number of individuals treated, which
appears to be continuing the trend of growth evident over the last
decade (5). Greater recognition of medical risk on the part of treat-
ment providers may have been a factor in the apparent reduction in
the incidence of fatalities. Pretreatment screening including basic
blood chemistries and EKG, the exclusion of patients with signifi-
cant medical, particularly cardiac illness, and the recognition of the
need to stabilize physical dependence on alcohol and benzodiaze-
pines prior to ibogaine treatment has gradually become more
widely accepted norms in the settings of ibogaine use (161). This
might to a significant extent reflect the collective, cumulative expe-
rience of the fatal outcomes presented here.

In conclusion, in this series of 19 cases, advanced preexisting
medical comorbidities, which were mainly cardiovascular, and ⁄or
one or more commonly abused substances explained or contributed
to the death in 12 of the 14 cases for which adequate postmortem
data were available. Significant factors in this series appear to
include preexisting medical, particularly cardiovascular disease,
possible PE, drug use during treatment, seizures associated with
withdrawal from alcohol and benzodiazepines, and the uninformed
use of ethnopharmacological forms of ibogaine.
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Ethnopharmacological relevance: The root bark of iboga plant—Tabernanthe iboga has been used

traditionally in Central Africa as a psychoactive substance in religious rituals, while in smaller doses

it is appreciated due to its stimulant properties. The iboga root bark, iboga extract or pure ibogaine are

being recognized in the West as an anti-addiction remedy and their use is increasing.

Aim of the study: Our previous studies have demonstrated a transient ATP pool reduction under

ibogaine accompanied by the induction of energy metabolism related enzymes. The present study

aimed to find the cause of this energy deprivation and to foresee its immediate and long-term impact

on metabolism.

The overall project is designed to disclose the common mechanism of action at these seemingly

diverse indications for iboga use, to predict eventual adverse effects and to build the grounds for its safe

and beneficial utilization.

Materials and methods: The rate of carbon dioxide (CO2) as a marker of energy metabolism in stationary

yeast model under aerobic conditions in the presence of ibogaine at concentration of 1, 4 and 20 mg/l

was measured for 5 h by gas chromatography. The overall oxidative load was determined fluorime-

trically by 20 ,70-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA) and in vitro antioxidant properties of ibogaine

were defined by 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) test.

Results: The CO2 production under ibogaine was temporarily increased in a dose dependent manner.

The increased energy consumption as an early effect of ibogaine was proven by the fact that in spite

of energy mobilization, the ATP pool has been simultaneously decreased.

Although increased cellular respiration co-produces reactive oxygen species (ROS), the overall

oxidative load was significantly lowered by ibogaine. Since ibogaine does not show any significant

in vitro antioxidant properties, the results indicate its stimulating influence on physiological oxidative

stress defence system.

Conclusion: Ibogaine triggers remodeling of the housekeeping metabolism. Under the initial energy cost

it results in increased efficacy of physiological antioxidative systems, which reduce oxidative damage

and lowers basal metabolic needs. Together with induced catabolic enzymes they set a new metabolic

equilibrium that saves energy and makes it easily available in case of extra needs. While healthy

organism profits from improved fitness and mental performance and can withstand higher stress

without risking a disease, due to the same principle ibogaine provides beneficial support at the recovery

after diseases including addiction syndrome.

& 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
d Ltd. All rights reserved.

: þ386 1 5497235.

lin).
1. Introduction

Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid naturally found in the root bark
of tropical rainforest shrubby plant iboga—Tabernanthe iboga

Baill. (Apocynaceae family) and to a lesser extend in some other
species of Tabernaemontana tribe. Iboga (tabernanthe radicis
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cortex) has been traditionally used in tribes of the Congo basin in
Central Africa as a psychoactive sacrament used in the ceremony
of initiation into adulthood. It induces trance and is considered to
reveal one’s purpose of life and his role in a society (Fernandez,
1982). In smaller doses it is appreciated due to its stimulant and
aphrodisiac properties (Naranjo, 1969; Schultes, 1970). Hunters
use it to promote vigilance while stalking pray (Fernandez, 1982).
Its use is highly valued on long, tiring marches, on lengthy canoe
voyages, and on difficult night watches (Schultes et al., 2001).

In the former century iboga extract under trademark Lambar-
ene was sold in France and recommended as a tonic against
fatigue, asthenia and depression and for recovery after infectious
diseases (Goutarel et al., 1993). Other compositions containing
ibogaine had been on the marked named Bogadin, Iperton,
Endabuse (Ratsch, 1998).

In the last four decades the urban traditional use of iboga root
bark, iboga extract or pure ibogaine is on the increase as an anti-
addiction therapy (Alper et al., 2008). In the so called Ibogaine
medical subculture it is used to ease the detoxification of drugs, for
abstinence syndrome alleviation and to speed up the tolerance
reversion. In long-term abstinence, it reduces craving for drugs by
anxiety reduction and improvement of mood (Mash et al., 2000) and
one of the explanations for this is psychoanalytical catharsis with
resolution of inner conflicts (Naranjo, 1973). Existential insights
resulting in social (re)integration of an individual are recognized as
important consequence of iboga initiation in both native and Western
societies (Fernandez and Fernandez, 2001). Besides, descriptions as
spiritual revelation and religious redemption are not uncommon
(www.ibogaine.co.uk/experience.htm) and interest for bare psycho-
spiritual and religious use of iboga is so taking roots also in the West
(www.sacrament.kibla.si). On the other hand in vitro and in vivo

studies in animal models expose diverse biochemical impacts of
ibogaine application (Alper, 2001; Maciulaitis et al., 2008).

Our recent work (Paškulin et al., 2010) showed that the induction
of energy related enzymes in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae

accompanies the dose dependant decrease in ATP energy pool
caused by ibogaine at concentrations of 1, 4 and 20 mg/l during
5 h. Yeast in stationary growth phase under aerobic conditions is an
accepted model for studies of basic metabolic pathways of higher
eukaryotes, including mammalian cells (Ma, 2001).

The aim of present study was to identify the cause and to
foresee the consequences of ATP energy pool deprivation observed
under ibogaine exposure, especially to confirm whether this energy
shortage is a consequence of increased ATP consumption or it
might be due to its silenced production. The rate of carbon dioxide
(CO2) production in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae in aerobic
stationary growth phase was measured to define the level of
oxidative catabolism and ATP production, under the concentrations
of ibogaine that mirror those in the blood at different use—up to
1 mg/l corresponds to moderate stimulant effect, raising the dose
brings psychoactive range and approaching 4 mg/l relates to the
anti-addictive properties, while above are the traditional initiation
doses (Fernandez and Fernandez, 2001; Mash et al., 2000). Parallel
work on potential energy consumers like toxicity, oxidative stress
and kinetics of ibogaine were conducted.

Our hypothesis was that ibogaine triggers energy consuming
process and that there is a common denominator at diverse
outcomes of iboga use.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Material

Ibogaine HCL was donated by Sacrament of Transition, Maribor,
Slovenia. Ibogaine was used in our series of experiments since it is
directly related to the iboga plant as its principal alkaloid. Besides,
majority of literature concerns this pure form. The effect and after-
effect of iboga root bark, its extract or pure ibogaine is except for
kinetics reported as subjectively indiscriminative.

2.2. Yeast cultivation

Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was cultivated in YEPD growth
medium with the following composition: 10 g/l glucose (Kemika),
5 g/l yeast extract (Biolife), 5 g/l peptone (Oxoid), at 28 1C and
220 rpm to the stationary growth phase. Then cells were centri-
fuged for 5 min at 4000 rpm, washed with and resuspended in
50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 to density of 1�108

cells/ml. The yeast culture was incubated at 28 1C and 220 rpm.

2.3. Cell CO2 production

To determine cell respiration, 5 ml of 1�108 cells/ml yeast
culture in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer were transferred in
sterile 15-ml serum bottles covered with airtight rubber stoppers.
The suspension was incubated with ibogaine in concentrations of
0, 1, 4 and 20 mg/l at 150 rpm at 28 1C in the dark. The amount of
CO2 produced was measured at 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 h of
incubation with gas chromatograph Hewlett Packard HP5890, as
described by Odić et al. (2007). The chromatograph settings were
as follows: column Porapak R mesh 100/120 (180 cm/1.8 in), oven
temperature 50 1C, injector temperature 100 1C, TCD detector
temperature 100 1C, carrier gas helium (180 ml min�1), integrator
HP3392A. The chromatograph was calibrated with an external
standard having known CO2 concentration. For each time point
the results are expressed as relative difference in production of
CO2 by yeast cells under ibogaine compared to the control.

2.4. Estimation of oxidative stress

Intracellular oxidation was defined by using 20,70-dichloro-
fluorescein (H2DCF), which is able to react with oxidants—

reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Jakubowski and Bartosz, 1997).
Stationary phase yeast cells at concentration of 1�108 cells/ml

were added H2DCFDA as a stock of 1 mM ethanol solution to the
final concentration of 10 mM. After incubation for 20 min at 28 1C,
220 rpm cells were treated with ibogaine in concentrations of 0, 1,
4 and 20 mg/l or ascorbic acid in in-vitro equipotent concentra-
tions of 0, 1, 2 and 4 mM and samples were taken at the end of
accelerated energy metabolism period. 200 ml of the cell suspen-
sion was transferred to the microplate and fluorescence was
measured using Tecan microplate reader Safire II (excitation and
emission wavelengths of 488 and 520 nm, respectively). The
results are expressed as a relative difference in overall ROS load
compared to the control:

Ratio %½ � ¼ Etreated=Econtrol

� �
� 100

where E is emission of ibogaine treated or control solution.

2.5. DPPH radical scavenging activity

The 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical is a stable
radical with a maximum absorption at 517 nm that can readily
undergo reduction by an antioxidant. Because of the ease and
convenience of this reaction it now has widespread use in the free
radical-scavenging activity assessment (Yamaguchi et al., 1998).

The reaction mixture (1 ml) contained 500 ml of daily prepared
(1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl) DPPH solution (250 mM), 400 ml
of Tris–HCl buffer pH 7.4 (100 mM) and 100 ml of various
concentrations (10, 20, 40 and 80 mM) of ibogaine dissolved in
distilled water. After thorough mixing, the solutions were kept in
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Fig. 1. Time dependent CO2 production in yeast under 1, 4 and 20 mg/l of ibogaine

in media. Results are expressed as the relative change in CO2 production between

exposed and control cells at each time point. They were collected from four

independent cultures for each concentration. The data represent average values

and standard errors.

Table 1
Concentrations of ibogaine in yeast cytosole after equilibrium, the influence of

ibogaine at different concentrations on the total oxidative load and the influence

of in vitro equipotent concentration of ascorbic acid are represented. The values

represent averages and standard errors and are results of the experiment in

triplicates.

Calculated

ibogaine

concentration

[mg/l]

Ibogaine

concentration

in cytosol

[mg/l]

Oxidative

load ratio

treated/

control [%]

Ascorbic acid

concentration

[mM]

Oxidative

load reduction

by ascorbic acid

1 0.8370.03 76.2671.69 1 Non-significant

4 3.8970.06 76.6771.56 2 Non-significant

20 18.1470.34 43.4571.30 4 Non-significant
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the dark for 20 min at room temperature. Thereafter, the absor-
bance was measured at 517 nm. All tests were performed in
triplicate, with trolox and ascorbic acid as physiological controls.
The percent inhibition of the DPPH radical by ibogaine was
calculated according to the formula:

%Inhibition¼ Ablank2Atestð Þ=Ablank

� �
� 100

where Ablank is the absorbance of the DPPH in solution without
test sample (antioxidant), and Atest is the absorbance of DPPH in
solution with ibogaine.

2.6. Yeast viability

Cell viability was measured as cell-membrane integrity using
LIVE/DEAD Funga Light

TM

Yeast Viability Kits (Molecular Probes),
according to the manufacturer instructions. Briefly, the cells
from 1 ml cell cultures were centrifuged (14,000� g, 5 min) and
washed once with filtered PBS, and cell suspensions at 1�106

cells/ml were prepared in PBS. Then 1 ml SYTOs 9 and 1 ml
propidium iodide were added in the dark and the samples
incubated at 37 1C for 30 min. After the incubations, the fluor-
escence was measured using a microplate reader (Tecan). The
excitation/emission wavelengths for these two dyes are 480/
500 nm for SYTOs 9 and 490/635 nm for propidium iodide.

2.7. Ibogaine kinetics

Yeast cells at a concentration of 1�108 cells/ml were sus-
pended in different ibogaine buffer solutions (0, 1, 4, 20 mg/l) and
incubated at 28 1C. Samples were taken in 15 min intervals,
prepared and adequately diluted for analysis according to a
modified method which was initially developed for the determi-
nation of ibogaine and noribogaine (internal standard prazepam)
in biological samples (Koželj, 2010). The compounds were sepa-
rated on Zorbax XDB-CN (75 mm�4.6 mm i.d, 3.5 mm) by using
an Agilent 1100 HPLC system and detected in the tandem
quadrupole mass spectrometer Quattro microTM API from Waters,
the software used was MassLynx 4.1. All samples and standards
were treated adequately to prevent decomposition of ibogaine
and noribogaine due to daylight exposure.
Fig. 2. In vitro anti-oxidant properties of ibogaine represented in molar concen-

trations. Results are expressed in percentage of DPPH reduction and were

measured in triplicates. The bars represent averages and standard errors.
3. Results

We have proceeded with our previous in vivo experiments on
Wistar rats and yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae in stationary
growth phase in relation to ibogaine’s influence on energy
metabolism. In the present experiment, yeast in the same meta-
bolic state was treated with 0, 1, 4 and 20 mg/l of ibogaine and
CO2 production was measured at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 h time
points. Immediately after addition of ibogaine there was a dose
dependent raise in CO2 production with peak values of 16, 67,
142% (1, 4 and 20 mg/l of ibogaine, respectively) relative to
control, which ceased in an hour and raised again between
2 and 4 h with second peak of 15, 11, 27% (1, 4 and 20 mg/l of
ibogaine, respectively) at 3 h time point. After 3 h there was a
progressive decline of CO2 production crossing the control values
at 4 h and dropping further until the end of experiment at 5 h,
when reduction of the energy metabolism of 10, 9 and 31%
(1, 4 and 20 mg/l of ibogaine, respectively) relative to the control
was observed and further diminution expected through extra-
polation from late trends (Fig. 1).

The total oxidative load in the enhanced catabolism part of the
experiment was decreased by 24, 23, 57% (1, 4 and 20 mg/l of
ibogaine, respectively) relative to the control (Table 1). Influence
of the ascorbic acid in in vitro equipotent concentrations
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estimated in Fig. 2 to be 1, 2 and 4 mM was used as a positive
control and no significant influence on oxidative load was found.

Ibogaine’s intrinsic antioxidative potential was measured
in vitro by DPPH test. Molar concentrations were used to compare
with Trolox and ascorbic acid efficacy. No significant direct anti-
oxidant properties of ibogaine were found in concentrations,
relevant for experiment (Fig. 2).

The viability of yeast cells was examined by cell-membrane
integrity test which excluded toxicity due to ibogaine presence at
any concentration of concern (data not shown). Also, cell’s
morphology and growth after the treatment didn’t show any
deviations from control.

Ibogaine kinetics was examined in the yeast in phosphate
buffer for different concentrations of ibogaine. Concentrations
inside and outside the cells reached the balance in 2 h with a half
of shift occurred in 15 min after beginning of the experiment. The
results of measurements after equilibrium are shown in Table 1.
Ibogaine as a highly lipid soluble molecule freely enters the cell
and accumulates in the membranes causing a slight drop in
concentration of water dissolved fraction. No noribogaine, a
principal metabolite of ibogaine in humans was found neither
in intracellular nor extracellular compartment at any time during
the experiment.
4. Discussion

In our first work (Paškulin et al., 2006) induction of energy
related enzymes in rat brain was demonstrated as a consequence
of ibogaine administration. In our previous work (Paškulin et al.,
2010) we have demonstrated similar results of ibogaine’s influ-
ence on energy metabolism cluster in yeast Saccharomyces cere-

visiae, while following the changes in ATP pool showed its
transient reduction in a dose dependant manner. In the present
experiment, the influence of ibogaine on metabolism was further
studied on yeast in the stationary phase under aerobic conditions,
this time by measuring the rate of CO2 production and followed
by search for energy consumers.

4.1. Energy metabolism acceleration

Transient oxidative energy metabolism acceleration was
directly confirmed by increased CO2 production after ibogaine
exposure, in a dose dependant manner. Interestingly, this eleva-
tion is not permanent but shows rather interesting dynamics with
biphasic elevation of CO2 production, followed by the calming of
catabolism at the end of the experiment.

Considering the fact that in spite of energy mobilization the ATP
pool has been simultaneously decreased, the increased energy
consumption as an early effect of ibogaine’s presence was proven.

4.2. Possible energy consumers

4.2.1. Oxidative stress

Parallel to observation of the catabolism the level of oxidative
stress as the sum of produced ROS was tracked under the same
conditions. Surprisingly, we have observed that apart from
undisputable increase in ROS formation due to stimulated ATP
production (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007) there was a signifi-
cant drop in the total oxidative load on the cell (Table 1). Since
ibogaine doesn’t show any significant in vitro antioxidant activity
at the concentrations of concern and due to the failure of in vitro

equipotent concentration of ascorbic acid to exert such effect
in vivo, the impact on the physiological antioxidative systems
must be responsible for such improvement, in a pro-antioxidant
manner. Unlike the antioxidants that directly scavenge free
radicals, pro-antioxidants act indirectly either by modulation of
direct agents or by regulation of the biosynthesis of antioxidant
proteins (Dinkova-Kostova and Talalay, 2008; Stevenson, 2012;
Vertuani et al., 2004). Indeed, in our previous work (Paškulin
et al., 2010) we have observed the 2,2 fold induction of Cu–Zn
SOD enzyme expression after ibogaine treatment. Therefore, the
reduction of oxidative load lowers energy expenses for cellular
maintenance and saves the energy. This correlates with the later
reduction of metabolic turnover as seen in Fig. 1.

4.2.2. Ibogaine kinetics

Energy consumption due to the ibogaine uptake cannot be
responsible for energy load since active transport by specialized
ATP coupled transporters is highly improbable at simple yeast
model (Walker, 1998). Besides, it would show constant inward
pumping effort opposing the escape of highly lipid soluble
molecule (Maciulaitis et al., 2008) that would be presented as a
constant rise in CO2 production, rather than being expressed as
biphasic production acceleration with latter inversion.

Redox and energy linked metabolism of ibogaine was checked
regarding transformation to noribogaine, in mammals being
catalyzed by CYP 450 enzyme reduction. This reaction is not
possible since yeast does not posses CYP 450 system (Walker,
1998). Also, we have not found any measurable levels of noribo-
gaine in the yeast cells, treated with ibogaine. Other possible
degradation products were not undoubtedly excluded but any
kind of energy coupled degradation would again manifest itself by
constant CO2 production elevation, prolonged far beyond our
experiment until all ibogaine being metabolized.

4.2.3. Ibogaine toxicity

The ibogaine’s toxicity with potential energy cost of cellular
repairs was excluded by the test of cellular membrane’s integrity
and even further excluded by observations of normal growth and
morphology after ibogaine exposure (data not shown). Also,
literature denies antimicrobial activity of indole alkaloids from
Apocynaceae family against yeast (Verpoorte et al., 1983).

Since transient, intermittent effort of coupled oxidative energy
catabolism to compensate ATP pool diminution is not a permanent
effect of ibogaine’s presence, its toxicity or kinetics are not
expected to be the subject of energy expenditure. Rather, a trigger
mechanism is suspected where ibogaine serves as an elicitor
of some finite energy consuming process. In our recent work
(Paškulin et al., 2010) we have found induction of low abundance,
functional protein fraction in yeast (including energy metabolism
and antioxidative system enzymes in question), whose synthesis
seems to be responsible for these energy expenditures. Deeper
insight into the systems biology of complete proteome changes
needs to be done for profound understanding of the ibogaine effect.

4.3. Acute effect

The ibogaine initiates the energy consuming process and
manifestation of the effects depends on capability of catabolism
to compensate the energy outputs in this dynamic equilibrium.
This might be the case with low doses quickly gaining moderate
improvement of physical and mental performance in a stimulant
manner, while higher doses initially overcome cellular catabolism
buffering capacity with energy flux being exclusively occupied
with metabolic plasticity, not leaving much of free energy
for physical activities. This puts the user in a period of lethargy
under high ritual doses while full invigorating effect appears later
(Fernandez, 1982).

Mind altering property of iboga might also be mediated by this
mechanism of reduced energy availability (Magistretti, 2006).
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Brain activity modulation due to interference of ibogaine in neuro-
transmitter release, action and reuptake extensively described in
literature is undoubtedly involved in perception and cognitive
shifts, but also reduced disposable energy has its implication.
Brain cortex as energetically most demanding tissue and a site of
cognition as well as psychological inhibitions can in case of ATP
pool reduction move into a different mode of action. Decreased
effectiveness of K/Na-ATPase due to acute lack of ATP might cause
changes in electroencephalogram (EEG) patterns. This includes
observed theta and delta trance state that precipitate subcon-
scious psychological material into the awareness (Binienda et al.,
2011; Strubelt and Maas, 2008).

Many factors influence the efficacy and safety of ibogaine use
and so the justification of its use. Detoxification from drugs
of abuse or any other recovery after illness is a restitution of
physiological balance that by itself represents considerable
energy load. Although ibogaine quickens such adaptation, such
aid and its justification have its limits in terms of energy overload.
Accelerated detoxification of severe addiction with the use of high
ibogaine dose can overcome the body’s buffering capacities and
result in complications, so medical surveillance during such
treatments is highly recommended.

4.4. After-effect

Under the cost of transitional energy expenditures ibogaine
enables changes in proteome with the shift to a more economical
and cytoprotective metabolic equilibrium. Besides, induced energy
metabolism related enzymes serve as an extended energy source for
a prolonged period of time. Resulting metabolic state is of special
value in state of elevated energy demands under different stress in
an adaptogen manner.

4.5. Ibogaine and anti-addiction effect

Tolerance is adaptation of an organism to the presence of drugs
and their withdrawal causes the abstinence syndrome. Physical
weakness with lack of will is recognized as one of symptoms.
Besides subjective descriptions as ‘‘run out of gas’’, literature
describes choking influence of diverse drugs of abuse on the energy
metabolism (Chen et al., 2007; Hargreaves et al., 2009; Ryman and
Walsh, 1951, 1952; Sadava et al., 1997). Reversibility of such
changes is the platform for future anti-addiction treatments.

The prolonged anti-addiction effect of ibogaine at least partially
consists of improved energy accessibility that can be considered as
stabile metabolic shift in the epigenetic landscape (Huang et al.,
2009; Waddington, 1957). While escaping the genetic determinism
(Noble, 2006) such recognition of ibogaine as a causal remedy puts a
question mark upon the definition of addiction as a chronic and
relapsing disorder.

Nevertheless, full benefit of iboga use arises only from con-
junction of its invigorating quality with the spiritually initiated
intent for a life change—either initiating adulthood or quitting
addiction (as if there was any differencey).
5. Conclusions

The increased energy consumption is confirmed to be the
cause of acute energy depletion due to ibogaine. The proteome
changes including induction of energy metabolism and antiox-
idative enzymes are responsible for initial energy expenditures.
After the shift is accomplished the new metabolic equilibrium
results in improved fitness.

As the dose distinguishes remedy from poison, the same is true
for beneficial eustress influence of the adaptogen that can be
overcame by adverse distress of metabolic overload. Special
attention must be paid to pace at which the adaptation from
one metabolic equilibrium to another is conducted.
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The plant alkaloid ibogaine has promising anti-addictive properties. Albeit not licenced as a therapeutic drug,
and despite hints that ibogaine may perturb the heart rhythm, this alkaloid is used to treat drug addicts. We
have recently reported that ibogaine inhibits human ERG (hERG) potassium channels at concentrations
similar to the drugs affinity for several of its known brain targets. Thereby the drug may disturb the heart's
electrophysiology.
Here, to assess the drug's cardiac ion channel profile in more detail, we studied the effects of ibogaine and its
congener 18-Methoxycoronaridine (18-MC) on various cardiac voltage-gated ion channels. We confirmed
that heterologously expressed hERG currents are reduced by ibogaine in low micromolar concentrations.
Moreover, at higher concentrations, the drug also reduced human Nav1.5 sodium and Cav1.2 calcium
currents. Ion currents were as well reduced by 18-MC, yet with diminished potency. Unexpectedly, although
blocking hERG channels, ibogaine did not prolong the action potential (AP) in guinea pig cardiomyocytes at
low micromolar concentrations. Higher concentrations (≥10 μM) even shortened the AP. These findings can
be explained by the drug's calcium channel inhibition, which counteracts the AP-prolonging effect generated
by hERG blockade. Implementation of ibogaine's inhibitory effects on human ion channels in a computer
model of a ventricular cardiomyocyte, on the other hand, suggested that ibogaine does prolong the AP in
the human heart. We conclude that therapeutic concentrations of ibogaine have the propensity to prolong
the QT interval of the electrocardiogram in humans. In some cases this may lead to cardiac arrhythmias.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Ibogaine, an indole alkaloid derived from the root bark of the
African shrub Tabernanthe iboga, has received much attention because
of its promising “anti-addictive actions” (for reviews see Alper, 2001;
Maciulaitis et al., 2008). Thus, in animals, ibogaine attenuates opioid
withdrawal signs and reduces the self-administration of a variety of
drugs including opioids, cocaine, nicotine, and alcohol (Alper, 2001;
Glick andMaisonneuve, 1998). In addition, ibogaine hampers responses
that are associated with addiction, such as dopamine release in the
nucleus accumbens of the brain (Benwell et al., 1996; Maisonneuve et
al., 1991). Ibogaine's precise mechanisms of action remain unclear,
Gene; 18-MC, 18-Methoxy-
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but its effects may emerge from complex interactions with multiple
neurotransmitter systems. Accordingly, ibogaine interactswith numerous
different cellular and molecular targets, e.g. neurotransmitter
transporters, opioid receptors, sigma receptors, glutamate receptors,
and nicotinic receptors (Alper, 2001; Glick and Maisonneuve, 1998;
Glick et al., 2000; Maciulaitis et al., 2008).

Ibogaine has a long history of use as a medicinal and ceremonial
agent in West Central Africa. Besides its own psychoactive properties,
anecdotal evidence suggests that ibogaine also acts as an anti-
addictive in humans. Thus, intake of this alkaloid alleviates drug
craving and impedes relapse of drug use (Alper, 2001; Maciulaitis et
al., 2008; Mash et al., 1998). In spite of its status as a banned
substance in the U.S. and some European countries, ibogaine is legal
in most of the world, and, although not licenced as a therapeutic
drug, is currently used as an anti-addiction drug in alternativemedicine
(Alper et al., 2008; Vastag, 2005).

Because ibogaine has a complex pharmacology and is known to
interact with numerous different targets (see above), its potential to
generate adverse effects is significant. Besides the expected neurotoxic
actions (e.g. (Alper, 2001; Maciulaitis et al., 2008; Molinari et al.,
1996; O'Hearn and Molliver, 1993; Xu et al., 2000)), ibogaine also
served.
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affects the cardiovascular system. In rats, high doses of ibogaine
decreased the heart rate without altering blood pressure (Binienda et
al., 1998; Glick et al., 2000). This finding is consistent with anecdotal
reports in humans that ibogaine slows the heart rate (Alper, 2001;
Glick et al., 2000; Maciulaitis et al., 2008). Alarming are several cases
of sudden deaths after ibogaine use with unclear cause (Alper et al.,
2012; Donnelly, 2011), which have been hypothesised to be related to
cardiac arrhythmias (Alper et al., 2012; Hoelen et al., 2009; Maas
and Strubelt, 2006). Due to concomitant medications used and
comorbidities present in the patients described in these cases, however,
it is unclear whether ibogaine alone or in combination with other
factors may contribute to the clinical adverse findings. Recently several
cases of ibogaine-associated QT interval prolongation and arrhythmias
were reported (Hoelen et al., 2009; Paling et al., 2012; Pleskovic et al.,
2012). In a first attempt to elucidate the mechanism(s) by which
ibogaine may account for the described clinical observations, we
recently (Koenig et al., 2012) tested the drug's propensity to inhibit
human ERG (hERG, IKr) potassium currents. hERG channels are crucial
for the repolarisation phase of the cardiac action potential (AP), and
hERG channel blockade by drugs is considered the most common
reason for drug-induced QT interval prolongation, which can be
associated with an increased cardiac arrhythmia risk (Redfern et al.,
2003; Sanguinetti and Tristani-Firouzi, 2006). Indeed, we found that
ibogaine reduces hERG currents (IC50, 4 μM) at concentrations similar
to the drug's affinities for several of its known targets in the brain
(Koenig et al., 2012). Thus our finding matches with the described
reports of QT interval prolongation after ibogaine intake (Hoelen et al.,
2009; Paling et al., 2012; Pleskovic et al., 2012).

Here, to study in more detail the possibly harmful impacts of
ibogaine on the heart's electrophysiology, we explored the drug's
effects on the function of various cardiac voltage-gated ion channels.
Therefore, human ion channels that contribute significantly to
the action potential (hERG potassium channels, hNav1.5 sodium
channels, and hCav1.2 calcium channels) were heterologously
expressed in TSA-201 cells. In addition, ibogaine's effects on
the cardiac AP were assessed in experiments on ventricular
cardiomyocytes derived from adult guinea pig hearts, and in simula-
tions using a computer model of a human ventricular cardiomyocyte.
In an effort to estimate margins of safety for this drug between the
ion channel potencies in vitro and human clinical exposure, we
determined human plasma protein binding of the drug. Moreover,
we also tested its synthetic congener 18-Methoxycoronaridine
(18-MC), which exhibits anti-addictive effects but is believed to be
less toxic (Glick et al., 1996, 2000, 2001, 2011).

Materials and methods

The study complies with the rules of the University Animal
Welfare Committee. All of the procedures were conducted in accordance
with the European Community Council Directive for Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals.

Culture and transfection of TSA-201 cells

TSA-201 cells (American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas,
VA, USA)) were propagated in a Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium
(DMEM, Invitrogen, Vienna, Austria) containing 10% foetal bovine
serum (FBS), 50 U/ml penicillin, and 50 U/ml streptomycin, and
were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2.
Cells were transfected with pCEP4-plasmid (0.7 μg per 3.5 cm dish)
containing the coding sequence for the human cardiac hERG potassi-
um channel, or pGEM3-plasmid (1–2 μg per 3.5 cm dish) containing
the coding sequence for the human cardiac hNav1.5 sodium channel.
For hCav1.2 calcium current expression, an equimolar ratio of cDNA
(1 μg per 3.5 cm dish) encoding for hCav1.2 α1 subunit (77-pcDNA3)
together with auxiliary rCavβ3 and rCavα2δ1 subunits was used.
77-pcDNA3 (Soldatov et al., 2000) was used in this work with the
permission of Dr. Nikolai M. Soldatov (Humgenex, Inc., Maryland,
USA). Cotransfection with pEGFP-C1-plasmid (0.02 μg) encoding
green fluorescent protein (GFP) allowed the identification of successfully
transfected cells. For transfection of hERG, hNav1.5 and hCav1.2,
ExGen 500 (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany) and FuGENE (Promega,
Mannheim, Germany) were used according to the manufacturer's
protocol.

Isolation of adult guinea pig ventricular cardiomyocytes

Ventricular cardiomyocytes from adult female Dunkin-Hartley
guinea pigs (200–400 g) were isolated using a Langendorff setup
following procedures previously described (Koenig et al., 2011).

Drug sources and preparation of stock solutions

Ibogaine hydrochloride originated from Sacrament of Transition
(Maribor, Slovenia). 18-Methoxycoronaridine (18-MC) racemate
was purchased from Obiter Research (Champaign, IL, USA). Both
drugs were dissolved in 0.1% HCl, and stock solutions with various
concentrations in the range of 1 μM to 30 mM (upper solubility
limit) were prepared. These stocks were stored at −20 °C. On the
day of the experiment, stock aliquots were freshly diluted 1:100
with the respective bath solutions to obtain final drug concentrations
(range between 0.01 and 300 μM). The drug-free control bath solutions
contained the same amount of HCl than the experimental solutions.
Because of limitations in drug solubility in our bath solutions, we
refrained from using higher drug end concentrations than 300 μM.
E-4031 and isradipine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Vienna,
Austria).

Electrophysiological studies using the whole cell patch clamp technique

A detailed description of the electrophysiological recordings is given
in our earlier work (Mille et al., 2009; Zebedin et al., 2008). Ionic
currents were recorded from TSA-201 cells 24–48 h after transfection,
and from adult cardiomyocytes up to 12 h after preparation at room
temperature (22 ± 1.5 °C), using an Axoclamp 200B patch clamp
amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). Pipettes were formed
from aluminosilicate glass (A120-77-10; Science Products, Hofheim,
Germany) with a P-97 horizontal puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato,
CA), and had resistances between 0.8 and 2 MΩ when filled with
the respective pipette solutions (see below). Data acquisition was
performed with pClamp 6.0 software (Axon Instruments) through a
12-bit A-D/D-A interface (Digidata 1200; Axon Instruments). Data
were low-pass filtered with 1–10 kHz (−3 dB) and digitised at
10–100 kHz. Data analysis was performed using Clampfit 10.2 (Axon
Instruments) and GraphPad Prism 5.01 (San Diego, USA) software.
Rapid solution changes were performed by a DAD-8-VC superfusion
system (ALA Scientific Instruments, Westbury, NY, USA).

hERG potassium currents. The pipette solution contained 130 mM
KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM K2-ATP, 5 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES
(pH = 7.2, adjusted with KOH). Recordings were made in a bath
solution that consisted of 137 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl2,
1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH = 7.4 adjusted
with NaOH.

Sodium currents. The pipette solution contained 105 mM CsF,
10 mM NaCl, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, pH = 7.3 adjusted with
CsOH. Recordings of hNav1.5 sodium channels expressed in TSA-201
cells were made in a bath solution that consisted of 140 mM NaCl,
2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH = 7.4
adjusted with NaOH.
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Barium currents. The pipette solution contained 145 mM Cs-aspartate,
2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 0.1 mM Cs-EGTA, 2 mM Mg-ATP,
pH = 7.4 adjusted with CsOH. The bath solution contained 10 mM
BaCl2, 145 mM TEA-Cl, 10 mM HEPES, pH = 7.4 adjusted with
TEA-OH.

Action potential recordings. APs were recorded from guinea pig
ventricular cardiomyocytes in the current-clamp mode of the whole
cell patch clamp technique. APs were elicited at 1 Hz by rectangular
current pulses of 4 ms duration at 125% threshold level. The pipette
solution contained 10 mM NaCl, 140 mM KCl, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM
MgCl2, 0.1 mM Na-GTP, 5 mM Mg-ATP, 10 mM Hepes, pH = 7.2
adjusted with KOH. The cells were bathed in 140 mM NaCl, 4 mM
KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, 5 mM glucose, pH =
7.4 adjusted with NaOH.

Data analysis and curve fitting

Curve fitting was performed with nonlinear least square regression
in Prism 5.01 (GraphPad Software). Normalised hERG activation data
of individual experiments were fit to a Boltzmann function: Inorm =
1 / (1 + exp((V0.5 − V) / K)) where Inorm is the normalised hERG tail
current, V is the membrane potential, V0.5 is the voltage at which half
maximum activation occurred, and K is the slope factor. To assess hERG
channel deactivation, tail currents were fit with a double exponential
function: Itail = Afast ∗ exp(− t / τfast) + Aslow ∗ exp(− t / τslow) + C
(Clampfit 10.2), where τfast and τslow are the fast and slow time con-
stants, Afast and Aslow are the respective amplitudes, and C is a con-
stant. Relative amplitudes were determined by dividing by the total
amplitude (e.g. Afast / (Afast + Aslow)). Current–voltage relationships
for hNav1.5 were fit with the function: I = Gmax ∗ (V − Vrev) /
(1 + exp((V0.5 − V)/K)) where I is the current, Gmax is the
maximum conductance (for the remaining parameters see above).
Concentration-response data were fit with a Hill equation: Inorm =
100 / (1 + (IC50/C)^h) where the minimal and maximal values were
constrained to 0% and 100%, respectively. Inorm is the current (%) during
drug exposure in relation to the current during drug-free conditions,
IC50 is the concentration at 50% current inhibition, C is the drug concen-
tration, and h is theHill slope. For all concentration–response curves the
corresponding Hill slopes were between 0.8 and 1.3, thus implicating a
single drug binding site.

Statistical comparisons of data before and after drug application
were performed by paired two-tailed Student's t-tests. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's post hoc test was
used when more than two groups had to be compared. A p-value
of b0.05 was considered significant. For experiments to assess
the concentration-dependence of channel inhibitions by drugs the
group sizes (=number of experiments (n) performed at different
drug concentrations) were expressed as ranges.

Computer simulation of the human cardiac action potential

A detailed model of a human ventricular cardiomyocyte ((ten
Tusscher et al., 2004), mid-myocardial version) was downloaded
from http://www.cellml.org/models. All simulations were performed
within the CellML environment (Lloyd et al., 2008) with the default
parameters of the model. Action potentials were simulated with a
step size of 0.1 ms and at a rate of 1 Hz. The inhibitory effects of
ibogaine were implemented by adapting the ionic conductances of
the model, gNa for the voltage-gated sodium current, gCaL for the
voltage-gated L-type calcium current, and gKr for hERG potassium
current, according to the observed experimental inhibitions by the
different drug concentrations.

Throughout the manuscript data represent means ± standard
deviation.
Results

Drug effects on human ERG potassium channels heterologously expressed
in TSA-201 cells

We have recently reported (Koenig et al., 2012) that ibogaine
concentrations in the low micromolar range inhibit hERG channels
expressed in TSA-201 cells. Here, we characterised ibogaine's
effects on hERG channels in more detail. In addition, we also tested
the effects of its congener 18-Methoxycoronaridine (18-MC). The
structures of the two compounds are compared in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b
shows typical whole cell currents through hERG channels heterologously
expressed in a TSA-201 cell under drug-free control conditions, and after
steady-state block with 3 μM ibogaine applied from the external side.
These currents were elicited by the pulse protocol depicted on top
from a holding potential of −80 mV. It can be observed that ibogaine
decreased the hERG current amplitude. Endogenous currents in
untransfected TSA-201 cells were small (19 ± 9 pA/pF, Fig. 1c) and did
not contribute to the overall HERG current. To further confirm the
presence of functional hERG channels in our heterologous expression
system, at the end of several experiments, the hERG channel blocker
E-4031 was applied at a concentration of 1 μM. As expected, this drug
completely inhibited the hERG tail currents in TSA-201 cells (data not
shown). Fig. 1d shows a summary of the current–voltage relationships
from seven experiments as shown in b. The current amplitudes were
evaluated at the end of the initial depolarising voltage steps (circles)
and at the peaks of the subsequent tail current (squares), under control
conditions (empty symbols) and under 3 μM ibogaine (filled symbols).
In the presence of ibogaine, the voltage atwhich halfmaximumactivation
was reached (V0.5) was shifted to more hyperpolarised potentials from
−9.4 ± 3.8 mV in the absence to −18.6 ± 4.5 mV in the presence of
the drug (n = 7; analysis of tail current peaks; p b 0.0001). The corre-
sponding slope factors (K values) were not significantly different
and yielded 7.5 ± 0.5 and 7.8 ± 0.7 mV, respectively (p = 0.6). The
observed negative shift in V0.5 under ibogaine could be reversed by
wash out of the drug. V0.5 and K two minutes after beginning of wash
out amounted to−10.1 ± 5.3 and 7.4 ± 0.5 mV, respectively (n = 4).

Finally, the tail currents elicited by the 6 s voltage step to−50 mV
(see Fig. 1b) were further analysed (seven experiments). The decay of
these currents represents the kinetics of hERG channel deactivation
(Chen et al., 1999; Perry et al., 2010). Double exponential fits
to the tail currents revealed the following decay time constants
(τ-values): τfast = 330 ± 70 ms (relative amplitude, 0.46) and
τslow = 2050 ± 380 ms (0.54) in the absence, and τfast = 550 ±
250 ms (0.44) and τslow = 2990 ± 1320 ms (0.56) in the presence
of the drug. A paired Student's t-test between control and 3 μM
ibogaine for τfast and τslow yielded p b 0.05 and p = 0.05, respectively.
The relative amplitudes given in brackets were unchanged. Thus, under
3 μM ibogaine, hERG channel deactivation was considerably slowed.
This effect was fully reversible after washout.

The concentration-dependence of hERG channel inhibition by
ibogaine and 18-MC was determined as in our previous study
(Koenig et al., 2012) by the pulse protocol shown in Fig. 2a, applied
at a frequency of 1 Hz. An activating voltage step was followed by
a 300 ms pulse to −120 mV to elicit a large tail current. In
untransfected cells no tail currents were observed at this potential.
The peaks of the hERG tail currents were measured and plotted over
time in Fig. 2b, which shows part of a typical experiment of drug
application and wash out. We found that 1 and 10 μM ibogaine (filled
bars) reversibly inhibit hERG currents in a concentration-dependent
manner. Similarly, 10 μM of the ibogaine congener 18-MC (empty
bar), reversibly inhibited hERG currents but to a somewhat lesser
extent when compared to the same concentration of ibogaine
(Fig. 2b). A summary of the concentration-dependencies of current
inhibition by ibogaine and 18-MC from a series of such experiments
(n = 4–17 and 4–13 for ibogaine and 18-MC, respectively) is
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shown in Fig. 2c. Normalised hERG tail current peaks, each time
measured after a new steady-state level was reached during an
external solution change, were plotted against drug concentration.
Note that the ibogaine data were taken from Fig. 1b of our earlier study
(Koenig et al., 2012; licence number, 2995391353547). Fits of the
data points with a Hill equation revealed IC50 values of 3.9 ± 0.3 μM
(Koenig et al., 2012) and 14.9 ± 0.8 μM (present study) for ibogaine
and 18-MC, respectively. The corresponding Hill slopes were 0.8 and
0.9, and thus close to one, consistent with the presence of a single drug
binding site.

Numerous drugs are known to increase their inhibition of hERG
channels if the cell membrane is depolarised frequently, a phenomenon
which is referred to as frequency-dependent block. To test if ibogaine
inhibits hERG channels in a frequency-dependent manner, we first
applied 3 μM ibogaine for 2 min to allow for a basal block without
pulsing. This was followed by repetitive pulsing at low (0.1 Hz)
and high (1 Hz) frequency for 60 s. The hERG tail current amplitudes
normalised to the drug-free control condition (data point at 60 s)
are shown in Fig. 2d. Upon repetitive pulsing a minor additional
block developed at both frequencies. Thus, 60 s of 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz
pulsing decreased the currents by an additional 15 ± 1% (n = 6)
and 10 ± 7% (n = 7) compared to basal block levels, respectively.
Consequently, 3 μM ibogaine does not generate considerable
frequency-dependent hERG channel block.
Drug effects on human Nav1.5 sodium channels heterologously expressed
in TSA-201 cells

Besides hERG potassium channels, hNav1.5 sodium channels are
also of major importance in the human heart (Terrenoire et al.,
2007). Since brain sodium channels were previously identified as
one possible target site for ibogaine's actions (Glick et al., 2000),
here we tested if ibogaine and its congener 18-MC also affect the
currents through cardiac hNav1.5 channels.

In Fig. 3a, typical whole cell currents through human Nav1.5 sodium
channels heterologously expressed in a TSA-201 cell are shown under
control conditions, after steady-state block with 100 μM externally
applied ibogaine, and after wash out. The currents were elicited by
the pulse protocol given in the inset of Fig. 3b. From a series of such
experiments the inward current peaks were plotted against the applied
voltage to obtain the current–voltage relationships (Fig. 3b). As can be
observed in this figure and in the original traces of Fig. 3a, 100 μM
ibogaine considerably reduced the sodium currents through hNav1.5
channels. Moreover, in the presence of the drug, the current–voltage
relation was slightly shifted to more hyperpolarized potentials. Thus,
the voltage of half maximal activation (V0.5) was −42 ± 5 mV in the
absence and −46 ± 5 mV in the presence of 100 μM ibogaine
(p b 0.01, n = 7). The corresponding slope factors (K values) were
6.2 ± 0.8 and 5.5 ± 0.5 mV (p b 0.05), respectively. V0.5 after two
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minutes drug wash out was −44 ± 4 mV, and K after wash out
amounted to 6.7 ± 0.7 mV (n = 7).

The concentration-dependence of hNav1.5 channel inhibition by
ibogaine and 18-MC was determined by repetitive (0.5 Hz) 25 ms
voltage steps to −10 mV from a holding potential of −120 mV
(Fig. 3c). The elicited peak inward sodium current amplitudes were
allowed to equilibrate until a stable condition had developed.
Thereafter, different drug concentrations were washed in, and
steady-state block level was determined. A complete wash out of
the drug after each application served to confirm the control level
before drug application. A summary of the concentration-dependent
current inhibitions is shown in Fig. 3c. Fits of the data points with a
Hill equation revealed IC50 values of 142 ± 11 μM (n = 5–10) and
464 ± 34 μM (n = 6–12) for ibogaine and 18-MC, respectively. The
corresponding Hill slope was 1.1 for ibogaine, and it was constrained
to 1 in case of 18-MC to give a reasonable estimation of the IC50 value,
as 300 μMwas the highest 18-MC concentration that could be applied
(see Materials and methods).

Next we tested if hNav1.5 channels are inhibited by ibogaine in
a frequency-dependent manner. Therefore, either under control
conditions or 2 min after start of superfusion with 10 or 100 μM
ibogaine, repetitive high frequency pulsing (pulse protocol from
Fig. 3c applied at 5 Hz) was started. The current peaks normalised
to the respective control (drug-free condition) were plotted against
time in Fig. 3d. As expected from the drug's concentration-
dependence (Fig. 3c), 10 μM ibogaine generated only a minor basal
block (see first data point). A considerable frequency-dependent
decline in the current amplitude during repetitive 5 Hz pulsing
could not be observed. Thus, the steady-state current level reached
after 2 s of pulsing amounted to 96 ± 6% (n = 7) of the control
(Fig. 3d). 100 μM ibogaine, on the other hand, inhibited the basal
current to about 65% of the control, and generated a little further
current reduction during repetitive pulsing (steady-state current
level after 2 s, 52 ± 20% (n = 8); Fig. 3d). The corresponding
steady-state current levels reached during repetitive 0.5 Hz pulsing
were 93 ± 4% (n = 10) under 10 μM, and 65 ± 7% (n = 9) under
100 μM ibogaine.

Taken together, compared to hERG channel inhibition, significantly
higher concentrations of ibogaine and 18-MC are needed to block
hNav1.5 sodium channels. This finding is in line with previous
observations suggesting that many drugs have a higher affinity to
hERG than to other cardiac ion channels (Perry et al., 2010).

Ibogaine's effects on the action potential in adult ventricular guinea pig
cardiomyocytes

After having characterised ibogaine's hERG channel inhibition and
the drug's lower affinity inhibitory action on cardiac voltage-gated
sodium channels, we next studied the effects of ibogaine on the
cardiac action potential (AP). For this purpose we used cardiomyocytes
isolated from adult guinea pig ventricles, which are considered an
appropriate model system to study drug effects on the human cardiac
AP (e.g. (Davie et al., 2004; Yao et al., 2008)).

APs were recorded from single ventricular cardiomyocytes in the
current-clamp mode. To validate our system, we first used the hERG
channel blocker E-4031. As shown in Fig. 4a, externally applied
E-4031 considerably prolonged the AP, as expected from a hERG
channel blocker. Secondly, the L-type calcium channel blocker
isradipine, which should shorten the AP, indeed reduced AP duration
(Fig. 4b). After having performed these control experiments we tested
the effects of ibogaine. Typical original traces under drug-free control
conditions, and after steady-state level was reached following external
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application of ibogaine in different concentrations, are shown in
Fig. 4c. It can be observed that 1 μM ibogaine did not considerably
affect AP duration. This result was unexpected considering that this
ibogaine concentration considerably blocks hERG channels (see Fig. 2).
Furthermore, under 10 μM ibogaine AP duration was even significantly
reduced, an effect that was dramatic under 100 μM drug concentration.
Analyses of a series of such experiments (n = 5–21) on guinea pig
cardiomyocytes are depicted in Figs. 4d and e. Here AP durations at 90%
repolarisation (APD90, d), and the area under the AP (e) were plotted
against ibogaine concentration. Both graphs suggest that low ibogaine
concentrations (0.1–3 μM) do not alter AP duration. Interestingly,
however, at a concentration of 1 μM, the drug occasionally generated
recognisable AP prolongation. This effect was observed only at this
particular ibogaine concentration, and only in two out of six tested
cardiomyocytes, where it was reversible and appeared repeatedly after
washout. Note that due to these two “outliers” the standard deviation
for this data point (at 1 μM drug concentration) is abnormally large.
Finally, higher ibogaine concentrations (≥10 μM) caused a significant
shortening of the AP, as reflected by a decrease in the APD90 and AP
area values (Figs. 4d and e). In an effort to better understand the lack
of effects of ibogaine on the guinea pig AP despite showing potency
for hERG, we studied the effects of the drug on the L-type calcium
channel in more details. Thus, it seemed possible that a prominent
inhibition of L-type calcium channels in guinea pig cardiomyocytes
could counteract ibogaine's AP-prolonging effect generated by hERG
channel blockade. Investigation of this issue in guinea pig cardiomyocytes
(Fig. 4f) indeed revealed that ibogaine has a comparatively high affinity
for calcium channels in this particular cell system (IC50, 53 ± 4 μM
(n = 5–14); Hill slope, 1). Consequently, in guinea pig cardiomyocytes,
10 μM ibogaine inhibits the currents through calcium channels by
approximately 20% (Fig. 4f), which may constitute a compensatory
mechanism to counteract and even exceed the AP-prolonging effect of
ibogaine's hERG channel blockade.

Computer simulation to estimate the net effect of ibogaine's multiple ion
channel inhibitory actions on the human AP

Several reports of QT interval prolongation after ibogaine intake
in humans (Hoelen et al., 2009; Paling et al., 2012; Pleskovic et al.,
2012) suggest that the drug, unlike in guinea pig ventricular
cardiomyocytes, prolongs the AP in human cardiomyocytes. To test
this hypothesis, we used the data already obtained with ibogaine on
hERG and hNav1.5, generated the data for hCav1.2, and used these
results to define the effects of ibogaine on a computer model of a
human ventricular AP. hCav1.2 expressed in TSA-201 cells was
blocked by ibogaine with an IC50 value of 163 μM (Hill slope, 0.9;
Fig. 4f), a value approximately 3-fold larger than that obtained in
guinea pig cardiomyocytes.

Fig. 5 shows the effects of hERG, hNav1.5, and hCav1.2 current
inhibition on the AP at three different ibogaine concentrations. At
1 μM ibogaine, the simulations revealed that hERG current inhibition
slightly prolongs the duration of the AP, when compared to the
drug-free control condition (Fig. 5a). Calcium channel inhibition, on
the other hand, did not generate any effect on the AP at this low
drug concentration. At 10 μM ibogaine, hERG blockade considerably
prolonged, and calcium channel blockade slightly shortened the
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application. (b) AP under control conditions, 1 min after beginning of superfusion with bath solution containing 10 μM isradipine, and 3 min after wash out. (c) AP under control
conditions, and each time after steady-state was reached during superfusion with bath solution containing 1, 10 and 100 μM ibogaine. The ibogaine effect on the AP was completely
reversible after wash out (data not shown). (d) Concentration-dependence of the ibogaine effect on AP durations at 90% repolarisation (APD90). (e) Concentration-dependence of
the ibogaine effect on the area under the AP. A significant difference existed among the different drug concentrations (p b 0.0001, ANOVA). *** indicates a significant difference to
the drug-free control (p b 0.001, Tukey's post hoc test). The lines connect the data points. (f) Barium current inhibition by various concentrations of ibogaine in guinea pig
cardiomyocytes (filled squares) and TSA-201 cells expressing hCav1.2 channels (empty squares). The pulse protocol to elicit the currents during the sequence of drug application
and wash out is shown in the inset. The lines represent sigmoidal fits to the data points with a Hill equation.
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AP, resulting in a net AP prolongation when both inhibitions were
considered together (Fig. 5b). At both 1 and 10 μM ibogaine,
hNav1.5 current inhibition by the drug did not exert any noticeable
effect on the AP. Therefore the respective traces were omitted.
At the highest ibogaine concentration (100 μM) all ion channel
inhibitions generated significant effects on the AP (Fig. 5c). First
hERG blockade prolonged the AP. Secondly calcium channel blockade
shortened the AP duration, and diminished the positive membrane
potential reached during the plateau phase of the AP. Thirdly
hNav1.5 blockade slowed the upstroke and reduced the amplitude
of the AP (inset of Fig. 5c). Finally, when hERG and hCav1.2 channel
inhibition at 100 μM ibogaine were considered together, hardly any
effect on AP duration remained. Thus, at this high drug concentration,
calcium channel inhibition obviously neutralised the effect produced
by hERG channel blockade.

Taken together, the computer simulations revealed that low
micromolar concentrations of ibogaine prolong the human cardiac
AP due to hERG channel inhibition. The higher the ibogaine concentration
becomes (already evident at 10 μM), themore calcium channel inhibition
by the drug counteracts the AP-prolonging effect generated by hERG
channel blockade.
Human plasma protein binding of ibogaine

In an effort to define whether the concentrations used in this
study could translate to reported clinical exposure, we determined
the human plasma protein binding fraction of ibogaine using an
equilibrium dialysis method (Cyprotex Discovery, Macclesfield, UK)
and found it to be approximately 65%.

Discussion

Here we report that low micromolar concentrations of ibogaine, a
drug with promising anti-addictive properties, inhibit cardiac
voltage-gated ion channels. The strongest potency of ibogaine we
found here relates to hERG channels, and the drug concentration
required to inhibit hERG currents by 50% (IC50) was 4 μM (Koenig
et al., 2012; present study). Ibogaine concentrations have been
measured in whole blood samples of humans after single oral doses
of 500–1000 mg (Mash et al., 1998, 2000), doses that are typically
employed to treat drug addicts (10–25 mg/kg of body weight)
(Alper, 2001; Mash et al., 1998, 2000), and in a case of ibogaine
poisoning (Kontrimaviciute et al., 2006). The values obtained were
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Fig. 5. Computer simulation of the effects of ibogaine on the human cardiac AP at three different drug concentrations. In a and b, the effects of hERG and hCav1.2 channel inhibition
by the drug are considered both separately and together; the effect of hNav1.5 channel inhibition was omitted, because at these ibogaine concentrations (1 and 10 μM) no effect on
the AP was evident. In c, besides the effects of hERG and hCav1.2 channel inhibition by the drug, the effect of hNav1.5 channel inhibition on the upstroke phase of the AP is shown on
an expanded time scale in the inset.
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1–10 μg/ml (3–30 μM) and represent total drug concentrations. With
the extent of ibogaine's human plasma protein binding of 65% taken
into account, the free plasma concentrations reached after drug
intake in these studies amounted to 1–11 μM. Together this suggests
that therapeutic concentrations of ibogaine directly inhibit hERG
channels in the human heart.

Ibogaine's multiple ion channel inhibitory actions: prolongation or
shortening of the cardiac AP?

hERG channel blockade by drugs is known to delay the
repolarisation phase of the cardiac AP, which usually goes along
with a prolongation in AP duration. Here, although confirming
ibogaine's inhibitory effect on hERG channels (Koenig et al., 2012),
surprisingly, we did not observe the expected AP prolongation in
guinea pig cardiomyocytes by ibogaine in any of the concentrations
(range, 0.1–100 μM) used. On the contrary, higher ibogaine
concentrations (≥10 μM) even shortened AP duration significantly. To
reconcile this discrepancy, here we propose that ibogaine's effects on
L-type calcium channels, which normally depolarise the membrane
potential when activated, counteract AP prolongation due to ERG
channel inhibition by the drug. This is supported by the fact that low
micromolar ibogaine concentrations inhibit the currents through
calcium channels in guinea pig cardiomyocytes. Thus at 10 μM ibogaine
(minimum drug concentration required to induce AP shortening),
the currents through calcium channels are already reduced by
approximately 20% (Fig. 4f; IC50, 53 μM). In guinea pig cardiomyocytes
ibogaine seems to display a profile similar to the calcium channel
blocker verapamil. Verapamil inhibits both hERG and calcium channels
at therapeutic concentrations and does not induce a prolongation of
the cardiac AP (e.g. (Redfern et al., 2003)). On the other hand,
when implementing both ibogaine's human ERG and Cav1.2 channel
inhibitions in a computer model of a human cardiac AP, the drug
produced considerable AP prolongation at certain concentrations
(Fig. 5). Here, e.g. at 10 μM, ibogaine's inhibitory effect on hCav1.2
channels (Fig. 4f; IC50, 163 μM) only partly counteracts its hERG
channel blocking effects.

Together these findings strongly suggest that calcium channel
blockade by ibogaine counteracts the AP-prolonging effect of ERG
channel inhibition by the drug. This effect occurs more prominently
in guinea pig (experimental data) compared with human (computer
simulation) cardiomyocytes, probably due to the 3-fold higher
affinity of ibogaine for guinea pig versus human calcium channels.
As a consequence, only the human, but not the guinea pig cardiac
AP is prolonged by ibogaine in low micromolar concentrations.
Species differences in drug affinities for ion channels, as observed
for the effects of ibogaine on L-type calcium channels in the
present study, have previously been reported (e.g. (Grace and
Camm, 2000)). Because in the present study we did not have the
possibility to measure APs in human ventricular cardiomyocytes but
performed computer simulations instead, however, these interpretations
remain speculative.

It should be noted here that also other factors may have contributed
to the different actions of ibogaine on the AP in guinea pig and human.
First, the drug may have a lower affinity for the guinea pig compared
with the human ERG channel. Secondly, the contribution of ERG
currents to the repolarisation phase of the cardiac AP may be larger
in human compared to guinea pig hearts (O'Hara and Rudy, 2012;
Zicha et al., 2003). Thus, in the latter, a more significant part of the
repolarisation may be carried by the slow delayed rectifier potassium
current IKs, which is strongly expressed in guinea pig ventricular
cardiomyocytes (Sanguinetti and Jurkiewicz, 1990). Consequently, ERG
channel blockade by ibogaine would have a stronger AP-prolonging
effect in human than in guinea pig cardiomyocytes. Finally, we can also
not exclude the possibility that ibogaine additionally affects other
cardiac ion channels than ERG and calcium channels,which are expressed
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in guinea pig cardiomyocytes, but were not considered in our human AP
simulations.

Does ibogaine contribute to QT interval prolongation in humans?

Ibogaine is known to affect the cardiovascular system. The drug
slows the heart rate in animals (Binienda et al., 1998; Glick et al.,
2000) and humans (Alper, 2001; Glick et al., 2000; Maciulaitis et al.,
2008). This effect is probably mediated via interaction of ibogaine
with muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (Alper, 2001; Glick and
Maisonneuve, 2000; Glick et al., 2000). Moreover, cardiac arrhythmias
have been related to several cases of sudden death after ibogaine
intake (Alper et al., 2012; Hoelen et al., 2009; Maas and Strubelt, 2006).
However, due to concomitant medications used and comorbidities
(e.g. cardiovascular) present in the patients described in these cases
(Alper et al., 2012; Donnelly, 2011), it is unclear whether indeed ibogaine
has caused these deaths. First direct evidence for ibogaine-induced
arrhythmias was provided by Hoelen et al. (2009). These authors
reported a severe prolonged QT interval of the electrocardiogram,
associated with ventricular tachyarrhythmias, in a 31-year-old woman
after she had taken a single dose of ibogaine. Other cases of
ibogaine-associatedQT interval prolongation and ventricular arrhythmias
were recently published (Paling et al., 2012; Pleskovic et al., 2012).

In the present study, we describe both ibogaine effects on cardiac
ion channels that favour (hERG channel inhibition) and counteract
(calcium channel inhibition) AP prolongation. Because ibogaine's
affinity for human ERG channels is considerably higher (40-fold)
than that for human Cav1.2 channels, we propose that the drug can
prolong AP duration in human ventricular cardiomyocytes, and
thereby has the propensity to prolong the QT interval. It should be
noted here, however, that although most probably insufficient to
fully counteract AP prolongation due to hERG channel inhibition,
calcium channel blockade will in any case diminish the amount of
QT interval prolongation generated by the drug (e.g. at 10 μM
ibogaine, see Fig. 5b). Here, another consideration is noteworthy:
with the exception of the patient recently described in Pleskovic et
al. (2012), the other reported cases of QT interval prolongation after
ibogaine intake in humans (Hoelen et al., 2009; Paling et al., 2012)
were all accompanied by hypokalaemia. Hypokalaemia has been
shown to reduce the cell surface density of hERG channels, and
exacerbates long QT syndrome (Guo et al., 2009). Thus, it cannot un-
equivocally be judged, whether the cases of QT prolongation reported
(Hoelen et al., 2009; Paling et al., 2012) can solely be attributed to
the direct inhibitory effect of ibogaine on hERG channels in these
patients. Moreover, low extracellular potassium may also increase
drug blockade of IKr (Yang and Roden, 1996). If this is also true for
ibogaine, hypokalaemia may enhance the direct QT prolonging
effect of the drug via hERG channel inhibition. Finally, besides QT
prolongation as a possible consequence of hERG inhibition, it should
be noted that the application of a powerful psychoactive drug such
as ibogaine may also lead to cardiac adverse effects related to its
central nervous activity without the need to imply hERG inhibition.
Regardless of the actual mechanism underlying the potential
ibogaine-induced QT prolongation, this condition may likely be
detrimental for humans at high risk such as in the case of drug
addicts.

Is the ibogaine congener 18-Methoxycoronaridine safer than ibogaine?

In this study, besides ibogaine, we also tested its synthetic congener
18-MC, which is believed to be less toxic (Glick et al., 1996, 2000, 2001,
2011). We found that, similar to ibogaine, 18-MC inhibits hERG and
hNav1.5 channels heterologously expressed in TSA-201 cells. For the
inhibition of both these currents, however, higher concentrations of
18-MC were needed when compared to ibogaine. This suggests that the
affinity of 18-MC to cardiac voltage-gated ion channels is lower than
that of ibogaine. In accord, Glick et al. (2000) reported that 18-MC has a
lower affinity for rat brain sodium channels than ibogaine. In principle,
the lower affinities of 18-MC for cardiac ion channels suggest a reduced
risk for cardiac adverse effects in comparison with ibogaine. However,
18-MC's affinity for hERG channels (IC50, 15 μM) is still close to the
therapeutic concentration range (see above), if similar plasma protein
binding as for ibogaine is assumed. Thus, like ibogaine, 18-MC may have
the propensity to induce QT interval prolongation by hERG channel
inhibition. 3- to 4-fold higher concentrations of 18-MC, however, may
be needed to trigger this effect. Finally, it should be mentioned that a
racemate of 18-MC was used here for testing. This may restrict the
conclusions drawn, because single enantiomers could possess different
ion channel activities.

Limitations of the study

The current inhibition data used for the human AP computer
simulations originated from human ion channels (hERG, hNav1.5,
and hCav1.2) heterologously expressed in TSA-201 cells. Drug
affinities for ion channels in native cells can differ from those
detected in heterologous expression systems. Thus, our simulations
can only provide an estimate of the real situation in native human
cardiomyocytes. This certainly limits our predictions about ibogaine's
effects on the heart's electrophysiology in humans. We are also
aware that, by assessing the cardiac ion channel profile of ibogaine
(and 18-MC), we did not directly test proarrhythmia liability or
vulnerability.

In conclusion, we found that ibogaine inhibits cardiac voltage-
gated ion channels. At therapeutic concentrations, the drug's inhibitory
effect on hERG channels provides a potential explanation for the reported
QT interval prolongation in humans that may lead in some cases to
tachyarrhythmias. Ibogaine derivatives with reduced propensity to
block cardiac ion channels but preserved anti-addictive properties need
to be developed. 18-MC may be regarded as a first candidate.
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Abstract: Ibogaine is a psychoactive alkaloid derived from Tabernanthe iboga, a plant used in initiatory rituals in West 
Central Africa. Largely because of ibogaine’s status as a Schedule I substance in the U.S., the development of ibogaine’s 
use in the treatment of drug addiction took place outside conventional clinical and medical settings. This article reviews 
the history of ibogaine’s use in the treatment of drug addiction, and discusses progress made towards, and obstacles 
blocking, the establishment of controlled clinical trials of ibogaine’s efficacy. Preclinical research has generally supported 
anecdotal claims that ibogaine attenuates withdrawal symptoms and reduces drug cravings. Concerns about ibogaine’s 
safety, as well as a dearth of solid data from human studies, have hampered progress in its development as an approved 
medication. This article outlines major findings from preclinical studies, discusses concerns about ibogaine’s safety, and 
details previous and ongoing research on ibogaine’s use as an anti-addictive treatment for humans. 
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

 Ibogaine is a naturally occurring psychoactive indole 
alkaloid, one of at least a dozen alkaloids found in the 
rainforest shrub Tabernanthe iboga. Scrapings from the root 
bark of the plant have been used in low doses to combat 
fatigue, thirst, and hunger and in higher doses as a sacrament 
in religious and initiatory ceremonies, likely for many 
centuries, by people in West Central Africa [1]. Ibogaine is 
the most studied of the alkaloids present in the iboga shrub, 
having been used as an adjunct to psychotherapy as early as 
the 1950’s and, in more recent decades, having been the 
subject of biological and clinical research investigating its 
purported efficacy for the treatment of addiction to opiates 
and other substances [2-4]. 
 Although there is substantial evidence from preclinical 
studies and open-label clinical studies supporting the 
anecdotal reports of ibogaine’s ability to interrupt addiction 
to opiates and other substances of abuse, there have not as 
yet been any complete controlled clinical trials, in part 
because side effects and safety concerns have hampered 
ibogaine’s development as a therapeutic medicine [2]. What 
follows here is an historical overview of the emergence of 
ibogaine as an anti-addictive medicine within the “ibogaine 
medical subculture” [5] and of the barriers that have blocked 
its development as a legally available medicine in the U.S. 
and several other nations, as well as an overview of the 
evidence, from preclinical studies and from studies of 
treatments by ibogaine providers, of the drug’s efficacy. 
 In West Central Africa, primarily in Gabon and 
Cameroon, initiates of the Bwiti religion chew preparations 
of iboga root bark during overnight rituals [1]. Iboga usually 
facilitates for the initiate a visionary experience having as 
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common themes travel along the path of birth and death, 
often to ordinarily unseen realms, and contact with the dead 
or with higher powers. 
 According to the timeline constructed by Dr. Kenneth 
Alper [2], T. iboga was first introduced to the Western world 
in 1864, when samples of the plant were brought to France 
from Gabon, and its ritual usage was first described in print 
in 1885 [6]. Ibogaine was first crystallized from extracts of 
the shrub’s root bark in 1901 [2], and its pharmacodynamic 
properties were first explored in the first decade of the 20th 
Century; during that same time was recommended as a 
treatment for “asthenia” at a dosage of 10 to 30 mg per day. 
From 1939 to 1970 ibogaine was marketed in France as 
“Lambarene,” a “neuromuscular stimulant” in the form of 8 
mg tablets, for conditions including fatigue, depression, and 
infectious disease [6]. 
 Nowadays ground, dried iboga root bark is sometimes 
used clinically by ibogaine providers in Mexico and 
elsewhere, as is an alkaloid extract of the root bark, in 
treatments for indications of substance use disorders [7]. 
However, the form most commonly used at ibogaine clinics 
is the ibogaine hydrochloride salt [5]. 
 The serendipitous discovery of ibogaine’s anti-addictive 
properties is attributed to Howard Lotsof [3, 4, 8, 9]. Lotsof 
was a habitual user of heroin who organized and participated 
with a group in New York City that met occasionally during 
the period of 1962-1963 to study the subjective effects and 
possible psychotherapeutic benefits of a wide variety of 
psychoactive drugs [3]. Lotsof and other members of the 
group, twenty individuals in all, ingested ibogaine at dosage 
levels up to 19 mg/kg. Of those twenty individuals, seven 
were dependent on heroin; following their initial ingestion of 
ibogaine, 5 of those 7 reported that they entirely abstained 
from heroin use for at least 6 months thereafter [8-10]. 
Lotsof notes that, in the aftermath of an initial ibogaine 
experience that lasted for more than 30 hours, he became 
aware that he did not suffer from heroin withdrawal, nor did 
he crave the opiate despite not having used it since ingesting 
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the ibogaine. The other heroin-dependent members of the 
group reported a similar absence of cravings and withdrawal 
symptoms. Sensing the possibility that the group had 
discovered an important medicinal use for ibogaine, Lotsof 
eventually made it his life’s work to advocate for policy 
changes and research geared towards making ibogaine 
available as an anti-addictive medicine [8, 10]. He eventually 
patented the use of ibogaine to treat dependence on opiates 
[11] and also for the treatment of dependence on cocaine and 
amphetamine, alcohol, nicotine, and poly-substance abuse 
[12 - 15]. 
 In 1957, prior to ibogaine’s use in the treatment of drug 
addiction, Ciba Pharmaceutical patented its use for the 
purpose of enhancing the analgesic effects of opiates [16]. 
The mechanism by which Ibogaine potentiates the analgesia 
of opiates is apparently by an enhancement in opiate 
signaling and not because of agonistic or antagonistic 
binding at opiate receptors [7]. 
 In the late 1950’s and 1960’s ibogaine was utilized as an 
adjunct to psychiatric treatment, most famously by Chilean 
psychiatrist Claudio Naranjo, who reported that ibogaine’s 
tendency to enhance the retrieval of personal subjective 
memories and fantasies on the part of his patients helped to 
facilitate the closure of unresolved conflicts [17], but also by 
Leo Zeff and other psychotherapists on the West Coast of the 
U.S. who worked with a variety of psychedelic substances 
including ibogaine [8, 18, 19]. Zeff characterized ibogaine as 
particularly effective in enabling patients to recognize 
psychological “blocks” that they had previously denied [18, 
19]. In 1969 Naranjo received a French patent for the 
psychotherapeutic use of ibogaine in the dosage range of 4 to 
5 mg/kg [2]. 
 Possession of ibogaine was made illegal in the U.S. in 
1967. In 1970 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
classified ibogaine as a Schedule I drug along with scores of 
other psychoactive substances, including the better known 
and more widely used tryptamines LSD and psilocybin [2]. 
Today ibogaine is unregulated in most nations but is illegal 
in the U.S., Australia, Belgium, Denmark, France, Sweden, 
and Switzerland [5]. 
 In 1982, Lotsof created the Dora Weiner Foundation, a 
nonprofit corporation dedicated to the goal of legitimizing 
the use of ibogaine for the treatment of substance abuse 
disorders, and in 1986 he launched a private company called 
NDA International, which provided funds to support 
research in Rotterdam and New York testing ibogaine with 
animal models of opiate addiction and withdrawal [8]. The 
research in Rotterdam led to the first publication showing 
evidence of ibogaine’s efficacy in attenuating withdrawal-
like symptoms in animals [20]. Soon thereafter, Dr. Stanley 
Glick’s research team at Albany Medical College 
demonstrated that ibogaine produced a reduction in 
morphine self-administration by rats [21, 22]. 
 Lotsof’s efforts to legitimize ibogaine’s medical use over 
the next few years nevertheless failed to elicit interest and 
investment by the pharmaceutical industry, perhaps due to a 
number of considerations including the unconventional 
developmental setting of the drug [8], Lotsof’s lack of 
medical or scientific credentials [10], the fact that ibogaine is 
a naturally occurring compound and thus cannot itself be 

patented, or the pharmaceutical industry’s view that 
addiction was an unprofitable area for drug development 
[23]. 
 Starting in 1989, ibogaine treatments for drug 
dependence took place in non-medical settings in the 
Netherlands with support from NDA International and 
DASH, the Dutch Addict Self-Help organization, as well as 
ICASH, the International Coalition of Addict Self-Help [2]. 
Roughly 40 to 45 patients were treated in the period from 
1989 through 1993 [8]. Also during this period, based on the 
early preclinical evidence and case reports suggesting 
ibogaine’s possible efficacy, the Medication Development 
Division of the US National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) 
began supporting preclinical toxicological research on 
ibogaine and the development of human clinical trials [2]. In 
1993, the Drug Abuse Advisory Panel of the US FDA 
granted Deborah Mash’s team at the University of Miami a 
phase I pharmacokinetics and safety trial of ibogaine in male 
subjects, and in 1995 the FDA approved a revised protocol 
to conduct such a study with cocaine-dependent subjects [4]. 
During that same period (1993-1994), NIDA developed a 
phase I/II protocol involving fixed dosages of 150 mg and 
300 mg of ibogaine HCl versus placebo for the indication of 
cocaine dependence [2]. Meanwhile plans were afoot at 
Erasmus University in Rotterdam to develop a human 
clinical trials protocol [8]. 
 Within a few short years, however, these promising 
avenues were all blocked. In 1993 the death of a female 
patient in the Netherlands effectively brought an end to the 
NDA-funded treatments in the Netherlands and severely 
dampened Dutch enthusiasm for further funding and 
research on ibogaine treatment. Development of the clinical 
trial in Rotterdam was halted even though the official Dutch 
inquiry found no conclusive role for ibogaine in the patient’s 
death [8]. 
 The dose escalation trials at the University of Miami 
were cut short in 1995 due to a lack of sufficient funds to 
complete the study [4]. Also in 1995, significantly 
influenced by the critical opinions of consultants from the 
pharmaceutical industry, NIDA opted not to fund its 
proposed phase I/II clinical trials, though they continued to 
support preclinical research on ibogaine [2, 8]. 
 In the wake of the denial of official approval for the 
study of ibogaine in Europe and in the United States, 
ibogaine became increasingly available in alternative settings 
[2, 5], effectively launching what science journalist Brian 
Vastag [24] referred to as a “vast, uncontrolled experiment.” 
Treatment based on a conventional medical model was 
available in Panama in 1994-1995 and in St. Kitts from 1996 
until at least 2001 [5], while treatments in informal settings 
became available in many countries, including the U.S., the 
Netherlands, Britain, Slovenia, and the Czech Republic [2] 
and, in later years, also including Mexico, Canada, and 
South Africa [5]. 
 The far-flung, mostly informal network of ibogaine 
providers grew with increasing rapidity over the following 
decade or so. An exhaustive ethnographic study of this 
“ibogaine medical subculture” [5] estimated that 3,414 
individuals (plus the “hidden population” accounting for 
approximately an additional 20 to 30%) had taken ibogaine 
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outside of West Central Africa as of February of 2006, a 
roughly fourfold increase relative to the cumulative total 5 
years earlier [2, 5]. Of the total, 68% had ingested ibogaine 
for the treatment of a substance-abuse disorder, and 53% 
specifically for treatment of opioid dependence [5]. A 
sizeable minority had taken ibogaine for the purpose of 
promoting personal psycho-spiritual growth. 
 The study identified four distinct “scenes” or providers 
with an associated setting, including the “medical model” 
scene, in which the provider is a licensed physician, and the 
setting is a medical hospital or clinic or a clinical research 
facility, with credentials appropriate for the governmental 
jurisdiction, in the case of treatment for substance abuse 
disorders; the “lay provider/treatment guide” scene, in which 
the provider lacks official medical credentials, and the 
setting is usually a private residence or hotel; the 
“activist/self-help” scene, involving a provider with an 
activist or evangelical mindset holding the explicit goal of 
gaining wider acceptance for the use of ibogaine and 
providing better treatment for a socially stigmatized group; 
and the “religious/spiritual” scene involving a lay provider, a 
setting intended to provide a spiritual or ceremonial context, 
and usually a participant ingesting the ibogaine for purposes 
of psycho-spiritual growth rather than for treatment of a 
substance-related disorder [5]. 
 Most Ibogaine clinics operating in countries where 
ibogaine use is allowed can be discovered and contacted via 
the Internet by individuals in other countries, most 
commonly residents of the U.S., seeking treatment [5]. Such 
clinics usually maintain a web presence to attract clients. 
Pages dedicated to information on and discussions of 
ibogaine and support for patients exist on Internet social 
media sites. For example, Erowid.org maintains pages that 
provide a collection of personal experiences submitted by 
people who have used ibogaine, information on the history 
and chemistry of the drug, and a bibliography of literature 
about ibogaine [25, 26]. Based on information volunteered 
by approximately 40 individuals receiving ibogaine 
treatment for opiate dependence in Mexico, each of whom 
travelled from the U.S. to Mexico for treatment [27, 28], 
many people treated at ibogaine clinics first learn about 
ibogaine treatment via the Internet. 
 Typical clinical usage for interrupting addiction involves 
the ingestion of the hydrochloride salt of ibogaine (ibogaine 
HCl) at a dosage of 15 to 20 mg/kg of the patient’s body 
weight [29], whereas usage for psycho-spiritual purposes 
typically involves dosages roughly half as strong [5]. The 
form of ibogaine used most often in the clinical setting is 
ibogaine HCl of 95 to 98% purity prepared from extracts of 
the root bark and available at a cost of about $125-$250 
USD per gram [7]. A 13-step synthesis of ibogaine from 
nicotinamide has been described [30, 31] but ibogaine can 
also be produced by semi-synthesis from voacangine, an 
alkaloid found in Voacanga Africana [32]. 
 For the treatment of substance dependence, ibogaine has 
most commonly been administered in a non-hospital setting 
in the morning, most commonly in the form of a single dose 
of ibogaine HCl [2]. The patient lies still and awake in a 
quiet, darkened room for the duration of the treatment. 
Reports of ataxia and sudden vomiting within the first 
several hours are common. 

 Following the administration of the ibogaine, the subject 
experiences a sharp reduction in drug cravings and signs of 
withdrawal within 1-2 hours [2]. Patients commonly report 
sustained resolution of the withdrawal syndrome within 12-
18 hours [3] and a reduction in or absence of drug cravings 
lasting for at least a few days and sometimes up to two 
months [10]. 
 Based on interviews of patients and treatment providers 
and on case reports and general descriptions available in the 
literature, the typical subjective experience following 
ibogaine ingestion has been characterized as occurring in 3 
distinct “stages” [2, 3]. The onset of the “acute” phase occurs 
within 1-2 hours of ingestion and lasts for 4-8 hours and is 
often marked by emotional intensity and the experience of 
location and interaction within a “waking dream.” The 
visions produced by ibogaine tend to be most intense when 
the subject’s eyes are closed and to be suppressed when eyes 
are open, in contrast to the visual stimuli produced by the 
“classical” hallucinogens such as LSD and psilocybin, which 
generally impose themselves onto the subject’s normal 
visual field. Citing the dream-like quality of the ibogaine 
experience, some authors prefer to refer to ibogaine as an 
oneirophrenic substance rather than a hallucinogen [6]. With 
ibogaine, commonly reported themes during the acute stage 
include visions of, and interrogatory exchanges with, 
ancestral or archetypal persons or beings; placement in and 
movement within a dream-like visual landscape; and 
panoramic recall of personal experiences or past events. 
Some reports indicate that these visions appear only when 
the viewer’s eyes are closed, and that when the eyes are 
open, people and things in the surrounding environment 
appear normal. Typically, an abrupt cessation of these 
visions marks the conclusion of the acute phase. There is 
wide variation among individual experiences, and not 
everyone experiences strong visual stimuli with ibogaine. 
The visual experience (or lack thereof) does not seem to 
correlate with the ibogaine’s effect on acute opiate 
withdrawal [3]. 
 The “evaluative” stage begins 4-8 hours after ingestion 
and lasts for 8-20 hours [2, 3]. During this phase the 
subject’s attention continues to be inwardly directed rather 
than towards external stimuli, and the emotional tone tends 
to diminish in intensity. Stimuli from the external 
environment may be experienced as distracting and 
annoying, and so the patient usually prefers to remain in a 
quiet environment at this time. The panoramic recall slows 
considerably or entirely as the patient reflects upon and 
evaluates the experiences of the acute phase. The material 
contemplated during this stage may consist of experiences 
from the dreamlike period as well as recollections of other 
memories and often concerns traumatic or highly emotional 
experiences, important personal relationships, or impactful 
decisions the patient has made [5]. 
 The onset of the final stage, called the “residual 
stimulation” phase is roughly 12 to 24 hours after ingestion; 
this period generally lasts for 24-72 hours or even longer. 
Reports of this phase suggest that the patient returns to a 
normal state of attention to the external environment during 
this time. Meanwhile the subjective intensity of the 
experience subsides, though there is a lingering state of 
arousal or vigilance. Patients receiving ibogaine for drug 
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dependence often report a significantly diminished need for 
(or ability to) sleep, and sometimes report a period of a 
reduced need for sleep lasting for days or weeks. In all, the 
three phases resolve for most patients within 48 hours of 
ingestion, and for a substantial proportion within 24 hours 
[3]. 
 The subjective experience of ibogaine is often described 
as unpleasant or even harrowing by patients receiving the 
drug in the treatment setting [27, 28]. It has been referred to 
as “brutal and unpleasant” [33] in the context of treatment 
for opiate dependence and as a “rough trip” in an 
exploratory, non-treatment context [31]. The psychologically 
and physically difficult nature of the experience renders 
ibogaine unappealing as a recreational substance [3]. For 
patients treated for drug addiction, the difficulty may be 
accentuated when they are compelled during the ibogaine 
experience to contend with the psychological and social 
consequences of a long term pattern of substance abuse; 
when interviewed, many such patients report having to 
contend with deep feelings of regret and remorse when 
confronted with the impact of their addictions upon their 
own lives and on relationships with friends and family 
members [27, 28]. The experience appears to reap 
psychological benefits for at least some people, though; 
reports by drug dependent patients in a study of the 
psychotropic effects of ibogaine [34, 35] reveal that the most 
common themes emerging from the interpretation of the 
experience included a sense of insight into destructive 
behaviors (86.7% of respondents), a felt need to become 
abstinent (68.3%), the experience of having been cleansed, 
healed, and reborn (50.0%), and the sense of having a second 
chance at life (40.0%) [4]. 
 The question of whether or not the visions and self-
reflection produced by ibogaine have an impact on substance 
use in the weeks and months following treatment is one that 
remains to be answered or even directly addressed by 
researchers. Indeed, for reasons discussed below there have 
been few rigorous studies of treatment outcomes for patients 
at ibogaine clinics. A few studies, discussed in detail below, 
have examined outcomes of such treatment. These studies 
provide some important data on short-term outcomes, in 
particular regarding the resolution of withdrawal signs, but 
their usefulness is limited by, in some instances, a lack of 
rigorous methods, short observational periods (one month or 
less), and the absence of controls for comparison. 

EVIDENCE FOR EFFICACY: PRECLINICAL RE-
SEARCH, PHARMACOLOGY, AND MECHANISMS 
OF ACTION 

 Beginning in the mid-1980’s, scientists began using 
animal models of addiction to test the claims made within 
Lotsof’s patents, specifically that ibogaine eliminates 
withdrawal symptoms and drug cravings and that it 
interrupts opiate, stimulant, nicotine, and alcohol addictions 
for several days or possibly for months following the 
administration of a single dose. Those claims have largely 
been supported by preclinical studies, most of which took 
place in the late 1980’s and the 1990’s, demonstrating in 
animal models of addiction that ibogaine significantly 
attenuates withdrawal signs and reduces drug self-
administration [2, 7]. A detailed examination of the 

preclinical evidence, as well as of the pharmacokinetics and 
proposed mechanisms of actions of ibogaine, exists 
elsewhere [2] as does a summary that includes the more 
recent preclinical studies [7]. An extensive review of the 
pharmacology of ibogaine is available as well [36]. A 
relatively brief overview of these topics is provided here. 
 Ibogaine and two closely related compounds have been 
studied for their anti-addictive effects in animals: 
noribogaine, the O-demethylated metabolite of ibogaine [36, 
37], and 18-methoxycoronaridine (18-MC), a structurally 
related congener to ibogaine which was developed by way of 
a rational pharmaceutical approach [37] with the intention of 
creating a medicine with the anti-addictive efficacy of 
ibogaine but lacking the aversive and dangerous side effects 
of ibogaine [38]. There are no reports of 18-MC having been 
tried in humans [39] but this compound, like noribogaine, 
has been shown to be equally as effective as ibogaine with 
respect to attenuating withdrawal-like symptoms and 
reducing drug self-administration [37]. 
 Evidence from animal models of addiction includes 
studies for ibogaine’s efficacy in reducing self-
administration of morphine or heroin [21, 40-43], cocaine 
[21, 40, 44], alcohol [45, 46] and preference for nicotine 
[47]. There is also evidence for persistent reductions, lasting 
for a few days or more after administration of ibogaine, in 
the preference for cocaine [40, 44] and in the self-
administration of cocaine or morphine [21, 42]. Results from 
studies in which the standard single-dose regimen was 
modified (for example, when 2 doses of ibogaine were 
administered 6 hours apart [44] or when ibogaine was 
administered weekly for three consecutive weeks [40] 
suggest that optimal persistence in reductions in the self-
administration of drugs by animals, or persistent reductions 
in drug cravings by humans, may be achieved with a 
regimen of multiple doses over a period of time rather than 
with a single dose [2]. The cumulative preclinical data from 
four studies [21, 40, 42, 48] indicates that for some 
individual animals the duration of reduction in drug self-
administration extended well beyond the 48-72 hour average 
[7]. 
 The serum half-life of ibogaine in rats is about 1-2 hours, 
indicating that the prolonged effect on self-administration of 
drugs outlasts the presence of ibogaine and suggesting that 
the effect might be mediated by ibogaine’s longer-lived 
metabolite, noribogaine [34, 35, 49, 50]. Indeed, noribogaine 
has also been reported to reduce self-administration, by rats, 
of cocaine and morphine [51] and alcohol [52]. However to 
date there is no compelling evidence confirming the idea that 
noribogaine mediates this suppression following ibogaine 
administration [7, 53]. 
 18-MC has been shown to reduce self-administration of 
cocaine and morphine [38], methamphetamine and nicotine 
[54] and alcohol [55]. Ibogaine and related compounds have 
also been shown to alleviate withdrawal-like symptoms in 
animal models. Among the earliest studies showing such 
results were those by Djoljic, et al. [20] demonstrating 
ibogaine’s dose-dependent diminution of naloxone-
precipitated withdrawal signs in rats, and Glick, et al. [22] 
reporting ibogaine’s attenuation of naltrexone-precipitated 
morphine withdrawal signs in rats. The Glick group later 
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showed, using the same method, similar dose-dependent 
attenuation of morphine withdrawal by 18-MC [56]. 
 A summary of findings across studies [7] reported that in 
studies using the naloxone-precipitated model of opiate 
detoxification, iboga alkaloids (specifically ibogaine, 
noribogaine, and 18-MC) have attenuated withdrawal signs 
in 13 of 14 independent investigations involving two rodent 
and two primate species [20, 22, 56-67]. 
 Many independent studies have established that ibogaine 
and noribogaine interact in a complex manner with many 
receptor systems in the central nervous system [36]. 18-MC 
has also been shown to act at many types of receptors in the 
brain [38]. The pharmacological bases of ibogaine’s anti-
addictive properties are not fully understood [36, 68, 69], nor 
are those of 18-MC [70], but they appear to involve complex 
interactions across multiple receptor systems [2, 36, 70]. In 
any event, the study of the mechanisms of efficacy of iboga 
alkaloids promises to provide an increasingly clear 
understanding of substance dependence and its treatment [3, 
49]. 
 Multiple reviews have detailed the pharmacology of 
ibogaine [2, 36, 49, 71]. Ibogaine’s actions are 
pharmacologically distinct from those of the opioid 
replacement drugs such as methadone, as ibogaine is not an 
agonistic opiate replacement therapy, nor does it produce its 
activity through opioid antagonism [2, 7]. 
 Ibogaine and its active metabolite, noribogaine, present 
substantially different pharmacological profiles from each 
other [2, 36, 49] and both appear to have multiple and 
complex mechanisms of action within the central nervous 
system [2, 72], as does the ibogaine congener 18-MC [38]. 
 Ibogaine has a low micromolar affinity for several 
binding sites within the central nervous system, including N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate, kappa- and mu-
opioid, and sigma2 receptors, sodium channels, and the 
serotonin reuptake transporter. Functional studies indicate 
that ibogaine is a noncompetitive antagonist at the nicotinic 
acetylcholine receptor [2, 36]. Ibogaine produces the 
presynaptic release of serotonin; inhibits the serotonin 
reuptake transporter; and acts as a 5HT2a and 5HT3 agonist, 
an NMDA antagonist, a muscarinic agonist and a nicotinic 
antagonist [35, 68]. 
 Ibogaine has a greater potency at NMDA receptors than 
does noribogaine [36]. Initially it had been thought that 
ibogaine’s noncompetitive antagonism at the NMDA-type 
glutamate receptors might underlie its anti-addictive efficacy 
[2, 3, 73]. However there is evidence strongly suggesting 
that this is not the case [3]: other NMDA antagonists differ 
from ibogaine in some functional pharmacological assays [2] 
and do not substitute for ibogaine in drug discrimination 
studies [74]. Furthermore, 18-MC, which has demonstrated 
similarly efficacious anti-addictive activity in animal 
models, has negligible NMDA affinity [70]. 
 Noribogaine has a much greater affinity for mu-opioid 
receptors than does the parent compound and is a full opioid 
agonist [36, 51, 75]. Ibogaine is more highly lipophilic than 
noribogaine and is concentrated in the brain and fatty tissue, 
from which it is slowly released and then converted to 
noribogaine by demethylation [49]. It has been suggested 

that this slow release of ibogaine along with the complex 
interactions of ibogaine and noribogaine at multiple receptor 
types accounts, in ways that have yet to be elucidated, for 
prolonged anti-addictive effects [35, 49]. 
 Others have suggested, as a possible mechanism of 
ibogaine’s therapeutic activity, the modification of signal 
transduction through opiate receptors, independent of direct 
agonistic effects [2, 3, 36]. 
 Recently, ibogaine and noribogaine have been shown to 
increase GDNF (glial cell-line-derived neurotrophic factor) 
activity in the ventral tegmental area (VTA); this activity has 
been suggested to be a mediator of the action of these 
compounds in reducing alcohol self-administration [46, 52] 
but has not been linked to their effects in attenuating 
withdrawal symptoms [7]. 18-MC apparently differs from 
ibogaine and noribogaine in this respect as it has been shown 
that 18-MC does not promote increased GDNF activity in 
the VTA, hinting that if the alteration of GDNF activity is 
involved in ibogaine’s effects on alcohol self-administration, 
ibogaine and 18-MC may produce their effects on drug 
craving and self-administration at different sites and by way 
of different mechanisms [52]. 
 Like the classic “hallucinogens” such as LSD, psilocybin, 
and mescaline [76], ibogaine acts to increase brain serotonin 
levels, and its hallucinogenic effects are thought to be 
mediated at least in part by its activity at 5-HT2A and 5-HT2c 
receptors.1 However, drug discrimination studies [74] show 
that other receptor activity (sigma-2 and possibly opiate 
receptors) also contributes to ibogaine’s discriminatory 
stimulus. It is possible that ibogaine’s hallucinogenic effects 
may be mediated by its activity at 5-HT2A and 5-HT2c 
receptors and that its activity at sigma-2 and opiate receptors 
are responsible for its therapeutic activity; alternatively, if 
ibogaine’s hallucinogenic properties underlie its anti-
addictive efficacy, then 5HT-2 receptors may mediate its 
therapeutic effects [74]. 
 Other evidence indicates another possibility: based on 
comparisons with 18-MC it has been suggested elsewhere 
[36] that ibogaine’s activity at sigma-2 sites is responsible 
for its neurotoxicity (discussed below under “Safety”), as 
ibogaine exhibits a 30-fold greater affinity for the sigma-2 
sites than does 18-MC (which demonstrates similar anti-

                                                             
1In his review on the topic [76], Dr. David Nichols defines “hallucinogens” 
as ”those substances with psychopharmacology resembling that of” 
psilocybin, mescaline, and LSD-25, and “that principally exert their central 
nervous system (CNS) effects by agonist (or partial agonist) actilon at 
serotonin (5-HT)2A receptors.” Nichols notes that many of these substances 
produce hallucinations, but only at doses higher than typically used, and so 
the term “hallucinogen” is a misnomer. As mentioned above, ibogaine is 
sometimes referred to as an “oneirophrenic” (dream-like-state inducing) 
drug owing to the fact ibogaine, at dosages typically used for addiction 
treatment and for psycho-spiritual growth purposes, induces dream-like 
panoramic visions that can be seen when the eyes are closed but which are 
usually suppressed when the eyes are open. The various hallucinogens each 
induce their own characteristic states (with wide variation across 
individuals), but, as Nichols [76] explains, there are some general 
commonalities including the tendency to produce somatic, perceptual, and 
psychic symptoms in the user. In recent decades the term “psychedelic” 
(mind-manifesting) has entered common parlance to refer to the common 
tendency of these substances to promote self-reflection and self-realization. 
It is this trait that presumably underlies their reported usefulness as aides in 
psychotherapy, as noted in the case of ibogaine by Naranjo [17] and Zeff 
[19]. 
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addictive efficacy but lacks ibogaine’s neurotoxicity), and 
there is evidence linking ibogaine’s neurotoxicity to its 
sigma-2 activity [77]. 
 Also on the basis of drug discrimination studies it 
appears that noribogaine may be largely responsible for the 
psychoactive effects of ibogaine and that it may be more 
potent in producing discriminative stimuli than is the parent 
compound [78]. 18-MC does not alter serotonin levels in the 
brain and so it is predicted to have no hallucinogenic activity 
[38]. 

SAFETY 

 Despite its association with the psychedelic 
counterculture of the 1960’s and its classification as a 
Schedule I substance in the U.S., there is no evidence to 
suggest that ibogaine is physiologically or psychologically 
addictive in animals or in humans, or that it is a substance 
with a high potential for abuse [2]. Aversive side effects 
such as ataxia and nausea limit the potential for ibogaine’s 
abuse [7], as does the often unsettling or disturbing nature of 
the subjective experience of the drug [27, 28]. 
 Evidence from preclinical studies and from clinical 
reports suggests that there may be significant health risks 
associated with ibogaine use, at least in cases in which 
ibogaine is used to treat substance abuse disorders when 
there are pre-existing medical comorbidities (such as poor 
cardiac health or a history of myocardial infarction), when 
dosages far beyond those typically used for the treatment of 
substance abuse disorders are ingested, or when opioids or 
cocaine are used in close temporal proximity with ibogaine 
[2]. 
 Multiple studies have shown that ibogaine administered 
to rats at dosages of 100 mg/kg causes the degeneration of 
cerebellar Purkinjie cells [2]. However, these dosages are 
considerably higher than the dosages demonstrated to 
significantly reduce withdrawal symptoms and drug self-
administration in animal models (40 mg/kg); and such 
degradation of neuronal cells seen in rats has not been found 
after the administration of similar dosages of ibogaine in 
other species, including mice and primates [2, 5]. 
 Other effects of Ibogaine have been summarized 
elsewhere, and include a tendency to produce body tremor in 
rats and in mice [2] and bradycardia in humans in medical 
and non-medical settings, and in animals in pre-clinical 
studies [7]. The tendency of iboga alkaloids to cause tremor 
has been shown to be independent of their capacity to reduce 
drug self-administration in rats [42]. Both noribogaine [35] 
and 18-MC [38] have demonstrated these anti-addictive 
activities in animal models without producing body tremors 
or bradycardia. 
 The most serious of the complications with a possible 
causal link to ibogaine is the risk of sudden death [70]. In at 
least 19 cases since 1990, individuals have died suddenly 
within 76 hours of ingesting ibogaine [5, 7]. The first such 
reported case occurred in 1990. The decedent was a 44-year-
old woman who had received a dose of ibogaine of 4.5 
mg/kg four hours prior to death. The woman had a history of 
hypertension; autopsy further revealed evidence of a prior 
myocardial infarction, severe atherosclerotic changes, and 70 

to 80% stenosis of all three major coronary artery branches. 
The autopsy report concluded that the woman’s preexisting 
heart disease was the likely cause of death, and specifically 
excluded ibogaine intoxication as a cause; it was however 
deemed possible that an interaction between ibogaine and the 
patient’s preexisting heart disease may have contributed to 
the sudden fatality [2]. 
 The death of a 24-year-old woman shortly after her 
treatment of ibogaine for detoxification from heroin in the 
Netherlands in 1993 reportedly led to the cessation of 
treatments in that country by NDA International and 
dampened Dutch enthusiasm for the further investigation of 
ibogaine as a medicine [8]; the death also contributed to 
NIDA’s 1995 decision not to move forward with its plan to 
conduct controlled human clinical trials of ibogaine for the 
treatment of substance dependence [2]. The patient suffered 
respiratory arrest and died 19 hours after the start of 
treatment in which she received a total ibogaine dose of 29 
mg/kg [2]. The Dutch investigation of the death revealed no 
conclusive determination of the cause of death [2, 8]. The 
inquiry found evidence suggesting the possibility of 
surreptitious opiate use but there was no postmortem 
analysis to determine the presence of opioids [2]. 
 A recent study [7] examined all available autopsy, 
toxicological, and investigative reports, in addition to 
interviews with treatment providers and other firsthand 
observers, to assess the possible role of ibogaine in each of 
the 19 deaths known to have occurred in close proximity of 
its ingestion (within 1.5 to 76 hours post-ingestion) outside 
of West Central Africa in the period from 1990 through 
2008. Of the 19 individuals, 15 took ibogaine for the purpose 
of detoxification from opiates, 2 ingested ibogaine for 
psycho-spiritual purposes and had no history of substance 
dependence, and 2 took ibogaine for unknown reasons and 
had a history of substance dependence. The study 
determined that, in 12 of the 14 cases for which there was 
adequate postmortem data, a pre-existing medical (usually 
cardiac) condition or the concurrent use of other drugs 
(usually opiates or cocaine) in addition to ibogaine, 
adequately explained or contributed to the sudden death. It 
was determined that there was no clinical or postmortem 
evidence indicating a characteristic syndrome of 
neurotoxicity. 
 Cardiac disease was a contributing factor or proximate 
cause in 6 of the deaths, indicating the importance of heart 
problems as a risk factor in sudden deaths following the 
ingestion of ibogaine [7]. In this regard the authors discuss 
the possible relevance of the fact that prolongation of the QT 
interval has been observed during ibogaine treatments with 
continuous EKG monitoring [79] and in the case of one 
woman who had been hospitalized following the ingestion of 
an iboga alkaloids preparation [80]. QT prolongation, they 
note, is correlated with cardiac instability and with risk 
factors of particular relevance to their study of the deaths of 
patients receiving ibogaine for the treatment of substance 
abuse disorders -- including bradycardia, coronary disease, 
recent myocardial infarction, and liver disease [7]. 
Moreover, the nutritionally compromised state typical of 
people with long-term addictions to opiates puts them at risk 
for conditions associated with QT prolongation, and the use 
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of methadone, cocaine, and alcohol is also associated with 
prolongation of the QT interval [7]. 
 The potentiation by ibogaine of both the analgesia and 
the toxicity of opiates (and possibly the toxicity of stimulants 
such as cocaine) may have been a causal factor in some of 
the deaths [7]. Postmortem toxicological analysis revealed 
the presence of commonly abused drugs in 8 of the 11 cases 
for which a toxicological investigation was performed. The 
authors explain that in cases in which multiple drugs are 
known to have been present at the time of death, the 
determination of the role of any one drug or of the 
interactions of multiple drugs is speculative. 
 Of the cases for which there were adequate postmortem 
examination and toxicological analysis, only two cases 
appear not to have involved co-intoxicants or significant 
medical comorbidities [7]. One case involved the ingestion 
of a crude alkaloid extract of unknown potency, and the 
other case involved the use of iboga root bark at an 
apparently higher dosage than that used in Bwiti initiatory 
rituals [5]. The study cited as possible risk factors the user’s 
lack of experience or knowledge regarding the use and 
dosage of such preparations [7]. 
 Patients in the ibogaine medical subculture are at 
significant risk, in part due to the lack of clinical and 
pharmaceutical standards and the absence of regulations 
pertaining to the manufacture and storage of ibogaine [5]. 
Providers, particularly those in the clinical setting, have 
become increasingly aware of the risks to patients and of 
practices for minimizing such risks, possibly helping to 
explain the apparent decrease in the rate of sudden deaths by 
patients since 2006, as measured by the number who have 
died (apparently related to treatment) versus the approximate 
entire number treated globally [7]. A manual available for 
free download on the internet [29] takes into account the 
collective knowledge of many providers in outlining 
exclusionary criteria and pretreatment laboratory tests as 
well as procedures for monitoring patients during treatment 
and for emergency medical intervention. Nowadays there is 
broad agreement among providers regarding the importance 
of pretreatment EKG and liver function tests, medical and 
psychiatric exclusionary criteria, and the presence of 
physicians or trained emergency medical technicians [5, 28, 
79]. 

EVIDENCE FOR EFFICACY: STUDIES WITH 
HUMANS 

 The earliest evidence for the efficacy of ibogaine 
treatment for drug addiction in humans came from the 
informal experiments by the focus group organized by 
Howard Lotsof in New York City in 1962 and 1963 [8, 10]. 
The group, consisting mostly of college-educated Caucasian 
men in their late teens and 20’s, shared an interest in 
exploring the psychotherapeutic potential of mind-altering 
drugs, and met frequently for the purpose of experimentation 
with a variety of such substances. During each session the 
role of one individual was to observe the proceedings and to 
take notes. Afterwards, the primary form of evaluation was 
the discussion of the subjective effects of the drugs. 
 In all, twenty group participants, all ibogaine-naïve, 
ingested ibogaine HCl in doses ranging from 0.14 to 19 

mg/kg [10]. Seven of those 20 were heroin dependent, and 
all seven reported an alleviation of opiate withdrawal 
symptoms and cravings in the days immediately following 
the ingestion of ibogaine. Five of those seven maintained 
abstinence for six months or longer afterwards; the other two 
individuals similarly experienced an alleviation of 
withdrawal symptoms and cravings but reportedly resumed 
heroin use because they identified as heroin addicts and did 
not wish to remain abstinent [8]. 
 The fact that the outcomes results of this study are based 
entirely on self-report from a small subject pool constitutes a 
significant weakness of this study. A presumable strength of 
this initial study was the likelihood that the subjects had little 
or no reason to dissemble. As Lotsof notes [9], the group 
was non-judgmental about the use of drugs and so 
respondents and so the subjects had little or no reason to hide 
their substance use from others in the group, among whom 
were the people soliciting and recording the data. Also, at 
that time ibogaine was legal to obtain and use in the U.S., 
and so participants were not subject to legal persecution for 
using ibogaine or for admitting such use. 
 For over thirty years the only support for that informal 
study, as far as usage in humans is concerned, came from 
reports derived from the small, informal international 
ibogaine treatment network. As of 1998, a total of 13 case 
studies of treatments, all of which took place in the U.S. or 
in the Netherlands, had been reported by four authors [81-
84]. 
 Members of a small independent research group in 
Amsterdam documented the immediate and long-term (up to 
14 weeks) antecedents of ibogaine treatment for seven 
opiate-dependent individuals (six heroin and one codeine-
dependent patients) [83]. The patients were treated with 
ibogaine HCl (11.7-25.0 mg/kg). At the conclusion of the 
24-38 hour psychoactive period of the ibogaine, none of the 
subjects showed any signs of opiate withdrawal. Follow-ups 
with the patients at irregular intervals revealed that two 
relapsed to opiate usage within two days post-treatment and 
then fell back to regular heroin usage within a matter of 
weeks; two others relapsed within a few months; and the 
remaining three remained abstinent for at least 14 weeks 
post-treatment. 
 Neurologist Daniel Luciano [84] observed and reported 
on three cases of persons treated with ibogaine for cocaine 
dependence (one also involving heroin dependence, 1 
gram/day IV). Medical and psychological tests, including 
EEG, ECG, and MRI scans were performed in a pre-
screening examination prior to the administration of ibogaine 
HCl (20-25 mg/kg). Medical monitoring was continuous 
following ingestion, and neurologic exams and EEG scans 
were performed intermittently for 24 hours post-ingestion. 
Tremor and ataxia were observed for all three patients within 
the first few hours. There were no subjective or objective 
signs of drug withdrawal for any of the patients, and no 
medical, EEG, or ECG abnormalities were seen within the 
24 hours. 
 Bob Sisko, the Director of the International Coalition for 
Addict Self-Help (ICASH), the organization that “pioneered 
the para-clinical application of ibogaine by addicts for 
addicts” discussed four case studies of New York City 
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residents who were treated for heroin and cocaine addiction 
in the Netherlands [82]. Sisko reviewed the case studies with 
particular consideration of a question central to ibogaine 
treatment for substance dependence: what constitutes a 
successful treatment? He states that, contrary to 
sensationalist claims found in popular media, ibogaine is not 
a “cure” for addiction but is, as Lotsof says elsewhere [29] 
an “addiction interrupter” that is particularly useful for 
facilitating detoxification. He further argues that success 
should be defined not by a “drug-free” life but by an 
“addiction-free” life in which the individual has the ability to 
choose whether or not to use drugs. 
 Dr. Charles Kaplan reported on some of the significant 
themes that had emerged from a study of an unstated number 
of heroin addicts treated with ibogaine and participating in a 
focus group in the Netherlands [85]. The study’s 
methodology combined an ethnographic approach with an 
experience-sampling methodology involving the completion 
of questionnaires at times determined by the random beeps, 
during waking hours, of a wrist terminal worn by the subject. 
The author states that the questionnaire responses provide a 
“thick description” of the subject’s lived experience over the 
course of a 7-day period. Each member of the focus group 
reported an extended period of abstinence following 
treatment from ibogaine, “a state that they never thought 
they would reach given their former nihilistic, depressed 
view of life” [85]. Kaplan contends that the results of the 
study show that the patients felt a sense of belonging to a 
group focused on achieving wellness, and suggests that the 
group provides an “exogenous” means of effecting positive 
health outcomes that are reflected in correlated 
“endogenous” states such as changes in neuronal receptors 
and brain pathways. 
 The seven cases from the early work by the Lotsof group 
were later combined, into a larger retrospective study, with 
the results from 26 patients treated in the Netherlands 
between 1989 and 1993 for purposes of opioid detoxification 
[86]. The data on these 33 subjects was a subset of the data 
presented by Howard Lotsof at the 1995 NIDA hearing to 
consider moving forward with human clinical trials of 
ibogaine. Data on eight other subjects presented at that 
hearing were excluded from the retrospective study because 
they were not opiate-dependent (five subjects) or because 
there was inadequate follow-up data (three subjects) [2]. 
 At the time of treatment the 33 subjects reported an 
average daily use of heroin of .64 ± .50 grams, primarily by 
the intravenous route (n = 26; four subjects reported 
intranasal ingestion and three reported smoking as route of 
ingestion) [86]. Eight of the subjects were concurrently 
undergoing methadone maintenance, and eight were 
concurrently using cocaine on a daily basis. Opioid 
withdrawal was chosen as the study’s focus due to the 
clinical robustness, clearly measurable signs, and limited 
time course of the phenomenon. 
 Eight to ten hours after each subject’s most recent use of 
heroin (and roughly 24 hours after the most recent 
methadone usage for the eight subjects concurrently 
undergoing methadone maintenance), ibogaine HCl was 
administered to the subjects at an average dosage of 19.3 ± 
6.9 mg/kg (with a range of from 6 to 29 mg/kg). Self-reports 
of withdrawal signs and drug craving, along with overt signs 

of opioid withdrawal and drug seeking behavior, were 
observed and recorded during a 72-hour post-treatment 
period. 
 Complete resolution of opiate withdrawal, without drug-
seeking behavior, was observed in 25 (76%) of the patients. 
Four patients (12%) showed no signs, nor complained, of 
withdrawal but nonetheless sought and used opiates within 
72 hours of treatment. Two other patients showed and 
reported attenuated signs of opiate withdrawal but refrained 
from drug seeking behavior. In only one case did the 
ibogaine treatment fail to provide significant relief from 
withdrawal symptoms. This patient, a 27-year-old female, 
complained of, and showed clear signs of, opiate withdrawal 
symptoms and used heroin within about eight hours 
following treatment. The study’s investigators suggested that 
the ibogaine dosage administered in this case (10 mg/kg) 
was insufficiently strong to counter the subject’s intravenous 
heroin habit of 0.4 grams daily [86]. 
 The authors acknowledge that the assessment of the 
resolution of withdrawal signs rested upon the expertise and 
knowledge of two of the investigators, both of whom were 
qualified, based on their experience with observations of 
opiate withdrawal, to make such assessments; and that the 
use of a structured methodology for the assessment of 
withdrawal signs would improve the validity of the results 
[86]. Despite the study’s limitations, it provided much 
needed support for claims of ibogaine’s efficacy in the 
attenuation of withdrawal symptoms and cravings. 
 In his report at the NIDA Ibogaine Review Meeting in 
March of 1995, Howard Lotsof addressed the question of the 
efficacy of ibogaine for facilitating long-term reductions in, 
or abstinence from, drug usage. Lotsof based his report on 
data gleaned from the same cases discussed above [86] in 
addition to the eight cases that were excluded from that 
retrospective study. These data are largely retrospective and 
anecdotal but represent the only formally presented attempt 
to assess the long-term efficacy of ibogaine [2]. 
 Thirty-eight of the 41 individuals in the study reported at 
least some use of opiates, and ten of those were also 
dependent on other substances, primarily cocaine, alcohol, 
and sedatives. Thirty-one of the participants were treated just 
once with ibogaine, nine were treated twice each, and one 
was treated three times. Individuals were contacted and 
asked to report the length of time they remained abstinent 
from the drugs of dependence following each ibogaine 
treatment. Fifteen (29%) of the treatments were reportedly 
followed by periods of abstinence of less than two months in 
duration; 15 (29%) for at least two months and less than six 
months; Seven (13%) for at least 6 months and less than 1 
year; 10 (19%) for longer than 1 year; whereas for 5 (10%) 
the outcomes could not be determined [2]. 
 Deborah Mash’s team treated more than 150 patients at a 
freestanding clinic in St. Kitts, West Indies [35]. The studies 
conducted with those patients constitute the earliest research 
in a conventional research setting on ibogaine administration 
in humans [2]. One subset of patients comprised of twenty-
seven heroin- or cocaine-dependent individuals participated 
in a 12-14 day inpatient Phase I dose escalation study to 
determine the safety and efficacy of ibogaine for the 
treatment of drug dependence [72]. Upon admission each 
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subject was administered the Addiction Severity Index (ASI) 
[87] and received structured psychiatric evaluations by 
means of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM 
Disorders (SCID I and II). These patients were randomly 
assigned to receive single fixed doses of 500, 600, or 800 mg 
of ibogaine HCl under open-label conditions. Patients were 
also required to complete, at three times during the inpatient 
stay and once at one month after discharge from the 
program, structured self-reports relating to mood (the Beck 
Depression Inventory [88] and drug craving (the Heroin 
(HCQN-29) [89] or Cocaine (CCQN-45) Craving 
Questionnaire [90]. 
 Compared to pre-treatment scores, self-report depression 
scores were reduced at post-treatment and at discharge, and 
significantly reduced at the 1-month follow-up for both the 
opiate- and cocaine-dependent groups. For the opiate-
dependent group, measures of opiate craving were 
significantly reduced for each of five sub-scores at both the 
36-hour post-treatment assessment and at the 1-month 
follow-up. For the cocaine dependent group, measures of 
cocaine craving were significantly reduced on three of the 
five sub-scores at the 36-hour post-treatment assessment and 
at discharge. At one month following discharge, self-ratings 
continued to show a reduction in opiate and cocaine cravings 
[72]. 
 Another subset of those patients, comprised of 32 opiate 
users (each heroin- or methadone-dependent), was given a 
single fixed dose of 800 mg and was studied to observe 
ibogaine’s effect on withdrawal symptoms. Physicians used 
the Objective Opiate Withdrawal Scale (OOWS) to mark the 
presence or absence of 13 overt signs of opiate withdrawal at 
3 different points: 1 hour before the administration of 
ibogaine, 12 hours after administration of ibogaine (24 hours 
after the patient’s most recent ingestion of opiates), and 24 
hours after administration of ibogaine (36 hours after the 
most recent ingestion of opiates). The post-ibogaine OOWS 
ratings obtained at 12 hours and 24 hours after the 
administration of ibogaine were significantly lower than the 
OOWS ratings obtained 1 hour before the administration of 
ibogaine. Patient self-reports of withdrawal symptoms were 
significantly decreased shortly after treatment (<72 hours 
after ibogaine administration) and remained at a comparable 
level at discharge about one week later. These patients also 
showed significant reductions in heroin craving scores at 
discharge and in mean Beck Depression Inventory scores at 
discharge and at the 1-month follow-up [35]. 
 The 12-14 day treatment program also aimed to provide 
motivational counseling and referrals to aftercare programs 
and community support groups (12-step programs) [35]. The 
report asserts that all patients in the opiate detoxification 
study were successful in the detoxification process and that 
many were able to maintain abstinence for a period of 
months following treatment. However, supporting data 
regarding post-treatment substance use has not been 
published, and so the only follow-up data relating to 
outcomes beyond the treatment period pertains to self-report 
depression and craving scores. 
 An unpublished Dutch doctorandus thesis by Ehud 
Bastiaans, available on the Internet [91] sought to assess the 
long-term outcomes for individuals who had taken ibogaine 
to treat drug dependence, citing a dearth of data in this 

regard. The study collected outcomes data from 21 subjects 
who responded to an online questionnaire based on the 
European Addiction Severity Index. Outcomes data were 
collected in several areas relating to overall quality of life 
including substance use, medical condition, legal status, 
employment status, and social and psychological well being. 
In these respects the study differentiated itself from all 
previous studies that focused on only on a few short-term 
outcomes directly related to drug use, or, in one study [86] 
solely on long-term substance use post-treatment. 
 The questionnaires were answered retrospectively by 
respondents an average of 21.8 months after they had taken 
ibogaine for treatment of a substance use disorder. Eighteen 
of the twenty-one respondents stated that opiates were the 
primary drug of abuse (14 heroin, 2 methadone, and 2 other 
opiates such as oxycontin or codeine). Ten of the participants 
(48%) were treated twice with ibogaine and 3 (14%) were 
treated a total of three times. 
 Nineteen of the respondents (90%) indicated that they 
abstained from all drug use for at least 1 week following 
treatment, thereby corroborating data from previous studies 
showing ibogaine’s capacity to attenuate withdrawal 
symptoms and to reduce cravings for drugs. 
 Based on the reports the respondents were categorized 
into three groups. One group, consisting of five participants 
(24%) had entirely quit all substance use (including illicit 
drugs, prescription medications, tranquilizers, and alcohol). 
The average period of post-treatment abstinence for 
members of this group was 3.5 years and the median period 
was 24 months. A second group (9 people, 43%) quit using 
their primary and secondary drugs of abuse for an average of 
1.5 years (median of 4.5 months) but either continued to use 
other substances (typically cannabis and/or alcohol) or 
started using other drugs instead (most commonly cannabis 
or opiate pain medications). Seven respondents (33%) 
returned to using their primary and secondary drugs of abuse 
shortly after treatment; the average time of abstinence for 
this group was about 1 week. Six of those seven individuals 
reported a reduction in the quantity of consumption of the 
primary and secondary drugs of abuse. 
 Most of the participants reported post-treatment 
improvements (as compared with pre-treatment conditions) 
in medical health (58%), relationships with significant others 
(88%), and psychological well being (96%). Using contact 
information supplied along with the responses to the 
questionnaires, Bastiaans attempted to reach each respondent 
one year after they had completed the initial survey, but 
managed to reach only six of the participants for a follow-up 
interview. 
 The limitations of this study, some of which are 
discussed by Bastiaans, include the fact that the respondents 
were self-selected and that there was no method for 
confirming the veracity of their statements. However, 
because the survey was voluntary and anonymous, the 
respondents had no reason to lie about their substance use. 

DISCUSSION 

 The ibogaine medical subculture [5] continues to grow. 
Since the beginning of enrollment into the current study of 
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clinical treatment in Mexico in September of 2010, at least 
seven ibogaine clinics have operated in Mexico. Two new 
clinics have opened in Baja California, Mexico within the 
past nine months (as of July, 2012). Public awareness of 
ibogaine is expanding too, as more and more stories about 
ibogaine appear in the popular news media and as the 
ibogaine subculture’s Internet presence grows. The 
subculture gained an important measure of legitimacy in July 
of 2010 when New Zealand categorized ibogaine as a non-
approved prescription medicine. As several authors have 
noted [8, 24, 82] the fact that ibogaine is illegal in the U.S. 
and other nations has not stopped the spread of the “vast, 
uncontrolled experiment.” [24]. Still, the recent development 
in New Zealand is likely to further empower and embolden 
those wishing to see wider acceptance of ibogaine treatment 
for addiction. 
 Though we have learned much about the iboga alkaloids 
as anti-addictive agents, there is a clear need for further 
research into the safety and efficacy of ibogaine treatment. 
The substantial body of preclinical evidence strongly 
supports the claims made regarding ibogaine’s efficacy for 
attenuating withdrawal symptoms and reducing drug 
cravings (on the short term) in humans, as do the few 
scientific studies with humans, namely the retrospective 
study by Alper, et al. [86] and the work by Mash’s group in 
St. Kitts [35, 72]. The latter studies demonstrate significant 
effects by ibogaine - resolution of withdrawal and relief from 
cravings for opiates and cocaine on the short term - capable 
of facilitating a relatively smooth detoxification process. The 
case study reports and the retrospective studies discussed 
above are in consistent agreement about ibogaine’s efficacy 
in this regard. 
 We have also learned much about the complex 
pharmacology of the iboga alkaloids. However, in contrast to 
substitution therapies questions about the mechanism of 
action of these substances remain to be answered. The fact 
that ibogaine and 18-MC, two compounds very similar in 
structure, both appear effective in attenuating withdrawal 
and reducing drug self-administration and yet seem to act by 
different mechanisms is intriguing in this regard. More 
research is certainly needed in this area, although it is known 
that the iboga alkaloids interact in complex ways with many 
receptor systems in the brain. 
 As mentioned above, ibogaine’s serotonergic activity 
appears to account, at least in part, for its hallucinogenic 
properties, although other receptor systems also seem to be 
involved in producing an altered state of consciousness that 
can be distinguished, in drug discrimination studies [74] 
from those generated by other hallucinogens such as LSD, 
psilocybin, and DMT (a key psychoactive component of 
ayahuasca, a brew central to some Amazonian religious 
traditions). Interestingly, other hallucinogens are purported 
to have efficacy as adjuncts in the treatment of substance 
abuse [92, 93], even though they apparently lack ibogaine’s 
ability to attenuate withdrawal symptoms. There is at least 
some evidence to support such claims - for example, 
regarding LSD for opiate addiction [94] and for alcohol 
abuse [95]. Evidence of this sort is discussed in detail by 
other authors in the present volume. 
 It is not currently known whether ibogaine’s 
psychoactive effects play an important therapeutic role, or 

whether they are, as Glick and Maisonneuve [38] put it, a 
“liability” hampering the development of ibogaine as a 
medicine. However, ibogaine and other hallucinogens are 
thought to share a capacity to generate introspection and to 
facilitate psychological growth [17, 96]. Recent research has 
shown that psilocybin-induced experiences are attributed 
with meaning and spiritual significance 14 months 
afterwards [97] and are associated with positive long-term 
changes in behaviors, attitudes, and values [98]. If it is 
demonstrated that the visions and altered states produced by 
ibogaine and other psychedelics have anti-addictive 
therapeutic value, this finding would have implications for 
addiction therapy and for the rational design of anti-
addiction drugs. 
 Even if its psychoactive properties are determined to be 
therapeutically useful, lingering questions regarding the 
safety of ibogaine treatment may continue to hamper 
progress towards its development as a certified medicine for 
the treatment of substance use disorders. If indeed 
noribogaine, which is also thought to be psychoactive, is 
found to be safer than ibogaine and yet efficacious in the 
treatment of addiction in humans, this drug may move more 
quickly than ibogaine to the point of becoming a prescription 
medication in the USA. On the other hand, particularly if a 
non-psychoactive alternative such as MC-18 is shown to be 
effective in humans, such a drug might clear the legislative 
hurdles even more quickly. It is worth noting that both 
noribogaine and MC-18 are already patented, whereas 
ibogaine, as a naturally occurring substance, cannot be 
patented. If one or more patented ibogaine congeners 
eventually prove successful in human clinical trials, it is easy 
to envision a future in which patients seeking treatment have 
the choice between ibogaine treatment in certain countries, 
such as Mexico and New Zealand, where ibogaine treatment 
is permitted and treatment with a patented congener in other 
countries, such as the USA, in which ibogaine usage is 
prohibited. 
 The dangers of ibogaine must be taken seriously but 
should also be weighed against the inherent dangers of 
chronic addiction to substances such as heroin and the 
problems associated with commonly attendant conditions 
such as malnutrition, depression, and social and legal 
difficulties. The benefits and potential dangers of ibogaine 
treatment should also be compared with those related to 
current treatments for opiate addiction. The most common 
treatment for opiate addiction is replacement therapy using 
methadone or buprenorphine. When successful, these 
treatments typically involve several years of daily 
administration of the replacement opiate. Problems with 
patient compliance often lead to the failure of such 
treatments. Furthermore, the replacement therapies 
themselves are highly addictive and are subject to misuse 
and abuse (see for example Yokell, et al. [99]). Perhaps most 
seriously, methadone use and abuse is increasingly 
associated with deadly outcomes. The number of annual 
poisoning deaths related to methadone in the U.S. surpassed 
those related to heroin in 2002, and doubled heroin-related 
poisoning deaths in 2005 and 2006 [100]. In New Zealand, 
dependence on methadone is the most common indication 
for which people seek ibogaine treatment; and part of the 
rationale for re-scheduling ibogaine as a non-approved 
prescription drug is the high rate of methadone poisoning 
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deaths.2 In any case, regardless of the risks associated with 
currently legitimate therapies, the better the risks of ibogaine 
are understood, minimized, and managed, the smoother 
ibogaine’s path to medical legitimacy will be. 
 Despite the limitations of the research to date, we have 
gained a great deal from the studies of ibogaine treatment, 
including a greater awareness of the questions that remain 
unanswered and a better sense for how to move ahead in our 
ongoing research on this topic. Bastiaan’s study [91], for 
example, is valuable in large part because it explores 
questions that have otherwise been virtually unexamined. 
The only other data on long-term outcomes for ibogaine 
treatment comes from Lotsof’s 1995 report at the NIDA 
hearings, discussed above; that data was also based on 
retrospective reports but was narrower in scope than 
Bastiaan’s data as it only dealt with length of time before 
relapse. Because Bastiaans also collected data on types and 
amounts of substances used both pre- and post-treatment, his 
data provide a clearer sense of the wide degree of variation 
in long-term outcomes following ibogaine treatment, and, 
perhaps more importantly, they also suggest that it would be 
worthwhile to re-examine of the notion of relapse as an 
absolute indicator of treatment failure or success. In 
particular, as Bastiaans notes, the fact that 85% of the 
respondents who reported continuation of their use of drugs 
said that they had significantly reduced their daily 
consumption of such drugs suggests that the definition of 
success of addiction treatment should be re-examined. This 
sentiment echoes the idea put forth by Bob Sisko [82] who 
provided and witnessed the results of many ibogaine 
treatments for substance dependence, and who argued that 
the success of treatments for addiction should be measured 
by their capacity to provide the individual with a sense of 
control over his or her drug use, and not by whether or not an 
addict achieves perfect abstinence. 
 Bastiaan’s study also broke new ground in considering 
the importance of assessing the efficacy of ibogaine 
treatment not only in terms of substance use, but also in 
terms other measures of overall quality of life that are often 
related to substance use and that are incorporated within such 
instruments as the Addiction Severity Index [91]. In the past 
few decades, interest in quality of life issues in addiction 
studies has grown immensely [101] but so far there have 
been no published studies of quality of life changes 
associated with ibogaine treatment for addiction [27]. 
 The St. Kitts study [35] however, did examine one aspect 
of psychiatric health, and found significantly reduced self-
report scores on measures of depression at discharge from 
the clinic and at 1 month after discharge. This study utilized 
a more rigorous methodology in that data were collected at 
baseline and at consistent post-treatment time points using 
validated instruments. Unfortunately none of the ASI data 
have been published, nor have any data from follow-up 
measurements beyond the first month post-treatment. 
 In sum, the human studies of ibogaine treatment provide 
some preliminary support for the efficacy of ibogaine in 
alleviating the considerable discomforts of withdrawal from 
opiates and other addictive drugs, and thereby in facilitating 

                                                             
2Personal communication with Dr. Geoff Noller, Director, Substance Use 
and Policy Analysis, Dunedin, New Zealand. 

detoxification from these substances in a comparatively 
painless manner. Further research is needed to test these 
preliminary findings and to determine whether or not 
ibogaine consistently reduces cravings for opiates and 
cocaine (as the work of Mash, et al. [72] strongly indicates) 
and perhaps also for other substances such as alcohol and 
nicotine. It is possible that research will eventually show that 
ibogaine is an “addiction interrupter” for many substances of 
abuse, as Howard Lotsof [10] and others have insisted. 
 The limited research results achieved so far suggest that 
opiate and cocaine cravings are significantly reduced for up 
to 1 month following treatment [35] and that a substantial 
minority of patients remain abstinent for several months [83, 
86, 91]. We must clarify the short-term picture and carefully 
document long-term outcomes to see what becomes of 
patients beyond the first few days and weeks after treatment. 
If the individual results are as varied as Bastiaans [91] and 
others suggest, it is important that we look carefully to see 
what makes a positive difference in long-term outcomes 
[102]. 
 Careful documentation of treatment measures and of 
long-term outcomes regarding substance use and related 
quality of life measures (psychological and social well being, 
medical health, and life satisfaction, for example) and close 
examination of attitudes and conditions before, during, and 
after treatment may yield invaluable information about the 
predictors of optimal long-term success. Hittner and Quello 
[102] discuss a number of pre-treatment and post-treatment 
strategies for optimizing treatment success, and suggest that 
the patient’s pre-treatment expectations might play an 
important role in determining outcomes. Set and setting at 
time of treatment, as well as the interactions of the treatment 
team with the patient [9, 82, 103], may also be significant 
determinants of treatment outcomes. Though some have 
suggested [9, 17, 104] that the altered-state experience and 
visions induced by ibogaine, and the patient’s evaluations of 
the experience, are keys to promoting positive psychological 
and behavioral changes, it remains to be demonstrated 
whether or not the oneirophrenic and psychedelic qualities 
typical of the ibogaine-induced state of consciousness are 
related to treatment success. If the altered states, visions, and 
consequent psychological changes are important (as many 
people treated with ibogaine attest) then the ritualistic nature 
of the treatment, the authority of the healer/provider, and the 
ongoing social support of a community oriented towards 
wellness [84] may also prove to be helpful in achieving long-
term treatment success [103]. 
 The patient’s stay at the clinic is typically one week or 
less; the conditions to which the patient returns after 
treatment are likely to have an impact on outcomes as well. 
The assistance of the patient’s social support network may 
be a key to the ongoing success of treatment [9, 27, 102, 
103] as might some sort of structured aftercare, be it 
residential rehabilitation, a halfway house, regular NA/AA 
meetings [102], or a longer stay at an ibogaine clinic or 
aftercare facility run by people who themselves have 
undergone ibogaine treatment and who are knowledgeable 
about the ongoing process of recovery3. 

                                                             
3The importance of aftercare following ibogaine treatment was discussed by 
Sandi Hartman on December 10, 2010 in Los Angeles at a conference 
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 Two research studies currently underway aim to address 
some of the unanswered questions about ibogaine treatment 
for opiate dependence. Both studies set out to observe and to 
measure outcomes for 20 to 30 patients monthly over the 
course of one year following initial treatment with ibogaine. 
The first study is an observational outcomes study of patients 
treated at two ibogaine clinics in Baja California, Mexico 
[105], and the second study is following outcomes for 
patients treated by either of two ibogaine providers in New 
Zealand [106]. 
 Subject enrollment for the Mexico study began in 
September of 2010, and data collection from follow-up visits 
will be completed in September of 2012. Thirty subjects 
were obtained through continuous enrollment attempts for all 
eligible patients seeking treatment at the clinics. To be 
included in the study, patients had to be ibogaine-naïve and 
seeking treatment primarily for purposes of treatment of 
opioid dependence. Both clinics performed pre-treatment 
medical and psychological screening of all patients. Subject 
enrollment for the New Zealand study began in June of 2012 
and is anticipated to continue for 18-24 months. In both 
studies, patients seeking ibogaine treatment but who are 
denied treatment will be asked to enroll in the study as 
members of a control group. 
 The primary objective for both studies is to assess the 
effectiveness of ibogaine-assisted treatment for opiate 
addiction by tracking changes in substance use and related 
quality of life measures using the ASI-Lite, a shortened 
version of the Addiction Severity Index [107]. Secondary 
objectives include the post-treatment assessment of the 
intensity of withdrawal symptoms by means of the 
Subjective Opioid Withdrawal Scale (SOWS) [108]; the 
determination of the effectiveness of ibogaine to alleviate 
symptoms of depression for extended periods, as measured 
by the Beck Depression Inventory—II [88]; and the 
investigation of the correlation between post-treatment ASI-
lite scores and the intensity of the altered state produced by 
ibogaine during treatment, as measured by the States of 
Consciousness Questionnaire (SCQ) [109]. Additionally, the 
New Zealand study will assess patients’ expectations of 
treatment at enrollment and will determine whether or not 
those expectations have been met in the months following 
treatment. 
 Baseline measures on the ASI-lite, BDI—II, and SOWS 
are gathered by investigators prior to treatment. At a second 
visit, taking place about two to three days after treatment, the 
SCQ will be administered and the SOWS and BDI—II will 
be completed by the patient again. Patients are contacted 
monthly for twelve months after treatment. At these monthly 
follow-up visits, investigators administer the ASI-lite 
(usually by telephone). Designated family members or 
friends of the patient are also contacted monthly to verify the 
patient’s substance use or abstinence. Drug screenings are 
conducted at random and pre-set monthly follow-up visits as 
an objective measure of substance use. The BDI—II is also 
administered at various monthly follow-up visits to monitor 
self-report depressive symptoms on an on-going basis. 

                                                                                                        
organized by the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies 
(MAPS). 

 The data from these two studies should provide much-
needed information about the long-term efficacy of ibogaine 
and about the variability among individual outcomes. They 
may also provide some indications regarding the 
determinants of treatment success. Hopefully they will 
represent a step towards a clearer understanding of effective 
treatment of drug addiction.  
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Abstract
Despite efforts to treat drug addiction, the health, social and economic costs associated with substance abuse 
and dependence remain intolerable high. One treatment strategy is to use pharmacological methods, such as 
aversion therapy, replacement therapy, vaccines and anti-craving medication, to combat addiction. 
Unfortunately, there are numerous problems with these therapies and many treatment programs remain 
unsuccessful. Therefore, there remains great interest in finding a pharmacological agent that could prove 
beneficial as a therapeutic intervention for addiction. Thus, this paper presents a discussion of the anti-
addiction medication ibogaine. The review begins with an overview of the history of ibogaine, including research 
on its potential mechanisms of action. Studies investigating ibogaine’s ability to reduce the rewarding 
properties of a variety of addictive drugs are also evaluated. The presented findings provide preliminary 
evidence for ibogaine’s ability to interrupt the physiological and psychological aspects of addiction, and it’s 
effectiveness in treating drug abuse and withdrawal is considered.
Methodology for the literature search: The methods used to search for the information contained within this 
review included three database search engines: Dalhousie University libraries, McGill University libraries and 
PubMed. Keywords and phrases searched for were “ibogaine”, “ibogaine and addiction”, “iboagine and 
withdrawal”, and “iboagine pharmacology”. The search was conducted between January, 2013 and October, 
2013. Articles selected for discussion in this review included those involving animal or human studies, 
experimental designs, and an ibogaine intervention. Results were not taken into consideration for inclusion as 
the examination of commonalities and contradictions between articles will be discussed.
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problem. Of those suffering, only 3.9 million receive any kind of treatment for their addiction1. Each year, in an 
attempt to reduce these alarming numbers, the government spends billions of dollars on treatment programs2. 
Unfortunately, they are of little success. Given the social and economic devastation caused by addictions, along 
with their accompanying disease and death, there is substantial interest in finding more successful treatments 
for drug addiction then are currently available3 .

The present review will begin by discussing the current pharmacological methods available to treat drug 
addiction. This will follow with an overview of the history of the anti-addictive drug ibogaine, including research 
on its potential mechanisms of action. Studies investigating ibogaine’s ability to reduce the rewarding 
properties of a variety of addictive drugs will also be evaluated. The findings presented in this review provide 
preliminary evidence for ibogaine’s ability to interrupt the physiological and psychological aspects of addiction. 
As such, it has the potential to be considered an integral part of anti-addictive treatment regimens aimed at 
effectively treating drug abuse and withdrawal symptoms. Finally, any remaining problems will be addressed, 
and directions for future research will be suggested.

Currently, there are four common types of pharmacological treatment options for drug addiction: 1) aversion 
therapy; 2) replacement therapy; 3 ) vaccines; and 4) anti-craving medications. The theory behind aversion 
therapy is that the prescribed drug will negatively interact with the drug of addiction, causing aversive physical 
reactions such as nausea and vomiting. Through operant conditioning 4 , the addict becomes averse to taking 
the drug. An example of an aversion therapy is the drug Disulfiram, which is used in the treatment of alcoholism
5 . Replacement therapies include treatments such as the nicotine patch for smokers6 and methadone 
maintenance for heroin addicts7 . The goal of replacement therapy is to replace the addict’s drug of choice with 
a “safer” drug, and by doing so, hopefully reduce some of the harms associated with addiction. For example, 
getting a heroin addict to orally administer methadone instead of injecting heroin may decrease the spread of 
blood-borne infections. However, not all drugs, such as cocaine, have a “safer” substitute, so this therapy is not 
a viable option for all drug users. Also, often the “safer” drug is in itself addictive3 . Therefore, replacement 
therapy is not actually treating addiction but is simply getting the addict addicted to something else.

A novel approach is the use of vaccines designed to raise specific antibodies against substances of abuse. The 
principle is that the antibodies will prevent addictive substances from crossing the blood-brain barrier8 . 
However, animal studies have shown a large majority of subjects display an insufficient immune response to 
vaccines, and human studies are still in their early phases and the proof-of-principle remains to be established 
in controlled clinical trials9 . Recent developments in pharmacotherapy have also lead to the advent of anti-
craving medications to aid in the reduction of craving and the prevention of relapse. For example, the opioid 
antagonist Naltrexone has shown some effectiveness in alcohol dependence10 . However, adherence to a daily 
oral treatment can be problematic, it has been associated with severe nausea and increased arthritis pain in 
some people, and it has limited effectiveness among the various substance dependencies11 . Therefore, it may 
not have an equal tolerability among all populations.

Given the numerous problems with the currently available treatment options, only some of which were 
mentioned above, many addicts either do not receive treatment, or quickly relapse after starting a treatment 
program. However, there is a plant that could prove beneficial as a therapeutic intervention for addiction.

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring indole alkaloid derived from the roots of the plant Tabernanthe iboga. It was 
originally used by West African tribes in traditional medicine as psycho-therapy12 . The first observation that 
ibogaine could also be used as a treatment for substance abuse disorders was inadvertently discovered in 1962 
by a heroin addict experimenting with hallucinogens. While recording his subjective experiences, Howard Lotsof 
noticed that instead of feeling the euphoric and hallucinogenic effects he expected after taking ibogaine, he felt 
relief from his heroin cravings. As opposed to the anticipated drug high, Lotsof discovered a potential drug cure 
and ceased using heroin, cocaine, and other drugs for six months after his initial administration of iboagine13 . 
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not have an equal tolerability among all populations.

Given the numerous problems with the currently available treatment options, only some of which were 
mentioned above, many addicts either do not receive treatment, or quickly relapse after starting a treatment 
program. However, there is a plant that could prove beneficial as a therapeutic intervention for addiction.

Ibogaine is a naturally occurring indole alkaloid derived from the roots of the plant Tabernanthe iboga. It was 
originally used by West African tribes in traditional medicine as psycho-therapy12 . The first observation that 
ibogaine could also be used as a treatment for substance abuse disorders was inadvertently discovered in 1962 
by a heroin addict experimenting with hallucinogens. While recording his subjective experiences, Howard Lotsof 
noticed that instead of feeling the euphoric and hallucinogenic effects he expected after taking ibogaine, he felt 
relief from his heroin cravings. As opposed to the anticipated drug high, Lotsof discovered a potential drug cure 
and ceased using heroin, cocaine, and other drugs for six months after his initial administration of iboagine13 . 
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This claim is in accordance with other reports that a single dose of iboagine can attenuate withdrawal in 
physically dependent users within only a few hours and that sustained attenuation of drug cravings can last for 
as long as weeks or months14 .

Anecdotal reports from self-medicating drug users about the effectiveness of ibogaine in treating their 
withdrawal symptoms and dependencies led to a substantial amount of pre-clinical research on animals. Several 
published studies on the rat15 , mouse and primate16 indicate attenuation of opiate withdrawal after 
administration of iboagine. However, it’s demethylated metabolite, noribogaine, and its synthetic counterpart, 
18-methoxycoronaridine, have received mixed reviews17 , 18 . Some researchers have found that morphine-
experienced rats pre-treated with ibogaine before experiencing an antagonist precipitated withdrawal displayed 
a weaker aversion to a withdrawal paired chamber, and displayed fewer somatic withdrawal symptoms 
compared to rats receiving saline pre-treatment16 . These results suggest iboagine has a positive effect on the 
motivational and somatic aspects of withdrawal. Ibogaine has also been reported to reduce self-administration 
of morphine19 , cocaine20 , amphetamine21 , methamphetamine22 , alcohol23 , and nicotine24 in animal 
studies.

The results from pre-clinical animal studies appear to have some face validity as many human addicts have 
claimed elimination of their urge to use and seek out drugs after a single administration of ibogaine13 . While 
there have not been many human studies conducted, a trial investigating ibogaine in the treatment of heroin 
withdrawal revealed promising results. Twelve patients who met the criteria for opiate dependence were 
admitted to a treatment facility and were assessed by a physician for the absence or presence of thirteen 
physical signs typically associated with withdrawal. Twenty-four hours after ibogaine administration they were 
assessed again by another physician. The subject’s self-reports of symptom severity during the trial were also 
included in the study. The post ibogaine ratings performed by the physician were significantly lower than those 
taken before ibogaine was administered. Self-reports taken post-ibogaine treatment were also significantly 
decreased compared to pre-treatment reports. Overall, ibogaine was found to reduce the time to complete 
detoxification, and was successful in reducing the objective, subjective, and autonomic signs of withdrawal25 . 
In this study, it appears that ibogaine’s ability to interrupt the physiological and psychological aspects of 
addiction enabled it to be effective in treating drug abuse. However, due to the small sample size of this study, 
the results should be replicated before any firm conclusion can be made on the use of ibogaine for heroin 
withdrawal.

The pharmacology of ibogaine is complex; it has many different sites of action and affects many neural systems 
simultaneously. Due to its complexity, ibogaine’s mechanisms are not fully understood. Early reports suggested 
that iboagine’s mechanism of action was related to its antagonistic effects at the glutamate N-methyl-d-
aspartate (NMDA) receptor. Later scientific literature describes it’s effects as a monoamine oxidase (MAO) 
inhibitor, an agonist of multiple receptors, an antagonist of dopamine and serotonin transporters, and an 
antagonist of nicotinic receptors17 , 26 , 27 ,28 . Given that iboagine has affinities for many binding sites, it is 
likely that the combined action at these sites mitigate the anti-addictive properties of ibogaine. Indeed, it is 
presumed that the many actions of ibogaine make it successful in treating addictions in a variety of different 
ways29 .

Yet another suggestion for ibogaine’s mechanism of action involves the normalisation of neuroadaptations 
caused by previous drug experience26 . In support of this idea, ibogaine has been found to diminish the 
expression of drug-induced dopamine sensitization, suggesting it may affect neural processes involved in 
sensitisation and tolerance29, 30 . Several studies have provided support for this idea by showing that ibogaine 
diminishes dopamine efflux in the nucleus accumbens in response to many drugs of abuse152022 . Addiction 
drugs are known to increase extracellular dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens, and this is thought to be 
one of the mechanisms responsible for addiction. Previously, the importance of the dopamine system in the 
rewarding process has been revealed14 . Thus, ibogane’s ability to inhibit addiction drugs from activating the 
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dopaminergic reward pathway may play a role in reducing the rewarding properties of a drug. This would 
provide addicts with less motivation to take the addictive substance.

However, none of the proposed mechanisms discussed thus far explain the observation that ibogaine’s anti-
addictive effects last much longer than iboagine or its metabolites can be found in the body. As previously 
mentioned, the effects of ibogaine have been reported to last weeks or even months, and the half-life of 
ibogaine has been found to be twenty-four hours in humans, and an hour in rodents. Active metabolites have 
only been found in body tissues for slightly longer periods of time25 . Therefore, the residual effects of ibogaine 
cannot be caused by a significantly long half-life, as suggested in some early studies19 . Ibogaine’s long-acting 
anti-addictive effects must be due to more than just acute changes at receptor sites. Some authors propose 
that aside from the reported effects at receptor sites, iboagine may also cause more chronic structural or 
functional changes in the brain31 . They propose that changes in protein expression provide an explanation for 
the long duration of ibogaine’s anti-addictive effects. A comparative analysis of protein expression between 
controlled and ibogaine-treated rat brains revealed significant alterations in protein expression in the latter, 
even days after its initial administration. The exact effect that this up-regulation of proteins has on anti-
addictive behaviours is not clearly understood, but they postulate that it increases the amount of available cell 
energy required for the structural and functional changes necessary for the reversal of tolerance. Nonetheless, 
these results could help to explain ibogaine’s prolonged action.

Ibogaine seems to have a mechanism of action unlike any other pharmacological treatment for addiction. It is 
not an aversion therapy, like Disulfiram, nor is it a replacement therapy, like methadone13 . The fact that it has 
not been popular as a recreational drug, is not self-administered, and does not produce withdrawal after 
discontinuation, make it unlikely to be addictive18 . These characteristics distinguish ibogaine from other 
replacement therapies, which as previously mentioned, are often addictive. Despite ibogaine’s classification as 
a psychoactive drug, its use in withdrawal treatment distinguishes it from other drugs commonly referred to as 
“hallucinogens”. No other drug in this class has been shown to have therapeutic effects in preclinical studies12 . 
It should also be mentioned that none of the studies performed on humans reported any significant adverse 
effects of ibogaine. The most frequent side effects reported were nausea, vomiting, and ataxia25 . All these 
qualities make ibogaine a clinically unique and novel treatment option for addiction.

Compared to other pharmacological treatments, ibogaine has distinct advantages that make it suitable to treat 
addictions. In particular, it attenuates withdrawal and cravings for an interval of time that is much longer than 
most therapies, thus increasing the likelihood of a successful detoxification. As cessation of cravings is an 
important motivation for continued drug use in addicts, ibogaine’s ability to attenuate cravings is extremely 
useful in the detoxification process. Ibogaine could also prove beneficial for drug dependent individuals who 
have failed at other conventional therapies, and is therefore valuable to the medical community as an 
alternative treatment for drug abuse. Another advantage of ibogaine is its ability to interfere with a variety of 
different drugs. As many drug dependent individuals actually abuse various substances simultaneously, 
ibogaine has the unique advantage of being able to treat multiple addictions in parallel for this subset of the 
population.

The results of the various studies discussed in this paper suggest that the claims about ibogaine’s effectiveness 
in treating drug addiction and abstinence syndrome should be taken seriously. Ibogaine shows great potential 
as a long acting treatment for substance abuse, and could be used to facilitate the transition from detoxification 
to a drug free state. Also, its novel mechanisms may prove to be more efficacious then the ones utilized by 
current pharmacological treatments of addiction. Although a definitive mechanism for ibogaine’s therapeutic 
effects have not yet been specified, future investigation is warranted. The varied opinions about ibogaine’s 
mechanisms highlight the importance of assessing multiple physiological measures underlying its effectiveness 
by utilizing multiple examination modalities in a coordinate approach. Although the neurophysiological 
mechanisms that ultimately give rise to addictions are incompletely understood, it is likely that ibogaine 
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interacts at this level. Further toxicological studies should determine the recommended dosages for the desired 
therapeutic effects, and confirm ibogaine’s safety on human subjects. Future studies should also examine the 
duration of treatment needed to maintain the therapeutic effect long term. However, given the encouraging 
preliminary observations and the extreme costs of addictions, investigations into ibogaine are warranted, as it 
may have immense potential as an anti-addictive medication3 .

—

Note: The software used for this site has incorrectly included Editor, Jonathan Brand as an author of this article. 
He is not, and we are working to resolve this technical issue.
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Ibogaine is  a  potent  hallucinogenic  drug  with  multiple  psychoactive  effects.
Ibogaine exerted  robust  anxiolytic-like  effects  on  zebrafish  behavior.
Ibogane  altered  shoaling  and  coloration,  but  not  cortisol  or  c-fos  expression.
Our results  support  the  utility  of zebrafish  for  hallucinogenic  drug  research.
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D Reconstructions of locomotion

a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

An  indole  alkaloid,  ibogaine  is  the  principal  psychoactive  component  of the  iboga  plant,  used  by indige-
nous  peoples  in  West  Africa  for centuries.  Modulating  multiple  neurotransmitter  systems,  the  drug is
a potent  hallucinogen  in  humans,  although  its psychotropic  effects  remain  poorly  understood.  Expand-
ing  the  range  of  model  species  is  an  important  strategy  for translational  neuroscience  research.  Here
we  exposed  adult  zebrafish  (Danio  rerio)  to 10 and  20 mg/L  of  ibogaine,  testing  them  in  the  novel  tank,
light–dark  box,  open  field,  mirror  stimulation,  social  preference  and  shoaling  tests.  In the  novel  tank  test,
the  zebrafish  natural  diving  response  (geotaxis)  was  reversed  by ibogaine,  inducing  initial  top  swimming
followed  by  bottom  dwelling.  Ibogaine  also  attenuated  the  innate  preference  for  dark  environments  (sco-
totaxis)  in  the  light–dark  box  test.  While  it did not  exert  overt  locomotor  or thigmotaxic  responses  in
the  open  field  test,  the  drug  altered  spatiotemporal  exploration  of  novel  environment,  inducing  clear
preference  of  some  areas  over others.  Ibogaine  also  promoted  ‘mirror’  exploration  in  the  mirror  stim-
ulation  test,  disrupted  group  cohesion  in  the  shoaling  test,  and  evoked  strong  coloration  responses
due  to melanophore  aggregation,  but  did  not alter  brain  c-fos  expression  or whole-body  cortisol  lev-
els. Overall,  our  results  support  the complex  pharmacological  profile  of ibogaine  and  its high  sensitivity

in  zebrafish  models,  dose-dependently  affecting  multiple  behavioral  domains.  While  future  investiga-
tions  in zebrafish  may  help  elucidate  the  mechanisms  underlying  these  unique  behavioral  effects,  our
study  strongly  supports  the developing  utility  of  aquatic  models  in hallucinogenic  drug  research.  High
sensitivity  of three-dimensional  phenotyping  approaches  applied  here  to  behavioral  effects  of  ibogaine
in  zebrafish  provides  further  evidence  of how  3D  reconstructions  of  zebrafish  swimming  paths  may  be
useful for  high-throughput  pharmacological  screening.
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Pharmacology, Room SL-83, Tulane
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1. Introduction

Ibogaine is an indole alkaloid derivative with psychoactive
properties, which can be isolated from the African shrub Taber-

nanthe iboga [1,2]. At different doses, it has been used by native
Western Africans as a stimulant, appetite suppressant and aid
in religious ceremonies [3].  In addition to potent hallucinogenic
effects [4],  ibogaine is effective in the treatment of addiction to
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piates, methamphetamine, cocaine, and some other drugs [3,5].
espite these potential therapeutic applications, the mechanisms
f ibogaine action remain poorly understood. The pharmacological
rofile of ibogaine is very complex and involves multiple neurome-
iator systems. Structurally resembling serotonin (5-HT), ibogaine

nhibits serotonin and dopamine transporters [1] and activates
erotonin- (e.g., 5-HT2a, 5-HT2c) [6,7], opioid- (mu  and kappa) [8,9]
nd sigma- (1 and 2) receptors [4,10,11]. The drug also acts as
n antagonist of glutamate NMDA receptors [11–13],  and a weak
nhibitor of cholinergic muscarinic and nicotinic receptors [14]; see
15] for details of ibogaine receptorome.

While ibogaine is a controlled substance in various countries,
ncluding the United States (Schedule I), the drug does not appear
o be commonly abused and is administered in medical settings in
outh Africa and Mexico [2].  In humans, ibogaine produces intense
ream-like hallucinations which subjectively differ from those
aused by classic serotonergic psychedelics [2,16] and include a
ivid ‘visual’ phase followed by a longer ‘introspective’ phase [2,16].
bogaine can occasionally cause acute psychoses [17], whereas its
nti-addictive properties have also been reported in the literature
5,18],  including lasting anti-craving effects after a single ibogaine
ose [19,20]. Further supporting the complex nature of ibogaine
ction are the prolonged effects of ibogaine in attenuating addiction
nd depressive symptoms [3].

Although ibogaine has been previously tested in rodent models,
ts effects on various animal phenotypes remain poorly understood.
or example, it enhances nociception and other opioidergic effects
n rodents [21] and reduces locomotion and central activity in novel
nvironments [22]. In the plus-maze test, acute ibogaine decreases
version to the open arms, interpreted as anxiolysis [23], while
ther studies reported anxiogenic-like responses [24]. Rats trained
o discriminate ibogaine from vehicle did not respond to other sero-
onergic hallucinogens, such as lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD)
nd 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) [25]. In addi-
ion to direct effects on multiple receptors, ibogaine modulates
everal molecular pathways, up-regulating the expression of glial
ell line-derived neurotropic factor [26] and early proto-oncogenes
gr-1 and c-fos in the brain [27]. The development of novel high-
hroughput models and expanding the range of model species are
mportant strategic directions in biological psychiatry [28], par-
icularly useful to tackle complex effects of psychotropic drugs.
ecently, there has been a remarkable resurgence of interest in
allucinogenic drugs, focusing on the mechanisms of their action in
arious species, as well as side effects and potential clinical applica-
ions [16,28–34].  Zebrafish (Danio rerio) possess high physiological
imilarity to humans [35–41],  robust behavioral responses and a
ully characterized genome [42,43], and are emerging as a sensitive
nd promising model for the investigation of hallucinogen-evoked
tates. Recent studies have reported the effects of LSD [44], MDMA
45], mescaline, phencyclidine (PCP) [46], ketamine [47,48] and
alvinorin A [49,50] in adult zebrafish, emphasizing the role of
pecific receptor systems in the observed hallucinogenic-like phen-
types.

The pharmacological profile of ibogaine includes receptor tar-
ets that are shared with serotonergic psychedelic hallucinogens
e.g., LSD, mescaline, psilocybin), dissociative glutamatergic hal-
ucinogens (e.g., ketamine) and hallucinogenic drugs acting via
pioidergic systems (e.g., salvinorin A) [4,10,13]. The unique aspect
f ibogaine action is that it affects all these targets simultaneously,
ost likely resulting in a complex profile that may  theoretically

nclude the actions of LSD, mescaline, psilocybin, MDMA,  ketamine,
CP and salvinorin A combined. The sensitivity of zebrafish to all

hese drugs (see above) renders them a potentially useful exper-
mental model to further elucidate the profile of acute ibogaine
xposure. The present study aimed to evaluate the potential effects
f ibogaine in several behavioral paradigms in adult zebrafish. In
search 236 (2013) 258– 269 259

addition to behavioral markers, selected physiological biomarkers,
validated in previous zebrafish studies, including c-fos gene expres-
sion (as a measure of neuronal activation [51]), and cortisol levels
(as a measure of the neuroendocrine axis activation [52–54]), were
examined following ibogaine treatment.

2. Methods

2.1. Animals and housing

A  total of 500 adult (5–8-month-old) “wild type” short fin zebrafish (∼50:50
male:female ratio) were obtained from a commercial distributor (50 Fathoms,
Metairie, LA). All fish were given at least 14 days to acclimate to the laboratory
environment and housed in groups of 20–30 fish per 40-L tank. Tanks were filled
with filtered system water and maintained at 25–27 ◦C. Illumination (1000–1100 lx)
was  provided by ceiling-mounted fluorescent lights on a 12-h cycle (on: 6.00 h, off:
18.00 h) according to the standards of zebrafish care [55]. All fish used in this study
were experimentally naïve and fed Tetramin Tropical Flakes (Tetra USA, Blacks-
burg, VA) twice a day. Following behavioral testing, the animals were euthanized
in  500 mg/L Tricaine (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)  and dissected on ice for fur-
ther analysis. Animal experimentation in this study fully adhered to national and
institutional guidelines and regulations.

2.2. Behavioral testing

Behavioral testing was  performed between 11:00 and 15:00 h using tanks with
water adjusted to the holding room temperature. The present study used several
different behavioral tests, including the novel tank, open field (OFT), social prefer-
ence, shoaling and mirror stimulation tests, as described in [44,56]. To avoid the
test battery effect, each test was  performed on a separate cohort of naïve fish. Prior
to  testing, fish were pre-exposed in a 1-L plastic beaker for 20 min  to either drug-
treated or drug-free vehicle solution (0.1% dimethyl sulfoxide DMSO, commonly
used in zebrafish behavioral assays [46]). During testing, zebrafish behavior was
recorded by 2–3 trained observers blind to the treatments, who manually scored
different behavioral endpoints (inter- and intra-rater reliability in all experiments
>0.85) with subsequent automated analysis of generated traces by Ethovision XT7
software (Noldus IT, Wageningen, Netherlands).

The novel tank test, used to assess zebrafish anxiety and locomotion [45,57–59],
was a 1.5-L trapezoidal tank (15 cm height × 28 cm top × 23 cm bottom × 7 cm
width; Aquatic Habitats, Apopka, FL) maximally filled with water and divided into
two  equal virtual horizontal portions by a line marking the outside walls (Fig. 1).
In  Experiment 1, fish were individually pre-exposed to ibogaine (10 or 20 mg/L)
for  20 min  (see details further), and tested in the standard 6-min novel tank test.
Zebrafish behavior was recorded by trained observers, scoring the latency to reach
the  top half of the tank (s), time spent in top (s), number of transitions to top, as
well as the number and duration (s) of freezing bouts. Freezing was defined as a
total absence of movement, except for the gills and eyes, for >2 s. Trials were also
recorded to a computer using a USB webcam (2.0-megapixel, Gigaware, UK) and
subsequently analyzed by Ethovision XT7, assessing distance traveled (m), velocity
(m/s), and meandering [44]. Ethograms in this test were also constructed by man-
ually scoring episodes of bottom swimming, top swimming, bottom freezing and
erratic movements, in order to visualize the occurrence of behaviors and the tran-
sitions between them, with the diameter of each circle reflecting the frequency of
the behavioral activity, and the width and direction of each arrow representing the
frequency of transitions between behaviors [44].

The light–dark test (Experiment 2), based on the natural preference of zebrafish
for  dark environments [60,61], was  a rectangular tank (15 cm height × 30 cm
length × 16 cm width) filled with water to a height of 12 cm, and divided into two
equal vertical portions, demarcated by black and white coloration (Fig. 2A) [61]. Fish
(n  = 13 in each group) were individually introduced into the black half (facing the
wall), for 5 min, and manually scored for the latency to enter(s), time spent (s), aver-
age  entry duration (s), and the number of entries to the white half (due to the dark
background, zebrafish behavior in the black compartment was not assessed here).

The OFT (Experiment 3) consisted of a white plastic cylinder (21 cm diameter,
24 cm height) filled with water to a height of 12 cm (Fig. 2B). Following drug pre-
treatment, the animals (n = 12–13 in each group) were individually placed in the
center of the tank, and video-recorded from the top view for 6 min, using Ethovision
XT7 to calculate the distance traveled (m), average velocity (m/s) and meandering
(◦/m), as defined in [62]. Since zebrafish establish robust preferred loci (homebases)
in  the OFT [63], the homebase behavior was examined in this study in detail by
comparing zebrafish activity in their preferred homebase quadrant with averaged
activity in non-homebase quadrants (see details in Fig. 2B). Homebase quadrant
was defined for each fish as described in [63,64], calculating the average time spent,
frequency of visit and distance traveled in homebase vs. non-homebase quadrants.

In  addition, thigmotaxis behavior (preference for walls vs. center) was  assessed in
this study by virtually dividing the OFT arena into two zones – periphery (area within
2.5 cm from the walls) and the central arena. Using Ethovision XT7, the time spent,
distance traveled, average velocity and frequency of visits were calculated for each
zone in this test. Given previous rodent data and zebrafish data on glutamatergically
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Fig. 1. Behavioral effects of acute 20-min exposure to ibogaine (10 and 20 mg/L) in the novel tank test. Panel A shows behavioral endpoints recorded in standard 6-min novel
tank  test (n = 29–34 per group), as well as two-dimensional (2D) representative traces generated in XY coordinates (side view) by Noldus EthoVision XT7. Panel B shows
temporal and spatial three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of zebrafish swim paths. Temporal 3D graphs plotted XY-coordinates (generated in EthoVision XT7) on respective
XY-axes,  with experimental time plotted across the Z-axis [66,67]. Spatial 3D graphs were generated in a similar fashion, with spatial coordinates from a coordinated, top-view
recording plotted on the Z-axis representing zebrafish trajectories in XYZ coordinates. Track color reflects changes in velocity (m/s) (blue to green = lower velocity, yellow
and  red = higher velocity). In all experiments, representative traces selected after rating the activity of each subject/cohort from 1 to n based on activity level, and reaching
c p < 0.0
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onsensus by three highly-trained investigators. Data are reported as mean ± SEM, *
For  interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is refe

ediated circling/rotation behavior (rev. in [48]), we also analyzed zebrafish circling
henotypes using 2D video-track data generated by Ethovision XT7 replayed in slow
otion. According to [48], rotation was  defined as a full 360◦ circle of ∼5 cm (∼2
sh  body lengths) in diameter. The data was then analyzed for total rotations, and
he  number of fish demonstrating ‘high rotation’ behavior (defined as 5 or more full
otations per a 6-min trial) in this study.

The social preference test (Experiment 4) examined zebrafish social behavior
nd  locomotor activity, as described in [44] (Fig. 3A). The target conspecific fish was
5, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. control; post hoc Tukey test for significant ANOVA data.
 the web  version of the article.)

introduced to an exposure compartment (conspecific box), separated by transpar-
ent  sliding doors from the rest of the apparatus. To avoid lateral bias in zebrafish
cohorts, the left/right location of target fish alternated between the trials. After a 20-

min  pre-treatment, control and ibogaine exposed zebrafish (n = 15 in each group)
were introduced individually to the central zone, temporarily separated by sliding
doors from the two  arms of the corridor. Following a 30-s interval (to reduce trans-
fer/handling stress), the two sliding doors were gently lifted, and the zebrafish was
released to explore the apparatus for 6 min. Fish behavior was scored manually by
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Fig. 2. Behavioral effects of acute 20-min exposure to ibogaine (10 and 20 mg/L) in the light–dark box and open field tests. Panel A shows behavioral effects of ibogaine on
zebrafish in the light–dark box (n = 13 per group). Panel B shows the behavioral effects of ibogaine on zebrafish in the open field test (n = 12–13 per group). Representative 2D
traces  were generated by Noldus Ethovision XT7 software using the top-view video-recording. In all experiments, the traces were examined for each experimental cohort,
rated  from 1 to n (based on similarity to each other), and the middle trace was selected as representative by consensus of three highly-trained investigators, to illustrate
the  patterns of zebrafish locomotion observed in the open field test. Homebase behavior was examined in this study by comparing zebrafish behavior in their preferred
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omebase location (quadrant) with average results in non-homebase quadrants. D
ost  hoc Tukey test for significant ANOVA data.

rained observers, assessing the number of center entries, time spent in center (s),
he number of “conspecific” arm entries, the number of “non-conspecific” (empty)
rm entries, total arm entries, as well as time spent (s) in the respective zones of
he  apparatus. The ratios of conspecific:empty and conspecific:total entry and time
pent were calculated based on this data [44].

The shoaling test (Experiment 5) was performed to examine the effects of ibo-
aine on social behavior of zebrafish shoals (Fig. 3B). Groups of 8 zebrafish were

re-exposed to either ibogaine or drug-free vehicle for 20 min, and group-tested

n the novel tank. Zebrafish shoaling behavior was video-recorded for 6 min, and
nalyzed using 8 screenshots made every 20 s during the last half of the observation
eriod. A total of 16 screenshots from ibogaine-treated or control cohorts were used
or analyses in this study. Each screenshot was  properly calibrated and analyzed by
e reported as mean ± SEM, #p = 0.05–0.08 (trend), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, vs. control;

trained observers, manually measuring the distances (cm) between each fish in the
group, and then averaging this data to obtain an average inter-fish distance per
screenshot (final shoaling data for control and experimental cohorts represented
averaged results for 16 screenshots per group).

The mirror stimulation test (Experiment 6) represented another modification
of  the novel tank test, also relevant to social behavior (Fig. 4). The mirror image
stimulation is a well-established fish paradigm, traditionally used for studying their

exploratory and social/aggressive behavior [56]. Similar to other fishes, zebrafish
display boldness by approaching, butting or biting the mirror when placed in the
novel tank with it. The present study used the same novel tank apparatus in Exper-
iment 1, with the addition of the mirror to a vertical wall, as described in [56]. In
this 6-min test, zebrafish (n = 15 per group) were introduced to a novel tank with
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Fig. 3. Behavioral effects of acute 20-min exposure to ibogaine (10 and 20 mg/L) in the social preference, shoaling and body coloration tests. Panel A shows behavioral
endpoints obtained from the standard 6-min social preference test (n = 15 per group). Bar graphs in panel B show behavioral endpoints of zebrafish shoaling behavior in
control (n = 96) and ibogaine (10 and 20 mg/L, n = 64 per group). Panel C illustrates a significant increase in the color index for both ibogaine-treatment groups, which was
found  across all experimental designs. The body color was examined for each fish using the colorations scale (1 = pale, 2 = dark) by three highly-trained investigators, and
representative photographs were selected on a consensus basis, to illustrate the patterns of zebrafish coloration (also see Section 3 for a similar profile detected using
pixel-based analyses by ImageJ software). Data are reported as mean ± SEM, ***p < 0.001 vs. control; post hoc Tukey test for significant ANOVA for behavioral data (B); or
p  < 0.005 vs. control; post hoc U-test with Bonferroni correction for significant Chi-square body coloration data (C). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
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Fig. 4. Behavioral effects of acute 20-min exposure to ibogaine (10 and 20 mg/L) in the mirror stimulation test. In this 6-min test, zebrafish (n = 15 per group) were introduced
to  a novel tank containing a mirror on the vertical side wall. The mirror zone was  defined as the area within 3 cm from mirror, which included the mirror contact zone (the
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epresentative traces were generated using side-view video analysis by Noldus Etho
ost  hoc Tukey test for significant ANOVA data.

 mirror fixed to the vertical side wall. The mirror zone was defined as the area
ithin 3 cm from mirror, and included the mirror contact zone (the immediate

rea within 0.5 cm of the mirror) and the mirror approach zone (the area within
 body length (2.5 cm)  from the mirror contact zone). In addition to traditional
ovel tank endpoints, Ethovision XT7 examined the number of entries and time
pent in direct contact with mirror (mirror contact zone) and approaches to mir-
or (mirror approach zone). Ethograms in this test were also constructed (similar
o  Experiment 1 for the novel tank test) by 2–3 highly trained observers manu-
lly  scoring episodes of bottom swimming, top swimming, bottom freezing, erratic
ovements and mirror biting (contact with the mirror), and the transitions between

hem.

.3. Coloration response analyses

During the course of this study, we consistently observed that ibogaine dark-
ned the color of exposed zebrafish (especially on the dorsal ridge of their bodies) for
oth doses tested and across all tests used (Fig. 3C). This phenotype was  unusal and
articularly prominent, based on our experience with screening in zebrafish over 20
ifferent psychotrophic drugs (2009–2012, own systematic observations). In order
o  more fully quantify zebrafish coloration response to ibogaine, we  first employed

 standardized color rating scale (1 = pale body color; 2 = dark body color) assessed
isually by 2–3 highly-trained observers (blinded to the treatments) immediately
fter the 20-min exposure to 10 and 20 mg/L ibogaine. The resulting responses were
nalyzed based on consensus between all observers. To confirm reliability of man-
al  coloration data collected in this study, we  also performed Spearman correlation
etween the observers scoring fish coloration in a separate experiment using 10
ontrol and 10 experimental fish exposed to 20 mg/L ibogaine for 20 min. This anal-
sis yielded strong and highly significant (R = 0.82, p < 0.01) inter-rater reliability of
anual coloration observations. Photographs showing representative fish from con-

rol, and 20 mg/L ibogaine cohorts (Fig. 3C) further illustrate the robust coloration
eponse evoked in zebrafish by this drug. Similarly, the same phenotype can also be
bserved on photographs of zebrafish shoals (made from the top; Fig. 3B), where all
rug-treated fish are visibly darker compared to controls.

To further objectively quantify zebrafish coloration responses, we comple-
ented manual data with pixel-based analysis, applying an open-access ImageJ

oftware (NIH, Bethesda, MD)  [65] to a separate cohort of control and ibogaine-

xposed fish (20 mg/L) mentioned above. Briefly, following a 20-min treatment, fish
n  = 10 per group) were euthanized and immediately photographed (two images per
sh, left and right sides) against a white, laminated sheet of paper that served as the
ackground. Photographs were taken from a 15-cm distance with a 5.0-megapixel

Sight camera from an iPhone 4S (Apple, Cupertino, CA) mounted on a ring stand
thin 1 body length (2.5 cm)  from the mirror contact zone). Two-dimensional (2D)
 XT 7. Data are reported as mean ± SEM, *p < 0.05, **p  < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. control;

to reduce potentially confounding variables (i.e., lighting, distance, subject size).
Body color quantification was performed in ImageJ [65]. To standardize the images
prior to quantification, each photo was processed in Adobe Photoshop CS5 (Adobe
Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA), using the ‘Magic Wand’ tool to select/delete the back-
ground and remove transparent pixels. Images were converted to 8-bit grayscale
TIF files, cropped (560 × 200 pixels) to isolate zebrafish body and rotated to a uni-
form horizontal orientation (head facing left). A region of interest (300 × 60 pixel
rectangle, representing a substantial part of zebrafish body) was positioned over
each fish image in a standardized manner, starting at the gill and incorporating the
lateral body surface. The mean gray value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white),
was then measured for this selected region by ImageJ software, averaged between
left  and right-side images for each individual fish, and presented as the average for
the group.

2.4. Video-tracking

During manual observation, videos were recorded in MPEG1 format with the
maximum sample rate 30 fps for each trial by auto-focusing 2.0 MP  USB webcams,
placed 50 cm in front of or on top of the tanks, and attached to laptop comput-
ers. Recorded videos were analyzed with Ethovision XT7 software, as described
previously [44,46,66]. All environments were calibrated for each arena, and the cali-
bration axes were placed to designate the origin (0,0) at the center of each tank. The
track data for each fish was  exported as raw data into separate spreadsheets. The
exported traces were independently rated on a consensus basis from 1 to n (based
on  similarity to each other) by three trained observers blinded to the treatments.
The median trace was selected as representative of the group to illustrate the spatial
pattern of zebrafish swimming [44,46,66].

For  each experiment, raw track data was  exported into Excel spreadsheets, pre-
processed and formatted to generate 3D swim path reconstructions, as previously
described in detail [66,67]. Briefly, each track was interpolated to replace missing
values within the Track Editor of Ethovision XT7. This step replaced missing spatial
coordinates by a linear interpolation of the nearest neighbor detection points, or the
previous and most recent valid detection coordinates. Raw track files were format-
ted so that column headers containing independent variables were in the first row of
the  spreadsheet. A “find and replace” procedure was performed to replace null val-
ues (“-“) with blank cells. After removing Trial Identification information, track files

were renamed to provide this information (i.e., “Control1side.xlsx”). Each track file
was then saved as a comma separated value (CSV) file and imported into RapidMiner
5.0  software. Each column (Independent Variable) was designated as either a real or
integer value-type based on its contents and no special attributes were assigned.
Temporal 3D reconstructions were created in a Scatter 3D Color plot, in which
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-center, time, and Y-center were attributed to the X,Y- and Z-axes, respectively.
ependent variables were actively cycled across the path using the color attribute,
nd tracks were explored using rotation and zooming features. For comparison,
xis ranges were standardized, and reconstructions were saved as image files. Rep-
esentative reconstructions for each experimental manipulation were selected by
omparing the complete set of 2D and 3D swim path images, rating from 1 to n
ased on their similarity to each other (by three observers on a consensus basis)
nd choosing the middle track as representative [50].

.5. Brain c-fos and whole-body cortisol assays

QT-PCR was performed for zebrafish c-fos mRNA from samples obtained in
xperiments 1 and 2. The brains were quickly dissected on ice, and 2–4 brains
ere pooled to obtain 6 samples per group, RNA was extracted from these sam-
les, and cDNA was  synthesized using random primers and iScript Select cDNA
ynthesis Kit (Bio Rad, Hercules, CA). For QTPCR, cDNA was amplified with c-fos
rimers for zebrafish and compared against the reference gene (elongation factor 1
lpha), expressing c-fos data as the relative fold change vs. control (taken as 100%)
48].  Whole-body samples were taken from subjects used in the same experiments,
ortisol was extracted with diethyl ether (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and its
oncentrations were assessed using ELISA human salivary cortisol assay kit (Sali-
etrics LLC, State College, PA), and presented as relative concentrations per gram

f  body weight for each fish, according to [53].

.6. Pharmacological manipulations

Ibogaine for this study was  obtained through the NIDA Drug Supply Program
NIH/NIDA, Bethesda, MD). Its doses (10 and 20 mg/L) were chosen based on our pilot
tudies with the drug with a wider dose range (5–25 mg/L). A standard 20-min pre-
reatment time was chosen here based on our experience with other hallucinogenic
rugs in zebrafish, including LSD [44], MDMA  [45], mescaline [46], ketamine [47,48],
CP [46] and salvinorin A [50]. Based on our experience, this exposure time was
lso sufficient for provoking the physiological (e.g., cortisol and c-fos) responses of
ebrafish. Drug exposure in this study was performed by submerging individual
ebrafish (or a shoal of zebrafish in Experiment 5) in a 1-L plastic beaker for 20 min
rior to the testing, as described in [48]. The solution was regularly changed after
ach exposure to ensure that each fish is exposed to a consistent concentration of
bogaine; control fish were exposed to drug-free vehicle for the same treatment
ime, as described above.

.7. Statistical analyses

The behavioral and cortisol data was analyzed using one-way ANOVA(factor:
ose) followed by post hoc Tukey testing for significant ANOVA data. Intra-session
abituation in Experiment 1 was analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA (fac-
or: dose) for per-minute data, and the paired Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney U-test to
ompare minute 1 vs. minute 6 data. Two-way ANOVA (factors: dose and loca-
ion) was used to analyze homebase vs. non-homebase behavioral endpoints for
he  homebase analysis of the OFT. C-fos expression for each dose was individually
ompared with the respective control group, and analyzed using non-paired U-test.
nter- and intra-rater reliability for the observers was determined by Spearman cor-
elation. Since zebrafish body coloration data generated manually were based on a
-point scale, this categorical data was analyzed using Chi-square test to test the
ypothesis of no association between ibogaine treatment and coloration response
for  coloration analyses using three groups, Chi-square test was followed by a pair-
ise post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction). Automated coloration data

enerated by ImageJ software was  analyzed using U-test to compare control with
0  mg/L ibogaine treatments. Manual and software-generated coloration data were
lso analyzed using Spearman correlation. Data were expressed as mean ± SEM, and
ignificance was  set at p < 0.05 in all experiments of this study.

. Results

In the novel tank test (Experiment 1), ibogaine induced robust
ehavioral responses, significantly affecting the latency to top,
rratic movements and freezing bouts (F2,90 = 12.1, 14.8 and
0.8, p < 0.001, respectively). The drug effect on freezing dura-
ion approached statistical significance (F2,90 = 2.8, p = 0.07), with
bogaine at 20 mg/L reducing freezing duration and at 10 mg/L
ncreasing frequency of freezing (Fig. 1A). Overall, while control
sh froze for much longer, ibogaine 10 mg/L evoked multiple freez-

ng bouts of shorter duration per bout, at 20 mg/L increasing time

wimming in the novel tank. Both doses significantly reduced the
atency to enter the top, compared to control cohorts (Fig. 1A).
ignificant effects were also found for total distance traveled
F2,90 = 3.3, p < 0.05), but not velocity, time spent in top or transitions
esearch 236 (2013) 258– 269

to the top (F2,90 = 0.3–0.5, NS). Examining the per-minute distribu-
tion of transitions to top shows that control fish gradually increased
the number of transitions, displaying a typical habituation response
to a novel environment, described in detail in zebrafish [68]. In con-
trast,both ibogaine doses completely reversed this reponse, with
drug-treated fish showing initial top swimming followed by grad-
ual descending to the bottom (Fig. 1A and B). Repeated measures
ANOVA (group × time) revealed significant time effect (F5,540 = 15.4,
p < 0.001) and time × dose effects (F10,540 = 5.2, p < 0.001), but not
dose effect (F2,540 = 0.9, NS), with ibogaine-treated zebrafish show-
ing more transitions to top during minute 1, and significantly less
transitions in the minute 6 of the novel tank test. This drug-evoked
phenotype was further illustrated by temporal 3D reconstructions
of zebrafish swimming paths (Fig. 1B), where control fish showed
initial bottom dwelling behavior, followed by incrementally larger
horizontal sweeps along the bottom with brief vertical excursions
into the upper region of the novel tank. As can be seen in Fig. 2B,
ibogaine 10 mg/L evoked a short-lived initial top dwelling, followed
by a slow descent made to the bottom of the tank. Once at the
bottom, ibogaine induced another interesting behavioral pattern,
as fish seemed to prefer the bottom corners (likely investigating
their reflection) but, within seconds, quickly swam to the oppo-
site corner, where it remained still facing the wall, then slowly
turned and returned back. These phenotypes represented the most
frequent movement patterns of ibogaine-treated cohorts, with the
‘intial top, slow to bottom’ profile observed in 58 ± 6.6% and ‘bottom
side-to-side’ profile in 72 ± 6.0% vs. 2.3 ± 2.3% and 9.5 ± 4.5% in con-
trols, respectively (p < 0.0001, U-test). Spatial 3D reconstructions
of the zebrafish locomotion in XYZ coordinates provided further
confirmation of the observed locomotor patterns evoked by acute
ibogaine exposure in zebrafish in the novel tank test (Fig. 1B).

In the light–dark box test (Experiment 2), ibogaine-treated
zebrafish showed a marked attenuation of scototaxic behaviors,
spending more time in the white than the black, with a significant
effect for latency to enter the white chamber (F2,36 = 9.6, p < 0.001),
where the drug dose-dependently decreased the latency (Fig. 2A).
Additionally, sigificant effects were found in transitions to white
(F2,36 = 3.9, p < 0.05) and duration in white (F2,36 = 6.9, p < 0.005),
where ibogaine at 20 mg/L induced more transitions and time spent
in the white chamber (Fig. 2A).

In the OFT (Experiment 3), there were no overt effects of ibo-
gaine on circling-like behavior (Fig. 2B), distance traveled and
velocity (F2,35 = 0.7–1.0, NS), with a significant effect on meandering
(F2,35 = 4.5, p < 0.05) which was  increased by ibogaine (Fig. 2B). Ibo-
gaine treatment significantly altered the overall spatial exploration
strategy of zebrafish in this experimental paradigm. Examination
of zebrafish spatial dynamics in the OFT illustrates the latter pro-
file particularly well. Recent studies have shown that zebrafish
establish clear preferred loci (homebases) in novel environments
[63,69]. Although all fish established clear homebases in this test,
two-way ANOVA (factors: dose and location) established signif-
icant dose (F6,138 = 2.8, p < 0.05), location (F3,68 = 114.7, p < 0.001)
and dose × location (F6,138 = 4.6, p < 0.001) effects on normalized
(expressed as percentage of total) homebase activity, includ-
ing time spent, distance traveled and transitions to homebase
area (Fig. 2B). Subsequent ANOVA analysis of homebase vs. non-
homebase activity within each group provided additional insight
into this behavior. Overall, there were significant effects for normal-
ized visit freqency in control, ibogaine 10 mg/L and 20 mg/L cohorts
(F1,24 = 15.4, 193.2 and 142.7, p < 0.001, respectively), as well as
for for the normalized time spent in zone (F1,24 = 52.8, 81.9 and
152.2, p < 0.001, respecively), but not the distance traveled in zone

(Fig. 2B). The effects of ibogaine treatment on OFT exploration and
homebase behavior were further illustrated in the representative
swim paths. 2D traces (generated by the top-view video-recording)
show that ibogaine-treated fish established a homebase and swam
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ithin this preferred quandrant more, compared to other areas
f the OFT (Fig. 2B). While control fish did establish a homebase
uandrant, they showed higher exploration throughout the entire
rena with lesser homebase-centric behavior. These differences
n behavioral patterning are further emphasized by examining
he temporal 3D swim path reconstructions, showing that con-
rol zebrafish spent more time exploring the arena prior to
stablishing a preferred homebase quadrant (lower half of 3D
econstructions), then venturing from the homebase more often
xploring non-homebase quandrants (Fig. 2B). In contrast, ibo-
aine treatment markedly decreases this initial exploration phase
nd latency to homebase formation in a dose-dependent manner.
or example, the representative ibogaine 20 mg/L reconstruction
emonstrates that homebase formation occured very quickly dur-

ng the test, and the subsequent fish swimming was generally
estricted to this preferred quadrant, except for short-lasting,
igh-velocity exploration excursions to non-homebase quadrants
Fig. 2B).

In the social preference test (Experiment 4), we assessed the
bility of zebrafish to interact with conspecifics (vs. empty com-
artment). The ibogaine-treated zebrafish in this test did not
isplay an overt preference for any zone (empty arm, center, or
onspecific arm) or exhibit an altered ratio of conspecific:empty
rm entries (Fig. 3A). In the shoaling test (Experiment 5), ibo-
aine significantly disrupted shoal formation (Fig. 3B), revealing
ignificant effects on average interfish distance, nearest neighbor
istance and farthest neighbor distance (F2,221 = 39.3, 7.4 and 44.5,

 < 0.001, respectively). In general, ibogaine treatment increased
ach index, reflecting less cohesive shoaling compared to control
sh.

As mentioned earlier, we also consistently observed in all exper-
ments that ibogaine exposure at both doses markedly darkened
he color of zebrafish, especially on the dorsal ridge of their bod-
es. To objectively quantify this coloration response, we  first used

 color rating scale that revealed a significant treatment effect
�2 (2) = 37.6, p < 0.005) on the body color after a 20-min expo-
ure to ibogaine (Fig. 3C). A similar result was  obtained in 10
ontrol and 10 experimental fish (treated with 20 mg/L of ibo-
aine) used in pixel-based analyses of fish coloration (�2 (1) = 9.9,

 < 0.005, see further). Photographs showing representative control
nd ibogaine-treated fish further illustrate the robust coloration
eponse evoked by this drug. Similarly, the same phenotype can
lso be observed on photographs of zebrafish shoals, made from
he top, where all drug-treated fish are visibly darker compared
o untreated controls (Fig. 3C). These ibogaine-evoked coloration
esponses were retained by zebrafish throughout their testing in
ach of the behavioral paradigms used here, and were also present
ollowing euthanasia using Tricaine (data not shown). While only
epresentative images are shown in Fig. 3C, the coloration resposes
voked by ibogaine were invariably observed in every exper-
ment of this study (data not shown), and reliably scored by
everal highly trained observers. Automated pixel-based analysis
f zebrafish coloration using ImageJ software further reconfirmed
ur findings obtained using manual observation. First, a signif-
cant difference was observed between ‘mean gray value’ data
n control group (50.4 ± 3.6) vs. fish treated with 20 mg/L ibo-
aine (35.8 ± 2.3; p < 0.005, U-test, n = 10 per group), indicating
hat ibogaine-treated fish were significantly darker, as assessed
y ImageJ software. Second, a significant negative correlation
Spearman R = −0.44, p < 0.05) was found between manual and
ixel-based analyses performed in control and ibogaine-treated
sh. Specifically, considering ibogaine-treated fish as ‘dark’, human

bservers assigned to this group higher scores on a manual 2-point
cale (1–pale, 2–dark), while ImageJ software detected lower ‘mean
ray value’, based on the scale from 0 (black) 255 (white). The
act that both methods showed significant correlation in assessing
search 236 (2013) 258– 269 265

fish color responses confirms that both approaches applied here
can be used to characterize body coloration phenotypes in
zebrafish.

In the mirror stimulation test (Experiment 6), which repre-
sented a modification of the novel tank test, ibogaine treatment
evoked several prominent behavioral responses, including sig-
nificant effects on total distance traveled (F2,42 = 4.9, p < 0.05),
average velocity (F2,42 = 5.1, p < 0.01), bottom contacts (F2,42 = 5.8,
p < 0.01), total approaches (F2,42 = 4.0, p < 0.05) and total contacts
with the mirror (F2,42 = 6.2, p < 0.005), but not bottom approaches
(F2,42 = 3.2, NS). Representative 2D swim traces further illustrate
these behavioral changes, as controls swam along the bottom of
the tank, and displayed less overall exploratory behavior (com-
pared to the two  ibogaine cohorts that showed wide-spread tank
exploration with a notable tendency to investigate the mirror;
Fig. 4).

Ethogram-based analyses used in this study provided another
intuitive way to assess the overall behavioral organization of
zebrafish activity. As shown in Fig. 5, in both the novel tank and the
mirror stimulation tests (Experiments 1 and 6), ibogaine-treated
cohorts displayed significant alternations in overall behavioral pat-
terning of zebrafish responses. In the novel tank test, significant
effects were found for erratic movements, total transitions and
for various transitions, including from bottom to top swimming,
from bottom swimming to erratic movement, from top to bot-
tom swimming, from erratic movement to bottom swimming,
and from erratic movement to top swimming (F2,85 = 3.3–18.6,
p < 0.001–0.05). In the mirror stimulation test, while there were no
significant effects for bottom swimming, top swimming or freezing
(F2,42 = 2.6–3.0, NS), we  observed significantly altered transitions
from bottom swimming to erratic movements, from top swimming
to erratic movements, from top swimming to mirror biting, from
erratic movement to bottom swimming, and from mirror biting to
freezing (F2,42 = 3.3–8.5, p < 0.001–0.05). Finally, in a striking con-
trast to the robust behavioral effects of ibogaine in multiple tests,
the drug at either dose tested failed to affect physiological indices,
including whole-brain c-fos expression and whole-body cortisol
levels (data not shown).

4. Discussion

This study is the first report of ibogaine effects in zebrafish,
showing high sensitivity of this model organism to multiple acute
behavioral effects of this hallucinogenic drug. The use of fish to
study the effects of hallucinogenic drugs complements traditional
rodent-based models, enabling rapid testing of novel psychoac-
tive compounds. The history of zebrafish as an animal model
in genetics and developmental biology has resulted in several
genetic techniques applicable to zebrafish more easily than in
mammals, raising the possibility of using zebrafish models to study
pharmacogenetics of drug abuse. The behavioral effects of ibo-
gaine in various animal models remain poorly understood, and
are based on complex interactions of several neurotransmitter
systems. However, as will be discussed further, the accumulat-
ing body of evidence from screening psyhoactive drugs with
different mechanisms of action in zebrafish provides important
insights into the complex profiles of hallucinogenic drugs, such as
ibogaine.

In general, the unique action of ibogaine across all tests was
the reversal of several normal zebrafish behaviors. In the novel
tank test, ibogaine reduced geotaxis, evoking atypical intial top

exploration followed by gradual swimming toward the bottom.
Upon reaching the bottom, fish exhibited an unusual side-to-side
movement pattern, rapidly swimming to a corner, staying there
for several seconds facing the wall and then rapidly reaching the
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Fig. 5. Ethogram-based analysis of the effects of acute 20-min exposure to ibogaine (10 and 20 mg/L) on zebrafish behavioral patterning in the novel tank (Fig. 1) and mirror
stimulation (Fig. 4) tests. Ethograms were generated based on frequencies and transitions between each individual behavioral activity, as described in [44,46]. The diameter
of  each circle corresponds to the frequency of each individual behavioral activity (BS – bottom swimming, E – erratic movements, F – freezing, MB – mirror biting, TS – top
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n  types of behavioral activity, asterisks placed next to arrows denote significantly 

*p  < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. control; post hoc Tukey test for significant ANOVA data.

pposite bottom corner, remaining there briefly before repeat-
ng this pattern (Fig. 1B). In the light–dark box text, the drug
ttenuated zebrafish scototaxis, acting similarly to LSD [44], but
ith more pronouced effects (Fig. 2A). While elevated light

ehavior in the light–dark test can be due to higher locomo-
ion [44], this phenotype can also be explained by distorted
erception of light/visual cues, commonly described clinically dur-

ng ibogaine experience [70]. Overall, the similarity of observed
ehavioral effects of LSD and ibogaine suggests the important
ole of serotonergic mechanisms in in these tests, which may
e further dissected using specific genetic or pharmacological
anipulations.
Although ibogaine did not alter most of OFT behaviors, it

ncreased meandering (suggesting more changes in swimming
irection compared to controls; Fig. 2B). While there were no
ifferences in center vs. peripheral swimming activity between
he groups (data not shown), ibogaine strongly affected home-
ase formation. For example, control fish generally investigated
he entire arena before choosing a preferred homebase area,
hereas ibogaine reduced this intial investigation phase. In line
ith earlier theoretical predictions [63], our study provided the
rst experimental evidence of the utility of homebase analyses for
harmacological screening using zebrafish. Similar to serotoner-
ic drugs LSD and MDMA,  ibogaine affected shoaling, reducing this
nnate group behavior in zebrafish (Fig. 3B). Ethogram-based anal-
ses of zebrafish novel tank and mirror stimulation test revealed
isrupted patterning of fish behavior (Fig. 5).

Finally, the drug evoked robust changes in zebrafish coloration
Fig. 3C), confirming the utility of skin pharmacology [71] for high-
hroughput screening of psychotropic agents in drug discovery
nd development [72]. In zebrafish, body coloration is emerg-
ng as an important phenotype sensitive to various experimental
anipulations, including social [73] or physiological stress and
harmacological modulation [74,75]. Serotonergic modulation of
elanophores has been reported in various vertebrates, including

sh [76,77], and may  underlie the coloration effects observed here.
 between these behaviors (asterisks within circles indicate significant differences
ent transitions). Data are reported as mean ± SEM, #p = 0.05–0.08 (trend), *p < 0.05,

However, glutamatergic mechanisms may  also be implicated, since
PCP and kynurenic acid, two other glutamatergic antagonists, both
induce strong coloration responses in zebrafish (own unpublished
data), similar to ibogaine. Collectively, our findings (Fig. 3C) support
the potential of screens for small molecules with selected psy-
choactive properties based on zebrafish coloration. Our  results also
show that automated image-analyzing software, such as ImageJ
program used here, can be particularly promising for objective
high-throughput quantification of zebrafish coloration phenotypes.

Given the robust behavioral effects of ibogaine in multiple
tests here, we expected that physiological biomarkers, including
brain c-fos expression and whole-body cortisol levels, may  also
be affected in this study. In line with this notion, rodent data
implicate ibogaine in elevated c-fos expression [27,78] and cortico-
sterone levels [79,80]. Our results, however, did not show ibogaine
effects on these indices, raising the possibility that the drug may
be inactive on physiological responses at doses where it affects
zebrafish behavior. It may  also exert opposite influences from dif-
ferent modulated neurotransmitters. For example, a combination
of serotonergic LSD-like (elevating zebrafish cortisol [44]) and glu-
tamarergic ketamine-like (reducing zebrafish cortisol [48]) effects
of ibogaine may  result in unaltered cortisol responses consistently
observed here. The lack of effects on c-fos expression may  also have
similar explanation, given the relation of c-fos to stress and anxi-
ety, and the lack of anxiogenic-like behavioral responses of ibogaine
induced here. Additionally, we  examined whole-brain c-fos expres-
sion, which may  be a potential limitation of this study, since rodent
data showed region-specific changes in c-fos and egr-1 expression
following ibogaine administration [27,81].  The alternative possibil-
ity is that ibogaine exerts some effects in species-specific manner,
resulting in fish phenotypes that can differ from those of rodents
and humans. Indeed, given the complex pharmacological profile

of ibogaine (targeting several modulatory neurotransmitter sys-
tems), it has been difficult to evaluate induced psychological and
behavioral states in traditional tests. For example, in several clini-
cal studies examining ceremonial and therapeutic use of ibogaine,
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he drug’s effects seem to heavily depend on the subject’s ‘set and
etting’, with both anxiogenic [70,82] and positive, mood-elevating
3,83] effects being reported. Additionally, in rodent studies differ-
nces in the behavioral test and ibogaine doses have resulted in
oth anxiogenic-like [24,84] and anxiolytic-like profiles [23]. Our
ovel tank and light–dark box results (Figs. 1A and 2B)  suggest that

 reduction in anxiety (as interpreted by reduced geotaxis and sco-
otaxis) may  be part of the drug’s complex and potent profile in
ebrafish. However, the profound reversal of innate responses in
ebrafish, and consideration of variable clinical and rodent reports,
uggest that the psychopharmacology of this potent drug merit fur-
her in-depth translational investigation in various behavioral tests
nd across different model species.

There were several other notable limitations of this study. First,
e analyzed behavior in wild-type zebrafish, in approximately
50:50 male to female ratio (similar to other studies using adult
ebrafish [85–87]). Given sex and strain differences in zebrafish
esponses to various drugs of abuse (e.g., [88,89]), the analyses of
hese differences in sensitivity to ibogaine merit further scruitiny.
ikewise, while the present study examined acute ibogaine effects
t 10–20 mg/L, several rodent reports indicate potential differences
n the behavioral effects of subacute, acute and chronic ibogaine
t different doses [23,90], which may  be examined further using
ebrafish models. Finally, we did not focus here on the effects of
bogaine on addiction-like phenotypes in zebrafish, which again
rovides opportunities for future studies with high translational
elevance.

Nevertheless, the ability to use zebrafish to dissect potential
oles of different mediators in ibogaine-induced responses seems
romising, offering an additional, evolutionarily relevant ‘refer-
nce’ point for cross-species analyses. For example, glutamatergic
MDA antagonists (e.g., ketamine, PCP and MK-801) evoke robust
ircling behavior, also reported in clinical, rodent and zebrafish
tudies (see [46,48] for discussion). Since ibogaine is an NMDA
ntagonist, we could expect increased circling behavior in our
tudy. While circling was not commonly assessed in rodent studies
ith ibogaine, an early report did show increased circling follow-

ng its administration in mice [91]. In the present study, however,
ebrafish circling behavior was not affected by ibogaine, dissimilar
o ketamine, MK-801 and PCP that all evoke tight circling [46,48].
herefore, the lack of overt circling here may  be interpreted as the
elatively lesser glutamatergic contribution to this phenotype, as
ompared to other mediator systems modulated by ibogaine. At
he same time, despite the initial top preference, the lack of overt
ustained surfacing behavior (typical in zebrafish for serotonergic
rugs such as LSD [44] and MDMA  [45]) suggests that serotonergic-

ike profile may  only be a part, rather than the predominant action,
f complex ibogaine profile observed here.

A potential difference in the outcomes of some tests, such
s the social preference (Experiment 4) and mirror stimulation
Experiment 6), also merits discussion. For example, in the social
reference test, all cues were present since the target and conspe-
ific fish shared the same water, and while ibogaine may  affect
isual perception, the fish had other sources of information (e.g.,
ibration or chemosensory cues) to draw from the conspecific.
n contrast, during the mirror stimulation test, there was only a
eflection in the mirror, which, combined with altered visual per-
eption, could evoke higher responses in ibogaine-treated fish.
learly, further studies are needed to dissect the complexity of
he effects of ibogaine on different social behaviors. Furthermore,
his study highlights another important aspect of zebrafish neu-
ophenotyping, which only recently became recognized. The ability

f zebrafish to swim in 3D space represents a unique advan-
age of this aquatic species over other models, such as rodent
aradigms, which generally include 2D locomotion in horizontal
lane [66]. High sensitivity of 3D phenotyping approaches applied

[
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here to the effects of ibogaine in zebrafish (Figs. 1B and 2B) pro-
vides further evidence of how 3D reconstructions of fish swimming
paths may  be useful for high-throughput pharmacological screen-
ing [66].

Finally, our analyses of psychotropic activity of ibogaine reveal
interesting parallels between the relative efficacy of this compound
relative to other psychotopic hallucinogenic-like drugs tested in
zebrafish previously. In the present study, behavioral effects of
ibogaine were observed acutely following both 10 and 20 mg/L
treatments. In zebrafish literature, the effective doses of other
related compounds were established to be 0.1–0.25 mg/L LSD,
80–160 mg/L MDMA,  20 mg/L mescaline and 20–40 mg/L ketamine
(see [46] for review). Thus, ibogaine in zebrafish was approximately
100–200 times less potent than LSD, 8 times more potent than
MDMA,  and equally potent to mescaline and ketamine. In humans,
acute psychoactive experiences can be observed with 500–700 mg
ibogaine [19], as well as with <1 mg  LSD, 200 mg  mescaline and
MDMA,  and 125 mg  ketamine (see [46] for discusson). Therefore,
ibogaine clinically appears to be 500–1000 times less potent than
LSD, twice less potent than mescaline or MDMA, and 4 times less
potent than ketamine. While species differences in pharmacoki-
netics and pharmacodynamics may  contribute to some differences
in its relative efficacy, these analyses show that the effects of ibo-
gaine and other common hallucinogens in fish generally parallel
those of humans. Together with a rich spectrum of robust behav-
ioral phenotypes identified for ibogaine in this study (Figs. 1–5),
this strongly supports the growing translational value of zebrafish
models for hallucinogenic and drug abuse research. Future studies
will be able to utilize zebrafish models to increase our understand-
ing of the mechanisms of behavioral effects of ibogaine in various
model organisms.
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